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ABSTRACT 

New technical developments in the field of water quality assessment and 
a reordering of water quality priorities prompted a revision of the first two 
editions of this manual. The utility of the revised manual is enhanced by 
the inclusion of methods to predict the transport and fate of toxic chemicals 
in ground water, and by methods to predict the fate of metals in rivers. In 
addition, major revisions were completed on Chapter 2 (organic toxicants), 
Chapter 3 (waste loadings), and Chapter 5 (impoundments) that reflect recent 
advancements in these fields. 

Applying the manual's simple techniques, the user is now capable of 
assessing the loading and fate of conventional pollutants (temperature, 
biochemical oxygen demand-dissolved oxygen, nutrients, and sediments) and 
toxic pollutants (from the U.S. EPA list of priority pollutants) in streams, 
impoundments, estuaries, and ground waters. The techniques are readily 
programmed on hand-held calculators or microcomputers. Most of the data 
required for using these procedures are contained in the manual. 

Because of its size, the manual has been divided into two) parts. Part 
I contains the introduction and chapters on the aquatic fate of toxic organic 
substances, waste loading calculations, and the assessment of water quality 
parameters in rivers and streams. Part II continues with chapters on the 
assessment of impoundments, estuaries, and ground water and appendices E, H, 
I, and J. Appendices D, F, and G art provided on microfiche in the EPA-printed 
manual. Appendices A, B, and C, which appeared in the first two editions, 
are now out of date and have been deleted. 

This report is submitted In fulfillment of Contract No. 68-03-3131 by 
JACA Corp. and Tetra Tech, Inc. under the sponsorship of the U.S. Environ- 
mental Protection Agency. Work was completed as of May 1985. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

In 1977, the United States Environmental Protection Agency published Water 

Quality Assessment: A Screening Method for Nondesignated 208 Areas (Zison, et al., 

1977). This document was intended as a simplified methodology that water quality 

planners in nondesignated 208 areas could use to perform preliminary assessments of 

surface water quality. The methods addressed both point and nonpoint sources of 

pollutants including nutrients, sediments, dissolved oxygen deficits, temperature, 

salinity, and coliforms In rivers, lakes, and estuaries. The methodology was applied 
to the Sandusky River in northern Ohio, to the Ware, Patuxent, and Chester Rivers In 

Virginia and Maryland, and to the Occoquan Reservoir in Virginia. Test results were 

favorable (Dean et al., 1981). and some urban pollutants in streams, lakes and estuaries. 

In 1982 the screening methods were revised and updated to Include toxic organic 

chemicals in surface waters (Mills et al., 1982). The methods were demonstrated for -- 
a formaldehyde spill in the Russian River, California (Hills and Porcella, 1983), and 

for synfuel contamination of rivers (Hills and Porcella, 1984). 

1.2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

Due to increased emphasis on contaminant transport in ground waters and on 

contamination by heavy metals in all natural waters, the screening methods have been 

expanded to address these Issues. This report contains a simplified methodology which 

can be used by planners or engineers to perform preliminary assessments of toxic and 

conventional pollutants in surface and ground waters. Conventional pollutants include 

suspended sediments, nitrogen, phosphorus, coliform bacteria, BOD, temperature, and 

dissolved oxygen deficits. The 129 EPA priority pollutants art included in the sections 

on toxic chemicals. Much data art supplied by figures and tables in the text and 

appendices. An additional source of data for many rata constants used in this manual 

is Bowie et al., 1985. All the algorithms art Intended to be used on desk-top calcu- 

lators, or on microcomputers. Many of the environmental chemistry, ground water, and 
river algorithms have been put on microcomputer (Hills et al., 1985). 

Where instructive, introductory material has preceded the actual presentation of 

water quality assessment methodologies. This is done to orient the planner toward 

pertinent background material , as well as to clearly state limitations of the method- 
ologies due to assumptions and simplifications. Further, example calculations art 

included to illustrate the ideas being presented. These examples are designed 
to unify the theory that has preceded it, as well as in some cases to introduce 

new but related Ideas. 
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The units most commonly used in this report ate those that historically 

appear in the literature. Often, the units are not metric. Consequently an 

English-metric-conversion appendix is included at the end of this report. 

Many equations are presented with both English and metric constants. 

The report is divided into six major chapters (two, through seven). A brief 

description of the content of each chapter is presented in the following paragraphs: 

• Chapter 2 deals with the environmental chemistry of toxic organic 

chemicals. Processes considered include photolysis, hydrolysis, 

volatilization, biodegradation and adsorption. The purpose of the 
chapter is to provide an understanding of the processes and to provide 

procedures for estimating associated rate and equilibrium constants. 

• Chapter 3 addresses methods to estimate pollutant loads from nonpoint 

and point sources for both toxic and conventional pollutants. Pro- 

cedures include load estimation for single events and annual loads from 

agricultural. forested, and urban areas. 

• In Chapter 4, impacts of point and nonpoint sources of conventional and 

toxic pollutants in rivers are addressed. Conventional pollutants 

include BOD-DO, temperature, coliform bacteria, nutrients, and sediment 

transport. Fate of toxic organic chemicals is assessed with consider- 

ation being given to the importance of volatilization, sorption and 

first order degradation, Metals are also assessed, and emphasis is 

given to nine priority metals. MINEQL is used to predict aqueous 

solubility and speciation of the metals in natural waters around the 

country. Methods are also presented to handle large spills of toxic 

chemicals having density the same as or different from the receiving 

waters. 

• Chapter 5 contains methods for assessing water quality in impoundments. 

The topics covered are sediment accumulation, thermal stratification. 

BOO-DO Interactions, eutrophication, and fate of toxic materials. The 

physical/chemical processes governing the fate of toxicants as well as 

biological uptake and bioconcentration are considered. 

• In Chapter 6, methods art presented for estuary classification, flushing 

time prediction, and transport of conservative and non-conservative 

pollutants and dissolved oxygen in well-mixed estuaries. For stratified 

estuaries, Pritchard's box model is used to determine the distribution 
of conservative materials. Additionally, methods art presented to 

calculate initial dilution from a waste water discharge and pollution 
distribution at the completion of and subsequent to initial dilution. 

• Chapter 7 presents the methodology necessary to predict the transport 

and fate of ground water contamination from typical sources. sets of 
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tables are provided to give representative values and methods of measure- 

ment for the required ground water hydroloqy and transport parameters. 

In addition, five analytical models are presented with worked out 

examples to show how contaminant sources such as solute injection wells, 

leaky ponds, landfills, and spills can be handled. 

1.3 MTYOOOLffiY APPLICATION 

For each category in the methodology, the six conceptual steps shown below can 

be followed to screen d river basin: 

t Obtain necessary tools and data to make calculations 

l Identify problems that are obvious from fnspectton of the data 

bd se 

t Determine the state variables which uf 11 be screened 

t Apply procedures and compare here possible to observed ddtd 

t Consider consequences of errors 

t Reevaluate and make reconxrendations for further analyses or r-dial 

actions. 

The techniques in the screening procedure are designed to Interact which 

makes them ideal for use as an analytical tool for rfver basin surface waters 

which may include rtvtrs, lakes, and/or estuaries. Although the procedures may 

interact, they can be applied Individually and with identifted data sets for 

sptcific cast studits. 

1.3.1 Base Maps 

The first step In the screening process can be to obtain large scale topographic 

maps of the study area. These can be used to determine which water bodies are to be 

examined and to estaoltsh an order of study. Once thfs has been done, selected small 

scale (7 1/2minute or 15-minute series) topographic sheets can be obtained. On 

these, the planner can locate and mark point source discharges, regions of specific 

kinds of land use, population canters, and industrial CoApltxcs. Use of overlays or 

push pins nay be helpful in preparing these displays. 

1.4 LIMITATIONS 

The processes which govern the fate of pollutants In the environment are ccmn- 

pltx. Any methodology, particularly one dtslgned for hand calculation or microcomputer 

applications, cannot be incluslvt of all of these processes. An attwt has been made 

In each chapter to cover the assumptions under which algorltMs art developed. Users 

should be aware of the assunptlons, pottntlal errors, and limitations of the tools 

presented. Hien deficlencits are noted or the methods de& inapproprlatt, the user 

should be prepared to use a hlghtr level analytical tool. 
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CHAPTER 2 

AQUATIC FATE OF TOXIC ORGANIC SUBSTANCES 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

2.1.1 Background 

Today's technological society generates enormous quantities of chemicals both as 

products for consumption and as waste. As the volume and number of chemicals has 

increased, numerous unintended adverse effects of these chemicals have been observed 

in the environment. Because of the potential hazard that exposure to these compounds 

posts to biota, the levels of toxic and carcinogenic substances In the environment 

have become important criteria for evaluating environment quality. 
The level, or concentration, of a toxic compound in the environment depends on 

the quantity added to the environment and the processes which influence its fate. 

"Transport" processes tend to distribute chemicals between the atmospheric, aquatic, 

and soil environments depending on the affinity of the compound for each phase. 

"Transformation" processes within each phase chemically alter pollutants to forms of 

lesser, equivalent, or sometimes greater toxicity. These processes occur at rates 

which are specific to each chemical and to each environmental compartment, The sum 

of these processes and their Interactions, as Figure II-l illustrates, determines the 

environmental fate and consequent exposure of biota to a toxic pollutant. The fate 

of toxic substances in the aquatic environment is the concern of this chapter. The 

algorithms presented in this chapter have recently been programmed on microcomputers 

(Hills et al., 1985). 

2.1.2 Comparison of Conventional and Toxic Pollutants 
Toxic substances frequently exhibit properties which are quite different 

from the properties of conventional aquatic pollutants. It is worthwhile to compare 

these differences in order to better appreciate the problems of analyzing impacts of 
toxicants in surface water systems. Table II-1 shows Some of the most important 

differences. 

Typically, one to two dozen pollutants and water quality parameters art 
classified as "conventional". Until the past several years, these parameters 
(e.g. BOD, nutrients) have received most of the attention of water quality 

planners. In contrast to the small number of conventional pollutants there am 

thousands of toxicants and many more synthetic chemicals am continually being 
developed. Potentially, any of these toxicants could enter the environment. 

Even though there are relatively few types of conventional pollutants, numerous 

sources carbine to routinely discharge large quantities. However, because many 

surface water bodies have a capacity to assimilate conventional pollutants ( e.g. 

BOD) without apparent adverse effects, this practice is, within limits, both accept- 

able and pragmatic. Toxic substances, on the other hand, can cause advent effects 
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FIGURE II-l ENVIRONMENTAL FATE OF A TOXIC 

POLLUTANT (AFTER HAQUE, 1980) 

TABLE II-1 

BRIEF COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AND TOXIC POLLUTANTS 

Conventional Toxic 

One to two dozen pollutants fall into 
this category 

Thousands fall into this category; 
many more being synthesized 

Often large quantities required to 
produce impact (e.g. thousands 
lbs/day) 

Small quantities can produce 
impact (e.g. few lbs/day ) 

Concentrations often expressed as Concentrations often expressed as 
ppm (mg/1) ppb (µg/l), or in smaller units 

Often travel in dissolved form May be highly sorbed to suspended 
and bedded sediments 

Mean residence time within water 
bodies often equal to or less 
than the mean residence time of 
moving waters 

Many biodegrade into harmless 
substances 

Can reside in bedded sediments 
for years 

Many art transformed to chemicals 
which art also toxic; others are 
resistant to degradation and 
bioconcentrate 
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even at low discharge rates. 

Concentrations of conventional pollutants art most often expressed in units of 

Ppn (or Wl). Because of the small quantities of toxicants which art typically 

released, concentrations are often expressed in the ppb (or rg/1) range, or in even 

smaller units. This represents at least a thousandfold difference relative to 

concentrations of conventional pollutants. However, because toxic substances present 

in small amounts can adversely impact the envlromnt, these small concentrations can 

not always be ignored. 

Many conventlonal pollutants are transported in dissolved form. The mean 

residence times of dissolved, conservative pollutants in a system is equivalent to 

the mean residence time of water in the system, which is: 

l The hydraulic detention time for freshwater lakes 

0 The travel time for freshwater rivers 

0 The flushing time for estuaries. 

Many toxic chemicals strongly sorb to suspended and bedded sediments and consequently 

can become a part of the immobile sediments in the bed. The resfdence time of such 

chemicals can be on the order of years. Therefore, dtpendlng on the properties of 

the toxicant the period of impact can greatly exceed the period of discharge (e.g.. a 

PC8 spill may occur in a few minutes, but quantities of the PC6 may remain in immobile, 

bedded, sediments for years). Consequently the recovery period of a system can be 

years. 

2.1.3 Water Quality Criteria 

As previously indicated. toxicants art presented in the envlromnt in quantl- 

tits which art often measured in the ppb range. Such small concentrations art often 

foreign to many workers in the field. When data or model predictions contain concen- 

tratlons In the ppb range, the slgnlflcance of the toxicant level is not always 

obvious (I.e., there is no "feel" as to whether the concentration is large or small). 

Proposed criteria for toxic substances can serve as a basis to gauge the significance 

of observed or predicted levels. Table II-2 shows proposed criteria for numerous 

toxicants. Since proposed criteria evolve over time the criteria shown in the table 

art not necessarily the most currant. kvtrthtless, their function remains: to 

provide a comparison with levels observed or predlcted in real systems. The data in 
these tables come from the "Red Book" (U.S. EPA, 1976) and the Federal Register, 

March 15, 1979; July 25, 1979; October 1, 1979; and 
designed to protect hunan health, for'levels of tox 

art available fran these sm sources as well. 

2.1.4 Frequency of Discharge of Toxic Substances f 

November 28, 1980. Criteria 

cants In danestlc water supplies, 

om Industries 

Numerous organizations, including the U.S. Department of Transportation and the 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, continually collect and analyze data on the 
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TAME 11-2 

PROPOSED CRITERIA FOR TOXIC SUBSTANLLS DESIGNATED 

TO PROTECT AQUATIC LIFE 

Freshwater Saline Yater --- 
24 Hour 24 Hour 
Average MllXi~~ "Red Book" Average bXiNM "Red 8ook" 
pg/l r9/1 #9/l r9/1 rg/l #g/l 

Actnrphtbene LW 17oab 

Acroleln SlC 6&#’ 

Acrylonitrlle 26ooC 755ob 

Aldrln/Ditldrin o;DD19 2.5 

Antimony 1600 9wD 

Arsenic 4t.F 44@ 

Asbestos LD LO 

Btnztnt LO 53od, 

Benzidine LD 2500 

Berylliu 5.s 138 

Cadmiu d e 

Cation Tetrrchloride 

Chlordane 

Chlorinated benzenes 

Chlorobenzene 

1.2.4 - Trlchlorobenzene 

1.2.3.5 - Tetrachlorobenzene 

1,2,4,5 - Tetrachlorobenzent 

Pentrchlorobenzene 

620 1400 

0.0043 2.4 

15ooh 35od\ 

2ldr 47oh 

17oh 39oh 

97h 22m 

l& 3d, 
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1lW 

LU 

LO 

0.003 0.0019 

LO 

LD 

LO 

7ooc 

LO 

ll.-1100 LD 

0.4-1.2f 4.5 

4.0-12.0’ 

2000 

0.01 0.0040 

12dr 

3.4h 

2.6h 

9.6 

1.3 

970 

55b 

LD 

0.71 

LD 

LD 

51of9 

LD 

LD 

59 

4000 

0.09 

28oh 
7.tlh 

5.N 

26 

2.9h 

0.003 

5.0 

0.004 



TABLE 11-2 

(Continued) 

Freshwater Saline Water 
?4 Hour 24 Hour 
Average llaxlrlm "Red Book' Average HiixiauRl "Red Book" 
*g/l "!I/1 #9/l rg/l *9/l #9/l 

Chlorinated Ethanes 

1.2 - Dlchloroetkne 

1.1.1 - Trlchloroethmne 

1,1,2 - Trichloroethne 

1.1.1.2 - Tttrrchloroethrne 

1.1.2.2 - Tttrrchlwathme 

Pcntachloroethant 

Hexrchloroethant 

Chlorinated #phthrlenes 

Chlorinated Phenols 

4 - Chlorophenol 

2.4.6 - Trlchlorophenol 

Chloroalkyl Ethers 

Chlorofom 

2 - Chlorophenol 

Chramlu (Hexrvrlent) 

Wper 

Cyanide 

DOT 

3!m9 

530@ 

31@ 

42Cf’ 

176 

44cP 

62h 

29 

45 180 LO 

52 150 LD 

LD LD LD 

500 1200 62d’ 

60 180 LO 

0.29 21 100 18 

5.6 1 J 4.0 

3.5 52 5.0 LO 

0.00023 0.41 .OOl 0.0067h 

8oDoh 
1200@ 

71& 

96d’ 

38oh 

lwct 

14@ 

67 

88@ 

246 

LD 

LD 

7oh 

38 

7.oh 

2.8 

200& 

54oh 

LD 

LD. 

16& 

87 

I& 

6.4 

LO 

LO 

LO 

1406 

LO 

1260 

23 I 

LD 5.0 

0.021h ,001 



TARLE 11-2 

(Continued) 

--~-__- -----_ -___ _ ---------_ -- -- -- _ 

Freshwater Saline Water --- 
24 Hour 

- ---- ----.--- 
24 Hour 

Average Ilaximm "Red 8ook" Average IlaXiXlW "Red book” 

-- r9/1 r9/l ilg/l - bag/l #49/l -v 
Oichloro&tnrenes 

1.2 - Dichlorobenzene 

1.3 - Dichlorobenzent 

1,4 - Dichlorobenzene 

3.3’ - Dichlorobenzldine 

Dichloroethyltnes 

1.1 - Dichloroethylene 

1.2 - Oichlomethylene 

2.4 - Dichlorophenol 

Dlchloropropanes and Dichloropropenes 

1.1 - Dichloropropane 

1,2 - Dichloropropane 

1.3 - Oichloropropane 

1.3 - Dichloroproptne 

2.4 - Dinethylphtnol 

Dinitrotoluents 

2.3 - Dinitrotoluent 

2.4 - Oinitrotoluene 

1.2 - Diphenylhydrazine 

Endosulfan 

44 99 15h 34h 
3ldr 7odr 22h 49 

i9dr 44oh 15h 34h 

LD LD LD LO 

0.4 

18 

38 

12 27 

620 1400 

17 38 

0.042 0.49 

11600 224000 

11600 224000 

110 LD 

930 LD 

2100 4odr 

11000 79 

250 5.5h 

86 LD 

0.003 

4.4h 

LD 

LO 

LD 

-lO- 

LD 

LD 

91oh 

180 

14h 

LO 

loh 

LD 

LD 

LD Cl .OOl 



TABLE II-2 

(Continued) 

__---_ ----~---__-__--- 

Freshwater Saline Yater ~- --_ -- 
24 Hour 24 Hour 
Average IbXhlCa "Red tlook" Average IbXillltJ~ "Red Book" 
lag/l PSI/l #9/l r9/1 fig/l "9/l 

Endrln 

Enthylbenzene 

Fluoranthene 

Haloethers 

4 - bromophenylphenly ether 

Halethanes 

Chloronethane 

Brmomethane 

Dichlororethane 
Tr1brounethane 

Heptachlor 

tiexachlorobutadiene 

Hexachlorocyclohexane 

Llndane 

Other isomers 

Bexachlorocyclopentadieoe 

Isophorone 

Lead 

Mercury (total) 

0.0023 0.18 

LO LO 

2!ioh 56t.P 

6.2 

7DO0 16000 

140 320 

4OOOh !loooh 
B4oh 19ooh 

0.0038 0.52 

LO LO 

0.080 2.0 

LO LO 

0.39 7.0 

2100 4700 

k 1 

0.2 4.1 

14 

0.004 0.0023 

LO 

0.30 

LO 

37ooh 

17oh 

19ooh 
180 

0.001 0.0036 

LO 

LO 

LO 

LO 

97 

111 25b 

0.05 0.10 

0.037 0.004 

LO 

0.69 

LO 

8400h 

38oh 
44ooh 

420 

0.053 0.001 

LO 

0.16 

LO 

LO 

220 

668p 

3.7 0.10 
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TABLE II-2 

(Continued) 

Freshwater Saline Water 
24 Hour 24 tb 
Average IbXirWn "Red Book” Avera:: MilXillU "Red Book” 
rg/l ug/l rg/l rg/l as!/1 #g/l 

Haphthalene 

Nickel 

Nitrobenzene 

Nltrophenols 

2 - Nttrophenol 

4 - Nitrophenol 

2.4 - Dlnftrophenol 

2.4 - Dfnltro-6+ethylphenol 

2.4.6 - Trlnitrophnol 

N-Mtrosaliphenylmine 

Pentachlorophenol 

Fhenol 

Phthalate esters 

Polychlorinated blphenyls 

Polynuclear armatic hydrocarbons 

Seleniu 

Silver 

2.3.7.8 - Tetrachlorodlbeozo-pdloxln 

Tetrachloroethene 

LO LO 

n 0 

480 1100 

27Od’ 

24d’ 

79h 

57h 

150@ 

LO 

6.2 

LO 

0.014 

LO 

35 

0.0090 

LO 

310 

62OOt’ 

55& 

18oh 

14cI' 

34odr 

LO 

14 

3400 

LO 

2.ab 

LO 

260 

1.9 

LO 

700 

LO 

P 7.1 

53 

LO 

53 

37h 

LO 

lS& 

LO 

3.7 

LO 

3.0 LO 

0.001 0.030 

u, 
P 54 

P 0.26 

79 

LO 

140 P 

120 

LO 

120 

84h 

LO 

34@ 

LO 

8.5 

LO 

LO 

lob 0.001 

LO 

410 P 

2.3 P 

180 
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TABLE II-2 

(Continued) 

Freshwater Saline Yater 
24 Hour 24 Hour 
Average )laximn "Red Book' Average kXiU 'Red Book' 
au1 r9/1 rg/l rg/l I) 9/l ago 

Thallfu LO LO LO LO 

loluene 23ODh 52OOh 100 230 

Toxaphene 0.013 1.6 0.005 LO 0.07 0.003 

Trlchloroetheme 1500 3400 LO LO 

Vinyl chloride LO CD LO LO 

Zinc 47 q P 58 170 

Source: The crlterla in this Table are from the following sources: 

l "Red Book' (U.S. EPA 1976) 

l Federal Register on these dates: 

March 15, 1979 - July 25, 1979 - October 1, 1979 - Boveclber 28. 1980 

aLD denotes lack of data. 

bAcute toxicity level. 

cChronic toxic! ty level. 

dThe value in &g/l should not exceed exp Cl.05 In (hardness) -8.533 where hardness is expressed in rg/l as 

CaC03. 

eThe value In ~g/l should hot exceed exp Cl.05 In (hardness) -3.733 where hardness is expressed in rg/l 

as CaCO3. 

fo.4 Rg - 1.2 @l for cladocerans and salmonid fishes. 

94.0 mg - 12.0 m/l for other, less sensitive aquatic life. 

hValues derived using procedures other than the guideline. 
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TAME 11-2 

(Continued) 

- 

iThe value in "g/l should not exceed exp CO.94 In (hardness)-1.23 1, where hardness is expressed in mg/l 

as CaCD3. 

jFor freshwater and mrine aquatic life. 0.1 times a 96 hr LC50 as detemined through nonaerated 

bioassay using a sensitive aquatic resident species. 

kThe value in ,,g/l should not exceed exp C2.35 ln(hardness) -9.481 where hardness is expressed in mg/l as 

CaCO3. 

1The value in fig/l should not exceed expj1.22 In (hardness)-0.471 where hardness is expressed in rg/l as 

CaCOg . 

W.01 times the 96 hour LC5D value, using the receiving or comparable water as the diluent and soluble lead 

measurements (using an 0.45 micron filter) for sensitive freshwater resident species. 

nThe value In rg/l should not exceed exp CO.76 In (hardness) +1.061 where hardness is expressed in mg/l 

as CaCO3. 

oThe value In *g/l should not exceed exp CD.76 In (hardness) +4.021 where hardness is expressed in rg/l 

as CaCO3. 

pFor marine and/or fresh water aquatic life, 0.01 of the 96 hour lC50 as detemined through bioassay 

using a sensitive resident species. 

qThe value in ,,g/l should not exceed exp CO.83 In (hardness) + 1.95) where hardness is expressed 

in mg/l as CaCO3. 
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discharge of toxic substances. Table II-3 sunmarizes the results of a study reported 

by Keith and Telliard (1979) which shows the frequency of detection of the 129 

priority pollutants in industrial wastewaters. A total of 32 industrial categories 

were analyzed for organics and 28 for metals. The nunber of samples ranged fra 2532 

to 2988. Table II-4 summarizes the most commonly discharged priority pollutants. 

Table III-53, shown in the next chapter, provides a breakdown by industry of the 

occurrence of priority pollutants in industrial effluent. 

It is common in this country for nunerous industrial plants to release their 

effluents into a single water body. Because of this situation a question that narur- 

ally arises is: Based on the number and type of industries located on the water 

body, hat kinds of toxic Che!IACals are likely to be discharged there? If the 

industrial categories of each plant are known, the probability that a particular 

pollutant Is discharged from at least one of the plants Is: 

(11-l) 

where 

'ij = relative frequency of di schaqe of pollutant type j from plant type 

i, expressed as a percent 

pj = probability that pollutant type j is discharged fran at least 

one of the n plants located on the water body 

H = number of toxic substances being analyzed. 

If the industrial categories of the plants are not known, then the probability 

that a particular pollutant is discharged can be estimated using Table II-3 together 

with the following formula: 

Pj'l- I- 9 ( r T&u j * 1, n (II-21 

where 

% - percent of samples containing pollutant j 

pJ = probability that pollutant j is detected in at least one of the n 

discharges. 

Equation II-1 is obviously the more accurate'of the two fo~llrrlae, because It is 

based on a knowledge of the types of industries which discharge. Although the 

above equations provide infonaation on the likelihood that different chemicals 

ar discharged into the environment, and thus can be used to prlorltize investl- 

gative efforts, they do not predict quantities of pollutants which are discharged. 

Chapter III can be used to generate that type of information. 
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TABLE II-3 
EPA LIST OF 129 PRIORI'Y POLLUTANTS AND :;1E RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF 

THESE KATERIALS IN INOUSYRIAL WASTE'dAIERS 
(After Keith and Telliard, 19791 
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0.5 
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0.) 

::t 

;:: 
0.M 

41.9 
6.4 
5.6 
1.6 

18.9 
4.s 
4.2 
a.5 

26.1 
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0.1 
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: 
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n-~~w080etr8tn~lm~no 
k-YlIPO8Od~-.-DrOoyI4alm 
bir(2-cn~om~sooro~~l)Otnrr 

reotaChlOr 
arptrcnlor rSoncdr 
cnloraru 
lowmrnr 
~ruclor 1016 
Amclor 1221 
Aroclor 1222 
limclrr 1142 
Amclor 1248 
Aroclor 1256 
Amclor 1?66 
2,2.?.6-Trrrrcnromr~~Onzo- 

p41oatr (TCW 
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TABLE II-3 (contInucd) 

TABLE II-4 

MOST COMMONLY DISCHARGED PRIORITY POLLUTANTS 

Pollutant 
Percent of Percent of 

Samples industries 

Non-Metal% 

Bis (Z-Ethylhexyl) Phthalate 

Chloroform 

Methylene Chloride 

Total Cyanides 

Toluene 

Benzene 

Phenol 

D1-n-Butyl Phthalate 

Ethylbenzene 

Naphthalene 

Phenanthrene and Anthracene 

Metals 

Cww 

tlnc 

Chromium 

lead 

Nickel 

41.9 91 

40.2 88 

34.2 78 

33.4 59 

29.3 88 

29.1 78 

29.1 78 

18.9 72 

16.7 75 

10.6 56 

10.6 50 

55.5 100 

54.6 100 

53.7 100 

43.8 96 

34.7 96 
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2.1.5 physical and Chemical Characteristics of Toxic Organic Compounds 

The most intensively investigated toxic pollutants, as a group, are the priority 

pollutants. Because of the greater availability of data on priority pollutants from 

such sources as Callahan et al --• (1979). Dflling et al. (1975) and Mackay and Lefnonen -- 
(1975). data are presented for organic priority pollutants in the following categories: 

t Halogenated Aliphatic Hydrocarbons (Table I I-5) 
t Pestl tides (Table 11-6) 

t Polychlorinated Biphenyls (Table 11-7) 

l Monocyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (Table II-8) 

t Polycyclic AraMtic Hydrocarbons (Table 11-g). 

The prooertiees of the pollutants tabulated in Tables IS-5 through II-9 art: 

t Vapor pressure, Torr (1 Torr = 1 nmndg) 

t Solubllity 

t Octanol-water partition coefficient (b) 

l Volatilization half-life 

0 Qualitative statement of the itnportance of sorption. 

Specific information is included in the tables for volatilization and sorption 

because of the demonstrated importance of these processes in governing the fate of 

many pollutants. In particular, for the approximately 103 organic priority pollutants: 

l Sorption processes art important for 60 

t Sorption is not important for 28 

l It is not certain if sorption is important for the rwlning 15 

l Volatilfzatlon is irnQortant for 52 

t Volatilization is not important for 44 

t It is uncertain if volatilization is important for the mining 7. 

The volatilization half-lives presented in the tables were typically mtasuytd 

under a sptciflc set of laboratory conditions , and consqwntly are shorter than in 

most natural systems. Other useful propertIes such as molecular weight and specific 

gravity are available in standard references such as Perry and Chilton (1973). 

2.1.6 Scope and Organization of Chapter 

Tht canplexlty of the transport and transformation processes rrhich influence the 

fate of toxicants rquire additional analytical tools beyond those rquired for 

conventional pollutants. This chapter develops these analytical tools in a gtntral 

way that is applicable to rivers, lakes, and estuaries. Individual chapters on the 

various surface water types refine these tools further and provfdt a frwtework ufthfn 

which to use then. Hen used together, the various chapters in this docwtent should 

help the user to both understand and quantitatively represent the processes influtnc- 

ing the aquatic fate of a pollutant. 

This chapter presents both a general overview of the screening approach for 
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TABLE II-S 
SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS ALIPHATIC HYDRDCARBWS 

~~lopcwtto Alrpn4tfC vapor PrCssUrC (Torr) 
It ZO’C 

VOl~tllfz~tlon SOrD?‘fln 
ryerocrrWnr Solublllty “o* lulr-l~re Imortwt 

cn1orolrrtnrnr 

Dlchlororrthrnr 

T~~~hl~romthuw (chlorofom) 

Tetrachbormethav 
(carbon otr~Chlorl4r) 

ChloroctUnc 

).I-b~chlOrWthrne 

1.2.Olch~ororthrnr 

l,l.l-~rlch~oroethJne 

I.I.Z-lr!Ch)Omethme 

1.1.2.2-lctrrChlOrO(t~~ 

*xrcnlorortttrnc 

Chloroethene 
fv*nyl Chlarrde) 

I .I-Dtchloroettww 

1.2-trlns-OtchiorOCt~~ 

‘rfchlomwthew 

Tetrach\orwthM, 

1.2-Otchloroprofme 

1,3-oWt\OrODrOPIM 

Hexachiorobutadiww 

362 

150 

90 

two 

180 

61 

% 

19 

5 

0.4 

2660 

591 

200 

57.9 

lb 

42 

25 

0.15 

HI~IchlorocycloDCnt~dS~~ 0.081 at 25.t 

Rrwvawthrnc 1420 

~rom6~chlorath4nr so 

01broroChlOrOWth.W I5 

TrybrWthww LO 

Dtchlorodt~luoromtnrnr 4306 

Trkhloroflugromthone 66? 

6450-7250 q/l 
&t 20.c 

lJwO-ZOO00 q/l 
rt ZS'C 

8200 q/l at ZO'C 

70s q/l 4t ZO'C 

5140 q/r at ZO'C 

5500 q/l at ZO'C 

8690 q/l #t ZO'C 

140-4400 q/l ht 2O'C 

4500 q/l at 20-c 

2900 qll 4t 20°C 

50 q/l rt ZZ'C 

60 q/l ,t 10-c 

400 q/l rt 2O'C 

600 q/l ct 20-c 

1100 q/l et 2a.c 

1s200 q/l 

tml q/l 

2?W q/l 

2 

0.8 q/l 

900 q/l 

. 

- 

3wo q/l 

2bo q/l 

1100 q/l 

t 

20 

93 

(00 

3s 

60 

JO 

150 

150 

J60 

2m 

1 

30 

JO 

200 

760 

190 

95 

5500 

IO' 

10 

75 

120 

200 

145 

WOO 

27 Illautd 

21 minutes’ 

21 Iwt”US’ 
29 l hutrs’ 

21 mtfwtrs’ 
22 minutes' 

29 Wutrs’ 
20 l fnutrs’ 
21 ah8trs 

56 l hwtr%’ 
45 l ImlUS 
26 mhutrs 

22 l Inutrr’ 

22 minute' 

21 I)lnutes’ 

28 l imto’ 

40 l inutrl’ 
31 l hutrr 

Robably Nat 

Probtb\y Mot 

Uncrrtccn 

P+Obably Not 

Probably Not 

PrObDly Not 

Probably Mot 

unclrt@tn 

UnCC~utn 

Uncert4ta 

Prolubly Mot 

hbrbly Not 

Probably Not 

ProMbly Not 

Pmbrttly N8t 

Prgbably 

Uncrrtaln 

ProDably 

P+-Obrbly 

Problbl y not 

thcrrt8in 

Mcrrt4h 

lhuwt1tn 

Prubdbly 

ulrgwte~n 

d Stirring fn an open contrfnrr of depth 65 m tt 200 RPM (Dllling rt al - -- ' 1975) 
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TABLE 11-6 

VARIOUS CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED PESTIClNS 

Pastlcue 

- .~ 
Sorption 

Vapor Pressure (lorr) Solublltty Kou 

volrtllbtrt~on 

tlrl f-l ifc Irgortrnt? 
- - - 

Acrdrla 

Aldrlr 

Chlordame 

wo 

WE 

001 

DJeJdrtr 

Cmdosul fro 

Ldrlr 

MeptrchJor 

Meptrchlor Lporide 

HcrrchlorocycJoheame 

llndrlbt 

J=w-- 

TCOO 

TOll~pkW 

220 rt 20’C 
330 rt WC 

2.3rlO’5 at 20% 
6rlo’* at 25.C 

lr10’5 rt 2S’C 

lO.2-l6.9xlO-7 at WC 

6.2-6.5~10’~ rt 2OO’C 

l.QlO-7 rt 20x 
l.9r10’7 rt ts*c 

1.8JlJo'7 to 
2.9rlO’7 dt 2O.C 

lr10’5 at 2S.C 

2x10-7 

3ltJO” 

- 

IO-S- JO” 

lo-‘- 10-6 

0.38 

- 

0.2-0.4 

'Condttionr brcrlbed in Callrhrn et a\. (1919). 

20.1)s at 2lYc 0.8 

17-190 ppb at 2S’C *lo 

0.056-1.65 ppm 600 

20-100 ppb at 25'C IO6 

1.2-140 ppb at 2O'C sr105 

2-M ppb IO’- IO6 

166-200 ppb rt 2VC 

100-260 ppb at 2o’C b8t103 

220 ppb rt 25’C 

56-180 ppb at 25’C 

200-350 PQb rt 25.C 

0.70-21.3 ppm rt 2S'C 

S-12 ppm at 2S’C 

boa PW 

0.2 ppb 

0.1-3. pp 

Ill105 

- 

JO’ 

5rlO’ 

50 

2000 

Umccrtrtn 

Fen hours to 
few days 

Several weeks 

1 dry to 1 mnth 

J to JO hours 

4 hours-l net 

Fw hours to 
fea days 

II days-l year 

100-200 days 

Probably grert 

- 

s 

No 

Yes 

Probably 

Yrs 

Yes 

Yes 

Probebly 

'Its 

Umcertrtn 

Probably 

Probably 

Probably 

Probably 

no 

Yes 

Yes 

-- 
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TABLE II-7 

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS AND RELATED Co)llPOUNOS 

KBs rnd klrted mcent 
CorpovndS Chlorlm 

oenrl tjt 
(oil/cl, 1 

Vapor Pressure 
at 25 C*(Torr) 

Solubtllty 
WI 

Amclor 1016 II 1.33 4rlO" 

Aroc\or 1221 21 1.15 6.7~10'~ 

Aroclor 1232 32 1.24 4rlO’3 

Aroclor 1242 42 1.35 h10” 

Amclor 1248 4a 1.61 4.9rlO” 

Aroclor 1264 54 1.50 7.7x10-5 

Aroc~or 1260 60 1.59 4rlO‘5 

2-ch~oronbphthbhne - M 0.017 

0.42 2r1~-3~105 9.9 

15. 6m- LO' - 

1.45 l.Sr103-38104 - 

0.1-0.3 lo'-4r105 12.1 

0.054 40* 9.5 

0.01-0.06 *lo6 10.3 

0.0027 ,106 10.2 

6.b7 10’ * 

1.6s rfttt 24 hours 

4.2I tftrr 24 hours 

e 

341-671 rftrr 12 weeks 

'At 25.C la 1 d of weterr I a deep (Huky ti Lebmnen, 1975). 

bCodltlOnr described In trllrhrn et al (1979). - -* 
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TABLE II-8 

SELECTED CfiARACTERISTICS OF MONOCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS 

Honocycllc Arowtics Vapor Pressure (lorr) 
- -- 

8mzme 95. rt 2S'C 

Chlorobenrenc *JO #t 20.C 

1.2-Oich~orobtnzme 1.5 at 25'C 

Ilrrrchlorobenzenc 10-S rt ZO'C 

Lthylbenrene 7 

101 WM 29 rt’25’C 

2,&Dlnltrotoluene 0.001 at 59.C 

2.6~Dlnltrotoluem IOU 

Pentrchlorophenol 0.0001 

2-Iti troptwol 1.0 at 49’C 

4-Ii1 trophrnol 2.2 at 146.C 

2,4-OWtrophenol 

4.6-Olnitro-o-crrrol 

1eoo nlg/l It 25-c 

eJo0 4qlg/l 

145 mg/1 

GO u9/1 

152 mg/l 

535 @q/l 

270 mg/l rt 22’C 

+Joo roll 

14 q/1 

2100 Dg/l 4t TOY 

16000 q/l at ZS'C 

5600 ng/1 

K OY 

100 

700 

2400 

406 

I400 

ml 

100 

100 

105 

60 

80 

34 

ml 

4.8 hrs at 25-C' 

0.5-9 hrr 

8-9 hours’ 

8 hourr' 

5-6 hours' 

5 hovr' 

~I00 days 

-100 days 

,100 dryr 

(,OI (tt ,011 

IrcywrIdrll’ 

.-.- 

thlCeftdl0 

Probably 

Probdbly 

Ves 

Probably 

Probably 

Ver 

Yes 

vcs 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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TABLE 11-9 

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARMHIS 

Voldlillldllo" Soryt bon 
Polycycl Ic Aromtks Vapor Ptesrurr (‘lorr) solubtllty %u Importrnl? In(NJfldtll? 

Acenaphthena 

Acenbohthylene 

FlWWU 

nBphthr1me 

Aftthracene 

Fluormthem 

Fhenanthren 

Denzo(r)rnthrrcene 

knrs(b]fluoranthene 

Ilenro[k)~luorrathene 

Chryren 

Pyrrne 

Benro(ghllperylrne 

Omzo[rJpyrene 

D~benzo(r]rnthrrcrne 

Indem[l.2.3-cdlpyrene 

10-3-10-2 at 20.C 

lo’3-10’2 at 20-c 

lo-‘-lo-i at 2O.C 

At92 

2x10-4 rt 2O’C 

lo-* to 10’4 rt 2O’C 

6&W' at 2o.c 

SrlO’9 rt 20.C 

11”’ to 10’6 bC 2o’C 

9.6x10-1’ at 2O’C 

10”’ to 10-6 rt 20-c 

6.9~10-~ at WC 

‘Lto- 10 

5x 10-9 

%]O’ 10 

qo- 10 

3.4 ag/l rt 25’C 

3.93 agll 

1.9 mg/1 

32. mg/l 

g,o5-0.07 mg/l at 25’C 

0.26 ag/l at 25.C 

1.0-1.3 q/l It 2S’C 

0.01 ag/1 rt ts*c 

0.002 mq/l rt 25*c 

0.14 mg/l at 25.C 

0.00026 mq/l rt 25’C 

0.003e q/l rt 25’C 

o.oclos #q/l at 25’1 

21 .oaa 

12,ooo 

LS.ooo 

2.300 

28,000 

340,000 

29,ow 

4x105 

4x106 

IA106 

4x105 

~~105 

10’ 

106 

106 

5x107 

Less than sorption 

Less than sorption 

Less than sorption 

Less than sorptlos 

Probably 

Probably Mot 

Probably Mot 

NO 

Probably Mot 

Probab Iy Hot 

Probably Not 

Probably Not 

Probably Mot 

Probably Mot 

Probably Mot 

Probably Not 

les 

vrr 

Yes 

Ver 

Ies 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Ies 

Yes 

Yes 

1es 

Yes 

Yes 

Ves 

Yes 
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toxicants and a detailed dercrlption of the processes Included in the screening 

methodology. The various topics are organized as follows: 

Screening methods for toxic organic substances 

Speciation processes 

1) Acid-base effects 

2) Sorption 

Transport processes 

1) Solubility limits 

2) Volatilizatlon 

Transformation processes 

1) Biodegradation 

2) Photolysis 

3) Hydrolysis. 

Lyman et al. (1982) and tlabey et al. (1984) provide additional info--ration that can -- -- 
be used to evaluate the importance of these processes. 

2.2 SCREENIffi METHODS FOR TOXIC ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 

2.2.1 Modeling the Fate of Toxic Organics 

The goal of this screening methodology for toxic pollutants Is to help the user 

identify surface water bodies where toxicants could reach hazardous levels. kltiple 

approaches for tdentlfying pollution problems are possible, e.g. extensive field 

measurements, StatiStiCal correlations of discharges and pollutants detected in 

rivers, computer simulation models, etc. The approach taken here is to present 

simple methods for assessing the fate of toxicants. 

The application of any method necessitates the use of judgment on the part of 

those applying it. In almost every case, the user nust estimate many of the methods' 

input parameters on the basis of limited data. Consquently, even the projections of 

detalled cocrputer models such as EXAMS (Burns, et al., 1981) and PEST (Park, et al., -- -- 
1980) are only as good as the accuracy of the assumptions made by their developers 

and users. Thus. the 9oal of the materials presented herein is twofold: to present 

simle rrthods and to provide the background necessary to make knowledgeable judgments. 

Predicting aquatic fate of pollutants involves several steps. The steps des- 

cribed in the remainder of this section Include: 
0 Oeternination of Fate-Influencing Processes 

0 Delineation of Envirorncntal Coclpartments 

0 Representation of Hydrologic Flar 

0 Hathenatical Representation of Speciation Processes 

e Hathwtical Representation of Transport and Transfomtion Processes 

0 Determination of Pollutant Load and Hode of Entry into the Aquatic 

Envlromnt. 
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FIGURE II-2 SPECIATION, TRANSPORT AND TRANSFORMATION PROCESSES IN THE AQUATIC 
ENVIRONMENT 

Prediction of the fate of toxic pollutants requires the user to know which 

processes act on the toxlcant. Figure II-2 illustrates the transport and transfom 

tlon processes which are of potential importance In a lake or other surface water 

body. The processes fall into four categories as follows: 

Loading Processes. 

The rates at which waste discharges, atmospheric deposition, and land 

runoff introduce toxicants Into natural waters Influence resulting 

pollutant levels. 

Speciatlon Processes 

Acid-Base Equilibrla. The pH of a natural water detecmlnes the fraction 

of an organic acid or base in neutral or ionic states, and therefore 

influences volatility. 

Sorption. Hydrophobic organic conpounds sorb to suspended Mtter; 

their srrbsequent fate Is Influenced by the fate of the suspended 

matter. 

Transport Processes 

Precipitation-Dissolution. Solubility llmfts of both organic and 

inorganic pollutants can cause a pure pollutant phase to form restrict- 
ing Its availability to transport and transformation processes Or 
substantially changing the transport route. 
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Advection. Hydraulic flows transport pollutants wnich are dissolved or 

sorbed on suspended sediments into and out of particular aquatic 

habitats. 

Volatilization. Organic pollutants may enter the atmosphere from 

a water body, thereby reducing aquatic concentrations. 

Sedimentation. Deposition of suspended sediments containing sorbed 

pollutants, as well as direct sorption onto or desorption from bottom 

sediments can alter pollutant concentrations. 

Transformation Processes 

Biodegradation. Microbial organisms metabolize Pollutants, altering 

their toxicity in the process. 

Photolysis. The absorption of sunlight by pollutants causes chemical 

reactions which affect their toxicity. 

hydrolysis. The reaction of a compound with water frequently produces 

smaller, simpler organic products. 

Reduction-Oxidation. Reactions of organic pollutants and metals 

which involve the subtraction or addition of electrons strongly 

influence their environmental properties. For organics, nearly 

all significant redox reactions are microbially mediated. 

Bioaccumulation 

Bioconcentration. Uptake of toxic pollutants into biota via passive 

means, e.g. absorption through fish gills. 

l3iomagnification. Uptake of toxicants into biota via consusption 

of contaminated food. 

Once the pertinent processes have been identified, the physical compartments n- 

the environment between which the transport processes act must be delineated. For 

most water bodies, caspartments representing the atmosphere, bottom sediments, and 

one or more water elements are sufficient. These methods are capable of representing 

transport of pollutants between the atmosphere and a water body. But rather than 

calculating atmospheric concentrations of a pollutant. these methods generally assume 

than to be close to zero unless available data indicate otherwise. Bottom sediments, 

however, frequently accumulate high levels of organic pollutants. 6ecause of the 

difficulty of modeling the behavior of toxicants in sediments, usually assumptions 

which approximate only the removal or addition of a pollutant to the water column are 

made. These approximations are presented in the individual chapters on each water 

body. 
The next step in assessing the aquatic fate of toxic pollutants Is to represent 

the advection or flow of water. Figure II-3 illustrates a representation of rivers 

as a segregated flow system and lake layers as canpletely mixed flow systems. 

Although these'models are simple, they serve as adequate first-approximations of real 
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NATURAL SYsTm: 

SEGREGATED FLOW 

NATURAL SYSTEM : 

RIVER 

AXlAL DJSPERSION 

F WRE I I-3 FLOW SYSTEM REPRESENTATIONS 

system. Refincmrrnts and Ilnitat)ons of these flow system ~lodels are considered in 

the tndjvidual chapters on rIvcrs, lakes, and ettuartes. 

The transport and transfomat~on processes responsible for the runoval of a 

pollutant fran the water colon are consIdered next. First-order rate exprersfons 

adequately represent a11 of the processes considered here. The first-order decay of 
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a pollutant by a process fs represented as follows: 

Rate of Pollutant Removal = ki l CT (11-3) 

Where 

ki a first-order rate constant for process i 

CT - total concentration of pollutant. 

The rate constant for a process is specific to both the chemical it acts upon 

and the local envlronment in which it acts. 

When all the first-order processes acts independently, the total rate of pollut- 

ant removal Is: 

where 

and 

Total Rate of Removal = kT l CT 

kT * k,, + kS + kg + kp + kh 

(11-4) 

(11-S) 

k vm = specific mixed-body volatilization rate constant 

kS * specific rate constant for removal to bottom sediment 

IrEI = specific rate constant for blodegradatlon 

kP l specific rate constant for photolysis 

IrH = specific rate constant for hydrolysis. 

The addltivity of processes Which are first-order with respect to pollutant concentra- 

tion is particularly convenient for andlysfs. 

Many of the decay p~occsscs are Influenced by the chemical state of the toxicant. 

For example, sorbed pollutants cannot volatilize. Mathematical representations of 

equilibria between two specler of d chcmicdl can be reduced to the following type of 

quatlon. This type of quatlon serves ml1 at the lar solute concentrations en- 

countered in waste waters and ndtural waters: 

Cl l hj cj 
(11-6) 

where 

5 = concentration of form 1 

Ku 
l e~~ullibrlur constant 

5 
- concentratfon of fonr, j. 

It is also convenient to knQw the fraction of the total pollutant concentrdtlon 

uhlch Is In d given stdte: 

=i - Q. 
CT 
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where 

ci = concentration in state I 

cT = c+cs 

C = total dfssolved phase pal lutdnt concentration 

3 * total sorbed phase pollutant concentration. 

To complete the assessment of the dqudtlc fate of a pollutant the mode of entry 

into the aquatic envtrorunent must be considered. Many pollutants enter In dissolved 

OF Sorbed fOrlll fFm d point SWFCC. In thls case, d simple mixing computation is 

sufflclent to determine the Initial concentration of a pollutant in the water body. 

Other cases include spills, non-point sources , and desorption from sediments. 

Chapter 4 presents methods for dealing with these cases. 
The user may now reckon the concentration of d pollutant in a given water body. 

The qwtlons which yield the desired results are specific to edCh surfdce water type 

and are developed in the individual ChdptefS on ldkeS, rivers, and estudrles. An 

equation representdtive of those in edCh chapter is presented in Tdble 11-10. The 

1 t?dfVldUdl ChdpteFS go into greater detail dbOUt factors influencing rate processes 

dnd interactions with Other important phenomena in edCh water body (%?e SeCtiOnS 4.9, 

5.6, 6.4.3, and 6.4.5). 

2.2.2 Use of Assessment Techniques as Screening Tools 

2.2.2.1 Haklng Conservative Astumptlons 

With the colsputdtiondl methods presented In thls document. the user could 

produce a relatfvely conplate dndlysis of the dqudtlc fate of d pollutant. The gOdI 

of this screening method, however, Is to detemlne-with a mfnltaun of effort--whether 

toxlcdnts dre likely to reach problm levels in surfdce wdter bodies for edther 

l Xi sting or projected loddlng rdtes. The user can nln~mire the effort expended In 

screening d pollutant by stdrtlng with a simple approdch which Incorporates conserya- 

tlve assmptlons dbout the fate of a pollutant. Consewdtlve drsuptlons dn deslgned 

to yield higher cdlculdted enVlFOnm!tdi COnCentrdtiOnS thdn probdbly exist in the 

Fed1 SyStelll. If these higher concentrdtlons are below the water qurllty criterion 

under COnSideFdtiOn, d violation of the standard 1s unlikely. If the Inltldl predlc- 

tlons dre higher than the standard, the user may successively refine the dpprOdCh 

until it beconcs apparent that either the standard will be met OF that a mre detailed 

study is necessary. 

Three levels of reflncmant in assessing the aqudtlc fate of a pollutant dn 

considered here. In order of Incnaslng coaqlexlty, they are: 

1) fredting the pollutant ds a conservative SUbStdnCe 

2) Considering transport and speclatlon processes 

3) Considering transfonnatlon, transport, and spectation processes. 

Edch approach has ddvdntages and lhltdtlons which the user should consider. 8y 
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TABLE II-10 

EXPRESSIONS FOR TOXIC POLLUTANT LEVELS 
IN VARIOUS WATER BODIES 

Water Body 
Expression for Steady-State 

Pollutant Concentration 

Rivers 
(Chapter IV) C = Co exv p+-;:i l ;] (IV-115) 

where x = distance downstream 
U = river velocity 
C = total dissolved phase concentration 

Impoundments 
(Chapter V) 

Estuaries 

C = &,/(I + Tw x k) (v-47) 

where Tw = hydraulic residence time 

C = total dissolved and sediment phase 
concentration 

ci 
fi 

= Cl=1 +iT % (VI-331 

r. 

51 = 
1 

l-( bFi )ewkf 
(VI-34) 

where C, * concentration in segment i 

fi = fraction of fresh water In segment i 

rf = segment 1 exchange ratio 

t = time expressed in tidal cycles 

following this sequence of refinements, the user should be dble to eliminate cases 

where water quality problems are unlikely with a minimum of time and effort. 

2.2.2.2 Treatfng the Pollutant as a Conservative Substance 

The simplest dppFOaCh to estimating the concentration of a toxic pollutant is to 

assume it behaves conservatively (i.e. does not Undergo reaction): 

Unless an internal source of the pollutant exists, this approach wlll yield the 

highest possible pollutant levels since pollutant decay and removal processes are 

neglected. The obvious advantage Of this dppFOdCh iS that it FqUiFeS no chemical OF 

envirorunental ddta to evaluate rate and equilfbrfum constants. The only data needed 

dFt pollutant loads and hydrological pdramten. Its major draubdck is that it 

neg lects the possib ility of a compound accumulating in another environmentdl cqart- 

kT = 0 
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ment, especially bedded sediments. This could result in the underestimation of the 

duration of the exposure of an aquatic habitat to d chemical. Although the duration 

of exposure may be undeFeStimdted, water column COnCentFatiOnS would not exceed the 

upper limits predicted by this dppFOdCh at any time during the exposure period. 

The fate of conservative pollutants in rivers, impoundments, and estuaries Is 

discussed in Sections 4.1.9, 5.6.1, and 6.4. 

2.2.2.3 Considering TFanSpOFt dnd Speciation Processes 

This refinement incorporates those processes which influence pollutant transport 

out of the aquatic environment but neglects those processes which chemically alter 
the compound. TFdnSpOrt processes strongly depend upon chemical speciation, which 

therefore must be included. The rate constant for first-order pollutant attenuation 

in "'is dppFOdCh is: 

kT = kS + kvm ( I l-8) 

where 

kS 
= Specific rate Constant for removal to bottan Sediment 

k = Specific mixed body VOldtiliZdtiOn Fdte Constant. 

This appF$h requires more information on the properties of the toxicdnt dnd the 

environment than when the pollutant is assumed to behave conservatively, but the 

necessary data are much more Feddily available than those FeqUi Fed t0 ChaFaCteFiZe 

trdnsfofmatiorr processes. Nearly al 1 the ChemiCdl data necessary to characterize 

acid-base equilibria, Sediment Sorption, solubility limitations, dnd VOlatiliZatiOn 

for the organic priority pOlTUtantS are presented in tables in Sections 2.1.5, 
2.3.1, and 2.4.2. The necessary environmental data can usually be obtdineci OF 

estimated with a minimal mount of effort. 8eCduse of the dWIOnStFdted importance Of 

transport processes dnd the relative slmpllcity of assessing them, this is a good 

intermediate step between the Simplest and most complicdtecl approaches. 

TFdnSpoFt and specidtlon processes dre applied specifically to rivers. impound- 

ments, and estuaries in Sections 4.9, 5.6, 6.4.3, dnd 6.4.5. 

2.2.2.4 Considering TFdnSfOFIIIdtiOn, TFdnSpOrt, and SpeCidtiOn PFOCeSSeS 

The most complex model which the user can employ using these screening methods 

includes consideration of transformation, transport, and speciation processes. With 

thfs approach, the rate constant for first-order attenuation of d pollutant is: 

kT l ks + kVm + kg + kp + kH ( I I-9) 
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where 

k0 = 
specific rate constant for bfodegFadatlon 

kP = specific Fdte constant fOF photolysis 

kH = specific rate constant for hydrolysis. 

The inclusion of the degFdddtiVe processes (i .e. biodegradation, photoly- 

SfS, and hydrolysis), considerably inCFedSeS the chemical dnd environmentd~ tldta 

required to model a canpound's fate. Rather than accllrately detenining all the 

constants for speciation, trdnsport, and transformation, the user should first 

ascertain which processes dre the mOSt SignifiCdnt fOF a canpound. As a first step 

the user should obtain data on the properties of the chemical which influence its 

aquatic fate fFOm this document OF Other sources. FFC~I canpound specific data, it is 

usually possible to eliminate some processes from consideration. For organic priority 

pollutants. consulting the ratings of the relative importance of aquatic processes 

for the fate of each compound, Table 11-11, may aid the user in eliminating unimport- 

ant processes. Once the most significant processes have been identified, the user 

should collect the environmental data necessary to determine site specific constants. 

These site specific constants are then applied in the appropriate equation for each 

water body type to obtain the best estimdte of the actual pollutant concentrations in 

the environment thdt these methods are capable of making. (See Sections 4.9, 5.6, 

6.4.3, and 6.4.5). 

Frequently, kinetic and equilibrium constants will depend on the values of 

pdFallMteFS which the user !IUSt estimate (e.g., ph). In such cdses, assuming conserv- 

ative values Is the best pollcy. However, calculations using a range of values may 

identify processes for which d more Careful dctt?tmindtiOn of the key ?nViFOnIIIentdl 

and chemical pdrmmcters is warranted. 

Example I S-l is an overal 1 example for this Chapter. It deStonStFateS the 

initial steps d user would tdke in applying these methods to assess the fate of a 

pdrtf CUl aF OFgdtliC PO1 1Utdnt. The example follows the three level andlysi s described 

dbOVe and diS0 draws upon same Of the pFOCedUFeS fOF SpeCi fiC enVf FOtUWntdl pFOCeSSeS 

uhlch are developed later in this Chapter. This example can serve as a guide to 

evaludring the importance of the various fate influencing processes for d particular 

pollutant. 
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TABLE II-11 

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF PROCESSES INFLUENCING 
AQUATIC FATE OF ORGANIC PRIORITY POLLUTANTS (After Callahan et al., 1979) -- 

Compound Process 

PESTICIDES 
Acrolein 
Aldrin 
Chlordane 
DDD 
DDE 
DDT 
Dfeldrin 
Endosulfan and Endosulfan Sulfate 
Endrin and Endrin Aldehyde 
Heptachlor 
Heptachlor Epoxide 
Hexachlorocyclohexane (o.B.6 isomers) 

-Hexachlorocyclohexane (Lindane) 
Isophorone 
TCDD 
Toxaphene 

PCBs and RELATED COMPOUNDS 
Polychlorinated Btphenyls 
24hloronaphthalene 

HALOGENATED ALIPHATIC HYDROCARBONS 
Chloromethane (methyl chloride) 
Dlchloromethane (methylene chloride) 
Trichloromethane (chlorofon) 
Tetrachloromethane (carbon tetrachlorlde) 
Chloroethane (ethyl chloride) 
1.1.Dichloroethane (ethylidene chloride) 
1,2-Dichloroethane (ethylene dichloride) 
l,l,l-Trichloroethane (methyl chloroform) 
1,1,2-Trichloroethanc 
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 
Hexachloroethane 
Chloroethene (vinyl chlorldc) 
l,l-Dlchloroethene (vlnylidene chloride) 
1,2-trans-Dfchloroethene 
Tricmethene 
Tetrachloroethene (perchloroethylene) 
1,2-Dichloropropane 
1,3-Dichloropropenc 
Hexachlorobutadiene 
Hexachlorocyclopentadlene 
Bromomethane (methyl bromide) 
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TABLE II-11 (continued) 

m ” wound Process 

Bromodichloromethane 
Dibromochloromethane 
Tribromomethane (bromoform) 
Dichlorodifluoromethane 
Trichlorofluoromethane 

HALDGENATED ETHERS 
Bis(choromethyl1 ether 
Bis(Z-chloroethyl) ether 
Bis(Z-chloroisopropyl) ether 
2-Chloroethyl vinyl ether 
4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether 
4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether 
Bis.(Z-chloroethoxy) methane 

MONOCYCLIC ARWTICS 
Benzene 
Chlorobenzene 
1,2-Dichlorobenzene (g-dichlorobenrene) 
1.3-Dichlorobenzene (m-dichlorobenzene) 
I,4-Dichlorobenzene (g-dichlorobenzene) 
1,2,4-Ttichlorobenrene 
Hexachlorobenzene 
Ethylbenzene 
Nitrobenzene 
Toluene 
2,4-Dinitrotoluene 
2,6-Dinitrotoluene 
Phenol 
2-Chlorophenol 
2,4-Dichlorophenol 
2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 
Pentachlorophenol 
2-Nitrophenol 
4-Nitrophenol 
2,4-Dinitrophenol 
2,4-Dimethyl phenol (2,kxylenol) 

4 
-chloro-m-cresol 
,6-Dinitro-g-cresol 

PHTHALATE ESTERS 
bimethyl phthalate 
Diethyl phthalate 
Di-n-butyl phthalate 
Di-n-octyl phthalate 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate 
Butyl benry phthalate 
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TABLE II-11 (continued) 

POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS 
Acenaphthene' 
Acenaphttylene' 
Fluorene 
Naphthalene 
Anthracene 
FluorantheneC 
PhenanthreneC 
Benzo(a)anthracene 
Benzo(b)fluorantheneC 
Benro(k){luoranthenec 
Chrysene 
PyreneC 
Benzo(ghi)perylenec 
Benzo(a)pyrene 
Dibenzo(a,h)anthracenec 
Indeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene' 

NITROSAMINES AND MISC. COMPOUNDS 
Dimethylnitrosamine 
Diphenylnitrosamine 
Di-n-propyl nitrosamine 
Benzidine 
3,3'-Dichlorobenridine 
1,2-Diphenylhydrazine (Hydrarobenrene) 
Acrylonitrile 
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Key to Symbols: 
++ Predominate fate determinlng process 

+ Could be an important fate process 
- Not likely to be an important process 
1 Importance of process uncertain or not 

known 

Notes 

a Biodegradation is the only process known to transform polychlorinated biphenyls 
under environmental conditions, and only the lfghter compounds are measurably 
biodegraded. There is experimental evidence that the heavier polychlorinated 
biphenyls (five chlorine atoms or more per molecule) can be photolyted by 
ultraviolet light, but there are no data to indicate that this process is operative 
in the enviroment. 

b Based on information for 4-nltrophenol. 

c Based on information for PAH's as a group. Little or no infomation for these 
compounds exists. 
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Pentachlorophenol in the Aurum Mirth Watershed 

Pentachlorophenol enters the Aurum Mirth River from a continuous point 

source. The river is the sole tributary to Lake Castile. After mixing at 

the point of entry, the concentration of pentachlorophenol in the river is 

20 ug/l. The travel time from the point of contamination with pentachloro- 

phenol to Lake Castile is about 6 days. The mean hydraulic residence time 

in Lake Castile is 10 days. 

Use the screening methods to determine which chemical and envirofvnental 

parameters are of the greatest importance for predicting the fate of penta- 

chlorophenol in the watershed's surface waters. 

1) TREATIffi PENTACHLOROPHENOL AS A CONSERVATIVE SUBSTANCE 

The first step in the screening method is to assess the fate of penta- 

chlorophenol treating it as a conservative substance. Sections 4.1.9, 5.6.1, and 

6.4 discuss the fate of conservative pollutants in rivers, lakes, and estuaries. 

In this case, we assume no further dilution of the pentachlorophenol occurs in 

either the lake or the river. Consequently, the conservative pollutant approach 

predicts a mean concentration in the river and lake of 20 "g/l. 

Table 11-2 lists a proposed water quality standard for pentachlorophenol. 

The 24 hour mean concentration mrst be less than 6.2 rg/l. Since 20 rg/l exceeds 

this standard, a second level assessment is in order. 

Prior to applying the next two levels of analysis it is worthwhile to 

check Table II-11 for the relative importance of the different transformation and 

transport processes. 
1 

Table II-11 sunmarires the influence of the aquatlc processes , 

on pentachlorophenol as follows: I 

l Sorption - Important process i 
l Volatilization - Not an important process i 
0 Biodegradation - Illportant process i 
l Direct Photolysls - Important process i 0 Hydrolysis - Not an important process 

0 6ioaccurwrlation - Iraportant process. 
i 

It will be Instructive to colrpare these statements to the results of i 
the screening lathodology. i 
2) COXSIDERIWG TRANSPORT AND SPECIATION PROCESSES i 

i 
To analyze transport and speciation processes, first exmine each process for 1 

its potential influence on the fate of pentachlorophenol. I 

i 

\ 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
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I Speciation Processes 

i Acid-Base Effects (Section 2.3.1). The chemical and environmental parameters 

i Q overning acid-base effects are: 

i 
0 Chemical Parameters: 

1 to Table 11112, at 

i anlonic state at pH 

i River and Lake Cast 

i 
measured for neutra 

i 
could significantly 

i 

mine actual surface 

i pKa or P$ - Acid or base equilibrium constants 

i 
0 Environmental Parameters: 

i 
PH - Hydrogen ion concentrations. 

The pKa of pentachlorophenol is 4.74, as shown in Table 11-13. According 

least 90 percent of the pentachlorophenol will be In the 

's greater than 5.74. As long as the pH In the Aurum Mirth 

lie remain above 5.74, the properties of pentachlorophenol as 

1 waters will remain unaffected. But, because pH's below 5.74 

alter the behavior of the conpound, It IS Important to deter- 
water pH values. 

I Sorption (Section 2.3.2) The key environmental and chanlcal parameters which 

i influence sorption are: 

I e Chemical parameters: 

i Kow - Octanol-water coefficient 

i sW 
- solubility in water 

i 
0 Environmental Properties: 

i 
Suspended sediment concentration 

i 
Organic carbon content of the suspended sediment. 

Tible II-8 lists the solubility and octanol-water coefficient of 

i pentachlorophenol as: 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

s = 14 mg/l 

Kow = lo5 
Assuning an organic carbon content of 2 percent for the suspended sediments, 

calculate Kp using Equations 11-18 and 11-16: 

Kp = ( .02) ( .63) (105) 1 1300 
According to Table 11-16, greater than 10 percent of the pentachlorophenol 

will be In the sorbed state at suspended sedlment concentrations exceeding 

100 mg/l. The relatively strong sorption of pentachlorophenol dictates that 

the suspended sediment concentration In the Aurun Mirth River and the sediment 

trapping efflclency of Lake Castlle be investigated further. Sorption of 

pentachlorophenol potentlally affects both its speclatlon and its transport 

rates. 

! Transport Processes 

I Solublllty Limitations (Section 2.4.1). The most Important chemical 

I 

i 
i 

i 

i 
i 
i 

i 
i 

I 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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I 

i 
and envirorwntal faCtOr3 which influence solubility of a COrnpOUnd are: 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

a Chemical Paraneters: 

5 w - Aqueous equilibrium solubility 

l Environmental Parameters: 

T - Temperature 

Salinity. 

Table II-6 lists the solubility limit for pentachlorophenol as 14 mg/l 

(14000 ug/l). At no point in the Aurum Mirth watershed should the solubility of 

pentachlorophenol restrict the ability of the aqueous phase to transport it. 

Volatilization (Section 2.4.2). The most significant chemical and environ- 

mental properties which influence volatilization are: 

l Chernlcal Paraneters: 

I Ktl - Henry's Law Constant 

i l . Enviromtental Parameters: 

i ka - Reaeration constant 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I. 

I 

V - Wind speed 

2 - MIxed depth of water body. 

It is possible to estimate the Henry's Law Constant for pentachlorophenol 

from its vapor pressure and aqueous solubillty using Equation 11-32. however, it 

is simpler to rule out volatilization as a significant transport process on the 

basis of the volatilization half-life of 100 days given in Table 11-8. Because 

laboratory volatilization half-lives :-e shorter than the true environmental 

values, it is safe to assure the environmental half-life will be much greater than 

100 days. Given a total system mCan hydraulic residence tirae of only 16 days 

(6 + 10). volatilization can be safely neglected. 

I 

im 

i Acid-base equilibria and sorption significantly influence the transport 

1 and speciation of pentachlorophenol In the aquatic envIroment. Acid-base effects 
I 

i 
do not influence the near-neutral volatillration and photolysis rate constants 

i 
presented in this docunent as long as pH's remain above 5.7. Sorption Is a 

potentially Important speclation process. Consequently, the pH values and suspended 

i sediment concentrations should be detenmlned in order to accurately evaluate these 
i p recesses. 

i The strong tendency of pentachlorophenol to sorb on sediments may result in 

a sedimentation senrlhg as a stgniflcant removal process in Lake Castile. The 
I 

i 
absence of net sediment depositlon In the river ilrplles that transport processes 

do not reduce pentachlorophenol concentrations in the Auru Mirth. nus, the 

I 

i 
i 
i 

i 
I 

I 

i 

i 

i 
i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
i 
i 

I second level analysis predfcts a total concentration of 20 ug/l of pentachlorophenol I 

in the Aurum Mirth River with lower levels possible in the lake. Because the 
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1 predicted river concentrations exceed the standard, the third level model iS 

I necessary. 

1 3) CONSIDERING TRANSFORMATION, TRANSPORT, AND SPECIATION PROCESSES 

i 
i 

To consider transformation, transport, and speciatIon processes, the trans- 

fomiation processes rrhich were neglected in the level two analysis must be examined 

I for their potential importance in influencing the rate of pentachlorophenol 

i degradation. 

I Transformation Processes 

i Biodegradation (Section 2.5.1). The key chemical and envirof#nental varlables 

lism) 

i which influence biOdegradiitiOn are: 

i Chemical Parameters: 

i 
Metabolic Pathway (growth or co-metabo 

i 
kB - Biodegradation rate constant 

i 
Environmental Paraneters: 

i 
Bacterial population size 

State of adaptation 

I Inorganic nutrient concentrations - Phosphorus 

i Dissolved oxygen 

i 
Temperature 

i 
Pollutant concentration. 

i 

According to Table 11-26, pentachlorophenol is potentially biodegradable, 

although adaptation may be $1~. The reported spqific rate constant values, 0.1 
1 to 1.0 per day, in Table II-27 are in the srme range as the 0.05 to 0.5 per day 

i values suggested in Table 11-26. Although both rate constants were determined 

i under laboratory rather than environmental conditions, they do indicate that 

i pentachlorophenol can degrade very rapidly. 

Table II-27 also indicates that pentachlorophenol Is used by bacteria as a 

! growth substrate . Thus, the time rquired for adaptation is of primary concern. 

! The most important environmental factors for determining whether microorganisms in 

1 the Aurum Mirth watershed will adapt to degrade pentachlorophenol are PraViOus 

i exposure, time, and the actual concentrations of pentachlorophenol in the surface 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
1 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i waters (too low--no enzyme induction; too high--may have toxic effect on microblota).! 

I Photolysls (Section 2.5.2). The key chani cal and envlronwntal characteris- I 
I tics Influencing the rate of photolysis are: 
I 

i ’ 
Chemical Propertiest 

i kdo - Near-surface rate constant 

i 
*(A) - Light absorption coefficient of pollutant 

+ - Ourntun yield 
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I 0 Env ~ironnental Properties: I 

I I - Solar radiant flux i 
I 2 - Mixed depth of water body I 

I K - Dtffuse light attenuation coefficient I 

I a) 'sd - Secchl disc depth 
I 

I b, L - Suspended sedlment concentration 

%oc - Mssolved organic carbon concentration 
i 

I 
I 'a - Chlorophyll pigment concentration. i 

According to Table 11-32, the near-surface photolysis rate constant for I 

i pentachlorophenol Is .46/day. The size of the rate constant Implies that photolysis I 

i would be an important factor If the water bodies are not too deep or too turbid. i 

i Thus, tt is Important to gather information on the water depths, and to estlmate i 
' the light attenuatlon coefflclents and the solar radiant flux In the Aurun Hlrth 
I 
1 watershed. 
I 

i 
Hydrolysis (Section 2.5.3). The important parameters Influencing the 

i 
rate of hydrolysis are: 

Chanlcal Parmeters: 

I 

I 

k a, kn, kb - Acid I 

rate 

i Envl ronncntal Propert I 

constants 

es: 

i PH - Concentration of hydrogen ion in the water bodies. i 
i 

Table II-40 gives acid and base hydrolysis rate constants for pentachlorophenol 1 

, of 1.1 x lo4 and 3.3 liter mole -' day -1 . The neutral rate constant Is 
I 

1 5.8 x 10’3 per day. The S~MIM table lists a half life of 100 days at pH = 7. i 
i Because the acid catalyzed rate constant is large, signlflcantly higher rates i 
i could occur at lower pH's. Using Equation 11-85, the rate constant for pH = 5 i 
i fS: i 
i Irtl = 1.1 x lo4 ( 10°5) + 5.8 x loo3 + 3.3 (10”) i . 

neutral, and base catalyzed hydrolysis I 

i - .23 day-' 

I At this lower pH, degradation by abiotic hydrolysis would be very rapld. Thus, 
I I 
I detenninlng the pH in the Aurua Mirth River and Lake Castile Is very Important. 
I I 
i Summary I 

i The conrlderatlon glven to transforrnatfon, transport, and speclatlon processes 

' Indjcates the following processes are of potential Importance to the fate of 
I 
0 pentachlorophenol In the Aurum fflrth watershed: 
I 0 Acid-base effects 

a Sorption I 

0 Blodegrrdatlon i 
0 Photolysls i 
0 Hydrolysis. 
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I 
I Since the three transformation processes are potentially Important, there is 

! a good possibility that the initial pentachlorophenol concentration of ZOrg/l 
I will be reduced below the 6.2 "g/l standard. Therefore further analysis as i 
i presented in the specific water body sections is warranted. i 
i The results of this example agree with the sunmary of rate processes given in i 
i Table II-11 except for the case of hydrolysis. This demonstrates that the process i 

i 
sunmary table can serve as a useful guide but should be supplemented with actual i 

1 data whenever possible. 
I i 
*END OF EXAMPLE II-1 ------s---e- i 
2.3 SPECIATION PROCESSES 

2.3.1 Acid-Base Effects 

The fate of toxic organic* which are either acids or bases can be strongly 

affected by the concentration of hydrogen ions fn a water body. It is therefore 

necessary to have a means for estlmatlng thls influence. Th!s section wlll first 

present a brief review of acid-base equilibria and then will give a technique for 

quantifying the influence of hydrogen ion concentration on the behavior of toxicants. 

2.3.1.1 Acid-Base Equilibria 

Acids by definition donate hydrogen ions, H+, to solution. Bases, by 

definition, accept hydrogen ions fran solution. 2-Nltrophenol, one of the 129 

priority pollutants, Is an acid and donates hydrogen ions as shown by the following 

reaction: 

OH a- 

J$y$ 
N02 2 

2-nitrophcnol 2-nitrophcnolate 

WP) (P-1 

+ H+ 

+ hydrogen ion 

(H+) 

Acid-base reactions are extrmly fast and can be represented by equlllbr1um 

expressfons. For the above reaction the expression would be: 
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(11-10) 
[HP] “' 

where 
CH+l = concentration of hydrogen ions, moles/liter 

cp-3 - concentration of nitrophenolate ions, moles/liter 

WI = concentration of undissociated nltrophenol, moles/liter 

[Kal = an equilibrium constant for acid dissociation (also called 

an acidity constant). 

The extent to which any acid will donate hydrogen ions to the solution depends 
on km many hydrogen ions are in solution (the concentration of hydrogen ions) and on 

the strength of the acid. 
The concentration of free hydrogen ions in natural waters can range from about 

log4 to 1o-1o moles per liter. Hydrogen ion concentrations are nonaally 

expressed in pH units. In dilute solutions, such as natural waters, pH is defined as 

the negative logarithm of the molar hydrogen Ion concentration (pH - -loglo CH']). 

For the above two concentrations the pH values are 4 and 10. 
The strength of an acid is quantified by the equilfbrlum constant, Ka, 

For very strong acids (those which most readily donate hydrogen ions) the value of 

this constant is greater than unity. Included in this group are Strong acjds such as 

hydrochloric and ni trlc acid. Toxic organic acids. though, are generally weak acids 

and have Ka values between 10 -3 and 10 -9 . K, values are typically expressed in tens 
of negative base ten logarithms. When this approach is used the equll1brium constants 

are called "pK ae (pKa * -loglo Ka)- 

When the pH of a solution is the s&ne as the pK, value of an acid (i.e., pH 

= pKa), 50 percent of the acid will have donated its hydrogen ions to the solution 

and will exist as a charged anionic species. For pH values greater than the pKa 

value by one or mOre units, the acid will have donated l ssenttally all of its hydrogen 

ions to the solution and will exist in the anionic form (I.e., P-). 

Tne extent to whfch any base will extract hydrogen ions from solution depends 

upon the concentratron of hydrogen ions in solution (pH) and on the strength of the 

base. The strength of a base Is quantified by an equllibrlun constant, Kb. For 

very strong bases (those that most readily extract hydrogen ions from solution) the 

value of Kb is of the order of 1. Toxic organic bases are generally weak and have 

Kb values between log3 and 10gl’. In a manner slml lar to acids, Kb is typically ex- 

pressed in tens of negative base ten logarittxns and 1s Called "pKb' (pKb = -loglo Kb). 

Water itself can behave as a weak acid or a weak base: 
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HO~H 2 
+ + OH- (acidic behavior) 

H2° 
+ H+~tiO+ 

Note that [H+] l [ OH-] = 1 

(basic behavior) 

where [OH'] r the concentration of hydroxide ion, moles/l 

KW 
7 10’14, at 20°C 

PKW 
3 14, at 2O*C. 

When the pH of a solution equal; the valuebKw - pKb) of a base, 50 

percent of the base has accepted hydrogen ions and will exist as a charged 

cationic species. For pH values greater than one unit above the value of 

(PK,,, - pKb), essentially all of the base will exist in electrically neutral 

form (e.g. NH3). For pH values less than the value of (pKw - pKb) by 1 

or more units, the base will essentlally exist in the electrically charged cationic 

form (e.g., NH4'), 

Table II-12 suntnarlzes the behavior described above for acids and bases. 

Values for pKa and pKb for selected toxic organic acids and bases and values 

Of pKw are given In Table 11-13. AdditIonal pK, values can be found in 

Doniqfan et al. (1983). -- 
Since toxic organic* almost always exist in very low concentratfons and are at 

best only weak acids or weak bases, they will have little influence, if any, on the 
pH values of the water. The hydrogen ion concentration of the water will, however, 

determine whether acids or bases exist In neutral or ionic forms. 

Values of pH for natural waters can be obtained from the USGS, the U.S. EPA, 

state and local agencies. Waters with low alkalinities (e.g., 2 50 mq/l as CaC03 

or 1 ml111equlvalent/llter) are quite susceptible to changes in pH due to natural 

processes such as photosynthesis and respiration and even to relatively small add 

and 

itions 

of strong acid or base. Selection of representative pH values for such waters will 

require more data than for systems with hlqher alkalin1tles where less change in pH 

can be anticipated. 

2.3.1.2 Quantlfylnq the Influence of pH on Toxlcant Volatlllzation 

Only electrlcally neutral species are directly volatlle. Volatjlization rate 

expressions nust therefore use as the concentration of toxlcant only that fraction 

which is electrlcally neutral (non-Ionic). The fraction of an acid or base which is 

in the non-Ionic form can be determined by use of the expressions qlven below: 
For organic acids: 

a Ao 1 + lo:PH-PKAr 
(11-11) 
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TA6LE II-12 

OCCURRENCE OF ACIDS AND BASES IN NEUTRAL AN0 CHARGED 
FORMS AS A FUNCTION OF PH, pKa, AND pKb 

Acids Bares 

Definition: Hydrogen ion donors Definition: Hydrogen ion acceptors 

Example: 

HN03 e H + + NO; 

Example: 

NH3 + H+ - NH; 

General Rcactlon: General Reaction: 

HP e H+ + P- 8 + H+ - BH+ 

Spcclatlon: Speciatlon: 

pH 

PK,+3 

PKa+2 

PKa+l 

pKa 
PKa-1 

PKa-2 

pKa-3 

Fraction In 
Neutral Form 

0.001 
0.01 
0.09 

0.5 

0.91 
0.99 

0.999 

Fraction in 
Ionic Form QH 

Fraction In Fraction In 

Neutral Form Ionic Form 

0.999 PKw-P$+3 0.999 

0.99 PK*-P$+2 0.99 

0.91 PKw-PKb+l 0.91 

0.5 PKw-PKb 0.5 

0.09 PKw-PKt)-l 0.09 

0.01 PK,,-P\-2 0.01 

0.001 PQ-P$-3 0.001 

0.001 
0.01 
0.09 
0.5 

0.91 

0.99 

0.999 

For organic bases: 

(11-12) 

p Ao 1 the decimal fraction of the organic acid which Is in the elec- 

trically neutral (non-ionic) form 

=00 
. the decimal fraction of the organic base which Is in the elec- 

trically neutral (non-lorrlc) form 

A 8 the total dlssolved concentrations of the toxic organic acid (e.g., 

W+P'), also called the analytlcal concentration of A 

8 * the total dissolved concentration of the toxic organic base (e.g., 

BH+ + B), also called the analytical concentration of 8. 

The rate exprcsslons then become In gene-al form: 
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TABLE II-13 

pKa AND pKb VALUES FOR SELECTED TOXIC ORGANIC 

ACIDS AND BASES AND VALUES OF pKw FOR WATER 

Acids pKa a 

Phenol 10.0 
2-Chlorophenol 
2,4-Oichlorophenol 

8.52 

2,4,6-Trichlorophenol 
7.85 

Pentachlorophenol 
5.99 

2-Nltrophenol 
4.74 

4-Nltrophenol 
7.21 
7.15 

2,4-Dinitrophenol 
2,4-Oimethylphenol 

4.09 
10.6 

4,6-Dlnitro-o-cresol 4.35 

Bases 

Benzidine 

b P$ 

9.34, 10.43 

Water 

Freshwater 

Seawater 

pKw ' 

14.63 at 
14.53 at 

SUE, 
10 C 

14.35 at 15OC 
14.17 at 20°C 
14.00 at 25’C 
13.82 at 30°C 

14.03 at 
13.81 at 10 5’6 C 
13.60 at 15’C 
13.40 at 20°C 
13.20 at 25’C 
13.00 at 30°C 

Notes: 

' All pKa values from Callahan g$ d (1979). 

b All @$, values from Weast and Astle (1980), 

' pKw values from Stmn and Morgan (1981) and from Olckson and Riley (1979). 
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R =ka A 
v A (11-135) 

0 

and 

R =k. 6 
Vb 

(11-13b) 

0 

I 

i 
2-nitrophenol has been aetected in the Alehandra Estuary, which has a 

i pH of 8, at concentrations of 20 *g/l (total dissolved form). Determine the 

q volatilization flux on a per unit area bdSlS. Assume the volatilization rate 

r EXAHPLE II-2 

I 
i 

constant, kV, is 2 cmfhr. 

From Table II-13, the pKa of 2-nltrophenol is 7.21. The fraction 

i present in the electrlcally neutral (non-ionic) form is: 

i 

i “Ao = 1 t 10~pHmPYa’ 
i 

l + 10(~.0-7.2) i 
s 

i = 0.14 

i 

i From Equation II-13 the volatilization flux is: 

i RV = 2 cm/hr (0.14) (2v) (.y) (am) = 56 ;g'hi1r.-2 

i 
i 

- END W EXAMPLE II-2 

i 
i 
i 

i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 

i 

where 

R = fate of volatllizatlon 

kV 
= specific rate constants for volatilization. 

Table II-14 sunvnarizes the procedure. 

2.3.2 Sorption on Suspended Sediments 

2.3.2.1 Introduction 

Sorption refers to the accuraulatlon of a chanical In the boundary region 

of a solid-llquid interface. Sorption occurs when the net sorbate-sorbent attraction 

overcomes the solute-solvent attraction, where solute and sorbate refer to the 

sorbing species in solution and sorbed at the Interface. respectively. 

Sorption of chemicals in the natural environment Is significant because the 
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TABLE II-14 

PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING FRACTION OF A COMPOUND 
WHICH rs IN THE NEUTRAL (NON-CHARGED) FORM 

1. Decimal fraction pf a compound which Is fn the 
neutral (non-charged) form: 

For Organtc Acfds 
AO 

=A, =A- 
1 

l + 10(Ph-PKA) 
(1) 

For Drganic Bases 
BO 

&e. -B= 
1 

* + IO(P$-P\-Ph) 
(2) 

2. Procedure 

a) Find the pH value of the water, pH = . 

a) For an 
PKA Va 

c) For an 
Pi va 

or anic acid use Table II-13 to find the 
+ lue o the organic acid, pKA = . 

or anic base, use Table II-13 to ffnd the 
lhganlc base, pK2 = . 

d) Also use Table II-13 to find the pK,, value for water, 
PK/ l 

3. Substitute: For organic acids substitute ptt and 
pKA into equation 1. a4 = . 

0 

For organic bases substitute 
ptt, p$, and PK,, into equation 2. *D = . 

Note: - 100 . 1 (rny n~er to the teP0 power equals 1) 

4. For rpproxfrnationr of the decimal fractfon of a campound 
which is In the neutral form use Table 11-12. 

fates of sorbates and solutes can be sfgnfflcantly different. Sorbates are trans. 

ported along with sediments, and can be deposited In river or lake beds to rimnaln 

IndefInitely. Sorbatcs are In any ways protected from transfotmatlon processes 

which would otherwlse affect the solute. For exmle: 
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0 Microbial degradation rates can be reduced. Steen et al. (1978) -- 
performed tests which showed that sorption of toxicants to suspended 

sediments renders some compounds unavailable for biodegradation in the 
adsorbed state. 

a Volatilization is diminished. Since volatilization of a chemical 

occurs from the dissolved phase, the sorbate Is not directly available 

for volatilization. Rather, the sorbate first desorbs before it 

volatilizes. Example II-4 will show the significant influence of 

sorption on volatilization. 

a Direct pttotolysis of pollutants adsorbed on suspended particles is 

inhibited in some cases. Further, suspended solids deposited on 

the bed of a river, lake, or estuary, receive very little radiation 

for photolytic reactions. 

The net interaction between the surface of a solid and sorbate can result from a 

variety of forces, including couTombfc attraction, Van der Waals forces, orientation 

energy, inductfon forces, hydrogen bonding, and chemical forces (Reinbold et al., -- 
1979). In the case of many organic compounds, the solute-solvent interaction is 

often weak so that even a weak sorbate-sorbent attraction can result in Sorption. 

This type of sorption is referred to as hydrophobic sorption because of the importance 

of the weak solute-solvent attraction. Hydrophobic sorption will be the topic of 

much of the following discussion, but it is preceded by brief discussions of equi- 

librium isothemts and sorption kinetics. 

2.3.2.2 Adsorption Isotherms 

Adsorption isothems describe the relationship between the amount of chemical 

sorbed and the equilibrium solution concentration. The most cornonly used isotherms 

are: 

e Lanpnuir Adsorption Isotherm. This equatlon was orlgi nal ly developed to 
describe adsorption of a gas to a solid surface, but has been used to 

describe solid-liquid sorption. 

a Freundllch Adsorptlon Isothem. This mirlcal equation Is based on 

surface-free energy and monolayer capacity. 

e Linear Adsorption Isotherm. This equation assumes that there is a 

linear relationship between the concentrations of solute and sorbate at 

equilibrium. It Is valid for dilute solutions. 

Figure II-4 shows example comparisons between the three lsothem, and Includes 

the quations which describe each Isothen. The quantl ty X 1s the amount of,sorbed 

chemical per mass of sediment, and Cw Is the amount of dissolved chanlcal per 
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x= m-b-Cw 
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Cw (ug dissolved chemical/P solution) 

FIGURE II-4 ISOTHERMS FOR ADSORPTION OF A HYDROPHOBIC POLLUTANT 
ON SEDIMENTS 

volulne of solution. The remalnlng variables are unknown parameters required to 

define the relationshlp between X and C,.. The linear isotherm has one unknown 

Parameter (Kp), while both the Freundllch and Langmuir Isotherms have two unknown 

Parameters (kf,n and m,b, respectively). 

For the purposes of this document, analyses will mostly deal with dilute 

aqueous solution In the range where the llncar Isotherm is generally valld. This 

approach has the advantage of requiring that one unknown parameter (Kp) be 
evaluated, rather than two, and of belng ersler to manipulate mathmat1cally. 

Section 2.3.2.4 ~111 present methods of predlctlng the unknown parameter Kp. 

2.3.2.3 Klnetlcs of Adrorptlon 

Sorptfon of organic pollutants IS often treated as a process which achiwes 

rapid quilibrium so that expressions of kinetics are not needed. The qullibrlum 

approach will be used in the remaining chapters of this document. However, a brief 
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introduction will be given of sorption kinetics. 

Studies of sorption kinetics are apparently few, with the result that parameters 

rquired in rate expressions are ill defined and applicable only under a specific set 

of conditions. Under these constraints, kiretics eXpreSSiOnS become less attractive 

unless the user can detetmine values of the rate constants which apply to the specific 

system being investigated. 

Most typically, kinetics expressions for sorption and desorption are chosen to 

be first order. Specifically: 

a% 
x = -kaCw (II-14) 

expresses the kinetic expression for the solute and 

s ax 
at = -kd X (11-15) 

for the sot-bate. The concentrat ions X and C, are not necessarily quilibriun 
concentrations. In these two equations, the rate constant for adsorption is ka 

and for desorption is kd. When the rates of adsorption and desorption are equal, 

Equations II-14 and II-15 can be quated, with the result that X = KpCw, 

where K 
P = ka/kd. 

Karickhoff (1979) investigated the sorption and desorption of organic pollutants 

and found that a very rapid coclpontnt of adsorption preceded a nuch slawer cmponent 

of adsorption, and that first order kinetics were obeyed during each of the two 

periods. For the fast process, the time constant was found to range from 4 to 30 per 

hour, while for the slow process the time constant ranged from 0.06 to 1.5 per hour. 
Approximately half of the sorptive equilibrium was realized within minutes, rhile the 

slower colrponent rqulnd days or weeks to canplete. The slwer second perlod was 

visualized as diffusive transfer to sorption sites that were inaccessible directly to 

the bulk water. Thus, equll~briu conditions are tl)re likely to be rapidly attained 

when the number of easily accessible surface sites exceeds the amount of available 

sot-bate. e.g. when suspmdd sedlwnt concentrations are hlgh. 

2.3.2.4 Partition Coefficients for Organic Chemicals Obeying Llnear Isotherms 

The single unknam paramter, Kp, which relates the sorbate and solute 

for linear isotham is called the partltlon coefflclent. A nuber of studies 

have been cocrpleted which develop empirical relatIonships for partition coeffic- 

ients in natural sedlmnts. Several of these studies will be srrnarired here. 

Theoretically basad methods of estimating prrtltlon coefficients exist, such as 
a thermodynamic approach described in Pavlou (1979); however, these will not 

be discussed here. 
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Karickhoff et al. (1979) tx&mRined the sorption of aromatic hydrocarbons and -- 
chlorinated hydrocarbons on natural sediments. They found It convenient to relate 

the partition coefficient directly to organic carbon content of the sediments as 

follows: 

Kp - KocXoc (11-16) 

where 

K 
oc - partition coefflclent expressed on an organic carbon basis 

%oc = mass fraction of organic carbon in sediment. 

These workers were able to expand this relatlonship to segregate the influence 

of particle site as follows: 

K 
P 

- K,, [0.2(1-f)xf, + fx;cl (11.17) 

where 

f l mass fraction of fine sediments (d c 50 urn) 
S 

X 
oc = organic carbon content of coarse sedlment fraction 
f 

xoc = organic carbon content of fine sediment fraction. 

Karlckhoff et al. (1979) were able to relate K,, to the octanol-water -- 
partltlon coefficient and to the water solubillty by the following relationships: 

K oc l 0.63 Kow (I I-18) 

where 

K * ow octdnol-water partition coefficient (concentration of chemical In 

octanol divided by concentration of chemical In water, at quillbrlun) 

and 

K OC l -0.54 log 5, + 0.44 (11-19) 

where 
sW = water solubility of sorbate, expressed as a mole fraction. 

The water solubllftles of the compounds exalned ranged fran 1 ppb to 1000 ppm. 

Hassett et al --. (1980) found a slnllar relationship between Koc and K, 

for organic energy-related pollutants. Figure II-5 shows the relatlonshlp. Data from 

Karlckhoff et al --• are Included In the plot for comparison. 

Prfor to the work of Karlckhoff et al., Chfou et al --• (1977) 1 nvestigated 

the relationship between octanol-water psrtltlon!rq and aqueous solubllitles for a 

wide variety of chemicals Including allphatlc and aromatlc hydrocarbons, aromatic 
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FIGURE II-5 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN K,, AND OCTANOL-WATER PARTITION 

COEFFICIENT (Ko,) OF ENERGY-RELATED ORGANIC POLLUTANTS 

acids, organochlorlne and organophosphate pesticides, and polychlorinated biphenyls. 

Their results, shown In Figure 11-6, cover more than eight orders of magnitude in 
solubllity and six orders of magnitude In the octanol-water partltlon coefficient. 

The regression equation based on thfs flgure is: 

log K, * 5.00 - 0.670 log 5, (II-201 

where 

sW - solubflfty, tn bmol/l. 

Boman and Sam (1983) report addltional K, versus 5, relationships. Leo Ct 

fi. (1971) have tabulated K values for thousands of organlcs. Subsqwnt to 

their work In 1971, they hat determined K, values for many addftlonal com- 

pounds. 

Brown and Flagq (1981) have extended the work of Karfckhotf ot al by drveloplng --• 
an mnplrlcal mlatlonshfp between Ko,, and K,, for nfnr chloto-s-trfarfnr and 

dinitroanlline ccmpounds. They plotted their results, along wlth those of Karickhoff 

et al., -e as shown In Figure 11-7. The canbined data set produces the folloulng 

correlation: 
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FIGURE 11-6 CORRELATION OF AQUEOUS SOLUBILITY 
WITH OCTANOL-WATER PARTITION COEFFICIENT 

10~1 Koc . 0.937 log K, - 0.006 (11-21) 

The linear correlation between Koc and K, for the compounds studied by Brown 

and Flagg has a larger factor of uncertainty than those studied by Karlckhoff 

et al --• Other relatfonships between Koc and Km for specific groups of 

conpounds are reported In Karlckhoff (1984). 

The previous paragraphs have shown how the partltlon coefficient KP can be 

predlcted for organic hydrophobic caapoundr which obey a linear Isothem rclatlonshlp. 

First, Koc Is predlcted based on either water solublllty or the octanol-water 

partitlon coeftlcient. Tables II-5 through II-9 shorn earlier contain Km values 

for a number 

the fine and 

procedure is 

--- 
of conpounds. Then based on an estimate of organic car!mn fraction In 

coarse sediments, Kp can be estimated from Equation 11-17. This 

srnnarized In Table 11-15. 

2.3.2.5 Solute and Sorbate Fractions 

The relative amount of pollutant sorbed and dissolved depends on both the 

suspended sediment concentration and the partltlon coefflclent, and at qulllbrlu Is 

given by: r 
L. 

a 
W ++ 

(11-22) 
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Note: The actual error bands for this figure are probably 
greater than indicated here due to error in the 
measurement of Kow. 

FIGURE II-7 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN K,, AND K,, FOR COARSE SILT 

where 

C w n total dissolved phase concentration 

5 * xs 

K 

sp 

l partition coefficient 

- suspended sediment concentration, on a part per part basis 

X = mass of sorbed pollutant per mass of suspended sediment. 
Equation 11-22 can be illustrated more vividly by tabulating ranges of Kp 

and S values. Table II-16 shows this information. Partition coefficients and 

suspended sediment concentrations range from 10' to 104. For the lowest 

value of the partition coefficient nearly all of the pollutant is present In the 

dissolved form, regardless of the suspended sediment concentration. Also, for low 

suspended sediment concentrations, nearly all of the pollutant is dissolved, unless 

the partition coefficient is extranely large. When relatively high partition 

coefficients and sediment concentrations occur simultaneously, then most of the 
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TABLE II-15 

PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING PARTITION COEFFICIENT 

1. Partftlon Coefficient 

KP l Koc [ 
0.2 (l-f) x& + f xLc 1 

2. Procedure 

a. Find Kow (octanol-water partftion cocfflcfent) 

(1) Use Tab1 es II-5 through II-9 

for priority pollutants. K, = v 

OR, If the value is not tabulated 

(2) Estimate K, by: 

log K, . 5.00 - 0.670 log 5, n 

where SW - solubflfty, rmole/l 

5 
5, him 

u #mole/l) = 
molecular *eight 

x 103 

Use Tables II-S through II-9 to find 5, (mg/l) 

b. Find Ko,: 

K oc = 0.63 Kow = 

C. Estimate: 

(1) f (mass fraction of rllt or clay) = , (05f Sl; 
f l 1, If all suspended sollds we slits and clays 

f l 0, 1f all suspended solids are sands) 

(2) *oc (organic carbon content of sand, 0.00 - 0.05 

typically) a 

13) xfo, (organic crrbon content of silt-clay, 0.03 - 

0.10 typfcrlly) l 

3. Substitute: KOC, f, 4' , X& Into Equrtlon (1). 

K l 

P- 

(1) 

(2) 

4. TyPfCal VIluC fOf K 
P 

- 0.01 Kow 

E(rximm Value for K l 0.065 K 
w 
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TABLE II-16 

RELATIONSHIP OF DISSOLVED AND SORBED PHASE POLLUTANT 
CONCENTRATIONS TO PARTITION COEFFICIENT AND 

SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION 

If c, = 100 DDb 

KP 5 (Ppm) c,/cT v x - cs * 

lD1 1 1.0 
IO 1.0 

100 1.0 
1000 1.0 

10000 0.9 

102 1 
10 

100 
1000 

10000 

103 1 1.0 
10 1.0 

100 0.9 

1000 0.5 

10000 0.1 

lo4 1 1.0 
10 0.9 

100 0.5 
1000 0.1 

10000 0.0 

10° 1 1.0 100. 100. 0.0 

10 1.0 100. 100, 0.0 

100 1.0 100. LOO. 0.0 

1000 1.0 100. 100. 0.0 

1OOOD 1.0 99. 99. 1.0 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
0.9 
0.5 

100. 
100. 
99.9 
99.3 
90.9 

100. 
99.9 
99.0 
90.9 
50. 

99.9 
99.0 
90.9 
50. 
9.1 

99.0 
90.9 
50. 
9.1 

1.0 

1x1o3 0.0 
MO3 0.0 

999. 0.1 
990. 1.0 
909. 9.1 

MO4 0.0 
1X104 0.1 

9.9x103 1.0 
9. MD3 9.1 
5x103 50. 

lx105 
9.9x104 
9. MO4 

5x104 
9x1D3 

9.9x105 
9. MD5 
sx105 

9. MD4 
9.9x103 

0.1 
1.0 
9.1 

50. 
90.9 

1.0 
9.1 

50. 
90.9 
99.0 

pollutant present l xi.sts as sortmte. for all the cases shown, X is high which 

Indicates thrt the ayss sorbed per unit mass of sedlaent present can be high rhile 

C, is simultaneously low. 
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-------.---EXAMPLE [1-3-----.-.--------.-.--------, 

Determine the fraction of benzo(a)pyrene that is dissolved in a System i 
containing 300 ppm suspended solids. The suspended sediments are 70 percent i 
fines (d < 5' urn) and the weight fraction of organic carbon is 10 percent of i 
the fines ana 5 percent of the sand fraction. 

From Table 11-9, the solubility of benro(a)pyrene is 0.0038 mg/l, and i 
the octanol-water partition coefficient is 106. If, for the morrnt, the i 
octanol-water partition coefficient is ignored, Equation II-20 can be used i 
to predict Kow based on solubility. The solubility of 0.0038 mg/? must i 
be converted to mole/l: 

5 w = (O.Ocl38 3g/l) (10-I g/rig) (;&+ (IO6 $+ 

= 0.015 zmole/? 

from Equation 11-20, the predicted octanol-water partition coefficient is: 

log Kow = 5.00 - 0.670 log (.015) 

* 6.22 

so Km - 106022, which is acceptably close to the tabulated value of 106. 
Using the tabulated KW, KOC is computed from Equation II-la: 

oc = 0.63~10~ K 

= 630,000 

From Equation II-17. the partition coefficient becomes: 

0.7 (.lO)l K 
P 

= 630,000 CO.2 (l-.7) (.05) + 
I 46,000 

The suspended sediment concentrat 

parts per part. Using Equation 11-22, 

dissolved is: 

s;- 
1 

1 + 300 0 loo6 l 46,000 
- 0.067 or about 7 percent 

I 

i 

i 
i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

1O'6 i ion for the system is 300 ppm, or 3000 

the fraction of benro(a)-pyrtne which IS I 

i 
I 

1 

Consequently, most of the benzo(a)pyrene is present as sorbate. 
t 
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2.4 TRANSPORT PROCESSES 

2.4.1 Solubility Limits 

The concentration of a compound fn a natural water, and therefore the rate of 

transport by that water, can be limited by its equilibrium solubility. The aqueous 

solubility of organic compounds ranges widely: 

Aqueous Solubility at 25°C 
(mass which will dissolve in 1 liter of water) 

compound (in milligrams) 

Sucrose 2,000,000 

Benzene 2,000 

Toxaphene 2 

Chrysene 0.002 

Non-polar compounds have limited solubilities in polar solvents such as water. 

The solubllity of toxic organic canpounds is generally much lower than for inorganic 

salts. Equilibrium solubilities for toxic organic compounds are gfven in Tables II-5 

through 11-9. Solubility increases with temperature for most organic cocrgounds. 

typically by a factor of about 3 from 0°C to 3OOC. 

Organics are generally less soluble in sea water than in fresh water as can be 

seen In the tabulations below (Ross1 and Thomas, 1981): 

Solubility at 25*C 
Oistilled Water Sea Ydter 

Compound Img/l) -e!!u!L 
Toluene 507 419 
Acendpthene 2.41 1.84 
Pyrene 0.13 0.09 

In the absence of colloids or micelles, the maxianm amount of a toxic organic 

substance which can be held in the water column under equilibrium condltlons is just 

the aqueous equilibriun solubility 5,. plus the equilibrium amount of solute 

sorbed on suspended matter: 

where 

cT = total 

water 

amount of comound which can be held in a natural 

at equilibriua conditions, ug liter -1 

SW - equil ibrium aqueous solubility, ug liter-' 

f&S") = equilibrium amount of sorbate on suspended matter; a 

function of SW. f, is the sorption isotherm function. 

CT = s, + f, ts,) (11-23) 
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If a linear sorption isothen is used, as is commonly the case for trace constituents 

(see Section 2.3.2), the above expression becomes: 

‘T 2 SW (1 + Kp S) (11-24) 

where 

K 
P 

= linear partition coefficient (see Section 2.3.2.4). liter Kg" 

5 = the "concentration* of suspended matter (sorbent), Kg liter -1 

The inequality results in the above equation because at high solute concentrations 

linear isotherms overpredict the amount of solute sorbed. The use of linear sorption 

isotherms (a canmon practice for trace constituents) is adequate at pollutant concen- 

trations which are equal to, or less than, one half of the equilibrium solubility. 

When linear sorption isotherms are used, e.g. those with the simple partition coeffic- 

ient approach (Kp) presented in Section 2.3.2, one must then check to insure that 

the aqueous pollutant concentration is less than or equal to one-half of its equi- 

librium solubility. 

2.4.2 Volatilization 

2.4.2.1 Introduction 

Volatilizdtion is defined as the transfer of matter frcxn the dissolved to the 

gdsei-; phase. A considerable nunber of toxic SubStdnCeS volatilize in the natural 

envlroimnent. Volatilization rates depend on the properties of the toxicant and on 

the characteristics of the water body. If a toxicant is "highly volatile', then 

obviously volatilization is an important process affecting the fate of the toxicant. 

However, even for toxicants which are considerably less volatile, volatilization 

cannot always be ignored. This is because the fate of a toxi cant is governed by d 
variety of processes. If voldti~izdtlon proceeds as fdSt ds other Competing mechanisms, 

the fate even though all the rates might be slow, then volatilitation will influence 

of the toxicant. 

Methods will be provided in this section to predict the vo latillration rate for 

toxic organic substances, which volatilize according to the fol lowing relationship: 

5 I $ (C - 

where 

(11-25) 

C * concentration of toxicant in dissolved phase (concentration of solute) 

kV l volatilizdtion rate constant rn units of length/time 

k; * volatilization rate constant In mixed water body in units of 

time-l 
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f - mixed depth of water body 

P = partial pressure of toxicant in atmosphere above the water body being 
fnvestfgdted 

KH * Henry's Law constant. 

for many applications the partial pressure of the cwound in the atmosphere is zero, 

so that Equation II-25 sl~lifies to: 

X 
at' 

-k; C (11-26) 

An alternate form of Equation II-26 is in terms of the total pollutant concentra- 

tion, CT' and the site specific volatilization rate constant, kvm: 

acT 
at = -%I 'T 

where 

kV Ow k =z vm 

(II-271 

(II-28) 

when 

OW k frdctton of toxtcdnt present t n di SSOlved phase. 

The following sections will illustrate haw to predict the volatlllzation rate for 

toxicants of either la or high volatility. But first, a brief discussion of Henry's 

Law is required. 

2.4.2.2 Henry’s Law 

henry's Law is an expression uhfch relates the concentration of a chalcal 

dissolved in the aqueous phdse to the concentration (or pressure) of the chemical in 

the gaseous phase when the two phases are at quilibrium with each other. One cawon 

method of expressing Henry's Law is: 

P - VW 

where 

P - equilibrium partial pressure of pollutant in atmosphere above the 

water, atm 

:: 

l equilibrium concentration of pollutant in the water, mole/m3 

= Henry's Law constant, atm m3/mle. 

Henry's Law in this fern is valid for pollutants present in concentrations up to 0.02 

expressed ds a mole fraction. For canpounds with molecular weights greater than 50 

g/mole, a mole fraction of 0.02 represents a concentration of at least 55,000 mg/l. 
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Typically toxic pollutants in the envfronnent are present at levels far below this 

concentration. 

Table II-17 contains values of Henry's Law constants for a nunbcr of selected 

hydrocarbons. In the table, Henry's Law constant 1s expressed tn units of atm 

m3/mole. muever, in the lfterature Henry's Law constant can be defined in 

numerous ways. A second, widely used method of deflnjng Henry's Law constant is: 

I 
5 

KH = C, 

where 

'a l molar concentration in air, mole/m3 

K' . 
H alternate form of Henry's Law constant, dimensionless. 

Equations II-29 and II-30 are related as follows: 

a KH KH 
K,, - RuT;- *.2 x IOW5 T = i1.6KHat 20°C 

where 

Tk- 
temperature of Htei, OK. 

Ru = universal gas constant. 

Thls relationship is based on the Ideal gas law. Equation II-31 is useful 

the frequent necessity to convert literature data from one set of units to 

Henry’s Law constant can be estimated for slightly soluble compounds 

(mole fractfon L 0.02) by the following expression: 

KH (atrli*m'/mole) = 
P, x Mw 

760 x 5, 

(11-30) 

{Ii-31) 

because of 

another, 

(11-32) 

where 

pS - saturation vapor pressure of pure compound In Torr 

w = molecular might 

S w = solublllty In water In ppn. 

Figure II-8 Illustrates the 11mlts of Heny's Law for an acetone-water mlxture. 

Henry's Law Is &eyed by acetone In region 5 (mole fraction of acetone 0.1) and by 

water In reglon A (mole fraction of acetone 20.95). Notice that the generally 

accepted limit of validity of Henry's Law (mole fraction 10.02) corresponds to 

conccntratlons of 34,000 mg/l to 227,000 mg/l for conpounds ulth molecular mlghts 

betueen 30 to 200. Thus Henry's Law is likely to be appl Icable In nearly all cases 

of concern In the natural envf ronment. For pollutants uhlch happen to be largely 

soluble, however, care nust be taken to calculate Henry's law by some nrthod other 

than Equation 11-32. 
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TABLE II-17 

HENRY’S LAW CDWTANT FOR SELECTED HYDRDCARBOlS 

ECWW (8) 0.214 

ProDwu LOI 0.232 
I-eurmr (I) 0.2M 
1-P,ntmr (1) 0.3% 
I-kcsw (1) 0.112 
t-krprmr (1) O.JN 
I-octw (L) 0.905 

‘rOPYw (8) 0.0110 
I-ButYw (9) O.OlM 

Cycloaltrnn 
Brmcned-Ch4in 

AlklnrI 

2% 
to. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
19.8 

20. 

CycloDrnUm li) 0.187 
Cyclohruw (L) 0.1% 

~rnyrcycloPonun (L) 0.362 

*cInykyC1OheIma (1) 0.a 

~ropylcyclowntrm (L) 0.883 

Isom41rne (9) 1.24 

:rocrntrw (f) 1.3% 

t-I48taylD8ntw (L) 1.73 

z-*tnythormJ (f) 1.4 

t.2-0motkylwnum (I) 3.15 

3-@Mtky\hDUrW (I) 3.71 

Z.Z.J-:riwtnytPrntrn (f) 3.01 
r-~rhyloctrn (1) a.936 

PO1ychlOrlrutd 
#lDhWylS 

Aroclor 1242 

Amclor 1248 

Amclor 1254 

Aroclor 12so 

5.7.10-J 

3.5110-3 

2.0~ 10-3 

7.lrl43 

20. 
to. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
28. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
20. 
20. 

15.b 

18.9 

II.9 

19.b 

amzw (1) 5.19x10-3 

Tolum (1) L.i(rlu- J 

Ethyl knrm (L) 6.73r10‘3 

o-Xylw (1) 5.~7~~0-3 
1rODroPylbmr~ (L) l.J5~10-~ 

h4Dhth4lW (8) J.25~10“ 

B~P~Yl (a) 5.uIlo-4 

AcmrPhuml8 (8) 2.2aalU4 

Fluomllr (8) 2.3Salfl 

AnChrrcW (8) 1.65alO” 

?tunrnthm tm) l.Mxl~ 

Cr Al kJW 

0.M 

O.J% 

0. IO? 

0.947 

1.26 

1.85 
2.07 

3.22 

3.29 

J.S3 

7.12 

1.14 

3.9rlO4 

4.98llC7 

Z.Clu-7 

l.4IlQ5 

4.bK1W7 

1. Sam-3 

5slW’ 

0.1 

19.b 

19.5 

194 

19.1 

19.1 

lJ.5 

16.0 

11.7 
11.9 

18.2 

9.b 

to. 

3.9 

0.01 

0.02 

0.M 

0.01 

18. 
J.8 

II.8 

l Trusr m ntiwtod valws tuwb on k, l 20 m/hr and k 
9 0 3WO m/w. 
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0 Consider acetone-water mixture 

0 o-2 e4 @6 O-8 19 
Hole fraction of acetone 

Henry's Low is obeyed: 
by acetone when mole fraction of acetone 50,1 (Region B) 

by woter when mole froctlon of acetone 10,95 (Region A) 

0 General range of validity: mole froctlon ~0.02 

Ilk' Concentration when mole fraction - OJl2 

30 34000 m/l 
75 85000 m9/1 

100 113000 fw/l 

200 227000 m/l 

FIGURE II-8 RANGE OF VALIDITY OF HENRY’S LAW 
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Tables II-5 through II-g presented vapor pressure and solubility data for the 

organic priority pollutants, which can be used to predict Henry's Law constant. 

Although Equation II-32 is not valid for highly soluble chemicals, generally the 

toxicants of interest here are only slightly soluble, so that the expression is 

adequate.. The dimensionless form of Henry's Law constant is expressible as: 

c 

5 = 

16.04 P, x MU 

SW x T 
(11-33) 

All variables have been prevjously defined. 

P -* EXAMPLE II-4 

Henry's Law Constant for Chloroform 

I 
i 

Calculate Henry's Law constant in the two forms expressed by Equations 

i 
II-32 and II-33. Chloroform (also called trichloranethane or CHC13) has 

, the following properties: 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

Vapor pressure = 150 Torr (from Table II-S) 

Volubility l 8200 ppm at 20°C (from Table 11-5) 
Molecular weight - 12 (carbon) 

1 (hydrogen) 

From Equation 11-32: 

3 x 35.5 (chlorine) 

sun - 119 

150x119 
K = ii = 2.86 x 10-l atm=m'/mole 

760x8200 

From Equation 11-33, at 20°C (293'K): I 

16.04x150x119 
K; = = 0.12 

8200x293 

Henry's constant, expressed as K,i, had been found experimentally to be 
0.12, the same as predicted hem. 

I 

I 

I 
I 

1 _ _ _ - _ - .--- ENO~ EXAMPLE 1~-4.----~-~-~-------------.-! 

2.4.2.3 Two Ftlm Theory of Volatiliration 

When a chemical volatllires from water, the process can be visualized as a mass 

transfer occurring over several distinct steps. Figure II-9 presents a schematic 
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Z PC 

Toxtcant concentrarbon 

I 

Vapor PhiWe Oirection of movement 

I 

FIGURE II-9 

Soluflon ptmre 

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF VOLATILIZATION 
FROM SOLUTION PHASE TO LIQUID PHASE 

representation of the process. The concentration of the chanical is C in the bulk 

liquid solution. As the chanical moves upward in the bulk solution it moves through 

a thin "liquid filer" where a concentration gradient develops because the transfer 

rate is limited by diffusion. The dissolved chuaical then volatilizes and passes 

through a thin "gas film", wham again transfer may be limited, before reaching the 

bulk vapor phase. 

At the interface between the gas and liquid films the concentrations in the 

llqufd (C,) and In the gas (PC,, expressed as partial pressure) are assumed 

to be in equilibrium and to obey Henry’s Law: 

P 
Ci - KttCi 

(11-34) 
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In the absence of net accumulation at the interface the mass flux from one phase must 

equal the mass flux from the other, or: 

FL = &(Pc - PC+ * kli (C - C+ 
u 

(11-35) 

where 

Ft n flux of chemical in L direction 

kgf 
1 mass transfer coefficient in the gas phase across "gas film" 

kli - mass transfer coefficient in the liquid phase across "liquid 

film" 

P c, P,i, C, CID are defined In Figure 11-9. 
Since it is not convenient to measure the partial pressure and concentration at the 

interface, it is worthwhile to develop expressions for bulk transfer coefficients, 

given by: 

where 

Fz =&PC - P; 
U 

) = kvl (C - Sp 1 (II-361 

k 
v9 

n overall volatilization rate defined for the gaseous phase 

k vl n overall volatilization rate defined for the liquid phase 

sP 
n saturation concentration of chaical in quilibriw with Pc 

p; - partial pressure in quilibrium with C. 

Ctiining Henry's Law equilibria expressions with Equations ..-35 and II-36 the 

overall volatil Ization rates became: 

and 

1 1 KH 1 v.-+- 
- = RUT k 

vg kli kgi 

1 1 RuT -mm+- 
k vl kli KHkgi 

(II-371 

(II-381 

Of the two expressions, normally Equation II-38 Is more useful for the purposes 

of this docuant because the pollutants being anrlyzbd are In the aqueous phase. TO 

siwlify terminology Equation II-38 will be rewritten as: 

1 1 RUT -. -+- 
kv kl S"g 

(II-39a) 

Of 

1 1 1 em-+- 
kV kl Ki Irg 

(II-39b) 
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where the second subscripts to each variable have been dropped. The volatilization 

rate, kV, is the same as shown earlier in Equation II-25 and depends on k 
9' 

Kf& and k,. 

There are two special cases of Equation 11-39, depending on the value of Henry'! 

Law constant. They are: kl * for large KG ( 

k" = 

liquid-phase limited) (II-40a) 

Kikg, for small KI; (gas-phase limited) 
(II-40b) 

lo mdke Equation II-40 usable, "large" dnd "small" Values of K; hdve to be 

defined. For cases when the liquid phase is limiting the transfer rate, d large 

fraction, R, of the total resistance exists in the liquid phase, or: 

Similarly when the gas phase is limiting: 

(11-41) 

(il-42) 

Equations II-41 and II-42 can be rearranged to express Henry's Law constant explicitly: 

kl R 
5 ix' 

for liquid-phase limited (II-43a) 

KH' * 

kl 1-R 
Fp-' 

for gas-phase limited (II-43b) 

At this point values for R, k,, and kg nust be specified. "Typical" values 

of kg and k, for surface waters art in the range of 20 cm/hr and 3,000 cm/hr, 

respectively. For R values of 0.83, 0.90, dnd 0.95, the phdSe limiting values of 

Henry's Law constants, converted to units of dtm m3/mole using Equation II-31, 

are as follows: 
Henry's Constant (dtm*m’/mlt) 

-!i Liquid-ohdse Limited 

0.83 7.8 x 10” 

0.90 1.4 x 10” 

0.95 3 x 10” 

Gas-phase Limited 

3.3 x 10'. 

1.8 x 10" 

8.4 x 10” 
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Hence, for Henry's Law constants larger than about L.0 x loo3 atm m3/mole 

most of the resistance to volatllizdcjon lies In the liqutd phase, and for Henry's 

Law constants less than about 1.0 x low5 atm m3/mole, most of the resistance 

lies in the gas phase. When either of the two phases controls the volatilization 

rate, then the slmplifjed Equation II-40 can be used in lieu of Equation 11-39. The 

data in the tables presented earl ler can be used to predict lenry's Law constant and 

then to decide whether the gas or liquid phase limits volatilization. 

Based on the two-film model there are two mthods which can be used to estimate 

volatilizdrlon rdtzs. One apOrOdCh is considerably more simple thdn the other. The 

simpler approach is based on the following reasoning. Using ‘typiCa\” values of 

k, and k 
9' 

kV can be estimated based solely on KH as the independent variable, 

where KH is allowed to vary over its potential range of values. As Table I I-18 

shows, KH can vary by at least seven orders of magnftude. 6dSed on this variabil- 

ity of Henry's Law constant, Table II-19 presents the associated volatilization 

rates. As Henry's Law constant increases, tht volatilization rate approaches 

20 cmjhr, the liquid phase limiting rutt. As Henry's Law constant decreases, so does 

the volatilization rate, with the lower limit being zero. 

The second method of predicting kV is based on finding kg and k, individually, 

father than assumdng typical values. The gas-phase transfer rate can be found based 

on the evaporation rate of water as outlined in Mlls (1981). Mills showed that: 

kg4 * 700 V (11-44) 

where 

“9 = gas transfer rate for water vapor, cm/hr 

V = wind speed, m/set. 

This expression was derived from an empirical relationship shown In Linsley et al - -* ' 
(1979) for the evaporation of water. Li ss (1973) conducted measurements tn an 

experimental basin and found that: 

k; = 1000 V (11-45) 

where the units art the same in Equation 11-44. Considering that the approaches used 

to develop Equations II-44 and II-45 art dlfftrtnt, thtlr agreacnt Is good. St111 

other relationships exist between k;l and V (e.g. Rathbun and Tai, 1983). 

The values of kg and ki art related by penetration theory (81rd Ct 

al. 1960) as follows: 

k' 
9' (11-46) 
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TABLE II-18 

HENRY'S LAY CONSTANTS FOR SELECTED COMPOUNDS 

Comoound Henry's Law Constant (atm=m3/fnole) 

Vinyl Chloride 

Carbon Tetrachloridc 

To1 uene 

Aroclor 1254 

Flourene 

ODT 

Dieldrin 

3.7 

2 x 10” 

6.7 x IO-3 

2.8 x UT3 

2.4 x 10” 

3.9 x 10’5 

2.0 x 10” 

TABLE II-19 

TYPICAL VALUES OF POLLUTANT VOLATILIZATION RATES 
IN SURFACE WATERS 

KH(abn&/mole) Kh(dimensionless) k,(cm/hr)* k,( l/dry)** 

100 
10-1 
10-2 
lo-3 
lV4 
lo-6 
lV6 
10-7 

41.6 

4.2 
4.2 x lV1 
4.2 x 10’2 
4.2 x IV3 
4.2 x lV4 
4.2 x 10-6 
4.2 x lV6 

20. 4.8 Liquid-film 

20. 4.8 ' Ytcd 
19.7 4.7 I 
i7,3- - - - - -4,2- - - - - -1 

7.7 1.8 
1.2 0.3 

-0,1- - - - - -0:o; - - - G,: f i Im 

0.01 0.002 limited 

*Using kg = 3000 cm/hr 
kl - 20 cm/hr. 

**For water depth = 1 IR. 
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where 

Da * diffusion coefficient of pollutant in alr 

0 = diffusion coefficient of water vapor in air. 

Diffusionw:oefficient data can be found in such references as Perry and Chil ton 

(1973). or estimated using the Wilke-Chang mthod, also in Perry and Chllton. If an 

analytical method is usti to estimate diffusion coefficients, note that it is easier 

to predict the ratio of two diffusion*coefficients than to predict each coefficient 

individually because some of the required infomation cancels out of the ratio. and 

consequently is not needed at all. 

In many cases it is acceptable to approximate the ratio of diffusion coefficients 

as follows: 

Oa 

i 1 

4 
-I 
D ii 

WV 
(11-47) 

where 

Mi = molecular weight of pollutant. 

Table II-20 illustrates the difference between calculating the diffusion coefficient 

ratio by using tabulated data fran Perry and Chilton and by using Equation 11-47. 

The percent differences between the ratios range fran 1 to 27 percent and average 15 

percent. This agreement is acceptable for screening purposes. Combining Equations 

11-46, 11-44, and 11-47, the final expression for kg (In units of cm/hr) is: 

TABLE II-20 

COMPARISON OF TABULATED AND PREDICTED VALUES OF 
COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED POLLUTANTS 

DIFFUSION 

Diffusion Coefficient Perry b 
Parry Chilton PredIcted 

Molecular 6 
9 

ilton Pr ictd 
Pollutant Ueight (cn /se4 

?! 
(cm /sac) 

Chlorobenzene 113 0.075 0.000 .50 .63 9 

Toluetw 92 0.076 0.097 .59 .66 12 

Chloroform 119 0.091 0.006 .64 .63 1 

Naphthalme 128 0.051 0.083 .48 .61 27 

Anthracene 178 0.042 0.070 .44 .56 27 

Ben Lent 70 0.077 0.106 .59 .69 17 
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(11-48) 

This expression Is valid for rivers, lakes, and estuaries. 

The ljquld phase transfer coefflcitnt k, can be predlcted based on the 

rtatratlon rate, k,, for the system. The rtiationshlp proposed by Smith et al --' 
(1981) Is: 

kl * 
, O.S(nll (11-49) 

where 

Dw l diffusion cotfflcitnt of pollutant in water 

DO 9 diffusion cotfficfent of dlstolvtd oxygen In water 

k** a - surface transfer rata of dlssolvtd oxygen, txprtsstd in the 

same units as k,. 

In other chapters of this report, the rutratlon rate ft presented as k,, 

defined as: 

ka = k;/Z (11-50) 

where 

2 - arixed depth of utter body. 

For rivers the nixed depth Is the total depth, while for estuaries the mixed depth is 

the total depth only If the estuary Is ml1 mIxed. Otherwise, ft is the depth to the 
pycnocli nt. Strilarly for lakes, the mixed depth can be less than the total depth, 

and can be chosen to be the depth of the eplllmnton. 

The exponent n varies as a function of the theoretical approach used to develop 

Equatton 11-49. If film theory Is used, I.e., the fi 1n1 is considered to be d IaIdndr 

sublayer, then n - 1. If ptnetratlon or surface renewal theory is used, n * 0.5. 

Using experlmental approaches , researchers have found n to vary from 0.5 to 1.0. 

St net the movtmtnt of nattr In natural water bodies 1s generally tutbul ent. the 

parameter n can be chosen to be 0.5. 

Parry and Chllton (1973) provide data and mthods to predtct the diffusfon 

coefficient of a pollutant In wtttr. The Othner-Thakor rtlatlonshlp, described 

In Smith at al --• (1981) can also be used. As an approxlmatt approach, by using 

the square root of the molecular mlghtt the following txpresslon results: 

(11-51) 

A recent study (Rathbun and Tal, 1981) used a tracer technique to predict the 

volatllltatlon rafts of four priority pollutants from 12 dtfftrtnt Avers. That 
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study provldts an opportunity to coqltrt, even if only to a limited degree, some 

of the arthods presented here against field results. Table II-21 briefly sumnarlrts 

tlw results of Rathbun and Tat (1981). As shmm by the values of Henry’s Law constant 
for the four pollutants, each pollutant Is liquld phase lirlttd, since all Henry's 
Law constants exceed 1.0 x loo3 a- m3/mle. The study results were unable 

to predict differences In volatilltatlon rates for the four pollutants, and found 

that the best prtdictlve expression ~8s: 

kv . 0.655 k; 

Based on Equatton II-51 the screening methods predict: 

kv* 0.76 to 0.8 k; 

where the range reflects the variability tn molecular weight mong the four pollutants. 

If the default value of 20 u/ht, suggested earlier in this sectlon were used as 

a rough l stlute of the volatilization rate for 1 Iquld phase limited pollutants, this 

value uould fall withln the obstntd range of 1.5 to 24 cm/hr. It appears that the 

screening mthods presented here generate acceptable l stlnatts of volatilization 

rates. 

Table II-22 smr1zas the two methods presented in the manual for calculating 

the volatlllration rrte constant kV. The first approach 1s aore sirrpllfltd and 

Is based on typical values of kg and k,. In the second approach, kg and 

k, are crlcul atd rather than assurd. 

2.4.2.4 Volatllttatlon Half-Lifr 

Nuemus researchers havr In tfw past crlculrttd the volrtillratlon half-lift of 

toxlcmts under controlled laboratory conditions. The result of some of this work 

was sham earlier in Tables If-5 through 11-9. Typically, researchers have used the 

following l xgresston to calculate the half-life: 

0.693 L 

VT 
V 

(I I-52) 

when 

$2 l half-life (tir required for the concentration of the contmi- 

nrnt to decmrse by half). 

It is ilgortant to understand that the volrttllzrtion half-life of a toxicrnt 

varies accordiq to the environaental conditions. Under controlled 1 aboratoy 



TABLE II-21 

VOLATILIZATION RATES OF SEVERAL PRIORITY POLLUTANTS IN 12 RIVERSa 

Pollutant 

Henry's Constant 

(atm*m'/molt) Noltcular Idtight 

Benzene 5.5 x 10” P19 

ChiorOform 2.9 x 10” 78 

Methylent Chloride 2.7 x 10” 85 

Toluene 6.7 x 10" 92 

Study results showed: k, - 0.655 k; 

Range of values for 12 rivers: 1.5 to 24 un/ht 

Screening method predicts: kV = 0.7 k; to 0.8 k; 

aRathbun, R.E. and D.Y. Tai. 1981. Techniques for Determining 
the Volatilizaticn Coefficients of Priority Pollutants in Streams. 
Water Research, Volume 15, pp. 243-250. 

conditions, where the depth of water is extremely small, t1,2 can be extremely 

SlMll. If the water depth increases by 100 fold, for example, so dots tI,*. 

The volatilization half-life is affected by suspended solids in the system. 

When suspended solids art present, Equation II-52 should be modifitd to: 

0.693 2 

% - k, 
(1 + SK& (11.53) 

where 

S n susptndtd solids concentration 

K - partitton cotfficitnt. 

The partition cotfftcitnt is the ratio of the sorbed pollutant concentration to the 

di solved phase concentration. A m&hod to predict Kp was discussed earlier in 

Section 2.3.2. Since the toxtcant which sorbs to the stdtmtnts 1s not dirtctly 

available for volattlization, the total flux of volatilizing parttclts dtcrtastr. 

The following example illustrates how sorption can influence the half-lift. 
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TABLE II-22 

PROCEDURE FOR PREDICTING VUATILIZATI~ RATE 
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--es-s-------- 
l 

-------EXAWLE II-5 - 

The following data for hcxachlorobenzene were obtained frtam Table 11-8: 

Solubflity = 20 rg/l 

Vapor pressure l 10 -5 Torr at 20°C 

Kow 9 lot 

Under the condltlons reported in the work of Mackay and Lelnoncn (1975): 

I. n lm 

k" = 8 cm/hr 8 8 x 10 -2 m/hr. 

Hence: 

0.693 x 1 
% = 8 x 10” 

= 8.7 hours 

Note that the half-life is small even though the vapor pressure is only low5 

Torr. The results 1 ndi cate that the vapor pressure Is, by itself, not necessarily 

a good indicator of the importance of volatilization. 

Now, consider the following condltlons which might be encountered in a 

river: 

ka (reaeration rate) = O.S/day 

Suspended sediment concentration l 550 ppm 

K n 5x104 

zpth - lm. 

The expresslon of volatlllzatlon half-life modified to account for the presence of 

the suspended solids Is: 

0.693 Z 
%- k,, 

(1 + 5 Kp) 

From Equation 11-51, the liquid-phase transfer rate for hcxachlorobenrene is: 

4 
x 0.5 x 1 = 0.29 m/day * 0.01 m/hr * 1 cm/hr 

ing the data Henry's Law constant can be estimated based on Equation 11-32. Us 

presented earlier: 

KH = lo 
-’ x 285 

760 x .02 
= 1.9 x lo-’ atm*m'/mole 

Or 

K'H = 7.8 x lo”, dimension less 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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i 
i 
i 
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I 

I 

I 

Using a default value of 3,000 cm/hr for k g, the volatilization rate is: 

1 l+ 
q= 

1 
1 3000x 7.8 x 10” 

= 1.04 cm/hr 

kV 
= 1 cm/hr 

The half-life beconns: 

0.693 x 1 
% = 1 x 1o'2 

1+X% 
10’ 

x 5 x lob = 1800 hr = 75 days 

A comparison of half-lives shows that: 

t n 8.7 hours under laboratory conditions 

t n 75 days under instream condltlons. 

This example illustrates that half-lives are not always l xtrapolatable from 

one type of system to another due to the combined difference in sorption effects 

and volatilization rates. 

I 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
; 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

L----- - - - - - - Eta OF EXAMPLE II-5 ---.-.-_-_-_-_-------- 

2.4.2.5 Flux of Volatilizing "ollutants 

The preceding sections have provided techniques for predicting voldtilizdtion 

rates of pollutants. Otwlously, if the voldtilizdtion rate of one pollutant exceeds 
thdt of a second pollutant, then the flrrt pollutdnt is more volatile thdn the 

second. Howtvtr, this criterion alone dots not detennine whether volatilization is 

important in a specific situdtion. The volatilization flux is the rdte at which mass 

is transftrrcd to the gaseous phase frm the liquid phase and is given by the follou- 

1 ng expression: 

Flux = k vC-p 
%I 

* k,C, when P = 0 

\ I I-54) 

(11.55) 

when 
c n concentration of pollutant In water ds solute 

P * partial pressure of pollutant in atmosphere. 

Hence both the volatillzatlon rate and the dissolved phase concentration have to be 
considered jointly to predict the flux btlng volatilized. 'able II-23 illustrates 
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TABLE II-23 

RELATIVE VOLATILIZATION MASS FLUXES OF SEVERAL CHEMICALS IM SATURATED SOLUTIONS 

Chemical 

Henry's Law Volatilization 
Constant Rate Constant Solubility 

(atm*tG/mole) (cm/hr) (PPfn) KoI., Flux Ratio' 

Carbon Tetrachloride 2.3 x lOa 20. 785 400 1 

ODT 3.9 x 10-s 3.9 .002-.085 lo’-lo* 5x10’-2x106 

Oieldrin 2.0 x 10” 0.02 0.2 e 4 x lo6 

Phenanthrene 1.5 x 10-J 9.6 1.0 29,000 2 x !O' 

'This is the ratio of volatilizatlon flux of a saturated solution of carbon 
tetrachloride to the volatilization of the specified chemical. 

these principals for several chanicals. The volatilization rates for these pollutants 

range from a high of 20 cm/hr for cation tetrachloride to a lw of 0.02 cm/hr for 

dieldrin. Anthrdctne has a volatilization rate constant of 18 cm/hr, 90 percent as 

high as the volatile carbon tetrachloride. However. the solubility of anthracent in 

water is much lower (0.06 ppm versus 785 ppn). Hence if each of these two chemicals 

were to volatilize from saturated solutions, the flux of carbon tetrachloridt would 

be 15,000 times as grtdt. The same type of comparison can be mdt for DOT and carbon 

tetrdchl Ori de. The volatilization rate constant for DOT is relatively high (about 20 

percent that of carbon tetrdchloridt), but the solubility is so low that the ratio of 

volatilizatlon flux would be about 100,OOO:l. 

These carpdrisons have not considered the relative difftrencts in sorption 

characteristics of the pollutants. Since only the solute voldtllfzts, the voldtillza- 

tion flux of a pollutant which is mostly sorbed to suspended material is lower than 

in the absence of suspended material, all other factoK remaining the same. Tables 

II-5 through II-9 show the octanol-water partition coefficient, which prov1dts a 

measure Of rtldtlvt ilrpOrtdfICt Of Sorption for the fOUr pollutants. Because both DDT 

and dnthrdctnt hdve higher octdnol-udter pdrtition CotffiCietitS thdn does Carbon 

tttrachloride, the ratio of ~latilizrtion of mass fluxes is llktly to be even 

greater than cdlculated above for natural systems contdlnlng suspended mttrial. 

2.5 TRANSFORMATION PROCESSES 

2.5.1 Biodegrdddtlon 
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2.5.1.1 Introduction 

Microorganisms are ubiquitous in the aquatic environment. Microbes are also 

very active chemically due to their abtlity to supply energy for reactions through 

nom1 metabolic processes and to catalyze reactions through enrymatlc activity. 

Chemical reactions which proceed very slowly or not at all in the absence of biota 

occur at rates of up to eleven orders of magnitude faster in the presence of biological 

enzymes. Some of the reactions catalyzed by microorganisms transform or degrade 

organic pollutants. Frequently, microbial degradation, or biodegradation, is the 

most important, if not the only process which can decanpose an organic pollutant in 

the aquatic envirornnent. 

Although microbial coexnunities catalyze countless reactions, many of them fall 

into a few classes of important reactions. Oxidative reactions make up one very 

important class of biochemical 

such as benzene, is an example 

pounds from non-polar ones: 

reactions. The hydroxylation of aromatic compounds, 

of an oxidative reaction which generates polar com- 

OH 
Enzyme 

Benzene Catechol 

An extremely imortant oxidative reaction unique to microbial organisms is aromatic 

ring fission: 

/ 
C 

coo- 
\ coo- 

Enzyme L 

CHO 
coo- 

CA I, 
OH 

Catechol 

Microbes also catalyze reductive reactions. A notorious example is the 

dehydrochlorination of ODT to produce DDE: 
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2.5.1.2.1 Metabolism of Growth Substances 

Heterotrophic bacteria degrade certain organic compounds to provide the enerqy 

and carbon required for their growth. Many toxic substances function as growth 

substrates for bacteria in a manner similar to naturally occurring organic compounds. 

These grouth substrates are identifiable by their ability to serve as the sole carbon 

source for a bacterial culture. The metabolic transfomiation of these growth sub- 

strates generally results in relatively complete degradation or mlneraliration, thus 

detoxifying toxic growth substrates. The detoxifying effect and relatively rapid 

rates of growth metabolism imply that potentlal growth substrates pose a 

threat to the environment than compounds which cannot be used in this way 

1980). 

Before 

adapt itsel 

whi.ch the b 

and in the 

(lag phase) 

degradation 

l sser 

(Tledje, 

the utilization of a compound can begin, the microbial cornrun ty must 

und to 

i 

f to the chemical. Investigations of biodegradation of a compo 

iota have not been recently exposed, both in the field (Spain et al 1980) --* 
laboratory (Shamat and Maier, 1980) have shown the existence of a lag time 

of 2 to 50 days before the microbial community acclimates. Since the 

of a growth substrate is relatively rapid once a microbial population has 

adapted to it, Tiedje (1980) has suggested that the primary concern in assessing 

biodegradation of such substances should be the conditions and time period required 

for adaptation or acclimation. 

The lag time depends on several bioloqical and environmental constraints. The 

primary constraint is the development of a sufficiently large bacterial population 

which is capable of utilirinq the pollutant as a growth substrate. Frequently, 

specific organisms with specific enzymes are required to metabolize a pollutant. The 

processes of species selection and enzyme induction by which a microbial community 

adapts itself to a pollutant require time. The adaptation time is influenced both by 

prior exposure of the community to a pollutant and the initial nunbers of suitable 

species. Spain et al. (1980) have demonstrated that prior exposure to a compound -- 
reduces or eliminates the adaptation period. Thus, lag times in pristine environ- 

ments should be much longer than in locations which have been chronically exposed to 

a conpound. In addition, Ward and Brock (1976) have shown that lag time preceding 

the onset of petroleum deqradatlon depends on the initial size of the bacterial 

population. Water with larger microbial conraunitler should require relatively 

shorter times to develop a viable population of degraders. High mlcroblal blamss 

levels are associated wfth hlgher 8009 concentrations. 

The presence of more easily degraded carbon sources may delay the adapta- 

tlon of a microbial comnrnity to the matabollsm of a pollutant. Ward and bock 

(1976) found that microorganisms in lake water metabollred added glucose conpletely 

before degrading hydrocarbons. This diauxlc pattern may result in longer lag tfmes. 

A final factor which influences lag tlm is the concentration of the pollutant 
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in the water. There may be concentration thresholds below which adaptation does not 

take place. (For example, no adaptation for metabolism of 4-nitrophenal occurred at 

concentrations below about 48 rg/l (Spain et al --* 1981). Too high a pollutant concen- 

tration, on the other hand, may be toxic to the microbes (Tabak etc., 1981). The 

user should be aware of these possibilities when extrer#ly low or high concentrat4ons 

are involved. 

Once the microbial cosununlty has adapted to the organic pollutant, it is of 

interest to know the rate at which biodegradation occurs. Kinetic expressions for 

ccm!pounds used as a growth substrate can be relatively ccxnpllcated since both the 

substrate and bacterial concentrations change with time. The Monad equation has been 

used to describe the degradation rate of a compound which serves as a sole carbon 

source: 

dCJ.dB,'hrax. 8*C 
TYdt Y KS + C 

(11-56) 

where 

C = pollutant concentration 

B = bacterial concentration 

Y = bionuass produced per unit C consuncd 

ULIMX - wximn speclflc growth rate 

5 n half-saturatlon constant. 

Frequently, the Honod equation Is reduced to a second-order blodegradatlon 

expression by asswning C <<KS, in which case: 

dC 
-z - k62 *B-C (11-57) 

where 

kB2 * second-order biodegradation rate constant 

= ;-KS 

Although Honod klnetlcs accurately describe SOT laboratory results, they are 

inapplicable in the enviromnt due to the presence of other carbon sources. As a 

simple alternative, first order kinetics are frequently applied: 

+ke*C (1148) 

where 

kB - first-order blodegradation rate constant. 
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Enzymes can catalyze otherwise slow hydrolytic reactlons as well: 

: 
f 

~CH~0~2-P-s-CHCOOCtn~ Enzva I 

I 
- (cH,O)Z- P-s-cMcooc*HS l C*H50n 

:HcoaC2HS I 
CHtCOOH 

Malrth4on klrthion s-aonorCid 

The term “biodegradation” encompasses these and other blologlcally mediated 

processes which chemically alter a pollutant. Although each reaction causes the 

disappearance or primary degradatlon of a canpound, different reactions affect the 

toxicity of a capound in markedly different says (Alexander, 1980). 

"Hlnerallzation" refers to the canplete degradation of an organic compound 

to inorganic products: 

Toxic Organic Compound - CO2 + Inorganic Products (e.g., NO;, 

PO;-, so;-, 

In many redctions, however, organic products remain. 

"Detoxification" reactions produce innocuous metabolitles from a toxic substance: 

Toxic Organic Compound - innocuous Compounds 

In "activation" reactions, microbes convert an innocuous canpound into d toxic 

compound: 

Innocuous Compound - Toxic Compound 

The "defusing" of potentially hazardous canpounds occurs rhen blota produce an 

innocuous compound before the parent canpound's harmful form Is generated. 

Potenttally Toxic Compound - Innocuous Compound 

Finally, d toxic compound may be transformed chenjcally but still retaln Its toxicity. 

Flgure II-10 Illustrates sane of these types of reactions as they occur mong the 

phenoxy herbicides. 

Because of the wide variety of toxicological effects metabolic transfofmatlons 

may have, evaluating the Impact of d compound on the envlrorment requires a knowledge 

of the potentlal products tilch form. However, for the purposes of estimating the 

concentration of a pollutant in a natural water body, the user may sfmply consider 

blodegrddation to be a decay process. Methods of estimating the rates of blodegrada- 

tion constitute the subject matter of the renainder of this sectlon. 
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MICROBIAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF TOXIC CHEMICALS 

(Potential Toxin) 
OfCH2)3COOH 

(Less 'oxico$bstancc) 

OCH2CH20S0,H \ 

Zetzxicdtion 

OCH$ZOOH 

Cl 
(Potcntlrl ‘oxin) 

Source: Alexander 11990) 

% 2 l H 0 l Cl- 

FIGURE 11-10 MICROBIAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF PHENOXY HERBICIDES 

2.5.1.2 RdteS of Biodegradation In the Environment 

The rate at which a canpound biodegrades in the aquatic envirormnent depends on 

Its role in microbial ImtdbOllm. 5ome organic pollutants serve as food sowces 
uhlch provide energy and carbon for growth and cell maintenance when metaboi,zed by a 

mlcrootganlsn. In other cases, microorganisms transfonn the pollutant, but are 

unable to derive energy for grwth fran the reaction. These two metabolic patterns, 

growth metabolism and conetaboliw, exhibit distinct characterIstlcs and rates of 

degradation. Because of the important differences between these two types of biodegra- 

datlon, tky are treated separately in the following discussion. 
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This first-order expression is analagous to the equation cormnonly used for the 

decay of BOD (see Chapter 4). Larson (1981) has shown that first-order kinetics 

which include a lag phase (lag time) represent the degradation of growth substrates 

reasonably well at initial bacterial concentration of lo6 cells/ml or less. a 

condition which is usually met In the environment. 

2.5.1.2.2 Cometabolism 

Microorganisms also degrade compounds which they C.?"Yet use ds d nutrient 

or growth substrate through canetdbol ism. COmetdbOliSm IS thought to occur when 

enzymes of low specificity alter a compound to form products which the other enzymes 

in the orJdnism cannot utilize. The metabolltes formed in the process are structurally 

similar to their parent molecules dnd frequently retain their toxicity. In some 

cases, the product of COmetdbOliSm can be used as nutrients by other orgdnisms, but 

often these interfnedldte products accumulate (Alexander, 1980). 

The kinetics of microbial cometabollsm dlffer significantly from that of 

growth IIEtdbOl i sm. Often no lag occurs before COmetdbOli sm begins. The degradation 

rates, though, are generally slower than the fully adapted rates of growth metabolism 

(Tiedje, 1980). Since CUVIetdbOliSm does not provide the microbes with any energy, it 

has no effect on the population sire. The rate of cometabolism, however, is directly 

proportional to the sire of the microbial population. Paris et al. (1981) showed -- 
thdt a second-order rdte law described microbially catalyzed hydrolytic reactions: 

-f=kB2*B l C (11-59) 

Since the bdcteri al popul dtion, B, is independent of the rate of cometabollsm, 

it fs possible to reduce Equation II-59 to d first-order law by making the following 

substitution: 

ks = kg2 l B (I l-60) 

In order to use literature values of the second-order blodegraddtlon rate 

constant in Equation 11-60, it ts necessary to make an estimate of the site of the 

bacterial popul atlon. Since different techniques of bacterial enumeration can yield 

results rrhfch vary over several orders of magnitude, It Is important to use estimates 

of B based on the srme method used to calculate kB2. Table II-24 11sts bacterlal 

densitfes which are typical of lakes and rivers. Obviously, .ldrge uncertainties in 

environmental rates of canetaboli sm exist due to the wide range of possible bacterial 

densities. Generally, the user should make conservative assumptions unless other 

data, e.g., d high BOD, indicate larger bacterial densities. 
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TABLE II-24 

SIZE OF TYPICAL BACTERIAL POPULATIOMS IN NATURAL WATERS 

Water Body Type Bacterial Numbers (cells/ml) Ref. 

Oligotrophic Lake so- 300 

Mesotrophic Lake 450- 1,400 

Eutrophic lake ZOOO-12,000 

Eutrophic Reservoir lOOO-58,000 

Oystrophic Lake 400- 2,300 

Lake Surficial Sediments 8x10' - 5~10~’ cells/g dry wt 

40 Surface Waters 500-1x106 

Stream Sediments 107-IO8 ccl Is/g 

Rur Rlvtr (winter) 3x104 

auttztl (1975). Enumeration techniques unclear 

bParis et al (1981). - -0 Bacterial tnumeratlon using plate counts. 

CHtrbts & Schwa11 (1978). Bacterial enumeration using plate counts. 

dLarson et al (1981). - -0 Bacterial tnmeratlon using plate counts. 

2.5.1.2.3 Sumary 

Table II-25 smrizts som of the major dlfftrmctr between growth metabolism 

and cmetabollsm. Although the txceptlons to the gtnrrallrrtions about each process 

art nunerous and some compounds can undergo both processes, the dlstlnctlon between 

the metabolic processes can serve a useful function In a screening method. The 

gtntraliratlons about each process suggest the following approaches when the user has 

some knowledge of a cmpound's natabollc pathway: 

Comtabolism 

a) Find a second-order rate constant and estimate blrmass densfty. 

Apply Equations 11-59, 60. 

b) When a) is not possible, assme comtabollsm Is hegllglblt, i.e., 

kB * 0. 
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TABLE II-25 

IODiCS 

SIJMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWO GENERAL TYPES OF 
BIOIIEGRAOATION: HETABOLISH AND COHETABOLISH (After Tiedje, 1980) 

Hekrbolira fur Crwlh CmtdbOli:ll’ 

Oistlngulrhlnp chrrrctrrlstlcs 

Deprddrt ion rates 

Behavior rt low pollulrnt 
concenlrrtionr 

Accl iution 

Relation of depraiattm klnctics 
to total tlkmrs. l .9. decry 
rate = kw . I . C 

Orgdniw ~111 grow tn SllbStdwe dS wlr C Orqdnisn will nnt y~aa r,n subst.lnre A\ \ole C. Source. 
source. Generally ultwdte degrdddtltln. Accurtdtion of interrdidte productr likely. 

fflgh rdtcs. Generdlly rlou rdtes. 

Possible rndulous behdvior due to threshold 
for enzyme induction. 

Wo rnoaalous behdviur. rrles are first order in 
po\\utmt concentrrt\on. 

kjor effect: )dg ady be quite vdrirble or 
lengthy due to low initial density of 
degrrders, and perhaps starvation state 
of organisms in nrturrl smple. 

Often no effect; rdrely cauSeS Induction. uy 
increase tolerdnce to toric cheaicdl. 

Likely not vdlid. ust first-order kinetics. llry be vdlid since dctivity of interest is often 
proportiondl to generdl biwrs. 

Extrapolation 

Lffect of added carbon 

Generdl: expect l ventudl degrdddtion in nature. 
Qurntitrtivc: difficult to be precise becduse of 
prauth kinetics dnd acclimation effects, but 
my not be important problea because of 
generdlly fdst rdtes. 

Oiauxic pattern--more eds 
SubStrdteS dre used fir 

ily rtdbo 
31. 

lized 

Measure kinetic pdrdneterr drcurrteiy: beCduSt 
of the gcnerdlly Slower rdles. l rtrrpoldtlonr 
ui 11 be made over longer tmes, and thus lcrsured 
pdrdmcters need to be accurate. Also environ- 
wntdl influence fdctors. l .9. teqerdture. PH. 
plry d more importdnt role. 

Cenerdlly effect is proporttondl to rtcrobldl 
population unterr Specific cdrbon source hdppcIIS 
to induce or inhibit activity of interest. 

l Alterrtloa of a substrate. for purposes Other thdn growth. l .9. for detolificdtion. 
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Growth Metabolism 

a) Find a first- or second-order rate constant. 

b) Estimate a range of lag tfmes. For chronically exposed water 

bodies, assume that no lag time (tL) occurs. For water bodies 

not recently exposed (within 200 days), proceed as follows: 

1. Estimate lag time using avallable information. If no infofmatfon 

is available use a range of 2-20 days. 

2. Assunt adaptatlon occurs as follows: 

Rivers - At travel t4nws < tL, kg = 0 

- At travel tfmes L tL, kB + 0 

Lakes - For well ml xtd lakes, first dettnnine C at time = 

y* ctL due to all processes except 

biodegradation. Then using Ct as Co solve 

for Ct wlth a modified time, 4, (tm = t - 

tL). (Use equations In Sectlon 5.6.1) 

- For stratified lake use only the volum through 

which the Inflow passes (e.g., the hypollnnion 

volume) In calculating the hydraulic residence time 

(fW). Then proceed as above. 

Estuarlts - Consider all processes except biodtgradatlon 

through that downstream segment for which TUB as 

measured from the Injection point. beconcs greater 

than tL. Thereafter include biodegradation. 

When no data on which metabolic pathway a compound follows art available, the 

user should apply any available kinetic information and allaw for the posslbllity of 

a lag phase prior to the onset of degradation. 

2.5.1.3 Chemical Properties Influencing Blodtgradatlon 

The chemical propertlts of a carpound dttennlne whether microbes can potentially 

utilize it as a growth substrate or not. Conpounds which serve as bacterial growth 

substrates usually decay more rapidly than those which microbes cometabolire. Thus, 

slgniflcant differences In the aquatic fate of pollutants can arlst depending on 

which degradation process takes place. 

Unfortunately, It Is not possible at this time to predict whether a toxic 

cocrpound Is a potential source of energy and carbon solely on the basls of Its 

chemical structure. Rather, the blodegradablllty of a compound is usually Invest4- 

gated in laboratory tests (Gl lbert and Lee, 1980). Compounds which are growth 

substrates should be able to serve as sole carbon sources for a nicrobtal connunlty. 

Coclpounds which colrrtabolize should degrade only in the presence of another carbon 
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source. A systematic study of the metabolic pathways of the priority pollutants is 

desperately needed. 

Table II-26 contains the results of a prellmlnary degradation test on the 

organic priority pollutants (Tabak et al., 1981). -- Because the experdmental condltlons 

were so favorable for blodegradatlon, the tests serve as a good indicator of a 

compound's potential biodegradability. Since the pollutants mre not the sole carbon 

sources, no conclusions can be reached about their metabolic pathways. Some infonna- 

tion on the rates of adaptatfon and decay, through, can be extracted from the results. 

The adaptation suwry results may be used as follows: 

8 Rapld Adaptation (D) - Use a range of adaptation times from zero days 

upward depending upon condltlons described above 

a Gradual Adaptation (A) - Use a range of adaptation times from 7 days to 

more than 20 depending upon the conditions described above. 

The rate sunweary results represent estimates of the biodegradation rate constants 

assuming the conpounds decay according to first-order kinetics. General values 

presented at the bottom of the table are gross estimates and should only be used If 

no better data Is available. The rate constants should represent an upper llmlt for 

biodegradation rates by adapted populations observed In the envlroment. 

Table II-27 contains literature values of blodegradatlon rate constants. 

Where posslble, the likely metabolic pattern has been indicated, Some of these 

constants were measured under environmentally relevant conditions. In general, 

rate constants should be conpared with those In Table II-27 before use. 

2.5.1.4 Environmental Influences on Biodegradation Rates 

Environmental condltionr strongly Influence the metabolic activity of a mlcrob:al 

population. The envirormnent affects the types of metabolic reactlons microbes are 

able to carry out. the availabillty of nutrients for these reactions, and the rates 

at which these reactlons occur. The envlrorracntal varlables which are responsible 

for these effects are discussed In the following sectlons. 

2.5.1.4.1 Temperature 

In general, a molecule ast have an energy greater than a threshold or actlvatlon 

level In order for It to react chalcally. Since increasing the temperature Increaser 

the nmber of molecules which have this minlnum energy, both biotic and ablotlc 
reactions generallv proceed more rapIdly at hlgher tmeratures. However, because 

enzymes catalyze most blochcnlcal reactions and microbial populatlonr can adapt to 

changes in a&lent temperatures, the tclperature dependence of mfcroblally mediated 

reactions Is corrplicated. 
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TABLE II-26 

POTENTIAL 8IODEGRADABILITY OF ORGANIC POLLUTANTS 
IN AN AEROBIC ENVIRONMENT 
(After Tabak et al - -* ' 1981) 

4Ymatta uto b6otatta 14te 
mm l@(t c- ~iy!l!aa 

Dwtctc@& 
I 0 frMn II 0 

a 0 ~0taCnl.r I 0 

I 0 wttrcr1*r WmlC I 0 

a 0 y4&:h~;byclOLIW I 0 
- I 

a 0 W.&:r~lO~~lOtN~ I 0 

II 0 ~n~chl~m~ycloho~em I 0 
cu.rtta 

I 0 *rlrcrlwacytlolutrw I 0 
Alc.)U (lcnsrw) 

I 0 1crnl.M 0 2 

a 0 

Dc#'I M4 rrrmtr4 coq&t 

II 0 KC 12u I 0 

0 2 RB. 1234 I 0 

0 2 RI- I260 I 0 

I 0 2.Chl0ronrDhthl1.w 0 2 

yIlowMt*4 LIlsn~t~C wvurvnq 

D4r.(2.cnlwotayr) rtk 

2.cblwathyl rlapl OtMv 

t.cmlwul~~1 rw 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

t 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

0 

0 

t 

t 

0 

A 2 

I 1 

I I 

4 1 

A 1 

A 1 

L 1 

0 2 

0 2 

I 0 

I 0 

0 2 
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TABLE II-26 (Continued) 

Dhmol 

2.ChlOro rn*roJ 

2.4.occnioro Dnrnol 

2.4.b-rrlchlom mmol 

DmtaChlom onrnol 

2 .b D1ItnyIDwwI 

mm01 ic cosounas 

D-Chlom-ccnsol 

2.ntcm DnewI 

a.ntcm pen01 

2,LDtnltm *WI 

4,b.Dlnltm.a.cm01 

mth*l~t* racrrs 

2 I~s-(2-rcn~l ~~~11 mtnaldtt 

2 Dt.r.occyl phthrlrtr 

2 Iutyl bmzyl Dhc*rllcr 

I 

A 1 

A I 

D 2 

L I 

1’ 2 

I 0 

0. 2 

A* I 



TABLE II-27 

BIODEGRADATION RATE CONSTANTS UNDER AEROBIC CONDITIONS 

Wmoc,cl~c ArD1tics 

“~tr000nmw 

1.2.10-3’ 

1.1.10* I 

6.2.10-'"' 

2. W0-a 

Z.bmlO‘~ 

1.t10-’ 

7.7.IO-D 

1.odo- 

T.6.10.9 

1.I*10-‘0 

,.3110-2f' 

l.I.lP-“l 

6.2.10.“’ 

2.6.10+4 

2.4.10-54’ 

.d2 

.2(2 

.15'2 

.1(2 

.011-.01612 

I.& 

.1(2 

6.6.10.’ 

4.‘2 

6.” 

I.(2 

.I 

.d2 

.I(’ 

.I (2 

1.(2 

I.(* 

.2(2 

0 

.12(' 

7.7~104~ 

7.0x104' 

?.6‘10~' 

1.410” 

2. klo-J(’ 

4 

53 

6.3110' 

1~1.10~ 

3s I 0’ 

3 L IO’ 

.9 

3.s 

4.5 

7. 

63.61 

.2 

1. 

1.1‘10’ 

.2 

.I 

.I 

2.1 

1.4 

6 

7 

.7 

.7 

1.5 

5.b 

9.maJ 

l.QlO’ 

LhlO’ 

Lb106 

2‘ 

<2 

20 

20 

20 

* 

* 

, 

? 

, 

9 

? 

1 

20 

? 

20 

1 

20 

1 

20 

2s 

2s 

2s 

20 

20 

20 

? 

7 

? 

? 

T 

T 

T 

. 

1bS 

I 

* 

7 

1 

3 

9 

? 

1 

1 

‘OS 

? 

10s 

? 

In 

? 

ves 

* 

ws 

wl 

rn 

les 

I, 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 
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TABLE II-27 (Continued) 
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It Is COcanOn practice to represent the temperature dependence of biodeqradatlon 

uslnq the following empirical formula: 

kg(T) * kg(To) * ,z B 
(T-To) (11-61) 

where 

+&T) * specific biodegradation rate constant at tcnperature = T 

'@To) - specific biodegradation rate constant at temperature = To 

T = acnbient temperature, OC 

To = reference temperature, OC 

OB = tenperature coefficient for biodegradation. 

The results of Larson et al .'( 1981,‘and Ward and Brock (1976) show that the -- 
rates of nitrilotriacetate and hydrocarbon biodegradation increased approximately 

two-fold over a ten degree temperature range (Be = I.072). Either this value or 

the standard value of 1.047 for BOO decay is adequate for screening purposes. 

2.5.1.4.2 Nutrient Limitation 

Microbes require nutrient such as nitrogen and phosphorus In order to metabolize 

an oryanlc substrates. Several researchers have suggested that inorganic nutrient 

limitation Is a significant factor influencing biodegradation rates in the aquatic 

enviromnt (Ward and Brock, 1976; Roubel and Atlas, 1978; Herbes and Schwall, 

1978). Ward and Brock (1976) found a high correlation between hydrocarbon degradation 

rates and phosphorous concentrations in natural waters. The data fit a saturation 

relationship of the Michaelis-knten type: 

-0277 - C 
k (C ) * k (C ‘) * 

BP BP 1 l .3277 * C 
P 

where 

(11-62) 

ks( CP) * specific biodegradation rate constant at dissolved 

inorganic PhOSphONS concentration, C 
P 

cP 
- dissolved Inorganlc phosphonrs concentration, rg/l 

kf)(Cp*) - non-nutrient llmited biodegradation rate constant. 

This relationship should serve as a good indicator of possible phosphorus 

limitation of blodegradatlcn In the l nvlrorment. Generally surface waters dounstrcm 

of domestic smage treatment plants are not llmlted in either nitrogen or phosphonrs. 

Equation 11-62 should be applied only rhen other nutrients such as carbon and nitrogen 

are not Ilnitlng. 
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2.5.1.4.3 Sorption of Substrates 

Many ofganic pollutants adsorb strongly on sediments, (See Section 2.3.2. 

The difference in the physical and chemical environments between sorbed and dissolved 

pollutants is likely to influence their availability to microbial organisms. Baughman 

et al. (1980) showed that the dissolved fraction of tne compounds studied was avail- -- 
able to Diota for degradation whilt the sorbed fraction was not. In such cases, tne 

rate of disappearance of the pollutant is: 

dcT 
dt 

= ki , Cw * aw . kg . CT (11-63) 

where 

cw = the pollutant concentration in the aqueous phase 

aid 
l the decimal fraction Of the total dndlyticdl POllUtdnt concentra- 

tion wnich is in the aqueous phase (aw = 1 - fraction Sorbed). 

It is well known, however, that bacteria grow very readily on surfaces and thdt 

increasing available surface area in the form of clays and sediments can increase 

rdteS Of mi CrODidl metabolism. If Specific information regarding the effects of 

sorption on the rates of biodegradation are not available for d compound, it is best 

to assume that sorption does not change this rate. 

2.5.1.4.4 Solubility 

Wodrinski and Bertalini (1972) have shown that in the dissolved Stdte, ndpnthalene 

dnd biphenyl were degradable while in the pure Crystalline state they were not. 

Thus. sparingly soluble compounds could degrade slowly for this reason alone. The 

extent to which this phenomenon applies to other biodegradation reactions has not 

been established. The user may dssume that only dissolved chemicals are degrdded. 

2.5.1.4.5 pH 

The hydrogen ion concentration also influences rates of biodegradation. Each 

bacterial species has a pH range for which It is best suited. Thus, at different pH 

values, different species may exist, or a given species may metabolize the pollutant 

at a different rate. Hambrick et al. (1980) found that the minerdliZatlOn rdte of -- 
naphthalenc in oxidizing sediments varied in the proportions 1:6:5 at pH 5, 6.5, and 

8. The sdme study found that the mineralization rates of octddecane varied in the 

proportions 4:5:7 at the same three pli's. Until more general rules for predicting pH 

effects are avallable, the user should dssums blodegradatlon rates are independent of 

pH in the pH range 5-9 and decrease outside this range. 

2.5.1.4.6 Anoxic Condltions 

As the concentration of dlssolved oxygen in natural water is depleted, metabolic 

pathways shift. When the dissolved oxygen concentration drops to dbOUt 1 mg/l, the 

rate of biodegradation becomes dependent on oxygen concentration in addition to 
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substrate concentration and the rate of degradation starts to decrease. At d dis- 

solved oxygen concentration of about 0.5 to 1.0 ng/\ nitrate begins to substitute for 

molecular oxygen as an oxidant. 

When oxygen is depleted, anaeroblc metabolism prevails with its generally 

lower energy yields and growth rates. Most organic substances are biodegraded 

more slowly under anaeroblc conditions. Rate constants derived for oxygenated 

systems are no longer appropriate; their use nay overpredict the mount of 

degradation. 

Exceptions do exist to the rule of slomr degradation under anoxic conditions. 

Reactions such ds dehydrochlorinations and reductive dechlorindtions lead to much 

higher degradation rdtes for many chlorinated hydrocarbons. Exmple compounds 

1 Mludf! lindane, hcptdchl Or, pentdchl Orophenol, and sow one and two carbon 

chlorinated dlkanes. 

I-------------- EXAsLE 11-6 “-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘l 

i i 
i Biodegradability of Naphthalena i 
i i 
i 

Evaluate the biodegradability of naphthalena discharged into the Lepidoptera * 

River by a point source just upstream fran Mrthville's sewage treatment plant. I 

i 
i 

Assume the following water quality parroters at the upstream discharge: i 
Temperature * 10.C i 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

t 

I 

Suspended sediment = 10 mg/l I 
Inorganic phosphorus = 5 rg/? i 
Dissolved oxygen = 5 mg/l. i 

First, check the potential biodegradability of ndphthd~ene in Table 11-26. 

The table ~ndicater that naphthalene degrades rapidly, kg = .5 day", 
i 

and 

that bacteria adapt quickly to it. i 
Next, ex&ne Table II-27 for further Inforutlon on naphthalene's blodegradd- i 

bility. Naphthalene Is a potential growth substrate. In addition, the data in i 
this table concur with the rapid degrdrtlon r8tes suggested by Table 11-26. In i 
sediment, rhich had been prwlously exposed to naphthalene, a biodegradation rate 

constant of 0.14 day" 

i 

was measured. As one would expect for a growth rub- 

strdte, degradation rates are much lobrer, e.g., kR c 4 x 10°4day -1 i 
, in sites 

not previously exposed to naphthdlene. 
i 

Since naphthalene is a growth substrate, l stiuting tht adaptation time i 
in the Lepidoptera River is a primary issue. f&cause the point source continuously i 

i dischaqes naphthalene into the Lepldoptcra River, it is safe to assuae that the 1 

i bdcteri al populations have adapted. i 
i In a canplete analysis, the user would check whether the oxygen is depleted i 



I from the river. If so, degradation could be neglected until dissolved oxygen I 

i 1 evels exceed 1.0 mg/l again. i 
i Sorption by suspended sediment could potentially reduce the rate at which i 
i naphthdlene biodegrddes. Table 11-g gives a Kow for naphthalene of 2,300. i 

Using Equations II-16 and II-18 and dssuning a suspended sediment organic CdrbOn 
i i 
I content of 2 percent, the partition coefficient is: 
I i 

K 
i P 

= i.02) 1.63) (2,300) 

= 29 
i 

l At the suspended sediment levels in the Lepidoptera River 10 mg/l, Table II-16 i 
i h s ows thdt sorption will not significantly reduce water :olumn concentrations of i 
i ndphthalene. Although phosphorus levels are low, dssume Carbon iS the growth- i 
i limiting substrate. i 
i Finally, the degradation rate is adjusted to the river water temperature i 
i using Equation 11-61: 

(10-12) 
i 

i kB l 0.14 l 1.072 i 

i = 0.12 day-l i 
I END OF EXAMPLE II-6 i .-.-‘0.-.-.-.-.-pm.-.. 

2.5.2 Photolysis 

2.5.2.1 Introduction 

The sun provides the aquatic enviromtent with a large supply of energy. SUbStanCeS 

which absorb sunlight transform much of its radiant energy into themId energy. But, 

molecules &ich absorb sunlight In the ultraviolet and visible portion of the spectrtmi 

may gain sufficient energy to initiate d chemical reaction. Plants use very specific 

photochaical reactions to provide energy for the synthesis of sugar frun carbon 

dioxide. In other photochemical reactions, the absorption of light leads to the 

decanposltion of d molecule. The latter type of reaction, known as photolysis, 

strongly Influences the fate of certain pollutants in the aqurtlc environment. 

F Jtolysis Is truly a pollutant decay process since it lrreverslbly alters the 

: =acting molecule. However, the products of the photochenical decanposltion of a 

toxic compound may still be toxic. For example, irradiated 2.4-D esters form 2.4-O 
acid, d priority pollutant, In aerdted waters (Zepp et al 1975). Upon irrddidtion, - -* ’ 
DDT reacts to form DDE, which persists In the environment longer thal DOT (Tinsley, 

1979). Thus, even though the methods In this sectlon assune that pollutants irrevers- 

ibly decay through photolysis, the planner should renember thdt the decomposition of 

a pollutant does not Imply the detoxification of the envirormnent. 

The rate at which d pollutant photolyzes depends on numerous chemical and 

environmental factors, The light absorption properties and reactivity of a canpound, 
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the light transmission characteristics of natural waters, and the Inttnslty of solar 

radiation art som of the most Important factors lnflutnclng envlromental photolysls. 

These factors will be cwtrtd by the following dlscusslon. Undtrstandlng these 

factors facilitates the computation of rate constants and the ldtntlflcation of 

pollutants likely to photolyzt - the flnal two topics of this section. 

2.5.2.2 Factors Influtnclng Photolysis In the Aquatl.c Envlronaent 

2.5.2.2.1 Photochmical Reactions 

All chemical reactions which occur at finite rates require the reacting molecule 

to galn sufflcleht energy to btcomt "activated" or form a reactive lnttnnedlatt. In 

dark or themal reactions, the thermal energy of the tnvlrohment suppllts the actlva- 

tlon energy. In photochmlcal reactions, the absorption of light provjdts the 

activation energy. 

The "activated' moltcults In photocharical rtactlons differ In lrportant 

respects from those of thtmal reactions. Thermally activated moltcults usually 

remain In the nom1 or "ground" electronic energy state, whereas photochemically 

actlvattd moltcults exist In higher, 'excited" electronic states. 8tcrust of the 

excess energy and the alttratlon of the chemical bonds of photoactivated molecules, 

the range of potential reaction products 1s much greater than that for thermally 

3ctlvated mo1tcults. 

The mchanlw by tifch photoactlvated moltcults form and react 1s divided 
Into three steps: 1) the absorption of light to product an tltctronically txcltcd 

molt~~lt~ 2) the "primary photochemical processes" which transfom or de-excite the 

excited mo1t~~1t, and 3) the secondary or 'dark' thtnaal reactions which tne Inttr- 

medl ates produced In step 2 undergo (Turro, L978). 

The nwhanlu of photochalcal reactions provides a comtnltnt structure for 

a discusslon of the factors which lnflutnct photolysls In the aquatic tnvlroment. 

EnvIronmental factors afftctlng the absorption of light, step 1, 411 be consldtred 

first. Then. the factors Influencing the fate of nmltcults which become txclted by 

and 3, are discussed. the absorption of light, steps 2 

2.5.2.2.2 Light Absorption 

'Uhly that Tight uh Ich is absorbed by a systm can product 

chemical changes (6rotthaus-Draper Law).' , 

'Yasstont, 1946) 

As this "first law of photochemistry" Illplies, It 1s ntctssary to know the rate 

at which rtactlng moltcults absorb light In order to dttamlnt the ratt of a photo- 



chemical reaction in the environment. The following factors which influence light 

absorption in the aquatic environment are discussed here: l! molecular dbsorption of 

light, 2) solar radiation, and 3) light attenuation in natural waters. 

2.5.2.2.2.1 Molecular Absorption of Light 

Both light and moIecuIes have quantized energies. Light interacts with matter 

aS quanta with energies inVtrStly prOpOrtlOna1 t0 their wavelengths. A molecule has 

quantized internal energy states associated wtth the configuration of its electrons 

and the rotation and vibration of its chemical bonds, Since a molecule can absorb 

light only as a whole photon, light absorption is possible only if the energy of the 

photon corresponds to the energy change of an allowed transition between tne molecule's 

internal energy states. Consequently, the probability of a photon being aDsorbed 

varies strongly with wavelength of the light In a way that is unique to every chemi- 

cal sptcl es. 

To lnitiate a chemical reaction, the absorbed light must be sufficiently 

tnergetlc to cause a change in the absorbing molecule's electronic structure. 

Generally, radiation with wavelengths in the ultraviolet-visible range, or shorter, 

has Sufficient energy to initiate phOtOChe#niCal reactions while radiation with 

wavelengths in the infrared range. or longer, dots not. Thus, the ultraviolet-visible 

light absorption properties of a Chemical are of primary interest in photochemistry. 

Photochmical reactions in the aquatlc environment depend on the rate at which 

molecules ih aqueous solution absorb light. According to Beer's Law, the rate of 

light absorption by a single compound (Ia) in a cross-section of solution with 

infinitesimal thickness (AZ) Is proportional to the concentration of the light 

absorbing specie (C), i.e., 

I ( 
a 

wntre 

I(z) = inttnslty of the light at a depth 2 itI the solution 

f = base 10 molar txtlnctlon coefficient. 

(11-64) 

t rtfltCtS the probablllty of the light being absorbed by the dissolved molecules and 

therefore varies ulth the wavelength of the incident light as shown In Figure 11-11. 

Absorption spectra, sucn as shown here , contain lnfonrtlon necessary to compute the 

rate at which pollutants absorb radiation avrllablt In tht enviromtnt. 

2.5.2.2.2.2 

The on 

tnvlronment 

Solar Radiation 

ly radiant energy ava 

comes from the sun. 

flab 

The 

10 for absorption by pollutants in the aquatic 

sun emits radiation of nearly constant Intensity 
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Source: U.V. Atlas of Omanlc ComooundS. 

FIGURE iI- ULTRAVIOLET ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF NAPHTHACENE 

and spectral dlstrlbution. But, gases and partlclts in the earth's atmosphere alter 

the Incoming solar rrdlrtlon through scattering and absorption. Scattering of the 

direct solar km creates the diffuse or sky radlatlon vlslble at the earth's surface. 

Absorptlon of both diffuse and direct radlatlon reduces the Intrnslty of solar 

radiation reaching the earth. Slnct the strength of absorption and scattering 

depends strongly of! the wvelength of the light Involved, the Interaction of sunllght 

with the atmosphere alters the spectral dlstrlbutlon of solar radlatlon as well, as 

Figure II-12 shows. 

The composition of the earth's atmosphere and the geometrlcal relationship of 

the sun and earth change over tlw causing the solar radiation lncldent upon the 

earth's surface to vary as ~11. A corparlson of the total solar Irradlance under 

clear skies at various times. seasons, and latltudts (Table 11-28) to the extra- 
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a) Spectral dlstribution of sun's 
radiation at edge of outer 
atmosphere 

b) Spectral distribution of sun's 
radiation at earth's surface 

Sources: (a) Weast and.Astle (1980); (b) Moon (1940). 

FIGURE II-12 SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR ENERCY 

(A) OUTSIDE THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE, AND 

(~1 AT THE EARTH'S SURFACE 

atmospheric solar flux of 2800 lrngleyslday danonstrates the effects of changes In 

earth-sun geometry. The wnposition of the atmosphere differs greatly fra place to 

place and, of the factors Influencing the total solar flux, Is the most dlfflcult to 

accurately qudntify, Historica records of the solar radiation, such as shown In 

Figure 11-13, are the best way to artlute the mean solar energy flux at a given 

locale. However, care should be taken to account for the Influence of rlparian 

vegetation cm incoming radiation. Section 4.4.3 discusses how to approximate the 

effects of shading. 

Infonwatlon concemlng the varlabillty of the spectral dlstrlbution of Solar 

energy incident upon the earth's surface is not as readily avaIlable. It is known 
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TABLE II-28 

CALCULATED SOLAR RADIAV ENERGY FLUX TO A HORIZONTAL SURFACE UNDER A CLEAR SKY 
(langleys/day) 

Latitude 
TffW 

Of Day Spring 

Season 
Annual 

Sumner Fall Winter Mean 

30°N Mean1 
Ml d-Day2 

680 750 530 440 600 
2100 2200 1700 1400 1900 

40°N Mean 650 740 440 320 540 
Mid-Day 1900 2100 1400 1000 1600 

SOON Mean 590 710 330 190 460 
Mid- Day 1700 1900 1000 650 1300 

1 Mean values represent calculated seasonal means under a clear sky. These 
should represent upper llmtts for solar radiant energy at sea level. 
Reference: Weast and Astlt f 1980). 

2 Mid-Day values represent mid-day flux extended over a 24-hour perlod. These 
assume an atmospheric turbidity of 0, prtcipitable water content of 2 an, 
and an atmospheric ozone content of .34 cm NTP. Reference: Roblnson (1966). 

that the fracifon of the solar energy in the ultraviolet region decreases with 

increased attenuation of light by the atmosphere. The fraction of the energy which 

is visible remains relatively constant. For the purpose of this document, it is 

sufficiently accurate to assume that the rtductlon In UV-vlslble radlatlon is propor- 

tional to the reduction in the total flux. 

2.5.2.2.2.3 Light Attenuatlon in Matural Waters 

Just as the earth's atmosphere reduces the intensity of solar radiation reaching 

the eaFth's surface, natural waters reduce the intensity of radiation available for 

absorption by aquatic pollutants. The first process which reduces the avallablllty 

of light In thr uater colon Is rtfltctlon. In mst casts, the surfaca of the water 

reflects less than 10 percent of solar radiation (Zepp and Cllne, 1977). Reflection 

also alters the solar spctmn sllghtly. A calculated spectral distribution of solar 

radiation, expressed In photons, lmmedi ately below tht surface of a water boq Is 

presented In Table 11-29. 
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FIGURE I l-13 SOLAR RADIATION IN THE UNITED STATES 
Ref: us Dept. Ccmm. (19681 
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TABLE II-29 

CALCULATED SOLAR IRRADIANCE IN A WATER BODY JUST BENEATH 
THE SURFACE, ANMJAL MEAN AT 40'N 

Wavelengthb 

(nm) 

Photon Spectral Irradfancea 
WC UC W'(A)d 

(lOI* photons CI? se<:&') (101' photons 6' set") 

300 .00303 
310 .0388 
320 .113 
330 .181 
340 .211 
350 
360 
370 

:ii 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
490 

:: 
520 
550 

ii 

E 
800 

.226 

.241 

.268 

.294 

.366 

.526 

.692 

.712 

.688 

.814 

.917 

.927 

.959 

.983 

.930 

.949 

.962 
1.00 
1.04 
1.07 
1.08 
1.07 
1.03 

.988 

.0303 

.388 
1.13 
1.81 
2.11 
2.26 
2.41 
2.68 
2.94 
3.66 
5.26 
6.92 
7.12 
6.88 
8.14 
9.17 
9.27 
9.59 
9.83 
9.30 
9.49 
9.62 

10.0 
52.0 
53.5 
54.0 
53.6 
51.5 
49.4 

'Estimated reference solar flux, I, = 540 langleys/day. Do 9 1.0 

bCentric wavelength of wavcband X ~1 in width, 
for 3OOcAL 520, X=10 MI. For 1' 550, X-50 nm 

'Mean irradiance over wavelength interval of width X. 

dInte rated 
bi'( A 7 

Irradjancc over wavelength interval of width X. 
=bi( A)'AX=W( X)*X. 

Reference: Burns et al. (1981). -- 
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As solar radiation penetrates deeper into natural waters, it is dDSOrDt?d 

and scattered by pdrticuldtes, di ssol ved substances, and water itself . Hedsure- 

ments of lignt attenuation in ndtural waters have been based on the decrease of 

solar irrdclidnce, whicn includes both collimated and scattered light. Lambert's 

Law expresses the decrease in the irradiance, I(z) , i .e., the total flux incident 

upon dn element of surfdce divided by its area, with depth z, as follows: 

A!iLK 
dz ’ I(z) (11-65) 

where 

K = diffuse light attenuation coefficient. 

The diffuse dttenudtiOn Coefficient can be expressed ds d sum Of terms account- 

ing for dbSOfptiOn, 1, dnd DdCkWdrd SCdttering Of light, sb (Smith dnd Tyler, 

1976) : 

K = Da + s 
b 

(11-66) 

where 

D * radiance distribution function. 

usually, Sb is small conpared to the absorption tenn. The absorption term 

constitutes part of the beam attenuation coefficient, a. which can be medsured 

in d spectrophotometer: 

s*d+S +S 
b f 

(11-67) 

wherl 

the 

diff 

e 

‘f - the fotward scattering coefficient of the solution. 

The inclusion of the distribution function, 0, in Equation (11-66) accounts for 

difference in mean light pathlength of collimated and diffuse light. Perfectly 

use light has a mean path through dn element of water which Is twice as long ds 

that of a beam of light. The distribution function, generally Increases asyrrptotic- 

ally with depth due to the increasing fraction of the total light which is scattered. 

In water bodies where scattering can be ignored, D has a value of 1.2. Miller and 

Zepp (1979) reportecl that the mean value of 0 for six sediment laden waters was 1.6. 

The diffuse light attenuation coefficient of natural waters differs greatly due 

to variations in the types and mounts of particles dnd dissolved substances in the 

water. Miller and Zepp (1979). Zepp and Schlotrhauer (1981). and Smith and Baker 

(1978) have investigated the contributions of suspended sediments, dissolved organic 

carbon, and chlorophyll pigments to the light attenuation coefficient. By using 

Equation (11-66) to integrate the results of these investigations, and assueing 
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backscattering to be negligible, Burns et al. -- (1981) derived the following expres- 

sion to estimate the dlffuse light attenuation coefficient: 

+ (a - chl a) + (a 
d DOC 

- DOC) + (a * 55) 
w 5s I 

(11-60) 

where 

“W 
= absorptlvi ty of water 

"a = absorptivity of chlorophyll-& plgmcnt 

chl d = concentration of chlorophyll-a pigment 

aDDC = absorptivity of dissolved organic carbon 

OK = concentration of dissolved organic carbon 

a 

S? 

= absorptivity of suspended sediments 

= concentration of suspended sediments. 

Each absorptivity term varies with the wavelength of light, as shOwn in Table 11-30. 

t.ffuse light attenuation coefficients can also bc estimated using turbidity 

indicators such as Secchl disc depth. Empirical studies have shown that the diffuse 

light attenuation coefficient is inversely proportional to the Secchi disc depth, 

Z 
sd: 

a Km - 
Z sd 

( I I-69) 

The proportionality constant, R, has a value between 1.44 and 1.7 for visible 

light, I.e. 400-800 mu. In the middle ultraviolet portion of the spectrum, i.e. near 

312 nm, R has a value of 9.15 (Zepp. 1980). 

2.5.2.2.3 Fate of Excited Molecules 

"Each molecule taking part in a chmical reaction tiich Is a 

direct result of the absorption of light takes up one quanta of 

radiation (Stark-Einstein Law)." (Glasstone, 1946) 

According to thls "second law of photochalstrym, the extent to which a photo- 

chemical reactlon progresses depends on the nmber of quanta of light absorbed. Each 

absorbed photon produces an electronlcally excited mlecule uhlch can undergo nunerous 

processes, Including roactlon. Factors which Influence the fraction of exclted 
molecules which undergo reaction, called the quantum yield, coll)s first In the 

fol low1 ng discussion of the fate of excited (AOlecules. Then, the two nvjor classes 

of envimntal photolysis reactlons, direct and sensitized, are discussed. 

2.5.2.2.3.1 The Quantum Yield 

Although all photochemical reactIons are initiated by the absorption of a 

photon, not every &sotied photon induces a chaaical reaction. &ides chemical 
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TABLE II-30 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO LIGHT ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT 

Wdveband dd 
Center W 

(nm) (m-l) 

ab d 
'DOC' ass 

m"] [(mg/l)" m-‘3 [ (mg/l j” rn’; ] 

300 .141 
310 .105 
320 .0844 
330 .0678 
340 .0561 
350 .0463 
360 .0379 
370 .0300 
380 .0220 
390 .0191 
400 .0171 
410 .0162 
420 .0153 
430 .0144 
440 .0145 
450 .0145 
460 .0156 
470 .0156 
480 .0176 
490 .0196 
500 .0257 
510 .0357 
520 .?477 
550 .0638 
600 .244 
650 .349 
700 .650 
750 2.47 
800 2.07 

z 

ii;:: 

ii:: 

:;: 

::: 

i26: 

41. 

:;: 

::: 

ii: 
26. 
24. 
22. 
20. 
18. 

ii: 

i: 

:: 
0. 

6.25 
5.41 
4.68 
4.05 
3.50 
3.03 
2.62 
2.26 
1.96 
1.69 
1.47 
1.27 
1.10 
0.949 
0.821 
0.710 
0.614 
0.531 
0.460 
0.398 
0.344 
0.297 
0.257 
0.167 
0.081 

- 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

.35 

4: 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 
.35 

$Source: Smith and Baker (1981) 
Source: Smith and Baker (1978) 
3 = 1.2 

CalCuldted using da * K2/D, 

cSource: 
dSource: 

Zepp and Schlotzhauer (1981) 
Miller dnd Zepp (1979). Calculated using dss = KS/D. 

*Denotes extrapolated values. 
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reactions, possible processes which excited molecules may undergo include the reemls- 

Sian of light through fluorescence and phosphorescence, the Internal conversion of 

the photons' energy into heat, and the excitation of other molecules, as shwn In 

Figure 11-14. The fraction of absorbed photons which cause the desired reaction(s) 

is termed the quantum yield, 0 

moles of a given species formed or destroyed 
3 3 (11-70) 

moles of photons absorbed by the system 

The quantum yields for photochemical reactions in the solution phase exhibit two 

propertles which greatly simpltfy their use: 

0 The quantum yield is less than or equal to one 

0 The quantum yield is independent of the wavelength of the absorbed 

photons. 

Although exceptions to these rules exist, they are rare for photochemical 

reactions in the aquatlc environment. 

Environmental conditions influence photolysis quantum yields. Molecular oxygen 

acts as a quenching agent (see Figure 11-14) in some photochanical reactions, reduc- 

ing the quantum yields (Wolfe et al., 1978). In other cases, it has no effect or may 

even be a reactant. In any case, rate constant and quantum yield rneasurunents should 

be performed in water with oxygen concentrations representative of environcntal 

conditions. 

Suspended sediments also Influence rates of photolysis. Hot only do suspended 

sediments increase light attenuation, but they change the reactivity of corrpwnds 

sorbed on them (Miller and Zepp. 1979). Sorption may either increase or decrease a 

compound's nactivlty depending oh the reaction it undergoes. This effect, however, 

is of secondary irrportance in caparison to the increase In light attenuation by the 

suspended sediments (Burns et al., 1981). -- Thus. the effects of sorption will be 

neglected. 

Chemical speclation also affects rates of photolysls. Oiffennt fom of an 

organfc acid or base uy have different quantum yields, as well as abrorptivttles, 

causing the apparent photolysfs rate of the compound to vary with pH. The posslbfllty 

of this should be kept in mind when the pKa of a photolyrlng conpound is 7 2 2. 

Except where stated otherwlse, data contained herein may be assmed independent of pH 

over the range of values observed in natural waters. 

Photochaically initiated reactions may show a tcnperature effect depending upon 

the actual mechanism involved. General methods for predlctlng this effect have yet 

to be developed. Users of this screening manual should assume the-1 effects on 

photolysis to be negligible. 

Qmmm yields vary over several orders of magnitude dependlng on the nature of 

the molecule which absorbs light and the reactions It undergoes. The two major 
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FIGURE iI- PHOTOCHEMICAL PATHWAYS OF AN EXCITED 

MOLECULE, EXCITED MOLECULES DO NOT 

ALWAYS CHEMICALLY REACT, 

classes of photochemical reactions of interest In the aquatic enviroment are direct 

and sensitized photolysis. A closer examination of each reaction type follows. 

2.5.2.2.3.2 Direct Photolysis 

Direct photolysls occurs when the reacting molecule itself directly absorbs 

light. The excited molecule can undergo various types of reactions, including 

fragmentation, reduction, oxidation, hydrolysis, acid-base reaction, addition, 

substitution, lsomrization, polymerization, etc. Figure II-15 shows examples of the 

reactions undergone by three toxic substances whtch directly photolyre. 

The quantum yield for the direct photolysts, +d, of a carpound Is a constant 

deflhed as follows: 

'd 
(11-71) 

where 

C = concentration of the compound 

I 
ad 

= rate at which the conpound absorbs ljght. 

Table II-31 lists several disappearance quantum yields for direct photolysis of 
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FIGURE I I-15 DIRECT PHOTOCWIICAL REACTIONS OF (A) 2,4-D ESTER, 
(~1 BENZ(A)ANTHRACENE, AND (c) PENTACHLOROPHENOL. 

aqwtlc pollutants. 

By corparlng molecular absorption spectra with the spectral dlstrlbutlon 
of sunlight, ft Is possible to deterulna whether or not a coclpound may directly 
photolyze. Benzene, as shm In Figure II-l&, does not directly photolyze because 

it does not absorb light above 275 nm. Maphthacene, shown in Figure II-16bbr does 

directly photolyre because of Its strong absorptivity In the sunlight region of the 

spectrm. Hulc acids, Figure 11-16~. by virtue of their absorption of sunlight may 
inltlate IndIrect, or sensitized, photochaical reactions. 
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TABLE II-31 

DISAPPEARANCE QUANTUM YIELDS, :c FOR DIRECT PHOTOLYSIS 

Compound =d Reference 

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 

Naphthalene 

I-Methylnaphthalene 

2-Methylnaphthalene 

Phenanthrene 

Anthracene 

9-Methylanthracene 

9,10-Dfmthylanthracene 

Pyrene 

Fluoranthrene 

Chrysene 

Naphthacene 

Benz(a)anthracene 

Benz(a)pyrene 

2.4-D Esters 

Butoxyethyl ester 

Methyl ester 

Carbaryl .0055 

N-Nitrosoatrazine .30 

Trtfluralin .0020 

OMDE .30 

'Zepp and Schlotzhauer (1979) Wolfe et al. (1978) 

dZepp and Cline (1977) bZepp et al (1975) - -* 

.OlS 

.OlB 

.0053 

.OlO 

.0030 

.0075 

.0040 

.OOZl 

(313 nm) .00012 

(366 nm) .000002 

.0028 

.013 

.0033 

.00089 

.056 b 

.031 b 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 

d 

a 

a 

a 

a 

a 
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2.5.2.2.3.3 Sensitized Photolysis 

Sunlight can cause the degradation of aquatic pollutants by medns other than 

direct pnotolysis. A 1 fght-dbSOfbing molecule can transfer its excess energy to dn 

acceptor molecule causing the acceptor to react as if It had dbsorbcd the radiant 

energy directly. This reaction mMhdniStII, known as photosensitization, contrlbuter 

to the degradation of aquatic pollutants when SUitdble light absorbing substances, or 

photosensitizers, dre present. 2,543imethylfuran is an example of d compound which 

degrades by sensitized photolysis. It does not react when exposed to sunlight in 

distilled water but degrades rapidly in waters COntdining natural humlc acids (Zepp 

et al. 1961a). -- 
Numerous substances, including humic acids, titanium dioxide, and synthetic 

organic compounds, can sensitize photochunicdl reactions. BUt, most potential 

sensitizers occur at such low environmental concentrrtions that they have negligible 

effects on photolysfs rates. Htnni~ dCidS, the ndturdl ly OCCUrring by-products Of 

plant matter decay, frequently attain concentrations of I-10 mg as cdrbon per liter 

in natural systems. Humic acids strongly dbSOrb sunlight with wavelengths shorter 

than 500 nm, as the absorption coefficients for dissolved organic CdPbOn, aDoc, 

in Table 11-27, indlcdte. 

The quantum yield for photosensitized reactions, OS, Is dtflntd in d 

manner similar to the quantum yield for dfrect photolysis: 

-dC 
a ST as / 

I 
S 

(II-72) 

where 

C = concentration of the pollutant 

I - rate of lfght absorption by the stnsitizlng molecule. 

The quanti: yield for sensitized photolysis, however, is not constant but depends on 

the pollutant concentration, such that: 

#S 
= Q,’ c (11-73) 

where 

QS = d constant. 

This IS due t0 the fdCt thdt the probablllty of the sensitized mOleCUl8 dOnat- 

ing its energy to d pollutant molecule is proportional to the conccntratlon Of 

the pollutant molecule. Published values of Q an very ram. tcpp et al --• (1981b) 
report d Q of 19 (mol/l)" for the photostnr1tIred oxidation of 2.5.dlmethylfuran. 



2.5.2.2.4 Preliminary Screening of OIrect Photolysis 

As the preceding discussion indicates, d nwnber of environmental parameters 

influence photolysis. The following sections show thdt the procedure for calculating 

the photolysis rrte can be quite involved. Therefore, a preliminary screening which 

attempts to dettfmint whether photolysis rates art likely to be significant or 

insignificant (without actually calculating the rate itself) is useful. 

If 4 = 0 (I.e. if the molecule does not absorb solar radiation) for 290 <A<700 

nm, then direct photolysis does not occur. References which shOw 4 vtrsus~relatlon- 

ships incl udt Lumen et a1.(1982), Sadtler (undated), and Schnitrer (1971). Numerous -- 
other references contain it values (l.c. the uavelcngth of maximum absorption.) If k* 

c -270 nm or \* ~-730 nm, then direct photolysis is probably unimportant. Refer- 

ences which contain h* vdlues (in addition to Table II-32 of this document) include 

Lyman et al. (1982), Friedel and Orchin (1951), Hershenson (1966) and Kdmlet (1960). -- 
The Kamlet reference is a series of 20 volumes from 1960 to present and contains \* 

values for many thousands of orgdnics. 

It should be recognlztd that small Od or small tmax dre not good indi- 

cators of the importance of photolysis. For example, consider the tdbUldtiOnS 

below: 

dd (bento[a]pyrent) = 0.00089 at A= 313 nm 

but 

%dX 
= 13,000; k = 347 nm 

(MX 
m 24,000; 1 = 364 nm 

(MX 
= 29,000; x = 384 nm 

and 

kdo (near surface photolysis rate) - 17./ddy 

The quantum yield for benzo[a]pyrtne is small (0.00089) considtrlng that quantum 

yields Cdn be ds high as 1.0. Houevtr, the near surface photolysis rate (l.c. the 

photolysis rate In a very thin layer Of Cltdf Water) iS 17./day, a very large tatt. 

This result is caused by the high extinctlon coefflcltnts for benzo[d]pyrtnt, and it 

is evident that photolyslr can be important for this canpound. 

Nou consider the case of small a,,,ax 

for naphthaltne : 

'IRdX 
l 250 at km 311 M 

but 

and 
*d l 0.015 

kdo = 0.2lday 
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For the small cMx (250). the near surface photolysis rate is O.Zlday. While 

this is not dn extremely large rate, it mdy also not be negligible either, depending on 

the particular environmental condition. 

Certain cdtegorfes or groups of ChUItiCdlS are likely to be poor absorbers of 

Sunlight. A nunber of these groups are shown below: 

Group 

dl cohols 

ethers 

dmines 

nitriles 
(cyanides) 

EXdIllpl es 

R-OH: ethyl alcohol 

R-O-R': diphenyl ether 

R-NH2(primary): methylamine 

R-CN: hydrogen cyanide 

For these groups, photolysis is likely to be unimportant. Other groups, however, do 

tend to absorb sunlight. Figure II-17 shows d number of these groups. 

A final preliminary screening is to conpare an estimated upper limit photolysis 

rate (e.g., using +d = 1) against other first-order rates which have al ready 

been cdlcul dted. If these rates are high enough, the photolysis fate, even under 

optimal light-absorbing conditions, may be relatively smdll and therefore negligible. 

For exdmpl e, an upper limit photolysis rate which is cdlcul dted to be 20 percent as 

large as d hydrolysis rate is relatively insignificant. 

2.5.2.3 Computing Environmental Photolysls Rates 

The OVtrdll rate dt which d pollutant photolyzts in the dqUdtiC tYIVirOrBW!nt iS 

the sum of the rates of direct dnd sensitized photochemical reactions. At the low 

pollutant concentrations observed in the environment, the rates of both direct and 

sensitized photolysis dre proportiondi to the concentration of the pollutant. Thus, 

photolysis follows d first-order rate law: 

dC.ak .C 
dt P (II-74) 

where 

IrP = overall photolysis rate constdnt, ddy 
-1 

= kd + ks 

kd = direct photolysis rate constant, day -1 

kS = sensitized photolysis rate constant, day -1 . 

Due to the cornplexlty of the units for the parameters in the photolysis section, it 

is essential that the user errploy the specified units in edCh equation. All resulting 

first-order photolysis rate constants have units of day -1 . 
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SOURCE: CALVERT ANY PITTS 

FIGURE II-17 CHROMOPHROIC GROUPS WHICH ABSORB SUNLIGHT 

The determination of rate constants for dlnct and sentltized photolysls 

1s the subject of the remainder of this sectlon. Section 2.5.2.3.1 includes a 

derivation of the quations for kd dnd kS. kctlons 2.5.2.3.2 and 2.5.2.3.3 

descrtbe how to calculate these constants on the basis of near surface rate constants 

or mleculdr dbSOrptiOn spectra. 

2.5.2.3.1 Derivation of Rate Constant Equations 

2.5.2.3.1.1 Direct Photolysls 

figure II-18 shows the wjor processes which Influence direct photolysls of 

pollutants in natural waters and ~ndlcatrs data rquirrants. This figure can be 

translated into mathamatlcs as follows: 

Light absorption within a small WdWlengfh band AA: 

Light absorption In a water body of depth Z: 

l-e 
-Kz 

- =xUaAx 
Kz 
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PROCESS DATA 

LIGHT ABSMPTION Bv POLLUTANTS: 

&ST BE IN ULTRAVIOLET-VISIBLE 

SPECTRUM FOR PHOTOLVSIS TO OCCUR COEFFICIENT, t 

10~ IN NATURAL I 
tSE 

ITION 

:NT, K 

tlGw7 UTILIZED FOR P~OTOLVSIS: 

hLY A FRACTION OF TME AVAIUBiE 

LIGHT IS USEC FOR PMOTOCHE~ICAL 
OUANTUM YIELD, 

REACTIONS ‘cl I 

FIGURE II-18 MAJOR PROCESSES WHICH INFLUENCE PHOTOLYSIS 

OF POLLUTANTS :N NATURAL WATERS 



Photolysis rate for wavelength band M: 

The equation for direct photolysis beCOmeS: 

where 

z l 

% = 
Ao = 
j = 
t . 

c l 

0. 

w = 

K = 

mixed depth of udtcr body, m 

700 nm 

300 nm 

conversion factor = 1.43 x 10 -16 mole-cm3*sec*l -1 -1 
*day 

base 10 molar extinction coefficient of pollutant, 1 fn01'~cm'~ 

concentration of pollutant, mol/l 

radiance distrfbution function 

photon irradlance near the surface, photons cm-2sec -lnm-1 

diffuse light attenuation coefficient of the water, m -1 

Equation II-75 can be wrftten In sumnatlon notation as: 

kd = 2.3 j 0 0 

f II-751 

(11-76) 

Equation (II-75) incorporates the asswtion that C, K, and 0 are independent of 

depth. 

2.5.2.3.1.2 Sensitized Photolys1r 

The rate at which a compound decays through sensitized photolysis is propor- 

tlonal to the rate at which senrltiring molecules absorb light. The rrte at rhich 

sensitizers dbsorb light in the aquatic env1ronwnt Is: 

t 

// 

% 
I IS j l as (1) l c, (I) l o( 2) l U(X) l e -K(X)z dXdz (I *-“I 

0 x 
0 

where 
I = rate of light dbSOrptlOn by sensitizers, einttein l-'&y -1 

dS 

as 
= base e absorotlon coefficient of the sensitizer, e.g., 

1 mg-WC-W 

cS l concentration of sensitizer, e.g., mg-DOG/l. 
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The rate constant for sensitized photolysis of a compound, ks, is then: 

5 

kS 
* j-C, . D l Q,* 

/ 

-K 2 
a ,.u.’ -f l dx 

K-Z 

Equation ;I-78a includes the assumptions that C,, K, and D are independent 

of depth dnd thdt Us iS independent of WdVelenCJth. 

In terms of smnation notation, this equation becomes: 

kS 
I j*Q,*O.C; x as . ~1 . l-;:;" 

i 

(II-78a: 

(II-73b) 

2.5.2.3.2 Use of Near Surface Rate Constants 

Experimental data for direct photolysis are generally reported ds near Surface 

rate constants, as in Table 11-32. hear the surface of d water body (K-Z ~0.2). the 

mean irrddiance iS approximately equal to the surface irradiance. This fact permits 

Equation 11-75 to be simplified to the following expression which defines the near 

surface rate constant, kdo: 

kdo 
= 2.3 l !I I-79) 

where 

kdo = near-surface direct photolysis rate constant, ddy 
-1 

Do = radiance distribution nedr the surface (dpproxlmate value * 

1.2). 

According to Equatlon (11-79). the near surface rate constant is independent of 

the properties of the water it Is measured in , except for the small variation 

In Do. Thus, when the difference in solar irradidnce between the experlmental 

and environmental conditions is dccounted for, the user can apply a near surface rate 

constant to other bodies of water using the following expression: 

kd 

G 
2.3 j@O 

O A= 90 F 
CA uxoAx 

( I I -6Qa) 
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TABLE II-32 

NEAR-SURFACE DIRECT PHOTOLYSIS RATE CONSTANTS 

3 

.23 

?6 

.li 

2.3 

22 : 

;30.: 

a.0 

24.C 

19 

3.2 

490.3 

31.0 

28.C 

;drOdry 1 

DrOOhdm 

ihlowopnam 

D*:n.dtC :StCrS 

drnetny: ester 

alethyl ester 

al-n-btyl rster 

d--“-OCtyl ester 

al-.2-•thyiheryI_ ester 

2,:-Z Ester5 

butoayetnyl ester 

methyl ester 

.32 

q.oc3 

c.006 

s,:c-3 

sx1c-3 

s‘1c-3 

S.lC.3 

sx:c-3 

osc 

,030 

*rdcnlofocycIotwnt~diene w. 

Pent~chlorophenol icnton) 46 

3.3’~alChlOW#ndldl~ 670. 

q-n1 tmsOatr~llM 

Tr~flurrlin 

WEil,i -bls(D-wthylmenyl I)- 
2.2~dicnlometnylt) 

300 

30. 

I7 

Notes 

z15c 

Z!CC 

2ltx 

2100 

ZiCi 

2100 

21x 

21% 

2lOC 

2lW 

2lW 

2100 

2lCO 

313 

3:2 

320 

3L3 

36C 

38C 

330 

320 

140 

380 

340 

313 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

& 

d 

d 

d 

d 

6W a 

6oc a 

6CC a 

600 a 

60C a 

420 

420 

S40 

600 

2oW 

1OW 

18W 

2200 

e 

c 

318. 

2eo- 330. 

Qefemnces. 

4) Zepo ma ic9lotzn4ue~ i19:9! 

I hrentnetlc cwnts after nm of cwund lndlcrte mnen me form 
of the coeouna undcrpo~ng pnatolyslr IS satnlnp other tnrn the 

0) Zew, 119781 

neucr4 1 fom cl uolfe et 41 11978) -- 

2 EStlnYted kldr Fl~a - usurlly hlpn estmetes to 91ve conservdtlve 
a) bolfe et dl : !9ao: -a 

Dhotolysls 'dto. c) Zepp et dl. :1979! -- 
i Uwelmptn 0‘ WXIC*LI sunllgnc dbsorotlon ': CIllrhrr et dl '1973 -- 
. Indlcdces the ~11f-m a; tne d0sorot~on wectw a\ drea 9: !ew ma Cl lne ; 1977 
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. 

so : 

(II-80b) 

(11-80~) 

(II-8Od) 

where 

I = total solar radiation (langleys/day) 

IO = total Solar radiation under conditions at which kdo was 

measured (langleyslday) 

1, = wavelengtn of maximu- light absorption, i.e. wavelength where the 

product c(i:.W(b) is Jreatest. 

This approximate exprc?ss: -- is valid if the following assumptions are suffici- 

ently accurate: 1) the solar irradiance at a wavelength is a constant fraction of 

the total solar irradiance (Park et al - -* ' 1980) and 2) the light attenuation coeffic- 

ient, K, is constant over the range of wavelength that the compound absorbs solar 

radiation at high rates (Burns et al., 1981). -- 
Although it is possible to derive a similar expression for sensitized photolysis, 

variation in the absorptivity and reactivity of natural hunic s&stances make extra- 

polations based on the concentration of dissolved organic carbon subject to large 

errors. An approach taken by Zepp (1980) was to correlate the sensitized photolysis 

rate constant with the absorbance of a solution at 366nm. Such an mgirical relation- 

ship was found for 2.5-dimethylfuran: 

loq k,, = .67log a366 - 1.15 ( I I-81 ) 

where 

'366 = absorbance of solution at 366rmn 

k 
so near surface rate constant, day-'cm -l (I,- 1 langley/day). 

At present, aata on sensitized photolysis are difficult to obtain. The planner 

should be aware of its potential significance even if it is not possible to estimate 

rates at this time. 

2.5.2.3.3 Evaluation of Direct Photolysis Rate 

The simplest and preferred method of calculating the direct photolysis rate is 
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shown in a step-wise fashion in Table 11-33. Mote that the effects of water depth 

and light attenuation can be estimated basea on water-body characteristics from Table 

11-34. Thus the method essentially consists of multiplying several numbers together 

to find kd. 

If kdo. which is required to use the method outlined in Table 11-33, is not 

directly obtainable, it can be calculated fraa Table II-35 and then used in con- 

junction with the near-surface approach described above. One advantage of using the 

near-surface approach (in addition to its simplicity) is that the photolysis rate in 

different classes of natural waters can be readily evaluated using Table 11-33, once 

kdo has been calculated a single time. 

In some cases, the near-surface approach may not be applicable. Equations 

II-8Oa through 11-80~ show some of the simplifications required to develop a near- 

surface approach. Photolysis rates for chenicals rhich have multiple amax values 

within the wavelength range 290 nm < A<700 nm should not be calculated using the 

near-surface approach. Rather, the direct approach outlined in Table II-37 should be 

used in conjunction with the procedure shown in Table 11-36. 

Very little emphasis is given here on rates of indirect photolysis because 

little data are available on indirect photolysis rates. Table II-38 sumarttes the 

pertinent rrork of Zepp (1977). Zepp found that the near-surface half-life for 

indirect photolysis for several chemicals in Okefenokee Swamp waters was very short: 

from 0.02 hr to 7 hrs. The near-surface rate constant translates to between 2.4/day 

to 830 ./day. However, on a depth-averaged basis, four of the five pttotolysis rates 

are below 0,06/day. Only for pentacene is the depth-averaged photolysis rate 

high (5.8/day). Thus, the sme factor (hunlc material) that is responsible for the 

high near-surface rate constants, is also responsible for the small depth-averaged 

values because much of the sunlight is rapidly absorbed near the water surface. For 

this reason, and because of the lack of data, indirect photolysis is ignored in these 

assessment procedures. 
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TABLE rr-33 

SUMARY OF EAR SLRFACE APPROACH 

1. Prcdlctiw Equation: 

2. Find: 

- See Table 11-32, or 
- See Table 8-12, p. 8-38, Lynrn et a? - -0 ' uttete half-lfvcr are 

given: 

(1.2-1.6) 

(1.2) 

(500-700 lang?eys/day) 

(SOO-2100 langleys/day; set Table 11-29) 

- Table II-32 
- Table 8-5, p. 8-14, of*Lflan et al. 

--- - Frltde? and Orchfn, 1951. 
- Hershcnson, 1966. 
- Kmlct (ed.), 1960. 

3. Knoulng A* and Depth ot Water body, 2, Find 

l-c -K( a*)Z 

K( 4’)z 

Table II-34 Sh0WS SomC typical values of this expressfon. 

4. Find kd uSin equation shown In step 1. 
5. Suppose kda is not known from rxpetMntrl studies. It can be 

calculated Crtn the pr&rdurr shown In Tale 11-35. 
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TABLE II-34 

RANGE a: l-e-K(A*)Z 

K(\*)Z 

Oepth of Yater (m) 

Ah Water Type a 1 2 3 5 10 

300 A 
B 

5 

340 
ii 
C 
D 

380 A 
B 
C 
D 

420 A 
B 

k 

460 A 
B 

i 

0.9 
0.5 

::A3 

0.9 
0.7 
0.2 
0.04 

1.0 

8:: 
0.05 

1.0 

ii*! 
0:06 

1.3 

t:: 
0.07 

1.0 

8:‘: 
0.07 

0.8 

36 
0:01 

i:; 

Ki 

k8 

zi2 

1.0 

iif 
0.03 

1.0 

8:: 
0.3 

1.0 

ii:: 
0.4 

ii:: 

KG9 

0.9 

K 
0:01 

1.0 

i:B 
0.02 

k*i 
0:os 
0.02 

;-: 
0:1 
0.02 

i:: 

xi2 

8*!4 
0:03 
o.ws 

i:; 
0.03 
0.007 

0.9 

FE4 
0.009 

1.0 

K 
0:01 

1.0 

K 
0101 

0.9 

:*:7 
0:01 

ix7 
0:01 
0.003 

K 
0:02 
0.004 

i-F 
0:02 
0.005 

ii*; 
0:03 
0.006 

0.9 
0.2 
0.03 
0.007 

0.9 

E3 
o:w7 

a 
Uater Type chla (rnQ/ll WC (mdll 55 (mQ/ll 

A 
8:&1 (Lake Tahoe) 

0.0 
B 
C 0.01 (eutrophic) 8:: 

Ki . 

0 0.1 (hlgtdy eutrophic) 2.0 
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TABLE II-35 

DIRECT PREDICTIOH OF NEAR SURFACE RATE 

0 Predictive Equation: 

I) Data Required: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

$d (quantum ylcld for direct photolysls: 

- Table 11-31, or 
- Table 8-11, p. 8-37, in Lyman et al. -- 

0, (-1.2) 

cx versus k relatfonship 

- Table 8-7, p. B-20, fn Lyman et al --• 

- Sadtler, undated. 

- Schnitzer, 1971. 

U versus X (typlcal values for central U.S.A. are given 4n 
Table II-36 for I = 540 lahgleys/day) 

0 Approach 

Use procedure shown in Table II-36 

a) Enter c~ versus X values In colum 5 and appropriate rows. 
b) Ffnd cachcUOX fn colunn 6. 
cl Find rtUdA at bottom of colum 6. 
d) Use Equation 3 on right-hand side of table to find kdo# 
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Y 

Y 

n 

bB 

Y 

Y 

0 

IB 

Y 

Y 

la 

lb 

II 

* 

Y 

Y 

Y 

n 

Y 

n 

m 

Y 

* 

m 

m 

n 

Y 

TABLE II-36 

PROCEWRE FOR CALCULATING DIRECT PHOTOLVSIS RATE COClSTAllT 
FOR A REFERENCE LIGHT INTENSITY OF 540 LANGLEVS/DAY 

.Nl Y. 

.I#’ 0. 

.Y &I. 

.am al. 

.Y Y. 

.a44 n. 

.ml* Y. 

.mm Il. 

.a)* *. 

.am (1. 

.all a. 

.OY n. 

.mbl L 

..Y I&. 

.a* 1. 

.a* n. 

.mn 1. 

.mw 1. 

.mDB m. 

.am n . 
.av n 
.maJ 1. 
.a?# Y. 
.mm Y 
.m 1. 
.w L 
.yI a. 
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TABLE II-37 

DIRECT PREIXCTION OF DEPTH-~W?AGED PHOTOLYSIS RATE 

0 Prcdlctlvt Equation: 

A=700 
kd - 2.3 j'$,D 

F A= 90 

0 Data Rtqulrcd: 

2. D 

3. EX versus x 

4. YA versus~ 

5. Yatct body charactcrfrtics: depth, chlq, WC, SS 

0 Approach: Use Table II-36 

a) Enter X versus c in colum 5 and approptlate rows, and 
calculate EWAX in calm 6. 

b) Enter D (calm 7). chla (colunn 9). DOC (Colum 10). and 
SS (colum 11) In appro+iatc rows. 

c) Calculate K (colum 12) for appropriate rows. 

d) Knowing water depth 2, calculate appropriate values for 
colunn 13. 

c) Transfer column 6 l ntrfes to colutm 14. 

f) Multiply calm 13 entries by colunn 14 cntrles and 
record In colum 15. 

g) Sum calm, 15 antrles and use Equatfon 1 on RHS of sheet 
to find kd. 
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TMLE II-38 

ESTMATEO HALF-LIVES FW INOIRECT PHITOLYSIS OF 
ORGANICS IN OKERNOKEE SW+ WATERa 

Oraanic 

Naphthaccnc 

Qtntactnt 

Ha~w= 

7 

0.02 

Near-Surface Depth-Averaged 
Rat; iy&ant 

/ Y) 
RatelF;ytpt 

Y) 

2.4 0.01 

830. 5.8 

Histfdlnc 2 8.3 0.06 

Tryptophan 2 8.3 0.06 

Mtthionint 3 5.5 0.04 

CLtpP, R.G. et al., 
Nature, Vol.267. 

1977. Singlet Oxygen in Natural Yatcrs. 

bNtar-Sutfacc (1 cm) rate constant 

'Depth-averaged rate constant. Assume humic natctlals 
12 mg/l. depth = 3m. 

i 
.-e-.-s-m-s-m-. ---- EfiMQLE II-7 -------.---'------------~ 

I 
i Computation of Photolysis Rate Constants i 
i i 
i Cwutt the nan annual photolysfs rate constant for the pestIcldc carbaryl i 
i In a nypothetlcal river near Fresno, California. Use both the tvaluatlon of i 
I Integral and near surface rate constant mthods described above. Assum the 
I i 
I following physical and chaical parameters apply to the river: 
I i 
i Mean depth l 2 I i 
i 

Suspended sediments = 10 rig/l 

Huaic acid = 2 mq-OoC/l 
i 

i Chlorophyll & - 0 mg/l i 
i Zcpp (1978) reported a quantum yftld. 4d, of .0060 and the follou- i 
i ing absorptivItlts, a, for catiaryl: i 
i i 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

Wavelength (nm) 

3ou 

310 

320 
330 

Absorptivfty (H'lcm 
-1 ) 

918 
356 

101 
11 

A. hear Surface Rate Constant Method 

Table II-32 contains the following information regarding carbaryl: 

kd 9 .32 day -1 

*o * 2100 langleyslday 

x+ = 313 nm. 

According to Figure 11-13, the mean annual solar irradianct at Frtsno, 

California is 450 langleyslday. 

Assume that the radiance distribution function under reference. Do, 

and environmental, 0, conditions have values of 1.2 and 1.6 respectively. 

To calculate the light attenuation coefficient at the wavelength of wximum 

light absorption, 313 nm, ue use Equation II-68 and the data in Table 11-30, at 

310 nm: 

K = 1.6 (.105 + 67 4 0 + 5.41 . 2 + .35 . 10) 

= 23.11-n-~ 
Hen the water absorbs nearly all of the incident radfatlon, i.e., 

kZ > 3, the folloufng approximation is valid: 

-KZ 
-W.:& 

This approximatlon can be applied to Equation II-76 and Equation II-MM. It both 

simpl ifits the calculations and eliminates the dependence of the rate constant on 

the radiance distribution function, D, in cases where the light atttnuatlon 

coefficient Is calculated fror, 0, as in this example. In such a cast, the user's 

choice of a value of D dots not affect the result. 

Using this approximation in Equation (II-8Od), the mean photolysis rate 

constant is computed to be: 

'd * .32 day-l l 

450 1.6 
mnr*m*& 

l 2.0 x low3 day" 

This exanQlt demonstrates the signlflcant difference, 100 fold in thls 

case, which may exist between near surface and mean photolysls rate constants. 

The strong attenuation of light by the river water was the primary cause of 

the reduction in rates. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 

I 

I 
I 

I 

8. Evaluation of Integrals I 

The absorption data for Catbaryl indicate that we need to concern ourselves i 
only with light of wavelength 3DO-330nm In order to deteninc a mean rate constant. i 

First, we assume that 0 has the same value as above, -1.6. Then, we compute i 
the light attenuation coefficients using Equation II-68 and the data in Table i 
II-36. i 

0 * 1 ‘. l 

( 

. 

OR * 

c. l 

DDC ) ( 
‘5s * 

* 

*<s 

(m-1) [Mq/l)-l.-'l 
)I 

. L 

!-I h/l 1 [(-q/l:-;a-l: 'T:r n-; 
- 

loo 1.6 ,141 6.25 2 .I5 1: 25 9 

110 1.6 .105 5.41 2 35 :0 23 : 

320 1.6 .ow4 4.66 2 .J5 I: 23 : 

130 1.6 .Q7lJ 4.0s 2 .35 10 111.7 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

Table II-36 lists the photon spectral irradianct, W', at a reference 

total solar flux, IO, of 540 \angleys/day. The local solar flux, as in 

part A, is 450 langleys/day. 

Next, evaluate the sun indicated in Equation 11-76. 

t 

I 

Since KZ > 3 for all wavelengths of interest, use the approximation discussed I 

in part A. i 
x W’ x 10-14 

I 
c 

h) (n-‘cm”) (photons/cm’/s) (K*Z) 5% i 
i 

300 918 .0303 51.6 .539 x 10 l4 i 
310 356 .388 46.2 2.99 x 10 l4 i 
320 101 1.13 41.4 2.76 x 10 l4 
330 11 1.81 37.4 .532 x 10 I4 i 

i i 

i X86.82 x1014 

i 
i 

i Glvtn that the quantum yield is .006, the mean photolysls rate constant 

I 

can be cwuted using Equation I f-82 and the above Infoneation: 

kd = 2.3 l 1.43 x 10 -16 450 . .OD60 l 1 6 . 6.82 x lD14 
‘540 

. 
I 

I 

- 1.8 x 10 O3 day" I 

The ~11 difference between the rate constants calculated in parts A i 
and 8 is due to the difftmnct in the reference solar inttntities. The assumption I 

made here that the spectral distrIbutlon of solar energy Is independent of inttnslty i 

I t 

I I 
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1 is only approximately true. 

i 
Consequently, the greater the discrepancy between the ! 

reference and local solar intensities, the greater the error in rate constants I 

i that can be expected. When the local exceeds the reference intensity, the actual I 

i rate constant is probably higher than the calculated value. When the reference I 

i exceeds the local intensity, the actual rate constant is probably lower than 
I 

i calculated. I 
I ---*-.---a------- END OF E)(AHPLE II-7 .,-,.,------.-.-.-.--J 

2.5.3 Hydrolysis 

Some toxic compounds can be altered by direct reaction with water. The chemical 

reaction of a compound with water is called hydrolysis. Typically in hydrolysis 

reactions hydroxide replaces another chemical group. 

An example hydrolysis reaction for a toxic organic corrpound Is given below: 

0 

O-C-?/-H 
LH 3 

+ H2 NCH3 + CO2 

Catbaryl + Water ___+ n-Naphthanol + Methylamine + Carbon 
Dioxide 

Generalized hydrolytic reactions of organic conpounds are presented in Table 

I I-39. 

Hydrolysis reactions alter the reacting molecules but do not always produce less 

noxious products. For example the more toxic 2.4-D acid is produced from the hydrolysis 

of certain 2.4-D esters. Alternatively the hydrolysis of carbaryl (shown above) 

produces less toxic products, i.e. a-naphthanol and methyl mine. 

Hydrolysis products may be more or less volatile than the original compouhd. 

Hydrolysis products which ionize may have essentially zero volatility depending upon 

PH. Hydrolysis products are generally more readily biodegraded than the parent 

campounds, although there are some exceptions. 

Hydrolysis reactions are commonly catalyzed by hydrogen or hydroxide ions. This 

produces the strong pH dependence often observed for hydrolysis reactions. Examples 

of this dependency are shown in Figure 11-19, where the logarithms of reaction rate 

constants (k+,) are plotted versus pH. The hydrolysis rate of carbaryl can be 

seen to increase logarithmically with pH. The rate at pH = 8 is ten times that at pH 

l 7 and 100 ::mes that at pH = 6, The hydrolysls rate of parathion is high at low pH 
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TABLE II-39 

GENERALIZED HYDROLYTIC REACTIONS OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 

REACYION CONDITIONS PRODucTS 

haoxv:. ;: ACi3 ESWS 

0 
R-i/c1 

u-R 

ACIDIC, NEUTRAL, 
BASIC 

AMiDES 

Q0 
R-C, 

ii--R' 

/I 

CARBAHATES 

ti 

R-6, 
C-O-R' 

I; 

GRGANOPMOS~HATES 
('AND DERIVATES) 

! 
RO-(: -Or\ 

OR 

BASIC (ACIDIC, 
NEUTRAL) 

HALOGENATED AL~UNES NEUTRAL, BAs,rrc 

P 
‘-X 

f/j. 

klDlC, BASIC 

CARB~XYLIC ACID + ALCOHOL 

//O 
R-C + 

'OH 
R'OH 

CARBOXYLIC ACID + AMINE 

0 
R-C4 

"\ 

'OH + ,,/ '$8 

ACIDIC, BASIC AMINE - ALCOWL + CARBON DIOXIDE 

/H 
R--H R’OH Co2 

'H 

PWXP~-IATE DIESTER + ALCOW 
0 

fud-OH ROH 

dR 

ALCOHOL l HALIDE low 

k 
R'-C-DH X- 

a= 

SOURCE: 1 .J. TIGSLEY, CHEMICAL CONCEPTS IN POLLUTANT BEHAVIOR, J. WILEY, NEW YORK (1979). 
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1 I I I 
0 

I 
CHJ 

ai,-: 
44 

12 

b 
‘O-Cl+CHfO -cp , 

CH. 

0 

-4 

0 P8rithion 

8 Ezz!khm 
A 2.4-O (2-butoxyethyl 

Werl 

-6 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

PH 

FIGURE II-19 PH DEPENDENCE OF HYDROLYSIS RATE CONSTANTS 
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values, reacher a ninlmum at pH = 6, and then increases with increasing pH. The 

hydrolysis rate of chloromethant shows minimal dtptndtnct on pH over the range 

presented. 

Adsorption can also influence hydrolysis rates. Adsorption of an organic 

molecule protects It from acid or base catalyzed hydrolysis (Wolfe, 1981). The 

amount of adsorption can be predicted using the principles presentad in Section 

2.3.2. 

Hicrobially mediated hydrolysis reactions are rtsponslble for the breakdown of 

many complex nDlecults, including natural polymers such as ctllulost. Microorganisms 

catalyze hydrolysis reactions in the process of using organic cocrpounds as energy 

and/or carbon sources. In canetabollsm microbes may hydrolyze taxi- qanlc cun- 

pounds to hasten their removal frm cell protoplaun. Mlcrabially me _. ated processes 

are covered under the general heading of biodegradation in Stctlon 2.5.1. Here only 

abiotlc hydrolysis is treated. 

Abiotic hydrolysis reactions art represented by rate txprtsslons tiich art first 

order In the concentration of the compound being hydrolyzed: 

3C 
R.--'-k C 

at H T 

when 

R = the rate of hydrolysis, molt liter -1 -1 
stc or rg liter -1 

stc -1 

kH - specific hydrolysis rate constant, stc -1 

cT n the dlssolvd plus sorbed phase concentration of conpound C 

molt llttr -1 or ug liter -1 . 

In the literature kH is typically defined as: 

k =k +k 
H n a 

bi+l+ kb [OH-] 

In this docuwnt the specific hydrolysis rate constant, kH, 1s defined 

to include the effects of adsorptlon: 

k ka [H+h k,, 

(11-82) 

(11-83) 

(11-84) 

tiera 
kn = the neutral hydrolysis rate constant, set -1 

% = the decimal fraction of the total wunt of compound C tilch Is 

dissolved (Calculation procedures in Section 2.3.2) 

ka = the acid catalyzed hydrolysis rate constant, liter molt -1 

StC 
-1 
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[H+l = the molar concentration of hydrogen Ion, mole liter-l 

([H+] 3 lfPH) 

kb = the base catalyzed hydrolysis rate constant, liter mc I1 

set -1 
1 

[Ott] = the concentration cc hydroxide ion, mole liter -1 

[OH-] . &'H'PKw) ; 10(pH-14). 

e-l 

Equation II-84 is a convenient definition of kH because specific rate constants 

which act on the dissolved and total concentrations do not have to be used separately. 

Values for the three rate constants k,, k,, kb for selected conpounds 

are presented in Table 11-40. Additional values can be found In the literature (e.g. 

Mabey and Mill, 1978). The three constants can also be determined by simple labora- 

tory tests. 

Water 

dependent ( 

noted that 

may change 

addltional 

tively low 

body pH values must be obtained for hydrolysis reactions which are pH 

i.e. those for which k, + 0 and/or kb # 0). It should be 

In poorly buffered waters (alkalinity (50 mg/l as CaC03), pH values 

by l-2 units dally due to natural processes alone. In these casts either 

data must be gathered to characterize the system's pH regime or Conserva- 

values of kH must be used. Table II-41 sunmarlres the procedures. 

r’-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-- EXAMPLE II-8 - - _ s-m-m-e-e--- ---- ! 

i i 
i A blodtgradatlon rate constant, kB for the fungicide Captan has been i 
; given as 0.5 per day. Conpare this with the abiotic hydrolysis rate constant, 

i I 

i 
kH, at pH = 8.4, a temperature of 25OC, and WI th 90 percent of the ccmtQound 

adsorbed on suspended matter. 

i In Table 11-31. 

Values for ka, kb, and k, can be found 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i thus 

i 
i 
i 

ka l 0 

kb = 4.9 x lo7 day -1 

k,, l 1.6 day -1 

k p+l + kb[OH-] + k 
n 

I 
coH-l ; IOpH-I4 = lo8.4-14 = lo-L6 

= 2.51 x 10 
-6 I 

I 
I 

k x 10’ x 2.5 x 1O-6) 
I 

+ 1.6 
I 
I 

812.3 + 1.6 = 13.9 day -1 i 
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TABLE II-40 

HYDROLYSIS RATE PARAMETERS AND ESTIMATED ENVIRONMENTAL 
HYDROLYSIS RATES 

? 

I.? 

l.ld 
? 

? 

! 
. 

Lb 
I 

. 

- 

2.d 

1. 

1. 

1. 
1. 

1. 

1. lad 

? 

3.1,10-’ 

? 

? 

? 

1.1 

6.6 

?.6.10-’ 

2.1.10-J 

1.5‘lV* 

1.1‘10-2 

2.1a104 

- 2 4.610’ 

1.d 
I 

e 

S.ClO’J 

3.3.10S 
, 

r.l.los 

.6b 

1.7 

2.6.10‘ 

1.1‘10‘ 

2.4~.10’ 

? 

? 

? 

4.9x10’ 
s 

Il. 

.s3 

12. 

I.WO’J 

6.0 

1.1.10’ 

69. 

2). 

LOdO’ 

1.B.10’ 

9.1.102 

IA.10 

9.) 

I.3 

1r ro*nmta 

21 
1. 

16. 

1. hIOf 

4.0.10‘ 

2.7 

4.6 

I.81102 

.I0 

.n 

11. 

.ll 

. 10 

2.11102 

l.4.102 

20. 

#. 

2.b110S 

l.hlO 

5.0.10’ 

l.0*105 

2.5‘10’ 

lb. 

4.5.10” 

1 .d 

1.2rd 

1.7.lo’ 

1 .b‘lO’ 

4.9.10’ 

7.2r10S 

1.0‘101 

27 

30 

21 

2? 

2) 

28 

2) 

? 

20 

20 

20 

2t 

n 

n 

2s 

2s 

2s 

2s 

n 

2s 

2s 

2s 

2s 

20 

2s 

lo 

lo 

30 

30 

30 

? 
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TABLE II-41 

PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING HYDROLYSIS RATE CONSTANT 

1. Hydrolysis Rate Constant 

k,[H7 + kb[OH-j )I (1) 

2. Procedure 

a) Find the hydrolysis rate parameters. Use Table 11-40. 

1 liters liters 

k" = day, ka - -day, kb n aaiy 

b) Does the compound sorb? (Table 11-11, Calm 1) 

If it does, find,~ w, the fraction of the total amount of 
compound which is not sorbed 

Q G 
w = q = 1 rlXpS (See Section 2.3.2) 

If it does not sorb set Qw = 1 

c) If the hydrolysis is acid catalyzed (a k value exists) 
dcteninc the hydrogen ion cencentration? [H 1, 

d) If the hydrolysis is base catalyzed (a k value exists) 
determine the hydroxide ion concentratio R, WJ. 

[OH'] = 10 

Mote: p$ = 14.2 for freshwater at 20.C 

= 13.4 for seawater rt 20.C 

(More precise values for p\ are given 
in Table 11-13) 

3. Substitute k,,, ow, ka, [H']. kb, [OH-] into equation (1) hove. 
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I Comparing k,, to kg: I 

i 
5L . r3.9 l 27.8 

i 

i k8 0.5 i 
i Comparison of kH with kg for the above sf tuation shows that the abfotlc i 
i hydrolysis rate is about 28 tfmes faster than the biodegradation rate. Bfodegra- i 
i datfon could be neglected here with minlmal effect on the results. i 
i 
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CHAPTER 3 

WASTE LOADING CALCULATIONS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Receiving water bodies are subject to waste loads from point sources, nonpoint 

sources and atmospheric deposition. Point sources are identifiable discrete dis- 
charges from municipal, institutional and industrial waste water collection and 

treatment systems. Nonpoint sources (also known as diffuse or distributed sources) 

are associated with land drainage which enters a water body through dispersed and 

often poorly-defined pathways. Atmospheric waste loads are chemicals and particulate 

matter which settle from the atmosphere or are scavenged by precipitation. These 

distinctions are not absolute. For example, municipal waste water may be applied to 

the land and become nonpoint source pollution in runoff and percolation. Similarly, 

chemicals in precipitation may become a portion of a nonpoint source runoff load. 

This chapter describes computational methods or "loading functions" for esti- 
mating waste loads to both surface waters and aquifers. These methods share several 

attributes: 

• Required computations are relatively straightforward. 

• Necessary data for the functions are generally available. Much of these 

data are provided in this chapter. 

• Notwithstanding computational ease and data availability, use of the 

functions Is not trivial. Considerable Information regarding the 
physical characteristics of the study area must often be compiled. 

• The accuracy of loading functions Is not high. In general, the best 

results are obtained when input parameters are based on local pollutant 

data, such as chemical concentrations in sediment, runoff and wastewater. 

The loading functions presented in this chapter are appropriate for water 

quality screening studies in which the approximate magnitudes of waste loads are 

needed. In situations requiring higher precision, waste loads must be based on 

monitoring programs and detailed process modeling. 

The chapter places major emphasis on nonpoint sources. Point source loads 

can often be obtained from available water quality monitoring data. Atmospheric 

loads are also best determined by monitoring; reliable computational methods are 

not available to handle such major problems as acid rain. By contrast, monitoring of 

nonpoint sources is often infeasible and as a result, a number of procedures have 

been developed and tested for calculation of nonpoint source loads. 

3.2 BACKGROUND POLLUTION LOADS 

Background water quality "represents the chemical and biological composition 

of surface waters which would result from natural causes and factors" (Novotny and 
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Chesters, 1981) . A comparable definition could be given for groundwater. The 

concept of background water quality or pollution is somewhat artificial. Few, if 

any, water bodies in the United States remain unaffected by human activity. For 

example, synthetic organic compounds are routinely found in streams and lakes far 

from any obvious source. In spite of this ambiguity, estimation of background 

loads is d useful component of water quality planning. These loads represent 

a baseline or minimum level of water pollution which cannot be eliminated by local or 

area-wide water quality management. 

Background pollution levels can be measured by water quality sampling of surface 

waters in upstream portions of watersheds which are free of human activity and in 

aquifers in undeveloped areas, In the absence of such local data, very crude esti- 

mates can be determined from the information given in Figures III-1, 2, and 3. These 

figures show mean surface water concentrations of selected water quality parameters 

obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey's Hydrologic Benchmark Network (McElroy et 

al., 1976). The concentrations are based on water quality samples from 57 monitoring 

locations considered free of human disturbance. More accurate concentration data for 

nutrients are available from the U.S. National Eutrophication Survey (Omernik, 1977). 

Nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations in streamflow are grouped according to land 

use and location in Figures III-4 and 5. Concentrations for the "90% Forest" category 

can be assumed to represent background concentrations. 

Annual mass background loads to surface waters are obtained by multiplying 

concentrations by streamflow values. Average annual streamflow values for the United 

States are shown in Figure III-6. Obviously, when local streamflow data are available 

they are preferable to the regional values given in Figure III-6. 

Background Loading Estimates 

Determine the annual background loads of BOO and total phosphorus from 
a 50 km2 watershed in northern Illinois. 

Solution: 

From Figure III-l(b), background BOD concentration is 3.0 mg/l In northern 

Illinois. Total phosphorus concentrations can be determined from the National 

Eutrophication Survey data in Figure III-5. Northern Illinois is In the eastern 
area shown In Figure III-5, and the total phosphorus concentration for the 90 

percent Forest category is 0.011 mg/l. Average annual streamflow for the area is 
10 in (Figure III-6) or 0.254 m. 
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(D) y V 

FIGURE 111-l BACKGROUND CONCENTRATION (MG/L) OF (A) NITRATE-NITROGEN, (B) BOD, 
(Cl TOTAL PHOSPHORUS AND (D) DISSOLVED SOLIDS (MCELROY or AL, 1976) 
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, 

8. 

(D) ? 

FIGURE 111-Z BACKGROUND LEVEL5 OF (A) PH, (B) SUSPENDED SEDIMENT (MC/L; 
(Cl TOTAI COLIFORMS UlPN/lOO ML) AND (II) SULFATE (MG/L) (MCELROY E_I fin, 1976) 
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FIGURE 111-3 BACKGROUND CONCENTRATIONS OF (A) CHLORIDE ~G/L), (B) IRON + MANAGNESE (uG/L), 
(Cl TOTAL HEAVY WETALS (UG/L) AND (D) ARSENIC + COPPER + LEAD + ZINC (UG/L) 
(khROY b AL, 1976) 
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Land Use by Region 
V*. 

Moan Total Nibogon and Mean 

Inorganic Nitrogen Slroom Concrnbo@ionr 

Milligrams par litor 

FIGURE III-4 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STREAMFLOW NITROGEN CONCENTRATIONS AND LAND USE FROM 
THE NATIONAL EUTROPHICATION SURVEY (OMERNIK, 1977) 
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FIGURE III-5 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN STREAMFLOW PHOSPHORUS CONCENTRATIONS AND LAND USE FRM 
THE NATJONAL EUTROPHICATION SURVEY MMERNIK, 1977) 
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FIGURE III -6 AVERAGE ANNUAL STREAMFLOW IN JNCHES (11~ = 2.54~1 1 
(LANGBEIN ET AL 1949) - -’ 
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I Noting that: 

i I mg/l = 0.001 kg/m3 

1 1 km2 = 106fn2 

1 annual runoff is 

I 0.254 (50) 106. 12.7 106m3. 
I f3ackground loads are 

I BOO : 3 (0.001)(12.7) lo6 n 38,100 kglyr I 

i Phosphorus: 0.011(0.001)(12.7) lo6 = 140 kg/yr. i 

I I 
- -- END OF EXAMPLE III-1 -.,.,.,.,.,,,,-.----,’ 

3.3 NONPOINT SOURCE MODE 

The nonpolnt source loading process Is illustrated In Figure (11-7. Precipl- 

tatjon, in the form of rain or snowrnelt, canes in contact rrlth a "waste" product 

located on the land surface or within the soil. Portions of the waste are trans- 

ported in runoff and percolation to streams and groundwater aquifers. Nonpolnt 

source wastes are any potential pollutant which c-es in contact with drafnage. 

Exunples fnclude chemicals in urban dust and road litter, agricultural fertilizers, 

pesticides and animal manures, road de-Icing salts, sanitary landf111 wastes, eroded 

soil, mining slag piles, septic tank effluents, lawn chmicals and toxic wastes in 

lagoons and land disposal facilities. 

Nonpoint source pollution Is associated with rahdm hydrologic events. Combined 

with the di sparsed nature of drainage pattemt, this randantss produces waste loads 

.?ich are difficult to monitor, and hence most loadlog rstlmates art obtained frm 

mathematical models. The foundations of all nonpolnt source models, including the 

loadlng functions discussed hereIn, are equations to predict water mvement, especi- 

ally runoff ana percolation. These quatlons are rupplrentd by methods to calcu- 

late sediment movment, and together the two componehtt describe nonpolnt source 

transport, since pollutants are either dissolved In a water flux or attached to 

sedjment. The third model component Is a procedure to tStlmatt the dissolved and 

solid-phase (sediment-attached) concentrations of the pollutant. In the loading 

functions, these concentrations are obtalned aplrlcally or derived frm slnple mass 

balances. In more analytical, and hence cwlex models, concmtratlons are obtained 

fran mechanistic descriptions of chemical and biological processes. 

Both average annual and single event ioads can be estimated by nonpoint source 

loading functions. The former are useful uhtn the effects of pollution are dttefmined 

by long-term mass loads to a uater body. Groundwter quality problms art ofttn of 

this type. Also, several slmplt lake l utrophlcatlon Ibodels require annual phosphorus 

loads as Input. Conversely, major storm evtnts exert the most significant Impacts on 

strems and rivers, and estlmatts of single event nonpolnt source loads are ntctssary. 
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FIGURE III-7 THE NONPOINT SOURCE LOADING PROCESS 

me most comprehensive estimates of nonpoint source loads are obtained fran 

continuous simulatlon models such as HSPF, STORH, SUMI and CREAMS which have been 

developed under sponsorshIp of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Army Corps 

of Engineers and Department of Agriculture. Since these models require caputer 

facilities and extensive data structures, they are beyond the scope of this manual. 

Nevertheless, the simulation models are based on the sane computational concepts 

presented In this chapter, particularly those used for single event loading functions, 

Succeeding sections of this chapter present loading functions for rural runoff, 

Irrigation return flows, urban runoff and groundwater. 

3.4 RURAL RUNOFF LOADS 

Monpoint source waste loads to surface waters In rural areas fnclude runoff 

fran cropland (including pasture and range), forests, barnyards and feed lots, waste 

land application and storage facilities, constructfon sites and mining operations. 

Cropland and forest runoff are emphasfred In this sutlon, since these nonpoint 

sources are wldcspread, and their associated loading functions have been most ex- 

tensively developed. Runoff loads fran the other sources can In principle be estl- 

mated by procedures slmllar to the loading functions used for cropland and forest, 

but data are often lacking to Implement the calculations. 

3.4.1 Source Areas 

Nonpoint source waste loads in runoff can be estimated for several different 

spatial scales. The most fundamental unit of analysis Is a source area, which is a -- 
land area Wf?h sufficiently homogeneous soil and pollutant characteristics so that 
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runoff loads can be considered uniform. A farmer's field is often considered a 

single source area and associated runoff loads are sometimes referred to as “edge-of- 

field" loads. Larger scales of analysis consist of aggregations of source areas or 

watersheds. Waste loads are transported fran source areas by rivulets, ditches, 

stremns and other drainage paths to eventually exit the uatershed In streanflou. 

During this transit, portions of the wastes may be removed from the water flux 

by settling, adsorption, filtering or biochemical processes. The total watershed 

waste load in strermflou consists of these attenuated runoff sources plus waste loads 

frun qroundrater discharge. 

Pollutants in runoff may be in dissolved and solid-phase forms, with the latter 

consisting of particulate material, or pollutants that are attached to sediment. The 

general loading function forms are: 

Dissolved Runoff water 
pollutant l volunt 

Mssolved 
' pollutant 

(III-l) 

waste load concentration 

Solid-phase Sediment 
pollutant = flux 

Solid-phase pol- 
' lutant concentration 

(111.2) 

wasteload (concentration in 
sediment) 

Sections 3.4.2. 3.4.3 and 3.4.4 describe methods for computing runoff volunes, 

sediment flux and pollutant concentrations, respectively. 

3.4.2 Runoff 

3.4.2.1 SCS Curve War Equation 

The U.S. Sol1 Conservation Service's curve nlPnber equation (CNE) is a standard 

procedure for l stlmatinq stern runoff (Mockus, 1972; Oqrosky and Mockus, 1964). The 

equation is: 

0 l (P-O.2S)'/(P+O.8S) for P) 0.2s (III-3) 

bhecrt 

Q = runoff (cm) 

P * precipltatlon (talnfall + sn-tlt, cm) 

5 = water rtttntlon parmeter (cm). 

The 0.25 is an initial precipitation abstraction, and hence if P < 0.25, 

Q is assmed to be zero. 

The rttentlon paraeter S Is canputed fran dimensionless curve nunbtrs (CN) 

rhich are functions of soils, cover, manaqanent and antecedent moisture: 
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S = (2540/CN) - 25.4 ( I I I-4) 

The general fon of the equation is shown in Figure III-8. 

Although the CNE is most frequently applied to rainfall runoff, it may be used 

for snownelt conditions. Snounelt water can be estimated by the degree-day equation: 

M = 0.45T ( I I I-5) 

where 

n = snownelt water (cm) 

f = mean air temperature ("C). 

If T<O. M=O. Also, M must not exceed the titer content of the accunul ated snowpack. 

The degree-day factor (0.45) is an average value (Stewart et al ., 1976) and should De -- 
replaced by a location-specific value when available. 

Since daily weather data are used for Equations III-3 and 111-5, calculated 

runoff is the total runoff for a specific day. 

3.4.2.2 Curve Number Selection 

Curve nunbers describe the hydrologic condition of land surface at the 

time of a precipitation event. The combined effects of soils. manaqenent and cover 

are shown in Table III-1 for *average* antecedent moisture conditions. Most soils in 

the United States have been classified in one of four hydrologic groups. Listings 

are available in Mockus (1972) Ogrosky and Mockus (1964) and Soil Conservation 

Service (1975). The qualifiers *good,@ "fair" or "poor" in Table III-1 Indicate the 

extent to which cover and soil manaqanent conditions will minimize runoff. For 

l xanple, continuous growth of a corn silaqe on the sm)e site every year will deplete 

soil organic matter and encourage runoff. Conversely, corn grain In a rotation with 

hay or under no-till conditions will minimirt runoff. Similarly, clear-cuttjnq 

of woods accompanied by extensive disturbance of the soil surface by loq skidding is 

a ypoor* manaqonent practice. 

The 'woods" category in fable 111-l may be used for vegetated forest areas. 

Runoff for roads, logging trails and landings should be based on curve nunbers for 

the 'roads and rlqht-of-way" category. Those curve nunbers are also appropriate 

for construction sites. 

The fourth, and most important factor in curve nuaber selection is the wetness 

of the loll. If precipitation falls on soil that has been Inundated by previous 

storms, infiltration is much ?ess and runoff is much greater than would be the case 

for dry soil. Three different antecedent moisture conditions art specified for the 

CNE: I (dry), II (average), and III (wet). lhtecedent moisture is approximated by 

the five-day antecedent precipitation, which is the total precipitation (rain + 



FIGURE W-8 SCS CURVE NLIMBER RUNOFF EOUATION (1~ = LS4cn) 
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TABLE II I-l 

RUNOFF CURVE NUMBERS FOR AVERAGE ANTECEDENT MOISTIRE CONDITIONS 

(Mockus, 1972) 
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rnmelt) In the five days precccding a storm. bproximatc linltr for the three 

antecedent nofsture conditions are given in Table III-2. Mffcnnt limits are 

specified for groulng and donwant season since cvapotranspiratlon dries the soil much 

more rapidly during the grOwing season. In absence of more specific Information, the 

groulng season may be assued to consist of months for tiich average air temperature 

Is 10.C or above. Wecedent precipitation fs an inadequate criterion during snoknelt, 

however, and for such events condltlon III Is always assmed (Halth and lubbs, 

1981). 

The curve naben for condition II, or CM2 are given In Table III-l. The curve 

nubers for the other two conditions, I and III respectively, can be obtalned fran 

the equations given by Hwklns (1978): 

CNl . CM2/(2.334-0.01334(3)(2) (III-6) 

CN3 l ClW(O.4036 + 0.0059CN2) (III-7) 

TABLE III-2 

ANTECEDENT MOISTURE LIMITS FOR CURVE NIMER 5ELECTION 

(Ogrosky and Mckus, 1964) 

Wecadent 
Mistwe Condltlon 

5-Oay Ihtecedent 
Preci,pitatlon 

(cm) 

Dormant Growing 
Season8 Season 

I a.3 ~3.6 

II 1.3-2.8 3.6-5.3 

III ,2.8 P5.3 

*During snowmelt, condition III is always assmed 
regardless of antecedent preclpitatlon. 
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i 
i 

EXAMPLE III-E -------i - - 

Crop1 and Runoff 

i A three-day rainstorm falls on a 30-ha soybean field durlng early August. i 
i The crop is continuously grown (no rotation) in straight rows. fhe soil is in i 
1 hydrologic group B. The relevsnt prec'3itation is as follows: i 
i Date August 1 2 3 9 5 6 7 8 9 i 
i Rain (cm) 0 0 0 0 0 3.8 5.1 0.3 0 I 
i Determine the runoff fran this storm. i 
I Solution: I 

i The crop is a row crop planted in straight rows and in poor hydrologic i 
i condition. Fran Table III-I, the curve nunber for condition 2 Is CN2 = 61 for i 

II-6 and I I 

August 6. 

is in the 

i 
soil group B. Solving Equations I 

i 
CNl = 64.6 and CN3 = 91.9. 

i 
The three-day storm bcglns on 

i 
preclpitatfon is 0; hence the soil 

i 
Thus: 

i 
CN - CNl = 64.6 

i 
and fran Equation III-b: 

i 
S = (2540/64.6) - 25.4 

= 13.9 cm. 

I-7 for CNl and CN3, we have 

[h that day, S-day antecedent 
I 

i driest antecedent moisture condition. , 

I 

I 

i 
Since precipitation exceeds initial abstraction, 0.25 = 2.78 cm, runoff occurs as 

i 
predicted by Equation 111-3: 

Q = (3.8-2.78)2/(3.8 + 0.8t13.9) ) 
I 

i 
- 0.07 cm. 

On August 7, S-day antecedent precipitation is 3.8 cm, which during the 

1 growing season corresponds to CN = CN2 = 81 (Table 111-E). Thus: 

i 5 - (2540/81) - 25.6 

i = 5.96 cm. 

i Rain exceeds 0.2s l 1.19 cm, and 

i Q - (5.1 - l.19j2/(5.1 + 0.8t5.96)) 

i - 1.55 cm. 

CN l 

the 

On the final day, S-day antecedent precipltatlon Is 3.8 + 5.1 l 8.9 cm, 

CN3 l 91.9 and 5 = 2.24 cm. Since the 0.3 cm of rain does not exceed 

Initial abstraction of 0.2 (2.24) = 0.45 cm, no runoff occurs. 

I 

! 

I 

I 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

1 
I 
I 

I 

The stem sumary Is as follows: 

Day Rainfall Runoff 
(cm) C& 

8/6 3.8 0.07 

817 5.1 1.55 

818 03 A 0 

Total 9.2 1.62 

The 1.62 cm of runoff over the 30-ha field can be converted to runoff 

volume (m3) by notlng that 1 ha n 10,000 m2, and hence 1 cm on 1 ha - 0.01 
(10,000) - 100 m3. This runoff voluae 1's 1.62(30)(100) n 4860 m3. 

This example illustrates three Important charactcrlstics of runoff: 

l Runoff Is a nonlinear function of preclpltation; i.e., runoff is not 

a constant portlon of preclpltatlon. 

l Runoff Is generally a small fractlon of preclpltation, partfcularly 

during the groulng season. 

0 Runoff is dranatlcally dependent on antecedent moisture condltlons. 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

L ----------------I END OF EXIV(PLE ~~~~2------~------~-~-~-~-----1 

3.4.2.3 Annual Runoff 

The CNE Is only applicable to fndlvldual stom events, and this Is a 1Mtatlon 

in nonpoint source studies for uhlch annual vste loads are required. In such cases 

annual runoff estimates are necessary. The only uy to produce such estimates is to 

use Equation III-3 to calculate runoff for each stofw In a year, and su the 

resultlq values for the year. If an average annual runoff Is needed, the process 

must be repeated for each of a nunber of years. The repeated use of Equation III-3 
for all storms in a multi-year period Is not dlfflcult (see for l xrple Halth and 

Tubbs, 1981). but It Is a continuous slmulatlon modeling process that can only 

be implemented on a coaputer. 

Average annual runoff for row crops has been calculated by Stewart et al. (1976) -- 
for the eastern Unltrd States. A slnulatlon -1 based on the CNE was run uslq 

lo-25 years of dally weather data frm 52 locatlons. The slmulatlon runs were based 

on straight row corn In good hydrologic condltlon on the four different toll groups. 

Fallow or bare toll conditions were assued during the spring. Msults of the 

slmulatlons are shon In Figure 111-g. The four roll groups correspond to CM2 . 67, 

78, 85 and 89. These runoff values should generally be approprlate for any POW 

crop. Runoff for situations with curve nuben falling between any tw curve nmbers 

can be deternlnd by linear lnterpolatlon. 
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(A) 

<c> 

FIGURE III-9 ~(IEAN ANNUAL Row 

c; 

(B) 

(D) 

CROP RUNOFF IN Iyc+s 
FOR SELECTED CURVE NUHBERS, A; CN2-67, 
8: CN2-78; C: CN2-85; D: CNZ-89, (1 IN 
- 2,54c~) (STEWART b &, 1976) 
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3.4.2.4 Matershed Runoff 

Runoff fron a source area such as a farmer's field or logging road Is given by 

Equation 111-3. Runoff fran an entire watershed is the sun of runoff fran all 

source areas within the watershed. If we define: 

QK 
n runoff frm source area k (cm) 

*K 
= area of source area k (ha) 

AT - total watershed area (ha) 

'K 
= fraction of watershed covered by source area k l AK/Al 

then watershed runoff Q(cm) is: 

Q = f ak Q, 

Uatershed runoff volune V(m3) 4s: 

v = loo : Ak Ok 
- 100 AT t ak & 

(111.8) 

(111-9) 

Equrtlon III-8 or III-9 require computation of runoff Q, from each 

source area. An alternative and sjmplcr procedure is to detennlne a weIghted average 

curve nunber: 

CM = I: a CNk 
k k 

( I I I-10) 

and compute watershed runoff directly fran Equatlons III-3 and III-I. In Equation 

III-10 Ct$ is the curve nuber for source area k. 

The second procedure (average curve nmber) generally produces slightly lower 

watershed runoff estimates than Equatlon III-8 due to the nonllnear nature of the 

CNE. In any case, note that watershed runoff is only one caponent of stremflow. 

Additional cmponents include groundwater discharge and point sources. 

3.4.3 Erosion and Sedlmnt 

Erosion 1s the rwwrl of soil prrtlcles by ulnd and water, and sediment is the 

particulate matter Iwhich Is carried and eventually deposlted by wind and water. (3ur 
concern here is with water pollution, and the predlctlon of sediment loads or yields 

in stremflw. Upstream eroslon of soil surfaces and stremn channels Is the source 

of streaflou sediment ylrlds. However, uatrnhed sediment yield, as measured In 

streafl ou at the outlet of the watershed, 1s generally substantially less than the 
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total upstream erosion since much of the transported sediment has been deposited 

or filtered fran the water. Near a sediment source, nearly all eroded soil becomes a 

sediment mass flux. For example the sediment yield In runoff fran a corn field is 

approximately equal to the eroded soil mass fran the field. However, as the runoff 

travels fran the field in drainage ditches and stretmn channels, portions of the 

sediment are removed, until only a fraction remains to exit the watershed. 

Erosion of the land surface by sheet and rill erosion is the major source of 

solid-phase pollutants In surface uaters, and most of this section is accordingly 

devoted to prediction of this sediment source. Although channel erosion may also be 

a signlflcant canponent of sediment yield, it is not generally considered a pollution 

hazard and will not be considered in the following dlscussion. 

3.4.3.1 The Universal Soil Loss Equation 

The Universa 

developed to pred 

areas (Wischneier 

analyses of over 1 

So11 Loss Equation (USLE) Is an empirical equation which was 

ct average annual soil loss by sheet and rill erosion from source 

and hrlth, 1978). The equrtlon, rhich was obtafned by statistical 

0,000 plot-years of erosion field research data is: 

X * 1.29 E(K)(ls)C(P) (111-11) 

where 

X = soil loss (t/ha; 1 t 9 1 tonne = 1000 kg - 2205 lb) 

E = rainfall/runoff eroslvity index (lo2 m-tonne-cm/ha-hr) 

K = soil erodibllity (t/ha per unit of E) 

IS = topographic factor 

C - cover/management factor 

P = supportlng practice factor. 

The three factors Is, C. P are dimensionless. The 1.29 i 

obtain metric units. 

5 a conversion constant to 

The USLE Is an Important canponent of loading functl ons for runoff waste loads 

because its parmeters havt bttn evaluated for a wide range of conditions and many 

important pollutants are transported on eroded soil. For exaple, most organochlorine 

pestlcldes are very strongly adsorbed to roll particles. Procedures for determining 

the LISLE parantters are prtsented In tht following subsectlons. 

3.4.3.1.1 Rainfall/Runoff Erosivlty 

Tht eroslvlty term E Is rtlattd to rainfall intensity. Averagt annual valuts 

for the United Statts have been conrputed by Wischeier and Smrth (1978) and are gjven 

in Figures III-10 and 11. The valuts of E in thtst figures are in English units 

(lo2 ft-tons-In/a+hr) and can be converted to tht metric units of Equation 

III-11 by multlplying by 1.735; f.e. E (metric) = 1.735 E (English, Figures 111-10, 
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FIGURE III-10 AVERAGE ANNUAL EROSIVITY INDICES (ENGLISH UNITS) 
FOR EASTERN UA (WISCHNEIER AND SMITH, 1978) 
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j / -1-L Wi8c”_“i’. SEA. 1976 

FIGURE III-11 AVERAGE ANNUAL EROSNITY INDICES (ENGLISH UNITS) 
FOR WESTERN US, (WISCHMEIER AND SMITH, 1978) 
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11). For example the erosivity for northern Maine is E = 1.735 (75) = 130. 

It can be seen fran Figure I II-10 that the intense rainstorms of the Southeast 

produce the hi -best levels of eroslvity in the United States. In contrast, erosivity 

in much of the western mountain region (Figure 111-11) is less than 10 percent of the 

southeast values. 

3.4.3.1.2 Soil Erodibility 

Typical values of K are given in Table III-3 as a function of soil texture and 

organic matter content. Values for specific soils are available frm local Soil and 

Mater Conserration ilistricts and state offices of the Soil Conservation Service. 

3.4.3.1.3 Topographic Factor 

The topographic factor Is, is related to the angle of slope 0 wd slope length x 

IS - 10.045~)~ (65.4 1 sin29 + 4.56 sin 9 + 0.065) 1 111-12) 

The slope angle 8 is obtained fran percent slope, s by: 

9 = tan’l(s/lOO) (111-13) 

For exaple, a slope of s * 8 percent has a slope angle of 9 = 4.6“. The exponent in 

Equation III-12 is given by b = 0.5 for f > 5, b - 0.4 for 3.5 1s 2 4.5, b = 0.3 

for I < s < 3, and b * 0.2 for s < 1 (Wischmeier and Smith, 1978). - - 
Research data support Equation III-12 for x 2 100 m an0 s 1 18. although in 

practice it is often applied beyond these limits. 

3.4.3.1.4 CovtrlManagccmnt Factor 

The cover/management factor C describes the protection of the soil surface by 

plant canopy, crop residues, mulches, etc. The maximum C value is 1.0, corresponding 

to no protection. Cropland C values change dramatically during the year in response 

to planting operations. l -JJ growth and harvest. Although C values have been dt- 

ttmlntd for each of these stages (Wischntitr and Smith, 1978). generalized annual 

values such as those glvtn in Table III-4 are more suitable for loading functfons. 

Wischntitr and hith (1978) have also developed C factors for construction 

sites; pasture, range and idle land; undisturbed forests; and mechanically prepared 

wodland si tts. These C values are given in Tables III-5 through III-8. Note that 

cover factors art so small for undisturbed forest and pasture or range with good 

ground cover that these erosion sources can generally be neglected in water quality 

studies. 
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TABLE III-3 

SOIL EROOIBILITY, K 

(Stewart et al, 1975) -- 

Texture Organic Hatter 

0.52 2% ‘42 

sdnd 

Fine sand 

Very fine sand 

Lomy sand 

Loay fine sand 

Loamy very fine sand 

Sandy loam 

Fine sandy loan 

Very fine sandy lam 

Loam 

Silt loan 

Silt 

Sandy clay loan 

Clay loam 

Silty clay lam 

Sandy clay 

Silty clay 

Clay 

0.05 

0.16 

0.42 

0.12 

0.24 

0.44 

0.27 

0.35 

0.47 

0.38 

0.48 

0.60 

0.27 

0.28 

0.37 

0.14 

0.25 

0.03 

0.14 

0.36 

0.10 

0.20 

0.38 

0.24 

0.30 

0.41 

0.34 

0.42 

0.52 

0.25 

0.25 

0.32 

0.13 

0.23 

0.13-0.29 

0.02 

0.14 

0.28 

0.08 

0.16 

0.30 

0.19 

0.24 

0.33 

0.29 

0.33 

0.42 

0.21 

0.21 

0.26 

0.12 

0.19 
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TABLE I II-4 

EMERALIZED VALUES W THE COVER AN0 HAHAGEHENT FACTOR, C, 

IN THE 37 STATES EAST OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS (Stewart tt al e-9 1975) 

C. RdR. fall TP. conr (I b 0 s4 0 62 
C. RdR. sprm) TP. conr t I b JO SV 
C. RdL lrll TP. con\ t 1 b 42 52 
C. RdR. *I wcdmg. rprtnl TP. Lonr (I I 40 4Y 
C. Rd L. aandtn:. spr~r TP. cow t I 8 3u 48 

C. lrll bred rcalk~. .hwl pl 4th30% ,L II) I9 
C.C,C-W-M. RdL TP lor C. dmlr lor W 15, I7 
(. RdL alp 1111 ro* Lanes. JJ-40% rk tl ) 16 
C-C-C-u-M-M. RdL TP for (. dtrk IO( Y c6r I4 
C-C.U-Y. RdL. TP for (, Jtsk for U 14) I2 

C. fall shred. no-till pl. 70-50’ rr t I I 
C.C.U.U-M. RdL TP tar C. JIA tor W (5, 

C.C.C.U-M. RdL noall pl 1J (L 3rd C (5) 

C-C-U.U. RdL. no.tall pl :d t 14) 
c no-tIllpI ul..&whut.9@‘0r r\ ,I, 

C.C.C.W-U-M. net111 1’1 ?d & trd Clbl 
C U.M. RdL TPfor C. d& t(w W 0) 
C-C.U-M-H. RdL ne11ll PI 2d C-t51 

C.b- W.W. KdL. TP for C. diti for Y 11) 
C-N-W-MM. RdL TPfor C. do\). IOI W (5) 
C. n*Idl pl a r-k wd. 9$8(y4 IC t I ) 

3s 
31 
24 
3l 
!U 

Ml 
OSS 
051 

u39 UfJ 
032 061 
017 051 

IN 
I4 

13 
II 
14 

I I 

095 

094 

COTTOh’ 
21 (‘ot. ronv 4 Urrtcrn Plan> 1 t I 1 u.42 0 49 
28 Cot. convfbulh)4l) 34 40 

M~AlmW 
29 Lrru & bumr ml\ 

30 Alfalfa. klgcdcia a Srrwu 
II Swwl ‘ lorcc 

043 0 5) 
II II 
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TABLE III-4 (Continued) 

LlJli 
n0 

Crolt. rot~tron. and mrrugemcnt ’ 
Nh wld 

c wrhlc 

SOYU 4NS’ 
34 B. RIL sprtnfi TP. con+ t 1) 

35 C-B. TP manuals>. conr I ?r 

!b 8. nettll pi 

3’ C-0. no-ttii pi, fall shred C rtJkr t 21 

0 4b 0 s4 
43 JI 
‘1 2.8 
18 2’ w 

a IlkAT 
30 %.I fail TPrltcr Y I?, 0 JS 
39 W-i stubbic m&h. JO0 Ihs II (2) 32 

40 U.k. s~ubbk mulch. ICOO lb) rc 42) 21 

II 
0,’ 

Sptq N RIL. Scpc TP. .on* oh & 5 lhk) (1) 
Ytntcr Is, RdL. Aq TP. COII~ O;rn0 t 1) 

.23 
19 

43 Sprrq U, btubbk mulch. 750 Ibs rc I 1 ) I5 
44 Sprmg B. stubbk mulrh. IZSO Ibc rr t 1) 12 

45 W-tnkr W. stubble mulch. 750 Ibs rc 11) .ii 
4b Umtcr U. ttubbk mukIt. I JSO ibs rc (I I IO 

A’ N-Y. ionr 12) 054 

48 *-M.M. con* 0) .036 

49 u.W-M-M. con* (4) ,021 

’ Thor tabk II tar ~llu~rt~vr purprr onl) end II not a compktc Is! of ctopptq systems ot ptent~i prxt~c& Vllua of C dtfter 

vrth rrmfrll pattern rnd piantmg dates. These ~cnerritzcd vriues show rpproxtmrtcly the rciat~ve crowo~ccdu~a# effecl~wmo of 

r~tous crop systems, bul k~rt~onaiiy dcrtwd C vaiucs should be urd for conscratvort plrnnr~ at the fiiid kvd. Tab&s of local 

slucs UC rwIabic from the Sod Conuralton Scn~cc. 
2 Hqh krcl IS e\cmpJrcd by lon#avm yrU rvcrqcr greater than 15 bu. corn or 3 tons prrtrnd-kgume hay. ot colt&n manap 

mcnt rhat rquluiy ptovtdcs govd wndt rnd uowh. 
3 Numbers m rwrnlhcscs utd~r~tc number of years tn Ihe tolwon cyck No (1 )dcsgtuter~ continuous onc-rrop ly%tcm 

’ r.raln w&hum. soybernr or iotlon may bc subsbstrtuled for corn tn ha 12. 14. 15. 17.19. 21-25 10 csltmJlc c dutl for rod. 
bard routK)nL 
Abbcrrutloru dcttncd 

B . soybeans F . friiow 

C . born M -pus& kpme hay 
c-k . chemtcaiiy Lolled pl - phnt 
conr - con*entionai W -what 
cot collon WC - mn icr cover 

ibs rc . pounds of crop residue per acre rcman~ctg on surfaa after now crop wdu18 
0 IC . percentage of to11 surfwe coveted by rendue mukh rflrf ww UOP edma 
t@SO% rc - 701 covet for C *Abcr n Tmt column: 5W lor Ycund column 

RdR . rcstducs (corn stow. Mfaw. clc. 1 retnond or bud 
RdL - rii rruducs ieft on heid (on surfwe or mcorporrted) 
TP . rum pIowd (uppa J ot more wher of aai nnncd. ~~wnn# rcaduw 
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TABLE I I I-5 

C FACTOR VALllES FOR CONSTRUCTION SITES 

(Wirctme~cr and Smith, 1978)1 

Nor. 
kror u hoy, 

tied down b 
l ndwing and 
locking 

eq”ipm”r3 

00. 

crushed o*ooo, 
u to 1% in 

00. 

wood chipa 

00. 

00. 

row ,” wt. 

0 
1.0 

1.0 

I3 
13 

2.0 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

2.0 
1.0 
2.0 

135 
125 
Ia5 

Ill 
240 

240 
240 

7 

7 

12 

12 

12 
2s 

23 
23 

29 

cwemll 
Oil 

I.5 

610 

l-5 
610 
1-J 

610 
II-IS 

14-20 
21.23 
26.11 
34-50 

<I6 
16.20 

2143 
34-50 

<2r 

2131 
34-u) 
<16 

1620 
<lb 

lb20 
2133 

<I6 

luo 
2131 

ICSO 

1.0 
0.20 

.20 

.12 

.12 
.06 
.06 

.07 
.I1 

.14 

.lf 

.2u 

.OS 

.OS 

.os 
45 

.02 

.02 

.02 

.w 

.08 

.05 

.os 

.OS 
42 

.a2 

.02 

.02 

PC 
- 

200 
loo 

Jo0 
150 
400 
200 
IS0 
100 

7s 
50 
35 

m 
ls0 
100 

75 

300 

100 
150 

75 
50 

1SO 

loo 
7s 

200 
150 

100 

7s 
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TABLE III-6 

C FACTOR VALlfS FOR PERMANENT PASTURE, RANGE AN0 IDLE LAN0 

(Wischncler and Smith, 1978)1 

No l pprociablo 

“-PY 

loll rods u 7S 
short brush 

with owrog. 
drop toll height 50 

of 20 in 

75 

Approtiobb brush 25 

or burhos, with 

evrog~ drop loll 

height of 6% It SO 

73 

Irow but no 26 
oppreciobk low 
brurh. Awroge 
drop foil boight 50 

l f I3 It 

7s 

0.43 0.20 0.10 0.042 0.011 0.003 
43 .24 .I5 391 342 .Oll 

.36 .17 .09 .OJI .011 .ooJ 
34 30 .I3 .OOJ -041 .Oll 

16 .I1 .07 .a5 .012 .m2 
a .I6 .ll .076 .OJQ .Oll 

.I7 .lO .06 .032 .Oll .OOJ 

.I7 .12 .09 .066 .021 .OlI 

A0 .18 .09 .04 .013 .ooJ 
.40 12 .I4 .087 ,042 .Oll 

34 .16 .OO 321 .OlZ .002 

.I4 .I9 .13 .012 .041 .Oll 

.28 .I4 .08 .026 .012 403 

.28 .I7 .I2 .oto .040 .Oll 

.42 .I9 .I0 .041 .ot3 .ooJ 

.42 .23 .I4 .069 ,042 .Ol 1 

39 .I8 .oQ .040 .013 .003 
39 .fl .14 .wt 342 .Oll 

36 .I7 .09 .a9 .Olf .a 
36 .20 .I2 .014 .04l .Oll 

lnmIktodC V&OS l SSYM tkt tk vqototiem l ad nukh ore 

rondoafy dbtributod over tk l atfro m. 

2Conopy bight ir noowrrd u tba owrqa 1011 hoi& of wokr 

dropa falling from the mnopy to tba 9round. Canopy effect in in- 

nrrefy proportiorol IO drop foil height and il no&ibk If fell 

hoiQht l aend1 31 ft. 
3?ortion of totol-omo wrfuo tlut would ba hiddon from riou by 

canopy in l vwticol pt+ctim (o bird’reyo Au). 

4G: cover l t sutfuo k yau, ~romliko plonk. decoying cow 

poctod duff, Y littw l t bort 2 in dq. 
W: c-w l t aurfuo it y1tly broadleaf hwbocnwt plonk (0a 

roodr with little Iotuokoo~ rohwk nou tbo wrfoco) u 

undwoyd r&duos 01 both. 
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TA6LE III-7 

C FACTOR VALUES FOR lMOISTUR8ED FOREST LAND 

(Wischneler and Smith, 1978) 

Percent of Area Percent of Area 
Covered by Canopy Covered by 

of Trees and Duff (lttter) at 
Undergrowth least 5 an deep 

Factor 
C 

loo-75 100-90 0.0001-0.001 

70-45 85-75 0.002-0.004 

40-20 70-40 0.003-O .009 

3.4.3.1.5 Supporting Practice Factor 

The supporting practice factor P measures the effect of traditional soil conser- 

vation practices on cropland erosion. Values of the P factor are given in Table 

II I-9. Note that trro different types of practice factors apply to terracing. For 

exanple, for a dou;le terrace (n-2) on a 6 percent slope, P = 0.5/q n 0.35. The 

value indicates the amount of erosion fran the soil surface. However, approximately 

80 percent of the eroded soil is trapped in the terraces channel and does not leave 

the source area. Htnce, for purposes of estimating nonpoint source loads, the 

practice factor Is 0.2(0.35) - 0.07. 

3.4.3.2 Single Event Erosion Estimates 

Although the USLE was developed for average annual erosion estimates, nonpoint 

source studies often rquire waste loads for specific stern events. When this is the 

case, the eroslvfty term E In Equation III-11 must be detefWned for the stonns in 

question. Three different methods may be used to obtain these erosivfties. 

Method 1: Oirect computation fron, rainfall intensities. 

The most analytical approach involves the use of rainfall Intensity data di- 

rectly to cmputt storm kinetic energy and raxfnm Intensltier. This procedure, as 

descrfbed in Hischeier and Smith (1978) is generally too cuabersaae for screening 

studies. 

Method 2: Design storms. 

Uischeier and Smith (1978) have analyzed rainfall data throughout the Unittd 

States to determine frquencies of E values. the results are given in Table 111-10, 

and may be used to determine the soil erosion associated with storms of various 
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TA8LE 111-8 

C FACTOR VALUES FOR IECHANICALL~ PREPARED WOODW4D SITES 

(Ui sctneier and Sni th, 1978) 

,urlmro corwod by rotldur In CO~IOCI wRh the 

rorc0nI 
Dihd. had, 

or b.dd.d’ Noa* 0.51 0.20 

10 33 .IS 

30 34 .I1 

40 .I? .II 

60 .II .oo 

80 .QS .Q4 

hard 5 . . Now 2s .I0 

IO 21 .!O 
10 .I9 .I0 

40 .I4 .09 

4Q 48 .04 

DO .04 .04 

bum th.pp.ds None .I( .07 

IO .lJ .O? 

20 .I2 ,ti 

40 .09 .M 

40 .04 .05 

#O 43 .OJ 

0.72 0.27 0.85 0.12 0.94 0.36 

.44 .ra 

34 .I7 

23 .I4 
.I5 .lI 

-07 .Qb 

.16 .I0 

24 .I0 

.I9 .I0 

.I4 .09 

.09 .QI 

.a5 34 
.I7 .Of 

.I6 .Of 

.I? .Od 

49 .Ob 

.Qb .05 

.OJ .03 

34 24 
.40 20 
.I1 .I7 

.I@ .I4 

.09 .Q8 

.Jl .I? 

.16 .II 

.I1 .II 

.I5 .09 

.I0 -08 

.05 .04 

20 .08 

.I? .OD 

.I4 .01 

.I0 .Q6 

.Of .05 

.03 .03 

.6Q .Y& 

.44 .I2 

30 .I9’ 

30 .I5 

.I0 .09 

.45 .I? 

.34 ,lb 

.lY .I4 

.I7 .II 

.I1 .01 

‘06 35 

29 .II 

23 .to 

.I8 49 

.II ,07 

.O? .05 
.04 ,04 
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TABLE II I-9 

PRACTICE FACTORS (P) USED IN UNIVERSAL SOIL LOSS EQUATION 

(Stewart et al, 1975) -- 

hrcricc 1.1-2 2.1-7 7.1-12 12.1-11 Jt.J-24 

Conlourlllg lP,I 0.60 0.50 0.60 O.tO 0.90 

Contout Cro~qnn~ 

R.R.M:-M stt15 

(P,) 

0.30 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.45 
R-W-M-U 0.30 0.X 0.30 0.40 0.45 
R-R-V-M 0.45 0.3t 0.4s 0.60 0.68 
R-W 0.52 0.44 0.52 0.70 0.90 
R-o 0.60 0.50 0.60 O.tO 0.90 

Contour hshnp or t~dgc pbntag 

(Pcl) 

Contour tcrrrrm~ t&b2 

0.30 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.45 

'0.66 0.516 0.66 0. llILl;;- 0.94 

No lupport prurlcc 1 .o 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1 R l towcrop. W l fM+ctded &ram. 0 . rprmg-seeded yam. ht w meadow. The crops arc qown m t0laI~on and so rttrn)rd on 
the fuld thal touaop uttps an always eprrwd by 8 meadow ot wtntrt-grtn nttp. 

2 These PI r~lues ~l:maw Ihr rmounl of sod eroded IO thr trttrcr rrunnclr and J~C uxd for conservation plrnnrnr For prrdvtron 

of off44d udtmrnr. the PI 4ucr are mulrtpkd by 0.2. 

3n n numhct of rpptortmatdy equal-lcryth intrnrls into which the Srld slope is divided by the tcrtaccL TiIlqc oprrrtlonr must 
k prrrllcl 10 Ike ~crrac~s. 

return periods. Note thrt the English units E values given In Table III-10 must be 

multiplied by 1.735 to obtain the metric E used In Equation 111-11. 

Method 3: Erosivltlrs fra dally ralnfall data. 

RIchardson et al. (1983) developed a rcgrasslon equatlon for eroslvity based on -e 
dally rainfall data. Converting their results to the units of E In Equatlon 111-11, 

the expected values of E for a dally ralnfall R (cm) is: 

E = 6.46a Rlv81 (111-14) 

The coefflclent'ga' varies with locatlon and season. Richardson et al. (1983) -- 
detemlned cool reason (October-Uarch) and warm season (April-September) cocfflctentr 

for the locations shown fn Figure 111-12. 
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TABLE III-10 

EXPECTED MAGNITUDES Of SINGLE-STORH EROSIVITY INDICES (EMGLISH UNITS) 

(WiSChneief dnd Smith, 1978) 

.............. 
MI* .................. 
yr*- ............. 

Uwu*r 
fH sod* ............... 
Lhk ark ............... 
MamooJn)(er .......... 
T*mukm ............... 

cdu~l 
IJ 8lua ................ 
ba bie ObLw .......... 

cm&m&l 
Akrr ................... 

.................. 
Svb~U ............... 

C-W 
l48dY4 ................. 
l&r morn ............. 

OLuda d - ........ 
flauml 

AmduhkA ............. 
JULw(lk ............. 

................... 
h-4-a 

.................. 
dk ................. 
CdW@kr ................ 

.................. 
L-- ............... 
WUkhel no ............. 

IllrnAa 
cd* .................. 
chkww ................. 
mrw SoAu .......... 

.................. 

.................. 
srcyadd ............... 

8vwwllh ............... 
Id w*vu .............. 
I-' ............. 
smulh u .............. 
rw . .............. 

krr* 
@r(Scr ....... ....... 
chuw Clcr ............. 
cIubJm ................ 
ma* JhhDr .............. 

................ 
8rbrdl Ckr ............ 
saw CrT .............. 

u 
n 

u 

4 
41 

n 
il 

la 
II 

n 
I? 
a1 

t7 
n 
n 

14 
in 
IU 

1X 
II 
n 

IX 

a 
n 

II 
88 

IIY 

u 
86 

\a 

x4 
lot 
an 

11¶ 
81 

131 
la 
m 
1YO 

IU 
161 
141 
114 
H 
84 

?I 
Y 
?S 
n 
84 

n 
8s 
W 
n 

111 
IO1 
IU 

170 
181 
1n 

IU 
111 
W 
IU 

U 

n 

111 
127 
II 

w 
la 
1Y 

m 
234 
a 

Is4 
118 
1s) 
14 
il 
IA2 

rn 
1s 
130 
IU 
(1 

1*7 

84 
U 
80 

111 
11) 

81 
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TABLE III-10 (Continued) 
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FIGURE II I-12 VALUES OF "A" FOR EOUATION I II-14 
(RICHARDSON u &, 1983) 
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When cropland croslon tstlmates are made for single stonn events, the cover/ 

managenent factor should In principle be selected for the crop stage corresponding to 

the time of year in which the storm occurs. The procedures for estimating seasonal 

C values as described in Wlschneier and Smith (1978) require crop developnent In- 

fotmatlon which is usually not available in screening studies, and hence the annual C 

values given In Table III-4 are often used for single event estimates. 

r’---‘-‘---‘-‘-‘-‘-‘- EXAMPLE III-3 -‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-‘--, 
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So11 Erosion Computations 

Compare annual sol1 erosion values in central Michigan and southern Louisiana 

for a corn field with the following characteristics: 

0 5011: silt loa, 4X organic matter 

l Slope: 6%. 100 m length 

0 Moderate productivity, residues left, fall turn-plomd 

conventional management 

for both locations. determine annual sol1 erosion with no conservation practjces 

and with contouring. 

Solution: 

Sol1 erosion Is determined by Equatlon 111-11: 

X - 1.29 E (K) (Is) C (P) 

From Figure 111-10, l roslvlties (In English units) for the two locatfons are 

approximately 100 (Hlchlgan) and 500 (Loufsfana). kltlplylng by the metric 

conversion 1.735, we have E l 174 and 868. Other parameters are: 

K - 0.33 (Table 111-3) 

C - 0.52 (Table 111-4, line 3). 

From Table 111-9, P = 0.5 for contourIng and 1.0 with no practices. 

The 6 percent slope corresponds to 8 - tan‘l(0.06) - 3.43O (Equatlon 

111-13) and the 1s factor fram Equatlon III-12 is: 

1s = [o.04s(loo)3°*5 (65.41 sln2 3.43 + 4.56 sin 3.43 + 0.065) 

* 1.21. 

Thus 1.29 (K)(ls)C(P) - 0.268 without contourfng and 0.134 with contouring. 

Sol1 eroslon for the tw locatlons and practices: 

No practice Contouring 

Mchlgan 46.6 t/ha 23.3 t/ha 

Louisiana 232.6 t/ha 116.3 t/ha 

i 
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1 _-_-_-_-_-_------- END OF EXAMPLE III-3 -s-s-e---------m-m-- J 
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3.4.3.3 Watershed Sediment Yield 

3.4.3.3.1 Annual Yields 

Watershed sediment yield due to surface eroslon is: 

' = 'd f 'k Ak ( I I I-15) 

where 

Y = annual sediment yield (tonneslyr) 

'k 
= erosion from source area k as given by Equatlon III-11 (t/ha) 

Ak 
- area of source area k (ha) 

'd 
- watershed sediment delivery ratio. 

The sediment dellvery ratio S, Is a factor which accounts for the attenuation 

of sediment through deoosltion and filterlng as It travels fran source areas to the 

watershed outlet. Although a number of djfferent relatlonsh1ps have been proposed 

for Sd, the simple function of watershed dralnage area given in Figure III-13 

remafns the most generally accepted procedure. 

3.4.3.3.2 Seasonal Yields 

Equation III-15 Is appropriate for annual sediment yields and should not be 

used to determine event or seasonal watershed sediment yields. Large watershed 

sediment yields often do not coincide with major erosion perdods. For exiBnple, in 

the eastern united States, most soil erosion Is caused by late spring and sunncr 

Intense rainstorms, but most sedrment discharge occurs during late winter and early 

spring runoff. The reason for thts Is that runoff during erosive periods is often 

InsuffIcient to transport eroded soil far fran a source area. Subsequent large 

events 'flush" portlons of the accumulated sediment fran the watershed drainage 

network. 

Although general procedures are not avallable for estlmatdng seasonal sediment 

yields, the following approach produced satisfactory results for an 850 km2 

watershed in upstate New York (Haith et al., 1984). -- 

1.2 
Sediment yield In month m, Ym (tonnes), Is assuned to be proportional to 

Qn where g, Is the watershed runoff (cm) during month m. The annual 

sediment yield Y, as given In Equation 111-15, Is likewise proportlonal to QT, 

there 

QT = 2, $02 (111.16) 
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FIGURE III-13 SEDIMENT DELIVERY RATIO As A FUNCTION OF 
WATERSHED DRAINAGE AREA (VANON I, 1975) 

Thus : 

'n/Y - <02/QT 

or 

Ym - Q)' Y/QT (I 11-17) 

Equation III-17 was used to estimate monthly sediment yields over a 2Wonth 

perlod for the 850 b2 Mest Branch Delaware River 8asln In upstate Mew York. 

Comparisons with measured sediment yields indicated that the estimated mean monthly 

sediment yield was withln 12 percent of the observed value. Based on correlations 

between monthly estimated and observed sediments yields, Equatlon I II-17 explained 92 

percent of the observed monthly varlatlons (Hlth et al., 1984). -- 

3.4.4 Chemical Loading Functions for Rural Runoff 

As suggested In kctlon 3.4.1, loading functions for rural runoff are equations 

that multiply dissolved and solid-phase pollutant concentrations by value or mass 

fluxes of runoff uater or sediment, respectively (Equations III-1 and 111-2). 

Procedures for calculating runoff and sediment yield were described In Sections 3.4.2 

and 3.4.3. It now remains to outline procedures for detennlnlnq pollutant concen- 

trations In runoff and sedlnent. 
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The principal pollutants in rural runoff are nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus), 

heavy metals and synthetic organic pesticides. Although most of these chemicals have 

both solid and dissolved phases it Is convenient to divide them into three categories, 

based on their main transport phase in runoff: 

0 Solid phase; chemicals which are strongly associated with sediment. 

a Oissolved phase; chemicals which are dissolved in runoff. 

l Distributed phase; slgnlficant chemical quantities are transported in 

both solid-phase and dissolved forms. 

Loading functions for the first two c. .egories are straightforward; empirical esti- 

mates are used for the chemical concentrations. Runoff of distributed-phase chemi- 

cals is more difficult to model since dissolved and solid-phase concentrations are 

influenced by adsorption equillbriun phenomena. 

Solid-phase chenicals include organic nitrogen, particulate phosphorus and heavy 

metals. The assigmtent of metals to this category is arbitrary, since dissolved 

forms are often present under acidic conditions. However, it Is assuned here that 

the primary sources of metals in rural runoff are metal-based pesticides which are 

tightly bound to soil particles (Ueber, 1975). 

The dissolved chemical group includes only inoqanic nitrogen and soluble 

phosphorus. Inorganic nitrogen in drainage is mostly nltrate-nitrogen, and this ion 

does not adsorb to soil particles. Phosphorus Is a special case. Host phosphorus in 

runoff is solid-phase, but dissolved phosphorus is directly avail‘able to plants and 

algae and hence cannot be neglected in eutrophication studies. The loading functions 

for solid-phase and dissolved phosphorus are operational means of describing cwlex 

sol1 chenistry. There is a continuous set of reactions that relate flxed, adsorbed 

and soluble phosphorus forms. Al t 

and Crawford, 1976; Knisel, 1980; 

simple nor especially accurate. 

hough It Is possible to model this behavior (Oonigian 

Tubbs and ttaith, 1981). such models are neither 

Distributed-phase chemicals I nclude most organic pesticides. Models for runoff 

of these chenlcals are considerab 1% y more complex than the solld-phase and dissolved 

chenlcal loading functions. Indeed, the term "loading function" Is used advisedly, 

since models of these adsorbed chalcals are cmparable to the continuous simulation 

models discussed In Sectlon 3.3. 

3.4.4.1 Loading Functions for Splld-Phase Chemicals (Organic Nltroqen, Particulate 

Phosphorus, Heavy Metals) 

The loadlq function for solid-phase chemicals in runoff fran a source 

area is: 

LS * 0.001 Cs X (111-18) 
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where 

LS * solid-phase chemical load In runoff (kg/ha) 

cs - concentration of chemical in eroded soil (sediment) (mg/kg) 

x * soil loss (t/ha). 

The ‘0.001” in Equation III-18 is a dimensional conversion constant. Soil loss is 

given by the universal So11 Loss Equation (Equatfon 111-11) on either an annual or 

single event basis. In determining a source area's contribution to watershed chanical 

loading, LS must be modffled by a sediment delivery ratio (Section 3.4.4.1.2). 

Equatfon III-18 fs often considered to be an estimate of total chemical load 

rather than just the solid-phase portion. The assunptlon Is essentially correct for 

heavy metals since they are tightly bound to soil particles. lbreover since most 

sol1 nitrogen is in the solid-phase organic form and most roll phosphorus Is partic- 

ulate, solid-phase nutrient loads will generally be a very large portion of total 

loads. 

3.4.4.1.1 Solld-Phase Chcnfcal Concentrations 

The concentration Cs 1s z?st determined by direct measurement. Samples 

may be taken of sediment depositions in fields and drainage ditches. These SapleS 

are subsequently analyzed for total concentrations of heavy metals, organic nitrogen 

or particulate phosphorus in the scdfment. Streaflou suspended solids s&nples fn 

rural watersheds free of point sources and urban drainage may also be used. Ilhen 

sedfment sixnpling is fnfeasfble, procedures descrfbed in the following subsections 

may be used to obtain approximate concentration estfnates. 

3.4.4.1.1.1 Organic Nitrogen and Particulate Phosphorus 

Nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations In eroded soil are generally larger than 

canparable concentrations in uneroded or In situ ~011. This Is due to the selective -- 
nature of the erosion process. Lighter organic matter and clay particles are more 

readlly eroded than heavier sand and silt. Since nutrients tend to be associated 

with these light particles, sediment is 'enrIched" with nutrients capared to the 

roll fran which It orfglnates. A sediment nutrient concentration can thus be related 

to the canparable concentration In soil by an enrichment ratio: 

Cs - en Cl ( I I I-19) 

where 

en - nutrlent enrfc~ent ratio 

Cl - nutrient concentration In In situ soil (mg/kg). e- 
Soil nutrient concentrations are s-tines avallable fra soil surveys or 

utenslon specfalists. Mtrogen concentrations may be fnferred from soil organic 
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matter percentages by assuming that organic matter is 5 percent nitrogen (Brady, 

1974). Thus, for nitrogen Ci o 0.05(X OM/100)106 = 500 (X OH). where % OH is 

percent organic matter in the soil. 

Very rough estimates of soil nutrient concentrations can be obtained from the 

general maps shove in Figures III-14 and 15. Figure III-15 indicates soil content of 

P205 which Is 44 percent phosphorus. To use Figures III-14 and 15, we note 

that 1% - 10,000 mg/kg, and hence for 

Nitrogen: Cl = (X N)lO' 

Phosphorus: Cl * 0.44 (x P205)I04. 

Although these nutrient concentrations are for total nitrogen and phosphorus, 

they may be used for organic nitrogen and particulate phosphorus since these nutrient 

forms are so dominant in the soil. 

FCltrfent enrichnent ratios are in principle event-specific, since they are 

related to the degree of erosion which occurs during a stonn. With very small 

storms, only the finest soil particles are eroded, and the enrichnent ratio is high. 

Conversely, large storms erode all soil particles, and the enrichnent ratio approaches 

one. Bared on analyses of many field studies of nutrient transport, Menzel (1980) 

suggested the relationship: 

en l 7.39/Sedog2 (111-20) 

in which Sed is the sediment discharge (kg/ha) during the storm event. Equation 

III-20 gives values of en ranging fran 2.94 at Sed = 100 kg/ha to 1.35 at 

Sed * 5000 kg/ha. 

Equation III-20 can be used directly for single storm loading estimates by 

letting Sed - 1000 X, since the units of soil loss X are tonnes/ha. The equation is 

not sultable for annual loads. For these loads, a midrange value of en l 2.0 is 

appropriate (Haith and Tubbs, 1981). In sunmary: 

( 

2.0 for annual loads 
en - 

7.39/(1000 X)O02 for single event 

For very large soil losses (X B 22 t/ha), Equation III-21 

event. When this occurs, en should be set equal to 1.0. 

3.4.4.1.1.2 Heavy Metals 

The U.S. GLologlcal Survey has analyzed sol1 smples 

loads 
(111-21) 

will give en < 1.0 for an 

fran 863 sites in 

the United States for heavy metals, The results, as sunmarf zed by McElroy et al. -- 
(1976), are given in Table 111-11. These concentrations may be used directly as Cs 

in Equation III-18 since 1 ppm - 1 mq/kg, and It may be assuned that no metals 

l nrfchnent of sediment occurs (WElroy et al., 1976). -- 
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FIGURE III-14 NITROGEN IN SURFACE FOOT OF SOIL (PARKER, ET h, 1946) 

FIGURE III-15 PHOSPHORUS (AS PzO5) IN THE SURFACE FOOT OF SOIL 
(NOTE: P2O5 Is 44% PHOSPHORUS) (PARKER a h, 1946) 
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TABLE II I-11 

HEAVY METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN SURFICIAL MATERIALS IN THE UNITED STATES 

(McElroy et al. 1976) -- 

Element 
Avcrrgc 

Als!!L 

Arsenic -- 

BIriUm 554 
Cadmium -e 
Cct lunl 86 
Chromium 53 
Cobr 1 t 10 
coppc r 25 
Iron 25,000 
C~lliUm 19 
Cctmrnium -- 

Cold m- 
Hafntum w- 
Indlun e- 
LJnthJnUm 41 
Lead 20 
HJltgJlIJJ8 560 
Holybdenum C3 
Neodymium 45 
Nickel 20 
Niobium 13 
PJllJdtUm w- 
Platinum -- 
Rhcnlrtm a- 
Scandtum 10 
Strontium 240 
TJntJlUJl m- 
Tellurium ms 
The 11 ium m- 
Thorium mw 
Titanium 3,000 
Urrnium ww 

Venrdiua 76 
Ytterbium G 
Y ttrlun 29 
Zinc 5b 
21 rconlua 240 

total 30,099 

Arithmetic JnJlYsir 

RJnge 

leE!!l 

Contcrmlnous 
u. s. 

(ppm) 

< 1,000 es 
15-5,000 430 
< 20 -- 
< 150-300 75 
l-1,500 37 
< 3-70 7 
< l-300 18 
loo-100,000 18,000 
< 5-70 14 
< 10 Me 

< 20 w- 
< 100 MS 
< 10 -a 
< M-200 34 
< 10-700 16 
< l-7,000 340 
< 3-7 -- 
< 70-300 39 
e 5-700 14 
c 10-100 12 
< I se 
c 10 -- 
< 30 -- 

( 5-50 8 
( s-3,000 120 
< 200 a- 
< 2,000 s- 

< 50 w- 
< 200 -- 
300-15,000 2,500 
< 500 SW 

< 7-500 56 
* l-50 3 
4 10-200 26 
c 25-2.000 Icb 
< lo-2,000 200 

Ccomctrlc mcJns 

21,991 

West of 97th 
meridian 

(ppm) 

&JSt of 97th 

meridian 
(ppm) 

-s -e 
560 300 

w- VW 
74 78 
38 36 

8 7 
21 14 

20) 000 15,000 
18 10 
-- me 
SW SW 
SW se 
se -- 

35 33 
18 14 

389 285 
-- se 
36 hlc 
16 13 
II 13 
ss -- 
-a es 
Be s- 

9 7 
210 51 

we mm 
m- em 
se ws 
ew ms 

2,100 3,000 
wm wm 

66 46 
3 3 

25 23 
51 36 

170 250 

23,858 19,263 

Note: "--n indicrter all J~J~~JJJ rhoved l leant to be brlou detectrble liritr. 
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3.4.4.1.2 Watershed Loads of Solid-Phase Chemicals 

The annual watershed load of a solid-phase chemical in rural runoff is the sun 

of the attenuated runoff loads fran all source areas in the watershed. Since these 

chemicals travel with sediment, attenuation (i.e., transport loss) is described by 

the sediment delivery ratio, Sd: 

WLS = ‘d t Lsk % 

= 0.001 Sd ; CSk Xk Ak 

(111.22) 

where 

WLS = annual watershed solid-phase chanical load in rural runoff (kglyr) 

LSk 
I solid-phase chrmfcal load in runoff frm source area k (kg/ha) 

+c = area of source area k (ha) 

&k = solid-phase chemical concentration in eroded soil (sediment) fran 

source k (mg/kg) 

'k = soil loss fran source area k (t/ha). 

Single event loads cannot be estlmated by Equatlon III-22 due to the sediment 

transport variatlons discussed in Section 3.4.3.3.2. However, seasonal loads may bc 

calculated by assunlng them to be proportional to seasonal sediment yields. From 

Equation 111-17. we know that the ratio of monthly watershed sediment yield Y, 

to annual yield V is: 

Y,/Y = t’2/QT (111.17) 

where s is watershed runoff in month m(cm) and Qf is given by Equation 111-16. 

Thus if YLS is the annual chemfcal load given by Equation 111-22, then WLS,, 

the load (kg) In month II, 1s: 

YLSm = (Ym/WLS ( I I I-23) 

In many uaterrheds, the concontratlon of a chmlcal In sdlment is relatively 

unlforn, and hence Csk the same for all source areas. For this case, Equation 

III-23 reduces to: 

ULC - (YJY) 0.001 Sd cs f xk $ 

9 (YJY) 0.001 cs Y 

Of 

ns, l 0.001 cs Ym (ItI-24) 



Thus when soil chemical concentrations are unffomi, monthly chemical loads can be 

obtained directly from monthly sediment loads. 

I---e-m-----e-e-e--- EXAMPLE III-4 -----------_---_-.__--- 
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Watershed Sediment and Phosphorus Loads 

The West Branch Delaware River is an 85,000 ha watershed in south-central New 

York that drains into Cannonsvflle Reservoir. Soil erosion is a major phosphorus 

source to the reservoir. Major land uses contributing erosion are as follows: 

Land Use (ha) Area Mean K(ls)CP 

Corn 3,430 0.214 

MY 13.085 0.012 

Pasture 5,093 0.016 

Inactive Agricultural 3,681 0.017 

Logging Roads 20 0.217 
Determine: 

a) Average annual sediment yield (tonnes/yr) 

b) Average annual solid-phase phosphorus input to the reservoir (kglyr) 

Solution: 

a) Average annual sediment yield is given by Equations III-15 and III-11: 

' = 'dt 'k 4( 

I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

(III-151 ! 
I 

‘k = 1.29 E (K) (1s) C (I') (m-ii) i 

i 
There are five different source areas, each with their associated K (Is) C i 
(P) values. Rainfall/runoff erosfvfty Is approximately 125 (Figure 111-10). 
Converting to metric unlts: i 

i E= 1.735(125) = 217. 
Soil erosion Xk, fran each source area IS: i 

i 
0 Corn: 1.29(217) 0.214 = 59.9 t/ha 
0 Hay: 1.29(217) 0.012 = 3.4 t/ha 

0 Pasture: 4.5 t/ha 
0 Inactive Agriculture: 4.8 t/ha 

0 Logging Roads: 60.7 t/ha 

The sediment delivery ratio Sd Is approxlmately 0.065 for an 850 km2 
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i watershed (Figure 111-13). Sediment yield is: 

i Y = 0.065 [59.9(3430) + 3.4(13,085) + 4.5t5.093) 

i + 4.8(3681) + 60.7(20)] 

i = 18,960 tonneslyr 

i b) Phosphorus load is: 

i 
i 

Ls = 0.001 Sd f Csk Xk AK 

I 

i 
i 

i 
i 
i (111-22) I 

i Since no other information is available, phosphorus concentrations are obtained 

i f ran Figure 111-15. kw York soils are 0.10 - 0.19 oercer- 

i 
'a5. Using a mid- 

range value of 0.15 percent and recalling that P205 is 44 Aercent phosphorus, 

i e obtain a soil phosphorus level of: 

i 
i 

Cf = 0.44(0.15) lo4 

l 660 mg/kg 

I Using an enricbent ratio of 2.0 (Equation 111-21). Cs = 2.0 (660) = &320 

I g/kg. 

We must essune that Cs is the sane for all source areas and hence: 
I 

i LS = 0.001 c, Sd ; Xk Ak 

- 0.001 Cs Y 

= O.OOl( 1320)( 18,960) = 25,000 kg/yr. 

I 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

L _-m-s------------ END of EXAMPLE III-4 --------s----------- I 

3.4.4.2 LOdding Functions for Dissolved Chemicals (Inorganic Nitrogen and Soluble 

Phosphorus) 

me loading function for dissolved nutrients in runoff fran a source area 

is: 

LO = 0.1 CU Q ( I I I-25) 

where 

LO = dlssolved chemical load in runoff (kg/hd) 

cd = concentration of dissolved chmical in runoff (mg/l) 

0 = runoff fra source and (cm). 

The ‘0.1” in Equdtion III-25 Is a dlmensiondl conversion constant. For event 

IOddS, 0 is given by Equation 111-3. The loading function may dlso be used for 

rnnual loads provided annual runoff values such as those show In Figure III-9 are 

dvallable. 
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3.4.4.2.1 Dissolved Nutrient Concentrations 

Concentrations of dissolved nutrients in runoff vary with soil cover. Representa- 

tive concentrations are given in Table 111-12. Concentrations for fallow, corn, 

small grains, hay and pasture are flow-weighted average concentrations measured in 

runoff over several years frun large field sites in South Dakota (Dombush, et al., -- 
1974). Forest concentrations are the National Eutrophication Survey values for 

inorganic nitrogen and orthophosphorus given in Figures III-4 and 5 for 90% forested 

watersheds. 

In the northern U.S.. cropland which has manure left on the soil surface, 

particularly during snounelt, is likely to have significantly higher dissolved 

nutrient concentrations in runoff than unmanured cropland. The concentrations for 

manured fields given in Table III-12 should be used for snounelt runoff fran fields 

which have received winter appliCatiOnS of manure. 

Although the representative concentrations given in Table III-12 should be 

replaced by local data whenever possible, such datd are undvaildble in mOSt water 

quality screening studies. However, since the concentrations in Table III-12 are 

canparable to other values reported in the literature (see for exaple Baker, 1980). 

it is unlikely that use of the representative concentrations would produce large 

errors in loading est'mates. 

--me---. ------------- EXAMPLE III-5 .--_-_-------_-----_---- 
I I 

i Single Event Runoff, Sediment and Nitrogen Load 
i 

i i 
tiring the growing sedson a 7.0 cm rainstorm falls on the Louisiana cornfield I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

described in Exaple 111-3. The field has an area of 10 ha and is planted in 

straight rows. The soil is in hydrologic Group B and is in poor hydrologic 

condition. This storm was preceded by 5.5 cm of rain four days previously. 

From Example 111-3, the soil has an orgrnic matter content of 4 percent and the 

USLE parameters for this field are: 

I 

I 

K = 0.33, 1s = 1.21, C = 0.52 dnd P = 1.0 

Determine: 

a) Storm runoff (cm) 

b) Soil loss (tonnes) 

cl Solid-phase dnd dissolved nitrogen in runoff (kg). 

I 

Solution: 

d) Runoff is given by the Curve Number Equation (Equation 111-3). The 

curve number for Straight row, poor hydrologic condition, soil B is CN2 

= 81 (Table III-l). According to Table 111-2, the preceding 5.5 cm of 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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TABLE III-12 

REPRESENTATIVE DISSOLVED NUTRIENT CONCENTRATIONS IN RURAL RUNOFF 

Soil Cover 
Nitrogen 

h9/1) 
rnosphorus 

(mg/l) 

Fdl lot@ 2.6 0.10 
Coma 2.9 0.26 
hrdll &dinSd 0.30 
rdyb ::lf 0.15 
?dstured 3.0 0.27 
Inactive Agricultu& 

Eastern U.S. 1.6 0.14 
btidwcst 0.14 
West ::: 0.14 

Forestc 
EdStern U.S. 0.19 0.006 
Midrst 0.06 0.009 
uest 0.07 0.012 

Snornclt Runoff fran Manured FIeldsd 

cdllOU 
Corn 
hrdll Grains 
MY 

12.2 1.9 
12.2 
25.0 ::i 
36.0 8.7 

aDornbush et dl (1974) -- 

bAverd9e of pasture dnd forest 

cbernik (1977). See F I gures 111-4.5 

. These concentrations are asso- dGilbertson et al (1979) 
cidted wlthXiiXer tndnure spreading. 

rain pldces the field in dntecedent moisture condition III, dnd hence I 

the relevant curve number is CN = CN3. Fra Equatlon 111-7: 

CN3 l 81/[0.4036 + D.OD59(81)] - 91.9 
The retention parameter (Equation 111-I) Is: 

5 - 254W91.9 - 25.4 = 2.24 cm 

Runoff Q is: 

I 

Q = [7 - 0.2(2.24)]2/[7 + 0.8(2.24)] 

= 4.9 cm 

b) Soil loss Is given by the USLE: 

I X = 1.29(K)(ls)C(P) 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

(111-11) i 
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where in this case E is the event erosivity given by Equation 111-14: 

E = 6.46 a RIOal 

The nearest location for the “d” value is State College, Mississippi 

(Figure 111-12). which has a wdnn season value of a = 0.51. Erosivity 

is thus: 

E - 6.46(0.51)(7)“81 * 112 
Soil loss is: 

x = 1.29(112)0.33(1.21)0.52(1) 

= 30 t/ha 

Over 10 ha, the loss is 30(10) = 300 tonnes. 

cl Solid-phase nitrogen loss (kg/ha) is: 

LS = 0.001 csx (III-181 

where 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

and 

Cs = en Cl (111-19) 

en = 7.39/( looox)o*2 (111-21) 

As described in Section 3.4.4.1.1.1, soil nitrogen concentration Ci 

(mg/kg) can be estlmdted by assuning that organic matter is 5 percent 

nitrogen. The field's 4 percent organic matter gives a nitrogen concen- 

tration of: 

Cl - 0.D5(0.04)106 = 2000 mg/kg 

The enrichment ratlo for the storm is: 

en - 7.39/[1000(30) JO.2 = 0.94 
Since this is less than 1.0, we set en = 1.0, dnd the solid-phase 

nltrogen concentration in sediment Is: 

Cs = 1.0 Cl = 2000 mg/kg 

The solld-phase nltrogen load is: 

LS = 0.001(2000)(30) = 60 kg/hd 

or 600 kg for the 10 hd field. 

The dissolved nitrogen load is: 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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LO : 0.1 CUQ (111-25) I 

i 
where fran Table 111-12, Cd - 2.9 mg/l for corn. Hence: I 

LO - 0.1(2.9)(4.9) - 1.4 kg/ha i 
or 14 kg for the 10.hd field. i 

I I 
.------.-----we---- END ()F EXAMPLE III-5 -.------------------~ 

3.4.4.2.2 Yatershed LOddS of Dissolved Chemicals 

Since all runoff fran watershed source areas is transported to the watershed 

outlet (see Sectlon 3.4.2.4). it is assuned that dissolved nutrient :ords are.not 

attenuated. Watershed load is thus the sun of the source area lodds: 

wLD - O-l f cdk Qk Ak (111-26) 

where 

WLD - annual or event watershed dfssolved chemical lord in rural runoff 

(kg) 

cdk - dissolved ChmfCdl concentrdtion in runoff from source dred 

k (n9/1) 

Qk 
I runoff fran source area k (cm) 

Ak - area of source ma k (ha). 

3.4.4.3 Loading Functions for Dfstrlbuted Phase Chemicals (Pesticides) 

Runoff of pestfcider can be described by the s&se general loadfng functions used 

for nutrients dnd metals (Equations III-18 and 111-25). However, the estimation 

of dissolved and solid-phdse concentrations Is more difficult for pesticides. All 

pesticides dre ddrorbed to socm extent by soil particles, and hence dissolved dnd 

solid-phdSe concentrations cannot be determined independently. Also, these concen- 

trrtions dre dyniWc, sfnce pesticides are decomposed or decayed by photochaical, 

chWca1, and mlcrobfologlcal process. Decay rates are often sufficiently high that 

most of a pesticide will have decomposed uithfn several weeks of application. A 

final complfcatlng factor Is the large nuber of pestlcfde compounds currently in 

use. each with Its own properties and characterlstlc behavior In the soil. 

It follows that pestfcfde concentrdtfons In runoff cannot be estimated by simple 

empirical methods, since they depend on the relative tlmfng of applfcations and storm 

events, and the specfflc adsorptfon and degradation propertfes of the pesticfde. 

Homver relatively simple equations can be used to describe the adsorptlon and decry 

phenarena, and cdlculdtions can be made for edch storm event following d pesticide 

appllcatfon. The following subsections describe such d model dnd also provide model 
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parameters for a large number of pesticides. The model estimates pesticide load 

runoff events fran a source drea; i.e., a small catchment with unifon soil, 

hydrologic and chemical characteristics. Methods are not available to aggreyate 

these source area loads into total watershed load. 

3.4.4.3.1 Pesticide Runoff Model 

The pesticide runoff model developed by Haith (1980) is based on a pesticide 

mass balance of the surface centimeter of soil. &i day t after a pesticide applicd- 

tion PO (g/ha) to the surface so:, layer, the pesticide content is: 

Pt - po exp(-k,t 1 + APt (III-271 

where 

Pt 8 pesticide in surface centimeter on day t (g/ha) 

kS 
- pesticide decay rate (day-') 

APt = additional pesticide application (if any) on day t (g/ha). 

Equation III-27 is a standard exponential or first-order decay model. 

If a previous storm and/or pesticide application was made on sane day T prior 

to day t, then: 

pt * Ps exp [ks( t-T)] + Apt (111-28) 

where 

PS = pesticide content after storm event or application on day T (g/ha). 

Total pesticide Pt is divided into adsorbed (solid-phase) and dissolved forms 

based on a linear adsorption equilibriun reldtfOnShip. 

Pt - At + Dt ( I I I-29) 

and 

dt l KDdt (III-301 

where 

Gt - adsorbed (solid-phase) pesticide in surface centimeter on 

day t (g/ha) 

Ot - dissolved pesticide in surface centimeter on dry t (g/ha) 

at - ddSOrbed pesticide concentration on soil particles (mg/kg) 

dt - dissolved pesticide concentrdtion In solid water (mg/l) 

KD - pesticide partition or distribution coefficient (l/kg). 

If a rainfall or snownelt event sufficient to fill the surface layer's volunetrlc 
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dvailable water cdpdcity w (cm/cm) occurs on day t, then Dt is given by 100 W 

dt and At is 1OOb at where b Is the surface soil bulk density (g/cm3). 

Substituting these relationships into Equdtions III-29 dnd III-30 produces: 

\ - [l/(1 + W/KDb)& ( I I I-31) 

and 

Dt - [l/(1 + Kgb/Y)]Pt (111-32) 

If runoff occurs on day t, portions of At and 0, ufll be ranoved by water 

and sediment movenent. The solid-phase loss IS the product Of adsorbed concentration 

and soil loss. Since at - At/lOOb, we have 

PXt - (Apm Xt (111-33) 

where 

pxt - Solid-phdSe pesticide in rUnOff on day t (g/ha) 

Kt 
n soil loss (sediment) in runoff on day t (t/ha). 

Dissolved pesticide losses are distributed into runoff, percolation dnd a reSidud1 

which renains in the surfdce ldyer after d storm. These caponents are dssuncd 

proportional to the distribution of rainfall Rt (cm) plus snomelt Mt (cm) 

into runoff, percolation, and available soil water. Consfdering only events for 

rrhich Rt + H, > w, runoff loss of dissolved pesticide is: 

Pi - 10t/(Rt + "',)I Ot (111.34) 

when 

pot 
= dissolved pesticide in runoff on day t (g/ha) 

% - runoff On day t (us). 

Assuning thdt the surface layer Is dry prior to the evefit, percolation loss of 

dissolved pesticide fraR the layer Is [(Rt + M, - Qt - w)/(Rt + M,)]D,, and 

dissolved pesticide raraining In the soil after the event Is [u//RR + H,)] Dt. 

Pesticide remaining In the surface layer is: 

Pt+ - Pt - Pl$ - Cl-W$ + \,I Dt ( I I I-35) 

Equations III-33 rnd III-34 dm the basic loading functions for solid-phase 

and dfssolved pesticide ih runoff. For the solid-phase loads, Xt In Equation 

III-33 is the eroded soil fran the source drea as given by the lhfversal Soil Loss 

Equation, (Equation 111-11). me remainder of Equation III-33, \/lo0 b, Is 
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the pe.sticide concentration in eroded Soil or sediment. In the dissolved pesticide 

loading function, Equation 111.34, Qt is runoff from the source area determined 

by the Curve Mmber Equation (Equation 111-3). and Dt/(Rt + Mt) is the dissolved 

pesticide in runoff. These loading functions are of the s&ne form as the solid-phase 

and dissolved chemical loading functions of Sections 3.4.4.1 and 3.4.4.2. 

3.4.4.3.2 Computational Steps 

The pesticide runoff model is implemented by a set of sequential computations: 

1. The day of initial pesticide application is designated t = 0 and PO 

is set equal to the application to the surface centimeter (g/ha). 

2. &I each day t l 1,2,... following application, a check iS made to see if 

an "event" occurs. An event is either (i) a new pesticide application 

or (ii) a precipitation (rain + melt) amount exceeding the soil's 

available water capacity. If no event occurs, the computations proceed 

to the next day. If there is an event, the current pesticide content of 

the soil is determined by Equation 111-28. 

3. If Rt + M, > w, then pesticide leaching will occur, and the 

following steps are required: 

a. Dissolved pesticide Dt is obtained from Equation 111-32. 

b. Runoff 0, is computed by Equation 111-3. If 0, = 0. 

go to step e. 

C. Dissolved pesticide runoff Pot is determined fran Equation 111-34. 

d. Adsorbed (solid-phase) pesticide runoff PXt is obtained fran 

Equation III-33 with soil loss Xt given by Equation III-11 

and adsorbed pesticide At given by Equation 111-31. 

e. Soil pesticide level is updated to Pi by Equation 111.35. 

Note thdt Equation III-35 mdy predict substantial pesticide 1oSSeS 

in percoldtion even if no runoff occurs and hence PXt dnd 

PC$ are both zero. 

These canputdtiondl steps dre repedted for subsequent days following d storm until 

the surface pesticide level Pt becanes negligible. Mten the combined effects of 

decay and ledchfng will remove virtually all pesticide from the surface layer within 

several weeks of application. 

3.4.4.3.3. Datd for the Pesticide Runoff Model 

Four types of data are requfred for pestfcide runoff cd~cu~dtfons: drily 

wither records, Universdl Sol1 Loss Equdtf On parameters dnd runoff curve nunbers, 

roll properties dnd pesticide parameters. The first two categories have been dis- 

cussed In prwious sections. The soil properties needed are avdilable water capacity 

(w) dnd bulk density (b). These parameters are often given in county soil surveys. 
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Representative values of w and b for several roll textures are given in Table 111-13. 

These data dre mean bulk densities for 207 soils and medn dvaildble water capdcities 

for 154 soils reported by bet and 5harp (1983). 

Pesticide applf cdtlon rates. timing, and mode of dppllcdtion cannot be general- 

ized. This infonndtion can only be obtained frw locdl or rccgiondl pest control 

specialists. Mode Of dppliCdtfOn refers t0 SUrfdCe applied versus sol1 fnCOrpOrdtcd 

pesticide. lhe model describes pesticide behavior Into the surfrce centimeter of 

soil dnd hence the applfcatlon PO or APt are the chaical additions to that 

surface layer. For exmple, if 3000 g/ha of pesticfde is applied to the soil and 

incorporated to a depth of 5 cm (2 in.), the applfcdtfon rate for the surface layer 

is 3000/5 - 600 g/ha (assufng complete mixing in the soil). Conversely, if the 

pesticide is left on the toll surface, the entire 3000 g/hd is contained in the 

surface centimeter. 

3.4.4.3.3.1 Pestfcfde Partition Coefffcfents 

Pesticide ddsofptfon is generally consfdered to be related to soil organic 

matter. A general relatfonship given by Rao and Davidson (1980) is: 

$j - K()c (rot/loo) ( I I I-36) 

when 

KOC 
- pesticide partition coefffcfent for oqanfc carbon 

%OC - organic carbon of the soil, measured as a 9. 

Table III-14 lfsts KOC values tifch have been swrfred by Rao dnd Davidson 

(1982) fra a nuber of Studlet. The table entries are means and coefficients of 

variation (standard devfatfon/~an, IS a percent). The mean values can be used to 

estimate a partition coefficient for rny soil. For exaple, the KD value for 

dtrazlne in d soil rlth 2 percent organic carbon is: 

I$, l 163 (2/1oQ) - 3.26 

Sol1 oqrnfc utter Percentage, Wt. Is often more rerdfly available than 1cDC. 

In such cases, WC may be l stimldced as 59 percent of organ1 c matter (Beady, 1974): 

XDC l 0.59 (WIM) (111-37) 

When KDC values an unrvaflable, they ray be Indirectly measured by the 

octanol-water partition coefffcfent b. Rao and Davidson (1980) derived 

the regnsslon equation: 

or 

109 KOC l 1.029 log Km - 0.18 
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TABLE III-13 

MEAN BULK DENSITIES AND AVAILABLE WATER CAPACITIES 

(Bass and Sharp, 1983) 

Soil Type 

Bulk 
Density 

b (g/cm31 

Available 
Water 

Cqpacity 
w (cm/cm) 

Silt Loan 1.33 0.22 

Clay and Clay Loan 1.30 0.14 

Sandy Loan 1.50 0.14 

LOan 1.42 0.19 

TABLE III-14 

ORGANIC CARBON PARTITION COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED PESTICIDES 

(Rao and Davidson, 1982) 

AmTnmt 
ANIun 
ATMZINI 
DaauCIL 
cAuonJnAn 
claonomoMJnm 
cllwaontI 
CHWROXUMl 
mLoaot- 
CULORTUIAMID 
CIODnfn 
DDT 
DICAlOA 
DXlUB~IL 
DwfimAMIfB 
DItROtXTRYMR 
DISULm 
DIUAOM 
ttnuna 
LIlmAm 

32 
12 
56 

3 

t 

3: 
6 
3 

: 
34 

f 
20 
84 
10 

3 

U8.4(S7.l) 
189.6(149.7) 
163.0(49.1) 

72.0(102.1) 
29.4(30.0) 

99S.6(SS.l) 
161)2.9(-j 
4343.3(28.8) 

816.3(-) 
9..3(27.S) 
74.8(,9.1) 

243116.0(6,.0) 
2.2f73.S) 

224.4(77,4) 
434.9(L9.0 

11#0*~(74.9) 
1603:0(144.2) 

U2.6t72.4) 
42.2(84.7) 

1080.9(13.0) 

2.6-D 9 
t.bDnnat 3 

19.6(72.4) 
109.1(30.2) 

2.4rs-t 4 O.l(LS.3) 

tertlcide 

numb8r 
Ol 

I(08 
soil8 n88a mm 

fIwnoK 
nAlAntHIaI 
taTnYL tAMTn1m 
MLUU4 
ntToDnaaJnou 
nOnOLImJum 
mwM)II 
WL8u8oll 
P-alwtoAnxLINt 
tAaATn1oM 
tIuYLUuA 
?I- 
tnauxont 
?maInnlt 
tuotAz1nt 
sIlW1nt 
.mmJt (Ci8) 
Imom (emad 
TERMCIL 
TllIlur 
TuInlIaN 

33 
20 

7 
5 
4 

10 
1D 
s 
S 
4 
S 

26 

:t 

1:: 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 

662.M72.3) 
17%.9(65.9) 
~101.5(113.6) 

s8.8(lS.l) 
271.1(37.1) 
284.3(,5.2) 
183.S(60.6) 

3110.5(23.5) 
S6l.S(33.6) 

106S0.3(74.0 
76.3(12.3) 
2S.5(13..5) 

S24.3(143.6) 
614.3(99.1) 
lS3.)(37.0) 
130.402.6) 
796.1(44.3> 

1379.0(45.4) 
41.2(42.2) 

325S.2(49.5) 
46S79.7f80.2) 
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KDC - 0.66 Khozg (111-38) 

Values of KD,, for selected pesticides are given in Table 111-15. 

3.4.4.3.3.2 Pesticide Decay Rates 

Pesticide decomposition in the soil is related to moisture, temperature and ptt. 

Uifortunately, the only infooation usually available is a simple pesticide half-life, 

which is the mean nunber of days rquired for 50% of the original pesticide to 

decanpose in the soil. Decay rate kS can be obtained from half-life using 

Equation III-27 (with APt = 0). Since at t = half-life, Pt = 0.5 PO: 

Pt = 0.5 PO = PO exp (-kSt) 

and half-life is given by: 

t = -ln(0.5)/ks 

or 

kS = 0.69/Half-life (days) ( I I I-39) 

&an decay coefficients fran Rao and Davidson (1982) are given in Table III-16 

for 32 pesticides. Three different rates are given for many of these chemicals. 

Hen available, the "field" coefficient should be used, since it in principle most 

closely corresponds to actual runoff conditions. The starred (*) lab rates are the 

second choice, since they also measure decaposition of the original canpound. The 

remaining lab rates attempt to describe the complete decay of the pesticide and its 

decoagosition products. These "total decay* fates nry be used if a very conservative 

runoff estimate is described, but the nature, toxicity and fate of most intermediate 

pesticide decomposition products are so poorly understood that it is probably nls- 

leading to model than with a simple first-order decay rate. 

The mean decay coefficients given In Table III-16 are supplanted by the 

specific ks values given In Table 111.17. The latter ware sunmarired fra a 

large nunber of decay studies by Nash (1980). Since the coefficients In Table III-17 

are often unique to specific roll types, pH and organic matter contents, they an 

perhaps less useful In scnenlng studies than the mean values In Table 111-16. 

Howver, many cmnly-used pesticides are not listed In Table 111-16, and In such 

cases the data In Table III-17 may be the best avallable fnfonnatlon. 
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TABLE II I-15 

UCTANOL-UATER PARfZTtON COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED PESTICIDES 

(Rae and Davidson, 1982) 

?esticlde ltou 

A. INscm1CIDcS 

ALDICAKB 
ALTOSID 
-IL 

CMmtvmAn 
CmmDML 
ClaotPYt1fos 
otLqm?YxIm 
ctLotFrt1fos 
CsKmPYtI~OS, ?mwYL 
cslLo~Itos, HRHYL 
DOD 
WE 
DDE PmP 
DDT 
DDT PmP 
DOYI 
DlALIroI 
DWINON 
DICmmtImuow 
DICIFDL 
DrPOIIN 
DINOSEB 
UIDILIW 
tnloxYaIwa 
mmtmll1m 

iiLAcNm 
Ltmotot 
Lttmtms 
LW 
NALAniIou 
rwAzaxoN 

s.ooooOEwo 
1.76OOOtO2 
6.SlOOOt+OZ 

2.07Ooot+O2 
2.10600E*03 
l.OS9OOE*o3 
6.6OOWE+O4 
1.2tttSEOs 
1.97OOOE+O3 
2.0417OE+o1 
l.lSOOOE+OS 
7.344SOEUM 
4.t9779t+o3 
3.7OOOOEWS 
l.U862E+o6 
1.9SOOOE+o2 
4.6976OEW 
l.OS2oOE+O3 
1.3tD3at#S 
3.46100~+03 
4.93oOOt+O3 
1.9toOOt+O2 
1.619OOE+O3 
1.18ooot+o3 
2.299mmo3 
1.%ooot+o6 
7.36600t+03 
4.l22OOt+o3 
2.04174WO6 
6.uooot+o2 
2.3ooaot+Q2 
7.76ooDt+O2 
1.2oooot+01 
2.DSWOt+O3 
1.2wDot*s 
2.076mmo3 
6.4SSDOt+O3 
?.nooot#2 
t.23cmt+O2 
1.99s3Dt* 
6.76OOOt~2 

tnmoxm 
RONNEL 
Ttxmutos 
ToJrAtHEHf 

A&cNLon 
ATUEZNE 
ATRAZLNE 
BItmox 
mCtlACIL 
aa0oumcN 
cnLowrmtIuI( 

Jmwmc 
-aAQuA .2ncL 
txcwuu 
tW?ACKUK 
twtAnIL 
SIXAXINE 
TttUCIL 
TtIFLUULIII 
2.4-o 
2.4-D 
2.4-D 
2.4.5-T 
2.4.3-t. l m m 
2.4,~ 0cnr m 

c. nlm1cxDts 

BnmYL 

tct 

2.6OOOOE+Ol 
7. SUS8OE+Oc 
1.67OOOE+O2 
1.69SOOE+O3 

L.WoQOE+02 
2.12OOOt+o2 
2.26OOOE+O2 
1.74OOOt+o2 
l.O40OOE+O2 
l.3OOOOE+Ol 
l.l6OOOE+O3 
s.7uoOOt+oo 
1. oooooc+oo 
3.OOOOOc+oo 
7.67OOOt+O2 
6.SOOOOE+O2 
1.33OOOE+O2 
8. WOOOE-Ob 
1.24SOOC+Q3 
1.00000E+OO 
2.OOOmc+m 
4.1oooOt+01 
l.o6OootM2 
6~8DwDt+ol 
7.tOOOOtaL 
1.l3ooot*3 
4.16aOma 
4.43DOD1+02 
6.46OOOt+O2 
7.mmot+a 
6.4OOOOt+O4 
9.a9wOmQ2 

2.64Owt+42 
3.3wOot+Q1 
1.42fflN01 
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TABLE III-16 

HEaN FIRST ORDER DECAY COEFFICIENTS FOR SELECTED PESTICIDES 

(Rae and Davidson, 1982) 

kte toeff. (dry 
-1 1 

m&a xm 
bee beIf. (d.r")- 
Rem ml ?esclclde ?esclclde 

A. HERBICIDES 1. INSECTICIDES 

2.4-D Lb.. 0.066 
lab. 0.051 
Field 3.6 

Z.L,S-T kb. 0.029 
Lab.* 0.035 

ATWINE kb.a 0.019 
tb. O.wOl 
tield 0.042 

SIXAZXNE lab.. 0.011 
lleld 0.022 

TRI RUULIN Lb.* 0.008 
Lab.* (uuerobic) 0.025 
Lab. (chin) 0.0013 

74.2 
23.S 
63.3 

x.7 
62.9 

tABAnma 

- tA8ATlIIoN kb.* 0.16 
?leld 0.046 

47.4 
70.4 
33.3 

71.4 
9s.s 

6S.S 
a 

DUZIlIW 

mmros k'b.* 0.012 

MALATU101 IAb.i 

twaATt lab.* 0.0084 
lleld 0.01 

cuBottmm Lb.* 0.047 
Lab. o.oOl3 

Lab.0 (ummoblc) O.D26 
tleld O.Dl6 

CAUARYL lab.* 0.037 
Lb. (Quid 0.0063 

?leld 0.10 

6S.0 

49.4 
116.2 
100.0 

33.3 
124.0 

SS.0 

19.6 
41.2 

S8.1 

80.2 

A6.1 

S8.9 
All.3 

s1.s 

103.1 

121.0 
93.0 

- 

tb.* 0.029 
tleld 0.057 

lab.* 0.023 
Lab. 0.022 

48.3 
101.8 

- 
w 

106.7 

1.4 

Dot tab.* 
tb.* (arueroblc) 

0.00013 
0.003S 

- 

71.4 

e 

3D.o 

87.2 

SD.0 
67.S 
S6.6 

101.4 
79.2 

130.8 
82.9 

Lab.* 0.013 
Tleld 0.0023 100.0 

tNDRzN Lab.* 
(maetoblc) 

rlJd (aerobic) 
Ileld (anaerobic) 

0.03 
0.00111 
O.OOS3 

s3.3 

lleld 0.0024 104.2 

tb.* 0.011 
tleld 0.0066 119.6 

LIll2NU lab.* 0.0026 
Lb. (muerobfc) 0.0016 

Lb.* 0.02 
Lab. hcuerubic) 0.07 

field 0.05 

60.0 
44.3 

CAtTAN lield 0.231 

tleld 0.02 

TzmACXL 

LIWUXOW 

DIURON 

DICUQA 

?ICWMcI 

DAwon 

TiA 

CLYtm)SATt 

CAMQUAT 

lab.* 0.0077 
Xab. 0.002b 
Field 0.00% 

kb.* 
Lb. 
Tleld 

x:z 
0.006 

Lb.* 0.0096 
Field 0.0034 

AWRZN wd 
DZaDUI 

tb. 
tleld 0.0031 

&b.* 
tb. (r&al) 
tab. (chain) 

tield 

Lab.* 
Lab. 
Field 

0.022 
0.0022 
o.m44 
0.093 

0.0073 
0.0008 
0.033 

Lab.’ 0.017 

Lab.* o.OS9 
Field 0.073 

Lb.* 0.1 
Lab. O.W66 

Lab.* 0.0016 
flald 0.00015 

c. tmG1czDts 

PC? 

Whe8e rate8 are bbwd on rbe diuppaarauca of wlveot- extractabla patent toqomd waler wrobic 
lacub~tloo coaditioM, unlow l tatod othenln. 
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TABLE I II-17 

FIRST DRIXR PESTICIDE DECAY COEFFICIENTS FOR 
SELECTED PESTICIDES AND SOIL CONDITIONS 

(Nash, 1984) 

vmlom 

l .2 
62 

1.7 

24 

-f 

a 

i 

m6 

m8 

IS 

ii.8 

u.s 

u.1 

It.5 

Lt.5 
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TABLE III-17 (Continued) 

t : f 

::: 

6.7 
7.2 

4.7 

i:i 
. 

6.2 

to” 

33 
7:o 

4.0 
b.S 

fUBICI#S 

L$qfy 
rorost 
Crrsr 
hrost 

Vbrlous 

Vrlm 

vrlaas 
v’rl4us 

(kg/h41 

12.5 

j 

* s.2 
l s.2 

4s 
.I5 

i:t 
. 

::” 
. 

f:3 

2.24 
4.Y 
2.24 
4.Y 

:-ii . 

f:K 

1% 

.a 

.Q 

0.025? 

4578 
.0066 
A693 
.a191 
.0193 
A064 
A072 

:E 
*f .0070 
x0045 

.w23- 

Y:Z 
:E 
.02lb 
.027S 
.W5?- 

:Ei 
,u .Olo(- 

A231 
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TABLE III-17 (Continued) 

P*lbte- ---wo-O~f~ c 
Ptbul rtt--------~~um 1 
PIelore ----Scot 1, oxbwr cl 
Plclorc--0-0~rrlolJ$ 
Plclor~----4ovr kotfa cl 
Plcloru- ------urstt sl 
PlcIor~Farlr cl 
?lclorw-----C?mdltr I sl 
?lclorm- -----Qbestrr 1 
?lclOre-----Chester 1 
Plclora----------(rrrlocn 
Plclorm--dachltr cl 
PIclorrc----&tchlt cl 
Pfcloru-----Cress tldws 1 
Pmflurrllr 
?rOflur4lln 
?aet~lbe------ rl 
?mpwu-----s,l 
Irogltirr 
?m@yZrrlde-----C to sl 

Sllrtr--- --(kachltr $1 
fllrrr--------b&l1tr 11 
s~l*u----cmsr fiben 1 
SludRl8 
mui- to s m 
flUde81 
flmufne- rl 
Slurlrr 
ShWM 
SlurI---41 
Tebuthlumn----Vrrfmn 

::: 

1.0 
4.8 
b.5 

7 

:.. 
6.S 

7.0 

480 Laborrtoq 
4.5 Llboratory 

Vrrlous 

2.9 Falla 
1.9 Orchrd grass 
1.7 ordwd prrss 
1.9 Orchard 9rrss 
1.9 o?dwd 9rrss 

::: 
2.0 

2.0 

FOftSt 
Crass 
Fomt 

ltuuct 

Fortst 
Crass 
fomst 

22 

1:: 
4.8 
4.48 
2.24 
2.24 
2.24 
4.a 

:F 
.6 
.6 

: f 
.6 

3:: 

a 

cowl .025 

In s&act 
NIIoff rttr. 2.24 

Ir wdue 
pdl@tS. 2.24 

la surfue 
bmdcrst wray?‘24 

In pdl8ts 2.24 
In trrlm 
b&d pelltts. 2a 

Dfudrrt In 2-H 
soI\ spray. 

Laboratorl 

;fli" 
:: 

Ei 
::: 

zst 
:; 

Crrss 
twust :f 
orrlrrd CISS 2.24 
aThard prrrs 2.24 

403% 
.0396 

u:%z 
4044 
.oOSO 
.0X4 
.02S6 
a266 
.0269 

$:E9 
l 48 

2/:k2; 
3 .a1 

.0238 

.OlDb 

.0056 

Y%lt 
I 

.03x) 

.0195 

Y:::: 
.m 
.0116 

:E 
A62 
.01&V 
.om 

.oo60 

3427 
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TABLE III-17 (Continued) 

L.b.S-T-------a8str 1 
t.?.s-T------aesta 1 
TrWlwrlh 
lrtf trr It4 
IrWlrrlIr 

frlflrrltN---kll $1 
lrlflrrlh---Wt soil 
Trlflvrllr---*y soil 
lrlrlrrlbb---Odlloy $11 
IrWlwrftr------Mlry rfl 
lrwlwrlln----ochlry $11 
Trlflwrlf --QchI*y St1 
Trlflwrll~----8lrrllal~ f$ 
trlflwrllr--4ldtal4 fs 
hrrln8-----ae#lrr c 
Vumoldr-----0-m 1 

Al4icti-------(rr c 
Allkub------ihstm c 
Alalcub------**to cl 
111!Cub-------mustor cl 
A14~cub------4h$tom cl 
Alarfr 
Allrin----.-Yly8rrr ~(1 
Alt- ~(1 
AlWm------blryvtllr qk 
Al*b---lettr $1 
AIda--------fm Is1 
Alet-ml $11 
Af*fn------~ 
A\Cb------Cur- 811 
Altl- -----crrcqtal sll 
Al*h------4aal~ cl 

AI*b---- 

2: 

6.5 

4.7 
4.7 
4.7 

i::’ 

7:s 
7.0 

5.4 

:*t 
7:5 
1.5 
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TABLE III-17 (Continued) 

1811 lc foe 
Type 

sot1 crop or &p1tcatton t, 
pH a cod~thn1 rate 

kbqhowthyl----Wndy 1 
Azlnphorrthyl-----fsl 
ktnphowthyl------stcl 
k In@towthyl .---e--c 
k tnphowtkyl------41 

E .------*------*&,prr 
#NC 

WC rlphr----------lmlCk sl 
WC bet&-----------8wwtc.t rl 

Ii2 
gmr------0---)rrrlct $1 
delta----------lmtck 11 

~p#b@+---..tarpar Itr 
Cubuyl 
Cabrryl -.*------*riprr cl 

Cubaryl .---------JaDmr $1 

cubofurn 
CUOOfWUl .--.--.--.f&@ rfl 
~.1~223...-........--,11 
~.~~~~3g~.--..*l~ 
Olordm------am tck tl 
GlordUU --Cogorttr 
chlorfawtl#s 
Olubon---------we 
Dlulnoe------Sultm rtl 
01ulnan---~----kltm $11 
OluIna8--------Sultm stl 
Dlut~-~~~~w-..~~~l 
OIulnm-----------41 
mu Ima--------0$1 
otutr#-----?uyrll) $1 
otuinon-------Pu#tt St1 
otulnon-------ae~I (8 cl 
Otuhn-------4r(nlc 
at~1*tr-----cHlqcoa stl 
Dltldrln-----4urI~aa stl 
OleltIn 
oltl&t~----~1~1 se 
Dttldrtr------4ltvtllt fsl 
Obldr tr -----390s itr 
otollcrrb--------rl 
OIurue------------$I 
DIUath (01) =----frl 
OIul8th toa v---rIcl 
0 toam toll---0-----0-c 
Olmathcon--------rl 
prp’-m---------ulysu rtl 
yn&---4u rtl 

0 
,:p’.ooT 

-------cllerr* t 1 lt WL 
---------nwt8ttr $1 

p.p’-OOT--...--.-...for f$l 
p.p’-007-----------#1rl ,I1 
P.P’-OOT .---.-----..*~ 
p.p’-#)T--------Carret $11 

7.a 

8.6 

7.6 

6.6 

s.5 

::: 

:-: 
411 

25 

f-i 
ir 

-26 

1.6 

.26 

::i 

i-t 
3:1 

::o” 

::: 

::2” 5.c 

iILk 
DISkd 

(I) 

1.6 

7.8 7.8 ‘:i 

::: ::o” 

::: 
1.8 

t :: 
7,:: 
2.0 

:*: .8 
r:, 10):: 

IKECfIClDcf 

vu tour 

rr10vs 

Vmrbl*S 
v~tablrs 
veQetab1rs 
vegetablrs 

Vrfwr 

vu fous 

f3:: 

Irl low 
Frlloa 
Frllou 
F4llou 
Frllw 
Follow 
Frl la 

(Whd 

Q.om 
.OlOl 
*owl 
.0505 
.0211 
.oOZl 

s.0 .OW 

iof 19 
I.0 .w98 

.0199 

IS.0 :K 
idl 

l5.0 3969 
id6 

.07u 
10.0 .w79 

.0385 

2.0 g :z:2 

:E 

4.1 
b.5 

ii:: 

.Oibl 

t :: 

t*: 
914 
B.4 1/:E 

2::: 
.ow9 
.m37 
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TABLE I I-17 (Contfnued) 

32 
7.7 

>I 
7.8 

‘:i 
.6 w 

frllr 

Zi 

= 

ZZ 

= 
w 

:*: ‘k 
43 8in8 

::: 

::: 
RdISh8S 

.4 
Wlahn 

1: Em 

i-t 
i2 

12 
11.2 
11 l 2 
11.2 
11.2 
Il.2 

S.6 
lJ 
6.6 

m 
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TABLE III-17 (Continued) 

id1 
8.6 .26 VUIOUS 10 0.0727 

6.6 

3.3 
7:c 
6.6 
7.3 
7.3 
7.6 

8.5 

0.8 

is: 
1:r 
.8 

:-: 
1:s 

- 
2962 
.261r 
.zws 
4156 
A141 
4229 

:: 2~:~ 

:i 
~~.OOSl 
‘J/.0363 

l3 3 .Ql7a 

.0031 

.wso 
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I 
-----e-.-e-s-e-m-_- EmPLE I[[16 ---------‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-.--~ 

i i 
i Ptsticldt Runoff i 
i 

Two pesticides. catbofuran and atrarlne. have been applied to a cord ltld at 
i 

i 
s 

i 
plantfng tine. Carbofurrn Is an insectlclde used to control corn rootwon and I 

atrarine Is a htrblcldt for wcad control. 
i 

Three days after each pesticide has i 
been applied at 4000 g/ha, a 4.5 cm storn occurs which products 0.2 cm of runoff i 

i and 0.6 t/ha of sediment. The soil has an organic utter content of 3%, bulk 

1.3 g/cm3 and avallable water capacity of w 
i 

i density of b - - 0.2. Octtrmint i 
i the runoff losses of each ptstfcidt. i 
i Solution: i 
i Partltlon CotfftClentS Kg aft dttermfned fear Kw values in Table III-14 

(Atrazine, KM = 163; Carbofuran, KOC = 29.4): 
i 

i i 
i 
i 
i 

s - KOC (%Oc/lOO) (111.36) ! 
I 

where I 

I 
I 

I 

Ioc - 0.59 XOn (Equrtion III-37), or IOC l 0.59(3) = 1.77 

Ko = 163(.0177) m 2.89 (AtraZffW) 

% - 29.4 (0.0177) = 0.52 (Carbofur8n) 

Decay coefficients k, (fltld values) art glvtm In Table 111-16: 

ks * 0.042 (At razlnc) 

Irs = 0.016 (Carbofuran) 

Total adsorbed and dissolved pesticide in the surfrce ctntlmettr an given 

by Equations 111-27, 111-31, and 111-32. AssuIng the pesticide Is left on 

the sol1 surface, lnltfal levels fof both pesticides are PO - 4000 g/ha. For 

day t - 3: 

Atrarlnt: 

p3 n 4000 exp C-0.042( 3) ] * 3526 g/ha 

WI b- 
Ko 

0.2/2.89(1.3) = 0.0532 

A3 l [l/( 1 + 0.0532)] 3526 l 3348 g/ha 

O3 = [l/(1 + UO.0532)) 3526 - 178 g/ha 

1 Similarly, for Carbofuran: 

i p3 l 3813 g/ha 

i A3 l 2942 g/ha 

i O3 = 871 g/ha 

I 

I 
t 



I 
I 

Solid-phase and dissolved losses art given by: 

px3 = (A3/10WX3 

pQ3 = CQ3/W3 + M313D3 

where 

X3 = 0.6 t/ha 

03 = 0.2 cm 

R3 = 4.5 cm 

n3’ snumelt, is obviously zero. 

Atrazine: 

px3 = [3348/l .3( 100)]0.6 * 15.5 g/ha 

PQ3 =’ (0.2/4.5)178 = 7.9 g/ha 

Carbofuran: 

px3 = 12942/1.3(100)] 0.6 - 13.6 g/ha 

pQ3 = (0.214.5) 871 = 38.7 g/ha 

In $ummary: 

Losses tn 
Runoff (g/ha)- 

Solid-phase 

Dissolved 

Total 

Atrazlnt Carbof uran 

15.5 13.6 

7.9 38.7 

23.4 52.3 

I 
(111-W) i 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

,----.-.--m-e.-.-. END OF EXAWQLE 111-6-----------------.---l 

3.5 SALT LOADS IN IRRIGATION RETURN FLOWS 

3.5.1 Dtscrlption 

Pollution of surface waters by salty irrigation drainage water is a problem In 

many arid regions. As sham In Flgurc 111-16, water may be diverted from a river to 

water crops in an lrrlgatlon dlstrfct. Portlons of the dlverttd water are lost fron\ 

the dlverslon canal through seepage and evaporation, and most of the rmlnlng water 

4s applied to crops In the Irrigation district. Much of this applfed water is 

consumed by plant tvapotranspl ration (ET) and the excess passes through the sol1 to 

be collected by tile dralnage and returned to the river. This drafnage water 

has a much higher salt concentration than the lrrlgated water. As the water moves 

through the soil, it rttalns Its salt mass. but due to ET, the water volume Is 

dlmi nished. 
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Return flor salinity can be computed by assuminq a steady-state condition in 

which: 

Salts applied in irrigation = Salts removed in drainage 

or 

s - s,I/R (111-40) 

where 

5 
0 = irriqdtion wdter salinity (mgll) 

5 = return flow salinity (mq/l) 

1 f irrigation application (m)lday) 

R = return flow (m3/day). 

Salt concentration or salinity is measured tither as dissolved solids (mg/l) or 

electrical conductivity (vtio/cm or MO/cm). In the Western U.S., an average 
conversion factor is lOOO,mho/cm = 640 mg/l. Water fluxes, such as I and R refer to 

total water movement over the irrigation season and can be measured in length or 

volume units. For example, if I is qiven in centimeters, it is converted to cubic 

meters by I(m3) = I(cm) 100 A, where A - irrigated area (ha). 

When the irrigation diversion is taken from a river, as in Ffgurt 111-16, 

so is the salinity of the river water. The return flow salinity qi ven by Equa- 

tion III-40 obviously exceeds so since R *< I. The rtver salinity after the 

return flow is: 

s (D-D)+sR 
5' = l2 
0 -D+R ( I I I-41) 

where 

5’ 

0" 

l river salinity after return flow (mg/l) 

I river flow prtor to dtverslon (m3/day) 

D l Irrigation diversJon (m3/day). 

Since s1, s so, the river Is saltier for the next downstream user. As 

successive Irrlgatlon districts wlthdrau and return water, the river becomes pro- 

gressively saltltr until it Is no longer sultable for municipal or agrlCUltUrdl 

use. 

Varlatlonr of the salinity problan Include p~~~plng of irrigation water fr(R 

aquifers and unsteady-state or transtent leaching of soil salts. In the former case, 

so is the aquifer salinity. The salty drainage flow might be discharged to 

surface uattrs as In Figure III-16 or allowed to percolate through the soil, thus 

producing saltier groundwater. Transient salt leaching often occurs when soils art 
initially irrtgated or reclaimed. Wll a steady-state situation is reached, the 
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* RIVER P 
I 

DIVE&ION 

I 

IRRJGLTJON 

LOSSES - 
(SEEPAGE 

EVAPORATJONl 
IRRlGATION DRAINAGE 

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 

FIGURE III-16 Conporwm OF AN IRRJGATION SYSTEM 

salt load in return flow may exceed the salts applied in irrigation. 

3.5.2 Estimation of Return Flows 

Equations III-40 and I II-41 may be used directly when return flow volunes R 

are known. HOwtvtr, accurate return flow measuranents are often unavailable and 

Indlrtct estimates art necessary. A general procedure for computing return flows is 

shown In Figure 111-17. 

Design factors for irrigation systems Inclubc irrigation efficiencies, diversions, 

leaching fractions and El. Uater losses in the diversion system are indicated by a 

delivery efflclency, Ed: 

1 - E,D ( I I J-42) 

To prevent salt bulldup In roll which would Injure plants, irrigation appllcatlm 

must exceed crop water needs so that applied salts may be washed frar the sol1 In 

drrlnaga. The ltachlng fraction is the fraction of lrrlgation application tiich is 

ustd to control saltnity, or the ratio of drainage to lrrlgatlon. As show In Figure 

III-17: 

LF = (I - E)/I ( I I I-43) 
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RIVER 
RETUR? 

DRAINAGE - 
IRRIGATION - EVAPOTRANS, 

WATER 

FLOW 

FIGURE W-17 COLLECTION OF IRRIGATION DRAINAGE 

where 

LF = Irrigation leaching fraction 

E = crop ET $/day) 

Since return flow (R) consists of the drainage water collected Icr tile drains, 

R=I - E and LF * R/I = R/EdD. Thus: 

R l (LF)EdO ( I I f-44) 

and rearranging Equation 111-40: 

I = s,/LF ( r I I-45) 

If Irrigation diversion 0, delivery efficiency Ed and leaching fraction 

LF are knm, return flar volume and ralinlty can be estimated by Equations III-44 

and 1 I I-45. If LF is unknwn, tt can be detem)ned frcm Equation 111-43, pro- 

vided E, crag ET, is available. Since E depends on crop ntixture and local weather 

conditlom, it is best obtained form x&l lrcfgrtfon specialists. In the absence of 
such data. E may be estimated from potential El. Potential El, or PE. is a maximum 

ET which occurs when the soil is covered with a dense cover such as alfalfa and water 

Is not llnlting. Thus potential ET 1s a function of the atnosphere’r ability to 

absorb ua tet. Actual ET Is generally less than PE, but by letting E = PE. WC obtain 

a conservative overestimate of return fla salinity. 

Potential ET can be determined from pan evrporatlon data or empirical quations. 

Figure III-18 shows average annual pan evaporation for the U.S. Potential ET is 
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FIGURE 111-18 MEAN ANNUAL PAN EVAPORATION IN INCHES (11~ = 2,54cn) (KOHLER ET AL, 1959) 

-.__---_-__._____I__---.---- -----..--- _C______-__-______------- e.-_--- 
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approximately 70, of pan evaporation. To use the data from Figure III-18, we mrst 

assume that all annual PE occurs in the growing season. Growing season PE may also 

be estimated from Hatnon's (1961) equation: 

PE = (0.021 H'p)/(T + 273) (111-46) 

where 

PE = potential ET (cm/day) 

H = mean number of daylight hours per day during period of interest 

T = mean air temperature during period of Interest ("C) 

P = saturation water vapor pressure at temperature T (millibars). 

Values of H and p are given in Tables III-18 and 19. The “period of interest" for 

irrigation studies Is the irrigation season. 

---_-_-_-_---.-_----. EXAWLE 111-7 ---------.- _______ -_-.-_, 
I 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
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i 
i 
i 
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Irrigation Return Flows 

A 2000 ha irrigation district diverts an average of 350,000 m3/day of 

water frcin a rfver in the irrigation season, During thlr time, the mean river 

flow is l,OOO,OOO m3 /day. The delivery system is 80 percent efficient 

and the district operates at an average leaching fraction of 0.3. The river 

water salinity is 200 mg/l. 

Determine: 

a) Return flm volume and sallnlty 

b) River salinity downstream of the return flar. 

Solution: 

Data for the problem: 

D n 350,OW n3/day 

0 = l,OW,OW r3/day 

sO - 200 rig/l 

Ed = 0.8 

LF l 0.3 

a) From quatlon 11144, return flaw Is: 

R - 0.3(9.8)(350,000) 

= 84,000 m3/day 

with salinity given by Equation 111-45: 

s 8 200/0.3 - 667 mq/l 

I 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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TABLE 111-18 

WAN DAYLIGHT HOURS PER DAY 

Latitude 
North Jan Feb Har Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Ott Mov Dee 

-- 

4& 8.7 10.0 11.7 13.4 14.9 15.7 15.3 

46 8.9 10.2 11.7 13.3 14.7 15.4 15.0 

44 9.2 10.3 11.7 13.2 14.5 15.2 14.8 

42 9.3 10.4 11.7 13.1 14.3 15.0 14.6 

40 9.5 10.5 11.8 13.0 14.1 14.7 14.4 

38 9.7 10.6 11.8 13.0 14.0 14.5 14.3 

36 9.9 10.7 11.8 12.9 13.8 14.3 14.1 

34 10.0 10.8 11.8 12.8 13.7 14.2 14.0 

32 10.2 10.9 11.8 12.8 13.6 14 .o 13.8 

30 10.3 11.0 11.8 12.7 13.5 13.9 13.7 

28 10.5 11.1 11.8 12.7 13.4 13.7 13.5 

26 10.6 11.1 11.8 12.6 13.2 13.6 13.4 

24 10.7 11.2 11.9 12.6 13.1 13.4 13.3 

14.0 

13.8 

13.7 

13.6 

13.6 

13.4 

13.3 

13.2 

13.3 

13.0 

13.0 

12.9 

12.8 

12.3 

12.3 

12.3 

12.3 

12.2 

12.2 

12.2 

12.2 

12.2 

12.2 

12.1 

12.1 

12.1 

10.6 

10.7 

10.8 

10.9 

11.0 

11.0 

11.1 

11.2 

11.2 

11.3 

11.3 

11.4 

11.4 

9.1 8.3 

9.3 8.5 

9.5 8.8 

9.7 9.0 

9.8 9.2 

10.0 9.4 

10.1 9.6 

10.2 9.8 

10.4 10.0 

10.5 10.1 

10.6 10.3 

10.7 10.4 

10.9 10.6 
- ---_- 
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TABLE III-19 

SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE AS FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE 

(Jensen, 1973) 

Temperature Saturation Wttr Vapor Pressure 
("Cl (mllltbars) 

0 6.1 

2 7.1 

4 8.1 

6 9.4 

8 10.7 

10 12.3 

12 14.0 

14 16.0 

16 18.2 

18 20.6 

20 23.4 

22 26.4 

24 29.8 

26 33.6 

28 37.8 

30 42.4 

32 47.5 
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I b) Downstream sdl inity is computed by Equation I1 I-41: I 

i I 
i s = 

200(1,000,000 - 350,000) + 677(,84,000) 

i 
0 I 000 000 - 350 

i 
= 255 mg/l' 

l ,000 + 84,000 i 
i i 
I_----------------- END OF EXAHQLE III-7 ------.-.-----------------I 

3.6 URBAN RUNOFF LOADS 

Nonpoint source pollution from urban runoff differs in several wdyf from its 

rural counterpart. Runoff fdteS dfe USUdl ly mUCh higher in urban dfeds due to the 

distribution of impervious surfaces (pavements, roofs, etc.), Urban runoff is 

collected in separate storm sewers or combined sewers. The later collect both runoff 

and sanitary wastewater. During d large runoff event, stem flow may exceed sanitary 

flows by one of more orders of magnitude. To avoid flooding from surcharged cotiined 

sewers, combined sewer "overflows" dfe discharged directly to receiving waters. 

These overflows are highly polluting since they contain runoff pollutants, raw 

sanitary sewage, dnd scoured wdstewdter SOlidS which were PfeViOUSly deposited in the 

sewe r s . 

Urban fUnOff quality iS influenced by human activities; important detemindnts 

are ldnd uses and population density. Land uses may be considered the "source dreds* 

in an urban watershed; ttW total runoff load iS the sum of runoff loads from each 

land use. 

Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 describe equations for detennintng annual and event 

POllUtdnt loads. The annual loading functions are highly empirical, but provide 

estimates of pollutant loads from both separate storm sewers and mnblned sewer over- 

flows. Conversely, the event 1Oddlng functions are more analytlcdl, but describe 

only runoff (i.e., separate storm sewer load). 

Urban runoff and combined sewer overflow ddtd are SumMriztd by Huber, et a\ --' 
(1979) and E. C. Jordan Co. (1964). Addttlonal references on urban runoff conputa- 

tfons include Novotny and Chestcrs (1980) and Klblef (1982). 

3.6.1 Annual Urban Runoff and Combtned Sewer LOddS 

General urban loadtng functions have been proposed by Htaney, et al, (1977), and 

Heaney and Huber (1979) of the form: 

Lk = ekFkY kP (111-47) 
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where 

Lk = annual load of pollutant due to runoff from land use k (kg/ha) 

&k = pollutant concentration factor (kg/ha-cm) 

Fk - population density function 

'k - street cleaning factor 

P n annual precipitation (cm). 

Total pollutant load from the urban drea is: 

L =fLkAk (III-481 

where 
= annual pollutant load Jut to runoff (kg) 

= area of land use k (ha). 

Equation III-47 can be interpreted as a general loading function which multi- 

plies a uater flux (Fk P) by a concentration (ok) and an attenuation ratlo (Y,). 

lhnual precipitation is obtained fran local weather data or the general map 

show in Figure 111-19. Concentration factor5 for separate and combined severed land 

uses are given In Table 111-20. 

The population density function is us follows: 

1.0, coemnerclal and industrial 

Fk = 0.142 + 0.134 PD"*54, residential 

0.142, other 

( II I-49) 

where 

PO = population density (persons/ha). 

The street cleaning factor Yk is based on street cleaning interval Ms 
(days): 

yk - N,/20 for N, < 20 (III-SO) 

For Ns z 20 days, no street cleaning effects are apparent and Yk =.I.O. 

Because most pollution load in:canbined seuers is due to raw wastewater and sewer 

SCOUF, stteet cleaning ~411 not significantly nduCe loads, and Yk = 1.0 for 

conb#ned sebws areas. 
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FIGURE 111-19 MEAN ANNUAL PRECIPITATION IN INCHES UIN = 2.54~~1) (GILHAN, 1964) 
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TABLE II I-20 

POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION FACTORS FOR ANNUAL LOADING 

FUNCTIONS (HEANEY AND WBER, 1979) 

Land Use 
Pollutant (kg/ha-cm) 

5s VS po4 N 

Separate Sewers 

Residential 

Commercial 

Industrial 

Other Developed 

Combined Sewers 

Residential 

Commercial 

Industrial 

O’thcF Developed 

0.35 7.2 4.2 0.015 0.058 

1.41 9.8 6.2 0.033 0.131 

0.53 12.9 6.3 0.031 0.122 

0.05 1.2 I.2 0.004 0.027 

1.45 29.7 17.2 0.061 0.239 

5.83 40.6 25.6 0.138 0.539 

2.21 53.0 26.2 0.291 0.504 

0.21 4.9 4.8 0.016 0.066 

,-----------------.- EmPLE III-8 .- _a___-_ -e-s---e-m-m-mT 

i I 
i Estfmatlon of Annual Urban Pollutant Loads i 
i i 
i Consider a cfty of 4000 hectares of tihlch 20 percent 1s crrcfal, IO i 
1 percent industrial, 65 percent residentlal and 5 percent is in other developed 
I , areas. The residentfal population density 1s 25 persons/ha. Host of the city has 
1 separate sewers but approximately 30 percent of the rcsidentlal area still has 

I 

i cabtned sewrt. The streets are svpt every five days in the CvrCial and i 
i Industrial areas and are not srpt in the msldentlal areas. The mean annual i 
i p recipitation Is 105 cm. Determine the average annual loads of nitrogen and i 
i phosphate. i 
i i 
i i 
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I 

I 
Solution: 

The land use areas are: 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

Comfnerci dl : 80&d 

Inaustrial: 400ha 

Residential : 7BOha. combined 
182&a, separate 

Other: 2OOhd 
Loads from each land use are given by Equation III-Q?, with Fk from Equation 

I1 I-49. The street cleaning factor IS: 

Yk= 5/20 = 0.25 
in camnercial/industriaI areas and Yk - 1.0 in all other areas. The population 

function for residential areas is: 

F, * 0.142 + 0.134(25)“‘54 
* 0.904 

Loading calculations are summarized in the following table. 

&k (kg/ha-cm) 

Land Use Fk 'k N PO4 P m - - 
Residential 

combined 0.904 1.0 0.239 0.061 
separate 0.904 1.0 0.058 0.015 

Commercial 1.0 0.25 0.131 0.033 

Industrial 1.0 0.25 0.122 0.031 

Other 0.142 1.0 0.027 0.004 

Total annual loads are obtained by multiplying each 

area as in Equation 111-48. 

Nitrogen: 

Lk (kg/ha) 

N po4 - - 

22.69 5.79 
5.51 I.42 
3.44 0.87 

3.20 0.81 

0.40 0.06 

load Lk by Its respective 

78Ot22.69) + 1820(5.51) + BOO(3.44) + 400(3.20) + 200(0.40) 

= 31,800 kq/yr 

Phos phdte: 

780(5.79) + 1820(1.42) + 800(0.87) * 400(0.81) + ZOO(O.06) 

= 8100 kg&F 

Iker half the pollution load canes frcn the 780&a cabined sewer residential 

area. 

I 

i 
i 
I 
I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

L.-.-s-,-s-.-m,.,. END ()F EXAMPLE III-0--------------------o----4 

3.6.2 Event Loads In Urban Runoff 

Event loading functions for urban runoff are based on general procedures proposed 
by Any et al. (1974). many of uhtch #re incorporated in the U.S. Army Corps of -- 
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Engineers urban runoff model STOW (Hydrologic Engineering Center, 1977). The basic 

loading function is similar to that used for solfd-phase rural runoff loads (Equation 

III-IS). Sediment (also referred to as "dirt and dust" or simply "solids") in runoff 

is multiplied by a pollutant concentration: 

L l 1o-6 c Y (111-51) 

where 

L = pollutant load in urban runoff (kg/ha) 

Y = sediment wrrhed off the urban area during a runoff event (kg/ha) 

C - pollutant concentration fn sediment (ppm: #g/g, or mg/kg). 

Although Equation III-51 is often used for both dissolved and solid-phase pollutants, 

we vmuld expect it to be more accurate for the latter. 

kdiment uashoff is limited by the total sediment which has accunulated on land 

surfaces: 

Y-wx (111-52) 

where 

x = accuulated sediment at the time of the storm (kg/ha) 

Y = fraction of X which washes off during the storm. 

The washoff function is derived by asswning that washoff rate fs a 

linear function of runoff rate and acclraulated sediment (kny et al., 1974; Alley, -- 
1981): 

dX(h) = -uqX(h) 
ai 

h 
X(h) = X(0) exp t-u 

/ 
gdhl 

0 

(111-53) 

(111-54) 

where 

X(h) l sediment remaining on the land surface at hour h after the beginning 

of a storn (kg/ha) 

X(O) l accumulated sediment at the beginning of a storm (kg/ha) 

q - runoff rate (Whr) 

U = wrshoff coefficient (cm"). 

The Integral in Equation III-54 Is the total storm runoff up to hour h. If ue let h 

qua1 storm duration then: 

X(h) . X(O) exp(-4) (I I I-55) 
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where 

0 = total storm runoff (cm). 

The wdshoff coefficient is determined by assuming 9oZ of accumulated sediment 

will be washed off with 1.27cm (0.5in) of runoff (Amy et al., 1974). Hence 

0.1 X(0) = X(O) exp [- 1.27~1 or u - 1.8 cm -1 . The fraction of sediment washed off Is: 

= 1 - exp(-1.8Q) 

and Equation III-51 cdn be written: 

(I II-56) 

L = 1o-6 cl - exp(-1.8Q)l C X (111-57) 

when this loading function is applied to an dred with multiple ldnd uses, either 

IOddS are weighted from each area: 

or weighted average concentrations and sediment accumulations are used: 

cx = Tfr’kXkl~~dkCkl 

(III-58) 

(I I I-59) 

tiere 

'I( = frdCtiOn Of tOtdl drea in ldnd use k 

Lk 8 pollutant load IrfJn land use k (kg/ha) ds given by Equation III-57 

'k = accwwlated sediment on ldnd use k (kg/hd) 

% = pollutant concentrdtion in sediment on land use k (q/kg). 

3.6.2.1 Runoff 

Two altematlve procedures are used In STOW to compute storn runoff. The first 

Is the U.S. Soil Conservation brvlce's Curve Hmber Equation (Equation 111-3) as 

described in Section 3.4.2. Appropriate urban curve nubert for sverage antecedent 

moisture condltlons (CW) dre given In Table 111-21. 

The second option is based on runoff coefficients dnd depression Storage: 

0 - CR(P - OS) (111-60) 
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TABLE III-21 

RUNOFF CURVE NUMBERS (ANTECEDENT MOISTURE CONOITION II) 

FOR URBAN AREAS (SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE, 1975) 

Land Use Description 
Hydrologic Soil Group 

A I3 C II 

Open spaces, lavms. parks, golf courses, csneteries, etc. 

Good condition: grass cover on 75X or more of the area 

Fdir condition: grass cover on 5DZ to 751 of the area 

39 61 74 80 

49 69 79 84 

Coeenercial and business area (852 impervious) 89 92 94 95 

Industrial districts (72% impervioul) 81 88 91 93 

Residential: 

Average lot sire 

l/8 acre or less 

l/4 acre 

l/3 acre 

l/2 dcre 

1 acre 

Average I Impervious 

65 

38 

30 

25 

20 

Paved parking lots, roots, driveways, etc. 98 98 98 98 

77 85 90 92 

61 75 83 87 

5i 72 81 86 

54 70 80 85 

51 68 79 84 

Streets and roads: 

Rved with curbs and stofu swrs 98 98 98 98 

Gravtl 76 85 89 91 

Dirt 72 82 87 89 
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where 

snormelt, cm) 

Equdt 

P = storm precipitation (rainfall + 

DS = depression storage (cm) 

CR = runoff coefficient. 

ion III-60 (which applies only for P > DS ) suggests that precipitation must 

satisfy the available depression storage on plant surfaces dnd in mud puddles, pot 

holes, etc., before runoff will occur. 

A conceptual view of this runoff process is shown in Figure 111-20. Depression 

storage DS iS dt d mdximun value DS* when the land surface is canpletely dry, and the 

depression shorm in Figure III-20 is empty. However, prWiOuS events may hdve 

partially filleci depressions so thdt ds in the figure, only a portion of DS* remains 

to be tilled. 

Depressions dre dssuned to be emptied by evdpOrdtiOn, dnd d general mdss bdldnCt? 

is: 

DS 
t+1 

=DS,+E -P t t 
for 

0 2 DSt41 2 DS* 

(111-61) 

(111-62) 

where 

OS, = depression StOrdge on day t (an) 

pt = precipitation on ddy t (rdfn + snomelt, cn) 

Et = evaporation on ddy t (cm) 

DS* = mdximun depression storage (cm). 

Evaporation may be dssuned equal to potential evapotrdnspfrdtion and determined as in 

Section 3.5.2. 

The depression storage camputdtfon (Equations III-61.62) is a procedure for 

describing antecedent moisture conditions. Llren the Curve lYnber Equation is used, 

antecedent moisture is a function of S-day antecedent precfpitdtlon. In Equation 

III-60, the water in stordge on the land surface is the indicator of antecedent 

moisture. 

Roth mdximur, depressfon storage DS* and the runoff coefficient CR are 

functions of the Urbdn area's impervious surfaces: 

CR = cri I + crp (1-I) 

DC = ds, 1 + dsp (1-I) 

( I I I-63) 

(111-64) 
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PRECIPITATION 

/I,',vl\ x!"L ) 

/ 
DEPRESSION STORAG/; 

FIGURE Ill-2U CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF DEPRESSION STORAGE 

where 

I - fraction of the urban area tifch is imptrvious 

cr,, cr = 

dsi, ds; 

runoff coetticients for fmpervfous and perufous areas 

= miXf!M#II depression Storage (cm) for impervious dnd ~wv~OUS 

dream. 

Default runoff coefficients used In STORM are cr, I 0.90 and crp - 0.15 (Hydrologfc 

Englneering Center 1977). Typical depression storage coefficients are ds, = 0.15cm 

and dsp l 0.60~3 (kon, 1982; Movotny and Charters, 1980). These values may bQ used 

when more specific local data are unavailable. 

Inpen,fous fractions are best estlnated directly from aerial photographs or 

land-use maps. Hen these are not available, regnsslon equations based on population 

density are raetines used. The qwtfOn given by Hlaney dnd Hrber (1979) can be 

approximated by: 

I = 0.069 POo*48 

when 

PO 9 population density (persons/ha). 

(III-65) 

3.6.2.2 fadfment 

Sediment and pollutant accuulatfon In urban sreas is a coplex process rhich 

depends on drily deposition tran the atmosphere dnd other sources. rcnoval by street 
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cleaning and washoff by runoff. In order to estimate C and X In Equation III-57, we 

must begin by determlning the sediment or solids accunulation. This rate may be 

measured by monitoring of storm Sewer suspended solids data. Ulen these data cannot 

be obtained, average values fran previous urban monitoring programs must be used. 

Urban sediment data are often nonnallted with respect to the length of street 

curbing. lhls is because most of the dirt and dust which constitutes urban sediment 

collects In street gutters. Dally sediment bulldup Is: 

x= ZCl ( I I I-66) 

where 

X = daily sediment buildup (kg/ha-day) 

2 = sediment acclmulatfon rate (kg/km of curb per day) 

Cl = curb length density (km/ha). 

Curb length may be estimated as twice the total street lengths, and Cl is 

obtained by dlvidlng curb length by area. Alternatively, the regression equation 

given by the knerlcan Public Works Association (1974) may be used (converted to 

metric unfts): 

Cl = 0.31 - 0.27(0.93JPD (III-67) 

Wban sedlment accumulation rates fran several sources are gfven in Table 

I I I-22. The rates glven by kny et al., (1974) and Sartor and Boyd (1972) are mean -- 
values based on data fran a nunber of urban areas. lhe STORM rates are suggested 

default values for that model. Although the Sartor and 6oyd (1972) rates are larger 

than the other tW) sets. they are generally comparable with the kny et al., (1974) 

data. The Sartor and Boyd rates are recommended for use in Equation III-66 because 
they are conservative and consistent. 

Sediment will accumulate at a daily rate x until the streets are cleaned or a 

runoff event occurs. The daily sedlment mass balance is: 

Xt+l = xt + x - % - St (111-68) 

rhtrt 

xt = accumulated sedlmtnt at bcginnfng of day t (kg/ha) 

5 = sedlmtnt rmoved in runoff on day t (kg/ha) 

st = sedlntnt raoved by street cltanlng on day t (kg/ha). 

If a runoff event occurs on day t, then fran Equatlons III-52 and 56: 
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TABlE III-22 

URBAN SEDIMENT (SOLIDS) ACCWJLATION RATES 

Land Use 

Sartor 8 
Boyd ( 1972)a SToRnb 

(all in kg/curbs-l km-day) 

Residential 

Single-fmily 
residential 

kltl-fafly 
resldtntial 

Comnerclal 

Industrial 

Light Industry 

Heavy industry 

Parks 

42 

- 4P 10 

- 66+ 34 

21 6Y 49 

127* 68 

110 - 

57 - 

w 22 

Open space 3.4 m w 

*Recommended values 

aCIted in Novotny and Chtsttn (1980) 

bHydrol oqlc Englneerl q Ctnter (1977) 

Yt - Cl - exp(-1.8Qt)l 5 (I 11.69) 

where 

Qt 
l runoff on day t (cI). 

Conversely, if the streets art cleaned on day t: 

St = c xt ( I I I-70) 

rrhtrt 

e l street cleaning tfflclency (frrctlon rmoved by cleaning). 

It 1s asstntd that streets art not cleaned on the sme day that a runoff event 

occurs. 

Sedimnt accuulatlons and rmoval are Illustrated in the followlng txmplt. 
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-- EXAMPLE III-9 -.-.-. _ _- 

Urban Sedtment Accumulation and Removal 

A storm occurs on May 31 which removes all sediment fran an urban area. 

Subsequent storms occur on June 9 and June 15 which produce 0.5cm and I.lcm 

of runoff, respectively. On June 6, the streets are cleaned with an efficiency 

e = 0.4. The daily sediment buildup is x - 80 kg/ha. How much sediment is con- 

tained in the runoff fran the June 15 stem? 

Solution: 

Letting May 31 be day t = 0, the next event Is the cleaning on day 6 

(June 6). Accunulated sediment fs X6 = 6(80) = 480 kg/ha. 

Cl eanlng removes : 

S6 = 0.4(480) = 192 kg/ha 

and on June 7, remaining sedlmtnt is: 

X7 = X6 - S6 + x 

= 480 - 192 + 80 - 368 kg/ha, 

For the June 9 runoff event, X9 = 368 + 2(80) = 528 kg/ha. Sediment 

washoff from Equation III-69 fs: 

Yg ’ [I - exp(-1.8(0.5))] 528 

= 313 kg/ha. 

On the following day: 

xl0 = x9 - Yg + 80 
= 528 - 313 + 80 

= 295 kg/ha. 

On June 15, Xl5 = 295 + S(80) * 695 kg/ha, and sediment washoff In the 

1.1 cm of runoff is: 

y15 = Cl - exp(-1.8( l.l))] 695 
* 599 kg/ha 

----I 

I 

i 
i 
I 

i 

i 

i 
i 
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i 

i 

i 

i 
i 

-.-PI___ _ END OF EXAMPLE III-9 .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-a 
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3.6.2.3 Pollutant Concentrations 

Pollutant concentrations tn stdfment can be obtained from srpllng of sediment 

accumulations In street gutters or sampling of storm sewer flows. General values for 

conventional pollutants are gtvtn In Table III-23. Concentrations of metals and 

organic compounds are given In Tables III-24 and 25. 
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TABLE 1 II-23 

CONCENTRATIONS W COWEMTIOML POLLUTANTS 

IN URBAN SEDIMNT (SARTOR AND 80YD, 1972. 

CITED IN NDVOTNY AND CHESTERS, 1980) 

Pollutant 

Land Use 
hfdtntlal Comtrcial IndustrlaT- 

h/kg) hg/W h/kg) 

BOO5 9,200 8,300 7,500 

COD 20,800 19,400 35,700 

Kjtldahl Nitrogen 1,700 1,100 1,400 

Nitrate-Nitrogen 50 500 60 

Phosphate-Phosphors 900 800 1,200 

TABLE I II-24 

CONCENTRATIONS OF METAL IN URBAN SEDIMENT 

(AMY, et al , 1974) -- 

Rtsldtnti81 Commercial 
(Wk 1 (Wk) 

Indurtrlrl 
L1 ght H-fJY 

(Wkg) 
Weight&d Mean 

h/kg) 

cd 3.0 4.2 4.0 3.9 3.4 

Cr 192 225 288 278 211 

cu 93 133 128 107 104 

Fe 20,600 23,300 21,800 28,600 22,000 

Pe 1.430 3,44D 2,780 1,160 1.810 

Mn 392 397 490 570 418 

m 28 48 41 37 35 

Sr 21 18 27 23 21 

zn 350 520 368 317 370 
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TABLE III-25 

CONCENTRATIONS W MERCURY AND ORGANIC COnPOUNDS 

IN URBAN SEDIMEM (AMY, et al, 1974) -- 

Pollutant 
Concentration 

h/W 

w 0.083 

Endrin 0.0002 

Dieldrin 0.028 

PC8 0.770 

Hcthoxychlor 0.500 

DDT 0.076 

Lindant 0.0029 

Methyl Parathion 0.002 

DDD 0.082 

3.6.2.4 Loading Computations 

The basfc loadfng function for pollutants from urban runoff events (Equation 

III-571 Is deceptively stmple. Storm runoff and sedlment accumulation, which are 

required by the loading function, depend on dynamic processes and are not easily 

carputtd. If the Curve Number Equatlon (Equation 111-3) Is used for runoff, curve 

numbers must be selected based on antecedent precipltatlon. Conversely, the runoff 

coefflcltnt/dtprtsslon storage runoff equatlon (Equation III-60) rqulres the daily 

moisture calculations Indicated by Equations III-61 and 62. Sediment accumulation Is 

determined using Equations 111-66, 68, 69, and 70. 

Event-based urban runoff loading comutatlons are too conpltx to be routtnely 

done by hand. Although the following example demonstrates that hand calculations are 

poss!ble, loading estlmatts art most efflcltntly done by conputtr. Indeed, the 

quatlons described In this sectlon art the basis of the STDRM cornputet model of 

urban runoff waste loads. 
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Lead in Urban Runoff Fran a Storm Event 

I 
I Estimate the washoff of lead frm a 200-ha urban area during a 2-cm rain- 

I storm. The area has a population density of 25 persons/ha and is 60% residtntlal 
I and 40% camercial. The previous storm 20 days ago washed the area clean. 

i Streets rRrt cleaned 9 days ago with an efficiency of 55%. Daily evaporation rate 

i during the PO-day period was 0.2 cm/day. 

I Solution: 

i Slnct this Is a multi-land use area, rrc will use weighted loads as in 

i Equations III-59 and 57. Equation III-60 will be used to compute runoff: 

i Q = CR(P - DS) 

i To obtain runoff and dtprtsslon storage cotfficitnts fran Equations III-63 and 

i 64, the impervious fraction I must be calculated fra Equation 111-65: 

lous areas glvtn in Section 

i I = 0.069 PDo-48 

i * D.069(25)"'48 = 0.32 

' using the typical cotfflcients for inptrvious and ptrv 
I 
1 3.6.2.1: 
I 

i CR = O.gO(O.32) + 0.15(0.68) = 0.39 

DS* - 0.15(0.32) + 0.60(0.68) l 0.46cm 
I 
! SInCe maximu deiVession storage Is 0.46ca1, and daily evaporation Is 0.2 cm/day, 

I dtpresslons ~111 dry within thrtt days, Thtrefore, on the day of the storm 

i DS n 0.46~. and runoff is: 

I 0 = 0.39(2-0.46) - 0.6Ocm 
i From Equation 111-57: 

i 
i 

L - loo6 [l - txp(-1.8(0.60))] CX 

- o.66(lo)‘6 cx 
i ThUS 66'21 of the accuulatd lead (CX) iS W8Shtd off by the StOfm. 

i Daily sediment accuulatloo rates can be obtalnad fra Table 111-22. 

i Assulng that the rtsidtntlal ana IS dlvldtd equally brtmm 8ibglt~fnlly and 

' multi-fally rtsidtnces, rates an (48+66)/Z 
I 

- 57 kg/km-day for tht rtsldtntlal 

8 area (60x) and 69 kg/km-day for tht ctmmrcial portlon (401). The bmighttd 
I 

i 
average Is: 

i 
z n 0.60(57) + 0.40(69) - 61.8 kg/km-day 

i Curb length dtnslty frm Equation Ill-67 IS: 

i Cl = 0.31 - 0.27(0.93)25 - 0.266 b/ha 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
i 
I 

i 

i 

i 

I 

i 
i 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 



t and daily loading is: 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

x = 0.266t61.8) = 16.4 kg/ha. 

On day 11, when streets are cleaned. X = ll(16.4) * 180.4 kg/ha. Cleaning 

removes 551:. leaving 81.2 kg/ha. On the storm day: 

X = 81.2 + g(16.4) = 229 kg/ha. 

Lead concentrations, fran Table 111-24, are 1430 mg/kg and 3440 mg/kg 

for residential and commercial areas, respectively, producing a weighted average 

of: 

c = 0.60(1430) + 0.40(3440) * 2234 mg/kg. 

Substituting these values of X and C in the loading function produces 

the lead load in runoff: 

L = 0.66( lop 2234(229) = 0.34 kg/ha 

or, over the 200-ha area: 

200(0.34) = 68 kg. 

I 

i 

i 

i 

I 

i 

i 

I 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i I -----w-----m-m-_- END OF EXAMPLE I II-10 -------r-------,,,,,-, 

3.7 GROUNDWATER WASTE LOADS 

3.7.1 Characteristics 

Groundwater pollution is of major concern because it endangers wster supplies. 

Organic chemicals, nuclear wdstes, nitrates dnd other conpounds may leach from such 

sources as waste land application sites, Storage ldgoons, landfills, cropldnds, 

lawns, gardens and comtructlon sites. The ge neral characterlstlcs of the problem 

are shr)wn in Figure 111-21. The figure shows d "waste" which has been burled beneath 

the soil surface. This waste could be contami nants such ds PC& in a landfill, 

septic tank drdindge, fertilizers, pesticides, or toxic coclpounds in abandoned wdste 

dumps. In other situations the wastes may be on the soil surface or contalned in a 

storage lagoon. Chemicals dre 1edChcd from wdStt?S by percolation, dnd this kdChdte 

moves through the unsaturated soil zone to an undcrlylng aquifer or saturated tone. 

Groundwater pollution is often much more difficult to mdnage than pollution of 

surface waters. Since the water supply is beneath the sol1 surface, pollution 

effects dre seldom visible. When contamination Is detected In swles from monltor- 

ing wells or wdter systems, it Is usually too late to l limindte the pollution source. 

Chemical movement through the unsaturated zone is relatively slw In the absence of 

fractures or other Irregularities which channellze flows. In many soIlsI pollutants 

may move less than a meter per year. A chemical which is detected in a well may have 

begun its transit from an abandoned waste dump 20 years ago. Even if the dump is 

subsequently excavated, d 20-year supply of the chemical remdins in the groundwater 
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FIGURE 111-21 POLLUTANT TRANSPORT To AN AQUIFER 

transport ‘pipeline’. Compared to surface waters, the "flushing time" of aquifers is 

very long. 

A further zocnplication is the conservative nature of many pollutants in aquifers. 

Aquifen lack much of the self-purifying or assimilative capacity of surface waters. 

During transport thrargh the aerated unsaturated zone, chemicals may be removed from 

leachate by plant uptake, volatilirstion, biochemical decay and adsorption. However, 

these raoval IIWChdnfSRIS dre often gredtly reduced or eliminated once d chemical 

reaches the saturated zone. 

GrOundwater pollution problem are complex, and they are often analyzed by 

Cmuttr models based 0r1 the differential equations describing water dnd solute 

movement through porous medid (Bachmat et al., 1980). These models dre well beyond 

the scope of this screening manual. The discussion in this section is limited to 

slnple procedures to estimdte pollution loads to the saturated zone. Pollutant 

W)vCWnt in the aqulfer is not considered and steady-state, uniform One-difW!SiOndl 

fla is assumd. Since the time scale of groundwater pollution is measured in years, 

the loading estimates are annual values. 

%KCacdit’q subsections discuss water bdldnCt?S, nitrate loads from land applica- 

tion sites and leachfng of organic chemicals. 
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3.7.2 Water Balance 

Little dCWwdrd movement of a chemical is possible in the absence of perCOldtiOn. 

Although some movement due to diffusion 1s possible, convection and dispersion 

associated with a water flux are the major transport mechanisms in the unsaturated 

zone. Based on the processes shown in Figure 111-21, percolation is given by; 

O-P+I-E (I 11-71) 

where 

Q = annual percolation (cm) 

I = annual irrigation (cm) 

P = annual precipitation (cm) 

E * annual evapotranspiration (cm). 

Equation III-71 applies to a waste source in or on the soil surface which is not 

contained within an ifI!pem’Iedble layer or storage lagoon. In the latter cases, 

percolation is equal to seepage or leakage through the layer or lagoon bottan. 

&an annual potential evapotranspiration minus precipitation is shown in Figure 

111-22. For a vigorous plant cover, ET is approximately equal to potential ET dnd 

the values in Figure 111-22, converted to centimeters, can be used in Equdtion III-71 

to provide a simple Screening device for groundwater pollution. In the absence of 

irrigation, negative values of E-P (i.e. P > E and hence Q > 0) identify areas of 

potential groundwater pollution. Conversely, nonirrigated dreds with positive E-P, 

and hence neglible percolation, are less likely to have contaminated groundwater. 

These COnClUSlOnS apply Only when a vigOrOuS plant cover iS mdintdincd on the 

waste site to maximize ET. A denuded or fallow site will produce little ET and 

mdximize opportunities for percolation. 

3.7.3 Nitrate Loads to Groundwater From Ydste AppliCdtiOn Sites 

~nicipal sewage and smudge sludges are often applied to land. Land dppl tcdtion 

may thus eliminate a major surface-water pollution source, but it may dlso credte d 

groundwater pollution problem. A major concern is the leaching of inorganic nitrogen, 

in the form of nitrate, fra the wastes and subsequent transport to the saturated 

zone. Hitrate iS extremely mobile in soils, and since it is toxic to infants dnd 

livestock, it is often considered the most critical pollutant fran land dpplication 

systaRs. 

This subsectlon presents a simple nitrate lodding CdlCUldtiOn procedure adapted 

fran tiaith (1983). The procedure estimates nitrate concentrations as nitrogen in 

percolation fran the root zone of a land application site. 
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FIGURE 111-22 MEAN ANNUAL POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION MINUS PRECIPITATION IN INCHES 
(11~ = 2.54~~) (POUND ET AL, 1976) 
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3.7.3.1 Model Description 

Components of the model are shown in Flgure III-23. An annual application of 

nitrogen in waste is divided into organic and inorganic forms. Inorganic nitrogen is 

subject to volatilization losses, and the ranainder is considered available for plant 

or crop uptake and leaching. Waste organic nitrogen consists of two canponents, a 

labile or readily mineralizable fraction which is available for plants and leaching 

during the first year following application, and a Stabilized fraction which miner- 

alizes at rates Canparable to other forms of soil Organic nitrogen. The dvdildble 

nitrogen supply thus consists of sludge inorganic nitrogen, rapidly mineralized 

sludge organic nitrogen and slowly mineralized so" dnd sludge organic nitrogen. 

Since inorganic nitrogen in the soil iS rapidly oxidized to nitrate, it is dssuned 

that all avail able nitrogen is nitrate. 

Annual mdss bdldnCeS for soil organic nitrogen and available nitrogen are: 

0 t+l = '+(1-m) + (l-d)1000 NFXt (111-72) 

At = mOt + (l-v)1000 N(l-F)Xt + al000 NF+ 

= mOt + 1000 N [(l-v)(l-F) + aF1 Xt ( 111-73) 

l red waste organic nitrogen) 

where 

Ot 
= soil organic nitrogen (fncluding stabil 

at beginning of year t (kg/ha) 

xt = waste application of dry solids in year 

m = annual minerdlirdtion rate for soil nit 

t (t/ha) 
roqen 

a = fraction of waste organic nitrogen minerdlized during year of 

application 

N = nitrogen fraction of solids 

; 

n organic fraction of waste sollds 

= avalldble nitrogen (nitrate-nitrogen) in year t (kg/ha) 

V = fraction of waste fnorganlc nltrogen which is volatillred. 

Mitrogen loss by leaching is the difference between dvdildble nitrogen dnd 

crop uptake: 

Lt l At - Cnt 
(111-74) 

where 

Lt = nitrate-nitrogen leachate In year t (kg/ha) 

% = crop nitrogen uptake In year t (kg/ha). 

Since there are no ddditl onal removal mechanisms for nitrate once it passes 
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FIGURE III-23 NITROGEN DYNAMICS AT A LAND APPLICATION SITE 

below the root zone, Lt is also the nitrate-nitrogen uastc lodd to the saturated 

zone, although If the water table ts ~11 below the sol1 surface, the load may not 
reach the dquifer for several years. 

3.7.3.2 Steady-State Loadlng Function 

The loadlng calculation given by Equation III-74 Is cmpllcated somewhat by 

the need for seqwntlal computations for roll organic nitrogen by Equation 111-72. 

However, after many years of uaste appllcatlm at an average rate X (t/ha): 

‘+ = Oo(l-cl)t + BX [l + (14) + (la)’ + . ..] 

tOo(14t + BXh (III-751 
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where 

B = (l-d)1000 N F, and 0, is the initial soil organic nitrogen level. 

The steady-state organic nitrogen level n is BX/m or: 

b - (l-a)1000 N F x/m (III-761 

Substituting 'II into Equations III-73 and 74 produces the steady-state 

'*ading function: 

L = 1OOONX [l - v( I-F)I-Cn (111-77) 

where 

L = annual steady-state nltrdte-nitrogen load to groundwater (kg/ha) 

X = average annual solids dppl icdtion rate (t/ha) 

N = nitrogen fraction of solids 

F = organic fraction of waste nltrogen 

V = fraction of waste inorganic nitrogen which is volatilized 

Cn = average crop nitrogen uptake. 

3.7.3.3 Loading Function Data 

Typical values for crop nitrogen uptake are given in Table 111-26. Volatiliza- 

tion rates (v) are based on the ammoniun content of the waste and the method of 

applicdtlon. If the waste is sprayed or spread on the soil surface, all amonia can 

be assuned to voldtil!ze. For example, if 70% of the inorganic nitrogen in the waste 

is in the amnoniun form, then v = 0.70. Conversely, when wastes are injected or 

otherwise directly incorporated in the soil, there is little opportunity for 

volatiliration and v = 0. 

Waste properties (X, N, F) will depend on the specific waste and the operation 

of the diSpOSd1 Site. 

~-------------------.-~-E~~PLE III-11 _-a-_- - .---m-e- 
I I 

I Nitrate-Nitrogen Load from a Sludge Ldnd AppliCdtiOn Site i 

I i 

i Determine the steady-state loading of nitrate-nitrogen frfJn d land applica- 1 

1 tion site for sewage sludge in central FlOrIda. The sludge Is spread on fescue dt i 

i 
an annual rate Of lOt/ha. The sludge solids are 5% nitrogen dnd 70% of the 

i 

i 
nitrogen is organic. The inorganlc nitrogen is 90% annonia nitrogen. Also 

estimate the average nitrate-nitrogen concentration in percolation entering the 
i 

I i 
saturated zone. 
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TABLE III-26 

TYPICAL VALUES OF CROP NITROGEN 

UPTAKE (POWELL, 1976) 

Crop Annual Nitrogen Uptake (kg/ha) 

Forage Crops 

Coastal 8efnwdd Grass 

Reed Canary Grass 

Fescue 

Alfalfa 

Sweet Clover 

Red Clover 

Lespedera Hay 

Field Crops 

Corn 

540-670 

250-400 

300 

160-250 

180 

90-140 

150 

170 

Soybeans 100-l 10 

Potatoes 220 

Cotton 70-l 10 

Wheat 60-90 

Sugar 8eets 80 

Barley 70 

Oats 60 

Forest 

Young Oeciduous (5 5 yrs) 110 

Young Evergreen (2 5 yrs) 70 

Mdlm and Mature Deciduous 30-60 

bdlwn and Mature Evergreen 20-30 
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I 

i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 

Solution: 

Equation III-76 is used to determine steady-state loading: 

L - IOOONX [l - v(l-F) J-Cn 

where X = 10, N = 0.05. F = 0.7. Also, since the inorganic nitrogen is 90% 

ammonia and the sludge is spread on the Soil surface, v = 0.9. Crop uptdre Cn is 

300 kg/ha fran Table 111-26. 

est 

ml 

L = 1000(0.05)10 [l-0.9(0.3)] -300 

= 65 kg/ha 

To determine the nitrate-nitrogen concentration, percolation 0 must be 

mated. From Figure 111-22, E-P l -5in = -12.7cm for central Florida. 

ecting water in the sludge, Equation III-71 indicates percolation 

0 = P-E = 12.7cm 

Since Icm over 1 ha is 100 m3, total percolation is 1270 m3, and the 

nitrate-nitrogen concentration Is 

65/1270 = 0.051 kg/m3 = 51 mg/l 

wnich greatly e.~-eeds the drinking water standard of 10 mg/l. 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

- -- EN0 OF EXAMPLE III-11 A 

3.7.4 Leaching of Organic ChemiCdlS 

The potential for groundwdter pollution fran an OrgdniC ChentiCdl IS determined 

by adsorption and degrdddt iOn processes. Organic chenicdls are partially adsorbed by 

Soil particles. and mOVmtnt Of a chenicdl iS retarded or slowed Ccanpdred to the 

movement of the percolation water. IkgrdddtiOn of organic compounds by biochenical 

processes dnd volatilization in the unsaturated zone will reduce the quantity of the 

chemical so that only a fraction of the original canpound will rcmaln to enter dn 

aquifer. If the chenlcal is strongly adsorbed and rapidly degraded, and the water 

table is well below the soil surface, there is minimal chance of groundwater contani- 

nation. Conversely, pollution is favored by any of the following conditions: weak 

adsorption, slow degrdddtion, or high Udter table. 

3.7.4.1 Adsorption 

Simple procedures for modellng movement of adsorbed chemicals dre based on the 

concept of a retardation factor, R (Freeze and Cherry, 1979) which is defined as: 

R - u/u 
S 

(111-78) 
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u = mean water velocity (cm/yr) 

us = mean chsnical (solute) velocity (unlyr). 

Hartley and Graham-Bryce (1980) have shown that R is equivalent to the ratio of 

total to dissolved chemical. Consider a soil element with volme one cm3 containing 

an organic chsnical uhlch is both dissolved in soil water and adsorbed to soil 

particles. Total chemical in the element is: 

C = fd + ba (111-79) 

where 

C = total chenical (cg/cm3) 

d = concentration of chemical in the soil water (rg/an3) 

f n soil water content (cm3/cm3) 

a = concentration of chemical on soil particles (rg/g) 

b = soil bulk density (g/cm'). 

If we assume a linear equilibriu adsorption relationship: 

a = Kod ( I I I-80) 

where 

KD 
= adsorption partition or distribution coefficient (cm3/g) 

then the ratio of total to dissolved chemical is (fd + bKDd) /fd, or: 

R * 1 + (bvf) (111.81) 

The retardation factor is thus a function of a cbicrl property (Kg) and 

two soil properties (b and f). For flow in the unsaturated zone, the moisture 

content f is generally assumed to be field capacity. Typical field capacities and 

bulk densities are given in Table 111.27. The partition coefficient Kg may be 

estimated fran the octanol-water partition coefficient Kow using Equations III-38 

and III-36 as explained in Section 3.4.4.3.3.1. Values of Kow for many organic 

compounds are given in Chapter 2 of this manual. 

The retardation factor provides a general Indication of a chmical's mobility in 

the soil. For nonadsorbed ions such as chloride and nitrate, R approaches unity and 

the chanicrl moves at approximately the s-e velocity as the percolation. For 

strongly adsorbed chaelcals, R 1s much larger than one and movement through the soil 

is slow cmnpartd to the percolation velocity (us << u). 

The retrrdation factor also is used to estimate the distance which a chmical 

mwes in t years. lhus, Z/X = ut/u t 
S 

n R, or: 

X - Z/R (111-82) 
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where 

z = water displacement during time t (cm) 

x = chemical displacement during time t (cm). 

Assuning plug flow, annual water displacement (cmlyr) due to percolation is: 

z = 3/w (111-83) 

where 

0 = annual percolation (cm) 

w = available water capacity (cm). 

Available water capacity is used in Equation III-83 rather than field capacity or 

porosity since unsaturated soils drain to field capacity during percolation, and Soil 

water held below wilting point does not participate in the flow process. &an values 

of w are given in Table III-13 or may be computed fran Table III-27 as w = field 

capacity - wilting point. 

Equations 111-83, 82 and 81 can be canbined to estimate the mean annual downward 

movement of an organic chemical: 

x * Q/w 
1 + bKD/f 

(111-84) 

TABLE III-27 

HEAN SOIL PROPERTIES (BAES AND SHARP, 1983) 

So11 Type 

Bulk Field Wilting 
Density Capacity Point Porosity 

(g/cm31 UR3/cm3 cm3/cm3 un3/cJn3 

Silt loa 1.33 0.35 0.13 0.49 

Clay and clay loaw 1.30 0.36 0.22 0.51 

kndylo&n 1.50 0.22 0.08 0.43 

Loan 1.42 0.32 0.13 0.46 
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Due to dispersion, portions of the chemical will be displaced greater or lesser 

distances than X. If a chanical is initially at the soil surface, the location of 

its center mass after percolation Q is given by X (see Figure 111-24). 

The time required for the chanlcal center of mass to reach the aquifer, and 

hence the mean travel time of the chemical through the unsaturated zone is: 

T = lOOH/X (III-85) 

where 

T = mean time for a chenical to reach the water table (yr) 

H = depth to the water table (m). 

3.7.4.2 Degradation 

In the absence of chemical decomposition, even strongly adsorbed chemicals will 

eventually reach aquifers. The degree of groundwater pollution by an organic chemical 

is very much influenced by degradation or decay rates. Degradation of organic 

canpounds is discussed in detail in Chapter 2 of this manual. A first order process 

is generally assumed such that: 

C(t) = C(0) exp(-kst) (111-86) 

where 

c(t) = chemical in the soil at time t (g/ha) 

ks = decay rate (yr-'). 

Equation III-86 may be used to estimate the chenlcal mass entering the saturated 

zone. Fran Equation III-85, the average travel time to the water table is 1 and 

hence the chenical entering the saturated zone is: 

C(T) = C(0) exp(-ksT) (111.87) 

where 

C(T) = chalcal mass entering the water table T years after leaching begins 

(g/ha) 

C(O) - initial chrlcal mass at the soil surface (g/ha). 

Equation III-87 is only approxlnate because due to dispersion, portlons of the 

chalcrl uill rquire aore or less tine than T to reach the aquifer. kbrewer, decay 

rates (ks) are uncertain for most chcnlcrls. Although representative values are 
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FIGURE 111-24 DOWNWARD MOVEMENT OF A CHEMICAL IN SOIL 

given in Chapter 2, most reported rates were measured in waste treatment systems dnd 

surface waters. Few data are available for estimation of decay rates in the subsoil. 

3.7 . 

w 1 

dec a 

4.3 Groundwater Loads of OrQanic Chanicals 

Equations 111-84, 85 and 87 may be used to estimate organic chemical loads to 

fers. Due to the lImltations of the equations (linear adsorption, first order 

y, dlspcnion, uncertain rates, homogeneous porous media), the calculated loads 

should only be considered "order-of-magnitude" estimates. 

--------------W.-w-. EXAWLE III-12 --I------------------- 

t Napthalene Leachlnq from a Yaste StOrdQe Site 

i 
50,000 g/ha of napthalene is leaching from an abandoned waste disposal i 

i site. The site is on a sandy loam with I% organic matter. Water table depth fs ; 

i 
1.h. Man annua 

napthalene has an 

1 percolation 

octsnol-water 

is 4Ocm. Based on the information 

partltlon coefficient of Kow- 2300 

in Chaoter 2. 
I 
1 

and a I 
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half-life of 1700 days. 

How much napthalene will reach the aquifer and what will be the rcsultlng 

I napthalene concentratjon at the water table surface? 

Solution: I 
i Equations III-36, 37 and 38 must be used to estimate the partitlon 

i 
coefficient KD: 

I 
i 

KD - Key (%OC/ 100) 

I ZDC - 0.59 (ZOH) 

i 

K oc - 0.66 K 1.029 
ow 

I 
. The organic carbon partition coefficient is: 
I 

K oC * 0.66(2,300)1’02g = 1900 
I 

‘Ioc f 0.59( 1) = 0.59 
I 

KD - 1900(0.59/100) = 11.2 
I Bulk density (b), field cdpacity (f) and available water capacity (w) may be 

estimated from the data in Table III-27 for sandy loams: 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
t 

I 

t 

(111-36) 

(111-37) 

(I 11-38) 

b n 1.5 g/cm3 

f = 0.22 cm3/cm3 

w = 0.22-0.08 = 0.14cm3/cm3. 

Annual napthalene movement is given by Equation 111-84: 

x= 40/o. 14 1~ - 3.7 cmlyr ( I I I-84) 

Average time to reach the water table is: 

T - 100 H/X (I II-851 

or 

T - 100(1.5)/3.7 m 40.5 yr. 

To use Equation III-87 to calculate the napthalene ranaining after 40.5 years, we 

must flnt determine the decay rate k,. Fran Equation 111-86, tien t - half-life 

= 1700/365 - 4.66 yr, C(t) l O.SC(O). Mence: 

0.5 - l xp(-4.66ks) 

I 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 
i 
i 

i 
i 

i 
i 
i 

i 

i 
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I k = -ln(O.S)/4.66 - 0.149 

i Using Eguition III-87: 

I 
i 

C(T) = 50,000 exp C-0.149(40.5)1 

= 120 g/ha 

I Thus approximately L20 g/ha of the original 50,000 g/hd wi 11 eventually 

i leach into the aquifer. The center of mass of the napthalene will redch the 

i 
aquifer in a lIttIe over 40 years. 

To determine the ndpthdlene concentration in water at the aquifer surface, we 

' must first divfde the 120 g/ha into dissolved and adsorbed components. 

i 
The 

retardation factor R iS the ratio of total to dissolved chemical. 

i m-81 gives: 

Equation 

i 

i 

R= 1 + bKD/f 
= 1 + 1.5(11.2)/0.22 = 77 

1 The dissolved napthalene mass iS 120/R: 

I 120/77 = 1.56 g/ha 
1 Assuming this r-ass is dissolved in one year's percolation flow, 4Ckm = 400(m3/hd, 

i the concentration is 1.56/4000 = 0.00039 g/m3 = 0.39 +9/l. 

I 
END OF EXAMF'LE III-12 

3.8 ATMOSPHERIC WASTE LOADS 

Atmospheric waste loads are direct mass inputs of poliutants from the atmosphere 

to surface wate.:. These loads occur as a result of both dry deposition and szaveng- 

ing by precipitation. For the purposes of water quality screening studies, atmospheric 

loads are often considered constdnt, and are best determined by monitoring. The sun 

Of atmospheric dnd bdCkgrOund waste load (Set SeCtiOn 3.3). generdlly COnStitUteS the 

minfmum oollution input to a surface water body, 

Regional data dre avallable for d Ilmi ted number of pollutants. Figure III-25 

and Table III-28 indicate atmospheric nutrfent loads for regions In the U.S. 

3.8.1 Dry Deposition 

Pollutants occur in the atmosphere as I) partlculates; 2) gdses; or 3) dissolved 

In wdter vapor. Cautreels dnd Van Caumnberghe (1978) glve djstrlbution coeff~clents 

between the gas and particulate phases for 55 alfphdtic hydrocarbons, polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons, phthalic acid esters, fatty acid esters, dromatlc acids and 

basic corrpounds. 

Both partlculdtes dnd gases may settle out onto receptor surfaces. For particles 
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TABLE II l-28 

AllUJSPHERIC CONTRl6UTlONS W NlTROtZN AND PHOSPHURUS IN PRfCIPlTAllON 

N Contributlon in Kq/ha/vr 

N03-NNJl,-N Iota1 N 

cocj !!!!& m !!!!l!! 

Northerrtcrn U.S. 5.7 12.1 5.7 12.1 

Southeastern U.S. 1.5 12.3 - - 

Hlduesttrn U.S. 0.2 20.9 1.7 20.9 

UertlSoutknstcm U.S. 1.7 5.7 9.0 14.6 

United States - 

P Contribution in Kq,/hJy~ 

laorqanlc ? lntal I’ 
-- -.- 

Lad !!!!lh 1% !lei9!i 

0.18 0. I8 0.08 D.f-iO 

Source: Ueiner, et al. (1976) -- 
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FIGURE HI-25 NITROGEN (NH4-N AND NOs-NJ IN PRECIPITATION, (PERSONAL COHHUNICATION 

WITH MRI, J.H. CRAVENS, REGIONAL FORESTER, UXLA-FS EASTERN REGION, 1974: 
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< 0.3 .,m i- didmeter, the major process is Brownian dlffuston. For diameters 0.5 to 

5 ,,n yner?ldl Impaction-interception governs and for diameters > 5 um, gravttatfonal 

se-.t!rng ! S 3Onl -ant. For grdvitational rettllng. jtokes Law may be used to 

3rec*zt :ple settling velocity. Since Stokes‘ Law IS applicable only to quiescent 

meala, 1: snould give In upper bound for Vu (Y-e dcposltion vcloclty). It is 

Stdted df: 

"d = 

g (adI (e-pa) (III-88) 

18~ 

where 

'8 = settling velocfty (cm/set) 

d * conversion factor (10“) 

9 = acceleration of gravity, 981.46 (cm/sec2) 
Y 1 v->COSity of air, 0.000177 (g/cm-set) at lO*C 

0 . Particle density, - 2 (g/cm3) 

‘d 
= density of air, 0. 31243 (g/cm31 at lO*C 

= particle diacter (microns), 

For particles < 5 um In dlaeter Stokes Law 1s not applicable and experimental 

vdlues for tne Uepositlon velocity should Be used. Eisenreich et al. (1981) suggest 

values of Vd = 0.1 to 0.5 cm/set for trace organlcs. Same experimental values 

dre ShOta in fable III-29. 

Once the settling velocity is known, the following procedure can be used to 

predict the dry deposition losdlqs: 

L * Vd Cp A f 

where 

L n 1 oad of the pollutant delivered to the receptor surface as dry 

deposition (mess/see) 

‘8 
l particle settl Iq velocity (a/sac) 

cP 
* concentration of atmospheric partlcul atrs (nass/m3 1 

A l project@ receptor area (m2) 

f * fraction (by mass) of the pollutant In the particu lates. 

( I I I-89) 

HDnnally, smaller size particles are more chalcally and physically reactive 

than larger particulates, and therefore pollutants will be associated with these 

smaller partjcles. obviously the particle size to tilch pollutants are adsorbed 

affects thelr amotpherlc residence tine and, hence, loadings. According to Meff 

(1979). most polycycllc aromatic hydrocarbons are associated with particulates fn the 

1 to 2 micron raqe. Cautreel i and Cauuenbeqhe (1978) have shown that aerosol 
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TABLE III-29 

FIELSMEASURED DRY DEPOSITION VELOCITIES 

PC3 

x3, 3CT 

(9dS ?hdSe; 

PC?, OCT 

PC3 

( tS:d:; 

PC3 

(Arcclor 

1015) 

0.3-l 

0.13 

1.0 

0.14 

0.04 

Hi nerd ! -0 i ; -C3d fC:: 

Estimrrecl 

Glycct3i-codtei 

PldteS 

Glycerin-water, 

Al gdns 

PC3 0.43 -we 
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Polycyclic dramatic hydrocarbons are dssocidtec! with pdttlcles of mtaidn diameter 

fran 0.7 to 1.4,m. In dddition, they give the concentrations of 50 trace organic 

canpounds associated with different sire particles. Higher weight polycyclic dranatlc 

hydfocdrbons, dl KdWS, and carboxylic acids had significant mass fractions dssoCidtCd 

with ~1 ,,m disneter particles. 

i-- __ ExA)4PLE III-13 .-------------.-e-m- ____ 

Dry Atmospheric Deposition of Pollutants 

Adsorbed to Particuldtes 

Estimdte the mdxlmun daily lOtiding of pyrenc to a watershed having an area of ! 
I 1D6m2 overlain by dn dir mass having a mean daily particulate concentration I 

i 0f 50 bbg/m3. The average pyrene content of the particulates is 1.0 x 10B4 i 

I +Pyrentlug. Assune a deposition velocity of 0.1 cm/see. i 
I 
i 

Solution: 

Compute the daily dry deposited load of pyrene, using Equation 111-89: 
I 

I L=vd p C AF 
i 

= 4.32 x 10’ ug/day 

o x 1D-4 &g pyrene 86400 set 

n9 day 

i -------------------------END OF EXARLE [[I-13-------.---.---.----~ 

Gas phase pollutants may also be deposited directly to the watershed surface. 

In this case the loading quation Is: 

L* VdCA ( I I I-90) 

where 

L = dry deposited load (mrss/sec) 

"d = gas &position velocity (m/stc) 

A = receptor area (RI') 

C = ambfent concentration of the gas phase pollutant (maSS/m3). 
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-.-.-.----.-.-.------‘-E~A~LE ***-lo - - - 

i I 

I 3rv AtmOSpherlC Deposition of Gaseous Pollutants t 

I I 

i Est imdte the annual deposition of toxdpnene to d 1 na dred dt Stoneville, us i 
during 1373. 

! !II-30. 

yhe mean monthly atmospheric concentrations are snwn in Table 
t 

I 
Assume an aversze deposition velocity of 0.2 cm/set for t3e entire year, 

I 
Solution: 

I 1 

I 
12 

I L= r Vd C, A t 1 
n 

I n=l I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

Ronth 
“d C A 

(Wsec) (n9/m 1 (m2) n 3 tn I 
n (secl (n9) 

1 .002 10.9 
2 .002 9.7 
3 .002 19.1 
4 .002 27.7 
5 .002 44.3 

6 .002 38.6 
7 .002 175.0 
8 ,002 903.6 
9 .002 524.6 

10 .002 114.8 
11 .002 32.9 

12 .DO2 12.6 

5.84 x IO8 

4.69 x lo8 

31 x 86400 

28 x 86400 

31 x 86400 

30 x 86400 

31 x 86400 

30 x 86400 

31 x 86400 

31 x 86400 

30 x 86400 

31 x 86400 

30x 86400 

31 x 86400 

1.02 x log 
1.43 x 10’ 
2.37 x 10’ 

2.00 x IO9 

9.37 x log 
4.84 x 1010 

2.72 x 1o1O 

6.15 x 10’ 

1.71 x 109 
6.75 x lOa 

1.01 x loll 
nglyear 

I 

I 
I 
I 

Or 101.4 g/year 



I 

i 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 

i 

i 
i 

I 

i 

i 

i 
i 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

TABLE III-30 

AVERAGE WMTHLY ATMOSPHERK LEVELS OF 

FOlR PESftCIMS AT STOWILLE, MISSISSIPPI 

0.0 0.3 10.9 
11.0 0.0 9.7 
(8.9 16.9 19.: 
b1.b 10. a 27.: 

J2.4 46.a 4J.l 

44.2 109.9 38.5 

(Q0.I 41.: 175.3 

15W.O 261.6 901.6 
627.9 X2.6 524.6 

91.9 161.: 114.9 

9.1 0.0 12.9 
0.0 9.9 12.5 

na.4 U.1 !59.S 

0.0 0.0 A.0 

0.0 0.0 0.1 

0.0 0.0 0.1 

0.0 0.0 0.6 

0.0 0.0 0.6 
1.6 22.8 0.9 

61.4 4.5 w.9 
21b.9 129.3 WI. 1 

111.7 m11.1 167.9 

1.4 I?.1 2.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.1 0.0 

12.1 ao.4 u.3 

10.8 1.9 3.3 

12.6 4.4 1.6 

22.6 11.1 7.6 

34.1 11.4 7.7 

17.2 16.6 15.6 

16.2 49.S 12.6 

117.1 9.b 24.3 

111.1 2S 6 17.9 

178.6 24.6 19.4 

37.6 18.9 5.1 

14.3 11.9 1.1 

6.1 2.4 2.: 

99.5 16.0 Il.9 

Sour:t Arcnur ( aIC!9?6) 

I 

i 

I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
! 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

1 ------------------ Ew(W EwpLE 111-14---.---.-----.------l 
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3.8.2 Uet Deposition (Precipitation Scavenging) 

Precipitation falling through the atmosphere tends to scavenge particulates and 

absorb gases so that it contains a variety of substances. Because of the volume of 

Precipitation which generally occurs, it may constitute a significant pollutant 

loading. Load calculation for ust deposition is given by: 

L=lOCPA 

where 

L = load of the pollutant delivered to the 

(mdss/sec) 

c = concentration of the pollutant in prec 

P - precipitation rate (cm/stc) 

A = projected receptor area (m2). 

receptor as wet 

ipitation (mass/ 

3.9 POINT SOURCE WASTE LOADS 

deposition 

liter) 

(111-91) 

lhhc purpose of this SeCtiOn is to help users estimate waste 1OadingS of toxic 

and conventional pollutants from municipal and industrial point sources. Removal 

cfftctenctes and discharge concentrations are both provided. 

Mien possible site-specific data should be used in lieu of the guidance presented 

here. Since pennltted dischargers are required to routinely ,nonitor their discharges, 

often the point source data required are available. 

Hen only a few measurements of effluent quality are available, those data may not 

be representative of long-term averages. Long-term averages are typically required for 

most of the Steady-Stdte analyses contained in this document. Figure 111-26, for 

example, shows tnfluent Cddmtum loading to the Kokomo, Indiana, wartcuster treatment 

plant (Yost et al., 1981). -- Cadnlum loading dppears to exhibit a weekly cycle, with 

loadings the lowest on Sundays, For this case, seven-day averages would be appropriate 

for preliminary dndlyses. 

ihen using the ddtd presented in the following sections, users should keep in 

mind the vartdbility of removal efficiencies and influent and effluent pollutant 

concentrations between point sources, The following factors all contribute to 

effluent qudltty vartabtlfty: 

0 bogrdphtc location 

e Climate 

l Mixture of Influent sources (industrial/domestic) 

e Sf2e of community 

0 Design flow rate versus actual flow rate. 
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Oayr 8.52 e%J 8% e-S20 e-L A !A, 9% Al lo”-, 

FIGURE HI-26 INFLUENT CADMIUM LOADING To PLANT DURING STUDY 

#ROM YOST u A& 1981) 

3.9.1 Municipal Udste Loads 

Table III-31 summartzes typical tnfluent concentrations of conventtondl pollutants 

for wdsteudter tredtment plants. Concentration ranges arc shown for rtrohg, mtdiuk, 

and wedk wastewater. Table III-32 smmartres typical removal efflcienctes of common 

conventional pollutants fra a variety of wdsteuater treatment plant types. Schane 

number 0 In the table denotes the raw wastarter chrractertsttcs. The table shows 

both percent removal and effluent concentrrtions based on the characteristics of the 

ran wastewater chosen. The r-oval efflctenctes can be used for the range of concen- 

tratlons sham previously in Table 111-31, assuring the plant is operating within 

design condltiom. 

Table III-33 smrlres effluent phosphorus and nitrogen concentrations for 662 

primary trertment plants, trickling filters, actlvrted sludge plrntr, and stabtlt- 

trtlon ponds. The ddtd were collected ds part of the NdtlOndl Eutrophication Survey 

initiated by the U.S. Enviromentrl Protectloo Agem: in 1972 (6akstrtler et al., -- 
1978). The user cm cross-c-are effluent nutrient levels predicted brsd on joint 

use of Tables III-31 dnd III-32 against the values in Table III-33 to help get a typical 

range of values. Tab le III-33 a lso shout per capita flo* rates, per crpltr total 

phosphorus loads, and per capita total nitrogen loads for each treatment type. These 
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TABLE III-31 

'v?ICAL INFLlEHT MUNICIPAL UASTE CONCENTRATIONS 

Solids, total 

Dissolved, total 

Fixed 

Volatile 

Suspended, total 

Fixed 

Volatile 

Scttlable solids, (ml/liter) 

Biochemic41 oxygen demand, S-day, 
Total organic carbon (TOC) 

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 

Nitrogen, (total as N) 

Organic 
Free dmnid 

Nitrites 

Nitrates 

Phosphorus (total as P) 

Organic 

Inorganic 

Chlorides* 

Alkalinity (as CaC03)* 

Grease 

zoo (8005-200) 

1,200 720 353 

850 500 250 
525 300 145 
325 200 105 

350 220 100 

75 55 20 

275 165 80 

20 10 5 

400 220 110 

290 160 80 

1,m 500 250 

85 40 20 

35 15 8 
50 25 12 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

15 8 2 

5 3 1 

10 5 3 

100 50 30 

200 100 50 

150 100 50 

*Values should be Increased by amount in cartlrga water. 
**In the absence of other data use medium strength data for planning purposes. 

Source : Metcalf and Eddy, 1979 
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TABLE III-32 

MUNICIPAL WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

Influent: see Scheme Number 0 for assuntd characteristics. 

Effluent Concentrations (mg/l), (Z Total Removal Efficiencies*) 
Scheme Number** B"% COD 5s PT * (VP/l 1 . WNl) 

0 200(0%) 500(0%1 200(0X) lO(O%) 40(0%) 
Raw taste water 

1 130(3521 375(25X) 100(25%) 9(1M) 32(20x1 

2 4Oo(80% 1 125( 75%) 30(85%) 7.5(25%) 26( 35%) 

3 25(88%) lOO(SO%) 12(94X) 7( 30%) 24(4(K) 

4 18(91%) 70(86X) 7(96%) 1(90%1 22(45%) 

5 18( 91%) 70(86%) 7(96%) 1 

6 13(94X) 60( 88%) l(99.53) 1 

7 2(9%1 15(97%) 1199.5%) 1 

(90%) 4(9(n) 

Igal 3(92%) 

(90x1 2(95%) 

*Efficiencies for uasteuatcr treatment aft for the approximate concentration 
range, as measured by 8005, of 100 I BOO5 2 400, (mg/l). 

l *khtmt MO. 
0 

: 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Process 
Hotmtnt 

F?= r mary, plus Activated Sludge (Secondary Treatment) 
Primary, Activated 5ludgt. plus Polfshlnq Fflttr (High Efflcitncy 
or Super Secondary) 
Primary, Activated Sludge, Polishing Filter, plus Phosphorus 
Removal and Rtcarbonatton 
'Prlnary, ktivatd Sludge, Polishlnq Ftlttr, Phosphorus Removal, 
plus Wltroqtn Strfpplnqmand Recarbonatlon 
Primary, Ktlvated bludgt. Pollshlng kllftr, Phosphorus Rmoval, 
Mtroqtn Stripping &carbonation, plus Pressure Filtration 
Primary, Activated Sludge, Pollshlng Flhar, Phosphors Removal, 
NItrogtn Strlpplng Rtcarbonatlon, Pressure Flltratlon, plus 
Actfvated Carbon Adsorption 

Source: Wa Systw. 1973 
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TABLE III-33 

MEDIAN AND MEAN PHOSPHORUS AND NITROGEN CONCENTRATIONS AND 

MEDIAN LOADS IN WASTEWATER EFFLUENTS FDLLOClING FOUR 

CONVENTIONAL TREATHEhT PROCESSES (Gakstatter et al., 1978) -- 

Primary 

Treatment Type 
Trrckl inq Activated Staoiliration 

Filter Sludge ?oml 

hunber of Sampled Plants 

Total Population Served 

Ortho-P Cont. 
b-g/l I 

Total-P Cont. 
(q/l I 

Total-P Load 
!kq/cap*yl 

Total-h Load 
:kg/cap*yl 

Wtdian 
ban 

Flcdian 
Mean 

Maian 

Ydian 

Inorganic-h Cow. *dian 
(v/l I Mean 

Total-h Cont. Median 
(w/l I &an 

Total-h Load %dfan 

Th:fP Ratio Median 

Per Capita Flow 
(l/capd) 

kdian 

55 

1,086,784 

3.5 + 0.29- 
4.0 5 0.62 

6.6 + 0.56 
7.7 z 1.19 

1.1 2 0.10 

3.7 

6.4 + 1.00 
8.3 + 1.40 

22.4 + 1.30 
23.8 ;: 3.48 

4.2 + 0.40 

3.4 

473 + 72 

244 

3,459,893 

5.1 + 0.21 
5.4 z 0.38 

6.9 + 0.28 
7.2 7 0.50 

1.2 2 0.05 

2.9 

7.1 + 0.38 
8.2 z 0.60 

16.4 + 0.54 
17.9 ‘; 1.23 

2.9 + 0.17 

2.4 

439 + !Q 

244 

4.357.138 

4.6 + 0.24 
5.3 5 0.40 

5.8 + 0.29 
6.8 T 0.51 

1.0 2 0.06 

2.4 

6.5 + 0.45 
8.4 f 0.69 

13.6 + 0.62 
15.8 x 1.16 

2.2 + 0.15 

2.4 

394 + 26 

119 

270,287 

3.9 + 0.34 
4.8 z 0.62 

5.2 + 0.45 
6.6 z 0.81 

0.9 + 0.10 

2.0 

1.3 + 0.29 
5.5 -; 1.95 

11.5 + 0.84 
17.1 : 3.59 

2.0 2 0.26 

2.2 

378 + 38 

*Value z 1 standard error. 
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can De used fo generate loadings based on population served. The typical per capita 

flow ranges between 378 and 473 il(cap-4). 

'dole ;I: -34 summarizes phosphorus removal from plants that USC chmical addition 

f0’ 3mCSZ”5~2S -WlOVdl. 9e >hosphorus removai efficiencies vary from 71 percent to 

98 percent. ?nd average 85 percent. This is only 5 percent lower than the percent 

9nos3noras removals shown earlier in fable III-32 for process types 4 through 7 

'which incl+deci phosphorus removal processes). 

Bartn and Stensel (1981) also sumwrite nitrogen removal performance of sinqle- 

stage and two-stage activated sludge nitrification plants, but do not report removal 

efficiencies for the nitrification augmented processes. 

i(emova1 of metals and toxic organics from municipal wastewater treatment plants 

has been monitored over a considerably shorter historical time span than for the 

conventional pollutants, Table III-35 sunmarites influent metal concentrations, 

effluent metal concentrations, and removal efficiencies for treatment plants at 

selected cities (Yost et al., 1981). -- From the table. it is clearly seen that there 

is a wide variability in influent metal COnCentratiOnS, effluent COnCentratiOnS, and 

rmoval efficiencies (even for the same type of treatment process). The variability 

of inflbent concentrations is not unexpected due to the variety of sources that 

contribute to municipal uastewater. Hinear et al. (1981) have shown that the corre- -- 
lation between influent metal concentrations and percent industrial flow is very 

poor. Figure III-27 illustrates for cooper. tiouever. for a single treatment plant 

with fixed industrial sources, the correlation should be better. 

E. C. Jordan Co. (1982) docunents a 30day study of priority pollutants at the 

Moccasin Bend wastewater treatment plant in Chattanooga, Tennessee. The plant is a 

42 MGD conventional-activated sludge treatment plant that treats an average dry 

weather flow of 42 MGD. Approximately 50 percent of the flow originates from 

industry. Table III-36 sumnarires the varidbility of lnfluent priority pollutants, 

800, and TSS. Table III-37 sunnnarires the removal efficiencies for the primary and 

secondary units. Mote the generally poor removal l fflclencies associated with 

primary treatment. A nrrnber of the pollutants do not appear to be removed at all. 

Table III-38 sunwnarlzes effluent concentrations in five Sauthcm California 

wastewater treatment plants. Mote that these are generally very large dischargers 

(four are over 100 HO), and may not be typical of smaller plants. The effluent 

trace metal concentrations are, in many cases, higher than the influent concentra- 

tions at the rbccasin Bend plant. 

The most canprehensive study to date on priority pollutants in publicly owned 

treatment plants was completed by burns and Roe (1982). They collected data from 40 

POTUS. Table III-39 summarizes the occurrence of priority pollutants in the influentS 

and effluents of the 40 plants for pollutants detected in at least 10 percent of the 

smples. Mote the high occurrence of metals in both influent and effluent SafIbpleS. 
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TABLE III-34 

YEARLY AVERAGE PhOSPHORUS RLMOVAL PERFORMANCE (Bdrth dnd Stensel, 1981) 

Plant 

Design 
capacity 

(W I 

._- . . .._-_. -_-_ __- .._._. - _._. -.. 

Chemicdl 6 
flowsheet Mdi tion Point 

.__-_.----_.-. 

Ango\a. N.Y. 

Ely, Hinn. 

3.1 

1.0 

Roanoke, Va. 35 

Rochester, N.Y. 20 

Gladstone, Hich. 1.0 

Grand Haven, 
Hich. 

Blue Plains. O.C. 

3.2 

330 

Lima. *io 18.5 

Harlborwgh, Mass. 5.5 

Extended aeration--solids 
contact--tertiary filter 

Primary--rock trickling 
filter--solids contact-- 
tertiary filter 

Primarv--P-stage activated 
sludye--hitriflcation-- 
flocculation--tertiary 
filter 

Priaary--activated sludge 

Prirary--rotating biological 
contactor 

Primary--activated sludge 
(domestic 6 tannery) 

Primary--L-stage activated 
sludge--hItrification 

Primary--activated sludge-- 
nitrification towers 

Primary--P-stage activated 
sludge--nitrification 

FeC 1 
f 

l polymer to 
so ids contact 

Aim + polymer 
before secondary 
clarifier 

Pickle liquor to 
1st stg. aeration 
and alum/polyner 
before floccula- 
tion basin 

Alu before final 
clarifier 

Aim prior to RBC 

Intl. 130 264 6.M 
Effl. 2 2 U.Y 

Infl. 180 123 3.8 
Effl. 15 i3 0.6 

Infl. 
Effl. 

Pickle liquor be- 
fore prinary 

feCl3 to secondary 

FeC13 + polymer 

Infl. 
Effl. 

Infl. 
Effl. 

Infl. 
Efl. 

lnfl. 
Effl. 

Infl. 
prior to prlnaries Effl. 

Aim or FeSOa to Infl. 
lst-sty. aeration Effl. 

_ _-. _ _ _- - 

Performance, q/L -----. .- - 
**5 TSS lotal 0 

_. __--_ ^_-- ..___ _- . __. 

220 
2 

340 
1 

186 165 
16 9 

129 118 
12 16 

xl9 432 
16 19 

140 135 
2tl 28 

157 126 
5 9 

I5Y 306 
3 M 

I1.Y 
0.2 

6.3 
0.M 

3.5 
0.9 

5.0 
0.6 

6.2 
1.M 

5.1 
il.8 

6.M 
0.6 

Yhusphorus 
WelllOVd I 

tfficiency 
___.-___-. 

81Z 

84X 

9MZ 

M7X 

741 

MMI 

IIL 

84% 

YLI 

- _ - _ __-_ _ 
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TABLE III-35 

NlAA CDNCENTRAlIO)(S AMI WEHWAL E~flCIfNClES 

IN TREATblENT PLANTS Al SELECTED ClllES 

city 
lrertment 
kcctvrd 

.-_-- ____ -- .-.- -- - .__- . . -_ ._. 

cd Cf cu nt In Fe 

Anderson, kcodrry 
IndIana lrertaent 

0ufFrlo. 
New lark 

byton. lrlckl lng 
OhlO flltorr 

Grrnd Rqhh. Secondary 
Ht chigrn Treatment 

)luddy Creek, 
OhfO 

lhcit. Secondary 
lndlrnr lrertaent 

Secondary 
Trartamt 

Convestlonrl Influent, @g/l 8 
Activated Lffluent, rg/l 62.5 
Sludge &moral Efflclcncttr, 1 3 

Influent. rg/l 
Effluent, '9/l 
aemovrl Efflclcnc~ts. I 

Inf lucnt , rg/l 
Effluent, up/l 
Ieaovrl tfflclcnclcr, s 

9.5 
3.9 

59 

ltl 
11.2 
31.1 

21 

it.7 

II80 2820 
142 395 
88 06 

200 131 
79.6 53.4 
62.2 61.0 

2;90 
885 

41 

Influent, fly/l 
Lfflmnt. *g/l 
Removal Lfflcimfes, S 

50 
44.5 
11.0 

Influmt. *g/l 
EfflueM, rg/l 
Removal tfflclmles, I 

laflueat, rg/l 400 500 so0 
Lffluert. rg/l 136-325 215-435 295-410 
&move1 Efflclenctes, x 19-66 13-51 M-41 

240 260 
53 83 
10 68 

140 
I40 

0 

1500 
315 

15 

331 
704 
4t.3 

l2W 
508-100 : 

35-51 

II50 
345 
IO 

Pb 

16U 
4u 
15 

99 
25.9 
13.8 

910 
161 
82 
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TABLE I I l-35 

(Continued) 

.______ -. -_-_-_ _---. -----.-... 

Cd Cr 

Second8 ry Influent. up/l 21 95 
Treatment Effluent, rgll I 31 

Removal Efflclencler, t 67 61 

_-_ -. 
cu 

__-. 

I2J 
56 
56 

WI 

Influent, L 9/l 5-65 12-18 62-90 
Effluent, rg/l 2-21 8-12 16-23 
Removal Eff(clencLes, % 59 32 74 

18 
10 
IO 

LO- 10 
35-4 I 
42 

166 210 
53 40 
60 I? 

Convent lonr I Influent, r9/l 6 29U 110 
Act lvrted Effluent. rg/l I 61 84 
Sludge Removal Efflctencies, I 80 19 I3 

32 
32 
u 

330 
211 

16 

20.2 

16 

20 

I9 

220 

31 

9?U 

62 

. -. _ 

146 

49 

300 

54 
- .---- 

II0 II70 65MJ 

42 56 
_ . 

c1 ty 
lrcrtment 
Rece 1 red 

Pittsburgh, 
Penmyl vrnlr 

Ylnnipeg, 
Han. 

Burlington. 
Ontrrlo 

Average of 6 Cities 
near Kansas City 

Survey of 20 Plants 
In Ontrrto 

5tcp 
Aeration 

Qure 
Oxygen 

Influent, #g/l 
Effluent, rg/l 
Removal Efftclencles. 1L 

Influent. rp/l 
Effluent, r9/l 
Removal Effk~enctcs. 1: 

Influent, #9/I 
Effluent, r9/l 
Remora1 Efflclencler. I 

zn fe 

648 
221 

65 

200- 32U IUW-I II0 4u- IU 
53-93 ISU-Ill II-19 
II A5 13 

329 
66 
80 

II1 
60 
4Y 

24W 1540 7 Ill 
552 416 16 

?I I3 93 

133 

41 

bY 

f% 

119 
23 
81 

210 

4Y 

I10 

51 
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FIGURE HI-27 INFLUENT COPPER CONCENTRATIONS To WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANTS As A FUNCTION UF PERCENT INDUSTRIAL FLOW 

Table III-40 wnmarizcs removal efficiencies of a nunbcr of the pollutants as a 

function of different types of treatment. There is a significant increase in per- 

centage removal Between primary treatment plants and secondary activated sludge 

treatment plants for each of the pollutants in the table. 

3.9.2 Industrial Waste Loads 

Compared to municipal discharges, effluent levels from industrial sources are 

less easily predictable because of the variety of categories and treatment processes 

used. Table III-41 shows 35 major industrial categories and frequently detected 

priority pollutants associated with the categories. Keith and Telliard (1979) have 

estimated the frequency of occurrence of the priority pollutants in industrial 

wastewater. Their results wCre shown previously in Table 11-3. If industrial wastes 

are thought to contribute a significant percentage of pollutrnts to the water body 

Being analyzed, the user should try to obtain more specific data on the industries 

present. Local agencies can provide effluent data for the industries in question. 

However, the industries may not be required to monitor for the specific pollutant(s) 

of concern. The Effluent Guidelines Division of the U.S. EPA can also provide 

guidelines for specific categories of pollutants. They have developed extensive 

documentation for each major industrial category. The "trertablllty manual" (USEPA, 
1982 . b, c, d) is one such source that contains data related to approximately 200 

pollutants associated with industrial processes. The manual contains the following 

information: 
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TABLE I:I-36 

;uc: ,E'lT ;:R::a:LITY AtiALVS:S AT WCCAS;N BEND WaSTEWATER TREATVENT PLANT 

:3 
20 
:3 

*. .- 
L9 
36 

:L 

-3 
-- 

I : 
‘3 ;a 
30 66 

3:: 325 
25 51 
52 a7 

3 

2; 
LO 

3ia 
13 
81 

. . 

. 

35 
226 

::. 
52 

20: 
5 

155 
7 

;-a 
2 

:2 9 
2 

17 22 
2 6 
5 a 

ii 1: 

100 
1 
L 

5.5 

Lj 

1 
3 

-5 

12 
5 
L 
1 

15 lk 
1L l9 

a 6 
2 3 

225 527 
77 25 
83 aA 

303 270 
73 76 

3 2 
332 !6L 

226 
:2 3 

, -, - -.a, 
333 

98 
21 

186 

:50 
2; 

!66- 
3:5 

37 
7 

:32 

‘sr..:er.r :onrl 
3C’ : b: 
xs 

303 11s L35 
232 93 327 

1:2 
9s 

. --“Jent Vd:AdBA I.._. ::ry dnrlyrir conducted on priority toxic pOiictdt.:s oerecced 
52 percent of rho tame or greater xi ddditlon c.o lead and cm5r.s for cxk;ned 
36-Cdy period. 

2 Cur:;er vr:uer were romovrd from data bar.. 
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TABLE I II-37 

SELECTED POLLUTANT MASS PERCENT REHDVALS Al 

MOCCASIN BEND UASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT 

Percent Rmvrl 

Pollutmt l 

Priury Secondrq Overall 

frratoont trrrtcmt2 Trertmont 

ll8UlS 
hdolU 
Chromium 
Cm= 
Cyanrdo 
kad 
Hercury 
Nick*1 
Silvrr 
2 ine 

Volrtiles 
Benuno 
l,l,l-Trichlorethana 
Chlorofom 
1,2-Trans-Dichloroothylone 
Etby lbuuana 
kthylono Chloride 
Totrrchlor~thylene 
Toluulo 
Trichloroatbylene 

ACldS 
FGiGl 
2,&-Dxhlorophenol 

Baso/Nautrrls 
1,2,4-Trrcblorobuazonr 
l,3-Dichlorobuuena 
l,k-Dicbloroboptone 
Naphthalena 
Bfs(2-Etblyburpl) Phthalatr 
Di-N-Duty1 Phtbalrta 
Dlothyl Pbthalate 
?hmaatbrum 

Convontionrl/Non-Canventiorrrl 
DOD; 
TSS 

2s L2 56 
0 95 79 

21 75 60 
0 15 11 

12 69 69 
21 100 100 

0 L9 L9 
17 a3 86 
16 70 7s 

7 78 
13 b0 

1 56 
0 100 
0 19 

16 *t 
2s bb 
10 b6 
62 7b 

0 
2 

12 
14 

0 
0 
0 

ko 
0 
0 

10 
30 

80 
82 
S6 

100 
b7 
55 
91 
b7 
a7 

92 91 
C6 L7 

79 82 
30 LO 
bb 88 
92 91 
77 57 

6 u 
34 0 
36 0 

86 6b 
12 a7 

1 Priority toxx pollutanta listed uera datoctad ia tbr mfluent vastovator 
SO poreant of the time or aroater (vith tbo ucoptioa load ti cadalum which 
Vera dataetod L6 parcat of the tin). 

2 Percent raovel bared on uss removal ln activated sludge trutmont units 
rlom. 
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TABLE III-38 

1981 EFFLUENT CONCENTRATIONS FROM FIVE SOUTHERN 

CALIFORNIA WASTEWATER TREATnENT PLANTS 

HvfMri on 
7 mile Orange Point 

JWPCP 5 mllc (Sludge) County Loma Oxnard 

Flow MGD 364 369 4.72 212 130 17.7 

General Constituents 
(w/l 1 

Suspended Solids 
Settled Sollds 
BOO 
011 + Grease 
NH3-N 
Organic-N 
Total-P 
MBAS 
CN 
Phenols 
Turbidfty 
Toxicity (T.U.) 

Trace htals (rg/l) 

4 

:: 
Cr 
cu 
Hg 
Nl 
Pb 
se 
Zn 

167 77 
0.3 0.9 

202 169 
23.3 22 
39.3 16.1 
14.0 7.3 
9.2 6.9 
5.37 4.12 
0.08 0.08 
2.85 0.06 

79 63 
4.2 0.81 

7,100- 

353 

266- 
214 

w 
0.442 
0.37 

s 
w 

119 
1.1 

151 
21.1 
25.7 

w 
w 

0.04 
0.09 

79 
1.0 

114 
0.95 

161 
29.3 
27.7 

a 
m 

4.38 
0.013 
0.073 

53 
1.3 

56.9 
<O.l 

114 
12.2 
17.0 
5.09 

w 

0:oot 
0.10 

44 
2.1 

8.0 
5.0 

16.0 
11.0 

154.0 

14::: 

290': 
500: 0 

25.0 739.0 
12.0 163.0 
17.0 892.0 
54.0 3.340.0 

200.0 9.320.0 
0.7 36.0 

108.0 2.400.0 
50.0 2,00a.o 

1.0 44.0 
217.0 11,800.0 

13.0 

2z 
B2:D 

248.0 
0.4 

69.0 
74.0 

e 
220.0 

13.0 

2: 
43:D 

133.0 
0.8 

13::: 
a 

190.0 

3.0 
20.0 

3.0 

!-l-ii 
0:05 

1% 

91.0 

Chlorinated Hydro- 
carbons (rg/l) 

DOT 0.84 0.050 0.58 0.02 0.084 

PCB 0.54 0.76 3.05 1.55 0.665 
TICH 1.61 0.94 4.68 1.56 0.816 

Not de- 
tected 
co.033 
co.033 

*except as noted 
**Total soltds 
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TABLE I II-39 

KCURREKE OF PRIORITY POLLUTANTS IN POTU 

IYF-.ENTS AN0 EFFLUEMS FOR POLLUrANfS OETECTEO 

:N AT LEAST !O PERCENT OF THE SAHPLES (BURNS AND ROE, 1982) 

INFLUENT 

Parameter 

Percent of 
hbcr of knnber of Samples Minimum 

Samples Times Mere Value Haxlmum 
Analyzed Detected Detected units Detected ral,P 

Zinc 282 
Cyanide 284 

CoPPer 282 
Tolucnc 288 
Chruniun 282 
Tetrachloroethylenc 288 
Methylene chloride 288 
bis(2-Chloroethoxy)methane 287 
Chloroform 288 
Trlchloroethylenc 288 
l.l,l-Trichlotoethane 288 
Ethylbenzene 288 
Nickel 282 
Phenol 288 
Silver 282 
Mercury 282 
Oi-n-butyl phthalate 287 

Lead 282 
1,2-trans-Dichloroethylene 288 
Bcnzenc 288 
Butyl benzyl phthrlrte 287 
Cadmiun 282 
Dlethyl phthalate 287 
Napthrlenr 287 
1.1-01 chloroethrne 288 
Pentachlorophenol 287 

282 100 ug/ 1 22 9250 

283 100 ug/l 3 7580 

281 100 ug/ 1 7 2 300 
276 96 q/l 1 13000 
268 95 ug/l 8 2380 
273 95 ug/ 1 1 5700 

266 92 ug/ 1 1 a9000 

265 92 q/l 2 670 

263 91 ug/l 1 a30 

260 90 q/l 1 la00 

244 85 ug/l 1 30000 

231 80 ugll 1 730 

224 79 ug/l 5 5970 

220 79 ug/‘l 1 1400 

208 71 q/l 2 320 

196 70 q/ 1 200 a000 

185 64 ug/l 1 140 

176 62 ug/l 16 2540 

179 62 ug/ 1 1 200 

175 61 ug/ 1 1 1560 

165 57 w/l 2 560 

157 56 q/l 1 1800 

151 53 ug/l 1 42 

142 49 q/l 1 150 

89 31 ug/l 1 24 

84 29 ug/l 1 640 
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TABLE II I-39 

(Continued) 

Parameter 

Percent of 
Number of Number of Samples Mlnimum 

Samples Ttmcs bhere Value Haximn 
Analyzed Detected Detected Units Oetected Value 

k-&K 288 

l,l-Dichloroethylene 288 

1.2-04 chlorobenzene 287 

Phenanthrent 287 

Anthracene 287 

1,4-Dichlorobenrene 287 

Arsenic 282 

1,2-Dichl oroethane 288 

Antimony 282 

Chlorobenzene 288 

Dimethyl phthalate 287 

Methyl chloride 288 

1,2,4-Trichlorobenrene 287 

2,4-Dimethylphenol 288 

Parameter 

Cyanide 

Zinc 

Copper 

Methylerc chlor 

Chraniun 

bis(2-Ethylhexy 

Percent of 
Hmber of Hmber of Samples 

Samples Times Mere 
Analyzed Detected Detected 

276 268 97 

289 272 94 

289 263 91 

Ide 302 260 86 

289 247 85 

1) phthal ate 302 254 84 

75 26 

74 26 

67 23 

57 20 

52 18 

49 17 

43 15 

42 15 

39 14 

36 13 

33 11 

33 11 

28 10 

28 10 

q/l 
w/l 
q/l 
q/l 
ug/l 
up/l 
ug/l 

ug/l 

ug/l 

ug/ 1 

ug/l 

q/l 

ug/l 

q/l 

20 3900 

1 243 

1 440 

1 93 

1 93 

2 200 

2 80 

1 76000 

1 192 

1 1500 

1 110 

1 1900 

3 4300 

1 55 

EFFLUENT 

Mn+mum 
Value Maximum 

Units Detected Value 

@J/l 2 2140 

up/l 18 3150 

ug/ 1 3 255 

up/l 1 62000 

ug/l 2 759 

ug/l 1 370 
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TABLE III-39 

(Continued) 

EFFLUENT 

Parameter 

Percent of 
kmber of kxnber of Smples ninimum 

Smpl es Times Vlcre Value Msximun 
Analyzed Detected Detected Units Detected Value 

Chloroform 302 247 

Tetrachloroethylene 302 239 

Nickel 289 216 

Toluene 302 160 

Oi-n-butyl phthalate 302 158 

l,l,l-Trlchloroethme 302 157 

Trichloroethylene 302 137 

Y-8HC 303 99 

Mercury 288 86 

Phenol 302 87 

Cadmiun 289 81 

Silver 289 i3 

Ethylbenzene 302 73 

8enrene 302 69 

Lead 289 61 

Pentachlorophenoi 301 63 

Dichlorobrona~thrne 302 a7 

Diethyl phthalatr 301 39 

1,2-trans.Dichloroethylene 302 39 

Antimony 289 37 

Arsenic 289 35 

Duty1 benzyl phthlate 302 34 

Selenium 289 29 

82 ug/l 1 87 

79 ug/l 1 1200 

75 q/l 7 679 

53 ug/ 1 1 1100 

52 ug/ 1 1 97 

52 ug/l 1 3500 

45 ug/l 1 230 

33 Wl 10 1400 

31 rig/l 200 1200 

29 q/l 1 89 

28 ug/l 2 82 

25 Wl 1 30 

24 ug/l 1 49 

23 ugll 1 72 

21 w/l 20 217 

21 ug/l 1 440 

16 q/l 1 6 

13 ugll 1 7 

13 ug/l 1 17 

13 up/l 1 69 

12 ugf 1 1 72 

11 q/l 1 34 

LO Wl 1 150 

l,l-Oichloroethylenr 302 29 10 ug/l 1 11 
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TABLE I I I-40 

HEDIAW QERCENT REMOVALS OF SELECTED POlLUTAMS 

1lWMJGH POTY TREATMENT PROCESSES (BURNS AND ROE, 1982) 

Parwtrr 

PW-~llel 
secondrry 

socondrry kcondrry 
ktivrltd Sludgc/lrlckilny 

SMOfMl4fy rbDtrtllq Secondrry Fllttr Plants 
kt (vrtrd krrted -7iavrted 

?riury Sludqe l 

filoloylcrl IrickIlny 
Contrctorr Capoocr SlIMlya Sldc Flltcr SIIIC Iertlrry 

BOO (12) 19 (22) 90 (5) I? (3) 

lotrl rurpeded solids (12) 4s (22) 90 (5) 18 (3) 

c4dd u to 15 (6) 85 (I) II (2) 
Chralu (12) 2? (22) 84 (I) 48 (3) 

Copper (12) 22 (22) 84 (5) 49 (3) 

Cyrnldr (12) 21 (22) 62 (5) 5? (3) 

led (I) 51 (2) 82 (I) 20 (1) 

Ikrcury (8) 10 (8) 16 (2) 56 (3) 

IlChl (9) 14 (15) 34 (2) 4? (2) 
Sllvrr (4) 20 (5) 83 (2) 55 (2) 
ztnc (12) 21 (22) 81 (5) 43 (31 
8onrene (8) 25 (10) I? (3) 80 (2) 
bls(Z-Eihylkxyl)phth&lrlr (12) 0 III) 62 (5) 24 (3) 

krtyl bemyl phthrlrtr (4) 62 (2) 94 (1) 10 (3) 

Ch\ orolom (11) 14 (20) 62 (5) I5 (3) 

01-n-butyl phtbdrtr (3) 36 (6) 68 (5) 50 (1) 

Otelhyl phtha\rtr (1) 56 (2) 91 (0) - (0) 

Ethylbeazene 112) 13 (10) 90 (5) 90 (3) 

91 (1) 92 

a4 (1) 50 

83 (0) - 

76 (01 - 

92 (1) 91 

80 (11 96 
91 (0) - 

83 (0) - 

I6 (0) - 

80 (0) - 

111 (1) 81 

01 (0) - 

64 (11 u6 
04 (0) - 

50 (0) - 

98 (0) - 

(0) - 

86 (01 - 

(4) ui! 

(4) Yl 

(2) ~ 
(4) 63 

14) 15 

(4). 611 

10) - 

12) 49 

(4) 0 

(2) 83 

(41 13 
(I) 92 

(4) 12 
(11 93 

(4) by 

(3) XJ 

(0) - 

(4) BY 
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TABLE Ill-40 

(Cant Inued) 

Parit ICI 
kcondrry ktlurted Slwlge/Irictltny 

SrCOtbdOfy kcoadrry SOCOtUlO~ btrt hy secolldrry rlltcr Plrntr 
ktlratd If tctltng 02 ktirrted etolopkal krrtal 7Z~-Ti7kIIny 

Prrwtrr Pr iurr SlUdd rtiter SItAl* contrctort Ll9oon Sludge shlc Ftltcr SLdc .- ,_- IcrlirrJ 

lwhylm chlwlde (121 0 (14) 48 (5) ?6 (3) 34 (0) - (11 96 (4) 52 (4) J2 @I 18 

kpthoiw (4) 44 ($1 92 (0) - (0) - 101 - w - (0) - WI - (4) w 
FRkmol (111 8 (15) 09 (0) - (1) 99’ to 99’ 11) 50 (31 99 (3) 94 (6) 95 

Ictruhloroothylaw (121 4 (20) 82 (5) 82 13) 15 (1) SQ (I) 91 (41 76 (4) 62 (8) 94 

1OlU.M (121 0 (21) 93 (5) 88 (3) 991 (1) ** (1) 89 (4) 9l* (4) 93 (8) 98 
frlchloroethytme (I21 20 (20) 90 (51 96 (2) 61 (1) 61 (0 9J (4) 91 (4) 95 tr1 91 
l,l,l-Irkhlororthmm (10) 40 (I?) 88 (5) 92 (31 80 (0) - II) 91 (3) 99’ (3) 91 (I) % 
1,2-trrns-O1chloraathy1w (91 36 09) 80 (4) 91 (21 85 (01 - (I) @I (01 - (0) (3) ul 

l POIU 8. predalnmtly (96 percent) rctlrit8d stud9e, YS Included In the rctlrrted rludw plants. 

kite: kmkr In ( ) Is Mkr of plants utth crlculrtcd raovris. 

thly plants rtth rvorrqr Influent corwmtrrttocrr prerter than three tiwr the mrt frequent detectjon ItmLt of each pollulant WC in- 

cludd In ruorrl cr\culrttms. ._-__-_ -_._ ..-___-... -- -.. -- -. 
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TABLE I I I-41 

SNOUSTRIAL CATEGORIES AND FREQUENTLY OETECTED 

PRIORITY POLLUTANTS 8Y CATEGORY 

I I I I.1 I I ’ 
IIll I I I 

I I I I I I I I i I I I 
I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 

I I I ’ 
I I I I I !l 
1 I I I I I ! 1 



l Smmry of fate of rpproxlnrtely 200 pollutrnts in different industries 
e NJ&W of times each pollutant detected 
a Mninum, maximm, and man concentt~tlon of each pollutrnt 

l Percent rnovrl for different tnrtment processes 
0 Effluent concentration ranges 

volur II 

l Descrfption of l uh Industrial category 
l Pollutants rssocfrted 4th vrr4aus crtegorfes 

Volume III 
o Technology for coarol/raovrl of pollutants (physfcrl-chmlcal, bloloqlcrl, 

dlspoul) 

l Rmovrl data 

Volur IV 
0 Cost l stlnrtlon for trertneot. 

the treatabIlIty ~rnurl Is typlcrlly rvrllrble'rt reglow1 EPA h8rdqurfters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RIVERS AND STREAMS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this chapter is to present simplified tools which can be 
used to predict responses of rivers and streams to the impact of pollutants. The 

Introductory sections to the chapter should be red prior to solving any problems In 
order to become familiar with the topics that will be covered and the limitations of 

the formulations presented. 
Rivers throughout this country are subject to a wide spectrum of geological, 

biological, climatological, and anthropogenic impacts which produce a variety of 

water quality problems. Approaches which provide guidance to the solution of these 

problems, especially ones restricted to hand calculations, must be limited In scope. 

The following guidelines have been used in selecting topics to be considered In this 

chapter: 1. widely occurring problems, 2. those amenable to hand calculations, and 
3. those for which planners GUI obtain sufficient data. 

4.1.1 Scope 

The major problem areas to be considered are: 
• Carbonaceous (CBOD) and nitrogenous (NBOD) biochemical oxygen demand 

• Dissolved oxygen 

• Temperature (with a discussion of low flow) 

• Nutrients and eutrophication potential 
• Coliform organisms 

• Conservative constituents 
• Sedimentation and suspended solids 

• Toxic substances. 

Beginning in 1974, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has for several 

years published the National Water Quality Inventory which is a compilation of 
current water quality conditions and recent trends in the nation's rivers and lakes. 

Several of the tables In that report series are relevant to this document and are 

included here. Table IV-1 Illustrates reference water quality levels used to define 

acceptable pollutant limits In U.S. waterways. Table IV-2 shows water quality 
conditions In eight major waterways In the United States, while Table IV-3 summarizes 

the most widely observed water quality problems in the U.S. These tables will be 

cited throughout this chapter. 
Local water quality standards, when they exist, are preferable to the general 

guidelines provided in Table IV-l. Table IV-4 shows ample standards for dissolved 

oxygen and water temperature for the states of Virginia and Maryland. Parts of the 



TABLE IV-1 

REFERENCE LEVEL VALUES OF SELECTED WATER QUALITY 
INDICATORS FOR U.S. WATERWAYS (U.S. EPA, 1976) 

parameter Reference Level 

Ammonia 

Color 

Dissolved Oxygen 

Dissolved Solids < 250 mg/1 (for water supply) 

Fecal Coliforms log mean < 200 per ml over 30 days 
and 90 percent < 400 per ml (for 
bathing waters) 

Nitrate-N 

pH 

Phenols 

Suspended Solids and 
Turbidity 

Total Dissolved Gases 

< 0.02 mg/1 as unionized ammonia 
(for freshwater aquatic life) 

< 75 platinum-cobalt units (for 
water supply) 

> 5.0 mg/1 (to maintain fish 
populations) 

< 10 mg/1 (water supply) 

between 6.5 and 9.0 (for freshwater 
aquatic life) 

< 1 µg/1 (for water supply) 

shall not reduce the depth of the 
compensation point by more than 
10 percent (aquatic life) 

< 110 percent saturation (aquatic 
life) 

standards are significantly different from the reference levels In Table IV-1. For 

example the daily average dissolved oxygen standard for natural trout water for the 
state of Virginia is 7.0 mg/1, while 5.0 mg/1 is recommended for the protection of 

aquatic life (Table IV-l). Thus, when local standards exist, they should be used in 

lieu of general reference levels. 

4.1.2 Significance of Problem Areas 

Oxygen depletion is often the result of excessive CBOD and NBOD loadings par- 
ticularly in combination with high temperature and low flow conditions. Increased 
nutrient loadings to streams which produce elevated ambient concentrations can pose 

substantial potential for eutrophication. The nutrient problem is currently one of 

the most widespread areas of concern regarding river water quality. The health 
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TM&E IV-2 

UMOITTOR OF EIGHT M&RR WLRWVS (EPA.1974) 
-- -_ ._.-. .-.. _ -__-_ 

Ramful Physical Eutrophication 
RiWP S&stances nodificrtion Potential 

Trace rtals 
present in l lddle 
TiVW 

High*. Incrmsing 
iron and 
Mlb!JUWSe 

nississippi High* turbtdlty ad Iii*5 increasing 
solids below nutrients but no 
lilssourl River algae 

Ii SSOWi 

MO 

TMMSSW 

High* suspended solids, 
turbidity in middle and 
lower river 

High* suspended solids 
in lower river, some 
iqwovements 

HW, increasing 
nutrients but no 
algae 

High* nutrients but 
no algae 

Small fncrease in 
nutrients but no 
algae 

Detroit area 
rivers 

krrke 

Yillamette 

Cyanide present 
but dimlshing 

Suspended solids 
improving, local 
teqwrature effects 
from discharges 

Severe gas super 
saturation; some radlo- 
rctlvlty in Iouer river 

Occasional high' 
teaperatuns 

Severe gas super- 
saturation, signlf- 
cbnt pestlcilies 

Turbidity from 
natural erosion, 
agricultural practices, 
nsarvolr flushing 

Signlflcant sulfite 
waste liquor from 
pulp and paper wastes 

High* turbidity at 
high flow. high 
teqwrature in s-r 

Rutrlents discharged 
to Cake Erie 
decreasing 

High* nutrients but 
no algae, except for 
slime growths in 
lower river 

Nuisance algal 
blooms each 
5-r 

High* level of 
nutrients but 
not excessive algae 



TARW IV-2 (continued) 
- ._- - 

River 
Salinity; Acidity, OXYW Health Hazards and 

and Alkalinity Depletion Aesthetic Deqradation -. . ..- --- . -. .- .~--__---_ ----. - __-_--_ _A_.. 

Hississippi 

Hi~souri 

Oh10 

Tennessee 

%z l rea 

Coltill 

Snake 

Yilluatte 

High* salinity, acidity 
below ujor 
tributaries 

Hi** dissolved salts 
in middle and lower 
river 

Lou* alkalinity 
ffvglrll~ in upper 

Acids and chloride low.* 
improving despite 
large discharges 

Approrches ideal 
for fresh waters 

High' dissolved 
solids from irrigation 
in middle river 

Lo& dissolved mineral 
salts, irgroved pH 

Oxygen-demanding 
loads from large 
cities evident 

High* organic loads 
from feedlots, 
irQroved near cities 

Occasional low* 
dissolved oxygen near 
Cincinnati and Pittsburgh 

Lou* BOO and 
decreasing COD in 
reservoirs 

low* dissolved oxygen 
only at mouths of 
area tributaries 

Dissolved oxygen 
close to saturation 

Dissolved oxygen 
close to saturation 

Improved dissolved 
oxygen, no standards 
violations 

Cornercial fishiny 
eliminated in lower 
river by phenols. 
bacteria near cities 

Hiyh* bacteria and 
viruses present in wet 
and dry periods 

High* bacteria especially 
in high Population 
areas 

High* bacteria in small 
areas near cities, low 
radionuclides 

Phenols &creasing, 
bacteria unchanged- 
to-higher 

Very low* bacteria 

High* bacteria 
below population 
centers 

High* bacteria, but 
improving 

Wgh (or low) relative to other rivers, or relative to other sections of river, or to 
national reference levels. Ibes not necessarily imply standards violations or 
dangerous condition. 

--- ---- 



TABLE IV-3 

;rATER QCALITY PROBLE!! AREAS REPORTED 8Y SATES* 
';u%ER REPORTliS PROBL3SiiOTAL (EPA.1975) 

Or jgen 
acol et: :- 

. . . a-9 ,e a-. 

**- .#.-.- --.s....-, Great 
',f“.""'. - w-3. South Lakes Central Southwest kits t ISlUldS 'otal 

* a f : j 1 I 3,9 616 6/d d/J 6/6 416 46152 

Eutroml- 
cation 
potentidl 

11/13 6/9 6/6 8/8 2/4 6/6 -1 6 43/52 

Health 
wards 

11/13 819 5/6 8/8 314 516 516 OS/52 

Salinity, 313 6/9 2/6 6/8 4/4 4/6 2/6 27152 
acidity, 
alkalinity 

Physical 7/13 3/9 3/6 8/8 3/4 6/6 5/6 35152 
maificatlon 

Harmful 6/13 619 5/6 b/8 414 216 316 30/52 
s43stances 

l Localized or statewide problems discussed by the States in their reports. 

hazards category In Table IV-3 lists elevated collfom levels as I probln of par- 

tlculrr cohcern in northeastern mnd Great Lakes States. Salinity has been identlfled 

as a major problm In the central and southwestern states. 
ikcruse of thefr irmrtmce, each of the problcn weir described will be ddresM 

In this chgter. As shoon in Table IV-S, mrny states routinely memrc the parmeters 

associated with these problms. The total nuber of states respondfng to the survey 

was 47. &cause of the routM surveys condwtd, data are cmaonly wailrble for 

prrfoming hand crlcul&tfons. N600, though not directly measured, CM be found from 

measurements of organic md umonld nltrogen. Chloride concentration naaswments 
can be directly converted to rallnlty. 

4.1.3 App1icdlllty to Other Problems 

The tools tilch we presented fn this chapter we designed to address speclflc 
water quality problrs. Homw, a nubet of the tools, rrhich are based on the law 
of mass conservation, cm be directly applied to other problems with little or no 
modlflcrtion. In the cm of trperrtwe predlctlon, an energy balance 1s used 
(**ch is rnrlogws to I mass balance). 



lA8LE IV-4 

EXAMPLE RIVER MATER QUALITY STANMROS 

Dissolved Oxygen Tenpetdture, l F 
Cl dSS Description Mnlmum Average 1, Trrnr 

Vlrglnfr 

III Coastal dne Piedmont 4.0 5.0 5 90 

IV Hountrlnous 4.0 5.0 5 81 

V Put and Take Trout WIterr 5.0 6.0 5 70 

VI Natural Trout Uaters 6.0 7.0 5 68 

Maryland 

I Water Contact, Recfeatlon 4.0* 5.0. 90 l * 

III kturrl Trout Uaters 5.0. 6.0* 68 l * 

IV Recreational Trout Ylters 5.0* 5.0* 75*+ 

*These values apply except when lower values occur nrturrlly. 
**These apply outsldr the rlxlng zone. If natural trperrture of recelvlng 

water is greater thdn the standard, then thdt becms the strndrrd. 

The degree of cwnrllty of source and sinks of a particular pollutant (e.g., 

a nutrient) or water quality Indicator (e.g., dissolved oxygen) Is responsible for 
the shnllwltles an0 differences mong the specific equations. For exmple, CBOO and 
NBOO produce a similar general effect (oxygen depletion), generally have slmllrr 

Sources an0 sinks, and for purposes of this study are aswed to follow first order 
decay kinetics. Coliforrr, also ~smed to decay by first order kinetics, are 
handled by the mass-balance rgprorch. Consewltfve sdstances are different fra 
800 and collfow In that ttwy do not decay. Finally, there are s- Instances Mere 

d more subjective mrlysls Is fndlcrted and neither a nass nor energy balance Is 
presented. 

Once the slrilrrltles nong water quality parmeters we understood, hmdllng 
two seemingly different pmblrs can often be accomplIshed In a strrlghtfonwd dnd 
similar fashion. For exmple, the dlstrlbutlon of toxic s&stances that we either 
conservative or follow a ftrst order decay may be evaluated using techniques described 
for conservative substances mnd collfoms, respect tvely. 

4.1.4 Sources of Pollutants 

Pollutant loadings ortglnate frm three generrl sources: point, nonpoint, and 
natural. Each of these cun constitute 1 major hurdle In meeting the M83 goals of 
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fA8LE IV-5 

WATER QUALITY PARMnERS 
COfWONLY WNITORED BY STATES* (EPA.1975) 

Parameter 
Number 

of strtes 

FloU 47 

Olssolved oxygen 47 

Collfom bacteria 45 

Nitrogen (any form) 39 

Phosphorus (dny form) 35 

PH 35 

800/C00/TOC 27 

Udter temperature 29 

Turbid1 ty 26 

SolIds (my type) 27 

Metals (any type) 17 

Chlorides 19 

Alkrlinlty 15 

Conductivity 16 

Color 11 

SUl fdta 14 

%ly parameters listed by at least 10 States rnd specified 1% being 
pdrt Of l dch Stdte’S monftoring program Ire tnClodrd. 

flshrble and swlmmrble waters. Specifically, point sources (30 stdtes), nonpolnt 

sources (37 stdtes), dnd ndturdl conditions (21 stdtes) dre 811 mdjor contrtbutors to 
udter qudllty problms (EPA, 197s). 

It Is lmperdtlve thdt the cgdclty to dssess impacts of nonpolnt sou?ces be 8 

prrt of the hdnd cdlculdtlon methWolo9y for rivers. tdble IV-6 Illustrdtes the 

tmportnce of nonpotnt source nutrient loading for selected rivers In Iowa. Up to 96 

percent of the dnnudl phosphorus lodd and up to 99 percent of the totdl nitrogen lod 

dro from noapotnt sourcm AMttedly, quantlftcatlon of nonpoInt source loads Is 

often dlfftcult. Reverttwless, skplifled nonpoint source terns will be Included In 

fame Of the mdSS-bdldme fomuldtiom The methodology %up~lIed in Chdpter III CIll 
be used to estimate the nonpofnt %ource loading rates. 

4.1.5 Assmptlons 

In tirlvlng the wrs-brlme eqwtlons, d nmber of dssuptlms mre made. 

Users should be awe of l uh assuptlon so that the tools are not mlsappltd. The 
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TABLE IV-6 

ANNUAL P!iOSWRUS AN0 NITROGEN LOAD FOR SELECTED IOWA RIVER BASINS (EPA.1975) 

River 
fotdl 

(lbs/yedr) 

Percent of 
Point Sources Nonpoint Sources Tot81 from 

(lbs/yecrr) (lbslyedr) Nonooint Sources 

PHOSPHORUS 

Floyd 

Little Sioux 

Chdriton 

Des Cblnes 

IOWd 

Ceddr 

NITROGEN 

Floyd 

Little Sioux 

chdf i ton 

Des Moines 

I OWd 

Cedar 

*of thOphOSPh8 te 

720,207 29,807 690 ,bOO 95.9 

1.851.632 129,088 1.722.544 93.3 

879,916 48,203 831,713 94.5 

5,621,007 586,015 5.034.992 69.6 

1,723,975+ 103,445. 1,620,530' 94.; 

5.099.507 1.526.775 39572,732 70.: 

! ,705,984 65,171 1.640.813 96.2 

9.6099556 85,308 9.522.248 99.1 

1,585,427 24,795 1.560.632 98.4 

41.3344,897 695,235 40.639.662 98.3 

2.075.830 91,287 1,984,5b3 '95.6 

6,804,881 19552,334 5.252.547 77.2 

most importdnt dssuptlons dre: 

0 The systrr IS dt steddy-stdte. 

a Olsperslon Is smdll cmpdred to dvectlon (I.e., plug flou is dstucd). 

0 The river ryStr Is vertlcdlly dnd Idterdlly mixed. 

0 When pollutdnts decdy, the rdtes dry first order. 

The steddy-stdte 8ssumQtlon MUIS thdt coadftlons Ire not Chdnging with tfme, 

but only as 8 functton of distmce dlong the river. The the Scdle or steady-stdte 

generdlly should be on the order of 8 uek or longer. For exople, the samer low 

flow period generdlly represents 8 steddy-stdte sltudtlon. Mouever, storm events, dnd 
the dynmlc respons8s of 8 river to thN, rust be considered d tfdn%lent RhenOWbOn. 

Dlsperslo~ effects cm usudlly be neglected when pollutrnt Input Into 8 rfver 1s 
cant Inuous. Under these condftfons the plug flow dssmptlon Is redwndle because 
the net dfs#rsive trnsport 4s smdll. beef, uhrn 8 slug of pollutant Is dls- 
Chd+ged fnstdntdneousIy, dfsperslve trdnsport Is fmportnt since high concentrrtlon 

9rrdfmts extst dround the centrold of the dlSchwged pollutdnt. 
The fully-afxed dssuptlon presuppows that concentrdtfm grdlents exist only 

fn tha dtrectfon of flow (longltudtnrl dlrectfon) dnd not In either the vertfcdl or 



lateral direction. The final major assmption is that all decay rates can be rpproxi- 

m&ted by first order kinetics. This means that the decry rate of a substance Is 
Proportional to the mount present. First order decay is traditionally used in CBOO 
CQputations, and occasionally in nitrogen oxidation. The oxidation of lnorqrnic 
nitrogen actually prc7cds In stages from mnir-W to nitr+?t-N to nftratt-N. 

Houevtr, for purposes of this report, the first order decry rdtt is accept&It for 

NO00 and colifoms, as well as MOO. tkforr applying first order decay to other 

substances, homver, cart should be taken to determine the validity of the as8mptfOn. 

For a fen of the analyses rhich follow, sevtraJ of the rforanentioned rssmptions 

art rt18xtd. In the dfscussion of mixing zones, Section 4.1.9, partirl mixing is 

discusstd for wide rivers. In the discussion on toxicants, Section 4.9, the spill 

analysis requires that an unsteady-state situation be analyzed where the effects of 

dispersion art included. 

4.1.6 Oata Requfraents 

Required in the analysis of most water quality problrs art one or more 

types of drtr. For exmple, strtm vtlocfty (U), volrrwtrfc flow rate (0). and 

strtm taperrtuts (1) art cmnly n-d. kdy rates, specfffc to the partfculdr 

ptoblm dt hand, art also required. 
The U.S. E~~fromntrl Protection Agency has published two docments (Bowfe s 

fi.. 1985 8nd LiSOfl & dl --*a 1978) intended to provide uhttr quality modelers with a 

corprehensfvt source of infomrtfon on rrtt constants and coefficients. The docurnt 

provides txttnsfvt infornrtion on both bfologicrl and u8ttr qurllty ptrmttrs commonly 
used in surface umttr aodelfng. the contents of the doamen t wfll be useful to the 

users of this document WcIo are often faced with lImIted fnfoorrrtlon on process rates 

for the uattr bodies belng analyzed. 

Strtrr velocity fs the most basic hflrrulfc parmeter ntied for the analyses 
Presented in this chapter. Ideally, the appropriate stream velocity Is the trrvtl 

tim of neutrally buoyant pwtlcles over the reach being fnvestfgrted divided by the 
distrnce travel84. Mote that this concept ot velocity Is dltferent fra the velocfty 

determined by: 

(IV-l) 

As defined by fqwtfon IV-l, this concept of velocity n(fsts only at the point In the 
river *en the cmss-sectfonai area is A. If the point of wrsvaent 1s not 

typfcal of the reach btlng ffwestfgated, then neither rfll the vtloclty be typical. 

Conseouently, should the user predict strem velocity based on cross-sectiondl 8rt8, 

a 1oca:lon typical of the *Ire+ rewh being fnvestigrtuJ should be chosen. 



An alternate method of predicting stream velocity, uhlch dots not depend on 

either flOWdtc 0 Ot CtOSS-StCtiOndl drtd A iS Mdnnrr?9'S Equation. A Canpltte de+ 
cription of the use of this dPprOdCh is given in many texts on suffdce wdttr hydrdul- 

lC5, ?ne cf the best being Chow (1959). 

kccrdinq to Mdnning's Equdtton strta velocity under uniform flow condrtions is 

txortssiblt as: 

” . u $/2 2/3 
n RH (IV-21 

where 

n = Manning's n 

5 = s~opt, ft/ft 

RH = hydrdulic rd'.s, ft. 
Manning's n is the roughness :f the strta bed, and cm be predicted ds outlfned fn 

Chow ( 19S9). Barnes (1967) provides roughness datd for 90 stream in the United 

States, dnd Includes CrOSS-StCttOndl dreds dnd photographs Of the SfrtmS ffW!Sti- 

gdtcd. The slope can be tstimdted using tOPOgrdPhk mdps to predict clevdtion 

chdngts bttmtn two locdtions and then overlying d string over the strtm path to 

predict distance. The hydrdulic fddiu% (which fs the ratio of tht cross~stct~ondl 

area to wetted perimeter) cdn be tstlmdted in terms of depth uhen the strem width is 

much grtdttr thdn the depth. SfltCif kdl ty: 

f depth, if chdnntl cross-sect ion Is rectangular 

2/3 mdxlnu depth, if chdnnt 1 cross-section Is pdrabolic 

4.1.7 Stltctlon of Season 

It is rtdsondle to expect thdt a particular water qudlity problem may be 

more were at one time of the fldr than another. Table IV-7 shows that pollutant 

ltvtls cdn depend on strson (8-r or winter) and flow rate (high flou or low flow). 

Oissolved oxmn problas, for txmplt, drt cltrrly associated with water, low flow 

conditfons. Consequently, for any particuldr pollution problem, users should strive 
t0 p4!tfOm th dndlySi% under critfcrt COnditimS. Mere planning 1% performed with 

considtrrtion of the aggr@rrtrd sftwtlon and where prmr Irtment utfon is taken, 
It Is likely that pollution concentrations will be below problem tevels during other 

times of the fiar. If a problm in fact existsr then it Is under these conditions 

that It WI t t be most pronounctd. 

In the folloufng sections, hand crlculrtfon methods for each problm drtd dn 
dtscrfbtd with fllustrative txmplts. fable IV-8 provides d %uMry of the material 

presented. 
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)IAJoR ~ERWS: sEASON All) FlOU AWALYSIS, 1968-72 (EPA, 1971) 
-_. _ -_ ___ __. __-_ __..- - ----- .---.-.-- ---.-- .-- - _. _ . 

Plrrcttrr -_.__ ._._ -. . . . 

surpmded 501 IIS 
lurb,dity 
Color 

aid 
WItrite 
)Iltrate(rs W) 
IIt tra tr(rs NO+ 
Nitrttc plus nitrate 
Organic ri trogea 
lot&l Kjddahl nitrogen 
lotrl phosphorus 
Iotrl phos@atr 
Dissolved #orphatc 

O~rrolved rolids(I05°C) 
Uirrolved solids(l800C) 
Chlortdes 
Sullrtes 
Alk&linity 
ph 

Dissolved orygm 
Boos 
coo (.ozsa) 

Total colifom(llFD)* 
lotrl colifom(llCI)* 
lotrl col iforms( 
fecal col ifom(llF)* 
CPccrl col~fom(m)* 
f%molr 
Odor 

Ymtcr, 
High flow 

1; 
II 

I4 

1: 
a 
2 

: 
10 

t 

4 

: 

9 
IS 

l! 
6 

sur , Winter, Sumer, Oomnrnt 
lo* fk!!. -..low !.!!%- .-High F!!?!!- -- -.-- flirrL 

(n&w of rcrchcr l rceedLng refcretwc levels)L* 

5 0 4 High flow 

: : 
J High floa 
4 High flow 

: 
J I Cold vrther 

4 fi 1 
lar flow 
Cold ueathar 

3 6 1 Cold mather 
3 2 Inconclusive 

5 x 
: Uamnrtkr 

: z 
3 

Uarmwrther 
Cold watber 
Cold neather 

3 4 A Cold wrtkr 

: 
6 3 Lou flow 

13 
1: ii 

Lou flou 
Lou flow 

l: 
S Warm mither.lou f1ou 

I2 Lou flow 
4 6 : Cold uerther,hi+ flo* 

I9 9 Nwuuerther 
6 8 
S 3 : 

Cold weather 
Cold weather 

IO 
6 

f 

: 
0 

r' 
Ylrmwrther 
tugh flou.wrm aeatber 

3 Iluonclurive 

t 
Incoclclusive 
Cold weather 
Inconclusive 
Inconclmiue 

l &a&r~ne filter delayed, membrrne filter idirte. OIt probrble nukr. wdrwe filter 

l *Fktwence levels drt rvrilrblc in l&le N-1. lhirty reaches ucre anrlyred during each season. 



TABLE IV-8 

dATER OUAL:Ty 4NALVSES FOR RIVER SCREENING METHOOt)LOGY 

Cweonrcwus bn4 nitroqwwr 
blocmm1c41 ory9en 6um 

Ihrcrionts 

bllfom orprntvr 

suimnt 

- 900 woftlrs for wlnt source 

- 900 wof!ln dth Mnthic sourcn rddod 

- 900 profflrs den Both wnthlc bn4 nonpotnt 
sourcIs Mdd 

- CWO-M900-W pfofilr for pofnt sourcts 

- DO prof*lrr dth pnowcyncHttc o~yqen 
proauction ma amthk ~putr bddod 

- crltlcbl 4i~solw4 oay9m ~~nalc~ons 

- rlsto rsrlmllrcl*r crprc1ty 

- 9-h llmltlm) nutrlrnt 

- nutrient proflln for pornt mircIs 

- nucrlrnt profll44 for nonpolnt sources 

- colffom grofll4s for point sources 

- colifom pmfilrr for nonwtnt sources 

- MaloU 

- surpmnod load 
- total 1044 

- rtwrbcfon rbtn for rn411~ 8m 
4Ho atmms 

- pnotosynuutfc osygm mduCcim ma 
bmhlc uDUk@ 4atJ 

- tbbulate4 rolutlonr for crltlcrl 
41rsolrrd ory9w lrrrla 

f n~crogm/pftoswows rbctos for 
prorth lIm!Utton 

- nonoolnt sourer loadIn raws oy 
lrnd UII cym 

- decay rbtn 

laicrntr - toorlcrrt @rofIlrs for polrt 4n4 
mneolnt sourcn 

- YSl flua volbttlfto& rbocto~, am 
trmsfomd 

- ~~~~lys's of lab Uu hl9h donrlty 

- cm r#ulrod co dnor9 toS1Unt fra 
bau sdtmtr 

- war pressurn, solub~l~ty.aunol- 
wbwr #rtloll cooff1c1ont for 
prlorlty pollutrnrr 

- hnry's LI comwltr 

4.1.8 River Scgmcn,tatlon 

Although the tools presented in this chapter are of a rimpllficd nature they can 

be used to andlyze complex river systems (i.e., those which have a nunber of different 

point and nonpoint sources of pollution, trlbutarfes and wlthdrawals). Analysis of 

these systuns is accomplished by dividing the river into segments. The bask tenet 

which must be followed is simply this: Segments are created so that one of the 

analytical too 1s presented In this Chapter can be used to pred ict the PO llutdnt 
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concentration profile within the segment. 

Analyses of river systems normally begin at a segment where the boundary 

conditions dre icnoun, and proceed sequentially downstrea. Thus the results found 

for one segment dfe used as the upstrean boundary condition for the next segment. 

Based on the tools in this chapter, the following rules should be followed when 

segmenting: 

1. Point sources of pollutants enter the river just above the upstreun 

boundary of a segment. Tribut:ries are treated as point sources. 

2. Nonpoint sources enter a river throughout the length of a segment. 

3. Pollutant concentrations at the upstrelln end of segments are obtained by 

mixing the pollutant concentration in the river with the contribution cc 

the point source at that location (if one exists). The location where 

mixing occurs is called a mixing :-ne. 

4. Generally constant hydraulic vdrisbles (e.g., depth and velocity) 

we used throughout a segment. If there is d aradual change in the 

hydraulic viwi&les over distance, an average value can be used. If 

there is an abrupt change in the variable, such as a velocity chsnae 

caused by a significant deepenirg of the channel, then a new segment c&n 

be created at this boundary. 

5. Oecdy rates, reaeration rates. and other rate coefficients remain 

constant within a segment. If rate coefficients are know to change 

sfgnfficantly frtnI one locdtfon to another in d river, then different 

segments should be created. This rule is conslstcnt with rule (4). 

-Since rate coefficients are often functions of hydraulic variables. 

I’ 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

---.-.---.-.-.-.-.E~pLE TV-1 -.---.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. 1 

Figure IV-la shows a stretch of the Jaes River, located in Virginia. On i 
the stretch of the river shawl, there Is a trlbutrry (Falling Creek), a sewage 
trea*ment plant (STP), and a nonpolnt source of runoff (agricultural). Segment 

i 
the river between locations A and 8 in order to determine the profile of a i 
pollutant uhich is dlschrrged fran each of the three sources. i 

First, it should be noted thdt often there 1s more than one way to segment i 
the river to successfully solve the problan. The most obvious method will be I 
11Justrrted here. Figure IV-lb shows the proposed solution. There are two mixing i 
zones - the first around the treatment plant and the second around the tributary i 
tihch is treated as a point source. The ffrst :cgment Is located fran below the 

first mixing zone to above the second mixing zone, and has a nonpolnt source 
i 

discharging throughout the length of the segment, consistent with rule (2). The i 
second segment is located below the second mlxlng zone and continues dounstrean to i 
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JAMES alVEa 

- - 

-- 

AGRICULTURAL SUNOCF 

(0) Rwcr Segment Being Analyzed 

I 

(b) Propwed Segmentation Sctwma 

FIGURE IV-1 ILLUSTRATION OF RIVER SEGM~NTAT 
PROCEDURE ON THE JAMES RIVER, 

location 8, tiich Is the end of the nonpoInt source. If Ful 

been present, d single segment dnd d slng~e mixing zone wrul 

to dnalyze the problen. 

1 

d 
Inq Creek h&d not 

hwe been sufftc 

i 
i 

lent i 
i 

ION 

I 

\ 

I 

i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

L .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.I) END m EXAMPLE IV-1 -s-.-.-s-m-.-.---.-. .I 
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A second, more ccniprehensive exanple will illustrate a nunber of points about 

segmentation net covered rn the previous eXmPle. One of these points is that the 

segmentat~o- schgne used can vary depending on the pollutant being analyzed. 

r ----- W.--B------.-. EXAMPLE IV-2 -'-'-'-'-'-----'-‘---', 

I 

I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
J 
I 

Segment the river fhow?i in figure if-2 beginning at location A and continuing 

to location B in order to determine the instrt#n BOO distribution. How rould the 

segmentation differ when predictinq the dissolved oxygen profile? 

Both point and nonpoint sources discharge to the river in Figure IV-Z!. 

Several flows are diverted, and the river width changes over parts of the reach 

being investigated. Each of the rules stated earlier will be utilized to stqment 

the river system. Figure IV-3 shows one solution to the problem. Depending on the 

distances between the various sources of pollutants, which are not given in the 

t 
AGRlCULTURE 

FIGURE IV-2 HYPOTHETICAL RIVER HAVING A VARIETY OF 
POLLUTANT SOURCES AND SINKS, 

i 
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i 
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I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

FIGURE IV-3 RIVER SEGMENTATION FOR BOD DISTRIBUTION, 
I 

i 
problem, it might be possible to canbinc some of the segments. The resewoir is 

assumed to be analyzed using the methods in Chapter 5, and so is not scgmtnttd. 
Nixing zones are included around the four point sources: the food processing I 

plant, the tributary, the sewage treatment plant, and the pulp mill. In segments 1 

9 and 11 there apptar to be a nubet of point sources and diversions. Strictly i 
speaking, segments 9 and 11 do not follow the rules presented earlier, tiich i 
rewire mixing zones around each polnt source. however, the point sourcts and 

sinks within segments 9 and 11 are assuned to reprtsent equivalent nonpoint 
i 

sourcts, uhlch act over the length of each segment. Thls approach can obviously i 
slmplffy tht analysis of caplex river systqs by decreaslng tht nunber of segments i 

analyzed. However, the analysis fs more approximate because the nonpoint sourct i 
js aswntd to be uniformly distributed throughout the stqment. Exmplt IV-5 i 
presented later shorn a specific application of the conctpt of an qulvaltnt i 
nonpoint source. 
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I Ir sequent 2 the presence of the smaI1 dan is asswd not to influence 

i the 33; >r:file, so that rts oresence does not teoulre a mixing zone. However if 

I 1'553'Vea oxygen profile were being calculated, seoment 2 would be divided 
i , ‘WC seg3ents. with a mixing zone around the dan. This division is required 

5ecaJse tne SisSOlved oxygen concentration can rapidly change (almost instantane- 

' cus!y) as the water flows over the dan. The dissolved oxygen concentration just 

' below the dam should be used as the upstream bOUnddry conditions for the next 

! segment. The Specific infcnnation required to accomplish this is discussed later 
1 in Section 4.3. 

4 second difference in segmenting for dissolved oxygen occurs in Segment 8. 

?he presence of the attached algae is assuned not to influence the 800 orofile, 

i 
but the algae are internal sources of ox_qen. Thus segment 8 would be subdivided 

at y-e upstrem location of the attached algal growth. 
I 

I 

I 

I 

i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
; 
I 
i 

L _-.---.-.-.---*-. EN0 Of EXAMPLE IV-2 -------.-*---------- 1 

0.!.9 Mixing Zones 

A mixing zone, as used in this document, is nothing more than a short reach Of 

a river where a point source and river water mix. It is often assuned, for both 

simple and more canplex approaches (e.g., QWl-II cOrnOuter model), that mixing is 

instantaneous and complete across the entire width of the channel. With several 

exceptions, sub an approach is used in this document. 

Assunrng complete mixing, the concentration of a pollutant in a river after 

mixing is: 

C* 
$AJ l cwQw I IV-3d) 

Qw + Qu 

c,o, + W/5.38 

= Q,+Q, 

(IV-3bJ 

where 

C = concentration of pollutant in river following mixing, mg/l 

c w 
= concentration In point source, mg/l 

c ' 

o" 

concentration in rlvcr above point source, mg/l 

o* 

= discharge rate of point source, ft3/seC 

w" 

= flow rate of river above point of discharge, ft3/sec 

= pollutant mass emission rate, lbr/ddy. 

The concentration C is the pollutant level In the mixlq zones shown in the earlier 

Figures IV-1 and IV-3. These concentrations becant the upstream boundary conditions 

for the adjacent downstream Segment. 
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FIGURE IV-4 POLLUTANT DISCHARGE WHERE INITIAL MIXING 

OCCURS A FRACTIONAL DISTANCE ACROSS THE RIVER, 

Although it is convenient to assune that canplete mixing occurs, this assumption 

may be inaccurate for wide rivers, depending on the characteristics of the point 

source outfall and diffuser. Figure IV-4 illustrates such a case. The river is wide 

enough so that the wdstewater is initially mixed with Only d fraction of the total 

river flow. As the pollutant-riverwater mixture is transported downstream mixing 

continues until the pollutant is canpletely mixed dcross the channel. 

The initial pollutant concentration at the point of discharge is: 
V 

(IV-41 

where 
Y 
'ii 

= frrctlonrl distance across river where initial mixing occurs. 

All other variables have been previously defined. 

The significance of incanplete initial mixing is that pollutant concentrations 

can be initially mwh higher than if complete mixing occurs. For exaple, if the 

upstrem contribution of the pollutant Is negligible (Cu = 0) and if the fraction 

of river flow which initially m.ixes is far greater than the wastewater flow (i O,,>>O,), 

then: 

w 
c = v Ccln (IV-51 
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where 

c f concentration of ocllutant if there is incomplete initial mixing 
r 
-'-.ll 

s concentration of pollutant if there is canplete initial mixing. 

:r Y/k = 2. 1, then the pollutant concentration following incomplete mixing is 10 
times bIgher than if Cmplete mixing were to occur. 

The distance L, to canplete mixing (see Figure IV-4) can be estimated 

(as an upper limit) by the following expression: 

(IV-61 

where 

% * distance below point source where complete mixing occurs 

w = width of river 

'J = river velocity 

E. ' lateral diffusion coefficient. 

Values of the ldterdl diffusion coefficient can be estimated fran the ddta given in 

Table IV-g. Also, the followina predictive formula can be used: 

Et. 

0.1-0.2, for a straight rectangular flume 

W 
0.25, for irrigation channels 

0.4-0.8, many natural channels 

(IV-7) 

where 

D = mean depth of flow 

u* = friction velocity = F 905 

5 l slope of channel. 

The actual distance Lc is probably less than that calculated fra Equation 

IV-6 because of secondary mixing, river curvature, and initial manentun of the 

discharge. It is also sensitive to river width. 

4.1.10 Yater and Pollutant Balances 

Many river systems are hydrologically canplex. Flow oatterns are influenced by 
tributaries, nonpoint sources of runoff, flow withdrawals, as well as point sources 

of pollution. If the planner Intends to perform water quality anrlysts on 1 basin-wide 

scale, it is probably prudent that a water budget be first ccmpleted, A water budget 

is a statmtnt that: 

g = C Inflows - C Outflows 1 0, for steady-state (IV-81 
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TABLE IV-9 

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF TRANSVERSE YIXING IN 
OPEN CHANNELS WITH CURVES AN0 IRREGULAR SIDES 

350 

0.11 

2.2 3.397 0.11 

3.13 

3.96 

1.77 

: x?a 

!.CIS 

0.152 a.67 

210-270 d s.4 3.38 1.: 14 

:.!I-; :d 3.29-0.58 0.313-O.OSl 

from: Fischer, H.B., E.J. List, R.C.Y. Kob, J. Imbetger, dfld N.H. Brooks, 1979. 
Hlxing in Inland dnd coastal daters. Academic Press. New Vork. 

where 

s = stordge in the river channel. 

For the steady-stdte situations, which dre examined here, the water budget simply 

StdteS thdt ifIflOUS t0 tht SyStUR equal OUtflOwS frm the System. A water budget 

thus provides a method of determfnfnq whether the major flow contributions have been 

dCCurdtely dsStSStd Or not. If d ldrge Imbdldnce in the water budget tx~sts, dccurdte 

evdludtion of the major sources of pollutdnt might be difficult to achieve. An 

dccutdte water bdldnCe helps to minimize the possibility of inaccurate dSSeSSment of 

pollutdnt concentration. It does not cllmlnatc the posslblllty. 

@ICC d rdter balance has been completed, then a pollutant balance of a Consewa- 

tive pollutant can be developed based on the following relatfonship: 

F Flux l c Flux ,at steady-state 
n out 

(IV-91 
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where the fluxes are the rdteS of entry dncl loss of the pollutant into dnd 

out of the system, respectively. One of the following two expressions cdn 

be used tc predict the mass 1Odding rdtes: 

M = 5.38 C Q (Iv-lo) 

where 

and 

where 

n = mdss loading rate, lbslday 

c = concentrdtion, mg/l 

a = flow rate, ft3/sec 

M = 86.4 C 0 (IV-11) 

M = mass loading rdte, kgslddy 

0 = flow rdte, m3/sec. 

When nutrient and wdter balances are developed, the following considerations should 

be kept in mind: 

0 In most instances it is probably not possible to develop wdter or 

nutrient bdlances where inflows and outflows balance to within leSS than 

10 percent of each other. 

0 The system's upstream boundary must be included in the balance ds d 

source and the donstrem boundary as d loss. 

0 A:1 sources and losses should be mutually exclusive of each other. 

0 Choose system boundaries to coincide with locations of gdglng StdtiOnS 

hen possible. 

0 Try to use canparable Deriods of record of data. lhls will help to 

minimize the impacts of trends which could be present in one record but 

not In another. 

0 It is typically l dsier to develop water and mass balances on an annual 

basis, although balances can be developed for each season of the year. 

However, if the system is not at steady state, inflows and outflows 

should not balance. -- 
Table IV-10 shows a suggested method of ttiulatlng the results of water and 

pollutant balances. Total nitrogen (TN) and total phosphorus (TP) are the pollutdnts. 

All flow rates and loadlng rates are t&ulated individually. Once total loading 

rates have been tbulrted, the percent contrfbution from each source can be detemined. 

Percent contributions help to determine the relative importances of l dch source as a 

contrfbutor to pollution, and can prwide a metnod to prioritize pollution abatcrncnt 

efforts. 
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TABLE IV-10 

SUGGESTED CONFIGURATION FOR WATER AND NUTRIENT BALANCE TABLE 

SOURCES 

- UPSTREAM 

- TRIBUTARIES 

- IRRIGATION 

RETURNS 

- ~NICIPAL 

- INDuSTR IAL 
I 
8 
I 

bADIrJG fhTE 

FLOW RATE 

XT 

TOTAL i 
IOSSES 

- DOWNSTREAM 

- DIVERSIONS 

, 
8 
, 

TOTAL 

SOURCES-LOSSES x 100 

hSES 
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p--.-.-.-- -----------EXAMPLE IV-3 .-.-. ---.-s-----.-.-.y 
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Figure IV-5 shows d hypothetical river which has three tributaries, a 

nonpoint source of runoff, and two diversions. Develop a water balance for 

this system. The know flow rates we: 

I 

I 
Identification Number Flow rate (cfs) 

1 2000 
2 4000 

3 1200 
4 200 
5 800 
6 1000 
7 2000 
8 6000 

I 

I 

FIGURE IV-5 ILLUSTRATION OF WATER BALANCE 

I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 



I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

The flowTdtes at locations 1,2,3, and 5 dre dssuned to cOmpriSe the inflow rdtes 

to the system. The totdl inflOWS dfe: 

Identification Number Inflows 

1 2000 cfs 
2 4000 cfs 

3 1200 cfs 

5 800 cfs 

Total 8000 cfs 

The inflow frun gage 4 is not needed becduse gage 5 is 1OCdted further dobmstfefl 

on the s8ne tributdry. The outflows consist of diversions 6 dnd 7 and the down- 

strean outflow past gage 8: 

IdentifiCdtiOn Number 

6 
7 

8 

Outflows 

1000 cfs 
2000 cfs 

6000 cfs 

9000 cfs 

The inflows and outflows differ by 1000 cfs. There dre several redsons 

for the imbdldnce. One, the flow rate past edCh gage is not measured perfectly, 

but differs by sane degree fran the actual flow rdte. Two, the gage at location 5 

does not CdtCh all of the nonpoint source runoff, so there is dn additional inflow 

to the system which hdS not be quantified. Three, depending on the size of the 

reservoir, direct precipitation and evaporation might be Significant. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

L --.-----s-e-.-e-.ENO m EXAMPLE I”-3--.-.---.---.--------! 

The following exmple illustrates both d water and nutr.ient bdldnce, and is 

bdKd on work perfoned by Tetrd Tech on the Snake River in Idrho (Hills 1979). 

I .-s-.-.-.----e----. EXAWLE IV-4 -----.-.-_-.---.---I-- -l 

i i 
i Develop dnnudl water and phosphorus bdldnces for water yedr 1976 for the i 
i 

Sndre River from Heise, Iddho, to below hnericdn Falls Reservoir, d diStdnCe Of 

150 miles. A sketch is shown in Figure IV-6. Estfmdte the phosphorus retention 
i 

i coefficient for American Falls Reservoir. i The retention coefficient is defined dS: , 

I RP = 
Flux Input - Flux Output 

Flux Input 
I I 
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el~cktoot R1v.r 
mar Blrcktoot 

( mcluao bypass crnrl 1 

Portneut Rwer at Ricatello 

hnorcm Falls Reservoir 

Snake RIVW at Neeley 
RM n3 

FIGURE IV-6 SKETCH OF SNAKE RIVER FROM HEISE TO NEELEY, IDAHO, 

The required data are sttorrn below 

Surface area of Wrlcan Falls Reservoir l 56,600 acres 

Evaporation rrtt in this part of United States * 33 inches/year 

Preclpltation = 11 inchtrlyaar 

Ground water inflow into Snake River: 500 cfr 

Ground water inflow into kMrican Falls Reservoir: 2,100 cfs. 

The total phosphorus concentrations utrt generated during the study of Mills 

(1979) and art provided here: 

I 

i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
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I Source mg/l 
In rainwater 

Sndke River nedr Heise 

Henrys For.. 

8ldCkfOOt River 

0,03 

0.05 

0.11 

0.26 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 

Portneuf River 0.68 I 

Groundwater inflow 0.23 i 

Snake River near Neeley 0.08 i 

The surface inflow rdtes dre gaged by the U.S. hOlOgiCd1 Survey and dre i 
reported in the U.S. GeOlOgiCdl Survey Water Data Report for Idaho (1976). An 

i 
example of how the information is tabulated in these reports is shown in Figure 

IV-7. Fran dn entry in the Table, the mean flow rate for water year 1976 1s 8549 
i 

cfs at USGS 30307500, near Heist. Rather ttidn showing the remaining tabuldtiOnS i 

fran the USGS report the flow rates frun water yedr 1976 will simply be tabulated, i 

ds contained in the report. i 

I 
Source Flow rate i 

Blackfoot River 453 cfs 
i 

Henrys Fork 3,235 cfs 
Portneuf River 412 cfs 

i 
USGS 13059500 (diversion) 2.333.700 dC-ft/r i 

USGS 13069000 (diversion) 800,900 dC-ft/fl i 
eased on this infOmdtiOn the wdter and tOtdl phosphorus baldnCeS dre CdlCU1dtef.l i 

dnd shobm in,Tdble IV-11. The flow rates dre all converted to units of cfs. This i 

requires converting the precipitstion, tvaporatfon, and divtrsions to these units. 
i 

A precipitation rate of 11 inches per edr is equivalent to 71 cfs: 
i 

11 t 12 x 56600 x 43560 + 366 t 24 + 3600 = 71 cfs 

The diverted flow in dc-ft/yr is COnvtrtcd to cfs ds shown: 
i 

USGS 13059500: 2333700 x 43560 t 366 t 24 fi 3600 = 3214 i 

The percent difference bet-en inflow rates and outflow rdtts is 4 pe+Ctnt. i 

Based on these flow rdtes, and the concentrations of total phOSphorUS i 

presented earlier, the sources dnd lossts of total phosphorus can be tabulated. I 
For example, the mdss flux of total phosphorus flowing past Heise can be CdlCUldted 

i 
using EQudtiOn IV-lo: i 

M = 5.38 x 8549 x 0.05 = 2300 lbs/day 

Continuing in this mdnner, the sourCes dnd losses dre ds tabulated in Table i 

IV-11. The large imbalance is caused by retention at American Falls Reservoir. i 

The phosphorus loading to the reservoir is: i 

9589 - 865 - 415 * 8309 lbs/ddy I 

I I 
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FIGURE IV-7 EXAMPLE OF FLOW RATE INFORMATION TABULATED IN 
UA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY'S WATER DATA REPORT 
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TABLE IV-11 

SOLUTION TO SNAKE RIVER WATER AND PHOSPHORUS BALANCE PROBLEM 

Flow 
Rate (cfs) TP Loading (lbslday) 

Sources 
Snake River at Heise 

Blackfoot River 

Henrys Fork 

Portneuf River 

Ground water inflow into 
Snake River 

Ground water inflow into 
American Falls Reservoir 

Precipitation on American 
Fa lis Reservoir 71 

15,320 

Losses 
Flow 

Rate (cfs) 

USGS 13059500 

USGS 13069000 

Snake River at Nee 

Evaporation 

C Losses 

lw 
3,214. 865 

1,103 415 

11,360. 4,890 

215. s 

15,892. 

For flow, ( Losses-Sources 
Losses ) 

100 - 4% 

8,549 2,300. 

453 1,915. 

3,235 634. 

412 1,510. 

500 619. 

2,100 2,600. 

11. 

9,589. 

TP Loadina (lbsldav! 

6,170 

Since the phosphorus leaving the reservoir is 4890 lbs/day, the retention cotffi- 
citnt is: 

RP = 
8309 - 4690 I .,I 

8309 

hnerican Falls Reservoir retains a significant quantity of the phosphorus which 

enters the reservoir and consequently tends to keep phosphorus levels in the Snake 

River below the dm depressed canpartd with what they would otherwise be. 
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4.1.11 Hand Held Calculator DrOgrmS 

I: "3s become apparent that, after applying the river screening techniques 

tort a- rea *rl tne criginal manual (Zison et al - -* * 1977) to real systems, a substantial 

savings cf bcth time and effort could be realized by programming the major computa- 

t lcna! sequences. To this end, these algorithms have been progrunmed on the Texas 

Instrument TI-59 caiculator ana are available upon request in a document prepared by 

fetta Tech (Mills ?t al -A' 1979)f. To date the algorithns contained in Mil Is et al. 

(1979) predsct: 

0 Equilibrium tanperature 

l Longitudinal instrtmr tanperdture distribution 

0 Mixing temperatures 

0 BOO profiles for point and nonpoint sources 

0 Rtatrdtion rates 

0 Dissolved oxygen profiles 

0 Yaste assimilative capacity and critics1 dissolved oxygen levels 

0 Coliform profiles for point and nonpoint sources 

0 8ed material sediment transport. 

For t+sch program contained in tre docuntnt the following information is provided 

for the user: 

t A detailed set of user instructions 

l A progra listing 

l A sample input/output stqutnct. 

An exaple set of user instructions is shorm in Figure IV-8. The first 6 steps 

are for data entry dnd the seventh iS for calculation Of the rtquirtd information. 

4.2 CARBONACEOUS AND NITROGENOUS OXYGEN OEMANO 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Many wastes discharged Into waterways contain bfologicrlly oxidizable materials 

thdt exert an oxygen demand on waterway resources. This biochemical oxygen dmdnd 

(BOO) cm be subdivided into carbonactous (CSOO) and nitrogenous (NBOD) canpontnts. 

fable IV-12 i llustratts typical concentrations of NBOD and CBOD in untreated municipal 

waste. 

CBOO represents the &mount of oxygen rtqdrtd by btctttia to stJillze organic 

matter under aerobic conditions. The rtactlon can be approximated by: 

c,Hao& + 

l At tent ion: W.B. Hi1 Is,Tttrd Tech, Inc. 

3746 Mt. Diablo Blvd., Suite 300 Lafaytttt, California 94549 
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- crl:lcrl 4diClf. 0, (q/r) 

R/S 

ws 

WI 

I 
I 0 

0 
! 

c 

i” 

FIGURE IV-8 EXAMPLE SET OF USER'S INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR HAND HELD CALCULATOR PROGRAMS 

This reaction assunts that the avaflablc organic matter 

Bacteria, however, might not be able to completely oxidi 

organic matter. Equation IV-13 does illustfdte that OXi 

is not included ds part of CLOD. The reduced nitrogen I 

in d two step process as follows: 

fs completely oxfdlztd. 

It dll Of the dvdildbble 

ddtiOn of the nitrogen 

s oxldired to nitrate 
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Varlaole Unit 
Approx N0tllWll 

Averaac Ranae 

Average C;aily Flow 

Soiids 

Tocai 

Total 'lolaii;e 

Tatal 3issolveG 

-3t31 Susoendes 

;clazile Susoewlec 

Sertleaale 

3oc 

~:dCcfld:eOUS !5 Cd/’ 

Cdfzordcecus : I:::-3teT 

N* tro:enous* 

\il frogen 

Total 

Organic 

Anmnla 

‘citrite l Nitrate 

Phoscmate 

Total 

Ottno 

PoTy 

collfons 

Total million org./100 ml 30 2-50 

Feed 1 million org./100 ml 4 0.3-17 

l U:tlmate, Nitrogenous oxygen demand, exclusive of CBOO. 

gal lcaolddy 

mg/l 800 

mg:l 300 

?lg/ : 500 

Tlg:; 300 

mg/ 1 130 

mg/l 150 

mg/! 

mg/ 1 

mg/ 1 

q/l N 

mq/l X 

mg/: “( 

mg/l N 

q/l PO, 
mgll DO, 
mg/l DO, 

125 

180 

220 

220 

50 lS-‘CO 

20 S-35 

20 13-60 

2 d-6 

20 

10 

10 

100-200 

1 O-50 

5-25 

5-25 
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2NH, + 30, nitrite-forming 

bacteria 
b 2NO; + 2H+ + 2H,O 

2No,- + 02 l 2H+ nitrate-foning 

bacteria 
b 2N03- + 2H+ 

(IV-13) 

(IV-14) 

Based on Equations IV-13 and IV-14 the NE00 is: 

4 
NBOO = 4.57 ( 1 Org-Nl *[NH,+ - N 1 -) + l.M[NO; - N 1 (Iv-Is) 

’ L 
\ 

J L ‘1 L- d 
Typically the nitrite concentration is neglig ible so that: 

N000 = 4.57 (TON) (IV-161 

where TON represents total oxidizable nitrogen, the sun of organic and unmonia 

nitrogen. A typical value of TON from Table IV-12 is 20 + 28 = 48 mg-N/l, which 

corresponds to an NE00 of 220 mg/l. 

Typically in the bottle determination of CBOO and NEOO, the carbonaceous 

demand precedes the nitrogenous demand by 5 to 10 days, as shown In Figure IV-g. 

This had led workers to believe that nitrification can be ignored in river environ- 

ments below a source of pollution up to a distance corresponding to a travel time of 

five to ten days. Such an assunption might be invalid for several reasons. Given 

that there are nunerous sources of pollution along many rivers a viable population of 

nitrifying bacteria may already be present within the water colunn. Second, nltrifers 

can grow attached to the bottom substrate. Consequently, significant numbers can 

exist just below the discharge location and n~trlfication can proceed imfnedlately. 
Nltrlficatlon by attached bacteria 1s more likely to be of slgnlficance In relatively 

shallow, wide rivers, which have stable bottan substrate (Mills, 1976). 
CEO0 is a commonly measured characteristic of waste water. The CBOO used In the 

formulations presented below Is the ultimate CBOO. Often WOO Is expressed as CBO05, 

the oxygen utilized fn a S day test. The relationship bet-en ultimate (CBOO,) 

and 5-day 000 can be approximated by: 

CBOO 3 
CBOOL = 0 

. 

This relationship assunes a decay rate of 0,23/day, and may be different for effluents 

fran advanced wastewater treatment plants. 

The mass bdldnce equation used in the CBOO analysis 1s exactly analogous to the 

NBOO equation. The first order decay rate assunption for NE00 stabilization 1s 

necessary to maintain this analogy, dnd iS sufflclent for hand calculations. 
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F~~JRE IV-9 THE BOD CURVE, (A) CURVE FOR OXIDATION OF 
CARBONACEOUS MATTER, W CURVE SHOWING 
INFLUENCE OF NITRIFICATION, 

Nitrificdtion (the process by which anmonia is oxjdlzed t0 nitrite, and nitrite 

to nitrate) is pH dependent with an optimun range of 8.0 to 8.5 (Wild, 1971). If the 

pH of the river is below 7.0, nitrificstion is not likely to be hWOrtdnt. 

4.2.2 800 Decay Rate 

The decay rate for CBOI) will be denoted by kL and for NBOO by kN. 

Typical values of both kL and kN Ile between 0.1 and 0.6lday. with 0.3/day 

being typical. kt values can, however, exceed the range given here. Values of 1 

to 3/day have ken canputcd for shallow strems (Thanann, 19n). A figure to be 

presented shortly will show how kL depends on depth. The following discussion 

will be directed toward kL, but in general will dlso apply to kN. 

The disappearance of BOO frun a river is a reflection of both settling and 

biochemical oxldatlon, as shon In Figure IV-lo. Biochmical oxidation can consist 

of rpstream oxidation (klL) as rll as absorption by attached organisms (k&). The 

total oxfdation rate then, is kd, where: 

kd 
* k 1 + k, 

The total loss rate kL is: 

where k3 reflects settlfng IOSSCS. 
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‘Low- L-ULTIMATE 800 

: I;uRE :'.'-;o ?:E~HANISMS OF BOD P\EM~vAL 

FROM RIVERS 

Settling of 800 1s qenerdl ly more orevalent just below a sewage discharoe where 

the discharged vdterial may Contain d large Suspended fraction. As this material is 

transported downstreun the settlinq component becunes less important dnd the reaction 

rate k. approaches the oxidation rate kd. In this chdpter, the settling component 

wil I nkt be expl:c:t!y considered. Neglecting settling will tend to cause estimated 

lnstream 903 levels *.: be sanewhat higher than they actually might be along certain 

portions of a river. It should be noted that if instream 800 data are used to 

determine kL (one such method will be explained in figure IV-12) then the 

effect of settling is automatically included in kL . 

P oure IV-11 illustrates the dependence of kL on river depth. The highest 

deoxycenat Ion rates occur In shal low streams with stable, rocky beds, reflecting 

the Slgnlficdnce of dttached biological organisms. Bowie et al. (1985) contains observed 

and Dred7cted values of kL for various natural stredns. 

The decay coefficients kL and kN are both temperature dependent and 

this dependence can be estimated by: 

kT=km . 1 047(T-W (IV-17) 

where 

k20 * kL or kN at 20°C 

kT * kL or kN at T°C 

T = water temperature, iC. 

Numerous methods for canputing kL fran observed data are dvdildble (Newcrow, 

1974). One method entails the use of a semi-log plot. The stretch of river Contain- 

'19 the data to be plotted must have a constant stream drea and flow rate, and the 

600 loading must be fran a point source located at d position that will be called 

x = 0. Plotting the log of BOO concentration versus distance generally produces a 
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FIGURE Iv-11 'DEOXYGENATION COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF 

DEPTH, (AFTER HYDROSCI ENCE, 1971) 

straight line with slwe of -kL/U. An exmple is shown in Figure IV-12. Either 

CBOOS or C600L cm be plotted as the ordinate. The slope should be converted 

fran base 10 logarfttms as given in the semi-log plot to base e ~ogarithns as needed 
in the formulations used in this chapter. The conversion 1s mdde by multiplying the 

value for loq base 10 by 2.303. 

Wright and Mc&mnel 1 (1979) have more recently developed an expreSSlOn for 

instrem 800 decay rate based on the flow rate of the river. The exp*?ssion is: 

(IV-18a) 

(IV-18b) 
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36 

FIGURE IV-12 EXAMPLE OF COMPUTATION OF K FROM STREAM 

DATA (FROM HYDROSCIENCE, 19 1) 5 

Thrs expresslon is particularly attractlvc because the only hydraulic variable 

required is flow rate. Other predlctivc techniques and rate data fran rivers 

around the country are contained in tison et al. (1978). -- 

4.2.3 Mass Balance of BOD 

The general mass-balance quatlon for BOO in rivets is: 

(IV-191 
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where 
I - = CEO0 (ultimate) remaining to be oxidized, mg/l 

P = volumetric flow rate, ft3/sec 

A = cross-sect ional area, ft2 

L r * concentration of CBOD entering through an incremental sidtflou 

(distributed source), mg/l 

L 
rd 

= mass flux of CBOO entering, with no dssociated flow, mg/l/sec 

x = strean distance 

2L 
at 

= 0 indicates that steady-state conditions are being assuned and 

thus no acCuI!ulatiOn of material takes place at any point within the 

reach. 

The MB00 equation is ccxnpletely analogous in fon to Equation IV-19: 

) - kNN + “, @/A + Nd 
ZN 
z = O ‘-Aax ’ a (QN 

where 

N = the NBOO. 

(IV-20) 

N rd represents purely a mass flux of nitrogenous material, while Nr (%)/A 
is a source of MB00 entering the river reach through an incremental sideflow. 

Thus, in casts there a know distributed source of BOD significantly contributes 

to a river reach under study, and the distributed flow (flow associated with a 

distributed source) cdn be neglected, Nrd can be used in lieu of Nr (%)/A. 
N rd can be estimated by determining the mass H of 800 l nterino a volune of 

river water V in time 1. Nrd is given by: 

N rd Sk 

For any particular reach of a Aver under investigation the stream cross- 

sectional area can be expressed by: 

where 

A + A x 
o A 

'A = 
Af-Ao 

xL 

(IV-21) 

Ao = strem cross-sectional area at upstrem end of the reach 

Af l 
strem cross-sectional area at dmstrem end of rewh 

X = distance donstrem fran beginning of reach 

xl = length of reach. 
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The cross-sectional area need not be measured directly, but Can be computed frun: 
0 A =- 

The cress-sectional area change can reflect a chanae in stream velocity, 

verhdps due to a bed slooe increase or decrease. The length of the reach under 

investigation, x L’ is measured in river miles along the river’s centerline, 
if use of d constant stream dred is essuned, then AA = 0 and A = A0 throughout 

the redCh. 

4.2.4 Typical Solutions 

1: Cdse The only sour'= of CBOO occurs as a point source at x = 0. The 

CBOO distribution is then expressed by: 

X2 
(A x l 'A T ) 

0 3 

*here 

kL 
jL = F 

"0 * strem velocity 

LO = ultimate BOO at 

L = ultimate BOO at 

dt x = 0 
the upstreun end of the reach 

a distance x dowstrean 

The other terms have previously been defined. 

The initial CBOD, Lo, must reflect both CBOD upstream of the reach as uell 

as that contributed by the point source in Question. It IS given by: 

L,Q, l w/5.30 

Lo= lj u + Qu 

(IV-22) 

(IV-23) 

where 

u * mass rate of discharge of CBOO, lb/day 

Qu * upstrean river flow, cfs 

QW = waste flow rate, cfs 

LU = upstrean CEO0 concentration, mg/l. 

Case 2: For d point source of C6OD rt x = 0 dnd a distributed mdss inflUX 
Of C&ID (with no associated flow) entering the river throughout the reach, the 

solution is: 

l=p ‘(lo -?)exp[$(Aox+AA$)] (IV-24) 
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mere 
L ra * 

-ass r4te of CBOD entering the reach per unit vo1unc of river 

water, mglllday. 

3: Cdse A distributed flow enters the river carrying CBOD and a point source of 

C800 exists dt x 0 0. The flow rate Q at a distance x is: 

G = Q, + Qf - Qo 
xL 

x=Q +2x 0 Q 

where 

fhe BOD distribution is given by (the river cross-sectional area iS aSSt3Ied COnStUnt 

throughout the reach): 

(IV-25) 

where 

i, = kL *o + % 

+I 

Lr = concentration of CBOD entering the river in the distributed 

flow, mg/l. 

CdSe 3 can also be used to est&lish the effect a purely diluting inflow (i.e. 

Lr= 0) would have on the CM0 distribution. 

4: Cdse for a point source dt x = 0, a distributed source with associated 

inflow, and a mass flux with no associated flow (constant river cross-sectionrl 

area), the solution is: 

(IV-26) 

where 

5 * 
kL A0 + A 

Q 
%I 

, as in Case 3. 
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4.2s Other Simplifying Procedures 

The formulations represented by Equations IV-22 through IV-26 offer d range of 

OPtIons for exanining BOD distribution in rivers. However, there are additional 

methods of estlmating instrean concentrations and determining whether or not signifi- 

cant 800 levels exist. PerhdOS the simplest method is assuning that BOO does not 

decay. An upper limit of the instrean concentration at dnh Xint cdn then be deter- 

mined by incorporating all known sources, dnd using the methods presented in Section 

4.7. If the canputed instrean concentrations dre below a threshold pollution level, 

then there is no need to apply Equations IV-22 through IV-26 because the inclusion of 

a decay rdte will only lomr the concentrstions. 

It may also be feasible, ds d first estimdte, to canbine the CBOO dnd MOD 

equations into one, and use that equdtion to estimate the distribution of the 

total Oxygen-demanding material. To do this, all source temis must include both CBOO 

and NBOD. One decay coefficient is used for both CEO0 dnd NBOD decay. The larger 

decay coefficient of the two shou'd be used since that will produce the larger oxygen 

deficit. 

In deciding which of Equations IV-22 through IV-26 to use for dny analysis, 

the purpose of the analysis as @all as data availability should be considered. 

If the main purpose is to estimate differences in strean concentrations caused 

by various levels of dbdtement at d sewage treatment plant, the diffuse sources 

of BOO need not be considered. The resulting concentration difference can be 

expressed ds: 

GIL = 

ALo exp[% pox l CA 1r)3 1 IV-27a I 

(IV-27b) 

where 
AL m the change in BOO concentration due to d change, ALor in the 

initial concentration. 

Equation IV-27A should be used for d Case 1 or Case 2 situation, and Equation IV-278 

for Case 3 or Cdse 4. If an estimate of the absolute level of 600 is desired, 

however, then the appropriate expression including the nonpoint sources should be 

utilized. It should be noted thdt if the diffuse sources of 8OD are large then the 

improvement of instreun BOO concentrations by point source control will be relatively 

minor. fn that cdse the planner should focus on nonpoint source control. 
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r ---------- ---------- EXAMPLE IV-5 .-.-.-.-.-. ---*------‘I 

I Estimating BOO Distribution in d River 

I 
Supwse the user wants to calculate the BOO distribution In the river 

! shown below in Figure IV-l). There are nine point sources contributing BOO 
I 

IJo’ I.1 fps 
d= 4’ 
BOO-lmg/l 
Q=3OOcfs 

t 

I 

FIGURE Iv-13 HYPOTHETICAL BOD WASTE LOADINGS IN A RIVER 
I 

I 

I in the stretch of river under consideration. The ninth source is assuned to I 

i be a tributary, and contributes substantially more flow than the other eight. i 
i &sin by dividing the river into reaches. The first reach (I) should include the i 
i 

first 75 miles in which there is one point source of BOO at the upstream end i 
i 

(source (1)). Equation IV-22 is rppl Icable to that reach. Now, there are several 

, choices available regarding the division of the river between sources (2) and (8). 
i 

I One choice is to divide the 50 miles into mini-reaches stiilat to Reach I, and i , 
i reapply Equdtion IV-22 seven more times. A second alternative is to group adjacent 1 

i Point sources into fewer and larger sources, thereby requiring ftwCr applications 

' of Equation IV-22. 
I 

A third alternative Is to assune thdt sources (2) through (8) 

* canprise one continuous distributed source, the total pollutant loading of this 
I 

i 
equivalent source being ewal to the shell of the Indlvldual loads. For this 

, representation to be valid the sources should be both evenly spread spatially and 

I 

I 

I be dfscharging comparable loads. The third alternative will be l xanimd here, I 

i and reach II will consist of the 50 miles following Reach I. EqUdtfOn IV-25 ~111 i 
i be used to analyze Reach II. Reach III, then, will begin just dowtstrean fran the i 
i tributary (source (9)). i 
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I For Reach I, Equation IV-22 is first solved. Suppose the following charac- 

1 ter!stics of waste source (1) are known: 

I 0 = 20 MGD * 1.55 (20) cfs 

I 
= 3; CfS 

4 = 

' Reca!' that: 

5000 lb. B005/day 

?“QU 
l d/5.38 

i = 
0 Qu + Qu 

W must be in lb. 600 ultimate/day: 

5000 
I 

y = - 
.68 

t = 7353 lb. BODLlday 

1 then 

I 
Lo * 

(1) (300) + 7X3/5.38 
300 + 31 

I 
= 5.0 mg/l 

I The decay coefficient is estimated fran Figure IV-11 ds O.4/d4y. NO Cowc- 

i t ion wi I 1 be made for Mnperature. Equation IV-22 can nou be cxoressed as 

) (for constant cross-sectional area): 

I -0.4 
(1.1)(24)(3600) ’ > 

I Note -tie 

I/day to 

I The results of the above equation for selected d 

, where x is the downstrea distance in feet. 
I convert the decay coefficient frun units of 

correct ton needed to 

I/set. 

istances downstream can 

1 be expressed as fo 1 lows: 

I 
x (miles) L(mg/l) 

I i 0 5.0 

i 30 2.6 

60 1.3 

I 75 0.9 

I for Reach I I, sources (2) through (8) are assmed to contribute the fOllW$ng 

I loading: 

I BOO = 8000 lb/day 

i Q = 120 I460 

i = 186 cfs 

U The flow distribution, Q, in Reach II, is then: 
I 

I 

i 
I 
I 
I 

i 
i 
i 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

i 

I 

i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
I 

I 

i 
I 
i 
I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 

where x is in miles (fron 0 to SO). L,, the average 6OOL concentra- 

tion in the incoming flow is: 

L = 
8000 1 b/day 

120 ffio x 
1 mg/l 

r 8.34 lb/day 
= 8.0 mg/l 

If the average depth in Reach II is assumed to be 5 feet, then: 

kL 
n .3/day 

Finally, E, is canputed: 

El = 
'ti+ A .!? x1 331 

‘Q 0 u 
= 301 ft2 

i) 
0 . 

Then, using L from the 75 mile point of Reach I as Lo: 

205 
= 3.2- 

In tabulated form: 

x (ml) Q (cfr) L (w/l) 

0 331 0.9 

20 2’)s 1.8 

40 480 2.3 

50 517 2.5 

Mote that the BOO concentration is increasing within this reach. 

For reach III, only enough information is given to colnputc the Initfal 

concentration, utilizing weighted values for the BOO at the end of reach ?, 

and that entering through the tributary (source (9)). 

Lo * 

200(l) + W(2.51 
200 + 517 

l 2.1 mg/l 

I 

i 
i 
i 
I 
I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
I 
I 

i 
i 
i L ----.-I---*-----I-.- E)rD (p EMQLE IV-5 --.--------a------ 
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4.2.6 Interpretation of -esults 

The most freouent use of 800 data in river water quality analyses involves 

their relationship with the dissolved oxygen balance. This relationship will 

be discussed more fully in Section 4.3. At this point it is sufficient to say 
that : is necessary to predict the BOO distribution in a river in order to compute 

dissolved oxygen concentrations. 

When a river receives a heavy load of organic matter, the normal processes 

of self purification result in a series of zones of decreasingly severe conditions 

succeeding one another downstream. Each zone contains characteristic animals and 

Plants (Nemerow, 1974). A saproblcity system (saprobicity is a measure of biode- 

gradable organic matter) has been developed that relates 600 concentrations in 

Streuns to the degree of pollution there. Correlations have been found, for exaWle, 

among 800 concentrations, colifonn bacteria, and dissolved oxygen in rivers (Sladecek, 
1965). Sladecek (1969) has assianed S-day BOO values of 5 mg/l to mildly polluted 

conditions and 10 mg/l to substantial pollution. 

Sources of drinking water are subject to restraints on the maximun allow- 

able BOO that can be contained in raw water and still quality as a drlnking water 

source. Further, the degree of treatment of the raw water is dependent on the 

concentrations of certain constituents, such as BOO. One reference (ICC, 1975) has 

stated that water having a 5-day BOO over 4 mg/l, in combfnation with high levels of 

other constituents, represents a poor source of danestic water supply. 

As discussed above, BOO in a river can cane frun a nunber of sources, both 

point and nonpoint. Although BOO reduction fran point source might be easier 

to accanplIsh than fran nonpoint sources, there is no guarantee that 800 levels 

will be substantially lowered. 

4.3 01SsoLVE0 OXYGEN 

4.3.1 Introduction 

Hlstorlcally, dissolved oxygen has been and continues to be the Single mOSt 

frequently used indicator of water quality in streans and rivers. Figure IV-14 

shows the seasonal variability of dissolved oxygen in 22 maJot waterways throughout 

the country (EPA, 1974) frm 1968 to 1972. Invari&ly the levels observed from 3une 

to October are lower than those observed in January to March. This is due primarily 

to the influence of temperature on the dissolved oxygen levels. Oue to the effect Of 

temperature, Sumner is the most critical season in terms of organic pollutant aSSimi- 

lation in rivers. 

The dissolved oxygen calculations presented below range in canplexity from 

a simple CBOO-00 relationship to a more general dissolved oxygen mass balance 

including CBOO, NBOO, photosynthesis, respiration, and benthic danands. It should be 
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stressed, however, that the results calculated fran any of the relationships provide 

esimates oniy Since each procedure incorporates various assunptions that might not be 

fully met. For example, waste loading inflows are assuned to remain constant in 

ouality 3rc quant:ty over time. In reality loadings Probably vary over time. 

Furthermcre :ne choice of system paraneters involves a certain degree of judgment. 

however, for any grven situation, the planner can establish an envelope of possible 

OUtCaWS by different realistic choices of system parmeters. 

4.3.2 Dissolved Oxygen Mass-Balance 
. 

The general dissolved oxygen mass-balance equation that will be utilized 

here is given by: 

;C 
x 

so=- !mm - kLL - kNN + ka (Cs-C) - Sb + P-R 
A 3x 

(IV-281 

where the new symbols introduced are: 

C = dissolved oxygen concentration, mg/l 

ka * reaeration coefficient, I/day 

cs = saturation value of dissolved oxygen, mg/l 

+l = benthic oxygen demand, mglllday 
P = rate of oxygen production due to photosynthesis, mg/l/day 

R * rate of oxygen consunption due to algal respiration, mglllday. 
Stated in words, Equation IV-24 expresses the following relationship: 
At steady state, the rate of addition of dissolved oxygen to a river due to reaeration 

and photosynthesis equals the depletion rate caused by the net advective flow, 

carbonaceous oxidation, nitrogenous oxidation, benthic demands, and algal respiration. 
Commonly, the dissolved oxygen mass-balance equation is expressed In ticms of the 

deficit, 0, tiich is the difference between the saturation and actual concentrations. 

4.3.3 Reaeration Rate 

The atmosphere acts as the major source for replenishing the dissolved oxygen 

resources of rivers. Reaeration tends to equilibrate the dissolved oxygen concentra- 

tion in a river with its saturatlon value. Host commonly, the dissolved oxygen 

Concentration is below saturation and there is a net influx of oxygen into the river 

fram the atmosphere. On occasion, due to the production of dissolved oxygen by 

algae, rivers or streans can become supersaturated, in rrhich case there is a net loss 

of oxygen to the atmosphere. 
A nunber of expressions for the reaeration coefficient, k,, have been 
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developed. Several are presented here. O'Connor's formulation (Thomann, 1972) 
Stdtes that: 

(DL U)l'2 

ka s 7- at 20' c 

where 

DL = oxygen diffusivity = O.ooOO81 ft2/hr at 2O’C 
H * stream depth in ft 

U = strem velocity in Wsec. 

Expressed in English units: 

ka * Ju2$ at 2O'C 

( I V-29) 

(rv-30) 

The dbove formula was verified on strems and rivers ranging in average depth 

fran 1 foot to 30 feet with velocities ranging fran 0.5 to 1.6 fps. Its use should 

be limited to streams here the reaeration coefficient is less than It/day. Figure 

IV-15 illustrates how ka changes with depth and velocity according to this 

relationship. 

For shallow (0.4 - 2.4 feet), fast moving strems, the following expres- 

sion developed by Ouens (Thomann, 1972) is preferable, as the experimental work 

to develop this expression was done almost exclusively on shd"ow StremS: 

ka 
u0.67 

= 21.6 - at 2O’C 
,,1.85 

(IV-311 

*here U is in ft/sec and H is In feet. A graphical representation of Equation 

IV-31 is shon in figure IV-lb. 

Covar (1976) shard that there mere certain combinations of river depths 

and velocities Inhere a formula developed by Churchill (Churchill et al., 1962) 

is more accurate than either the O'Connor or Owens fonnulatlons. ?hrChurchill 

expression is: 

k, . 11.&969 tt’1*673 per day at ZO'C (IV-32) 

The regions of validity, and the predicted values, for the three formulations 

are shorn in Ffgwe N-17. 

Recent studies have suggested that the Omens expression overestlmrtes the 

reaeration rate for particularly shallow stress (e.g., less than a foot in depth). 

Under these circmstances the Tsivoglou-Wallace method (Tsivog1ou and Wallace, 1978) 
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1000 

FIGURE IV-15 REAERATION COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH 
(FROM HYDROSCIENCE, 1971) 

Is more accurate. The expression Is: 

7776. US, Q 25'C, Q < 10 cfs 
ka (l/day) l 4665.6 us, 825'C. 10 < 0 < 3ooo cfr 

2592. us, 8 25.c. 0 B 3000 cfs 

(IV-33a) 
(IV-33b) 
(IV-33c) 

where 

s = strewn slope, Wft. 

Table IV-13 canpares predictions of Tsivoglou-Wallace 4th observed values for 

several small stress In Wlsconsln. The agreancnt 4s good. 
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IO.1 
owrn (FT.1 

40 

FIGURE IV-16 PEAERATTION COEFFICIENT FOR SHALLOW STREAMS, 

OWEN'S FOWWLATION 

7.-.-.-e-w-.-s-.-w-. EM&E IV-6 -r-------.-r---r-.-.--. 
I I 

i Prediction of Rcaeratfon Rates i 
i i 

i In kptmber, 1969, a study was conducted to deternIne the reaeration i 
' rate coefficients on the Patuxent River In Maryland during the low flow perlod. I i 
1 
I 

The study was carrled out on a seven ~Rlle stretch of the rfver below Laurel, i 

i 
Maryland. The strer was dlvlded Into seven segncnts, and the rcaeratlon rate 

, determined for each mnt. A portlon of the results are show In the Table 
i 

t IV-14. USbIg the hydraulic data In the table predict the reaeration rates USiq i 

i the methods of Tslvoglou-Wallace and of Covar. i 
i Since the method of calculatlq the reaeratlon for each reach Is the sme, an i 

i exmple calculation will be show for the first reach only. Based on a velOClty i 

i 
of 0.39 ft/sec and a slope of 0.0013 ft/ft, the fsiv~lou=Wallace method predicts i 
a reaeratlon rate of: 
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FIGURE IV-17 REAERATION RATE VERSUS DEPTH 
AND VELOCITY (FROM COVAR, 19761, 

ka - 7776 x 0.39 x 0.0013 
I 

i 
= 3.9fday at 25'C 

Ewdt ion IV-33a is used since Q < 10 cfs. 
Using figure IV-17 and a river depth of 0.8 feet reveals that the Ouens 

j formula is applicable. Applylng Equation IV-31 shows that: 

I 
i 
i 

kd = 21.6 ;*,'9',: = 17.4/day at 20°C 
. 

I 
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TABLE IV-13 

COIPARISON OF PREOICTED AND OBSERVED 
REAERATION RATES ON WALL STREAMS IN WISCONSIN+ 

Stream 

8ldCk Edrth Creek 

(bserved k 

(l/day dt 25.C) 

8.46 

Prcdlcted ka Using 
Tsivoglou's FICthOd 

(l/day at 25OC) 

7.8 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

)Ilud Creek trfbutdry 10.7 4.2 

Cbdgc Brdnch 33.1 34.6 

Isabel le Creek 14. e 

Had1 son effluent channel 2.06 4.1 

Mill Creek 3.31 2.2 

Honey Creek 18.4 27.4 

Uest Branch %gdr River 42.5 36.4 

Koshkonong Creek 6.09 4.8 

Bddger Ml1 Creek 7.98 9.1 

*Grant, R.S., 1976. Rederation-Coefflclent bdsurwnts of 10 Small 
Stredms lfi Yisconsln Using Rddloactive Tracers... with a ktlon on 
the Energy-Olssipdtlon Model, U.S. Geologicdl survey. Water IbSOUrCeS 
Investlgatlons. 76-96. 

The results for dll the reaches dre tdulated below. 

REAERATION RATE (l/dry) 

ObSWVd Tslvoglou-Wallace Owrns 
Reach 1-2 * (25’Cl J2OYl . 3.9 17.4 

2-3 2.7 1.9 7.8 
3-4 3.3 3.8 10.7 
4-5 3.5 2.9 9.0 
5-6 2.4 1.5 7.2 
6-7 4.8 2.2 11.0 

The predictions using the fslvoglou-Mallace method are good for all reaches, 

rhile Owens' method predicts vdlws tm, to three times too large, and provides 

wldence thdt &ens' wthd probJly should not be appllad to l xtrmely shdl low 

rivers. 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
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---__.-__.-._.-_____---.-.-.-------.-.-.---.---.-.---.-.-.-.-.----- 

TAB11 IV-14 

TYPICAL lIYU?AULIC PROI'LI~TlfS 

PATUXENl RIVER {SCPlltlltR, 1369) 
- -_ .- .-._.- -- -. 

Rcdch 
Flow 
cfs 

Letyth Velocity Depth 
ft f l/set rt 

J-2 9.8 5,400 0.39 

2-3 9.8 4,200 0.22 1.00 .oOll 

3-4 9.8 7.200 0.35 

4-5 19.5 8.400 0.35 

5-6 19.5 6,600 0.25 1.10 .OOJ3 

6-J 19.5 4,800 0.37 __~_ --_- __ .-- . .- - -- 

0.80 

I.00 

1.10 

1.00 

.a113 

-0014 

.UOlfI 

.OOl3 

. 

i_._.-.-.-.-~,._.,~_._._._._._._._._._._~-.-.-.-.-.-.-.---.-.-.-.- -.- 
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Temperdture changes affect the rederdtion rate. dnd the reldtionship cdn 

be dWOXkIdted by: 

ikd)T * :I( d;,o 1.024 (T-20) (IV-34) 

where 

‘Kd)r = tne rederdtion coefficient dt T oc. 

In addition to tenperdture, substdnt idl suspended sedicent concentrations cdn 

appreciably alter the rederdtion rdte in streams (Alonso et dl., 1975). As dn -e 
approximation, k, decreases by 9 percent per 1,000 ppn incredse in suspended 

sediment up to d 4,000 ppn load. Beyond tkq?, COnCentrdtiOn ddtd dre not dvdildble to 

dssess the response of kd. It is suggest: fhdt d 40 percent decredse be used 

for higher SuSWnded sediment IOddS. Rivers with high suspended sediment loads dre 

generally found in the western central stdtes. MedSured values of k, for vdrious 

strems and rivers are included in Bowie et al. ( 1985 j. 

4.3.4 Effect of Odrns on RederdtiOn 

Many rivers or streams hdve smdll to moderate sited dans crossing them in 

one or more places. Rederdtion occurs ds the water flows over the dun. eased 

on experimental ddtd (Gaeson et al., 1958). dnd ldter verified with field ddtd -- 
(Barrett et al., -- 1960). the followi? reldtiOnShip for rederdtion over dans hds 

been developed: 

D, - Db = 
’ - I+arn db;, + 0.046T)H 1 'a 

( IV-35) 

where 

‘d = dissolved oxygen deficit dbOvt dm, mg/l 

‘b ’ dissolved oxygen deficit below dan, mg/l 
T = tenperdture, OC 
!4 * height through which the water falls, ft 

d = 1.25 in clear to sllghtiy polluted wrter; 1.00 in polluted wdter 

b * 1.00 for ueir with free fall; 1.3 for step ~4!irS or CdSCdeS. 

An dlterndte equdtion developed fran ddtd on the Mohawk River and Barge canal in 

New York State (Mdstropietro, 1968) is as follow: 

Dd - ‘b * 0.037” D, (IV-361 

Equdtion IV-36 is valid for duns up to fifteen feet high and for tetTWrdtUM5 

in the range of 20' to 25'C. 

In hdndling the PrOblCtlI Of d dun, a new reach cdn be stdrted just below the dun. 
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0 a COP ho calc~ld?oa as the value that occurs a. * the end of the uDStre&n reach. 

-he -e,, :?‘.:‘t 2,. d!iCh ~11 1 Decf-J the deCiCit dt the beginning cf the next 

+-3:‘_Ch, ; -A’ Ia’ _ rte3 “sing either of the above two formulas. 

1 ; -.;;. .- -.-.- - -.- Vf- :xbcen Saturation 

-ne "225 f'. I& ‘:-I 3flOSDherlC redera:lOn occurs depends not Cnly Cn k,, but 

2’52 T’ '.he :l"?-c-ce 5e:neen the sdtlrration concentration Cs and :he actual 

;tncer:r rt 'IJr. :. 'he saturation value of dissolved oxygen is a function, of twoera- 

‘.Ldr2, 53: ‘“‘ty, and mrometr ic oressure. The effect of salinity beccwnes imoorraPt In 

es:uar~l~e systems, ana tc a lesser degree in rivers where high irriga'ion return c13~ 

:a- ‘5X ‘.: substantial salinity values. Table IV-15 depicts the re!ationshio 

between cxygen Saturatizn and ch!orinity. The expression relating salinity and 
:hi:rtni:y Crncertr~tl~v 7s: 

Salinity ("!co: = 0.03 - 0.001805 chlorinity (mg 1) (IV-37) 

wnere 
3 :oc = Darts Der thousand. 

TQe :mDerature deDendenCe (at zerc salinity) can be expressed as: 

e 
“S 

* 14.65 - 0.41022T l 0.00791T’ - 0.00007774T3 

n 
where T ‘s lr ‘C. 'hrs relationship is also found in Table IV-15 for zero 

t;ncentrdtion. 

( IV-381 

3armetric oressure affects Cs as follows: 

(IV-39) 

wnere 

* 
-5 

saturation value at sea level, at the temperature of the water, 

mg/l 
ra I 
-s corrected value at the alt.tude of the river, mg/l 
P 
3 = barometric pressure at altitude, mm Hq 

3 s 
V 

saturation vapor pressure of water at the river temperature, mm 

Ha 
E = elevation, feet. 

Tab le IV-16 illustrates the variability of dissolved oxygen saturation with alt 

and tenoerature. The significant effect of altitude is apparent and should not 

itude 

be 

neglected. For example, at a tenperatute of ZO'C, the saturation value decreases 
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TABLE IV-15 

SOLUBILITY OF OXYGEN IN WATER (STANDARD HETHOOS, 1971) 

Chloride Concentration in Water - mg/l 

Twl?. 
in 

OC 

3 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 Difference 
per 100 mg 

Dissolved Oxygen - mg/l Chloride 

6 

Ii 
9 

10 

:: 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 

:i 

26 

:; 
29 
30 

14.6 13.8 13.0 12.1 11.3 3.317 
14.2 13.4 12.6 11.8 11.0 0.316 
13.6 13.1 12.3 11.5 10.8 9.015 
13.5 12.7 12.0 11.2 10.5 0.515 
13.1 12.4 11.7 11.0 10.3 0.014 
12.8 12.1 11.4 10.7 10.0 0.014 

12.5 11.8 11.1 10.5 
12.2 11.5 10.9 10.2 
11.9 11.2 10.6 10.0 
11.6 11.0 10.4 9.8 
11.3 10.7 10.1 9.6 

;:i 

;:: 
9.0 

0.014 
0.013 
0.013 
0.012 
3.012 

11.1 10.5 
i0.e 10.3 
13.6 10.1 
10.4 9.9 
10.2 9.7 

;*; 
9:5 
9.3 
9.1 

i:: 

E 
8:l 

0.011 
0.011 
0.011 
0.010 
0.010 

10.0 
9.7 
9.5 

Fi:; 

9.5 
9.3 

iii:; 
8.7 

ii-i 
8:6 
8.5 
8.3 

8.5 8.0 
8.3 7.8 

:*t 
719 

:-; 
714 

0.010 
0.010 
0.009 
0.009 
0.009 

9.c 
8.8 
8.7 
8.5 
8.4 

8.6 

2; 
8:l 
8.0 

8.1 
8.0 
7.9 

::; 

7.7 

::: 

::: 

7.3 
7.1 

;*i 
617 

0.009 
0.008 
0.008 
0.008 
0.008 

if: 
719 
7.8 
7.6 

7.8 

:*: 
714 
7.3 

;*: 
7:1 
7.0 
6.9 

KY 
6:4 
6.3 
6.1 

0.008 
0.008 
0.008 
0.008 
0.008 

7.5 

:*"3 
712 
7.1 
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TABLE IV-16 

DISSOLVED OXYGEN SATURATION 
VERSUS TEMPERATURE AND ALTITUDE 

ALTITUDE (ft) 

0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8.000 

0 14.6 13.6 12.5 li.5 13.5 

5 12.3 11.9 11.0 10.1 3.2 

10 11.3 10.5 9.7 8.9 3.: 

15 10.2 9.5 8.8 3.0 7.3 

20 9.2 8.5 7.9 7.2 6.6 

25 8.4 7.8 7.2 6.6 6.3 

30 7.6 7.1 6.5 6.0 5.4 

35 7.1 6.6 6.1 5.6 5.1 

from 9.2 mg/l to 7.2 mg/l as the altitude increases frun sea level to 6000 feet, tne 

approximate elevation of Lake Tahoe and the Truckee River in California and Nevada. 

4.3.6 DO-80D Interactions 

A widely used dissolved oxygen predictive equation is the Streeter-Phelps 

relationship which predicts the dissolved oxygen concentration downstrea frun 

a point source of 80D. Assuning a constant river cross-sectional area, the dis- 

Solved oxygen deficit (C,-(Z) can be expressed as: 

(IV-40) 

where 

ka 
= reaerat ion coefficient, l/day 

DO 
* initial deflclt (at x = 0). mg/l 

D = deficit at x, mg/l 

LO 
= initial I300 (at x l 0). mg/l 

kL = BOD decay coefficient, l/day. 

Lo and Do are found by proportioning BOO and 00 deficit concentrations just upstream 
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of the raste discharge with the influx from the discharge itself. As presented earl- 

ier in the DOD sect ion, Lo is given by: 

where 

w S 

Lu * 

Qu = 
Qw * 
Q, l 0” * 

W in Equation IV-41 
800. 

w/5.38 + L, 0 

Lo - 
U 

l 
Qw % 

(IV-411 

oischarge rate of BOO, lb/day 

concentration of BOO in the river upstream of the 

waste di *charge, mg/l 

river flow rate upstrem of drschsrge, cfs 

flow rate of waste discharge, cfs 

flow rate of river in the reach under consideration, cfs. 

should be expressed in terms of ultimate BOD, and not 54ay 

The initial deficit is found from: 

where 
c = 
c: = 

concentration of dissolved oxygen in the waste, mg/l 

concentration of dissolved oxygen upstrem of the waste dlSChdqC, 

mg/l 

D = 

D* = 

dissolved oxygen deficit in waste, mq/l 

In cases Siere 

dissolved oxyqen deficit upstream, mg/l. 

information is lackina, O. can normally be assuned to be in the 

Do = C, - cwQw + cuDu . DwQ, + DuQu 
9, l (J 

U 0, 
+(J 

U 

(IV-421 

range 1-2 mg/l. 

If MOD is to be considered as ml1 as CBOO, Equation IV-40 can be modified as 

follows: 

0 * 0, exp [y]+ R [exp(T) - l xp(x)] 
[ew ( y) - exp (r2;f)] (IV-43) 

If the decay coefficient of MOO is approximately equal to that of MOO, Equation 

IV-40 can be utilized instead of the more complicated Equation IV-43. In this case, 

Lo fn Equdtfon IV-40 is replrced by the su1 of Lo and No. 



4.3.7 Dissolved Oxygen Calculations 

Cdlculztion of dissolved oxygen in rivers cdn PfOCeed ds shown in Figure IV-lg. 

TPe D!dnner -eeds tc estipdte the waste lodding scheme =~lr the prototype, whether it 

be &cr d 2': year brojecticn or for current conditions. The river system cdn then be 

divided into 'edches and by repedted use of Equation IV-SO, dissolved oxygen cdlcula- 

tions cdn be Performed ;or each reach, starting from d known boundary condition and 

proceeding dcwnstreun. 411 ddta and calculations should be Succinctly dnd Clearly 

recorded to minimize errors. 

fhe dissolved oxygen profile downstrean frUW a waste discharge ChdrdCteriStiC- 

al ly has a shape show in Figure IV-la. If the reach is +ong enough, the dissolved 

oxygen deficit will increase t0 some maXimUTI Value, 0 , dt a distance x 

critical distance). Oc is called the critical deficit. 

c ( termed t5e 

Within any reach there 

wi I 1 always be d minimun dissolved oxygen vdlue that Occurs, but it may not be the 

criticdl deficit; which is defined ds the minimtJn point on a dissolved oxygen sag. 

The difference between the minimum and critical values should be kept in mind. As 

one exunp;- -f the difference between the values, d reach may have a dissolved oxygen 

profile where concentrations are monotonically decreasing throughout the reach. The 

minrmun DO will then occur at the dowlnstreun end of the reach, but this will NOT be 

the critical DO value, since DO is still decreasing in the dounstrean direction. 

The travel time to the critical deficit is given by: 

l- 
Dot ka-kL) 

kL Lo >I (IV-44) 

FIGU??E IV-18 CHARACTERISTIC DISSOLVED ~XVGEN 
PROFILE DOWNSTREAM FROM A POINT 

SOUWE OF POLLURON 
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ktcmine wojectea waste loading 
C 

scenario !saurce/sint dlstrlbution) 

k de k,. k,,. SB (ds nwded) 

for CICR reach 

c.alculrtr conditions 4t x=0 

(upstream end of Present roach) 

Perfom and record 

deslmd crlculrtlons 

hCURE Iv-19 FLOW PROCESS OF SOLUTION TO DISSOLVED OXYGEN 
PROBLEM IN RIVERS 
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The distance downstream can be computed by knowing the travel time and flow vo’3clty: 

xC = u * tc (Iv-4s) 

'he cr!::cdl cec’clt can be found frm: 

The formulas for the critical dfssolved oxygen deficit dre not really dPPliCdb’e 

in the special cdse when ka = kL. However, these special cases can readily be handled 

in one of two wdys. First, d small change can be made in either kd or k 
L so thd? ka 

and rL dre approximately eaual. Or second, the followina expression Cdn be used 

to predict critical trdvel time: 

D 
t/i;' 1-F 

a ( ) 0 

Then, the critical deficit is given by: 

0, = cxp [zn( 4: Lo) - kl tc] 

(IV-47) 

(IV-481 

Equation IV-48 is valid for all ka/kL values, and is not limited to cases 

where ka/kL l 1. 
Solutions to both Equations IV-46 and IV-44 are presented in fables IV-17 

and IV-la, respectively. There exist practical limitatlonr to the SOlutiOnS of 

both equations, governed by the conditions that the solutions be both positive 

and real. If in solving Equation IV-44 tC is negative, the minimum dissolved 

Oxygen concentration actually occurs at the point of discharge, and CofKtntrat~Ons 
increase immediately below the discharge. 

Tables IV-17 and Iv-18 art particularly useful for canputing the waste assimila- 

tivt capacity of a river. Waste assimilatfve capacity (WAC), as dtfintd here, fs the 
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TMLE IV-17 

0,/L, VALUES VERSUS 0,/L, AND kJkL 

: ., :i :‘ : 9 1 ‘5 ” ‘3 2 21 : 5 i ’ 29 3’ !J I! I’ !; . il rj A’ _, 

, 
66 

61 

62 

61 

65 

6b 

6’ 

54 

69 
,. 

‘2 

‘I 

‘5 

‘6 
. . 

‘8 

bo 

dl 

62 

Y 

95 

3b 

38 

n 

90 

32 

H 

36 

‘3 

M 

2’ 

15 

61 

i: 

51 

52 

5: 

)r 

55 

56 

5: 

Y 

59 

5c 

52 

0 

54 

65 

66 

0 

5b 

‘C 
. . 

‘2 

‘I 

‘8 

‘6 
. . 

: 501: I7 

;: 1’:: 

: 0 ’ .I 
: ? 50 

: I. 56 

‘bb 

. 2 11 ‘5 

’ 1 . aJ 

1 92 

1, JP 

4. 80 

85 40 

16 .I 

81 62 

4 0 

0 4. 

50 45 

5’ 45 

52 b6 

51 17 

54 4 

55 69 

56 50 

57 jI 

Y 52 

59 51 

50 54 

51 55 

62 56 

0 57 

65 51 

66 60 

61 61 

68 62 

69 0 

‘6 69 

32 ‘6 

09 M 

9) 92 

3 30 

15 

lb 

lb 

I7 

la 

19 

4 

4 

a! 

62 

61 

u 

45 

46 

a7 

4 

b9 

50 

51 

52 

51 

ir 

55 

5b 

57 

59 

65 

v 

01 

90 

I2 

II 

II 

34 

I5 

6 

lb 

17 

Y 

19 

I9 

4 

,I 

62 

81 

u 

65 

66 

41 

4 

69 

50 

II 

5J 

54 

55 

62 

70 

JC 

Jo 

II 

II 

12 

II 

Y 

34 

I5 

lb 

17 

I’ 

N 

n 

40 

(1 

62 

61 

.a 

0 

&b 

bl 

0 

54 

51 

51 

bo 

29 26 

21 26 

29 2’ 

29 27 

Jo 3 

1: 29 

II 29 

u IC 

11 I’ 

II 11 

M 32 

I5 11 

I6 I4 

I’ 15 

ll Jb 

n I? 

4 Y 

41 19 

62 4 

0 (1 

u 62 

65 u 

47 65 

4 b? 

0 4 

51 50 

26 

25 

25 

26 

26 

2’ 

28 

2) 

29 

IO 

24 

11 

12 

II 

34 

!I 

lb 

17 

34 

40 

a: 

0 

1. 

(6 

21 

21 

26 

26 

25 

26 

26 
2. 

2’ 

26 

29 

15 

11 

1: 

12 

16 

15 

lb 

17 

19 

4 

62 

22 

22 

23 

2) 

26 

26 

.‘I 

25 

26 

2’ 

26 

29 

29 

Jo 

11 

12 

Y 

15 

36 

Jl 

21 2: ‘9 ‘a ‘. ‘. f j j : _ _ 
2’ 29 ‘9 a 5 . 5 5 5 i ; _ 

22 2’ 2: i 3 - . i j 5 : _ 
22 2’ 2: 9 a ? . f i . 1 
2: 2’ 2’ 2; 3 j j . j : 
2: 22 2’ ?: 9 i ! . . _ 

24 2J 22 2: 2: i 7 : 

26 21 22 2’ I’ :: 9 3 i 1 

25 2b 21 22 :’ : ;: : : . 

26 25 26 21 22 2’ 2’ 1: 1: ; _ 

26 25 26 24 !J :2 22 ” .’ . . .: 

2: 26 25 25 24 ;J 21 :: II 

26 2’ 26 26 25 25 2r 22 

29 26 2: 1’ 25 26 

Jc 29 29 21 29 

11 Jr y1 JO 

11 J2 12 

u 34 

Jb 

‘5 23Q ‘5~ 51 

1 6 229 175 92 
1 * 2 r, ’ ,J ’ ” 
‘8 226 ‘91 ‘10 

9 2Y 2m ‘90 

23 ,261 22 

2 1252 2 ’ 

22 1260 226 

5’ 51 55 5’ 59 6 1 0 65 b? b9 71 71 1s ?I I9 11 a J 0.6 8 7 99 91 91 9j i. . . 

000 :1 11 12 I2 12 11 11 11 11 10 10 10 IO IO w w 09 09 w w w J( II ;e : 

3 92 II 11 :I ‘2 12 I2 11 11 I1 II 10 IO 10 10 tc 0) 09 09 09 w 9) !J, II :a ;a 

3 I4 14 11 ‘I J I2 I2 I2 11 11 !l ‘1 lo :o 10 IC IO w w 0) 0) w 39 38 :a :? 

J Jb 14 14 11 11 11 II I2 I2 I2 II II II 11 10 10 10 10 10 o( 09 )) g9 39 :9 .i 

J 08 ‘5 14 lb II II IJ I2 I2 I2 12 11 11 ‘1 1, 1, 10 10 10 rg ,g I, 39 ;9 19 :3 

0 10 15 :5 14 I4 Ia 13 11 I) I2 :2 12 12 11 :I 11 I1 11 I1 11 10 10 10 ‘C : : 

I I2 :6 I5 15 14 lb 14 I6 11 I) 1, 1, 12 12 12 12 12 12 

3 14 ‘b lb lb 15 I) I) ,, 1, :a 1, 1, 

0 lb I? I7 I1 lb lb I( 

0 18 18 I8 I8 
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TABLE IV-18 

k,t, VERSUS Do/L, AND k&kL 

k*'kL 

J .j 1. .) 2. 21 25 27 29 Jl 11 15 I7 1.9 I I 4 I 4 5 0 0 

:: I :5 

i 1 :i :5 

: :6 :5 

:z.a 
i . . 
I -’ 

. ._ ._ :! 
I 

; : :r 

; : :i 

. :A 1 :i 

::t .: I 

. . 

.- .: .;. .: 0,-A; :: 
Lo -* -I :a !: 

ii i 
I 

.: : 

2; 

‘6 

a’ 

56 

55 

t4 

5j 

5J 

52 

5 

6: 

53 

id 
i’ 

56 

i! 

jr 

5: 

I! 

i! 
i’ 

:. . . 

;3 

:; 

:d 
. 

:: 

.; 

:t 

.: 

.i 
.: . 

.: 

; 

I 

.: 

:! 

:I 

il i! 

!! 

ii 

35 

‘9 

‘9 

‘6 

‘5 

‘1 

‘2 
. . 

.* 

5b 

5’ 

56 

54 

!I 

52 

3’ 

Ji 

id 
j‘ 

!C 

i* 

i! 
:- .‘ 

25 

.i 

I: 
. . 

. 

:6 

5 . 

.i 

il 

3' 

69 

Y 

56 

db 

a2 

34 

.9 
-. 

:9 

;: 

5 9 

:5 

:I 

X 

ia 

+a 

94 

32 

69 

3’ 

35 

31 

5C 

‘9 

‘6 

‘1 
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;c ‘N .‘I ! ‘6 : ‘9 :21 126 ’ n 1 E I J2 q 16 ’ J5 : lb 1 I7 ’ Y M I8 U ’ Y 

Y . 31 m : ‘* 15 1 !I 20 ’ 22 21 1 2b I 25 ’ 25 ’ 2b ’ 2b 25 ~ 24 :I !2 20 

95 . x 01 . 2, :a ,2 I :J :5 : 15 I lb 1 16 1 ‘5 : ‘6 1 II 1’ 19 :’ :r 30 

59 

5: 

65 

5i 

1; 

:a 

55 

51 

5: 

aa 

j: 

-i . . 

1 
. 

5: 

54 

51 

id 
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. 

:9 

26 

r1 

!I 
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a? 58 a9 99 u s6 a3 6C 76 70 66 54 u 1S 21 ;r 

al U 64 31 81 76 ‘6 ‘C W 5b 67 I6 21 3( 

do a0 :9 :I 7, ‘0 65 59 50 LI ‘21 ‘I 

‘6 ‘6 ‘I *’ 67 b2 55 Lt Jb 21 27 
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11 14 :I :t 
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‘5 
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f; 

; 
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, 
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anount of BOO thdt can be discharged rnto d river without causing the minim- dissolved 

oxygen level to fall below a specified vdlue. In constructing Tables IV-17 and IV-18 

extrd detdll wds inCOrpOrdtCd for 0,/L, values bet-en 0.0 and 0.5. This is 

rdte (kL) 

The following steps show how to use Tdble IV-17. 

1. Find the rederdtfon rdte (kd) dnd the 800 decay 

for the river Being investigdted. 

2. Find the BOO concentration in the rfver just be low the PO 

necessdry tlKdUSc most practical problems fdll within this rdnge. 

int of mtxing 

(LoI - 
3. Find the dissolved oxygen deficit at this location (Do 8 Cs - C). 

4. CO'J'Pute kd/kL and Do/L,. 

5. Using the rdtios kd/kL dnd Do/Lo, ftnd DC/Lo where DC Is the critical 

deficit. 

6. Finally, CdlCUldte 0, = (DC/Lo) Lo, and I&, * C, - 0,. 

To use Table IV-18 canplete these steps: 

1.-a. Repert steps 1 throuqh 3 rbove. 
5. USinQ the rdtf0S k,/kL dnd D,jL,, find k,tc. 

6. CdlCUldte t, = (k,t,)/k,. 

4.3.8 Generdl Oissolved Oxygen Deficit Equation 

The most generdl dissolved oxygen IIIdSS-bdldnCe formuldt~on to be presented 

in this chapter iS ds fOllOwS: 

0 -(k&) (Lo - +) [exe (4 f(r)) - ew(2 f(x))] 

+ R+S +L 
B 

It a 

+ Do exp($ f(x)) 
(N-49) 

here 
P l oxygen production rate due to photorfltheslr, mg/l/dry 

A = oxygen utllizrtton rdte due to rrsplratlon, mg/l/day 

% = bcnthlc demand of oxyuen, mg/l/day. 

The dlstrnce function f(x) expresses the cross-sectlonrl area relationshlp thtoughwt 
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the tedch. The wed can increase or decredse linearly or remain constant. The 

general form of :he relationship is: 

f(q) = Aox l ‘:A x2, 2 , LA = At -A 

0 

xL 

where 

Af = dred dt x = x L 
A s 

0 area at x * 0 

xL = length Of rtdch. 

For d reach Of COnStdnt cross-sectional dred,AA= 0. 

In developing Equation IV-49 the following re\dtiOnShip for CBOO was used 

(dS originally presented in the 800 section): 

(IV-22) 

An analogous expression for MB00 wds also used. 

In Equation IV-49, the distributed sources and sinks (P, R, Sg, Lro, N,o) 

dre all mdss fluxes, dnd no volumetric flow rate is associated with any of these 

sources and sinks of dissolved oxygen. 

4.3.9 Photosynthesis and Respiration 

The difficulty of dccurdtely assessing the impact of photosflthtsir dnd respira- 

tion on the dissolved oxygen resources of stre#ns is not readily apparent fram the 

single terms dppedring in Equdtion IV-49. Of concern dre both fret floating dnd 

dttdchcd dlgdt, ds well Is aqUatiC plants. The extent to rrhich dlgdt impaCt the 

dissolved oxygen resources of a river is dtptndtnt on many factors, suCh as turbidity, 

which c3n dtCttdSt light tranmittanct through the water column. Additionally, the 

photosynthetic rdte constdntly changes In response to variations in sunllght intensity 

dtId iS not truly COnStdnt as implied by EqudtiOn IV-49. Hence if dlgal Ktlvfty is 

known to be a significant factor affecting the dissolved oxygen balance, the use of d 

canputer model is recwntndtd in order to accurdttly asstss such Influences. For 

txanmple, in the Trucktt River in California and Nevada, the diurnal variation of 

dissolved oxygen has exhibited a range of fran 150 percent saturation during the 

daylight hours to 50 percent saturation at night due to algal photos)lnthesis and 

respiration, respectively. At the most, hdnd CdlCUldtiOnS can glvt estimates 

of net dissolved oxygen production rates that then can be compared to the other 

source/sink terms in Equation IV-28. Frtnt this canparison the s!gnificanct of 

each can be tstlmdttd. 
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TABLE IV-19 

T :cj: crooa - !J:a:or Close 6 I r- 
131- :;;3.10' diatoms/l) 

3-7 

0.5-2.0 

0.3-2.4 

?:.;pr : .e; 3.2-17.6 6.7-15.4 

',;rf: C3roilna Streams 9.8 21.5 

Laboratory Streams 3.4-4.0 2.4-2.9 

Table IV-19 presents some obstwed valutS of photosynthetic oxjqtn PmduCtfOn 

rates. AS shonw in the t&be, dissolved oxygen production is expressed in units of 

rate wr unit artd (gm/m2-day). To convert to units of concentration per unit time, 

the algal production rdte must be divided by river depth: 

v P*- 
H 

(IV-SO) 

where 

v = product ion rdtt of dissolved oxygen, gm/n2-day 
H = average river depth, mtttrs 
P = production rate of dissolvtd oxfltn, mall-day. 

P can now be directly canpared to other terns in Equation IV-28. 

By using d regression equation dtvtloptd by Erbann (1979a, 1979b), tht produc- 

tion rate of dissolved oxygen, 9, can bt dtttrmintd directly If the diurnal variation 

of dissOlvtd oxygen is know!. When water temperature is fairly constant throughout 

the day, the photosynthetic oxyatn production rate becams: 

P m 2ADo ( IV-51 ) 
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FIGURE IV-20 DAILY DISSOLVED OXYGEN VARIATION IN TWO RIVERS. 

where 

ADO = difference between the daily maximun dissolved oxygen conctntrat. 

dnd the drily mlnimun dissolved oxygen concentration, mg/l. 

Since Equation IV-51 is bawd on regression analysis, the units art not consistent. 

The importuict of a constant water tmnpcraturt is illustrated by Figure IV-20. 

This figure shows the hourly variation of dissolved oxygen over a 24 hour Period for 

Ufldn Creek in California and for the Ivel River in England. Both exhibit large 

diurnal diSSolvtd oxygen variations, although the rtdsons differ. In Curve A (Ivtl 

River), the dissolved oxygen level gradually increases fran 0600 hr to 1800 hr, and 

then dtcrtdsts over the next 12 hours. The cause of the changing dissolved oxygen 

ltvtls is d net photosflthetic oxygen production during the daylight hours, and a ntt 
CansunPtion during evening and night, Curve 6 iS dhC6t d mlrrOr iWJt Of CWVC A 
Since the minimun dissolved oxygen levels occur during daylight hours and the maximun 

during nighttime. The variations exhibited by curve El are Principally caused by a 

changing water tenpcraturc. Puring the dry this creek absorbs considerable Solar 
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radlatlon causing the water tunwtaturt to rise and the dissolved oxygen saturatfon 

ltvtl to decrease. At night the creek cools off and the dlssolvtd oxygen saturation 

level increases. Curve B then is free fram the Influence of photosynthetIc effects, 

So it would be erroneous to apply Equation IV-51. Eraann (1979a, 1797b) and Kelly 

et al. (1975) provide more sophisticated methods to predict P when both photosynthetic -- 
and t(llperature effects occur concurrently. Exmnplt IV-7 illustrates the'utillty of 

Equation IV-51. 

r-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-. EXAMPLE IV-7-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-; 

i I 
I ?redictlon of Photosynthetic Oxygen Production Rate 

I 
i 

On Nechrms River near Charlotttsvi~lt, Vlrqlnla, Kelly et al. (1975) -- 

i 
collected the following data: 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

10.0 
10.5 
11.0 
11.5 
12.0 
12.5 

::*; 
14:o 
14.5 
15.0 
15.5 
16.0 

::*i . I 
25.5 
25.9 i 

I 
26.1 
26.1 i 

i 
16.5 26.1 
17.0 26.1 ::A i 

lime of Oay 
Ihours after mldnightk 

0.0 
0.5 

ki# 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 

::i 
6.5 

::i 

t-z 
9:o 
9.5 

Strea 
Tanptratutt. 'C 

23.3 
23.3 
23.4 
23.4 
23.5 
23.5 
23.5 
23.5 

E-t 
23:3 

::-: . 
23.0 
22.9 
22.8 
22.7 
22.7 
22.7 
22.7 

:23*x 
23:2 
23.5 
23.6 
24.3 
24.8 

Dlssolvtd 
Oxygen (mgll) 

7.6 
7.6 

::i 
7.4 
7.2 

:-: 
7:3 
7.3 
7.3 

::: 
7.3 

:: t 

;:a 
. 

i 

I 



I 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 
i 

i 
i 

i 

Time of Day Strean 
Jhours after midnight) Temperature, 'C 

Dissolved 
Oxygen (mg/f) 

17.5 25.8 
18.0 25.8 
18.5 25.5 
19:o 25.3 
19.5 25.1 
20.0 24.8 
20.5 24.5 
21.0 24.2 
21.5 24.0 
22.0 23.8 
22.5 23.7 
23.0 23.6 
23.5 23.6 
24.0 23.5 

8.9 
8.8 
8.6 

ii-: 
8:2 

ii-i 
719 

z 
717 

::i 

I 

i 
i 

i 

i 
i 

i 
i 

i 
i 
i 

Using a sophisticated analysis, Kelly et al. -- found the daily mean photosyn- I 

thetic oxygen production to be 4.40 mg/l. Using the data shown above and Equation i 

IV-51 estimate the daily photosynthetic oxygen production, P (mg/llday). 

The minimun dissolved oxygen is 7.2 mg/l, which occurs at 0230. The maximun 
i 

dissolved oxygen is 9.3 mg/l which occurs at 1430. Hence: i 
i 

P = 2AD0 = 2(9.3-7.2) = 4.2 mg/l/day 

This compares very well with the value found by Kelly et al. using a more -- 
sophisticated analysis, even though the strean temperature varies by a few 

degrees during the day. Probably one reason for the good agreement is that 

the maximun and minimum values occur about 12 hours apart, rhich the method 

assunes they do. 

..-.-.-.-.-.-. -.-. ENDOF EXAwLE IV-7 .,.,.-.-.--e--.-.-.-1 

Values of photosynthetic respiration vary widely, ranging from 0.5 gm/m2/day 

to greater than 20 gm/m21day. One suggested relationship between respiration and 

chlorophyll 2 is given as (Thomann, 1972): 

R(mg/l/day) = 0.024 (chlorophyll a) (l&l) (IV-52) 

where 

1 erg/l * 10-j mg/l. 

Chlorophyll 2 concentration is most camnonly expressed in terms of rg/l. 

4.3.10 Benthic Demand 

In addition to oxygen utilization by respiration of attached algae, benthic 
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deposits of organic material and attached bacterial growth can utilize dissolved 

oxygen. Table IV-20 illustrates some uptake rates. As with photosynthesis, the 

uptake rates are expressed in gm/m*-day. To use these values in Equations IV-28 or 

IV-49, division by stream depth (in meters) is necessary. Temperature effects can be 

approximated by: 

(S%) * ('8)20 1.065T-20 (IV-53) 

The area1 extent of significant oxygen demanding benthic materials is often 

limited to the region just below the outfall vicinity. Although the oxygen demand may 

be great over a short distance, it may be insignificant over larger distances. The 

response of rivers to areally limited benthic deposits is 9enerally to move the 

critical deficit upstream, but not to lower its value significantly. 

Bowie et al. (1985) contains significantly more data and further discussion 

of benthic oxygen demand in rivers. Additiondl ly Butts and Evans (1978) conducted 
extensive studies of sediment oxygen dmdnd on 20 streuns in Illinois. They found 

that benthic oxygen demand could be predicted ds: 

38 = 0.15T + 0.30, + 0.11 IogN - 0.56 (IV-54) 

where 

5, - benthic oxygen demand, g/m'-ddy 

1 = water tanperdture, 'C 

OS = depth of sediment, inches 

N - number of macroinvertebrates per m2. 

They found that N typically rdnqed from 10,000 to l,OOO,OOO. Within this range 

the Stan of the last two terms is between ~0.1. and is negligible Compared to the 

first two terms. Under these conditions Equation IV-54 simplifies to: 

5 = 0.15l + 0.30, (IV-55) 

The depths of sediment found during the study of Butts and Evans (1978) rdn9ed from 1 
to 17 inches. Consequently Equation IV-55 is applicable to stress which hdve fairly 

significant benthic oxygen defndnds. For cleaner streams Equation IV-55 probably 

overestimates the benthic oxygen demand. 
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TABLE IV-20 

AVERAGE VALUES OF OXYGEN UPTAKE RATES OF 
RIVER BOTTOtiS (AFTER THOMANN, 1972) 

Uptake (gms $,“‘-day) 

@ 20°C 

Approximate 

Bottom Type and Location Ranqe Averaqe 

Sphaerotilus - (10 gm dry wt/M2) - 7 

Municipal Sewage Sludge - Z-10.0 4 
Outfall Vicinity 

Municipal Sewage Sludge - l-2 1.5 
"Aged" Downstream of Outfall 

Cellulosic Fiber Sludge 4-10 7 

Estudrine mud 1-2 1.5 

Sandy bottom 0.2-1.0 0.5 

Mineral soils 0.05-0.1 0.07 

4.3.11 Simplifying Procedures in Dissolved Oxyaen Calculations 

Using Equation IV-49 might be untenable for several redsons, such dS lack 

of available data, or because of the vol*xninous calculations required to apply 

it to a large number of reaches. Several suagestions are offered here that should 

simplify analysis of dissolved oxygen problems. 

Since the generdl scope Of this section iS t0 fdcilitdte the determination 

of existfng or potential problem ares, the analysis should proceed from the simple 

to the more canplicated dpprOdCh. It may be ddequdte t0 analyze the dissolved oxygen 

response to the most severe loadings first, neglecting those of secondary importance. 

If such an analysis clearly indicates dissolved oxygen problems, then the inclusion 

of any other pollutant discharges wuld only reinforce that conclusion. More rigorous 

procedures (e.g., d canputer model) could then be employed to perfcm d detailed 

analysis. 

Suppose the improvement of dissolved oxygen levels due to decreased loading fram 

d point source is of interest. This is a cmnon situation since it relates to the 

design of waste loading abatement schemes. Such improvement can be estimated by: 
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fdl = JO, exp [>:I + (&-)(rLo)lxp (4 f(x)) 

- ev (4 f(d)] (IV-561 

where 

*LO 
l the change in the initial BOO, mg/l 

AD = change in deficit in response toAL,. 
Equation IV-56 was formulated fran Equation IV-49 dssuning that Lo and 0, are 

the Only changes of significance. 

Many rivers have a large nunber of point sources. Although this is not necessar- 

ily a canplicdting factor, d detailed analysis might be too time consuning for hand 

calculations. There are several possible alternatives to deal with this situation in 

order to reduce the number of redCheS to be dndlyred. The first, dlTeddy mentioned, 

is to consider only the significant pollutant sources. Second, Is wds illustrated in 

Example IV-5, a number of uniformly distributed point sources can be considered as a 

single distributed source. Third, canbining several adjacent point sources is also 

possible, if the length of the reach under consideration is-long relative to the 

distance of separation between the point sources. Analogously, a distributed source 

can be approximated as d point source, contributing the sixne waste loading dnd 

located at the center of the distributed source. 

It may be that the planner wants only to determine the critlcal dissolved 

oxygen concentration in each of a series of reaches. In this case no more thdn 

two values of dissolved oxygen per reach need be calculated. Figure IV-21 shows the 

solution process to be followed. 

One final note on dissolved oxygen evaluations should be made here. It may be 

that if the planner is interested primarily in locating dissolved oxygen problems, he 

need not perform any canputations. This is especially likely where dissolved oxygen 

data dre available at various locdtions on the river. Plotting dissolved oxygen time 

trends may reveal when, as well as where, annual dissolved oxygen minima occur. 

.------------w-r---. EXmflLE IV-8 -.-_-_---_------------- 

I I 

i Determining River Assimilative Capacity from i 

i Tables IV-17 and !V-18 i 

i i 

i Suppose the user wants to determine waste assimilative capacity (WAC) for a i 

i 
river reach that has the following ChdrdCteTiStiCS: 

i 
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\ ! 
Dtttrmint k, rnd kL 

for etch reach 

, 

YES ' Go to next \ 
/ reach 

Find Do,~, 

. 

Ffnd tc, xc = Ut, 
4 

I 

/ 
f \ 

Find DC YES 
dt xc 

4 i 

t 
/ 
\ 

D c = 0 YES 
at 

x=0 
. , 

Find D at x, I \ D=Dc L 
I 

FIGURE IV-21 FLOW PROCESS IN REACH BY REACH SOLUTION TO 
CRITICAL DISSOLVED OXYGEN VALUES 
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I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

Crltlcal dissolved oxygen concentration - 5.0 mg/l (user establishes this) 

Initial deficit n 1.0 mg/l 

Average velocity = 0.5 fps 

Average depth = 4 feet 

Chloride concentration = 0 

Temperature range = 10-C to 35'C 

First, ka and kL need to be found. From Flgurt IV-17, ka (20') * O.B/day, 

and from Figure IV-II, kL = O.Q/day. At any other temperature then, ka and 
kL can be found fran the temperature relationships previously developed: 

ka = (ka)20 1.024 T-2' 

kL - (kL)20 1.047 
T-20 

(IV-34) 

(IV-17) 

Using Table IV-15 the dissolved oxygen saturation concentration within the temptra- 

ture range of Interest can be found. This information can then be then canpiltd 

Into Table IV-21 shown below. 

TABLE IV-21 

COMPlLATION OF INFOWATION IN EXAMPLE IV-8 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I I 

i 10 11.3 5.0 6.3 0.16 2.5 i 

i 15 10.2 5.0 5.2 0.19 2.2 i 

i 20 9.2 5.0 4.2 0.24 2.0 

i 25 8.4 5.0 3.4 0.29 1.8 

i 

i 
30 7.6 

5.0 2.6 0.38 1.6 

i 

35 7.1 5.0 2.1 0.48 1.4 i 

I I 

I 1 
i Using the values of Do/D, and ka/kL, to can be found, which in I 

i 
this case is the WAC. 

i 

I 
Procedure 

I 

i i 

i 
1. Table IV-21 is entered at the appropriate ka/kL colunn. This is 

2.5 at 1O’C. i 

I 2. Next, the entry within the ka/kL column In Table IV-17 is founC i 
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I such that: 

Since the left-most colunn of Table IV-17 Is Do/l, and the entries art 

I DC/L,,, the ratio of these values is calculated until that ratio equals 0.16. 

I For example, try Do/Lo = 0.05. Then DC/Lo = 0.23 and g = 0.22 > 0.16; too 

big. 

Try D /L = 0.04. 
!? O 

Then 0,/L, = 0.23 and s = .17; close enough. 
. 

I 

I 

I 
I 

Then 3 = .23, or L 
LO 

0 

The results are tabulated below for the temperature range 1O'C to 35'C. 

T(‘C) WAC (mg/l) 

10 27.4 0.04 

15 20.0 0.05 

20 15.0 0.07 

25 11.3 0.09 

30 7.6 0.13 

35 5.4 0.19 

Lo is directly related to the loading rate of 800, as expressed earlier 

in Equation IV-41: 

WAC * (‘o)critical * 
LuQu + Wcritical/S.38 

Qu + Qw 
Fran equation IV-41 the critical waste loading W can be found. If desired. 

this procedure can be repeated for different river flow rates, and WAC and 

W 
critical found for the various flows. To do this, different average depths 

and velocities will be needed. Generally this analysis is most applicable to 

minimum flow conditions, as this is the most critical situation, but higher flows 

may be of interest to assess the benefits of flow augmentation decisions. Novotny 

and Krenkel (1975) have used a 20 year, 3-day low flow in analyzing the Holston 

River in Tennessee. For further discussion of low flow calculations refer to 

Section 4.4.6. 

In interpreting the results of this txaple the user should be looking 

more at trends rather than particular results. For exaple, notice how the 

WAC decreases with increasing temperature. For every 10’ increase the WAC 

iS approximately halved. A similar relationship between WAC and flow rate 

could also be determined. 

Finally, using Table IV-la, the travel time t, can be dttennined to 

I 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 

I 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
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! the point of critical deficit. The appropriate Do/Lo and k,/kL values art I 

I 
used to find t,. Table IV-22 illustrates these results. i 

i 

i 

TABLE IV-22 
I 
i 

i 

CRITICAL TRAVEL TIME RESULTS 
I 

i 

D*‘LO tcka ka tc(days) 

i 10 2.5 0.04 1.4 :63 2.2 i 

I 15 2.2 .05 1.3 .71 1.8 I 

I 20 2.0 .07 1.2 .8 1.5 i 

i 25 1.8 .09 1.13 .9 1.2 i 

i 30 1.6 -13 1.0 1.0 1.0 

i 35 1.4 

i 

.19 0.9 1.1 0.8 i 
i i 
i--- .----- -----END OF EXAMPLE IV-8 -*---.---e-e-e-e-.-- ; 

r --.-m-e---.------- EXAMPLE IV-9 _-_-_-.-I-.------------ 1 

Critical Deficit Calculations for Multiple Reaches 

I Suppose the critical deficit in each of the three reaches of the river 
i illustrated in Figure IV-22 is to be determined. The conditions upstreun of 

1 the first discharge are: 

i T . 27'C Depth = 5.0 feet 

i Q - 600 cfs 0, = 1 mg/l 

i u - 0.4 fps 

i 

1, = 2 mg/l 

Using these data, along with the solution process outlined in Figure IV-21, 

I the following procedure can be used: 

1. Determine k,, kL for each reach. For this txanplt it will be 

I 

assuned that the average depth, velocity, and temperature rena1n relatively 

constant over the three reaches, so that k, and kL art also the sane. 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

k, (20) = 0.5, (frgn Ffgurt IV-17) 

kl (20) = 0.35, (fran Figure IV-11) 
Using the temperature correction: 

La (27) = 0.60, (f ran Equation IV-34) 

k L (27) s 0.43, (fran Equation IV-17) 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
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I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

B.O.D.L=4Omg/l B.QDL=60mg/l B.O.DL=20mg/I 

Q=5OMGD Q=GOMGD Q=IOMGD 

FIGUZE IV-22 HYPOTHETICAL ;IIVER USED I:J EYXPLE TV-9 

The saturation dissolved oxygen concentration at 27'6 and 0% salinity is (frun 

Table IV-15) 8.1 mg/l. 

2. For the first reach, calculate Lo and Do: 

‘0 * 
j2)(600) + (40) (50) (1.55) 

600 + (50)(1.55) 

- 6.35 mg/l 

For lack of better information about the dissolved oxygen characttris- 

tics of the waste, it can be assuned that Do = Du = 1 mg/l. The location 

of the critical deficit can now be calculated using Table IV-la, or Equation 

I 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 
IV-45. 

oo'Lo 

In this example Table IV-18 will be used. To use that table, the follow- 

* l/6.35 = 0.16 

and 

in9 ratios are needed: 

ka/kL = 0.60/0.48 = 1.3 

Fran Table IV-18, k,t, = .92 or 

S = .92/0.6 = 1.53 days 

xc = 
(0.4) (1.53) (3600) (241 * 10 0 mi,es . 

5280 

Since xc < 12, the critical deficit actually exists, and is located 10 miles 

dovmstrtan. Fran Table IV-17 DC can be found by entering it with the szme 

ratios used in Table IV-la. The result is: 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

I 

i 

i 

i 

I 

I 
OC -= .38- DC =Gmg/l 
LO 
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3. Before the critical conditions in reach 2 can be calculated, the con- I 

ditions at the upstreun end of that reach must be established. The conditions at i 
the dovmstrean end of reach 1 are: 

D = 2.3 mg/l, fran Equation IV-40 

i 
L = 2.6 mg/l from Equation IV-42 

i 
The conditions at the upstreimn end of reach 2 are thus: 

i Lo = 
(2.6) (677) + (60) (1.55[ = 8.35 mg/l 

I 677 + 93 

I 
I 

Do - 2.3 can be used for lack of better information on the dissolved oxygen 

concentration in the effluent to reach 2. For use in Table IV-18, it is found 

that: 

Do/Lo = .28 

SO 

I 
i 

kat = .76 

% = .76/0.6 = 1.3 days 

long, the critical deficit is not reached. 

occur at the downstream end of reach 2, where 

i 
X = 8.3 miles 

i Since reaci 2 is only 4.0 miles 

i 

instead the maximun deficit wi 11 

i D = 3.3 mg/l (Equation 

i 
L = 6.22 mg/l (Equatfon 

I V-40) 
IV-22) 

I 4. For the beginning of reach 3, Lo and Do must be found: 

I 

I 
Lo = (20)(10)(1.55) + (770.5)(6:22) I 4 5 mg/l 

770.5 + (lO)(l.SS) 
. 

; For Do, it can be assumed that Cw = 5.0 ma/l. Fran Equation IV-41, then: 

I 
D, s 8.1 _ (8-l - 3.3) (770.5) + (j.O)(lO)(l.SSl I 3 3 mg,l . 

770.5 + 15.5 
1 The calculations of critical conditions can now be made for this reach, as 

i for the previous two. 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

I 
L------------s--e END Q EXAMPLE IV-9 -_---.-----------.--- 

4.4 TEMPERATURE 

4.4.1 Introduction 

The biota ccmpris ing an established aquatic ecosystem generally respond negative 1 

to significant abnonna 1 temperature fluctuations. Anthropogenic modifications of 

rivers and stress can alter the thermal regime, most often by elevating the maximum 

and mean water temperatures. Repercussions of elevated temperatures are manifested 
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through a shift in the ecological balance and in the water quality of YiVeYS. For 

exaple, there is a progression in the predominance of algal species from diatoms to 

green algae to blue-green algae as water temperature increases through a specific 

range. Thermal discharges can increase the anbient temperature enough to alter the 

preduninant species to the undesirable blue-green algae. Increased metabolic activity 

of aquatic organisms, such as fish. also accompanies elevated temperature. If the 

increase is high enough, the results can be lethal. Much data are available today 

(e.g., Committee on Water Quality Criteria, 1972) which specify lethal threshold 

temperatures for aquatic organisms. 

Water quality may be adversely affected through decreased solubility of dissolved 

oxygen and increased biochemical reaction rates. Adequate dissolved oxygen levels, 

pa*ticularly at elevated temperatures, are critical because of the increased metabolic 

activity. Yet, as previously discussed the saturation concentration of dissolved 

oxygen diminishes with rising temperature. Worse still, is the concurrent low flow 

condition which is associated, in many parts of the country, with the warm Sumner 

months. For example, in a study of 30 river reaches in the U.S. (EPA, 1974). 20 had 

lower flows in the sunmer months than in the winter. This situation further reduces 

assimilative capacity and usually results in the mcst critical dissolved oxygen 

levels over the year. 

Man can alter the thermal reg!me of rivers by removing trees, changing the flow 

regime, and by increasing thermal discharges. Diversions of water fran a river can 

reduce the water depth, and increase the mean and diurnal fluctuation of streun 

temperature. 

In Long Island, modification of the natural environment of streams has increased 

average strean temperatures during the sunmertime by as much as g to 14'F (Pluhowsi, 

1968). Concurrent temperature differences of as much as 14 to 18'F between sites on 

the sane stream were observed on days of high solar radiation. A principal factor 

involved in these occurrences was the removal of vegetation along the banks of the 

streans, permitting significantly greater penetration of solar radiation. Other 

contributing factors cited by Pluhowski included increased stormwater runoff, a 
reduction in the unount of groundwater inflow, and the introduction of ponds and 

lakes. 

4.4.2 Equilibrium Temperature 

If a body cf water at a given initial temperature is exposed to a set of con- 

stant meteorological conditions, it‘will tend to approach some other temperature 

asymptotically. It may warm by gaining heat,or cool by loslng heat. Theoretically, 

after a long period of time the temperature will becane constant and the net heat 

transfer will be zero. This final temperature has been called the eouilibriun 

temperature, E. At equilibrium, the heat pained by absorbing solar radiation and 
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Hs = Shortwave solar radiation (400-2800 BTU ft-' day-l) 

Ha = Long wave atmospheric radiation (2400-3200 BTU ft-2 day-') 

Hbt=Long wave back radiation (2400-3600 BTU ft-2 day-') 

He = Evaporative heat loss (2000-8000 BTU ftS2 day” ) 

ar = Atmospheric reflection (70-120 BTU ft-2 

NET RATE AT WHICH HEAT CROSSES WATER SURFACE 

Hr = (Hs + Ha - Hsr - Hay) I - (Hbr z Hc + He) BTU ft-' day-' 
L - -3 

Absorbed Radiation (ii 
Independent of Water s 

) Temperature Dependent Terms 
emperature 

Hbr 4 (Ts + 4601' 

HC - Us - Ta) 

He - Ne, - ea) 

FIGURE IV-23 MECHANISMS OF HEAT TRANSFER ACROSS A 
FATER SURFACE (PARKER AND KRENKEL, 1969) 

long-wave radiation fran the atmosphere will exactly balance the heat lost by back 

radiation, evaporation, and conduction, 

These heat fluxes are illustrated in Figure IV-23 which also shows typical ranges 

for the fluxes. Some of these terms (Hs, Ha, Hsr, Ha,) are independent of water 

temperature, whllc the remainder (H brJlc,He) are dependent upon water temperature. 

At equilibrium then, Hn (net transfer) equals zero, or: 

H, - Hsr + Ha - tidy - Hbr - H, - He = 0 (IV-57) 

In actuality, the water temperature rarely equals the equilibriun ternpera- 

ture because the equilibriun temperature itself is constantly chanaino with the 

local meteorological conditions. The equilibriun tgnperature will rise during 
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the day when solar radiation Is greatest, and fall to a minimun at night when 

solqr radiation is absent. 

4 daily average equlllbtfum tenperature may be computed using a nunber of 

factors including daily average values of radiation, temperature, wind speed, 

and vapor pressure. The daily average value will reach a maximum in midsunmer 

and a minimun in midwinter. Since the actual water temperature always tends to 

approach. but does not reach the equilibriun temperature, it will usually be 
less than equilibrium in the spring when temperatures are rising, and greater 

than equilibrium in the fall when temperatures are dropping. During a 24 hour 

period, the equilibrium temperature usually rises above the actual water temperature 

during the day and falls below the water temperature at night, forcing the water 

temperature to follow a diurnal cycle. 

The amplitude of the actual diurnal water temperature cycle is generally 

dampened significantly in comparison to the aplitude of the equilibrium temperature 

cycle due to the large heat capacity of water. A thennal djscharge into a water body 

will usually Increase the actual daily amplitude because of the water temperature 

dependent terms in Equation IV-57. This situation is illustrated in the following 

exunple (Edlnger, et al., 1968). Figure IV-24 illustrates a flow through a cooling 

pond into which a thermal effluent is discharged (at Station 6). 

FIGURE IV-24 SCHEPIATIC OF SITE Ho, 3 
COOLING LAKE (FROM EDINGER, 

ET AL,, 19E8) 

Temperature observatfons were recorded at Stations 8 through H at four-hour periods 

for one week. The findings are depicted in Figure IV-25. 
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DAY (4HOURPERIODS) 

FIGURE IV-25 OBSERVED TEMPERATURES, SITE Ho, 3, 
JULY 18 - JULY 24, 1965 (EDINGER, 
ET AL,, 1968) 

The highest temperatures and largest diurnal temperature variables are recorded at 

Station 8. The peak tenperature at Station B occurs just after noon, corresponding 

to the peak loading fran the plant. At Stat ion C the peak temperature is at 1800 
hours, indicating the lag in flow time fran Stations B to C. The peak temperatures 

at the remaining stations are more influenced by meteorological conditions, and less 

by the thennal discharge. The relationship of the observed temperatures to the 

equilibrium temperature over a 24-hour period is shown in Figure IV-26. Note the 

amplitude of the equilibriun temperature E (33'F amplitude). The average equilibriun 

temperature, r, Is approximately 91’F. A progression fran Station B to Station 

H indicates that the daily water temperature tends to approach the average eouilibriun 

tenperature. 
Stations 6 and H, and the anblent temperature TN, all reflect the predcxninatinp 

influence of meteorological conditions. When the unbient water temperature is above 

the instantaneous equiltbriun tenperature E, it tends to decrease, and when the 

temperature is below E, it tends to increase. In the early morning and late evening 

hours, when E is low, the water temperature decreases at these stations. Outing 

midday when E is higher, however, the temperatures at these stations increase. 

4.4.3 Calculation of Equilibriun Temperature 

Studies (Edinger and t&yet, 1965) have shown that the equil\brlun tenperature of 

a well mixed body of water can be estimated by: 

O.OSE' ix-- L HR - 1801 

K K 
ea - C(B) - 0.26Ta 1 (IV-%) 
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6 4 8 12 I6 20 24 
TIME OF DAY H?S.) 

FI CURE IV-26 COMPARISON OF COMPUTED EQUILIBRIUM AND 

,\MBIENT TEMPERATURES WITH OBSERVED IEAN 

DIURNAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS FOR SITE 

Ho, 3, JULY &JULY 24, 1966 (EDINGER, 

ET AL,, 1963) 

where 

E = equilibrium teperature, l F 

K = thermal exchange coefficient, 8TUlft21dayl'F 

"R = net incoming short (Hsn) and long (Han) wave radiation 

BTWft'lday 

Ta = air temperature, 'F 

ea ' water vapor pressure of ambient air at air temperature, mmHg 

6 = proportionality coefficient, mrnHg/'F 

C(B) = value dependent on B, nnnHg. 

The thermal exchange coefficient K is expressible as: 

K = 15.7 + (0.26 + B) f(u) (:v-sg) 

where 

f(u) * a function of wind speed. 

Different relationships for f(u) have been developed. For purposes of hand calcula- 

tions, the fcllowing relationship will be used: 

f(u) = 11.4u (IV-60) 
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where 
U = the daily average wind speed In mph. 

To calculate E using Equation IV-58 an iterative procedure is needed, since K, 

8, and C(B) depend on E. The following steps outline a solution procedure. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

Data needed to start the procedure include T,, relative humidity, 

wind speed, and net shortwave solar radiation. Figure IV-27 illustrates 

daily average solar radiation reaching the continental United States for 

the months July and August. It is during these months that strean 

temperatures usually reach their annual maxima. These values do not 
account for the albedo of water (the percent of incoming solar radiation 

that is reflected), but since this is small, it can be ignored. Because 

of the variability caused by topography. vegetative cover, and other 

factors, local sources of information should be used when possible for 

solar radiation values. 

Calculate Hq = HSn + Han (BTU/ft2/day). If Figure IV-27 is utilized 

for Hsn, convert fran langleyslday to BTUlft'lday by multiplying by 3.7. 

H can be estimated from Table IV-23 by knowing the air temperature 

ati the cloud cover fraction (0.1 to 1.0). 

Determine e, from Table IV-24 by entering with Ta and relative 

hunidity. 

Choose an initial value for E. The air temperature Ta can be the 

first guess. 

Enter Table IV-25 for B and C(B) at E (OF). 

Knowing u, f(u), and 8, calculate K fran Equation IV-59. 

Frun Equation IV-58 make the next estimate of E (En,,) by evaluating 

the right hand side of that equation (call this result F(E)). 

The next estimate of E is Enew = 0.3E + 0.7 F(E). 

(Note: this choice of Enew brings aoout a more rapid convergence to 

the answer than would use of E alone). 

If IEnew - El 5 l'F, then Eactual = Enewe 

If lEnew - El > I'F, return to step 5 with Enew and repeat the procedure 

until the convergence criterion is met, nunely, Eactual = Enew. 
._.. 

Instantaneous, daily, weekly, or even longer term average equi Ilbrlum temperature, 
F, can be calculated by using mean meteorological conditions over the period of 

interest and following the solution procedure just outlined. Calculating the daily 

average r under the most crucial annual meteorological conditions (usually occurring 

in July or August) yields the highest temperature about which that water body tends 

to naturally oscillate. The repercussions of man's activities in terms of altering 

r can thus be estimated and analyzed for potential impact. 
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- 

i 
# 

CANADA 

nOlE: lo amvwt langlrys/dry to BTU/ft‘/dry, nuItlPly by 3.1. 

FIGURE IV-27 MEAN DAILY SOLAR RADIATION (LANGLEYS) THROUGHOUT 
THE US, FOR JULY AND AUGUST (LB, DEPARTKENT 
OF COMMERCE, 1968) 
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TABLE IV-23 

NET LONG WAVE ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION, Ha, 

Cloud 
Cover 

.I 

.2 

.3 

.4 

.5 

.6 

.? 

II 

.9 

1.0 

- 

Imperr- Han 
turc 

Tempera - Ha,, 

(fmJ/Sq. turc 

(OFI (OfI 
(tllU/Sq. 

ft/Dlr) ft/Day) -.- _l_-_~_-~-__-- 

35 

65 

35 

65 

35 

65 

35 

65 

35 

65 

35 

65 

35 

65 

35 

65 

35 

65 

35 

65 

1685 40 

2400 70 

1694 40 

2412 70 

1708 40 

2432 70 

I720 40 

2461 70 

1754 40 

2497 70 

1705 40 

2542 70 

1822 40 

2595 70 

I865 40 

2656 70 

1914 40 

2725 70 

I%8 40 

7803 10 

1790 

2540 

1799 

2553 

1814 

2575 

1335 

2605 

1063 

2644 

1096 

2691 

1936 

2747 

1901 

2812 

203J 

2885 

2091 

2961 

lemperr- 
ture 

(OFI -.-- 

45 

75 

45 

?5 

45 

75 

45 

75 

45 

75 

45 

75 

45 

75 

45 

15 

45 

75 

45 

I5 

H Ii 

(BTU::. 

Iempera- IIan lemperd- 
ture 

Tempera- Han 

(mJ/Sq. 
ture (mJ3;q. ture (mJ/Sq. 

f t/Dav) (OfI ftloav) (OF) Ft/W) (OFI ftllkv) -_--- - 

1900 

2688 

1910 

2701 

1926 

2724 

1949 

2756 

1978 

2797 

2013 

2841 

2055 

2907 

2103 

2975 

2158 

3053 

9220 

3139 
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50 

80 

'Jo 

00 

50 

80 

50 

80 

50 

80 

50 

80 

50 

80 

50 

00 

50 

HO 

50 

I?0 

2016 55 

2842 85 

2026 55 

2857 85 

2043 55 

2881 85 

2067 55 

2914 85 

2098 55 

2958 85 

2136 55 

3011 85 

2180 55 

3074 85 

2232 55 

3146 85 

1790 5s 

3228 US 

2355 55 

3320 85 

2138 

3004 

60 

90 

2266 

3173 

2149 60 2277 

3019 90 3190 

2167 60 2296 

3045 90 3216 

2192 60 2323 

3000 90 3254 

2225 60 2358 

3126 90 3303 

2265 60 2400 

3182 90 3362 

2312 60 2450 

3249 90 3432 

2366 60 2508 

3325 90 3513 

2428 60 2573 

3412 90 3604 

2497 60 2646 

3509 90 3707 



TABLE IV-24 

SATURATED WATER VAPOR PRESSURE,es,VERSUS AIR TEMPERATURE, Ta, 

AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

_- .._---.- ___-. - - ~.. .-- .- 

Ta e* s RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

(OF) (my) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
___-_- 

35 5.2 0.5 1.0 1.6 2.1 2.6 3.1 3.6 4.2 4.7 5.2 

40 6.3 0.6 1.3 1.9 2.5 3.2 3.8 4.4 5.0 5.7 6.3 

45 7.6 0.8 1.5 2.3 3.0 3.8 4.6 5.3 6.1 6.8 7.6 

50 9.1 0.9 1.8 2.7 3.6 4.6 5.5 6.4 7.3 8.2 9.1 

55 11.0 1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.5 6.6 7.7 8.8 9.9 11.0 

60 13.1 1.3 2.6 3.9 5.2 6.6 7.9 9.2 10.5 11.8 13.1 

65 15.6 1.6 3.1 4.7 6.2 7.8 9.4 10.9 12.5 14.0 15.6 

70 18.6 1.9 3.7 5.6 7.4 9.3 11.2 13.0 14.9 16.7 18.6 

75 22.0 2.2 4.4 6.6 8.8 11.0 13.2 15.4 17.6 19.8 22.0 

80 26.0 2.6 5.2 7.8 10.4 13.0 15.6 18.2 20.8 23.4 26.0 

85 30.5 3.1 6.1 9.2 12.2 15.3 18.3 21.4 24.4 27.5 30.5 

90 35.8 3.6 7.2 10.7 14.3 17.9 21.5 25.1 28.6 32.2 35.8 

95 41.8 4.2 8.4 12.5 16.7 20.9 25.1 29.3 33.4 37.6 41.8 

100 48.7 4.9 9.7 14.6 19.5 24.4 29.2 34.1 39.0 43.8 48.7 
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I 

TABLE IV-25 

B AND C(B) AS FUNCTIONS OF TEMPERATURE 

Temperature 
C(B) 

(mnH:,°F) (mHg) 

Temperature 

(OF) 
B 

(OF) (mnHg/'F) 
C(B) 

(mnHgL 

.286 -5.5 
.296 -4.5 
.306 -4.1 
.317 -4.2 
.328 -4.6 

.340 -5.4 

.352 -6.3 

.365 -7.5 

.378 -8.7 

.391 -10.0 

.405 -11.2 

.419 -12.5 

.433 -13.6 

.448 -14.7 

.464 -15.8 

70 

:: 
73 
74 

;i 
77 
78 
79 

80 
81 

:: 
84 

.660 -22.9 
.680 -23.6 
.701 -24.4 
.722 -25.4 
.743 -26.5 

.765 -27.8 

.787 -29.3 

.810 -31.0 

.a33 -33.0 

.857 -35.1 

.881 -37.6 

.905 -40.3 

.930 -43.2 

.955 -46.4 

.980 -49.7 

60 .479 -16.7 85 1.006 -53.3 
61 .496 -17.6 86 1.033 -57.1 
62 .512 -18.3 87 1.060 -61.0 
63 .529 -19.0 88 1.087 -64.9 
64 .547 -19.6 89 1.114 -68.9 

ii ::i; 
-20.1 90 1.142 -72.9 
-20.7 91 1.171 -76.7 

6i .601 -21.2 92 1.200 -80.4 
68 .620 -21.7 93 1.229 -83.8 
69 .640 -22.3 94 1.259 -86.8 

95 1.289 -89.3 

.-~-~-~-~-~-~-~--- EXAMPLE Iv-10 ---------.---------_-- 
1 

Calculation of Equilibriun Temperature 

On Long Island, New York, studies done by Pluhowski (1968) have indicated I 

that shading of strerms by a natural vegetative canopy can drastically affect the i 
shortwave solar radiation reaching those strems. The results of some of his i 
findings are presented in Table IV-26. In the sunmer, when leaves are oti the i 
trees, the actual solar radiation reachino the Connetauot River can be as low as 

29X of that reaching unobstructed sites at nearby Mineola or Brookhaven. 
i 

Suppose the user is interested in predictirtg how the removal of the riparian i 
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-.-_-----_-----_---_---------------------.- ------------_-------_-_-_- 

TABLE IV-26 

SUMRY OF SOLAR-RADIATION DATA 
FOR HLNEOLA, BROOKWEN, AND THE CONNETQWT RIVFR SITES 

Solar 
Site Dates 

Ratio= 
Mean-Daily Solar Radiation in Langleys: 

for the Indicated Periods 
Connetquot River 

-- -----:- Observed 
Connetquot Connetquot Connetquot 

River River River 
Mineola Brookhaven Estimated Observed Unobstructed 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

: Jan. Jan. 28, 30, 29, 31, 1967 1967 ::5 
135 

244 
130 
135 

:43’: 
135 

148 0.62 
96 .70 

104 .77 3 Jan. 25, 26, 1967 

1 Apr. 21-23, 1967 466 464 465 343 .74 
Apr. 16-18, 1968 452 502 502 389 .77 
Apr. 19, 20 , 1967 436 386 429 384 .90 
Apr. 24-26, 1967 408 411 410 401 .98 

2 
3 

1 June 9-11, 1967 600 599 599 254 .42 
2 June 7, 8. 1967 664 671 669 531 .79 
3 June 12-14, 1967 527 523 525 443 .84 

1 Aug. 26-28, 1967 275 260 266 78 .29 
2 Aug. 22-24, 1967 277 328 308 162 .53 
3 Aug. 29. 30, 1967 504 484 492 338 .69 

1 Nov. 28, 29, 1967 204 204 86 .42 

Notes: 

Solar site 1 is typically heavily forested, solar site 2 is moderately to heavily forested. 
and solar site 3 is moderately forested. 

Radiation data in column 5 are estimated unobstructed horizon values for Connetquot River 
based on data from Hineola and Brookhaven (~01s. 3.4). 
-- _---_--- --.._- --- -- 

-----------.-----___---.-------.-------------.--------------- -m--___- 
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I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

vegetative cover might effect r. Consider the period 22-24 August, 1967, when 
the Connetquot River received 162 langleyslday of a possible 308 ldngleyS/day of 

shortwave solar radiation. Representative meteorological conditions at this time 

were: 

Ta * 65'F 

u - 2 mph 

Cloud cover fraction = 0.5 

Relative hunidity = 80% 

The steps in solving for'F: are as follows: 

1. Data have been gathered, ds previously listed. 

2a "sn = 162 (3.7) = 600 BTU/ft2/day. This value assunes that the vege- 

tative canopy blocks 47% of the solar radiation. Fran Table IV-23, 

H an is (.5 cloud cover at 65'F) 2497 8TUlft'lday. Thus, 

"R * 2497 + 600 = 3097 8TU/ft2/day. 

3. At 80% relative hunidity and an air temperature of 65'F, l a = 

12.5 mnHg from Table !V-24. 

4. As an initial guess of E, assune EI = 65'F, the air temperature. 

5. From Table IV-25, 8 = .56, C(8) - -20.1 

6. K = 15.7 + (.26 + .56) (Il.4) (2) = 34.4 

7. F(E1) I -hozf:'2 + 3098 y 1801 + 
34 4 

X [12.5 + 20.1 + .26(65)] = -.6.1 + 37.7 + 33.0 = 64.6 

8. E2 = .3(65) + .7(64.6) = 64.7 

9. Since lE2-EII < 1'F T = 64.7.F 

Mow suppose the user wdnts to find 'E: for no reduction in Hsn due to shading. 

Steps 1 through 9 again are repeated, using HSn = 308(3.7) = 

I140 8TUlft'lday. with otherwise the srme meteorological conditions. Without de- 

tailing the calculations here, it is found that F = 74.7'. d 1O'F increase, 

It is evident then that altering the solar radiation peoetrdting to the 

stream can significantly change r. Even more severe cases of repression of short- 

wave radiation (as noted by the 71% reduction on 26-28 August, 1967, Table IV-26) 

are possible, exemplifying the large differences which may be observed. 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

L ----a-e-s-s-m-s-END f)F EXAMPLE IV-10 ,,,,.,.-,,,-.-------,1 

The approach illustrated in Exaple IV-10 for predicting equilibriun temperature 

is obviously time consuning, and hdS been progranmed for hand held calculators in 

Hills et al. (1979) . -- A simplified approach iS aIs0 dvdildble for predicting equi- 

librlun tenperature (Brady et al., 1969) and Is described below. The predictions are -- 
usually within 3'F or less of those found by the more complicated dpprOdCh. 
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The data required for the simpler approach are: 

Td, dewpoint temperature ('F) 

U, medn daily wind spetd (mph) 

H net incoming shortwave radiation (8tu/ft2/ddy). 

Short wav:niolar radiation ddta were previously shown in Figure IV-27. The Climatic 

AtldS (U.S. Oepartment of Commerce, 1968) contains compilations of dewpoint tempera- 

ture and windspeed. Figures IV-28 and IV-29 show these data for the months of July 

dnd August. Figures IV-27 through IV-29 provide the user with all the data needed to 

predict equilibriun temperature using the approach of Brady et al. -- 
To find the equilibriun temperature the following equations are applied 

sequent id I ly: 

COHPUTE ONCE .-a F(u) - 70 l 0.7 u’ (IV-61) 

0 

T = (E,++ (IV-62) 

B - 0.255 - 0.00851 + 0.00020riT' (IV-63) 
ITERATE OVER 

THESE EOUAT Ior(S 
K - i5.7 + (B + 26) F(U) (IV-64) 

El+1 - Tp+Hs/K (IV-65) 

The wind speed function f(U) is found once fran EqudtiOn IV-61. The dewpoint ten- 

perdture (Td) is a convenient starting choice ds dn initial guess of the eauilib- 

riun tenperdture. T can then be calculated fran Equation IV-62; B from Equation 

IV-63; K fran Equation IV-64; and finally d new equilibriun temperature (Er+l) fran 

Equation IV-65. If Ei dnd Ei+l differ by more than l'f, return to Equation IV-62 with 

E i+l and repeat the procedure untfl convergence is attained (usually within ? or 3 

cycles). 

,.-------.a.-----.- EXAMPLE Iv-11 -s-w-.-.-.-.-.-.-w-.-s1 

i I 
i Equilibriun Temperature Using Simplified Approach i 1 
I i 
I Detenine the average daily surface water equilibriun temperature for Little i 
1 Rock, Arkansas during the month of August. 
I 

Based on Figures IV-27 through IV-29 

the following data are found: i 
i i 

Td = 68'F i u = 7 mph i 
i Ii Sn * (525)(3.7) = I943 Btu/ft2/day i 
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SOP0 AUGUST 

FIGURE IV-23 MEAN DEWPOINT TEMPERATURE (OF) THROUGHOUT THE 
UNITED STATES FOR JULY AND AUGUST (US, DEPART- 
MENT OF COMMERCE, 1968) 
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JULY 

AUGUST 

FKURE IV-29 MEAN DAILY WIND SPEEDS (PIPHI THRUHO~ THE 

UNITED STATES FOR JULY AND AUGUST IUA DEPARTMENT 

OF COMMERCE, 1968) 
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I Assume as a first guess that E = Td = 68'F 

i then: 

i f(U) = 70 + .7 (7)* = 104. 

i T 

i 
= ITd + T&2 = 68' 

3 n .62 

I 
K = 15.7 + (.62 + .26) (104) = 107. 

i 
E = 68 + 1943/107 = 86’F 

i 
For the second iteration: 

i 
T - (86 + 68)/2 - 77 

i 

B = 0.81 

i 

K = 127 

E * 83.3.F 

i At the end of a third iteration E = 83.7-F. so convergence has been attained by 

i three iterations. 

i As a canparison, the equilibriun temperature will also be calculated using 

i 
the longer approach. The required data are: 

i Ta = 8O'F 

i 'd = 68'F 

i 
U = 7. 

i 
H sn = 1943 

sky cover - 0.5 (fran climatic atlas) 

i A sumnary of the procedure is: 

i 

i 
1. Han = 2958 

% = 1943 + 2958 * 4901 

i 
2. Since Td = 68'. e - 17.4 

i 3. Choose E - T a = 8O'F 

i 4. 8 = .881 

i 

C(6) * -37.6 

i 
5. f(U) = 70 + 0.7 (7)2 = 104 

i 
K * 15.7 + (0.26 + ,881) (104) = 134 

6. 

i 

F(E) = 79.3 

7. E = .3(80) + .7 (79.3) = 80-F. after one pass. 

i Since the starting guess of 80'F is virtually identical with the calculated value 

i 
at step 7, a second iteration is not required. The two procedures predict equi- 

i libriun tenperatures which differ by about 4'F. 

I ._-_------------- EN0 W EXAMPLE IV-11 --------------------- 
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To estimate the effects of thadino, the incoming solar radiation should be 

calculated first assuning no shading, but otherwise using existino meteoroloqical 

conditions for the time of the year of interest. The effects of shading should be 

superimposed upon this result ES a percent reduction. The following (Pluhowski, 

1968) can serve as guidelines in estimating solar radiation reduction: 

0 O-25 percent reduction: shading generally restricted to early morning 

and late afternoon. 

0 25-50 percent reduction: some sunshine penetration in morning and 

evening. Considerable sunshine between 1000 and 1400 hours. 

e 50-75 percent reduction: very little sunshine penetration in morning or 

late afternoon. Scnle sunshine between 1000 and 1400 hours. 

0 Greater than 75 percent reduction: very little penetration even at noon. 

4.4.4 Screening of Thermal Discharges 

4.4.4.1 Introduction 

This section presents a set of procedures which can be used to determine whether 

the thermal discharge at a proposed power plant site or the discharge frcin the 

expansion of. an existing site is likely to violate thennal standards. Procedures are 

presented to test for contravention of the following types of standards: 

0 The AT Criterion: The increase in temperature of water passing through 

the condenser must not exceed a specified maximun. 

0 The Maximum Discharge Temperature Criterion: The temperature of the 

heated effluent must not exceed a specified maximun. 

0 The Thermal Block Criterion: The cross-sectional area of a river 

occupied by temperatures greater than a specified value must not exceed 

a specified pcrcentaqe of the total area. 

0 The Surface Area Criterion: The surface area covered by isotherms 

exceeding a specified tmperature increment (above abient) must not 

exceed a specified maximun. 

Actual values associated with the above standards vary by political jurisdiction. 

Accordingly, regulations must be consulted. 

The thermal discharge screening procedures are designed to address the fcllowing 

questions: 

0 Is the power plant, as proposed, acceptable at the candidate location? 

0 What is the largest power plant that can be placed at the candidate 

location? Eouivalently, can an existing power plant at the candidate 

location be expanded? 

The methods do not analyze interactions anon9 multiple powerplants on the sane 

river. Such an analysis can be rather more complex. A report by Tetra Tech (1978) 
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FIGURE IV-30 IDEALIZATION OF A RUN-OF-THE-RIVER 

POWER PLANT 

addresses that question. 

The methods developed to evaluate instrerm thermal criteria use heat balance 

equations assunlng a steady-state, well mixed system at low flow. The power plants 

are assumed to employ once through cooling, as shown in Figure IV-30. 
The selection of well mixed conditions appears to be justified. Studies by 

Stefan and Gulliver (1978) on the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers have dealt with the 

lateral mixing of thennal plumes which were released at the shoreline and were not 

initially well mixed across the river. The investigators found that over a short 

distance, thermal losses were negliqible and that the ucll-mixed isotherm (the 

isotherm that would result were the plune initially well-mixed laterally and ver- 

tically) eventually extended across nearly the entire width of the river, albeit at 

some distance downstream. This indicates that if the thermal block criterion is not 

met for the well mixed case, it is not likely to be met for the shoreline discharge 

either. A similar conclusion can be reached regarding the surface area constraint. 

Thus, at this level of analysis, it is not necessary to consider the consequence of 

incomplete lateral or vertical mixing adjacent to the shoreline discharge. 

One simplification which can be used at the option of the user for the surface 

area calculation should be mentioned. Surface water that is undisturbed by anthro- 

pogenic influences (in a thermal sense) approaches the equilibriun tenperature. This 

temperature is dictated by natural meteorological conditions. Surface water tenpera- 

ture in rivers, especially during steady low-flow periods, can be near equilibriun. 
In calculating the surface area occupied by isotherms exceeding a specified tenpera- 

ture, It is necessary to know the equilibriun tentperature. However, since the 

procedure for calculating equilibrium tenperature is fairly caplicated, considerable 

savings in cunputational effort can be obtained by assuning the abient water 

is at its equilibrium temperature. 

Some circunstances, in addition to anthropogenic influences, tend to produce 

abient temperatures different fran eauilibriun. For exanple: 
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0 Locally, large auantities of groundwater may discharge into the river 

0 Hypolimnionic releases from large reservoirs may occur nearby 

0 Snow melt may supply a substantial amount of inflow. 

As a result of the first two influences, the streun water temperature may be 

lower than equilibrium since the source of the water comprising the strem flow has 

been shielded from the heating effect of solar radiation. Snow melt, although not 

likely to influence the river's thermal regime during the late sunmer, can be important 

through spring and into early summer in areas where high-mountain snowpack exists 

over most, or all, of the year. 

The screening procedure that follows assumes the river water, once it has been 

heated by the thermal plume, is above equilibrium. This means that the water tempera- 

ture will then decrease in the downstrean direction, which is generally, but not 

always, true. 

Table IV-27 shows the data needed to apply the thermal screening methods. The 

symbols are defined in the table and sugqested default values are given for variables 

where appropriate. The variables are introduced in the table in the order they occur 

in the screening procedure. 

4.4 

we1 

.4.2 Evaluating the Thermal Block Criterion 

The initial temperature elevation that results when the thermal plume becanes 

1 mixed with the river water is given as: 

Q 
AT, * 8 

AT 
r 

(IV-66) 

(IV-67) 

where 

ATwln = temperature elevation of the initially well mixed isotherm 

('F) 

OP 
= flowrate of cooling water (m3/s) 

AT = Te - Tr ('F) 

Te = temperature of heated effluent ('F) 

Tr = temperature of river water upstream of power plant ('F). 

All other terms are defined in Table IV-27. 

To findATW, Equation IV-67 is solved. If AT, is less than the thennal block temper- 

ature inCre7tent (ATtb), the thermal block criterion is not contravened. Otherwise, 

it is. 
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TABLE IV-27 

DATA NEEDED FOR THERMAL DISCHARGE SCREENING 

Varfable Term Dcfinftfon Ocfrul t VIlUC 

bible 

l P 

l C 

Or 

P 

cP 

ATtb 

*LX1 

ATmax 

le 

(Te4lax 

AT maxmin 

(Q&,X 

%a 

V 

d 

E 

K 

Capacfty of power plant in 
megawatts electric (bus bar) 

a- 

Percent of total energy pro- new fossil fuel 
duccd that goes to electricity plants:38 
product1 on nuclear plants:32 

Percent of total energy produced new fossil fuel 
that is dissipated through the plants:48 
cooling water nuclear plants:68 

River*fl 
SW 

rate above power 
plant (m /s) 

Mass density of water 
(kg/m') 

Sptclflc heat of water 
(Btu/*F-kg) 

Temperature rise in the river 
cross section that constitutes 
a thermal block ('F) 

Maximum legal allowable tcmpera- 
ture rise across the condenser ('F) 

Maxfmum allowable temperature 
rise across the condenser such 
that T, I (Te)max ('F) 

Temperature of heated effluent ('F) 

Maximum legal allowable tern era- 
ture of heated effluent ('F f 

The lesser of AT,,, and 
*Tmx2 (OF) 

The maximum allowable flow rate 
through the cooling system 
w/s 1 

The isotherm defining the boundav 
of the surface area for which le al 
lialts have been established (OF 3 

l4;:)velocity of the river 

Wean hydraulic depth of river in 
reach under consideration (m) 

Equilibrium temperature ('F) 

Surface thenrl trans 
cient (Btu/d l 'F l 5 

l r coeffi- 
m ) 

'90 

1000 

2.2 

5 

20 

m- 

-s 

96 

-w 

.m, 

4 
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TABLE IV-27 (continued) 

Variable Term Definition Default Value 

A 

A 
sa 

w 

T ra 

Tt 

Qt 

Ta 

Relative 
humidity 

U 

If 
sn 

H an 

Surface are! of river down to AT,, 
isotherm (m ) 

Legal maximum surface area limit 
which can be covered by 
and greater isothens 5 

he ATsa 
(m ) 

Average surface width of river 
down to AT,, isotherm (m) 

River temperature just above where 
a tributary joins the mainstein 
(OF) 

Temperature of tributary (*F) -- 

Flow rate of tributary (m3/s) -- 

Air Temperature ('F) BB 

-- 

h'ind speed at 7 ceters above 
surface (m/s) 

-s 

-- 

Net sh rtwave solar radiation 
(Btu/m 9 

l d) 

:;et long t.Cve solar radiation 
(Etu/m 2 - d) 

-- 

4.4.4.3 Acceptability of the Temperature Rise Across the Condenser 

and of the Temperature of the Heated Effluent 

Whether these criteria are met or not depends on a nunber of factors, such as 

the cooling water flow rate. Since the cooling water flow rate can be designed to be 

within a specified range, it is determined here whether a feasible range exists such 

that the two above mentioned criteria are met. 

The minimun acceptable flow rate such that both temperature criteria do not 

exceed their standards is as follows: 

where 

(Qp)min = minimum flow rate such that the tm, temperature 

criteria are not exceeded (m3/s). 

(IV-68 1 

By evaluating Eauation IV-68 the minimun cooling water flow can be detenined. 
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As an example of how ATmaxmim Is chosen, suppose the following conditions exist: 

Maximun legal temperature rise across the condenser = 2O'F 

Maximun legal temperature of the heated effluent = 86'F 

hnbient river temperature = 74'F. 

Fran these conditions, ATmax (the allowable temperature increase across the condenser 

such that the tenperature of the effluent does not+ exceed the legal maximun) = 86'F - 

74'F = 12'F. So Tmaxmin = minimun (2O'F. 12'F) = 12'F. 12'F must be chosen, then, 

as the maximal temperature rise across the condenser. 

Once Equation IV-68 has been solved, the ratlo of cooling water to river flow 

should be checked so that the value is within acceptable limits. Equation IV-66 can 

be rewritten as: 
Q 
8 

ATun 
r =Tr (IV-69) 

Since AT wn has been calculated fran Equation IV-67 and AT has been calculated as 

"maxmim* the flow rate fraction can be calculated fran Equation IV-69. If this 

fraction exceeds a certain percent (e.g., 25 percent or some user defined value), 

then the cooling water flow rate is too large to be acceptable. If the flow rate 

fraction is not excessive, the actual flow rate can be chosen so that: 

(Qp)min 5 Qp 5 (Qp)max (IV-70) 

where 

(Qp)max = maximum allowable cooling water flow rate (rn3/s) 

4.4.4.4 Evaluating the Surface Area Constraint 

The evaluation of this criterion may require the user to perform considerably 

more calculations than for any of the other prescrecning criteria. The two major 

complicating factors that are encountered are: 1. determining the river equilibrium 

temperature, and 2. evaluating the effects of trlbutarles. 

If 1 t is the case that ATm does not exceed ATsa the surface area criterion 

will not be contravened and no calculations have to be performed.’ IfAT, exceeds 

ATsa* the criterion might be exceeded. In this case it is necessary to determine 

the distance fran the location of the thermal discharge to the downstrean location 

of the ATsa isotherm. This distance Is given by: 

-PC Vd 

xS1 * +ln 24 l 3600 (N-71) 
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where 

T 
sa = AT,, + T, 

Tm - AT, + T, 

Section 4.4.3 discusses procedures for predicting K and E. Once K and E are found, 

X sa can be determined from Equation IV-71. If one or more tributaries exist with 

the distance xsa, then xsa should be recalculated as discussed in Section 4.4.4.5. 

The surface area included within this reach is: 

A = xsa . W 

where 

A = surface area of the river from the point of thermal 

discharge to xsa (m2) 

w = average river width in this reach (m). 

If A < A,, then the surface area criterion is not contravened. C 

it is. 

4.4.4.5 Evaluating the Effects of a Tributary in Mitigating Temperature Wlthin 

a Thermal Plume 

Tributaries, when they join a river subjected to the.influences of a thermal 

plume, generally act to reduce the elevated river temperature. They may therefore 

prevent the surface area constraint from being exceeded when it otherwise would. 

Equation IV-71 assunes no tributaries exist throughout the reach defined 

by xsa. If It Is found that xsa > xt (xt is defined below under Equation 

IV-73) then it is necessary to examine the Impact of the tributary flow on the 

surface area constraint. This Is done by computing the water temperature (OF) 

just above the location Mere the tributary jolns the mainstream using the following 

equation: 

Tra = (Twm - E, exp(oCpVd 1";: l 3,,,> + E 

(IV-72) 

ltherwise, 

where 

T 
ra = river temperature just upstream of tributary (OF) 

Xt = distance from power plant discharge to tributary (m). 

After the river has mixed with the tributary the new river temperature (OF) is 

given by: 

(IV-73) 

TraQr + TtQt 

Qr + Qt 

(IV-74) 
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where 

Tt = temperature of the tributary (OF) 

Qt = flow rate of tributary (m3/s). 

If: 

0 Tr new 2 ATsa + Tra (IV-75) 

then this location marks the downstream location of the ATsa Isotherm and 

the surface area A can be calculated using the distance xsa as the distance 

down to the tributary, xt. Otherwise the ATsa Isotherm is located further 

downstream. In this case Equation IV-71 is reapplied (first making appropriate 

adjustments to V and d) where the initial temperature is (Tr)new (which was 

Twm in Equation IV-71) and the final temperature is still Tsa. The distance xsa is 

determined by adding this additional distance to xt. 

4.4.4.6 Determinlng Whether the Thermal Block or the Surface Area Constraint 

Is the More Llmlting 

Dne of these two constraints may cause a greater limitation on power plant 

sire than the other. If ATtb c ATSa the thermal block constraint will 

be more limiting, and there Is no need to continue with the analysis In this part. 

If, however, ATtb > ATsa, the surface area constraint may be more llmitlnq. 

To determine If it is, find AT- (call it ATmsa ) using the following equation: 

AT (IV-76) 

where 

T sa 
= A? 

sa 
+T r 

A 
‘sa I f. 

(IV-77) 

(IV-78) 

If a tributary exists in the reach delineated by xsa, recompute xsa as outlined 

In Section 4.4.4.5. 

If ATwuna < ATtb.- the surface area constraint is more restrictive, so 

set ATm = ATmsa. Dtherwise set ATm - ATtb. 
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4.4.4.7 Determinlng the Maximum Plant Capacity 

The maximum power plant capacity can be determined based upon the maximum 

well mixed temperature elevation and the river flow rate. It is given by: 

(MUe),,, * > l pCp l 

3600 (IV-79) 
C (QpAT)max 3.414 x 1c6 

* 3 l PC 

3600 

eC P 
l AT 

wnr' 
Q 

3.4.4 x lo6 
(IV-80) 

By using Equation IV-80 and the maximum allowable ATM, the maximum capacity 

can be found. 

4.4.4.8 Readjusting the Maximum Cooling Water Flow Rate 

If the minimum acceptable flow rate is greater than the maximum allowable, 

the power plant size must be reduced. To do this, set: 

where 

QP 
* actual cooling water flow rate (m3/s) 

(Qp)max - maximum allowable cooling water flow rate (m3/s). 

ATm is recalculated by: 

ATwm * ATmaxmin 
(QPJnaX 

Qr 

(IV-al) 

(IV-82) 

where 

"maxmin = AT calculated earlier, 

(Note: the surface area and thermal block constraints are still met and need 

not be recomputed.) 

r .-.---------e-e-e-e EXAMPLE I~-12----------.-----.-------.---~ 

I 
Estimating AT Across a Power Plant Heat Exchanqe 'Jnit 

I 

I Suppose the user wants to QetennineAT for the Hartford Electric tight I 

i Company's South Meadow Stean Electric Power Plant (a fossil fuei plant) located on i 
i the Connect'cut River. Data available are (Jones et al - -* ’ 1975) : i 
i Capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 217 WY i 
I Cooling water flow rate. . . . . . . . . . . 341 ft3/sec i 
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I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Waste heat discharged to cooling water . . . 422 MU 

Since the waste heat being dissipated through the cooling water is known, AT 

can be calculated directly using that value in conjunctlon with the known flow 

rate. Assune, however, that the waste heat being discharged is not known. It can 

be estimated fran the plant capacity as follows. First, assune the plant effici- 

ency is 33 percent. The rate at which fuel is burned when at capacity is then: 

= - 658 MU 
.33 

If 10 percent of the total energy is lost up the stacks, then approximately 

58 percent is dissipated through the cooling water, or: 

658 (.58) * 382 MU 

Canpared with the known 422 MU of heat discharged to the cooling water, the 

above calculation would underestimate AT. 

AT is calculated by: 

AT = thenal loadina re!e to cooling water in megawatts x 
G 

t3.4141 (I$&&4 (IV-83) 

rhere 

YC - 62.4 BTU/ft3/'F 

QO 
- flow rate, ft3/sec. 

Substituting the appropriate values into the above equation, it is found that 

(uslnq the known thermal loading to the cooling water): 

AT I (422) $3.4141 ,&4]+#= * 18.8'F 

Equation IV-83 is not feasible to use when the them1 loading rate to the 

cooling water is unknown. As an alternative approach, the following expres- 

sion can be employed: 

l 
AT * -a’ l 4 hf!& l --& l 

3.414 x 106 

0 P P- 

(IV-84) 

here 

eP 
- percent of total energy produced that Is transmitted as 

electricity. For new fossil fuel plants: 38 percent; for 

nuclear plants: 32 percent 

e C - percent of total energy produced that is dissipated through 

cooling water. For new fossil fuel plants: 48 percent; for 

nuclear plants: 68 percent 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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I Mue- capacity of power plant in megawatts electric. I 

i Equation IV-84 predicts that AT is: i 
3.414 lo6 l 217 & . --- - 

3600 17.5"F 
I 

I 

! AT is only about l°F less than predicted by Equation IV-83. I 

I i 
i .____________ -_- END OF EXAMPLE IV-12 - ._._-- ------.---.--A 

4.4.5 Longitudinal Temperature Variation 

If the temperature at a particular location In a river is known, the steady-state 

temperature distribution downstream from that point can be estimated by: 

(IV-851 

where 

Tm - temperature at x * 0, 'F 

T * streun temperature at a distance x, where x is measured in miles 

E * equilibrium tenperature, l F 

K - thermal transfer coefficient, BTU/ft2/day/'F 

U - strea velocity, ft/sec 

d - strea depth, feet 

P - water density, lb/ft3 

cP 
- heat capacity of water, BTU/lb/'F (PC, * 62.4 BTU/ft3/'F). 

An important fact is revealed upon inspection of Equation IV-85. Suppose 

that a thennal discharge heats the ambient water to a temperature Tm, but 

Tm is less than the instantaneous equilibriun temperature E. In that instance 

the stream temperature will continue to rise exponentially downstreun, approaching 

E. The rate at which T approaches E is dependent on the thermal transfer coeffic- 

ient, as well as stream velocity and depth. Equation IV-66 is graphically illus- 

trated in Figure IV-31. 

r --~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~- EXjjf,fB~f IV-13 '-'-'-'-'-'-‘-'-'-'-'l 

Use of Figure IV-31 

I 

i 
Suppose an average daily thermal transfer coefficient, K, of 200 BTU/ft2/day 

has been calculated. 

i (i.e., T,-E > 0). 

The river of interest has an initial temperature 'excess" 

How far downstream will that excess be 50 percent of the 
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FIGURE IV-31 DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE PROFILE FOR COMPLETELY 
NIXED STREAM, T-E/TM-E vs, r (FROM EDINCER, 
1965) 

i original? Other strea data: 

I u * .5 fps 

i d - 4 feet 

i pcP * 62.4 BTU/ft3/'F 

i From Figure IV-31, r is to be found such that: 

i 'E. -5 T 

i 
T,- i 

The correct r equals 0.68. Solving for x in terms of r it is found: 
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I r cCodU 
i X* Y,* 

(0.68) (62.4) (4) (.5)(24)(3600) 

200 

i 
i = 3.6 I 10' 'eet = 6.9 miles 

1 The assoc 
4 

iated travel time is T - -y x & hr - 20.4 hours 

I 

I 

I 

I 

L .-_-_-----w---e- END()FEXAMPLE IV-I3---------------------------- J 

4.4.6 Diurnal Temperature Variation 

Although it is beyond the scope of this report to analyze diurnal stream temper- 

ature variations, a few brief statements should be made. Diurnal stream temperature 

variations on Long Island, New York, were mentioned in Section 4.4.1. Documentation of 

large diurnal temperature variations is not limited to New York. For example, studies 

in Oregon (Brown, 1969). Hawaii (Hathaway, 1978) and California have revealed that 

solar radiation entering shallow streams and rivers produces a significant difference 

between maximum and minimum daily temperatures. Figure IV-32 shows one such example on 

the Santa Ana River near Mentone, California. The water temperature varied by 17OF 

over a period of 24 hours. One significant effect of the temperature variation is its 

effect on dissolved oxygen levels. Figure IV-33 shows the measured dissolved oxygen 

concentrations and predicted saturation levels over the same time period at the same 

location on the Santa Ana River. The dissolved oxygen concentrations ranged from a 

high of 9.2 mq/l to a low of 8.0 mq/l. The variations were caused predaninantly by the 

temperature changes. This illustrates several points: 

0 Temperature data concomitant with dissolved oxygen data might be 

needed to properly interpret the cause of dissolved oxygen variations in 

shallow rivers receiving large amounts of solar radiation 

0 Removing riparian vegetation around shallow rivers tends to increase the 

daily maximum temperature and decrease the daily mlnlmun temperature 

0 ImPaCtS on the dissolved oxygen levels and indigenous biota can be 

significant. 

4.4.7 Low Flow and Temoerzture 

Evidence has previously been cited in this chapter to show that in many parts of 

the country high temperature conditions are concomitant with low flow. The planner 

needs to be able to quantify better the nebulous term "low flow" to fruitfully use 

this concept as a plannin9 tool. For example, suppose a decision is made based on 

the low flow condition of this year. What are the chances that this low flow will be 
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FIGURE IV-32 MEASURED AIR AND WATER TEMPERATURES FOR 
THE SANTA ANA RIVER NEAR VENTONE, CALIFORNIA, 
IN JUNE 1979, 

exceeded in the future? If they are high, then any decision (e.g. at particular 

level of waste abatement at a sewage treatment plant) based on the observed conditions 

could have unexpected deleter!ous results at a future time. It is paranount then, to 

predict how often flow will fall below a specified rate. 
Two measures or Indices of low flow that have been found useful are flow 

duration and low-flow frequency. Although it is beyond the scope of this report to 

explain in detail how to develop these measures , ex&ples of each will be presented 

that explain their utllity. The majority of the material in this section is from 

Cragwall (1966) who provides a discussion on low flow, and cites addltlonal references. 

Many texts on engineering hydrology (e.g., Llnsley et al., 1958) also discuss low -- 
flow. Figure IV-34 shows a flow duration curve for the Hatchle River at Bollvar, 

Tennessee. The vertical axls is the dally discharge and the horizontal Is the 

percent of time a flow Is equaled or exceeded. For example, 95 percent of the time 

fran 1930-58 the flow exceeded 177 cfs. It can also be assumed that thls flow (177 

cfs) will probably be exceeded 94 percent of the time In other years. Thus this 

concept offers one means by Mlch to quantify "low flow*. 
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FIGURE IV-33 MEASURED DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONCENTRATION 
AND PREDICTED SATURAT!ON CONCENTRATION FOR 
THE SANTA ANA RIVER NEAR MENTONE, CALIFORNIA, 
IN JUNE 1979, 

A second concept is the low flow frequency curve, Illustrated in Frgure IV-35. 

This depicts the relatlonshlp between discharge and recurrence Interval of dlfferent 

duration flows. For example the 7 day mean flow of 100 cfs can be expected to occur 

once each 19 years. Stated another way, since probabfllty Is the reciprocal of 

recurrence Interval, in any one year there is about a 5 percent probability that a 

seven day mean flow of less than 100 cfs will occur. A canmonly used flow for 

analyses is the 7 day mean flow at a recurrence Interval of 10 years, or 7010. 

4.4.8 Interrelationships Between Temperature Predlczion Tools 

The three major temperature prediction tools presented fn Sectlon 4.4 are: 

0 Water temperature alterations caused by a power plant 

0 Equlllbriun tenperature 

0 Longitudinal river temperature profile. 
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IWO-58 

PERCENT OFTIME INDICATED DISCHARGE 
WAS EQUALLEDOREXCEEDED 

FIGURE IV-34 FLOW DURATION CURVE, HATCHIE RIVER AT 
BOLIVAR, TENN, (FROM CRAGWALL, 1966) 

Figure IV-36 shows three river temperature profiles which Illustrate how these 

tools can be used jointly. Curve A represents a temperature profile of a river 

where a power plant Is located a distance D below sow reference polnt. The tempera- 

ture on the river above the power plant Is T2 which Is sllghtly below the equi- 

llbrlun temperature. I)ue to the thermal discharge from the power plant, the river's 

temperature Is increased to T 4, above the equillbrlu tclaperature. Below the 

mixing zone area, the water temperature gradually decreases toward equlllbriun, as 

the excess heat is dlsslpated Into the atmosphere. 

Curve 8 illustrates the temperature proflle of a river *hose water canes 

predominantly fran the hypollmnlon of a reservoir. while In the reservoir the 

water is Insolated fraa the solar radlatlon, so the temperature Is below the equi- 

llbrlun tenperature. As the water Is withdrawn frm the reservoir and beglns to flow 

downstrean, Its temperature Increases due to solar radiation and atmospheric heating. 

The temperature tends to approach the sane equlllbrlua temperature (the two rivers 

are assuned to be In the sane geographic area). 

Curve C shows the temperature profile of river B which now has a power plant, 
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FIGURE IV-35 FREQUENCY OF LOWEST MEAN DISCHARGES OF 
INDICATED DURATION, HATCHIE RIVER AT 
BOLIVAR, TENN, (FROM CRAGWALL, 1966) 

similar to the one on river A, discharging Into it. If the flow rates of the two 
rivers are the same, so is the initial temperature increase (i.e., T3 - T. - 

1 

T4 - T2)- However, the temperature of the river continues to increase 

in contrast to proflle A, because T3 is less than E. This illustrates 

unusual, but entlrely possible, situation where river temperature cant 

increase below a thenal discharge. 

4.5 NUTRIENTS AND EUTROPHICATION POTENTIAL 

4.5.1 Introduction 

an 

nues to 

WIthIn the past decade the elements most often responsible for accelerat- 

ing eutrophication - nitrogen and phosphorus - have shown generally increasing 

levels In rivers (EPA, 1974). Median concentrations Increased in the perlod from 

1968 to 1972 over the period from 1963 to 1967 in 82 percent of the reaches sampled 

for total phosphorus, 74 percent for nitrate , and 56 percent for total phosphate. 

These increasing concentrations afford more favorable conditions for eutrophica- 

tion, although many rivers with high nutrient levels do not have algal blooms. Algal 
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I A (Powor Pknt Pr.wlt) 

B (Rolo880 from hymllmmon) 

FIGURE IV-36 THREE RIVER TEMPERATURE PROFILES 

growth can be inhibited in nunerous ways. For example, turbidity can decrease light 

transmittance through water and effectively stop growth. Decreasing turbidity could, 

however, have a deleterious side effect of promoting excessive algal growth, unless 

stream nutrient levels are concurrently decreased. High water velocity can also 

prevent algae fran reaching bloom proportions before they are carried out of the 

river system. The eutrophication problem, then, is transferred to the water body Into 

which the river empties. 

4.5.2 Basic Theory 

Stunm and Morgan (1970) have proposed a representation for the stolchlunetry of 

algal growth: 

106C0, + 16NO; + HiJO,'- + 122H10 + 18H+(+ trace 

II 

elements; energy) 

P R 

F ,06H26301:0 N16P,l + 138 O2 

algal protcplasm 

(IV-86) 
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where 

P = photosyntehsls 

R = respiration. 

Observe that in the algal protoplasm the ratio of C:N:P i.s: 

C:N:P = 106:16:1, by atomic ratios (IV-87) 

C:N:P = 41:7:1, by weight ratios (IV-88) 

From the above two equations it can be inferred that only small mounts of 

phosphorus are needed to support algal growth in relation to the mounts of carbon 

and nitrogen required. If phosphorus is not present in the unount required for algal 

growth then algal production will be curtailed, regardless of how much of the other 

nutrients is available. Phosphorus is then termed growth limiting. It is possible 

for other elements, particularly nitrogen, and occasionally carbon or trace metals, 

to be growth limiting as well (Stunm and Stunm-Zollinger, 1972). 

Nitrogen uptake by algae is generally in the nitrate form if nitrate is available. 

However, different types of fresh water algae can utilize either organic nitrogen or 

inorganic nitrogen in the form of unmonia, depending on which is available (Stunm and 

Stunm-Zollinger, 1972). Algae typically require phosphorus in an inorganic form, 

usually as orthophosphate ion (Kormondy, 1969). 

Some indication of whether nitrogen or phosphorus is growth limiting may be made 

by determining the weight ratio of the appropriate forms of nitrogen and phosphorus 

found in a river, and comparing that with the stoichiometric ratio required for 

growth. This gives an idea regarding the nutrient on which control efforts should 

focus. Spec lly, let: ifica 

R=* 4- 
(IV-89) 

where 

[TN1 

[OP04-P] 

* concentration of total nitogren in river, mg-N/l 

= concentration of orthophosphate, mg-P/l. 

If R>lO, phosphorus is more likely to limit than N. 

If R<S, nitrogen is more likely limiting than P. 

If S<R<lO, a determination cannot be made. 

Since the N:P ratio in algal bianass can vary from species to species, this makes the 

detemiination of the limiting nutrient somewhat uncertain, and leads to the indetenni- 

nation range of S<R<lO. If local data include an inventory of algal species present, 

then the N:P ratio of the known species should be used in lieu of Eouation IV-88. 
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Both Lehndn, et al. (1975) and Lund (1965) provide specific algal data as well as 

further discussions. 

The fOllOwin table (Table IV-28) shows dn approximate relationship between 

total nitrogen dnd total phosphorus concentrations and the potential algal biomass 

that cdn result. Both nitrogen phosphorus must be present in the amounts shown 

for the resultant growth to occur. 

TABLE IV-28 

EUTROPHICATION POTENTIAL AS A 
FUNCTION OF NUTRIENT CONCENTRATIONS 

(cgPp,l) hgN-N/l ) 

Dry Algal Cells 
b%l/l) Significance 

0.013 0.092 1.45 Problem threshold 

0.13 0.92 14.5 Problem likely to exist 

1.3 9.2 145.0 Severe problems possible 

4.5.3 Estimating Instream Nutrient COnCentrdtiOnS 

Because of the trdnsfomiations that occur among the different nitogren and 

phosphorus canpounds it is not possible to conveniently track any particular form of 

nitrogen or phosphorus through d stretch of river. However, if total nitrogen dnd 

total phosphorus cdn be Considered COnSerVdtiVe, d mass balance dpprOdCh can be 

edsliy fonnuidted for these COnStitUentS. In reality this assunption may not be met 

for a variety of redsons. 

For exaple, algae utilize nutrients, die, and settle to the bottom. Although 

there is d recycling of algal cell-bound nutrients, the settlrng rate may surpass the 

rate of recycling. Assuning total nitrogen and total phosphorus to be consewdtive 

should give dn estimate of the upper limit of the instrean concentrations of these 

nutrients. 

The instrea concentration of total nitorgen (TN) or total pnosphorus (TP) 

resulting frun d point discharge is (formulas will be presented for TN Only; those 

for TP are exactly analogous): 

(IV-90a) 

(:v-gob) 
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where 

TN” = instream TN upstream of discharge, mg-N/l 

TN 
W = concentration of TN in point discharge, mg-N/l 

t 

= flow in river upstream of point discharge, cfs 

- flow rate of point discharge, cfs 

TNO 
= resulting instream TN concentration, mg-N/l 

wP 
= loading rate of point source, lb/day. 

The expression for TN0 is given by either Equation IV-91A or IV-916. The 

appropriate form to use will depend on the form of the available data. 

To determine the instream concentration of total nitrogen due to a distributed 

discharge, use: 

TN = T!lo + ‘$ (TN, - 
(IV-9la) 

TN,) 

or 

(IV-91b) 

where 

TNr = TN entering with the distributed flow, mg-N/l 

TNO 
= instream TN at x = 0, mg-N/l 

X = distance downstream from the point source discharge 

Q = stream flow rate at x, cfs 

QO 
= stream flow rate at x = 0, cfs 

AQ 
= incremental flow increase per unit distance, cfs/mile 

W = mass flux of TN entering the stream through the distributed source, 

lb/day/ml le. 

The choice of whether to use Equation IV-9la of iv-9lb depends on the available 

data. Based on the approach detalled in Chapter III, the mass flux of nutrient 

entering the stream (in units of lb/day/mile) can be generated. When this approach 

Is used, then Equation IV-glb is applicable. 

To use Equation IV-9la the concentration of pollutant fran the nonpoint source 

has to be known. This can be accomplished using the approach of (mernik (1977). 
Nonpofnt source nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations are predicted as fractions of 

land use type or based on color coded maps If land use categories are not known. The 

data used to predict nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations were generated in a 

National Eutrophication Survey (NES) program wherein a nationwlde network of 928 

nonpoint-source watersheds were monitored. This method accounts for only the nonpoint 

source contribution. Consequently, if point source exist within the watershed, their 

contributions must be included as well in order to accurately predict instream 

concentrations. 
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Table IV-29 sunmarlres the predictive formulas developed by &nernik for total 

phosphorus, orthophosphorus, total nitrogen, and inorganic nitrogen. The formulas 

are regionalized by eastern, central, and western United States. Agricultural, urban, 

and forested lands canprise the independent variables in the formulas. 

Qnemik's analysls of the NES data indicates that: 

0 Streams draining agricultural watersheds had considerably higher 

nutrient concentrations than those draining forested watersheds. 

e Wrlent concentrations Mre generally directly proportional to the 

percent of the land in agriculture and inversely proportional to the 

percent of land In forest. 

0 &an concentrations of total phosphorus and total nltrogen were nearly 

nine times greater in streams draining agricultural lands than in 

streams draining forested lands. 

0 Mean phosphorus concentrations in streams dralning forested watersheds 

in the west were generally twice as high as those In the east, 

0 Total and inorganic nltrogen In streams draining agricultural watersheds 

were considerably higher in the heart of the corn belt than elsewhere. 

As an alternative to the equations shown in Table IV-29, (hernik provides 

three colored maps of nonpoint source related concentrations of nutrients in streams. 

They can be used where detailed information necessary for more accurate prediction is 

unavailable. 

4.5.4 Nutrlent Accounting System 

It may be deslrable to determine the impact of each nutrient source on the 

total lnstream concentration in order to distlnguish among the major sources. 

An accounting procedure utilizing Equations IV-90 and IV-91 can be developed to 

do thlr. The following steps outline the procedure. 

1. Segment River. Divlde the river Into major segments. These segment 

divisions may reflect waste loadlng distributions or another convenient 

dlvision scheme chosen at the discretion of the planner. The segments 

are not necessarily the s-e as the reaches that have previously been 

dlscussed (see Sectlon 4.1). The delineation of reaches as described 

earlier Is based upon lengths of river having uniform hydraulic conditions. 

Segments, as used here, are purely a convenient subdivision of the river. 

2. Quantify and Locate Sources of Nutrients. The quantification of point, 

nonpoint, and natural sources on the mainstem and tributarles should be 

accomplished using the best available data. Tabulation can be performed 

for each different season to reflect the discharge pattern characteristic 

of each season. The quantification should include total nitrogen and 

total phosphorus. Tabulate data in tefms of average daily input (lb/day). 
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TABLE IV-29 

REGIONAL STREAM NUTRIENT CONCENTRATION PREDICTIVE MODELS 

Nutrient Form 
’ Alp,on- 

kbdJ\, COfrJlJtion CoJfficjJnt Jnd Hult(pliCJt~vJ StJndJrd 

Error 

TOtJl phOSOhOfW 

EJSL Loglo (PCONC) * -1.8364 * 0.00971 (I JgriC l X urb) 

r = 0.74, f = 1.85 

Central loglO (PCONC) 8-1.5697 l 0.00811 (% rgric l X urb) -0.002312 (X for) 

? = 0.70, f = 2.03 

west Log,,, (PCONC) =-I.15104 l 0.00460 (Xagric l Xurb) -0.00632 (X for) 

r = 0.70, I = 1.91 

Orthoohosohorus 

EJSt Log,0 (OPCONC) = -2.2219 l 0.00934 (X l gric l X urb) 

f = 0.73, f = 1.86 

Central Log,g (OPCONC) * -2.0815 l 0.00&68 (Z rgric l !: urb) 

r = 0.63. I = 2.05 

west Log,0 (OPCSNC) = -1.5513 * 0.00510 (X rgric l X urb) -0.00476 (I for) 

r = 0.64, f = 1.91 

Total nitroqcn 

EJIt Log,o (NCWC) * -0.08557 l 0.00716 (X rgric l X urb) -0.00227 (X for) 

r = 0.85. f - 1.51 

Central LoglO (HCONC) * -0.01609 l O.OC309 (X rgric l X urb) -0.00306 (X for) 

r = 0.77, 1 - 1.50 

Ucrt Loglo CfiCCNC) = -0.03665 l 0 00425 (X rgric l X urb) -0.00376 (X for) 

r * 0.61, f = 1.75 

jnorqmlc nitroqcn 

tJSt Log,0 (1UCO~C) a-O.3479 + 0.30858 (X rgric l X urb) -0.00684 (X for) 

r - 0.84, f * 1.93 

CrntrJl log,0 (IWCNC) = -0.5219 + 0.90482 (X rgric l X urb) -g.O06?2 (X for) 

r = 0.71.1 = 2.06 

Vrst Log,0 (IreSC) = -0.6339 t 0.00789 (X rgric l X urb) -0.00657 (% for) 

r = 0.65, f = 2.46 

From: Ometnik (1977) 
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Characterize the location of the nutrlent sources by river mile. For 

nonpoint sources characterize by river nile at both the beginning 

and end of the source. 

3. Perform Mass-Balance. Sum the known sources to detennlne the total 

nutrient loading to each segment. Then make the following comparisons: 

a. Compare the total loading with the nutrient input fran the mainstem 

at the upstream end of the segncnt. This direct canparlson permits 

an assessment of the collective impact of the nutrient sources 

entering a segment and the upstremn contribution of the mainstem. 

b. Perform an intersource canparlson to ascertain the relative impact 

of each nutrient source. Express the results for each source as a 

percent of the total loading. 

When a tributary has a high percent contribution steps 1 through 3 can be 

repeated for the tributary itself to track the sources of the nutrients. 

Apply Equations IV-90 and IV-91 to each reach within the segment to determine 

the instream nutrient concentration throughout the segment. Once this is done that 

step can be repeated for the next reach. 

By applylng this analysis one can determlne the relative impact of any discharge, 

determined jointly by the flux of the nutrient and the discharge location. SectIon 

4.1.10 provided a detailed example problem which illustrates the procedure. A brief 

example also follows. 

r 

i 
.--------------------------EXAnPLE IV-l,----------------------~ 

I 
i Computing Total Nitrogen Distribution i 

i 
This example illustrates the use of Equatlons IV-gob and IV-9lb ?n calculating i 

I 

I 

I 

I 

the total nitrogen dlstribution In a river. Suppose the user has been able to 

estimate the polnt and nonpolnt loading of total nitrogen in a river as shown in 
i 

Table IV-30. i 
If these loadlng rates are estlmated over a year, then the flow rates used i 
should also be average annual flows. To compute the concentration at mile i 
0, Equation IV-9Q can be used: 

(OHqJ + E 
TN0 = 

---E-- = o*25 mg-N'l . 
where the followlng converslons were used: i 

1 MGD = 1.55 cfs 

1 mg/l = 8.34 lb/MG 

To determine the concentration at milepoint 9.99, use Equation IV-91b: 
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I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

TABLE IV-30 

TOTAL NITROGEN DISTRIBUTION IN A RIVER IN 
RESPONSE TO POINT AND NON-POINT SOURCE LOADiNG 

River TN TN Q TN Concen- 
Reach Mile- Added* Cumulative Cumulative tration 
Number Point (lbslday) (lbslday) (cfs) (w-N/l) 

1 0 400 L 

9.99 500 D 

2 10.0 0 

14.99 700 D 

3 15.0 800 L 

20.99 650 D 
4 21.0 0 

26.0 900 D 

400 300 0.25 

900 400 0.42 

900 400 0.42 

1,600 600 0.50 

2,400 700 0.64 

3,050 900 0.62 

3,050 900 0.62 

3,950 1,000 0.73 

l "L" indicates a localized or point source. "D" indicates a dif*cse 

or non-point source whose range of input is over the entire reach. 

TN = (0.25) $$ + E = 0.42 mg-N/l 

r-55 

Rote that wx in Equation IV-91 is the 500 lb/day shown in Table IV-30. By 

reapplying 

through the 

decreased s 

because the 

hese two basic equatlons for each reach the user can work downstream 

four reaches. Also note that the total nitrogen concentration has 

lghtly through reach 3, even though more TN has been added. This is 

incoming flow has served to lower the concentration by dilution. 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

i 
i 
! 
I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 

L --------e-m-m-e-END()F EXAMPLE IV-14 -.,,,,--,.-.-.-.---.,I 

4.6 TOTAL COLIFORH BACTERIA 

4.6.1 Introduction 

Total coliform bacteria are considered an indicator of the presence of pathogenic 

organisms, and as such relate to the potential for pub1 ic health problems. Allowable 

levels of total colifonn bacteria in rivers vary from state to state and according to 

the water use description characterizing the particular river segment. For example, 

in Montana (Montana State Dept. of Health and Environmental Sciences, 1973) the raw 
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water suPPly may not have more than an average of 50 MPN/lOO ml* total colifoms if 

it IS to be used as a potable water supply following simple disinfectlon. In water 

suitable for bathing, swimmlng and recreation, as well as growth and marginal propa- 

gation of salmonld fishes , an average of 1,000 HPN/lOO ml Is allowable. 

Concentrations of total coltforms vary with the season of the year. Often 

the heaviest loadings occur during the sunmner months, but thls impact is somewhat 

offset due to the more rapid die-off at higher temperatures and more intense solar 

radiation. In the Willamette River (Figure IV-37), for example, the highest counts 

of 1971-72 were actually observed from November through May (EPA, 1974). 

Treated municipal sewage comprises a major source of colifonn pollution. 

Urban stormwater runoff can also be significant, especially through combined sewer 

outflows. Rural storm water runoff transports significant fecal contamlnatlon from 

llvestock pastures, poultry and pig feeding pens, and feedlots. Wildlife both within 

refuges and in the wilds can contribute as well. For guidance In the interpretation 

of preliminary coliform analyses, Table IV-31 can be used. 

4.6.2 Mass Balance for Total Coliforms 

The mass balance equations applicable to total colifofm organisms are exactly 

analogous to Equations IV-18, IV-21, and IV-23A and IV-238, since first order decay 

is used for both. For purposes of hand ccmputatlons, the following decay coefficient 

is acceptable: 

k 
tc = 1.0 + 0.02 (T-20) (IV-92) 

where 

ktc = decay coefficient for total coliforms. l/day 

T = water temperature, OC. 

Those equations with the widest applicability are listed below. For a point source 

of col1fofms: 

TC = TC oexp b tox+'Ai2)] (IV-93) 

l MPN means "kbst Probable Hlmber". Collform organisms are not counted individually, 
but their densities are statistically detefmined and the results stated as MPN/lOO 
ml. 
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SEASONAL RIVER PROFILES 
W ILLAYETTE RIVER 

Tot01 Coliforms 

JUN. TO OCT. 1972 
LEGEND: 

MEDIAN 

65Y. 

I5 Y. 

1 
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I 

FIGURE IV-37 TOTAL COLIFORM PROFILES FOR THE WILLAMETTE RIVER (EPA, 1974) 

TABLE IV-31 

TOTAL COLIFORM ANALYSIS (EPA, 1976) 

If the Calculated 
Concentration is: 

Probability of 
a Coliform Problem 

Less than lOO/lOO ml Improbable 

Less than l,OOO/lOO ml Possible 

More than l,OOO/lOO ml Probable 

More than 10,000/100 m! Highly Probable 
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for both point and distributed sources of coliforms: 

Tcxz + [co-#) Etc (N-94) 

For a change in coliform concentration due to a point source modification: 

where 

TC = total colifonn concentration, HPN/lOO ml 

TcO - initial total colifonn concentration, HPN/lOO ml 

ktc 
jtc = r 

TCr = tital coliform level in distributed flow, MPN/lOO ml 

Et, * 
ktcAo + c 

% 

(IV-95a) 

(IV-95b) 

Because of the potential variability in coliforrn loadings, seasonal analyses may 

be warranted. Typically the Sumner months are of primary concern because loadings 

often increase during this time period and water contact recreation is at its maximun. 

Major storm events may also be of interest, because of the large colifonn loading 

that may be. associated with them. 

---------.---I-.--- EXAMPLE Iv-15 

i 
-_-_-_-----.-----.-----, 

I 

i Estimating the Change in Total Coliform Levels 

i in Response to a Waste Loading Change 

i 
i Compare the change in total colifonn levels, AK, produced by a change 

' ATC, at a given location in a river. 
I 

Further, detenalne how this change 

i 
is affected by a distributed flow entering the river. Relevant data for the 

i 
river are as follows: 

i “0 = 1 fps 

i 
T = 2O’C 

QO = 500 cfs 

I Qf = 800 cfs 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

I 

i 
i 
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i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

xL 
= 10 miles 

ktc = 1 *O/day at 2O'C 

First the computations will be performed assuning no distributed 

IV-95A is then applicable. Computing the.expondent jtcx (at a f 

of 10 miles): 

flow 

low d 

. Equation 

istance 

jtcx = 
jl.0) (10) (52801 

(24) (3600) (1) = OS611 

so 

or 

'TC 
rTq = exp (-.61!) = 0.54 

JTC * 0.54 cTC 
0 

For example if ATC, = -1,000 MPN/lOO ml then ATC = -540 MPN/lOO ml (negative 

ATC, indicates that the colifotm level has decreased from what it previously 

was). 

Now suppose the distributed flow of 300 cfs is included in the cornputa- 

tion. Then: 

Etc = 
ktcAo + 'Q 

+I 

AO 
* Qo/"o * 500/ 1 = 500 ft2 

AQ = 
300 

lO(5280) = 0.0057 ft2/sec 

E 
(1.0) (500) 

tc = 724) (3600) (0 Om . 

Then 

= 2.02 

or 

2TC = 0.39 ,TC, 

For ATCo = 1,000 HPN/lOO nml, ATC l -390 MPH/100 ml. 

Note that this decrease is 150 HPN/lOO ml less than if no distributed flow 

existed. 

To determine the absolute total collfonn level, simply add to the original 

level the resulting change caused by the waste loading modification. 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

I ---------------------ENOOF EXAMPLE IV-l5-.-.-------.-----.--I 
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4.7 CONSERVATIVE CONSTITUENTS 

4.7.1 Introduction 

Conservative constituents are those which are not reactive and remain either In 

solution or In suspension. They are advccted through the water column at the velocity 

of the river wlth no loss of mass. The analysis of nutrients, already dlscussed In 

this report, was performed assuning they acted conservatively. Other substances, 

such as salinity, can also be considered as conservative. Chapter 3 contains infotma- 

tion on salinity in irrigation return flow for many rivers with salinity problems. 

4.7.2 Mass Balance for Conservative Constituents 

Two simple mass balance equations are sufficient for analyzing conservative 

constituents. The first relates the instream concentration due to a point source 

loadlng: 

VU + w/5.38 
s * ‘llpjy (IV-96) 

where 

S = resulting pollutant concentration, mg/l 

sU = upstream concentration, mg/l 

: 

- upstream flow rate, cfs 

= point source flow rate, cfs 

w = loading rate of pollutants, lb/day. 

When a distributed flow Is present along some length of the river, then the distrlbu- 

tion of the conservative pollutant is given .by: 

sQ wx s.oo+ 
Q 5.38 Q 

(IV-97) 

where 

W = distributed loading rate, lb/day/ml 

X = distance dormstream, miles 

sO 
= initial concentration (at x = 0). mg/l. 

So in Equation IV-97 is identical with S in Equation IV-96. 
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i 
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i 
i 
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I 

Calculating Salinity Distribution in a River 

Salinity problems are receiving increased attention in the western United i 
States, particularly relating to the economic issues in the Colorado River Basin 

and international compacts with Mexico. In the Colorado River high salinity i 
levels in the lower reaches adversely affect nearly twelve million people and i 
approximately one million acres of fertile irrigated farmland (Bessler and Maletic, i 
1975). The salinity now averages approximately 865 mg/l at Imperial Dun and is 

projected to be 1,160 mg/l or more by the year 2000, unless firm control actions 

are taken. 

Consider the river shown in Figure IV-38. Predict the salinity distribution 

based on the inflows and withdrawals shown. Assune the data are averaged over a 

period of a year. These data, along with the salinity concentrations at different 

river mileposts are shown in Table IV-32. 

To calculate S (salinity at milepoint 100) use Equation IV-96: 

s= 0.500 + (2~10~) (1.55/8.34) 
2000 

= 186 mg/l 

At milepost 199.9, Equation IV-97 is appropriate and S is given by: 

s . (18640;;OOO) + (4~10~) (1.55/8.34) 
5000 

= 223 mg/l 

0=3000ctr 
W=4xlO%b/day 

a= 5ooocts 

0 * 500cfr 

P 

W.-w 

Q=l5oocfr 

i*$; p=yy;+ 

\ Q=30oocfs 
W=2xl&b/doy Q= 2000cts 

Q=lOOOCfS W=Bx&b/doy W=20xl&lb/doy 

0 loo 200 300 400 500 700 750 
I I ! I I I I 

RIVER MILES 

FIGURE IV-38 SALINITY DISTRIBUTION IN A HYPOTHETICAL RIVER 
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TABLE IV-32 

SALINITY DISTRIBUTION IN A HYPOTHETICAL RIVER 

River Salinity Salinity Q Salinity 
Reach Mile Added l Cumulative Cumulative Concentration 
Number Point (lbs/day) ( 1 b/day) (cfs 1 (mg/l 1 

1 99"s i ii 500 
2 100 2x106 

4x1D6 
L 2x106 

500 i 

6x1D6 
2000 186 

199.9 D 5000 223 
3 200 

279.9 
i 6x106 

-l.ix106 
6~10~ 

5000 223 

4.8~10~ 
SD00 223 

4 280 L 4000 223 
359.9 

ii 4.8~1066 4.8x10 
4000 223 

5 360 4000 223 
449.9 25~10~ D 29.8x106 9000 615 

6 450 2g.8x106 9000 615 
499.9 

i 

8106 
29.8x106 
37.8~10~ 

9000 615 
7 500 L 

37.8~10~ 
12000 585 

524.9 0 
-7.9x106 29.9x106 

12000 585 
8 525 L 

2g.9x106 
9500 585 

599.9 0 9500 585 
9 600 -4.7x106 L 25.2x106 8000 585 

649.9 25.2X106 8000 585 
10 650 0" 252x106 8000 585 

750 20x10' D 452x106 10000 840 

*IL' indicates a localized or point source at the milepoint shown in 
the same row. 

'D' indicates a diffuse or non-point source ending at the milepoint 
shown in the same row and beginning at the milepoint in the above row. 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

At milepoint 280, 1,000 cfs of flow leaves the mainstem (perhaps for irrigation' 

purposes). The concentration of salinity in this flow is the srme as that in the 
I 
1 

mainstem. So the mass rate of withdrawal is: ! 

W = -E (223 x 1000) 
I 

. i 
= -1.2 x lo6 lb/day i 

A negative sign is used to signify a withdrawal. Completing the remainder i 
of the table is solely a matter of reapplying these basic concepts. 

I 

I --e-e---.---w---s- END (r EXAwLE IV-16 I -s-.-----s---.----- 

4.8 SEDIMENTATION 

4.8.1 Introduction 

One of the more difficult classes of hydraulic engineering problems associated 
with rivers involves the erosion, transportation, and deposition of sedinent. Sedi- 
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mentation is important econanically, particularly relating to-filling of reservoirs 

and harbors, and to maintaining channel navigability and stability. Table IV-2, 

located in Section 4.1, documents some suspended solids problems encountered in eight 

major U.S. waterways. 

The sediment load carried in a rlver can be divided into two components: the 

bed material load and the wash load, The bed material load is cunposed of those 

solid particles represented in the bed. The transport of this material is accomp- 

lished both along the bed (bed load) and suspended within the water (suspended load). 

Although there is no sharp demarcation delineating bed load fran suspended load, many 

researchers have developed individual expressions for each transport component. The 

total bed material load is the sun cf the bed load and the suspended load. Other 

researchers have developed a unified theory frun which the total bed material load 

can be predicted fra a single expression. 

The wash load is usually produced through land erosion, father than channel 

scour. Wash load is composed of grain sizes finer than found in the bed material. 

It readily remains in suspension and is washed out of the river without being depos- 

ited. A definite relationship between the hydraulic properties of a river and the 

wash load capacity apparently does not exist, making it difficult to advance an 

analytical method for washload prediction (Graf, 1971). Not all the erodible mater- 

ial entering a stream Is transported as wash load, but a large portion may becane 

part of the bed material and be transported as bed material load. 

Figure IV-39 provides a graphical illustration of the difference between wash 

load and bed material load. For a particular flow condition In a particular river, 

the river has the capacity to transport a certain quantity of sediment (qs) which 

generally decreases as particle size increases. At some large particle size the 

river cannot exert enough force to transport particles of that size or larger. This 

situation would occur at some polnt to the right of point D on curve COD. This same 

river might be supplied with sediment at a rate AOB, which is unrelated to transport 

capacity. 

To the left of point 0 the river is transporting all the material of that sire 

range being supplied to it. Sediment having diameters less than d* are classified as 

wash load, because the amount being transported is supply limited, and not transport 

limited. To the right of point 0, supply exceeds transport capacity. The amount 

given by the curve OD is transported, and the difference In OB and OD is deposited in 

the stream bed. The methods to be presented in the following sections are generally 

concerned with predicting curve OD (i.e. the bed material load), al.though Section 

4.8.2 does provide a brief description of how to estimate long-term s.ediment supply 

rates. 

As a guide in evaluating whether a river is carrying a significant quantity 

of suspended sediment, Table IV-33 can be consulted. 100 mg/l Is the delinea- 
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K>R A PARTICULAR 
FLOW CONDITION IN 
A PARTICULAR STREAM 

+ WASH LOAD -- BED MAT’L LOAD - 

d’ 

d SIZE OF SEDIMENT PARTICLE 

FIGURE IV-39 DIVISION BETWEEN WASH LOAD AND BED MATERIAL 
LOAD (FROM: COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY, 1979) 

TABLE IV-33 

RELATIONSHIP OF TOTAL SUSPENDED SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION 
TO PROBLEM POTENTIAL (AfKR EPA, 1976) 

If Calculated Probabi 1 i ty of 
Concentration is: a Problem 

Less than 10 mg/l Improbable 

Less than 100 mg/l Potential 
More than 100 mg/l Probable 
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tion between a potentlal and probable problem. In a table previously introduced 

(Table IV-l), a reference level of 80 mg/l was set for protection of aquatic life. 

4.8.2 Long-Term Sediment Loading from Runoff 

The procedures outlined in Chapter 3 will permit an assessment of the sediment 

loading to a river on a long-term basis. When using those procedures care should be 

taken to incorporate the entire drainage area of the watershed. As an estimate, the 

loading can be assuned conservative (i.e. all sediment that comes into the river will 

be washed out of the river over an extended time period). Under that assunption the 

procedure outlined in Section 4.7 can be utilized for an estimate of average yearly 

suspended solids concentrations at locations throughout the river system. This 

result should be interpreted as an indicator of the impact of the runoff on sediment 

loads within a river and not as actual suspended solids concentrations. Not all of 

the incoming sediment will be transported as suspended load since a large fraction 

can be transported as bed load. The transport process is generally of an intermittent 

nature with higher concentrations occurring during periods of high flow. 

Care should be taken not to apply the conservative assunption at points on 

a river where that assumption is clearly violated, such as at reservoirs which 

can be efficient sediment traps. An exanple for the computation of sediment loading 

to rivers has been considered in Chapter 3. 

4.8.3 Bed Material Load 

As previously mentioned, the estimation of bed material transport poses a 

difficult problem, and is an area where there is no consensus regarding the best 

predictive relationship to use. Nunerous bed material load relationships (Task 

Committee on Preparation of Sedimentation Wanual, 1971) have been developed over the 

past century, some requiring considerably more input data than others. In this 

report the Du8oys relationship (Task Committee on Preparation of Sedimentation 

Manual, 1971) will be used in part because of its simplicity. The relationship, 

which is restricted to uniform flow in alluvial channels, is: 

'b = t+!. (TO - TC) 

where 

'b = bed load, lb/sec/ft of width of river 

4 = coefficient depending on grain size, ft3/lb/sec 

rO - yRH 5, bed shear stress, lb/ft2 

Y = specific weight or water, lb/ft3 

RH = river hydraulic radius, ft 

(IV-98) 
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s = slope of stream, ft/ft 

TC = critlcal shear stress, lb/ft*. 

The values of JI and ~c can be expressed as functions of the median size (by 

weight) of the bed sediment (dsO). These relatlonshlps are expressed graphically 

In Figure IV-40. To aid In determining dSO Table IV-34 is presented to show the 

size range of sediment and each associated class name. If the class name of the 

predaninant sediment type comprfsfng a stream bed is known, then the sediment size 

(in mn) can be estimated. 

.I .I .2 .2 .4 .4 .6 .6 .8 .8 I I 
MEDIAN SIZE OF 8ED SEDIMENT, da MEDIAN SIZE OF 8ED SEDIMENT, da 

(M Ml (M Ml 

FIGURE IV-40 y AND ~~ FOR DuBovs RELATIONSHIP AS FUNCTIONS OF MEDIAN 

SIZE OF BED SEDIMENT (TASK COMMITTEE ON PREPARATION cc 

SED I MENTAT I ON MANUAL, 1971) 

Once dSO is estimated, then $ and T' can easily be evaluated, leaving 

only 7. to canpute. A sunmary of hydraulic radii (the ratlo of cross-sect ional 

area to wetted perlmeter) for different channel geometries is shown in Figure IV-41. 

For very wide, shallow channels, the hydraulic radius approximately equals the depth 

of flow. Many river cross-sectlons can be apprOXhdted by d parabolic Section. To 

Calculate "c" in the relationship for hydraulic radius of a parabolic section, refer 

to Table IV-35. 
If the bed slope Is unknown it can be estlmdted by using d topograpnic map 

and finding contour lines approximately flve hundred feet above and below tne 

point on the river where the measurement is to be made. Dividing this elevation 

difference by the horizontal distance over which the difference is measured, produces 

the slope. 
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TABLE IV-34 

SEDIME!IT GRADE SCALE (TASK COMMITTEE ON PREPARATION 
OF SEDIMENTATION MANUAL, 1971) 

Pi llimerers Microns 
,n:tea States 

:ncnes Tjler 5Kandard 

verj coarse sand 

Coarse sand 

Yea:w sand 

rind jdnd 

‘2 e - ‘I ‘lne sand 

i-i 

l-l,;2 

! '2-l/4 

:,J-l,s 
. 3- : ,'16 

1 16-1:32 

1 32-:,fAl 

' g-:129 

1,128-l/256 

Coa*;e ::dy 'ji-' 5:! 

Hedium clay l/512-l/O20 

Fine clay l/1024-lit048 

VE~I. fine clay i ,i;.l!3-1 ;4OCj 

64-32 

32-!6 

16-8 

6-l 

l-2 

2.coo-l.COll 

:.ooo-0.500 

O.jOO-0.2% 

0.?50-G.125 

9.125-0.062 

3.362-0.03! 

C.?31-0 516 

S.C16-0.308 

@.008-0.00a 

3 JOa-O.OOiG 

3.0020-O.OOlC 

C.xllO-0.0005 

ZCOC-iOOC 

1300-500 

SO-2% 

25c-!25 

125-62 

62-31 

31-16 

16-S 

6-J 

4-2 

2-l 

l-0.5 

3.0005-O.OiG20 3.5-C.2: 

15 1s 

32 35 

6C 6v' 

:15 12" < 

253 23: 
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TABLE IV-35 

COMPUTING D/T FOR DETERMINING THE HYDRAULIC RADIUS OF 
A PARABOLIC SECTION (FROM KING, 1954) 

l 

f .oo .Ol .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .OB .09 

.O .667 .667 .666 .665 .664 .662 -660 .65B .656 .653 

.l .650 .646 ,643 .639 .635 .631 .626 .622 .617 .612 

.2 .607 .602 .597 .592 .586 .581 .575 .570 .564 .559 

.3 ,554 .54& .543 .537 .532 .526 .521 .516 .510 .505 

.4 .500 .495 .490 .485 .480 .475 .470 .465 .460 .455 

.5 .451 .446 .442 .437 .433 .428 .424 .420 .416 .412 

.6 .408 .404 .400 .396 .392 .388 .3B5 .381 .377 .374 

.7 .370 .367 .364 .360 .357 .354 .351 .348 .344 .341 

.8 .338 .335 .333 .330 .327 .324 .321 .319 .316 .313 

.9 .311 .308 .306 .303 .301 .298 .296 .294 .291 .289 

+0 
f * c 

Adequate methods that are within the scope of this report and which would 

provlde a straightforward estimation of suspended sediment discharge presently 

do not exist. Most relationships require d known reference level concentration 

at some depth within the river to preddct the concentration at another depth (Pbrris 

and Wlggert, 1972). To determine the suspended sediment load, then, a sunmdtion of 

contributions at edCh depth must be made. Since these formulas dpply to one grain 

sire this procedure should be repeated for all grain sizes present. Einstein (Grdf, 

1971) has develcped a method for caputing suspended sedlment discharge that does not 

require knowledge of a reference concentration, but it is an advanced dpprOdCh. For 

this report the contribution of the suspended load will be estimated from the bed 

material load by the relationship given In Table IV-36. The reldt!OnShip in Table 

IV-36 Is valid for graded channels (by graded is meant that the slope is Stable over 

time, being neither steepened nor flattened by flow or other influence). Once the 

width to depth ratio for the stream In question is determined, the suspended load cdn 

then be approximated after first computing the bed material load, dnd then using 

Table IV-36. 

Once the suspended load discharge is estimated the average concentrations 

at a section can be computed by: 

G 
C ss = ;; 1.6 x lo4 ( IV-99a ) 
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CHANNEL SLI)PE HYDRAULIC RADIUS 

Trapezoidal 

bD 
b+2D 

Rectangular 

Triangular 

ZD L = e/D 
2JX 

CD 
(for c, see 
Table IV-35) 

Parabolic 

FIGURE IV-41 HYDRAULIC RADII FOR DIFFERENT CHANNEL SHAPES (FROM KING, 1954) 

TABLE IV-36 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WIDTH TO DEPTH RATIO OF A GRADED STREAM AND 
THE SUSPENDED AND BED LOAD DISCHARGE (AFTER FENWICK, 1969) 

Suspended Bed Load X of 
Load X of Total Total Bed 

i3ed Material Load Material Load 

85-100 o-15 

65-85 15-35 

30-65 35-70 

Width- 
Depth 
Ratio 

7 

7-25 

25 
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C 9SS 
SS = q 1.6 x lo4 (I V-99b) 

where 
C ss = average suspended sollds concentration, mg/l 

G 
3s = suspended solids discharge, lb/set 

0 - flow rate, cfs 

9 5s - suspended sollds discharge per unit width, lb/sec/ft 

9 = flow rate per unit width, cfs/ft. 

The procedures discussed in this section can be sunmarized as follows: 

1. Determine the bed load discharge gb (lb/sec/ft) using Equation IV-98. 

The required input data are channel slope, hydraulic radius (see Figure 

IV-41). and the median sediment size, dSO. Once d5C has been estimated 

the unknown parameters fC and J, can be found from Figure IV-40. 

2. kltlply gb by the river width to find the total bed load discharge. 

3. Determine tne width/depth ratio. 

4. Use Table' IV-36 to determine the suspended load. 

5. To detenelne the suspended sediment concentration use Equatlon IV-99. 

6. Compare the suspended sediment concentration against the data in Table 

IV-33 to find out If a problem potentlally exists. 

7. The total bed materlal load is sun of the total bed load (step 2) and 

the total suspended load (step 4). 

The user may be primarily concerned with the total bed material load rather than 

elther bed load or suspended load Individually. Total bed material load can be 

directly calculated using a number of predictive formulas. The method of Yang (1976) 

based on unit stream power is presented here. Yang's method has been verlfied for the 

following pariuneter ranges: 

l+!dlan bed size: fran 0.16 mm to 1.0 ma 

Channel depth: fra 0.2 ft to 49.9 ft 

Water tenptrature: fran 0°C to 29.4OC 

Stre4) velocity: from 1.23 fps to 7.82 fps 

Flow rate: fraa 2.7 cfs to 470,000 cfs 

Slope: frue 0.0000428 to 0.00188 

Total sediment con- 

centration (excluding 

wash load): fraa 2.8 ppm to 2,440 ppm. 

The Input data are the s?#ne as for the Du8oy's method, with the addition of 

water temperature. The predictive formula, however, is considerably more complicated, 
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so the method has been programmed on a hand held calculator and the program is 

included. The predictive expression Is: 

WD L log C, = 5.435 - 0.286 log u - 0.457 log w 

WD 
+ (1.799 - 0.409 log u - 0.314 log +, log (E - 

"cr' y) (N-100) 

where 

Ct = 
D = 

s - 

"* = 
u - 

u * cr 
v - 

w = 

total sediment concentration In parts per million by welght 

median sieve diameter 

water surface slope or energy slope 

shear velocity 

average water velocity 

critical average water velocity at incipient motion 

kinematic viscosity 

terminal fall velocity. 

The term "cr can be calculated as: 
W 

U cr -. 2.5 
W log+) D 

+ 0.66 when 1.2 < u < 70 
- 0.06 V 

V 

and 

U 
s - 2.05 when 70 2 v 

(IV-101) 

(IV-102) 

Figure IV-42 shows the required user Instructions to execute the program 

on a TI-59. Figure IV-43 contains the program listing and a sample Input/output. 

This program was wrltten by Colorado State Unlversfty (1979). 

,~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-- EXAMPLE IV-17 _-------_-I-_---_----- 

i i 

i Estlmatlon of Bed Material Load i 

I I 

i 
Table IV-37 shows characterlstlcs of the Colorado River at Taylor's Ferry, i 

i 
California, and of the Niobrara River near Cody, Nebraska. Suppose one desires to i 

1 
i 

calculate the bed load for the Colorado River at this location for flow ranges of 

8-35 cfs/ft. The following data will be used: 
I 

i i 

i 
d50 - 0.33 mm 

i 
Y = 62.4 lb/ft3. at 60°F 

i 

s = 0.000217 ftlft i 

i i 
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Tme PAGE - lOF l 

PPOGPAMMEP OATE 

P~aoning(0017) L4.610 6,QI LbmyMoaJo Pnnta Ootional.Cuar 1 

PROGRAM OESCRlPttON , 
Program: Yang's Sediment Transport Equation 

USER INSTAUCTlONS 
/STEP! PWCEDURE ENTER PRESS I OISPL*Y I 

2 
1 Enter kin-tic viscosity, v s ( ) V A 

2 Enter slope So (ft/ft) % B 1: 0 
3 Enter median sediment diauwer, d, (ft) d, C 

dS 

4 Enter flow velocity, U (2 ) U 0 U 

5 Enter flow depth, Y (ft) Y E Y 

6 Compute sediment concentration (ppm) 2nd A' ct 

7 To input new data, repeat steps 1 
through 6. 

FIGURE IV-42 USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR YANG'S SEDIMENT TRANSPORT EQUATION, 

I 
i 
i 
i 

i 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
I 

Using Figure IV-40 one finds: 

+ - 64 

% - 0.019 
All that remains is the computation of the hydraulic radius. Since the width 

is much greater than the depth, assune RH - D: 

R.. I /4 ft at q - B cfs/ft 
--t-i [ 12 ft at q - 35 cfs/ft. 

Using Equation IV-98 it is found that the bed'load is: 

gb - { 
0.12 lb/sec/ft at q - &fs/ft 
1.5 lb/sec/ft at q - 35 cfs/ft. 

The actual bed material load observed at Taylor's Ferry has been compared with the 

D~Boys prediction for a range of flow rates (Task Committee on Preparation of 
Sedimentation Manual, 1971). This relationship is shown in Figure IV-44 (The 
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FIGURE IV-43 

10: 02 2 
102 65 x 
103 43 RCL 
lOi: 04 04 
10s ;,s x 
104 43 RCL 
107 01 01 
10:; 54 :* 
109 34 r:’ 
113 42 r3TO 

PROGRAM LISTING AND SAMPLE INPUT/OUTPUT FOR 

YANG'S SEDIMENT TRANSPORT EQUATION 
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Proqzas Listfnq tcontrnuedl : Sa0pl l fnpu t I 

FIGURE IV-43 (CONTINUED) 

V = .0000111 

so = .0017 

ds - .000623 

U = 2.89 

y * 0.51 

C, = 2117.066395 

i [)uBoys curve in Figure IV-44 does not quite match the calculations In this example I 

I 

I 

I 

because slightly different data were used). Observe that the Du8oys relationship 

overpredicts the bed material load for nearly all flow ranges. This pattern is 

repeated for the Nlobrara River (Figure IV-45). This suggests that the bed 

materfal load estimated by the oU8oys relationshlp will in general exceed the 

actual bed material load. This is further substantiated by other work (Stall et 

a&. 19%). The more accurate predictions of bed materlal load occur under high 

flow condltlons, which Is generally when the prediction of bed material load Is 

most important. 

To estimate the suspended load contribution first calculate the width- 

depth ratio: 

I 
Y/D = 88 at q = 8 cfs/ft 

29 at q = 3s cfslft. 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
i 
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I 

I 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

TABLE IV-37 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COLORADO AND NIOBRARA RIVERS 
(TASK COMMITTEE 0~ PREPARATION OF SEDIMENTATION MANUAL, 1971) 

Data 

Depth range, ft 

Range in q, in cubic feet per 
second per foot of width 

Mean width, in feet 

Stream 

Colorado Niobrata 
River River 

(Taylor's Ferry) (Cody, Neb.) 

4-12 0.7-1.3 

8-35 1.7-5 

350 110 

Slope, in feet per foot 

Minimum value 

Maximum value 

Value used in calculations 

0.000147 0.00116 

0.000333 0.00126 

0.000217 0.00129 

Water temperature, in degrees 
Fahrenheit 

Minimum value 

Maximum value 

Value used in calculations 

48 33 

ai 86 

60 60 

Geometric mean*sediment size, 
in millimeters 

d35' in millimeters 

d50' in millimeters 

d65' in millimeters 

d90' in millimeters 

0.320 0.283 

0.287 0.233 

0.330 9.277 

0.378 0.335 

0.530 0.530 

Mean size, dm, in millimeters 0.396 0.342 

*The geometric mean of a set of values X, is . Thus the 
I 

geometric mean of the values 1, 2, 3, and 4 Is (1x2~3~4) l/4 = 2.213. 
Compare with arithmtic mean of 2.5. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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COLORADO RIVER 

= AT TAYLORS FERRY 
- 

I 

I 

i FIGURE IV-44 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
i 
i FIGURE IV-45 

i 
I 

2 4 6810 20 406080100 

I 
I 

I 
WATER DISCHARGE kfs/ft.) I 

I 
SEDIMENT DISCHARGE AS A FUNCTION OF HATER DISCHARGE i 
FOR THE COLORADO RIVER AT TAYLOR'S FERRY (TASK 
COMMITTEE ON PREPARATION OF 

i 

SEDIMENTATION MANUAL, 1971) 
i 
i 

NIOBRARA RIVER -- 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I I 
0.01 ; ! , I , 11 

‘8 
I I II 

o.4Q8 I 2 4 6810 i 

WATER DiSCHARGE kfs/ft) 
i 
i 

SEDIMENT DISCHARGE AS A FUNCTION OF HATER DISCHARGE i 
FOR THE NIOBRARA RIVER AT CODY, NEBRAsKA (TASK 
COMMITTEE ON PREPARATION OF SEDIMENTATION 

i 
f'!AWAi, 1971) i 
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I 

In both cases W/D B 25. Referrlng to Table IV-36, the suspended load should 

be between 30 and 65 percent of the bed material load. Assume it is on the 

lower end of the scale, about 40X. Then the suspended load is: 

9,s = 
0.08 lb/sec/ft at q = 8 cfslft 
1.0 lb/sec/ft at q = 35 cfsift 

or 

C 5s = 
160 mg/l at q * 8 cfs/ft 
440 mg/l at q = 35 cfs/ft 

fran Equation IV-99. These concentrations indicate that suspended sediment 

concentrations are excessively high throughout the range of flows normally 

encountered at Taylor's Ferry. Data on suspended sediment concentrations have 

been gathered at Taylor's Ferry (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1958). The averages 

of 30 measurements taken there are as follows: 

Q = 7350 cfs (or q = 21 cfs/ft) 

C = 132 mg/l 

Oiierved range of suspended sediment concentration: 40-277 mg/l. 

The method of Yang predicts total concentrations of 40 to 80 mg/l, which is 

within but toward the lower end of the obsewated data. The method of DuEoy's 

predicts concentration between 160 and 440 mg/l which is toward, and beyond, the 

upper end of observation. These results illustrate the possible variability of 

predictions between different approaches, and are not necessarily atypical. 
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4.9 TOXIC SUBSTANCES 

4.9.1 Methods of Entry of Toxic Pollutants into Rivers 

Although Chapter 3 discussed both point and nonpoint sources of pol lutants, 

the major pollutant source categories are summarized in Table IV-38 to i ndicate 

how these scenarios differentially govern a pollutant's fate. For simpl icity, 

fate iS analyzed in terms of volatilization and sorption since these processes 

are important for a wide number of toxic organic chemicals. These processes 

govern whether a pollutant remains. in the water colunn and whether the pollutant 

is transported as solute or sorbate. If the effects of these processes are known, 

even if only qualitatively, then the influence of processes such as photolysis and 

biodegradation can be better predicted. For exaple, if a pollutant is sorbed to 

suspended and bedded sediments, it is more protected from photolytic reactions than 

when it is dissolved in the water colunn. 

A camnon mode of pollutant entry is by a continuous discharge, either frcni 

a municipal or industrial source. As mixing of the effluent and river water cccurs, 
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TABLE IV-38 

METHODS OF INTRODUCTION OF TOXIC ORGANIC CO!'iPOUNDS INTO RIVERS, 
AND FATE IN TERMS OF VOLATILIZATION AND SORPTION 

Pathway 

Continuous input 

Fate 

- solute transported and volatilized 
- sorbate transported with suspended solids 

and with bed load 

- sorbed to imnobile sediments 

- buried by sorption and net deposition 

Cessation of continuous - desorbed from irnnobile sediments 
input - solute transported and volatilized 

- resorbed to suspended sediments 

- contaminated sediments resuspended 

- portion remains buried 

Washoff from land 
application 

Accidental releases 
(e.g. spills) 

Leaching 

- transport of a major portion of pollutant 
may be governed by first large storm event 

- transported as solute and sorbate 

- settles and accumulates on bed 

- buried 
- subsequently resuspended 

- If s.g. >l, pollutant settles on streambed 

- Volatilization may be unimportant 
--reentrained back into stream and sorbed 

on suspended solids 
--pollutant can be slowly transported along 

bottom 
--diffused into bedded sediments 

- If s.g. <l, pollutant tends to remain on 
surface and be transported at speed of 
surface current 
--volatilization can be important 
--gradually dissolved and sorbed 
--dispersion attenuates peak concentrations 
--wind speed and direction influential 

m slow movement (years) of solute from dump 
or disposal site to stream 

- continues for years after cieanup of 
dump 
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partitioning begins. The sorbate is transported with the suspended sediments, and 

can interact with the bed load and immobile bedded sediments. Depending on the rate 

of exchange of the sorbate with the bedded sediments and on the net sediment deposition 

rate, some of the sorbate can gradually becane buried in the bedded sediments. 

If a continuous input ceases, the water column initially tends to clean itself 

of the pollutant as uncontaminated upstream water replaces contaminated river water 

downstream from the former source of pollution. However, pollutant from the contami- 

nated bottom sediments can desorb back into the water column at low concentrations 

and the rfver bed becomes an internal source of pollutant. The desorption period can 

last a long period of time, depending on the amount of pollutant contained in the 

bottom sediments. Section 4.9.3.4 discusses this phenomenon in detail. 

Periodic nonpoint sources, such as washoff after an agricultural application, is 

another pathway of pollutant entry into rivers. The mass of pollutant transported 

tends to be governed by the timing of the first storm event following application 

together with the degradation and volatilization processes operative during the 

interim period. 

Accidental releases of pollutants, even through infrequent events, can be 

important. Exceptionally high concentrations of pollutants can result fran spills 

and the total mass supplied almost instantaneously can be the equivalent of a con- 

tinuous release lasting for many days. For example, in 1973 a chloroform spill on 

the Mississippi River resulted in about 800,000 kg (1,750,OOO lbs) of chloroform 

being released over a period of several hours (Thibodeaux, 1977). Based on the 

background concentration of chloroform in the river (5 ppb), the release was equlv- 

alent to a continuous supply of chloroform released at background rates for a period 

of 300 days. 

Many chemicals in their pure or nearly pure form have specific gravities sig- 

nificantly different from unity. Because of this, and their often limited solubility 

in water, it is a mistake to believe that all spilled pollutants travel wit3 the 

speed of the river, have infinite dissolution capability, and disperse accordingly. 

High density pollutants can sink to the river bed and become slowly reentrained back 

into the water column while simultaneously diffusing and sorbing into the bedded 

sediments. Depending on the rate of dissolution of the spilled pollutant, as well as 

the significance of the sorption and diffusion processes, the spilled pollutant may 

remain in the riverine system for either an extended or brief period of time. 

In contrast to high density pollutants, pollutants with specific gravities 

less than unity tend to at 1 

while undergoing dissolution 

can be extremely important. 

moves downstream, dispersion 

Pollutants which leach f 

aSt partially remain on or near the water's surface 

For these pollutants, volatilization and photolysis 

As the pollutant is dissolved in the water column and 

becomes important in attenuating the peak concentration. 

ran a surface or subsllrface disposal site may eventually 
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reach a river. Although the mass input rate may be low, the source can be continuous 

and last for years, even after cleanup of the site. 
The sequence of instram events following the initiation and then the cessation 

of point sources of toxicants further illustrates the role that sorption plays in 

governing fate of sorbates. Figure IV-46 illustrates the tm, situations. Figure 

IV-46a shows the pol.lutant distributions below a point source at two distinct times 

(tl and t2 where t2 > tl) following initiation of the point source. 

As the toxicant is discharged the water column concentration (the sun of the dissolved 

and sorbed phases) abruptly increases at the mixing location. As the pollutant 

travels downstream, the sorbate tends to partially desorb onto the formerly uncon- 

t&ninated bottom sediments. Additionally there may be a net exchange between the 

bedded sediments and water column sediments, even if there is no net deposition. As 

a result of these processes, the water colunn concentration tends to decrease in the 

downstream direction. It may take a period of time greater than tl for the 

effects of the discharge to reach a distance D*. Depending on the distance, and on 

the rate of accunulation of the toxicant in the bottom sediments, as well as on other 

factors, the time required for the water colunn concentration to be noticeably 

elevated at D+ could greatly exceed the travel time of the river over the distance. 

After the discharge of the toxicant has continued for a period of time, the net 

exchange with the bedded sediment may diminish, so that the toxicant concentration 

becomes constant over sane distance both in the water column and in the sediments. 

This situation is illustrated by the solid curve in Figure IV-46b. Suppose at this 

time the input of the pollutant ceases. The water column concentration just below 

the point source tends to abruptly approach zero. As this happens, desorption of the 

toxicant fran the bedded sediment can occur, tending to replenish pollutant levels in 

the water column, but to a lower level. Gradually, the pollutant can be desorbed 

fraa the bedded sediments at a given location so that the bottom sediments are 

naturally cleansed, fran the upstrem to the downstream direction. This process can 

take many years and low levels of pollutant in the water column can be detected 

throughout thls period. More discussion of this phencanenon is provided later in 

Section 4.9.3 and Example IV-18. Most of the pathways for river contamination pre- 

sented in Table IV-38 have been programmed on microcomputers (Mills et al., 1985). 

4.9.2 Vertical Distribution of Sorbatt within Rivers 

Even though most of the analytical tools presented later in Section 4.9.3 

assunt that, for simplicity, suspended sollds concentrations are unifonsly distributed 

throughout the water colulln, in reality this is not true. The vertical distributlon 

of solids depends both on particle and river characteristics. Heavier particles 

(those with the greater settling velocities) are transported closer to the stream 

bottan while the lighter particles are more uniformly distributed. This observation 

is significant because pollutants which sorb to the particles also exhibit a non- 
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FIGURE IV-46 TOXICANT CONCENTRATIONS FOLLOWING 

INITIATION AND CESSATION OF POINT SOURCE, 

unlfonn vertical distribution. Pollutants which do not sorb tend to beccane uniformly 

dlstrlbuted vertically, regardless of the sediment distrlbutlon. By understanding 

this, the user can better interpret fnstreimn pollutant'data, particularly if the 

pollutant tends to reside as sorbate. It may be that a single pollutant Sample Is 

not sufficient to accurately characterize the pollutant distribution, and in fact 

could be misleading in terms of the total burden of the pollutant carried within the 

water column. Depth integrated samples might be necessary to gain an accurate 

knowledge of the pollutant's dlstributlon. 
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REUllVE SEMMENT CONCENTRATION S/h 

FIGURE IV-47 VERTICAL EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION OF 
SUSPENDED SOLIDS IN A RIVER 

Figure IV-47 shows the vertical dlstrlbution of suspended solids In an equilibrium 

condition. The parmeter shown in the figure is defined: 

(IV-103) 

where 

vs = settling velocity of suspended sollds 

K = von Raman's constant (-0.4) 

lr - shear velocity - (g RR S)'*', ft/sec 

Q = acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 

RH l hydraulic radius of river, ft 

5 = slope, dlnenslonlrss. 

Very small values of z represent clay-sized particles. uhlle larger values represent 

first sllt, and then sand. Figure IV-47 Illustrates that clay particles tend to be 

unlfonnly dlstrlbuted vertically (50 percent In the top half of the water column). 

About 75 percent of silt and over 95 percent of the sand particles (typically) reside 

In the bottom half of the water colon. lhls suggests that In rivers where the 

suspended sediments are silt and sand, the sorbed pollutant dlstrlbutlon will be 
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vertically skewed. If the suspended material is predaninantly clay the sorbed 

pollutant dlstribution till be unlform. 51nce pollutants tend to sorb to sand to a 

lesser degree than to silt and clay, the vertical distribution of sorbed pollutant 

will not be as skewed as the suspended sedlment d!stributlon. 

Figures IV-48 through IV-49 show the fraction of pollutant present as solute 

(C/C,) versus relative depth for famllies of z values and 5" values. Sa Is 

the suspended sediment concentration a small distance above the bottom. For Kp5a 

values less than 0.1, the sorbate concentration Is generally negligible compared to 

the solute concentration regardless of the depth or the nature of the suspended 

materlal. For larger Kp5a values, the sorbate level can be Important, depending 

of the nature of the suspended material. For extremely large K 5a values, the sorbate 

concentration will greatly exceed the solute concentration. at least near the river 

bed. 

Based on the hydraulic characteristics of the river, characteristics of the 

material being transported in suspension, and the partition coefficient of the 

pollutant, predlctlons can be made of the pollutant's distribution in the water 

column. To use Figures IV-48 and IV-49 requires knowledge of Sa, the suspended 

solids concentration at a distance n = a above the bottom (where typically a - 0.05, 

or 5 percent of the river's depth). The equlllbrlum expresslon for suspended sedi- 

ments, which Is found in nunerous sediment transdort texts (e.g. baf, 1971) can be 

rearranged to express 5a as: 

Sa = S(n) (+ +J (IV-104) 

where 

n - relative depth above bottom. 

To use this equation the suspended solids concentration must be known at one depth in 

the water colunn. Typically, a depth averaged suspended solids concentration might 

be readily available. Under these clrcunstances 5a can be estimated as: 

(IV-105) 

where 

s = depth average suspended sediment concentration. 

The denaninator of Equation IV-105 can be integrated nrsnerlcally by one of many 

avallable solution techniques (e.g. see Carnahan et al., 1969). For the case -- 
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when a = 0.05 the relatlonship between Sa and 5 is given below: 

z = O-Sa = S 

z = 0.2-Sa = 1.8 5 

z = O.d-Sa = 4.4 5 

z = l.C--tSa = 8.2 5 (IV-106) 

2 - 2.C-Sa = 17 5 

z - S.C--tSa = 20 5 

Based on a knowledge of 5, Sa can be estimated from Equation IV-106, and in turn can 

be used in Figures IV-48 and IV-49. 

Typically there is a segregation of particle sizes found in suspension compared 

with these found in the bed load, and in the immobile bed materials. Based on these 

differences, the following can be hypothesized: 

's ' 'bl ' 'im 

where 

xS 
= sorbed pollutant concentration on suspended materials, mass 

pollutant/mass sediment 

X 
bl = sorbed pollutant concentration on bed load, mass pollutant/ 

mass sediment 

'im - sorbed pollutant concentration on immovable sediment, mass 

pollutant/mass sediment. 

Investigations carried out by Miles (1976) appear to support this relationship. 

Miles collected insecticide residues on stream sediments and in the water column. 

Results of the DOT analysis of Big Creek, Norfolk County, htario, 1973 (OOT was 

banned in 1970) are as follows: 

Concentration of DOT on Sediments 
(mass of pollutants/mass of sediments) 

Suspended sediments 110 ppb = Xs 

8ed load 76 ppb = Xbl 

Immovable bed 26ppb.X im 
Miles (1976) also found that DOT transported in the dissolved phase ranged frun 

10 to 92 percent of the total transported in the water column. This finding is 

consistent with the results in Table II-14 which shows that the percent of pollutant 

transported in the dissolved phase can be high even for pollutants such as DOT as 

long as the suspended solids concentration is not extremely high. 

Contuninant data collected in bedded sediments can be very illuninating. 

Although in a screening approach it is not anticipated the user will go to the 

field to collect sedlment core samples, some data might be available. Oepending 
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on the quantity of data available the following types of information might be 

determinable: 

0 The spatial extent of contaminated sediments, and pollutant concentra- 

tions in the sediments 

0 The depth of contaminated sediment 

0 The quantity of toxicant contained in the sediment 

0 A time history of pollution levels to determine whether they are 

increasing or decreasing 

0 The probable sources of the pollutant, based on the location and 

quantity of contaninated sediments. 

Although extensive sampling is required to accurately determine all of the above 

items, such programs have been successfully accomplished. For exaple, an extensive 

sediment sampling program was conducted in the Hudson River in New York to determine 
the sources of PC8s in the contaminated sediments, and the degree of contaninatlon 

(Turk, 1979). 

4.9.3 Transport and Transformation Expressions for Toxicants in Rivers 

used instream concentra- 

ituat ifically. the following 

The tools presented in this section can be 

tions of toxicants for a variety of different s 

scenarios are addressed: 

0 Mixing zone analysis 

0 Continuous point source discharges 

to predict 

ions. Spec 

0 Continuous nonpoint source discharges 

a Desorption fran bedded sediments 

0 Spills and instantaneous release of soluble chemicals, and 

0 Spills of high density chemicals which sink to the river bed. 

In contrast to many conventlonal organic pollutants which degrade into innocuous 

substances, many toxicants dre transformed to other chemicals which can be ds harmful 

or 'more harmful than the original. Consequently, when toxicants are continuously 

discharged into a river, in addition to predicting the concentration profile, it is 

useful to also detenaine: 

0 The pollutant's advection rate past a specified location 

a The pollutant's volatilization rate over a specified reach 

0 The pollutant's rate Of transformation t0 other Species over d Specified 

reach. 

The toxicant's fate is thus segregated into the processes of advection, volatilization, 

and transfonaatlon. 

In the following three sections on mixing zones, point sources, and nonpoint 

sources, the user will find there are different methods of approaching the problens. 

(he ray to simplify the analysis is to first assune toxicants act conservatively. 
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The user can then perform a first level analysis to find out whether criteria are 

violated. If they are not, then a detailed analysis is really not required if the 

objective fs to determine criterfa compliance. If violations are predIcted, a more 

detailed analysis of these "hot spots" can be performed by considering the various 

processes affecting the toxicant In the river. This approach requires more wOrk, but 

by judiciously applying the tools available, the analyses can be expedited. 

4.9.3.1 Mixing Zone Expressions 

Section IV-4.1.9 presented earlier delineated one- and two-dimensional mixing 

zone expressions for conventional pollutants. The one-dimensional expressions need 

to be extended in order to differentiate between solute and sorbate. To do this, the 

following expressions for pollutant concentration and the suspended solids concentra- 

tions are needed: 

( I V-107) 

(IV-108) 

where 

$I' Cut = concentration of suspended solids and concentration 

of sum of solute and sorbate in the river above the location 

of mixing, respectively 

s W’ Cut = concentration of suspended solids and concentration 

of sum of solute and sorba:e in the wastewater. respectively 

s* cto = concentration of suspended solids and concentration of sum of 

solute and sorbate in the river following mixing, respectively 

The dissolved phase concentration, C, of the pollutant at tne completion of mixing is 

given by: 

(IV-lC9) 

where Cto and S are found from the two previous expressions. 

The concentration of the solute following mixing depends on characteristics of 

the waste source, the river's flow rate. and the suspended solids concentration 

in the river and waste source. The solute concentration might also change after 

mixing with a tributary of very high suspended solids concentration (high Sw), 

even if it ccntains no additional pollutant (Cti = 0). 

Equation IV-108 is particularly useful because it predicts the total instream 
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concentration of toxicant following Initial mixing. This Is often the crltlcal test 

In establishing whether or not water quality standards are vlolated by a point 

source. 

In cases where lnltlal mixing Is lncanplete (that Is the waste Is Initially 

diluted with a fraction of the total river flow), the twodimenslonal mixing equation 

shown earlier as Equation IV-4 will more accurately predict Cto. Then Equatlon 

IV-109 can be used to find the solute concentratfon. 
When there are numerous discharges of the sune toxicant, analysis becomes 

more complicated. The most straightforward method of handling this situation 

is to sequentially apply Equation IV-108 to the series of discharges to find the 

concentration as a function of distance downstrean. If the solute concentration Is 

needed, then sequential application of Equations IV-108 and IV-109 is required. 

The analysis of multiple point sources can be simplified in one of two ways. 

One, the sources can be transformed to an equivalent nonpoint source by assuning that 

the toxicant input is uniformly distributed between the series of point sources. This 

approach is discussed in Section 4.9.3.3. Two, a series of closely grouped point 

sources can be handled as an equivalent point source. The equivalent point source 

has a flow rate equal to the sun of the flow rates fran the individual plants, or: 

Qw * e a,, 
i=l 

(IV-110) 

where 

P Wi 
- flow rate from ith treatment plant 

n = number of treatment plants being grouped. 

The total pollutant load can be expressed in one of two ways. If the concentra- 

tions in the wastewater are known then the total loading is: 

(IV-1111 

where 

C wi = concentration of toxicant in effluent of ith plant. 

If the mass emission rates are known instead then: 

c, Qw - 2 MI (N-112) 

%- 
where 

'i = mass enisslon rate of toxlcant frun ItJ plant is lbslday. 

The conversion factor 5.38 converts mass emission rate in lbslday to flow units 

in cfs and concentration units In mg/l (porn). 

The grouping procedure described above has been applied by the U.S. Envitonnental 
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Protection Agency (1981) to a case study in Indiana to evaluate the economic impact 

of toxicant standards. Nunbers of point sources were grouped together using a 

procedure called cluster analysis. The cluster analysis added the loadings of major 

and minor industrial dischargers within a ten-mile radius of each other. Ten clusters 

were identified and few violations occurred within them once the best available 

technology was attained. 

For certain applications the object of using a mixing zone equation is to 

directly find the maximun allowable concentration in the discharge so that the 

receiving water criteria are not violated. Under these circumstances Equation 

IV-108 can be rewritten as: 

(Cwt)max = 
ctc (Quc + Qw) - cut Quc 

QW 

= 'TC 
(Quc + Q,) 

QW 
, when Cut = 0 

(IV-113a) 

(IV-113b) 

where 

(Cwt)max * maximun allowable concentration of the toxicant 

in the waste discharge so that the water quality criterion 

is met under critical conditions 

C tc = water quality criterion for the toxicant 

Q 

Equation y:-II3b 

= critical river flow rate (e.g., 7QlO). 

is applicable when the concentration of the toxicant is zero upstream 

of the discharge point. 

4.9.3.2 Point Source Oischaraes 

For point sources of toxicants, the pollutant interactions depicted in Figure 

IV-50 are simulated. While transformation of toxicants is generally more complex 

than this, in many instances these interactions are sufficient to analyze the in- 

strean processes affecting not only point source discharges but also nonpoint source 

discharges, and instantaneous releases of soluble pollutants. Figure IV-50 reveals 

that: 

0 The solute only is assuned to volatilize. 

0 First order transformation processes degrade only the solute. 

0 Adsorption and desorption are assuned to occur at rates much faster thdn 

other processes. 

0 No interactions with the bottom sediments occur (this is analyzed 

in later sections). 
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Based on these interactions, the concentration profile below a point source of 

toxicant is expressible as: 

x, + (A)$ (IV-114) 

where 

c l concentration of dissolved phase of the toxicant at a distance 

x below the point source 

cO * concentration of the dissolved phase of the toxicant at x = 

0 (after the point source discharge has mixed with the river water) 

l water depth 

l individual first order decay rates rhlch are transforming 

the toxicant (other than volatilization) 

P - partial pressure of the toxicant in the atiosphere above the river. 

The rwaining varjables have previously been defined. 

Typically the partial pressure is zero, so that Equation IV-114 simplifies to: 

(IV-115) 



The initial dissolved phase concentration is given by: 

(IV-116) 

where 

C to was defined by Equation IV-108. 

The total pollutant concentration, Ct. at any location is: 

Ct * C (1 + KpS) (IV-117) 

The sorbed phase concentration expressed as mass per unit volume of water is: 

c, * c, - c (IV-118) 

and the sorbed phase concentration expressed as mass per unit mass of sediment is: 

X-KC 
P 

(IV-119) 

The most direct application of Equation IV-114 cr IV-115, plus Equations 

IV-117 through IV-119 is to find the instream concentration as a function of distance 

below the point source. There are, however, other uses of the expressions. Consider 

Equation IV-115, for example. The ratio C/C, can be directly calculated as a 

function of distance. Thus the fractional dissolved phase concentration can be 

calculated without ever knowing the initial concentration Co. This approach has 

the advantage of requiring less data. Similarly, the fractional concentration can be 

calculated for any specified distance, such as the end of a reach. Or, the distance 

x can be found so that the fractional concentration is some specified number, which 

may relate to an acceptable level of toxicant. The length of river subjected to 

unacceptable levels can then be found. 

The user might additionally want to know the distribution of pollutant fluxes in 

terms of advection (ia). volatilization (iv), and transformation (tit). Expressions 

for these are presented for the case of P - 0. These fotmulae allow the user to pre- 

dict the fluxes associated with the point source discharge where volatiliration is 

not altered by a background concentration in the atmosphere. Under these conditions: 

. . . . 
n-n +n +n 

a v t 
(IV-120) 

Equation IV-120 states that the rate of entry of the toxicant into the river (i) 

equals the rate of advection of that toxicant past some location xs, plus the 
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rate of volatiliration across the water surface between the discharge locatlon and 

some other specified location plus the rate of transformation of the toxicant to 

other substances within the water column between the sme two locatlons. By knowing 

expressions for each of ia, iv, and );t the user knows the major processes 

controlling the toxlcant's fate within any reach of river. 

The mass flux advected past a location xs Is glven by: 

Ii1 * co, + gJ cs (IV-121) 

where the concentration C, is evaluated at x * xs. The volatilization mass flux is 

given by: 

where 

Ac * cross-sectional area of river 

All other terms have previously been defined. 

In sane cases the user might-have an estimate of the average dissolved phase concen- 

tration, C, within the reach under consideration. Under these circunstances the 

volatilization flux is simply: 

iv * A, kV C (IV-123) 

where 

AS - surface area of the reach under investigation. 

The transformation mass flux is expressible as: 

. % * Ac Cki Co ,yTy l-exp (- ;i,:f::, XJ] (Ivo124) 

Since the sun of Equations IV-121, IV-122, and IV-124 equals the mass emission rate 

of the toxicant, Equation IV-120 can be used to double check the fluxes calculated. 

4.9.3.3 Nonpolnt Source Discharge 

This section parallels the previous scctlon on point source discharges by 

presenting expressions for the steady-state concentration profile, and for mass 

fluxes. In addition to applying this methodology to a nonpoint source, another and 

possibly more useful application is to express a series of point sources as an 
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equivalent nonpoint source. The equivalent nonpoint source discharge rate is simply 

the sun of the discharge rates of the pollutant fran all the point sources. This 

approach is not as accurate as analyzing each point source individually but is much 

faster depending on the number of point sources. For example, suppose a river 

segment has ten separate point sources located wlthln 50 miles of each other. The 

most rigorous analysis would consist of considering each point source individually, 

where mixing zone and point source equations are applied sequentially ten times each. 

This obviously is a great deal of work for a hand calculation approach. By consid- 

ering these point sources as a single equivalent nonpoint source, a single equation 

application is sufficient to analyze the problem. Example IV-5 shown earlier in the 

BOO section illustrates this procedure. 

The solute concentration in a river resulting from a Steady nOnpOint source of 

toxicant is: 

(IV-125 ) 

where 

k3 * k2 + k; + Cki 

C 
k, -Fm-ikV 

C 

C tn = total concentration of toxicant in nonpoint source 

Qf -Qo m -- 
x1 

Qf * river flow rate at end of nonpoint source 

Qo * river flow rate at beginning of nonpoint source 

x1 - length of ncnpoint source. 

Equations IV-117 through IV-119 can be used to find C,, C,, and X, respectively. 

In a manner similar to poin t source discharges, Equation IV-120 which expresses 

the mass balance between toxicant inflow rate to the river and loss rate by advection, 

and transformation, is valid. The appropriate expressions are (when P - 0): 

k a = (Q,+dC + (Q,+mx) CkpS atx-x 
S 

solute sorbate 
transport transport 

(!V-126) 
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for the advective flux. For the volatilization flux: 

ii” - -k; A, 2 ‘5 + k; A, (to + %) + & {("Or') -:: +'} (IV-127) 

For the transfomiation flux: 

k, - kr -Tki AC k, xs + ZkiAc + kfk, {(QoTs)+f +lol} (N-128) 

As a first cut analysis, the user might want to assune that the toxicants act 

conservatively. If criteria are not violated under these circumstances, then 

criteria will not be violated if decay or transformation processes are included. 

4.9.3.4 Desorption of Toxicant from a River Bed 

Because many toxicants are transported as sorbate rather than as solute, a 

significant fraction of the Pollutant which enters a riverine system can ultimately 

be deposited in the bedded sediments. If the toxicant is resistant to degrada?ion 

processes it can remain in the sediments for extended periods of time. During this 

time, the toxicant can slowly be desorbed back into the water colunn or scoured into 

suspension. 

Figure IV-46 shown earlier illustrated an ideallration of the process of 

desorption of a toxicant from bedded sediments. The process can be described as 

follows. Supposed the average concentration of the Pollutant in the bedded sediment 

is X0 when the analysis begins (called t - 0). The concentration X, at any later 

time is estimated fra mass balance considerations as: 

xo ' 
for x > #+L 

x = 
sP ( IV-129; 

0 , othemlse 

where 

xO 
- concentration of Pollutant in bed at some time t - 0 

MS 
- mass of contaminated sediment Per unit area of river bed, g/cm2 

U * stream velocity, cm/set 

b * equlvalent depth of water in sedlment H s. cm 
K 

P - partition coefficient. 

Equation IV-129 reveals that desorption can be interpreted as a frontal phenun- 

enon where desorption is canpleted at one location before progressing downstrean. 

Based on this interpretation, an effective removal velocity of the front +s: 

(IV-130) 
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The time Td required to desorb the toxicant over any specified distance is: 

Td * xpe (IV-131) 

where 

xL - length of contaminated river segment. 

During the period of desorption the average concentration in the water colunn is: 

(IV-132) 

(N-133) 

To use Equations IV-129 through IV-133, estimates for X0, MS, and 6 are 

required. If both the mass of contuninated sediment per unit area of river bed 

(MS) and the mass of toxicant in the sediments are known, then X0 can be deter- 

mined. Conversely, if both X0 and the total mass of toxicant in the sediments 

are known, then MS can be calculated. 

In lieu of having data on MS and 6, these quantities can be estimated based 

on the depth of contaminated sediments by using Table IV-39. In addition to the 

depth, the percent solids by weight must be estimated. This parameter generally 

increases with depths and can be chosen as 50 percent, unless better data are avai- 

lable. The data in Table IV-39 were derived fran the following two equations: 

MS * 

OC 

10 l/5, + p 
( 

100-P 

> 

and 

(IV-134) 

(!V-135) 

where 

MS 
* mass of contaminated sediment, g/m2 

6 * equivalent water depth, mm 

ss * specific gravity of solids 

OC 
* depth of contunination, mm. 

In cases where the depth of contamination exceeds 100 mm the equations can be 

used in lieu of Table IV-39. 

The Hudson River in New York State provides an illustration of an extreme 
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TABLE IV-39 

MASS OF CONTAMINATED SEDIMENTS AND EQUIVALENT WATER 
DEPTH AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH OF CONTAHINATION 

Depth (ml Percent Solids by Weight MS (91m2) d(m) 

1 20 0.02 
50 0.06 
80 0.11 

5 
3: 
80 

0.11 
0.30 
0.55 

10 20 0.23 
50 0.60 
80 1.1 

20 
:: 
80 

50 20 
50 
80 

0.45 

::: 

El 
5.5 

El 
11.0 

100 20 
50 
80 

0.9 

2 

4.5 
3.0 
1.4 

E 
2:7 

:P* 
5:s 

45. 
30. 
14. 

91. 

R 

case of PCB contamination (Turk, 1980). 8etueen 1951 and 1977 PC% were discharged 

fran point sources near Fort Edward and Hudson Falls, about 80 km (50 mi) above 

Albany, New York. Figure IV-51 shows the general vicinity. 

During this time period the mass emission rate of PCBs decreased from 15 kg/day 

(33 lbslday) to less than 1 g/day (0.002 lbslday). PCB concentration in the bottom 

materials range fron about 200 H/g near Fort Edward to about 4 pg/g near Waterford, 

about 70 km (43 mi) downstream. In 1975 the New York State Department of Environmental 

Conservation began a study to determine the source of contaninatlon. At that time 

they estimated that the total mass of PCBs in the bottom sediments was 225,Ob kg 

(500,000 lbs). 

It has been found that PCBs are being naturally desorbed from the river bed 

under moderate and low flow conditions. The estimated transport rates are: 

At Glen Falls = 0.0 kg/day (above discharge) 

At Schuylersville = 4.0 kg/day 

At Stillwater = 5.0 kg/day 

At Waterford 9 4.0 kg/day (70 km downstream). 

It is interesting to note that these transport rates are approximately 30 percent as 
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FIGURE IV-51 LOCATION MAP OF HUDSON RIVER, NEW YORK, 

high as the original point source mass emission rates. At a desorption rate of about 

4 kg/day, the river between Glen Falls and Waterford would be rid of PCBs in about 

150 years. 
Turk (1980) found that flood events transport large quantities of PCBs, although 

this transport mechanism is only operative periodically. Turk estimated that due to 

the canbined removal rates of PCBs during high flow periods (by scour) and during low 

flow periods (by desorption), the residence time of PCBs above Waterford would be 

about one century. 

1 
m-_-_-----------w-. EXAMPLE IV-18 --_-_-_---------_---_- 

I 

i 
i 

For discharges of 600 m3/sec or less, 
i 

it has been found that the Hudson River bed 

i 
provides 4 kg/day of PC& to the water column at locations between Schuylersville 

I 

and Waterford, New York. Determine the PCB concentration in the water column at I 

1 the following two flow rates: I 
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I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

a. 600 m3/sec 

b. 50 m3/sec. 

Compare these concentrations to the freshwater criterion of 0.001 rg/l prunulgated 

in the "Red Book". 

Since the mass emission rate and river flow rate are known, Equation IV-11 

can be rearranged to yield the total instrea concentration: 

ct= . do 
where 

M = mass loading, kg/day 

Ct = concentration of pollutant, ppm Q = flow rate, m3/sec. 

For the problem at hand: 

M = 4 kg/day 

0 = 50 and 600 m3/sec. 

For Q = 600 m3/sec: 

4 
CT = ~6.4~60~~ = 0.08 X 10 -3 Ppn 

= 0.08 rg/l, or 80 times the Red Book criterion. 

For Q = 50 m3/sec: 

4 
CT = 86.4 x 50 = 0.9 x 10 -3 Ppn 

= 0.9 rg/l, or 900 times the criterion. 

As a second part to the problem estimate the time required to remove the PCBs 

in the sediment by desorption (ignoring scour), assuning the desorption rate of 4 

kg/day is not known. Base the calculations on Table IV-39 or Equations IV-130 and 

IV-131. Use the following data: 

Cepth of contaninated sediment = 600 rmn 

River velocity = 1 fps 

Partition coefficient : lo3 to lo4 

Because the depth of contamination exceeds the maximun value tabulated in Table 

IV-39, Equations IV-134 and IV-135 are used instead. ASSuning Ss = 1.5 and P = 80: i 

= 65 g/Cal 

= 160 m = 16 UI 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
1 
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1 The effective transport velocity is: I 

‘e * 
U x 16 

65 x 10’ 
= .25 x lo-’ U for Kp * 10’ 

i and I 
i ‘e * 

u x 15 65 x 1oj = .25 x 10-j U for K 

i 
P 

* lo3 

i The time required for desorption over the 70 km (43 mi) reach is: 

i 
T- 43 x 5280 

.25 x lo-’ x 1 
Set = 290 year for Kp * 10’ 

i and i 
i T = 29 years for K 

P 
= lo3 i 

i Probably the biggest unknown in this problem is Kp. Based on a range of i 
i Kp fro-n lo3 to 104, the time of desorption ranges from 29 to 290 years, i 
i within the range predicted from observed desorption rates. i 
i i .-e-e---e-.-.-_- END ()F EXAMPLE IV-18----------------------- 

4.9.3.5 Instantaneous Releases of Low Density Toxicants 

Many toxicants have specific gravities less than or equal to unity. Shou 

toxicant less dense than water be spilled in its pure form, the toxicant can r 

atop the water body for a period of time, while (perhaps) being rapidly volati 

and photolyzed as it beccmes entrained and dissolved in the river. 

Id a 

ide 

lized 

Analysis of releases of low density pollutants is complicated and, In many 

cases, beyond the scope of hand calculation analyses. Often spills of toxlcants 

occur over a part of the river , so the resultant movement is three-dimensional 

because the toxicant spreads laterally, longitudinally, and vertically due to 

turbulence and advection. Buoyant spreading and mixlng can further complicate 

the dispersal process. 

Toxicant spills can occur In nunerous ways. In one Instance the toxicant 

may be discharged directly onto the surface of the river, and depending on the 

rate of mixing with ambient water a significant portion could volatilize directly 

frtxn the pure phase. On the other hand submerged spills may result in the chenical 

becoming mixed with river water before it reaches the water's surface. Under these 

circumstances volatilization fluxes will not be as great. 

When a chemical is spilled in pure fom, the time required for the chemical 
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It Is worthwhile to calculate the volume of water required for a MIS H of 

spilled chemical to be diluted to its solubillty limit. This can provide a rough 

idea as to whether mixing Is likely to be "instantaneous= or not. Suppose that a 

mass M of spilled chemical has a solubllity Cs. The volume of water needed to be 

mixed wlth the pure chenlcal so that the solubillty lialt Is achieved is: 

n x 10’ 
vo= c 

5 
(IV-138) 

where 

n = mass of spill, kg 

cS 
= solubility, mg/l 

vO 
= volume of water, m3 

The concentration profile resulting fra an instantaneous spill (and assuaing 

concentrations at or below the solubility limit are rapidly 

by: 

c = nD 
2Acfl exp c 

attained) is expressed 

I-exp(-k,t) 1 (IV-139) 

where 

C = dissolved phase concentration 

k; + Ckr 
ke * 1 + KpS 

n = total mass released 

The remaining variables have been previously defined. 

In most Instances the user would like to predict the ~xlaum concentrations remaining 

In the river for different eiapsed times following the spill, given by the peaks In 

Figure IV-53. Under such conditions, and assuning P = 0, Equation IV-139 simplifies 

to: 

Lx = 
nD 

2A,fl 
exp (-k,t) (N-140) 

The various components of the mass balance at time t, follow (for P = 0). 

Mass of dissolved pollutants MD (t = t,): 

Ho (t = $1 = ‘0 exp Wets) (IV-141) 
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25 r I 

Hours from Beginning of Spill 

FIGURE IV-53 HYPOTHETICAL DISTRI,BUTION OF TOXICANT AT VARIOUS 

LOCATIONS FOLLOWIUG A SPILL 

Mass of sorbed pollutants MS (t = ts): 

MS KpS M,j exP (-kets) 

Bass of pollutant which was volatilized M,, (t = ts): 

MD k; MV (t = t,) = 7 
e 

1-exp(-kets) 
I 

Mass of pollutant which has decayed HDk (t = ts): 

MDk 
MDfki (t = ts) = - 

ke 
[l - ew(-kets)] 

(IV-142) 

(IV-IO?) 

(IV-!44j 

Equations IV-140 through IV-144 allow the user to assess the fate of the pollutant 

for any desired time t, following the spill. 

A direct extension of the instantaneous pollutant release in a plane is the 

volumetric release, where the pollutant is effectively released within some ini:ial 
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volunt of water. For this cast, the dissolved phase concentration Is: 

“T MD [erf (*) - trf ($$)I ( txp(-Let)) 
when 

L - length of zone of Initial contamination 

trf = the error function 

All othtr varlablts have been prtvlously defined. 

The location of the maximum concentration for any tlmt t, after release is 

approximately given by: 

x = ut, + L/2 

(N-145) 

(IV-146) 

4.9.3.6 Spill Analysis of High Density Toxicants 

Spills of hazardous chemicals have been of concern for quite a nunber of years, 

and interest will increase as the quantity and variety of toxicants transported 

increase. In past years the primary emphasis has been on analysis and containment of 

oil spills. This has probably been for a number of reasons: 

0 Large quantities of oil are transported, and are therefore subject 

to more frequent spills. 

0 The environmental consequences of an oil spill can be severe and 

visually offensive. 

0 Oil floats, so oil spills are easy to detect and monitor. 

In contrast to oil, many hazardous chemicals have specific gravities greater 

than one, so that in their pure form, they tend to sink in water. Table IV-40 lists 

sane such chemicals. Chlorine, although it may be transported under pressure as a 

liquid, is a gas under atmospheric conditions. Even so, if a liquid chlorine barge 

were involved in an accident on a river some of the chlorine could become dissolved 

in the water since the solubility of chlorine in water Is 50,000 mg/l, although most 

would probably gasify and form a toxic cloud. 

The chemicals shown in Table IV-40 are generally either slightly soluble 

(10 to 10,000 ppn) or soluble (10,000 to l,OOO,OOO ppn). In any cast the solubllity 

levels generally exceed or greatly exceed proposed water quality criteria. Thus if a 

mass of chemical were spilled into a rlvtr, it Is to be expected that concentrations 

near the chemical's solubility limit could be detected in the immediate vicinity of 

the spill. As the chemical is dissolved and travels dounstrta, it could eventually 

beant mixed over the channel cross-section and expose all organisms living within 

the water colunn (and perhaps those living in the bedded sediments as well) to its 

effects. With increasing distance the concentrations of the toxicant will decrease 

to reflect the additional mixing afforded by the flow of the entire river, plus 
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TABLE IV-40 

WATER-SOLUBLE, HIGH DENSITY (0~1). ItMISCIBLE CHEMICALS 

fpeclrs 

omsltY Solubtlity 
in rtr In water lntcrfrcirl .frnslon (dynes/a4 

( 9h3) (rip/l 1 Air water Vapor 

Acetic acid 1.06 

krtlc rnhydridr 1.087 

Acctophenone 1.03 

Aniline 1.022 

genrrldehydc 1.04 

Senryl alcohol 1.043 

Branine 2.93 

Carbon disulfide 

Carbon tctrachloride 

Chlorine (liquidlb 

Chloroform 

Chloropthalene 

Oichloroethanc 

Ethyl bromide 

Ethylene bromfde 

Furfurrl 

Glycerol 

Hydrogen peroxide 

t4rcuryC 

Naphthalene 

WI trobenzcne 

Phenol 

Phcnylhydrrzine 

Phosphorus trichloriae 

Trichloroethrne 

N-Propylbroride 

1.26 

1.595 

3.2 

1.5 

1.256 

1.431 

2.18 

1.159 

1.26 

1.46 

13.54 

1.15 

1.205. 

1.071 

1.097 

1.5 

1.325 

1.353 

Outnoline 1.095 

TetrrchlcrOethdne 1.60 

Vrterb 1.00 

l In air. uter. and its C:m vapor. 

b Under Dressure. 

5o.ooo a.ojg. 

5w.wo - 

5.550 - 

34,000 44.0 

1.000 40.04 

46.000 39. 020. 

41.700 41 .520. 

2.200 - 

500 - 

50.000 - 

5.ooo 27. 1420. 

m 

9.ooo 23-$ 

10,600 - 

4,300 - 

83,100 43-520. 

50,000 - 

. 0005 470 

30 28.812,. 

: 900 43.920. 

67.000 40. g20* 

w 

50,000 - 

10 221440 

2.500 - 

60.000 45.020. 

3.000 36-322.5. 

N.A. 73.05,*. 

?c-.;crrturc is l C. 

m 27.820. 

w =. 12,y 

s 39. 820. 

- 42.g2p 

15.5120. - 

4*7522.5. 39.020. 

41.520. 

w 

26. 9520. 

18.r2p 

m 

24. 1520. 

38. 3720. 

43. 520. 

76.1 18.2. 
e 

2y2r 

43.gt0. 

40. 020. 

46.120. 

29. 120. 

19.6Sto. 

s 

72 

C Mercury rnd utter drtr included for reference. 

Cr0lX: Th1Lodcaur (i 37P! 
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dispersion, degradation, and volatlllzation processes. 

A technique is presented here to estimate the concentration which can exist in 

the water column and the duration of the elevated levels following a spill. In 

particular tools art presented to predict: 

0 The concentration of toxicant in the water colunn at the downstream 

end of the spill 

0 The conctntratlon of the toxicant after It has btcane completely 

mixed with the entlrt river 

0 The time required to dissolve the spIlled toxicant 

0 The anount of toxicant remaining sorbed to the bottom sediments and in 

the port water following dissolution. 

It Is, of course, more accurate but more costly to measure conctntratlons directly 

rather than predicting them. However, since the toxlcant Is "somtwhtrt" on the rlvtr 

bottom, and might not be immobllt, detecting the location of the toxlcant will take 

tlme. By tstimatlng the dissdlutlon time of the spill, It can be determined if it it 

ftasfble to even set up and carry out a sampling progri%n. 

The tools delineated above are useful not only to analyze spills which have 

occurred, but also for answering hypothetical questions rhlch relate to the consequence 

of spills based on river traffic, sires of containers, kinds of toxicants btlng 

transported, and characteristics of the rivers. Based on this information the user 

can evaluate posslblt "spIl1 sctnarlos" to predict impacts before they occur. Such 

Informatlon would be useful to forwlatt post-spill responses. In sltuatlons rrhtrt a 

spill of a toxicant would product extreme consequences, provlslons could be made to 

mltlgatt the consequences before they occur. 

4.9.3.6.1 Description of Spill Process 

Spills which contamlnatt rivers can be the result of a variety of accidents: 

leaking barges, broken pipelines, highway accidents, and clandestine dunpIng. 

The scope here Is limittd to those sltuations when the toxicant has been dtposlted 

on the bottom of the rlvtr. This sltuatlon is most likely to result from an accldtnt 

on or under the water's surface. Flgurt IV-54 conceptualizes what might happen when 

a barge carrylng a high density pollutant ruptures. 

Depending on the volwIt of contaminant, the size of the hole, among other 

factors, the toxlcant might issue fram the barge as a continuous jet. Howtvtr, 

because the volumetric flow rate of the jet is probably small, and perhaps even 

inttrmltttnt, the toxlcant probably breaks up into drops of various sizes as It 

falls through the water column. Some of the finest drops might never reach the 

stream bed, but rather be transported in susptnslon withln the water column, and 

gradually dissolve. The majority of the toxicant may settle on the rlvtr bed and 

form drops, globs, or pools (using the ttnnlnology of Th1bodtaux. 1979). The drop 
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-Water column 
-velocity profile 

River bottom. - 

Envelope of zone of contamlnatlon 
zone zone zone 

FIGURE IV-54 ILLUSTRATION OF HYPOTHETICAL SPILL INCIDENT 

(FROM THIBODEAUX, 19791, 

size depends on the intrafacial tension and density differences between the toxicant 

and the water (Hu and Kintner, 1955). Pools tend to form in the valleys of sand 

waves, and occur when large drops or globs coalese. Thibodtaux (1980) provides 

techniques to estimate the residence time of drops, globs, and pools. For the 

simplified analyses here the spill is assumed to be in the shape of a continuous 

pool. 

4.9.3.6.2 Fate of Pollutant Following Settling 

Once the toxlcant has settled on the river bed its fate is governed by numerous 

processes. Depending on the texture of the bottan materials (e.g. sands, cobbles, 

boulders), the density of the toxlcant, and its interfacial tension, the toxicant 

could settle in deep depresslons , and dissolution would be slowed. 

Many pollutants have large partition cotfflclents so that sorption to bottom 

sediments is significant. The characteristics of the stdImtnts affect the partition 

coefficient, but In many casts sorption can canpete with dissolution as a major 

process controlling the pollutant's fate. Although transfonnatlon processes other 

than sorption and dissolution art operative the moment the toxicant enters the water, 

they are not considered here. 

In Stpttmbtr 1974 an electrical transformer being loaded onto a barge fell 

into the Duuamish Waterway in the State of Washington (Thlbodeaux, 1980). 250 

gallons of Aroclor 1242, a PCB mlxturt of specific gravity 1.4, were spilled into the 

river. Divers observed that pools of free PCB on the bottom moved back and fort.7 

with the tide. Pools of PCBs were removed fran the bottom using suction dredges, and 

a second stage operation involved a high sollds dredge. Probably due to its low 

solubillty (0.2 ppb) and high sorption characteristics, much of the PCB was recovered 

(from 2i0 to 240 gallons). 
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4.9.3.6.3 Predictive Tools 

It is hypothesized that a toxlcant spill contaminates an area of width W, 

and length L,, where the length Is measured In the flow dlrectlon. The toxlcant 

which reaches the river bed is assuned to be hlghly concentrated, and its dissolution 

is controlled by a thin layer immedlately above where molecular diffusion ldmlts the 

vertical flux of the pollutant. Above this layer the toxlcant Is rapldly entrained 

into the river. There are several expresslons available to detetmine the thickness 

of the diffusion layer (e.g. Mvotny, 1969 and Mills, 1976). The expresslon developed 

by Hills will be used here, because the required Information is easier to attaln 

while the tM) approaches appear to give comparable results. The expression is: 

11.6 l 

64 = 

1.49 v Rh '16 

VT Un 
(IV-147) 

where 

'd 
- thickness of dlffusive sublayer 

V = dynamic viscosity of water 

Rh = hydraulfc radius of the river 

U = river velocfty 

n = Manning's coefficient. 

Just downstream from the spill zone, but before complete mixing with the river, 

the concentration of the toxicant in the water column Is: 

CL = (Co-C& exp cw s 
C-6:“: ) - +c, 

where 

cO = background concentration of chemical 

cS = solublllty of chemical in water 

0 
cw = dlffuslon coefficient of chenlcal in water 

H = water depth 

U = river velocity. 

The concentration at the location of complete mixing is: 

t+ = CL -y + co ws (l->) (IV-149) 

where 

US * spill wldth 

w = Aver width. 
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The time Td required to dissolve the chemical is: 

Td =& (IV-150) 

where 

"0 = total amount of pollutant which is dissolved (en amount less 

than or equal to the amount spilled). 

As the spilled toxicant dissolves in the flowing river water, it concur- 

rently diffuses into the immobile bedded sediments, where a portion is sorbed 

onto the sediments. Consequently, some residual toxicant will remain in the bottom 

sediments following the initial dissolution phase. The residual will then slowly 

diffuse and desorb back out into the river, although diffusion deeper into the 

sediments can also occur because of the concentration gradient. The time required 

for the residual toxicant to naturally desorb and diffuse back into the water column 

can greatly exceed the original period of dissolution. 

The quantity of toxicant which resides in the sediments following the initial 

dissolution period can be predicted as follows. It is assumed that the dissolution 

and downward diffusion/sorption proceed independently until all the spilled toxicant 

has been removed. The time t can be found such that this statement is true. From a 

practical standpoint, the user can simply determine the time required for complete 

dissolution, and then find the total mass which would have diffused/sorbed into the 

bottom sediments during this period. Since this approach accounts for more toxicant 

than was originally present, the time period should be decreased by the fractional 

amount of toxicant created. If the amount of excess toxicant is no more than 15 

percent of the total amount spilled, then a time adjustment is not required. 

Based on the processes of sorption and diffusion the vertical profile of 

dissolved chenical in the river bed at time t following the appearance of the 

toxicant on the bottom is given by: 

c - Cb 
c = 1-erf 

s b (IV-151) 

where 

C = concentration of dissolved chemical in the pore water, in units 

of mass of dissolved chemical per unit volume of pore water 

'b = background concentration of chemical in pore water 

cS = solubility of chemical in water 

t = vertical distance, measured downward fra the sediment-water interface 

D 
P + ps kp 9 
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'e = effective molcular diffusion coefficient 

PS = density of sediments 

K 
P 

= partition coefficient 

n = porosity of porous mediurn. 

From Equation IV-151, the total mass of pollutant found in the sediments 

at time t is: 

(IV-152a) 

( IV-152b) 

where 

AC - spill area 

cS = concentration of pollutant sorbed to sediments, per unit volume 

of pore water. 

Cs can be related to C by: 

% 
(IV-l%) 

Combining Equations IV-151, IV-152 and IV-153 the total mass in the sediment 

is: 

(IV-154) 

---.-.-.-------s-e- EXAMPLE IV-19 -‘-‘-‘-‘-‘-.-‘-‘-.-‘---~ 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

I 
The following is an excerpt fran Chemical Engineering Volume 80, September 3, ; 

1973, as reported in Thibodeaux (1979). 

"Approximately 1.75 x lo6 lbs of chloroform were released 

fran a barge that sank near Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and the I 

chemical began flowing down the Mississippi River toward the I 

Gulf of #xico. Although state health officials did not push I I 
the panic button, noting that they did not anticipate too much 

trouble from the accident, the U.S. Coast Guard warned downriver 

communities to keep a close surveillance on their water supply 
I 

systems, particularly if intakes were close to the river bottom 
I 

(chloroform is heavier than water)." 
0 

Based on the low flow conditions and the time history of the chloroform ccncentra- i 
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I 

I 

I 

1 tion much of the chloroform (of specific gravity 1.5) was initially deposited on 

i the river bed. Determine the fate of the chloroform during the first few days 

i following the spill. The following processes are considered: 

i 0 Oissolution into the main body of the water 

0 Diffusion and sorption into the bottom sediments 
I 

i 
0 Volatilization into the atmosphere 

0 
i 

Sorption to suspended sediments. 

Since chloroform is highly volatile and does not have a strong tendency 

i to sorb to solids , volatilization is an important process controlling its fate, 

i while sorption is not. The following analysis substantiates this statement. 

i The data pertinent to the spill are (Thibodeaux, i979; Neely et al., 1976): -- 

i River flow rate = 7590 m3/sec (268,000 cfs) 

i Width of river = 1220 m = 4000 ft 

2iver velocity = 56.3 cm/set = 1.85 ft/sec 

Water depth = 11 m = 36.3 ft 

Diffusion coefficient of chloroform in water = 1~10~~ cm2/sec 

Length of spill zone = 180 m = S9C ft 

Background chloroform concentration = 5 ppb. 

i Using a Manning's n of 0.03, the diffusion layer thickness is: 

6 = .w;-;',; ;';y,; lo-' x (36)'/6 I 9 x lo- ft * 2.8 x lo-lcm 

' The average concentration of chloroform in the water just below the spill zone 

i during the period of dissolution is: 

CL = (5 x lo- ’ - 8200) exp -1. x 1O-5 x 180 
+ 8230 

2.8 x !O-2 x 11. x 56.3 I 
i = 850 Rpb 

i In order to estimate the time required to dissolve the chloroform the average 

i 
width of the spill zone is required. The tiidth is estimated to be 256 ft (78 m) 

i 
(Thibodeaux, 1981). 

Based on these data the d'ssolution ?i,ee is: 

Td 
c9x 1.75x lob 

= 5.38:-8~0~5 x 156 x' 36.3 * 2o days 

I 

i 
The factor 0.9 is used in the above expression because about 10 percent of 

i 
the spill dissolved before ever reaching :he bottom (Neely et al., 1976). -- 

The unount of chloroform which diffused and sorbed into the sediments 

I 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 



I during this time period (20 days) will be estimated. The porosity of the sandy 

i bottom is approximately 0.35, and the partition coefficient is assumed to be 1.0. 

i This is a realistic value based on Kow = 93 (see Table 11-5). The total mass 

i 
contained in the sediments after 20 days is: 

i 
i M 4.1O-s x 20x86400 

i 
Total = .3S (180 x 78) (1+2.65 x 1 x % lx 2.65 x 1 x .6S 

2-3 35 

i 
x 10’ x (S-4.437) =6000 kg 

1 6000 kg is less than 2 percent of the total mass which reaches the bottom 

i (715,000 kg). Based on this result, it is not likely that the dissolution period 

i 
is markedly affected by diffusion of the chloroform into the bottom sediments. 

i Because of the vertical concentration gradient that has been established in the 

i 
sediment profile, some of the chloroform will temporarily continue to diffuse 

i 
downward after the dissolution period. Hence concentrations in the water colunn 

i 

due to desorption :f the chloroform and upward diffusion back into the water 

column are not likely to be hi9h canoared to those observed d;rr!qg the tnitial 

i dissolution period. 

i Following the chloroform spill, chloroform concentrations we-e measured 

i at several locations in the Mississippi River below the spill. Figure IV-SSa 

i 
shows the time history of the chloroform concentration at a location 16.3 miles 

i 
below the spill for the first 60 hours following the spill. A more canpressed 

time scale is shown in Figure IV-55b and illustrates how the concentrations varied 

i for 20 days following the spill. The peak concentration passes very rapidly (on 

i the order of 1 day) and the maximun observed concentration is aoout 36S ppb. At 

i 
tnis location, the chloroform is approximately well-mixed with the river at this 

i point (Neely et al., 1976). -- 

i 
Based on Figure IV-5Sb the total unount of chlorofomi passing the location 

i 
can be estimated as follows: 

I 

Mass =fiQdt = a/ Cdt 

i 

i 
The right-most integral is simply the area under the concentration-time curve in 

I Figure IV-55b. 
I 

Without showing the cal:ulations, the total Tats cf chloroform 

i 
(above background) which passes the location 16.3 miles below the soil1 is about 

i 

300,000 kg. Since the total amount of chloroform spilled has &out 800,OCO kg, 

more than half of the chloroform was unaccounted for. It is unlikely, as earlier 

i calculations showed, that diffusion and sorption into the bottm seaiment was 

1 significant. Volatiliza:'on cou!d be important and will be ?!scI;sse@ shcrt!;r. 

I 

i 

i 

i 

i 
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i 
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i 
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i 
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.Aclual Data 
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FIGURE IV-55~ CHLOROFORM CONCENTRATION IN WATER COLUMN 

FOR FIRST 60 HOURS FOLLOWING A SPILL 

16,3 MILES UPSTREAM, 

The observed results shorm in Figure IV-5Sa are canpared against those 

predicted in this exanple. A concentration of 850 ppb was predicted just below 

the spill site; the maximun shown in Figure IV-55a is 365 ppb. It is expected. 

for several reasons, that the concentraticns 16.3 mliles below the spill site wil! 

be less than at the spill site. First it is probable that additional dilution 

occzred as the chloroform was transported to the sampling site. An estimate of 

t!!e dilution can be attalned by multfplying the river width by the spill width, 

Or: 

4000 m = 1s 

?e well-mixed concentration becomes: 

+- 60 ppb 

Comcdrlng this to Figure i’f-5%. It is noted that this value approximates the 

average concentration following an elapsed time of about 20 hours, but misses the 

peat during the first 20 hours. There may be a nunoer of factors responsible for 
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IV- 558 C.HLOROFORM CONCENTRATION IN THE 

MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT A LOCATION 15,3 
MILES BELOW THE AUGUST 19, 1973 GILL. 

this behavior, and one of the most important will be examined here. bring tne 

spill of chloroform, it was estimated that about 10 percent, or 80,000 kg were 

transported dcwnstream directly without ever reaching the river bottom. The 

travel time to the sampling site is: 

#-$ s 13 hours . 

Figure IV-5Sa shws that tnls coincides with the arrival of the peak at mile 

16.3. The peak concentration can be estimated using Equation IV-140 presented 

earller. The diffusion coefficient is approximately 210 m'/sec (McQuivey 

I 
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et al., -- 1976) for the lower Hississipp! River. The predicted peak in concentration 1 

at mile 16.3 is: i 

C= 
80000 x 10’ 

2 x 4000 x 36.3 x 1.3048)’ \hr*210*3600-13 
* 520 ppb 

I 

I 
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I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I I 
I 

This concentration is somewhat higher than the maximum 365 ppb observed, but 

this is to be expected since Equation IV-140 assumes the mass is input instantan- 

eously, while in reality about 8 hours elapsed. Further if the concentration due 

to the dissolved portion of the spill is calculated at 20 hours, a concentration 

of 15 ppb is obtained. This illustrates that the mass due to initial dissolution 

has almost passed the sampling location, and the remaining contribution to the 

elevated concentrations measured is due largely to dissolution of chloroform which 

has settled on the river bottom. It appears that there are two basic phenomena 

which account for the measured concentration-time profile: an initial period of 

dissolution of chloroform (less than 1 day) before it settles to the bottom, and a 

subsequent period (10 to 15 days) of dissolution of settled chloroform. 

I 
I 
I 

The absence of an adequate mass balance between the amount of chloroform 

which entered the river as a result of the spill and the amount which passed a 

location 16.3 mi below the spill has not been addressed. Volatilization losses 

could be one reason for the imbalance. 

I 
I 
I 

Equation IV-123 can be used to estimate the volatilization losses. Since the 

I chloroform was initially deposited on the bottom of the river, during a portion of 

I 

I 1 the travel distance it was not in contact with the atmosphere, and so volatilization 

i could not occur. The approximate travel time for vertical mixing to occur is 

i (Fischer et al - -* ’ 1979) : 

I 

I 

I where 

I H = water depth 

E = 
2 vertical diffusivity. 

Choosing an EZ value of 50 cm'lsec, based on Fischer et al --* (1979) and a 

I 
depth of 11 m, the travel time required to effect vertical mixing is: 

I 

I 
t * 0.4 (1100)’ 

SO-3600 
hr = 2.7 hrs 

I 
I 
I 

Based on a velocity of 1.85 ftisec, the travel distance is about 3.3 miles. 

Hence the pollutant is in contact with the atmosphere for about 13 miles. 

Since only the dissolved phase of chloroform volatilizes, the fraction 

of the total chloroform as solute will be estimated using Equation !V-109: 
L 

I 
h 

t=lq 
The partition coefficient K, was estimated as 1.0. The sediment concentra- 

tion is about 400 ppn. Hence: 

1 =!.O 
1 + 1 x 400 i 1o-b 
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Thus, essentially all the chloroform is dissolved and is available for volatiliza- 

tion. 

Henry's Law constant for chloroform can be found based on the data in 

Table 11-5: 

Vapor pressure = 150 Tort 

Solubility in water = 8200 ppm 

Molecular weight = 118. 

Henry's Law constant is: 

150 x 118 t 760 3 x 10-3 x 8200 !L& 

From Table II-15 a typical volatilization rate Is about 17 cm/hr. 

The average chloroform concentrations for the 13 miles above the data 

collection point are: 

200 ppb for 1 day 

40 ppb for the next 9 days 

10 ppb for the next 9 days. 

The total amount of chloroform volatilized is (using Equation IV-log): 

I: kV Cl A, At 

= 0.17 x 24 x 1200 x 21 x 103;200 + 40 x 9 + 10 x 9 -5 x 19)x lo3 

* 5.8 x 10’ 
9 

= 58000 kg 

Hence, all of the unaccounted for chloroform (about 480,000 kg) could not have 

volatilized wlthin 13 miles. 

Over 50 percent of the chloroform still remains unaccounted for. It is 

possible that other transformation processes were operative. The environmental 

fate of chloroform in terms of photolysis, hydrolysis, oxidation, and biological 

degradation was reviewed in Callahan et al., 1979. It was concluded that these -- 
processes are of minor importance compared to volatilizatlon and so are probably 

not significant here. 

It is possible that the sanples of chloroform shown in Figure IV-5%~ were not 

cross-sectional averages. The chloroform concentration could have been weighted 

toward the stream bottom or toward one side. A dye study performed by Mc@ivey 

(1976) on the lower Mississippi River showed that 50 miles were required before 

complete mixing was attained, whlle the siynpling was conducted 16.3 miles below 

the splll. Even though chloroform does not sorb strongly, there is a possibility 

that the suspended solids and bed load concentration near the bottom of the river 

were high enough to cause substantial sorptlon. Based on the evidence there is a 

distinct possibility that some of the *missing' chloroform was actually advected 

past the sapiing locations without being detected. 
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L ---------- --___- END OF EXAMPLE *vllg _-_-m --- ------.-- ---- J 
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4.10 METALS 

4.10.1 Introduction 

4.10.1.1 Background 

In addition to organic chemicals, metals canprise a second major category of 

toxic contaminants which are discharged into rivers. Metals differ from toxic 

organics in a number of ways, and these differences influence the approach used to 

predict their fate. One difference is that metals are naturally occurring elements 

and their fate can be detailed individually since the number of different elements iS 

relatively small. In contrast, an individualized approach is not always feasible for 

the thousands of organic toxicants. However, basic properties of many organic 

chemicals have been tabulated or are derivable which can be used to predict their 

fate. 

TWO, organic chemicals are occasionally spilled into rivers because many of the 

chemicals are transported in large volumes. Metals, on the other hand, most often 

enter rivers fra7 continuous sources. Consequently, methods to hanCle spills, unile 

being an integral part of the screening procedures presented for organic toxicants in 

the previous section, are not emphasized here. 

Three, metals are naturally occurring and are cycled througnout the environment 

by biogeochemical processes. Consequently it is not appropriate to arbitrarily 

ignore background concentrations of metals, an approach reasonable for synthetic 

organic toxicants. Background sources of metals can produce concentrations which, in 

certain instances, approach water quality standards. 

Four, the fate of many metais is predaninantly controlled by transport prccesses 

since they generally do net degrade, volatilize, or photolyze as do many organic 

toxicants (altnougn there are exceptions). However, metals do speciate into many 

different forms in tne aquatic environment, and the species may differ in toxicity 

ana behavior. 

4.10 .I.2 Organirat'on 

Screening metnocs presen:ec! in Section 4.10.3 can be used to predict the fate of 

metals. These tools assume that metals are aistributea between two basic phases: 

dissolved and adsorb&. Linear partitioning is used to represent equilibrium adsorp- 

tion and thus to quantitatively relate the tlkO phases. 

In SeCtiOn 4.10.4, a detailed analysis of the speciation of arsenic, CaOmilm, 

chruniun, copper, iead, mercury, nickel,,silver, and zinc (As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Hg, 

Ni, Ag, and Zn, respectively) is presented. The major prccesses affecting speciation 

are delineated, sn@ the eauilibrium moael HiYEQL is used to predict the speciatlcn of 

Che above solutes ior 14 cifferent rivers and an acidified laice in :ne United States. 
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Simulated metal concentrations vary from background to well above the lY84 U.S. EPA 

water quality criteria. 

While the tools presented in Section 4.10.3 can be used independently of metal 

species distribution predicted by HINEQL, the two approaches can be coupled together 

to estimate species concentrations at different locations throughout a river. The 

steps required to accomplish this are described at the end of Section 4.10.4. 

Because of the potential importance of background contributions of metals, 

methods are presented in Section 4.10.2 to address this problem. Since background 

sources can be significant, this contribution should not be arbitrarily dismissed. 

hunerous case studies of metals in rivers in the eastern and western United 

States are also reviewed. The reviews may help the user to understand how metals 

respond to different aquatic conditions and to establish concentration ranges which 

have been documented in past studies. 

Finally, in Section 4.10.5, guidance is provided for a limited field sampling 

program and river/stream reconnaissance. A primary reason for suggesting a low-level 

data collection program is a concession to the difficulty of predicting metal concen- 

trations in rivers. Although users are not required to perform a field study before 

doing the screening analyses, in some instances they may decide a limited field study 

is appropriate. 

The data requirements for the screening methods are summarized in Table IV-80 of 

Section 4.1C.5. Because degradation or removal rates are not required for the 

screening analyses, the data requirements are somewhat more modest than for organic 

toxicants. The more important data are flow rates, loading rates, background levels, 

and partition coefficients. Section 4.10.5 provides more discussion on the relative 

importance of the data requirements. A summary of the screening methods for metals 

is shodn in Fi9ure IV-56. An application and summary of the methods has recently been 

published (Mills and Mok, 1985). Also, many of the algorithns presented in Section 

4.10 have been programmed for microcomputers (Hills, et al., 1985). -- 

4.10.2 Water ?ua?ity Criteria, Backaround Concentrations, and Case Studies 

4.10.2.1 Wlter Ouality Criteria 

Table 17-J; sumnarires the most current U.S. EPA crlterla (Federal Register 

July 29, !985 and '{orember 28. 1980) for the protection of freshwater aquatic life 

far arsenic, cadmium, chrunium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, s:lvet, and zinc. The 

1384 criteria pertain to arsenic, cadmium, chranium, copper, lead, and mercury. The 

19f3l criteria pertain to nickel, silver, and zinc. F(any of the criteria depend on 

water hardness. Examples are shcui in the table for hardnesses of 50, 100, and 200 

mg/l as CaC03. At the bottom of the table, expressions relating hardness to the 

Water quality crlterla are shown. Note that the water quality criteria are expressed 

a5 tat31 dlssolve2 mtrl. 
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TABLE IV-41 

WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR SELECTED PRIORITY METALS FOR 
PROTECTION OF FRESHWATER AQUATIC LIFE 

(1980 and 1985 U.S. EPA Crltcrla) 

Total Dissolved Metala 

4 day Average Concentration 1 hour Average Concentration 
Not to Be Exceeded More Not to Be Exceeded More 

Than Once Every 3 YearsbJ Than Once Every 3 Yearsbsc 

Arsenic 
(trivalent inorganic) 

Cadmium 

Chromium (hexavalent) 

Chrunium (trivalent) 

Copper 

Lead 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Silver 

Zinc 

190 

0.66, 1.1, 2c 

11 

120, 210, 37oc 

6.5, 12, 2lc 

1.3, 3.2, 7.7c 

0.012 

56, 96, 16Oc 
(30 day average) 

- 

(30 day tferage) 

360 

1.8, 3.9, 8.6c 

16 

980, 17U0, 31OOc 

9.2, 18, 34c 

34, 83, 2OOc 

2.4 

1100, 1800, 31OOC 
(instantaneous maximum) 

1.2, 4.1, 13c 
(instantaneous maximum) 

180, 320, 57Oc 
(instantaneous maxlmum) 

afhe total dissolved metal Is defined to be "acid soluble". No approved methods are 
presently available. The total recoverable method is recommended. 

bThe water quality criteria ( g/l) are related to water hardness (mg/l as CaC03) as: 

Arsenic: independent of hardness 

Cadmium = 
exp (0.7852 (In (hardness)) -3.49). 4-day average 
exp (1.128 (In (hardness)) -3.828). l-hour average 

Chromium (VI): Independent of hardness 

Chromium (III) = exp (0.819 (In (hardness)) + 1.56). maximum, 4-day average 
l xp (0.819 (In (hardness)) + 3.688). l-hour average 

Copper = 
exp (0.8548 (In (hardness)) -1.465). $-day average 
exp (0.9422 (In (hardness)) -1.464). l-hour average 

Lead = 
exp (1.266 (In (hardness)) -4.661). 4-day average 
l xp (1.266 (In (hardness)) -1.416). l-hour average 

Mercury: independent of hardness 

Nickel = exp (0.76 (In (hardness)) +1.06), 30-day average 
exp (0.76 (ln (hardness)) +4.02), maxImum at any time 

Silver * exp (1.72 (In (hardness)) -6.52). maximum at any time 

Zinc m exp (0.83 (In (hardness)) +1.95), maxllrrum at any time 

cThe three water quality criteria are examples for total hardness levels of 50, 100, 
and 200 mg/l as CaCO3. 
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4.10.2.2 Background Levels of Metals 

4.10.2.2.1 Introduction 

In contrast to most organic toxlcants which are not inltlally present In the 

environment, metals occur naturally and cycle by biogeochenical processes throughout 

the environment. Consequently, of the metals that may be present In a stream or 

river, a small fraction, a moderate fraction, or nearly all mjght be from natural 

sources. 

When trace metal concentrations in streams are analyzed to see whether water 

quality standards are violated, and whether wasteload allocation schemes are required, 

a knowledge of background sources should be included as a part of the analysfs. 

Background sources can be defined to include both natural sources and sources produced 

by man which are transported across watershed boundaries (e.g. dry deposition of 

metal-enriched ash). Background sources can also be thought of as sources which are 

not readily.controllable, and thus contributions from these sources are likely to be 

present regardless of the remedial action chosen. 

In this section, coverage of background sources is limited to weathering from 

rocks and riparian soils. Typical values of metal concentrations are provided. 

However, metals are not unifonly distributed throughout the environment but can be 

locally enrlcheo in natural deposits. Should a river intersect a mineral deposit, the 

levels of metals in the stream fran this source can be high. Contributions of 

background sources can be quantified by sampling upstream of the locations of major 

anthropogenic influence. 

4.10.2.2.2 Stream Contributions From Rocks and Soils 

Tables IV-42 and IV-43 summarize data which show typical concentrations of 

metals and lnorganics in soils and rocks. The soil samples from New Jersey and New 

York In Table IV-42 are general?y similar to average concentrations in the earth's 

crust. However, deviations can occur locally , so these numbers should be used with 

caution. Soil Conservation Service soil surveys might provide data on levels of 

metals In local soils. Chapter 3 also provides additional data. 

Concentrations of metals In streams from the background sources can be estimated 

from the following formula: 

'b = x-s-10 -3 
(IV-1551 

where 

x - Intals concentration in soils, rg/g 

s = background instrcam suspended solids concentration, mg/l 

'b - 
total.metal concentration in the stream due to the soil and rock particles 

In suspension and may include a dissolved component, *g/l. 

As an example, suppose a stream has a background suspended solids level of 40 mg/l. 

Based on a typ+:al zinc ccncentration of 80 ug/g in soils, 
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TABLE IV-42 

TYPICAL CONCENTRATIONS OF MTALS IN SEVERAL SOILS 
AND IN THE EARTH'S CRUST 

(Values in Pg/g) 

Metal 

Soils in Soils in Upstate Average in 

New Jersey" New Yorkb Earth's CrustC 

A9 

As 

Cd 

Cr 

CU 

H9 

Ni 

Pb 

Zn 

-a 

-- 

9.3 

40.5 

-- 

11.9 

86.8 

96.3 

%bota et al. (1974). -- 

bWilber and Hunter (1979). 

CWeast (1977). 

-- 

0.2 

21.6 

-- 

7.9 

79.9 

0.5 

5.0 

0.15 

lO.-100. 

4.-55. 

0.005.-1.0 

80. 

15. 

50. 

'b = 40*80*10 -3 
* 3 rg/l of zinc 

This Is less than 10 percent of the U.S. EPA crlterla level of 47 rq/l (Table IV-41). 

However, for some of the other metals (e.g. copper). typical contributions from 

background sources can approach the 300day crlterla. 

For a number of the metals (Cr. Cu, Nl, Pb, and Zn), background levels of about 

1 rg/l are canmon. For Ag, Cd, and Hg, background levels are probably closer to 0.1 

rg/l, or even less. 

4.10.2.3 Case Stadles of Metals In Rivers 

4.10.2.3.1 Introduction 

This section provides a sampling of case studies of nrtals In rivers. Case 

studies help to reveal important master variables which control the fate of metals. 



TABLE IV-43 

AVERAGE CONCENTRATION OF METALS IN VARIOUS TYPES OF ROCK 
AND DEEP OCEAN SEDIMENTS 

(Values in rg/g) 

Plutonic 

Granitic 

Ultramafic Basaltic Plagloclase Orthoclase Syen!te 

Chromium 1.6 x103 170 22 4.1 30 

Manganese 1.62~10~ 1.5 x103 540 370 850 

Iron 9.4x104 8.65~10~ 2.64~10~ 1 .42x104 3.67~10~ 

Cobalt 150 48 7 1.0 1 

Nickel 2 .ox103 130 15 4.5 4 

Copper 10 87 30 10 5 

Zinc 50 105 60 39 132 

Sedimentary Rock Deep Ocean Sediments 

Shale Sandstone Carbonate Carbonate Clay 

Chranium 90 35 11 11 90 

Manganese 850 100 1.1x103 1.0x103 6.7~10~ 

Iron 4.72~10~ 9.8x103 3.8xX3 9.0x103 6.5~10~ 

Cobalt 19 0.3 0.1 ? 74 

Nickel 68 2.0 20 30 225 

copper 45 1 4 30 250 

Zinc 95 16 20 35 165 

Fran: Rubin, 1976. 



Since there are potentially many processes nhlch Influence the behavior of metals in 

aquatic systems (see Section 4.10.4.1), elimlnatlon of processes of secondary im- 

portance is beneficial in screening analyses. 

Some of the questions which users are likely to pose during a fate analysis 

are: 

0 Is downstream transport of metals Important? That Is, do metals move 

downstream In the water column slgniflcant distances below their points 

of entry or are they rapidly deposited and/or adsorbed in the bedded 

sediments so that water column concentrations are rapidly depleted? 

Are the metals In the water column present In adsorbed or dissolved 

form? Dissolved species are likely to be R)ore toxic and can be trans- 

ported further than the particulate form of the metal. 

What Is the relationship between water column concentrations and con- 

centrations in the bedded sediments? Metal concentrations in bedded 

sediments are often found to far exceed those In the water column. 

What metals are typically present In rivers in the highest concentrations? 

What is the effect of a reservoir (or large backwater region) on the 

metal concentrations further downstream? 

Is metal desorption from bottom sediments likely to occur as a result of 

decreased water column concentrations? Desorption is a natural cleansing 

mechanism, but may also take a significant period of time (e.g. 1 to 5 

years for several stream miles). During the period of desorption, a 

low level of metal is maintained in the water column. 

A review of case studies often provides insights into resolving these questions, 

and others which arise during the course of a study. Methods to address each of 

these questions are presented in Section 4.10.3, and general qualitative answers to 

these questlons are provided ii Section 4.10.3.3. 

Before dis:ussing indivlcual case studies, the U.S. Geological Survey's hAWAN 

network is briefly mentioned. Through the USGS's National Stream Quality Accounting 

Network (NASOA.C(;, water quality samples are collected at approximately 345 stations 

throughout the United States (Sriggs and Ficke, 1977). knong the qualfty parameters 

measured are arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, mercury, selenium, and rlnc. 

The data contained in Brjggs and Ficke (1977) are sunmnarlzed in Tables IV-44 and 

IV-45. 

Note that the upper limits of the measured concentrations for cadmiun, ::~rcmlum, 

copper, lead, and zinc are, at times, close to U.S. EPA criteria for instantaneous 

maximum levels (see Table IV-4i). The upper levels measured for mercury occaslonally 

exceed the suggested criterfa of 4.1 rg/l (instantaneous maximum). These results 

suggest that cadmium, chrotnitm, copper, lead, zinc, and mercury often require careful 

investigation on a site-by-site basis. 
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TABLE IV-44 

RANGES OF CONCENTRATIONS OF DISSOLVED HINOR ELEMENTS MEASURED Al NASQAN STATIONS DURING THE 1975 WATER YEAR, 
SIJHARIZEO BY WATER RESOURCES REGIONS (Briggs and Ficke, 1977)a 

Range of Concentrations (pg/l) 

Region Arsenic 
Nunber and Flare (AsI 

Cabiun Chramiun Copper Lead Mercury Selenlun Zinc 
(Cd) (Cd (Cu) (Pb) (kt) (se) Un) 

01 New England 
02 Mid-Atlantic 
03 South Atlantic-Gulf 
04 Great Lakes 
05 Ohio 
06 Tennessee 
07 Upper Mississippi 
08 Lower Mississlppl 
09 Souris-Red-Rainy 
10 Missouri Basin 
11 Arkansas-White-Red 
12 Texas-Gulf 
13 Rio Grande 
14 Upper Colorado 
15 Lower Colorado 
16 Great Basin 
17 Pacific Northwest 
18 California 
19 Alaska 
20 Hawaii 
21 Caribbean 

0.0-9 
.o-3 
.o-3 
.o-5 
.o-5 
.o-2 
.o-5 
.o-4 
.o-7 
.O-65 
.o-10 
.o-17 
.o-13 
.O-18 
.o-20 
.O-48 
.O-11 
.O-32 
.o-4 
.O-8 
.0-l 

0.0-10 
.o-5 
.o-7 
.o-5 
.o-23b 
.o-2 
.o-5 
.o-190 
.o-2 
.O-8 
.0-R 
.0-l 
.0-l 
.o-2 
.o-3 
.0-l 
.o-10 
.o-3 
.0-l 
.0-l 
.o-5 

“:“o::i 
.o-11 
.o-20 
.0-l& 
.0-l 
.o-10 
.o-10 
.o-10 
.o-40 
.o-20 
.o-30 
-0-20 
.o-40 
.o-20 
.o-20 
.o-4ah 
.o-40 
.o-30 
.o-10 
.0-l 

0.0-20 
.o-30 
.o-18 
.O-24 
.o-100 
l-8 

.o-20 

.O-25 

.o-13 

.O-320 

.O-80 

.O-8 

.o-12 
1-46 

.o-35 

.o-11 

.o-30 

.O-80 
I-10 

.o-5 

.o-34’) 

0.0-45 
.O-42 
.o-73 
.o-35 
.o-34 
.o-9 
.O-38 
.o-10 
.O-6 
.O-16 
.o-50 
.o-34 
.o-20 
.O-23 
.o-12 
.O-6 
.o-43 
.O-48 
.o-10 
.o-11 
.o-17” 

0.5 
.0-l .3 
.o-2.0 
.o-1.1 
.o-0.5 
.0-o. 3 
.o-1.2 
.o-0.5 
.o-0.2 
.o-9.0 
.0-8.2b 
.o-0.3 
.0-l .o 
.O-0.6 
.o-0.4 
.0-l .8 
.o-0.3 
.0-l .6 
.0-l .8 
.o-0.2 
.o-0.3 

0.0-l 
.0-Z! 
.0-l 
.o-3 
.o-2 
.O 
.o-3 
.o-2 
.o-2 
.O-Sb 
.O-25 
.o-7 
.o-2 
.O-16 
.o-13 
.o-4 
.0-l 
.o-4 
.0-l 
.o-lb 
.O 

0.0-40 
.o-130 
.O-100 
.O-80 
. O-260 
.o-40 
.o-190 
.o-90 
.o-30 
.O-360 
.O-460 
.o-210 
.O-60 
.o-70 
.O-70 
.o-40 
.o-300 
.o-150 
. O-80 
.o-20 
.o-40 

aFigure IV-90 shows the locations of these regions. 

%hc maximum concentration shown exceeds the maximum total metal concentration reported in Table IV-45. 
No explanation is provided in Briggs and Ficke. 

--- _ -- 
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TABLE IV-45 

WANGIS OF 10lA~ CONCENTRATIONS OF MINOR ELEMENTS MEASURFB AT NASQAN STATIONS WRING THE 1975 WATER YEAR, 
SUMMARIZEI) BY WATER RESOURCES REGIONS (Briygs and Ficke. 1977)a 

Ran9e of Concentrations (~9/\) 

Region Arsenic 
Nlrnher and Nane (AsI 

Cadmium 
(Cd) 

Chromlrm Copper Lead Mercury Selenium Zinc 
(Cr) (Cu) U'b) (H9) (se) Un) 

'lh maxinnm concentration shown Is less than the maximum dissolved concentration reported in Table IV-44. 
No explanation is provided in Briggs and Ficke. 

-- 

01 New Englancl 
02 Hid-Atlantic 
03 South Atlantic-Gulf 
04 Great Lakes 
OS Ohio 
06 Tennessee 
07 Upper Mississippi 
OH Lower Mississlppl 
09 Souris-Red-Rainy 
10 Missouri Basin 
11 Arkansas-White-Red 
l? Texas-Gulf 
1.3 Rio Grande 
14 Upper COlOradO 
15 Loner Colorado 
16 Great 3asin 
17 Paclflc Northwest 
18 California 
10 Alaska 
20 Hawaii 
21 Caribbean 

o.o-2h 
.o-9 
.o-50 
.O-11 
.O-6 
.9-s 
.o-31 
.9-14 
.r)-10 
.O-2300 
.O-240 
.o-200 
.O-140 
.O-56 
l-110 

.O-50 

.o-20 

.o-220 

.rl-11 

.O-10 

.o-2 

0.0-19 
.0-l 
.o-50 
.O-20 
.o-22b 
.o-13 
.o-20 
.o-840 

(10-20 
.o-40 
.o-40 

(IO-50 
.o-30 

(10-20 
<lo-20 

.o-40 

.o-20 

.o-30 
<lo 
<lo 

.o-20 

0.0-70 
.o-70 
.o-so 
.o-20 
.o-2ob 
.o-10 
.o-40 
.9-160 
.o-20 
.O-250 
.o-290 
.o-120 
.o-150 
.o-140 
. O-90 
.o-20 
.o-lob 
.0-l 100 
.o-20 
.o-60 
10 

0.0-30 
.o-30 
. O-40 
.o-170 
.o-110 
3-40 

.O-460 

.o- 110 
~10-60 

.O-6111 
2-550 

<lo-181) 
<lo-210 
<lo-1400 
<lo-480 

.O-370 

.O-2300 

. O-4500 
10-140 
.o-1000 
.o-29” 

0.0-100 
.o-57 
.O-100 
.o-100 
.o-250 
2-130 
l-200 

.o-200 
mO-200 

l-600 
.o-400 

<loo-200 
<loo-500 
<loo-200 
<loo-300 
<loo-300 
<loo 
<loo-300 
cl00 
<loo-200 

.0-w 

0.0-1.1 
.l-1.3 
.o-2.2 
.o-1.1 
.o-1.2 
.o-0.9 
.o-2.1 
.o-0.5 
.O-0.6 
.o-11 
.o-lb 
.0-l .2 
.9-I .7 
.O-0.6 
.O-0.8 
.O-2.6 
.0-l .s 
.o-1.1 
.o-2.2 
.o-0.9 
.o-0.3 

0.0-2 
.0-e 
.O-3 
.o-3 
.o-3 
.o-2 
.o-3 
.o-4 
.o-2 
.o-sb 
.o-34 
.O-8 
.o-7 
.o-21 
.o-14 
.o-4 
.o-4 
.o-4 
.0-l 
.o-2b 
.O 

0.0-150 
.o-190 
.o-440 
4-320 

.O-600 
lo-80 
lo-380 
.O-230 
6-110 

.o-1900 

.O-870 

.o-710 

. O-920 
20-690 
.o-470 
.O-580 
.O-360 
.O-1600 
10-90 
10-l 10 
.o-170 

4. iaure IV-90 shows the locations of these realons. 



4.10.2.3.2 Case Studies 

The following case studies illustrate a range of metal concentrations which are 

present in rivers and streams in the United States. The case studies are summarized 

in Table IV-46. A number of different source types are represented. 

4.10.2.3.2.1 Flint River, Michigan 

The Flint River study in Michigan (Delos et al., 1983) provides a detailed -- 
account of the fate of zinc, cadmium, and copper in the river. Results of the study 

are used in Section 4.10.3 to compare against predictions made by the analytical 

screening procedures in this document. 

During the Flint River study, zinc, cadmium, and copper were analyzed in a 60 km 

(37 mile) stretch of the river. Data were collected in August 1981, December 1981, 

and March 1982. The watershed is both agricultural and urban. Two wastewater 

treatment plants provide the main sources of metals within the study reach (in 

addition to the flux of metal across the upstream boundary). 

Table IV-47 summarizes the reported average metal concentrations and average 

suspended solids levels. The metal concentrations shown in the table are the range 

of averages at the locations sampled (typically 5 to 9 stations in the 60 km reach). 

Zinc and cadmium levels are generally below the criteria levels of 47 rg/l and 2.0 

r9/1 * respectively, and copper is near its criterion level. 

In most cases, the levels of metals in the water column do not decrease substanti- 

ally with distance downstream. Figure IV-57 illustrates the total and dissolved 

copper levels during the August 1981 survey. Wastewater discharges are present at km 

41 and km 71. Only minor sources are present between these locations. 

4.10.2.3.2.2 Chattanooga Creek, Tennessee 

Chattanooga Creek is tributary to tne Tennessee River and is 42 km (20 miles) in 

length. The basin is significantly industrialized and ccntains 13 permitted indus- 

trial sources, as well as agricultural and domestic discharges. Past studies indi- 

cate that the creek iS degraded by both conventional ana toxic pollutants. The 

September 1980 study of Milligan et al --• (1381) report tnat the creek is contaminated 

with organic and inorganic toxicants. Their findings related to metals are s;mmarizea 

here. 

Figure IV-58 shows the 12 sampling locations selecte,! in tne iower 15 km of the 

creek. Tne priority metals detected in the water :olumn and in the sediments are 

sunmnkrited in Table IV-48. The metal concentrations are generally indicative of 

contaminated conditions. Mercury levels in the water column (0.3 to 0.9 &g/l) are 

above the 1984 3.5. EPA criteria for the protection of aquatic life (0.2 pg,'l for 

chronic toxicity). Chromium and zinc levels are near zneir criter'a limits. Levels 

in tne water coiumn appear to be fairly constant over distance. Gs noted by Milligan 



Table IV-46 

SIBWRY fF CASE STUDIES 

location Source of Metal Metals 

Concentrations EPA Chronic Downstrem 
Measured in Crlterla Transport 
Water? Bed? Exceeded? Important? 

Flint River, I41 wastewater Zn, Cd, Cu Yes No No Yes 

Chattanooga Creek, TN tndustrlal Cr. Hg, Zn, As, Yes Yes H9. Zn Yes 

North'Fork Holston chloralkall "9 Yes Yes "9 Yes 
River, VA plant 

Slate River, CO nine drainage As, Cd, Cr. Cu. Yes, No As,* Cd,* Cu* Yes 
Pb, Ni, Ag, 2n 

Saddle River, NJ urban Pb, Zn, Cu. Ni, No Yes me not documented 

Cayuga Watershed, NY rural Pb, Cd, Zn, Cu Yes No No not documented 

'Acute criteria exceeded. 
- 

--am- 



TABLE IV-47 

SUMMARY OF MTAL AND SUSPENDED SOLIDS CONCENTRATIONS IN FLINT RIVER, MICHIGAN 

zinc (co/I) Cablu (#q/l) CoOOcr (cp/l) 
JUSpcl&d 

study Period Sol Ids @9/l) Totrl Particulrlc Dlrrolved Total Partkulrtc Dlisolved Total Particulate Dissolved 

Augurt 1981 4.-l). 0.44. 6.-20. 4.-12. 0.05-0.16 0.04-0.1 0.02-O. 12 2.5-8. l.-4. 2.-I. 

Decaber 1961 0.-B. 5.-14. Z.-II. 4.-14. 0.05-O. I5 0.02-0.06 0.00-O. IS 2.-s. I.-2. 2.-4. 
(Rw 1) 

Decaber 1981 6.-22. 6.-30. ?.-22. 2.a. 0.02-0.13 0.01-0.08 o.oo-0.m 2.-15. l.-7. I.-). 
(Run 2) 

March 1962 16.~24. 7.-17. 4.a. 4.-6. 0.02-0.06 0.01-0.02 0.00-0.02 2.2-5.2 0.5-1.5 2.-2.5 
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FI CURE IV-57 MEASURED TOTAL AND DISSOLVED COPPER CONCENTRATIONS 

IN FLINT RIVER, MICHIGAN, DURING AUGUST 1951 SURVEY, 

et al. (1981). the levels of metals in the sediments are fran 2 to 50 times nigner -- 
than levels measured in the Tennessee River sediments, tiich suggest that t?e source 

of metal contamination in Chattanooga Creek is local. 

4.10.2.3.2.3 North Fork Holston River, Virginia 

k'astes from an inactive chioralkali plant closed in 1972 and located on the 

North Fork Holston River continue to contaminate both the water column and bottom 

-4x- 



FIG-URE iv-S!3 EXTENT OF PRIORITY POLLUTANT CONTAMINATION IN CFATTANOOGA 

CREEK WATERS, 

seaimits of the river (Turner and Lindberg, 1978). The river is a fast-flowing 

mountain stream with a coarse, rocky substrate in mny areas, but with si 1: ana clay 

substrates in backwater regions. 

Two large settling ponds at the plan ? site drain into the river and provide the 

source of contamination. Upstream of tne ponCs the levels of mercury are low. &elm 

the plant, tne levels increase significantly, as shown in Table iv-09. Upstream of 

the plant, the mercury in the water column averages 0.008 rg/l, while dornstrem, the 

. Approxfmately a third of the mercury below average is 0.15 rg/l, a 20-fold Increase 

the discharge Is in dissolved form. 

Plots of total mercury in the water 

discharge were developed by Turner and L 

are shwn In Figure IV-59. They plotted 

column versus distance below the waste 

indberg for lcm and high fla rates. They 

predicted levels of mercury versus distance, 

assuming that the mercury behaves conservatively in the water Column. At high fluw, 

the mercury appears to be conservative while at 1~ flow rates, some loss of mercury 

-371- 



TABLE IV-48 

INORGANIC PRIORITY POLLUTANTS DETECTED IN CHATTANOOGA CREEK, SEPTEMBER 1980 

1 

9.1 

2 

6.6 

3 

?ond 
l6.31 

4 

5.2 

Statton Wubcr md Chattanooga Creek Mlc 
5 6 ?A 78 8 9 

UlWrWd 
Trtbutrry E 

(4.5) (4.5) Il.151 (4.15) (2.2) 2.1 

10 

0.6 

11 12 

UMred 
Trlbutrry 

(0.3) 0.1 

Water Colon Srpltr (rg/l) 

chrlmtu. tot41 
i4erwy. total 
ztu. tot41 

Arsenic, total 
Beryll iu. tote1 
cewu, tote1 
Chralu. totrl 
copper, total 
lead, total 
Mercury, tolrl 
WIckal. tot41 
Selentu, totrl 
Silver, total 
Zinc, tote1 

013 
19. 

k2M 
211' 
2.4 

i-i 
10:3 

25: 

013 
31. 

::: 

20: 
9.6 

26. 
0.98 

23. 

45: 

013 
29. 

ii:: 

33: 
6.I 

21. 
0.49 

12. 
c 

29: 

142. 
0.3 

22. 

s 

0.8 019 0:s 014 
55. 140. 24. 23. 

Sedimt S&es h&9) 

13 
0.5 
1.7 

98. 
140. 

2::: 
19. 

- 
1.0 

230. 

13.0 9.5 
0.6 0.7 
1.7 

110. ?6: 
27.4 11.7 
ii:4 38. 

1.0 1:-i 
2:5 

8::: 62: 

it’: 2: 
2410 37: 
7.4 9.2 

10. 16. 
0.01 0.9 

10. II. 

37: 46: 

019 019 014 
52. 30. 38. 

::5 
4. 
0.5 

1.2 0.4 

:::9 ;::6 
232. 106. 

1.9 2.3 
16. 21. 

- 
0.6 014 

234. 154. 

k: 
2:.: 
33:o 

140. 
0.24 

13.0 
- 

1.7 
3m. 

- 
0.5 

40. 

ii:: 

1::: 
48.0 

250. 

4:: 

116 
1.100. 

013 
43. 

--- -- 



TABLE IV-49 

MERCURY CONCENTRATIOWS IN WER, SUSPENDED HATTER, MD DED SEDIW’TS 
MEDIATELY W'STREAMMDDOUNSTREAMW FORMER CHLORALKALI PLANT 

DN WORTH FORK HQLSTON RIVER 

Water Colum (pg/l) Suspended Bottm 

Statlstlc 
Particulate Hg Scdlmnt Hga 

Total He Dissolved Ho (rrQ/Q) (UQlQl 

Unstrem 

Hean 0.008 0.001 0.41 0.13 

Standard Deviation 0.004 w- o.i7 0.03 

Number Samples 10. 9. 7. 7. 

Downstream 

Mean 0.15 0.05 7.6 19.3 

Standard Devfatlon 0.05 0.02 3.8 1.2 

NURlkr Samples li. 11. 10. 3. 

aSilt-clay fraction only. 

from the titer column Is evident. In both cases, however, mercury fs transported far 

damstram (120 km) in slgnlflcant concmtrations. 

Further down the rfvcr, at km 155 (not shown In the figure), 1s a large Inpound- 

mnt - Cherokee Lake. Much of the suspended sediments settle In thls lake and take 

the adsorbed mercury with tnem. Mercury In the surficial sediments ranges fran about 

0.47 rg/g to 2.4 *g/g. These levels are expected based an the levels of mercury 

found ln the suspended matter In the North Fork Holston River (Table IV-49). 

4.10.2.3.2.4 Slate River. Colorado 

Slate River, Colorado, Is one at a number of rivers and creeks (see fable IV-50) 

Investigated In a cooperative effort by U.S. EPA's Enviromental Mon1torfng Systems 

Laboratory, Las Vegas. Nevada. The purpose of the investlgatlons was to study 

degradation and recovery of biological comamltles In streams where the toxic metal 

concentrations exceed the U.S. EPA's 199D recommended acute criteria for aquatic 

life. The Slate River study Is summarized here as an example (Janik et al --•* 1982). 
Figure IV-60 shows the station locations on the Zlate River and Its tributary, 

Coal Creek, where tlralnage frm the Keystone Mine enters the creek. Locations 
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REVERENCE: TURNER AND LINDRERG, 1978, 

FIGURE IV-59 COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND PREDICTED MERCURY CONCENTRATION 
CALCULATED FROM A DILUTION MODEL FOR THE t!om FORK 
HOLSTON RIVER, 

sampled an the Slate Rlver Include a control station (034). two stations In the 

impact zone downstream of Coal Creek (035, 036) and two statlons In the recovery Lane 

(037, 038). 

Table IV-S: stmus average concentrations at each statlon and the water quality 

criteria. The crlrerfa are exceeded far arsenic, cadmfu, copper, sliver, and zinc. 

There Is generally some dtcnase in the level of total metals from the Impact zone to 

the recovery zone, although statistical tests reported by Janlk, et al., indicate 

that analytical variation or field replicate variation my be an laportant rtasan far 

the dffftnnce. Evtn so, mttr quallty criteria are exceeded lrr the rtcovery zont as 

well as In the impact zone. 

Janik et al. (1982) also Indicate that a large percentage (gtntrally 75 to 100 -- 
percent) of the metals are transported in the dissolved fraction. Hfle suspendtd 

solld :tvels are not rtparted, thnt results do, in a general sense, appear to be 
cootradlctory to tht findings of athtr lnvestlgatfons. 
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TABLE IV-SO 

STREAMS SELECTED FOR 1980 U.S. EPA FIELD SURVEYS AND FETALS 
ANTICIPATED TO BE PRESENT IN EXCESS OF U.S. EPA RECDMENDED 

AQUATIC LIFE CRITERIA 

Muor Pollution Source 

Strea Metal(s) 

Mining 

Prickly Pear Creek, Montana Copper, Zinc, Cadmium 
Silvtr Bow Creek, Montana Copper, CaMurn, Zinc 
Slate Rivtr, Colorado 
Tar Crttk, Oklahoma 

Copper, Zinc, Silver, Cachtium 
Zinc, Catiium, Silver, Lead 

Red River, New Mexico Copper, Cadmium 

Industrlal 

Leon Creek, Texas 
Llttlt Mfssfssinewa River, Indiana 

Public-Owned Treatment works (POTWL 

Bird Crttk, Oklahoma 
Cedar Creek, Georgia 
Gple Creek, South Carolina 
Irwin Creek, North Carolina 
Blackstont River, Massachusetts 
Mill Rfvtr, Ohio 
Cayadutta Creek, Ntu York 
Uhftt River, Indiana 

References: Janfk et al. (1982). -- 

Chromium, Nickel 
Lead, Chromium 

Arsenic, Selenium 
Chromium, Silver 
Chromium 
Chromium, Zinc, Nickel, Lead 
Cadmium, Lead 
Nickel 
Chranlum, Cadmium 
Copper 

4.10.2.3.2.5 Saddle River, Mtw Jersey 

The Saddle Rivtr near Lodi, Ntu Jersty was lnvtstlgated to detennlne the lnxaact 

of urbanlratfon an the levtls of heavy metals In the battat sedimtnts af tht river 

(Wilbtr and iiunter, 1979). Tht study arta encompasses a distance of about 13 km (8 

ml ). The lower 8 km (5 ml) are datlnattd by nonpafnt sourcts of runoff from :ht cfty 

of Lodl. Industries and municfpalftits do not discharge directly into this stctipn 

of the river. Furthtr upstream, howevtr, two wastewater treatment plants discharge 
their effluent. 

The average heavy metal concentrations in the sediments of the rlvtr art srmn 
In Tablt IV-52. Nlnety-six sediment samples from 18 cores wtrt taken. The priority 

metals analyzed are lead, zinc, copptr, nickel, chranlun, and cadmium. The Tabula- 

tfons Indicate a general enrichment of each of the priority rnt*.a?s in the l\;Her 



‘REF~RLMcE: JANIK ET AL., 1982. -- 

FIGURE IV-60 STATION LOCATIONS ON COAL CREEK AND SLATE RIVER, COLORADO~ 

urbtnlttd Stddlt River. Avtrtgt enrlctment factors (conctntratlons In the lower 

river divided by conctntratlonr In the upptr river) art 6.7 for Pb, 3.5 for Zn, 3.1 

for copper, 2.8 for nickel, 5.1 for chraafum, and S.Z,for cadmlm. The rtrul ts 

appear to Indicate that the urban nonpoint sources havt~tncreased concentrations of 

metals In the rlvtr's sedfmnts. 
The heavy mttrl conctntrations mrt subdtvtdtd by btddtd stdimnt partlclt size. 

The results art shown Jn Table IV-53 for sites ranging from coarse sand to clay. 

Gemrally the concentrations increase with decreasing particle site. fbutvtr, on a 

total muss basis, most of the metals art associated with the larger partlclts b&rust 

the silt-clay fraction comprises only 1 percent of the solids by weight. 

4.10.2.3.2.6 Cayuqa Lake Basin, wlw York 

The Wrttr of 12 streams tributary to Cayuga Lake, New York wwe sargled for 

the priority lntals lead, cadnim, zinc, and copper (Kubota at al., 1974). A number 

of the streams flow predominantly through rural countryside z%htrs flow through 

the City of Ithaca. Sample collection focused on periods of high and low streamflow 

fra March through August 1970. 
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TABLE IV-51 

C@PARISON OF MEAW TOTAL COMWTRATIO)(S W SELECTEO NTALS (rg/l) 
IN THE SLATE RIVER VERSUS U.S. EPA CALCUAI'EO-ACUTE MATER QUALITY 

CRITERIA FOR AQUATIC LIFt 

tontrol 
034 

Stations 
Imact 

035 036 037 
Recovery 

038 

Hardness (tq/l) 55. 61. 

fota? Arsenic (Detection Limit = 110.0) 
Actual (x1 658.9 1069.7 

1980 Crittrfb~ 440. 440. 

Total Cadmium (Dtttctfon Llmft - 7.5) 
Actual (2) ND* 13.2 

1980 Criterion 2. 2. 

Total Chromium (Dtttction Limit l 5.0) 
Actual (ff) 9.2 9.8 

1980 Crtttrton** 21. 21. 

Total Copper 
i 
Detection Limit m 11.0) 

Actual ( ) 11.0 
1980 Crittrfon 13. it8 . 

Total Lead 
Actual 

(0 ttctIonNifmlt = 
( ) fi 

120.0 
II 

1980 Criterion 83. is. 

Total- Nickel 
Actual ( d 

Dtttctfon Limit l 9.0) 
) 46.5 95.4 

1980 Crlttrton 1174. 1270. 

Total Sliver 
Actual ( 6 

Dtttctlon Lilaft l 12.0) 
) 17.7 

1980 Criterion Ye4 . 2. 

Total Zinc (Dtttctfon Limit l 9.0) 
Actual (n) 55.8 1068.3 

1980 Crf ttrfon 196. 214. 

68. 

E5 . 
la.2 
2. 

776.6 617.6 
440. 440. 

8.1 9.6 
2. 2. 

7.7 7.6 12.4 
21. 21. 21. 

24.0 16.6 15.6 
15. 16. 17. 

1::. 118. 

72.9 43.8 45.2 
1374. 1418. 1485. 

ND ND 
2. 2. 

ND 
2. 

1005.2 744.5 430.4 
233. 241. 254. 

71. 75. 

*ND = Nondettttablt. 

l *Crlttria art for hcxavaltnt chromlua. 
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TABLE IV-52 

METAL CDKENTRATX~S IN BQnOn SEDIMRTS DF MOLE RIVER, 
NEW JERSEY, AHO fti ADJACENT SOILS 

Uttal Conctntratfon (H/g) 

River 
nt1t Pb Zn CU Nt Cr Cd Mn Fe 

16.6 38.6 84.2 

8.2 12.6 66.4 

5.6 163.5 247.6 

1.3 152.4 275.1 

a.5 ZOO.0 269.8 

N/A 86.8 36.3 

Upptr Saddle River 

28.9 6.5 6.5 0.4 

20.5 6.4 3.6 0.4 

Loutr Saddle Rfver 

60.3 l-7.5 24.6 1.7 

61.5 15.2 17.8 1.6 

104.8 22.3 34.9 2.9 

Adjacent Soils in Wattrshtd 

40.5 11.9 9.3 not nrasurtd 

197.4 8439 

111.0 5956 

200.2 12872 

185.2 11092 

164.0 14565 

145.0 12300 

Data of Yilbtr and Hunter (1979). 

Table IV-54 suaurlzts the levels of dfssolvtd and partlculatt lead in the water 

colun. The concentrations of soluble lead In the rural stmm do not differ 

apprtciably from conctntratims in the stnrr flowing through urban1 ztd areas. 

Particulate and dissolved levels of cadmfm, zinc, and copper also do not reflect an 

impact trol, urbtnlzrtfon (Tdblts IV-55 and IV-56). The observed ltvtls of trdct 

tla#n:s in thtst stnms appear to rtfltct prtdorlnantly natural background sources. 

4.10.2.3.2.7 Additimal Studlts 

&met-out other studies of mtals in rivers can bt found throughout the lfttra- 

turt. of tnt various priority metals, Ilercury apptan to bt tht most widely studftd. 

Some of tnt remaining literature on rtals In rivers is brltfly ouamariztd here. 

Hercury distrfbutim in the Ottawa River, Canada, has betn studltd and reported 

by a nu&w of msaarchtrs, including Ramamoorthy and Rust, 1976; ICudo et al., 1977; m- 



TABLE IY-53 

AVERAGE HEAVY METAL CONCENTRATIONS BY PARTICLE SIZE 
FOR SEDIMENTS DF THE SADDLE RIVER, NEW JERSEY 

&l/g 1 

Partlclt Size (p) River Milt Pb tn cu Ml Cr Cd 

420-1000 
(coarse sand) 

250-420 
(medium sand) 

125-250 
(fine sand) 

63-125 
(very fine sand) 

5.8-63 
(silt) 

0.15-5.8 
(fine to coarse clay) 

0.01-0.15 
(very fine clay) 

16.6 

Ki 
0:s 

16.6 

E 
0:s 

16.6 
8.2 

Z:! 

16.6 

E 
0:s 

16.6 

i*: 
0:5 

16.6 
8.2 

i:! 

16.6 
8.2 

i:; 

15 

31: 
482 

22 

2 
413 

11 
7 

:i! 

4 5 

2: 293 
28 46 

23 30 11 4 

it 5: 1: d 
90 119 44 12 

45 

:‘: 
91 

48 
34 

1:: 

14 
12 

2: 

4 
5 
4 

11 

126 12s 
349 440 
113 155 
173 251 

31:; 
31 
44 

1:: 
11 
21 

360 420 
1127 3298 
259 389 
582 661 

735 

‘K 
258 

2:: 
23 
46 

860 917 1017 
3073 3365 12221 
816 1320 417 

1940 2348 1042 

5:; 

1:; 

1894 2159 2272 
13372 21279 84302 
1476 4715 1145 
2747 4680 1364 

;:7 
488 
444 

ND* 
0.2 

f :X 

5 
3 

1: 

ND 

:-: 
l:o 

6 
5 

1: 

:: 

:: 

:*: 
113 
1.3 

1:: 

1:: 

1;:; 

6:9 

201 7.2 
321 27.9 
126 30.6 
563 26.9 

530 37.9 
1337 290.7 
610 120.0 
852 34.0 

KUdO et al ., -- 1973,; sod In tnc Proceedings of the fntcmatioml Conference on TranS+ort 

of Persistent Chemicals In Aquatic Ecosyytecas, 1974. CIuch of the resirarch 311 mercury 

fn rivers atsls witn adsorption and dtsorption between the bedded sediments and the 

water tolumn. 

Jtnne (19721 summarizes wwentratiow of mercury in rivers throuyhout :he 

'hi ted States. -The U.S. Geo\oc;ical Survey provides d cw~ilation of papers on 

-4:g, 



TABLE IV-54 

LEAB COBCEB'fRAfIOllS I8 SlREffl TRIBUTARY TO CAYUGA LAKE, WI YOBK 

Soluble rg/l Pattlculatc Fractfon, pg/l 

MO. Saplcs Ho. Sm?cs 
with with 

SIlrplc Source "pz$ye Utanb Maxhum %z~'c Mean Maximum 

Prlmarlly rural 
Canoga 
Great Gully 
Little Creek 
Sheldtake 
Taughannock 
Salmon 
Inlet 
Buttermilk 

Urbanized 
;y*:;pd 

Cascadllla 
Fall Crttk 

4/8 

I!;; 
7/9 

1.17 
0.62 
0.57 
0.42 
0.74 
2.99 
0.66 
0.40 

1.11 1.67 
0.73 
0.50 
0.93 2.67 

1.33 
0.67 

1.33 
1.00 

Source: Kubota et al --** 1974. 

aSmples with detectable mwnts/total m&et of samples. 

bMeans are given for detectable munts. 

'Sampling site located below stuagt treatment plant. 

S/8 

::P 
718 
a/a 
8/9 
8/9 
6/8 

718 

% 
t/9 

1.37 
1.38 

x 
1:57 
0.91 
1.89 
1.45 

3.94 
3.14 

%! 

f-f! 
1185 
2.62 
4.01 
‘6.“1: 

3:09 

7.41 
8.23 
6.99 
8.33 

rrcury (1970) and lead (1976) In the environment. Tht U.S. Beologlcal Survty (1970) 

also has rummrittd data on seltcted trace tlaments (arsenic, cadmi m, htxavaltnt 

chromlu, ltad, rlnc, and nrcury) In rutfact waters In tht Unlted States. 

Finally, the U.S. Envlromental Protection Agtncy has publlshtd a strits of 

docunnts that rtvitu the cnvlromtntal tffscts of pollutants. Atong the pollutrntr 

rtvitutd are chromitn (Toufll tt al., 1978). ltad (&ll at al., !978), and cadmiua 

-- 
-- 

(HBns et al ., 1978). -- 

4.10.3 Analytical Fbdrls for Fatt Prtdlctton of Hatals In Rlvtrs 

4.10.3.1 Introduction 

Figure IV-61 Illustrates a nubar of Important proctssts which lnflutnce tht 

fate of metals In rivtrr. Consldtr an txtmplt ticrt tfflutnt fran the pond in tht 



TABLE IV-55 

S&MARY OF CADMIUM, ZINC, AND CWPER IN PARTICUJTES CARRIED 
BY TRIBUTARY STREAMS OF CAYUM LAKE 

Stram 

Cadmfua, rg/l Zinc, rg/l Cwpcr. r9/1 

No. Simplts No. Sanplts No. Smplts 
Ylth With 

kz;;;P t4eanb 
Detectable 

wfyl 
Detectable 

Amounts *an Amount Mean 

Primarily rural 
Canoga 
&tat Gully 
Littlt Crttk 
Shtldrakt 
;imhmnock 

hltt 
Butttnnflk 

Urbanittd 
iyM:$u'Qc 

Cascadilla 
Fall Creek 

S/8 

i:; 
7/8 
7/8 

Sf 
S/8 

5/B 
4/9 

4:f 

8:E 
so.05 

0.09 
0.11 

8Z 
0:10 

0.09 
0.21 
0.10 
0.44 

a/e 

::: 
8/9 

6.40 
10.28 
2.91 
5.48 
6.95 
3.94 

10.71 
8.96 

Source: Kubota et al - -* s 1974. 

aSwples with detectable amounts/total numbtr of samples. 

bMeans are givtn for dtttctablt amounts. 

'Sampling sltt locattd btlon sewage treatment plant. 

9.45 a/a 1.30 
10.05 9/9 5.92 
14.67 9/9 2.43 
14.29 9/9 2.89 

% 
7/7 
a/a 
8/8 
9/9 

% 

1.69 
I.35 
1.72 
1.11 
1.46 
I.37 

:-ii . 

figure ovtrflous into tht rivtr. ht main objtctlvt of predictivt analysts for 

metals Is normally to find thtlr concentration dfstrlbutlons with distance, and 

possibly with time (i.e., to find C I, C2, C3, and C4 as dtpicted In tht figure). 
Once mttals l nttr a rlvtr, they begin to adsorb to particlts suspendtd In the water 

column and to partlclts In tht rivtr kd. Eventually, the bed can wcaw contami- 

nated with metals at dtpths btlou the sediment-water Interface ranging mm a few 

nlllfmettrs to many ctntlmettrs. If the flow ratt In tht rlvtr were to fncreast 

enou@, tht shear forct txtrted by the moving water on the bed would bt sufficient 

to scour metal-contaminated solids back into the water colunn. In tents whtrt 

velocity Is slgnlficantly dlminlshed, as in a reservolr, tht metal-contaminated 

sediments can stttlt out of the water column, and establish a mtal-contaminattd 



TABLE IV-56 

SmYOF SWJBLE CABHIUM, ZI~,AHDCOPPEB 111 
TR16urARY SIREMS m CAYma LAKE 

Strem 

Cadfu, fig/l Zinc, rg/l Copper, d1 

No. sap10 No. Smplts No. Sarplts 
with with with 

%z:Y 
Dettctablt 

Mtanb kan Aaounts Mtan 

Prfmar1ly rural 
Canoga 
Grtat 6ully 
Llttlt Creek 
Sheldrakt 
W&nnock 

Inltt 
Buttemflk 

Urbanirtd 
:y;;;~ud 

Cascadllla 
Fall Creek 

0.25 
0.07 

X*E 
0:28 
0.10 
0.28 
1.10 

0.07 
0.25 
0.29 
0.17 

a/a 

Y:‘: 
a/a 

t;t 
g/9 
a/a 

iti 
g/9 
9/9 

7.97 

1:; 
. 

1.17 
2.27 
2.71 
0.83 

:s 
1:40 
3.51 

Sow-cc: Kubota et al., 1974. 

aS9plts wfth detectablt amnts/total nmber of smples. 

bHcans art gfvtn for dettctablt munts. 

'Sqlfng sftt locattd below sewage treatment plant. 

E 
9/g 
8/9 

0.79 
0.40 
0.32 
0.53 
0.53 
0.51 
0.39 
0.54 

0.77 
0.88 
1.70 
0.75 

laytr on the bottm. In the thin layer of contmfnated stdfwnts along the bottom, 

metal concantratlons can be hundreds to thousands of times higher on a unit-volme 

basis than In wattr colum. 

Trfbutarfes provfdt dilution wattr tifch can rathtr abwptly.dtcrtast olctal 

conctntratfons. Also partitfonlng between the dissolved and sorbed phrsts can be 

shifted If the suspendad solid conctntrattons or othtr uattr qualtzy parameters art 

alttred. 

Suppose that the pond ovtrflaw In Ffgurt IV-61 is tlfrfnattd afttr a ptriod of 
df scharge of many years. OurIn9 tht period of the dfschargc tht bottom sediment on 

the rlvtr has probably accumulated metals. (hct tht mtal conctntrattlons in the 

wattr colum art lowrtd due to l \fmlnat:on of tht pond ovtrflcu, tht metal in the 

bed tends to dtsorb back fnto tht water column, a proctst which my cont?nue [Jtptnd- 



FIGURE IV-61 PHYSICAL PROCESSES INFLUENCING THE FATEOF METALS IN RIVERS 

fng on the rate of dtsorption) for years. Thus, the recovery period of the mttal- 

contaminated river rrrily ttkt considerably longer than anticipated fra the point 

source tliminatfon. 

The tools presented in this stctlon can be used to address the casts described 

above and art lfmfttd to stmdy-state analysts, uf th the exception of the method 

which predicts adsorption and dtrorptfon of metals on bottom sediments. The mthods 
treat metals as pollutants with tnu phases: an adsorbed phase tnd a dissolvtd phase. 

Each approach is sumarfztd below. 

t Oil utfon Aqproach. The change in metal concentration in a river is 

assumed due to loading from pofnt and nonpolnt sources, and dilution 

with Background wa trr. 

0 Dflutfon Plus Scour or Oaposftfon of ~tal-Contaminrttd Sediments. 

Exchange of metal-contadnated sediments between the water column and 

river btd ctn alter the concentration in the water colum. 



l fnflutnct of Small Lakes. -11 lakes or backwater regions are often 

present on river systems , and pottntlrlly could be a sfhk of adsorbed 

ntrls rhich settle along with suspended solids In these qufescent 

regions. 

l Otsorptlon from (or Msorptfon to) Dedded Sediments. Dissolved nrtrl In 

the water column can be adsorbed to bedded sediments If a nonqulllbrlu 

condition exists between the bed and the water column. Sfmflarly, 

desorptfon of particulate metal from bedded sediments my occur if metal 

concentrations are reduced In the water column (for txqlt, by waste 

load allocation). 

t Concentratfoh factors in Dedded Sediments. Concentrations of metals In 

many bedded sediments art often slgnfffcantly higher than levels fn the 

crater column. 

Hilt some of the quatlons presented In the following sections may apptar 
complicated, the qurtfons art no more sophfstfcated than the more f~fllrr BOPDO 

analyses presented trrller In the chapter. Even the data rqulremnts are generally 

less comprehensfvt than for dftsolved oxygen analysts. However, since the methods 

art lest fuilfrr, they may rqufre some study before they are fully understood. 

4.10.3.2 Dflutlon Approach 

Using the dilution approach, total artal concentration (particulate plus dls- 

solved) Is simulated as a conservative pollutant. The dissolved c-mot It estfnrted 

firm the total concentration using linear partltlonlng: 

(IV456 

whwe 

C l dissolved phase metal conctntratfon, rg/l 

cr l total lrtal concentration, rg/l 

:, 

- suspended solids conctntratlon, lag/l 

- prrtftlon coefficient, cm /gm (or l/kg). 

Partition coefflclents are smmrfzed later in Section 4.10.4.1. 

Under the approgrlrte condltfons the dflutlon approach appears to be useful for 

predlctfng metal concentrations throughout a river. Before the mthod Is discussed, 
the mjor rssuptlons inherent in the procedure art reviewed. Decay or other loss 

processes (e.g ., volatltfratfon) are not consfdered. For metals this I) generally a 
good rssmptlon for the range of envlromental conditions likely to be encountered In 

riven. Even though the species dlstrlbutlon can change wf th distance (In response 

to a pH change, for exmple), total metal typically is not degraded. A second 
important assumption rode In the dilution approach Is that the metal in the water 

column does not fnttrrct with the river bed, tfthtr In the prrtfcii:att fofm or In the 



dissolved foca. This SftU8tfOn f s generally tNt titn: 

t The suspended solids in the river remain fairly constant wf th df stance. 

If scour or deposition is significant then a net influx or loss of 

solids and ntals aay occur. 

t The sources of metals to the river art fafrly constant over tfme. If 

major changes in the discharge of metals occur, this can create a 

driving force for adsorptlon to (or dtsorption from) the bed, which than 

acts as an tittrnal source or sink. 

Field data of suspended solids can be reviewed to determine titthtr sfgnific8nt 

losses or galns of solids occur within the study reach. Alternatively, a predfctlve 

mthod, such as Figure IV-62, can be used. Based on the mean river velodty, the 
figure shows when deposition, transport, and erosion of solid particles is likely to 

occur. Note that the vtloclty when erosion occurs Is sfgnfffcantly higher than the 
sedimentation vtlocfty, except for particle sites larger than sand (which are not of 

concern for metals adsorption). lhls maans that as the stn&n veloctty first drops 

below the velocity required to erode a certain sire particle, the particle is not 

deposited, but continues to be transported unless the velocity further decreases 

below the stdfmentatfon velocity. 

As the fi gurt shows, sedimentation of clays and small slits is not likely to 

occur in free flaring rlvtrs, but can occur In rtlatlvely small rtstrvof rs on the 

river with detention :lmts txcttdf ng a few days. Under such conditions the net 

less, and the effects of settling of velocity can be on the order of 0.1 cm/set, or 

partfculatts may be Important. 

while sedimentation of clays and small sf 

rivers, scour of thtst I- sired particles is 

scoured at vtlocfties near 3 fps (100 cm/set), 

100 cm/stc), depend1 ng on 

the water is movl ng rapid 

possible. If the scoured 

metal being transported w 

Its is not likely in most free flowing 

more probable. Clay Is likely to be 

and silts bttwtcn 1 and 3 fps (30 to 

their slrt. Consequently, during high flow condftfons when 

y, bottom scour of silts and clays, and perhaps of sand is 

sediments art contaminated wfth matals then the tot81 

11 Increase over distance (assuming for the mnt that 

further dilution is ntgligfblt). Based OII Ffgurt IV-62, a fairly large envelope of 

stream vtlocltfts exfsts such that the clay and silt fractions of solids (those tilch 

adsorb most of the metals) art transported fn suspension with the stream water. 

Dilution models are useful for both point and nonpofnt sources. Wile dflutlon 

models have bean prtstnttd elstuhtrt in this documtnt they art smmarized here for 

e8st of reference. FDr point sources, the concentratfon in a strtm following 

mixing, CTf is: 

CTf l cru Qu + trw Qw 
+ 

Qu Qw 

(IV-157a) 



Nttt: Nttt: 
3otmbtc 3otmbtc 
=lfpr =lfpr 
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FIGURE IV-62 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STREAM VELOCITY, PARTICLE SIZE, AND 
THE REGIMES OF SEDIMENT EROSION, TRANSPORT, AMI 
DEPOSITION (FROM GRAF, 197lL 

where 

%A l concentration of total'mtal In the river above the point source, 

+9/l 

% - flow rata in the river above the point source, at3/S or CfS 

CT” - concentration of total lgtal in the point source, pg/l 

% = flcu rate of tnt point source, a3/s or cfs. 

According to the df lution model, the mtal's concentration does not change wfth 

distance dounstrtan unless then are additional inflaws as loadings of metals. 

Men CT,, is negliglblt, Equation IV-157a can be rewritten as: 

(W157b) 

wnert 
0 = dilution attained after rixfng. 



The nonpofnt source representation can be written in one of two foms: 

or 

5 = & ('To - CTb) + crb 

(N-158) 

(IV-159) 

where 

AO - drainage basin area at lOC8tfOn where CT = CTom m2 

A(x) * drainage basin area at a distance x further downstream, m2 

%b = average total metal concentration in nonpoint source (background 

concentration), *g/l 

Q* = river flow rate at location where CT * CTo, m3/S or CfS 

Q(x) = flow rate at a dfstanct x further dounstrqm, m3/s or cfs. 
In somt fnstancts these equations can be quite useful. One particularly 

useful feature of these equations (beyond their applicability to nonpoint sources) is 

that they can be applied to a serf es of pof nt sources by treating the point sources 

as one or mrt equivalent nonpoint sources. For example, If a particular river has 
30 small sources entering along a stretch of river, it may be more convenient for 

screening purposes to treat the series as an equivalent nonpolnt source. Using this 

approach there is no need to apply the pof nt source equation 30 tfmes; rather the 

is procedure, see nonpolnt source equation can be ustd once. For mrt details of th 

Example IV-S. 

The approach of trtatlng matals as conservatfvt pollutants is one which somt 
investigators hwt considered before. Turner and Lfndbtrg (1978) Investigated the 

mercury distribution In the North Fork Holston River downstream from tn fnactivt 
chloralkali plant (mercury cell process). Mercury was srlll being ltrched fnto tire 

river at a steady rate years after the plant had closed. Turner and Llndberg plotted 

total mercury versus distance during both high flon and low fltar conditions, and then 

capartd the observed concentrations rgafnrt predicted concentrations, assuming the 

mrcury levels art fnflucnced only by dllutton processes. Figure IV-59 shown earlier 

sumarires theft results. During high flow mercury acts conservatively, uhllt during 

low flow nrrcury levels are overestfuted by a factor of two to three. In both 

cases, however, the importance of domstrem transport is apparent: much of the 

mercury remains In the water column l fther in adsorbed cr dissolved form, and is 

adwcttd downstream. Thus, even for a ktal which adsorbs as strongly as mercury, a 

dilutlon model is able, at least under certain condftlons, to provide reasonable 

tstimatts of fnstream concentrations of total metal. 

-487- 
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The Flint 'Rfvw ttudy dascrtbrd asrtlrr fkcttm 4.10.2.3.2.1) provides an i 
oppwtunt~ to test thr dZIutlon approach under a vartrty of ~dr~~~~ic co~~ti~R$. * 

fc? lmplararnt the di~uti~ approach, the duta requtfwd afe rivar and wastarrattr ! 

flcm rates, and arsoctated matal ~~~~entfatio~s. The data used are sunmarlrtd In f 

fable 1V-S7, %fo wrrtawrrtrf trratmnt pIantS am the ?afgest sources of metats tn i 
the st##d$ NWh. Together wfth the upstrem co~tf~~t~~s froln the FfYtFr these i 
thrw! soufcas am ass-d tO coqmisa the tutal @Eta1 ‘input to tha system (the i 
tinor sOurcat shmn in fable IV-57 are neglected). i 

The Flint Wrteuater Treatment Plant dischargrrs at h 70.7, which IS albout 1.2 i 

ka belaw the boundary at Hltl StFeet, After rrf%ifrg, tht ltvelS Of total %ff?c, 

CU&t#fUII, Wkd CupwF iii the fiVtf’ #Fe: i * 

-T - 2.66 x 7.7 + 1.68 x 55 I 26 lrgll I 

2.66 + 1.68 i 
i 
i 

9 m 2.66 x 0.067 + 1.68 x 0116 I o,1o fidt i 
2.66 + 1,68 i 

i 
i 

cur * 2.66 x.2.9 + 1.68 x 8.3 * i . d 

2.66 *' 

3 )r9/1 

1.68 i 

By Jgnor3ng the mnor swrcaf, these ffatrcam toncmmratlont can be assumd 
to mmfn constant down to tha Ragnone irvTP at kn 41.1, AftUF arfxtng with the 

+ffluent from the Ragnone WP, tha instream concentrations for the mtals beCm@: 

*9 * 26 x 4.34 * 0.69 x 84 - 34 CL9/t 

4.34 + 0.69 

Cabltm: 

9 = 0.10 X 4.34 + 0.69 X 0.51 m 0,115 @9/t 

4.34 + 5.69 
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TABLE IV-57 

BDURDARY CDNDITIONS AND POINT SOURCES TO FLINT RIVER 
FOR AUGUST 4-7, 1981 

Discharge Concentration 

Sourct D?~~Tgc Total Total Total 
Suspended Solids Zinc Cacbiun Copper 

(la35 1 (q/f 1 (kg/d) (r9lf 1 (rg/11 wr 1 

Upstrem Boundary 2.66 13.5 
Mill Road (km 71.9) 

Flint WTP 
(km 70.7) 

1.68 4.1 

Flint Fly Ash 
Ponds (km 70.0) 

0.04 39.5 

Brent Run 0.15 5.9 
(km 41.6) 

Ragnone WWP 
(km 41.1) 

0.69 58.7 

Pine Run 
(km 29.7) 

0.06 7.0 

Silver Creek 
(km 25.2) 

0.085 6.8 

Modified from: Delos et al. (1983) - -- 

3100. 7.7 0.067 2.9 

600. 55. 0.16 8.3 

150. 

77. 

3500. 

33.7 

50.0 

63. 1.32 80. 

3.8 0.11 

0.54 

0.04 

0.04 

3.8 

84. 

5.0 

5.0 

28.5 

3.8 

3.8 

Copoer: 

% * 
5.0 II 4.300.69 x-22,! 

4.34 + 0.69 
= 8.2 fig/l 

I 
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i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

I 

Its of totr1 i Ntylccting the minor sources below the Ragnoot WTP, the profi 

rlnc, cadmlm, and copper art shown fn Flgurc IV-63. Also shown In the figure drr 

observed data (mtan and one standard dtv4ation) and prtdlctlons from the MICHRlV 

model as rtporttd by Dtlos et al. (1983). -- MICHRIV is a computer a#bdtl which 
analyzes mttalt In yrtattr detail than ths xrttnfng proctdurts. and therefore 

rtquirtr more data, 
I me dilution mdel gtntral!y predicts values uitnin 2s to 50 percent of 

the medns of tnt aoscrvtd ral~~ts, and c!jo 4:hln 25 :J 53 :;t?:erit of the MICHRIV I 
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FIGURE IV-63 COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND OBSERVED 
TOTAL METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN FLINT RIVER, 
MICHIGAN (AUGUST 1981). (AVERAGE FLOW = 
2066 M3/SEC (94 CFS) AT KM 7119) 
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mdrl predlitiom. Figure IY-64 rhws that the dilutfon model also is applfcabla i 
under other flow regimes In the Flint River: Oecmaber &en the flaw rate was 

about 26.4 d/sac (930 cfs), and March when the flow rate was 93.4 m'/sec 
i 

(3MOcfs).a 
For both the ticamber and Harch surveys, there do not appear to be significant I 

differences Sttueen predictions from the dllutlon model and from the MICHR!'Jmdel. i 
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FIGURE IV-64 TOTAL ZINC, COPPER, AND CADMIUM IN THE FLINT RIVER 
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Hile dflution modeling can produce quite acceptable results under a variety of 

conditions, the user should have access to tools rhlch can be used when processes in 

addltlon to dllutlon are important. the following section addresses some of these 

sltuatlons. 

4.10.3.3 Settling and Resuspension of Adsorbed Metals In Rivers -- 

This sectlon begins with a brief discussion of the recently completed HICHRIV 

model (Delos et al., 1983). -- This model's framework Is shwn in Figure IV-65. The 

most interesting feature of the model is that it attempts to handle the exchange of 

contaminants betueen the water colum and the bed. Resuspension and depositlon of 

contaminated sediments redistributes adsorbed contmlnants to and from the bed. 

Also, dlffuslon can be a driving force for dissolved phase interaction between the 

sediment and water colum. For purports of illustration, the WCHRIV model is 

slnplified here, but the essence of the model (exchange of metal between the water 

coluam and bed) Is retained. 

The model is slmpllfled based on these two assuaptlons: 

l Kdl - Kd2 - 0; that is, there is no degradation or decay of metals, 

and 

l 
KPI 

= Kp2; that Is, the partition coefficient In the bedded sediments 

and In the water column art the same. 

The flnt assunptlon is quite reasonable since most metals do not decay or otherwise 

degrade (an txceptlon Is elemental mercury which can volatilize). 

Regarding the second assurptlon, there Is reason to suspect that the solids 

partition coefficients for suspended and bedded sediments can differ stnct the 

characttristlcs of solids In the bed can differ from those suspended In the water 

column. However, because of the range of uncertainty Inherent in partition cotfflc- 

lent predictlon, there is no reason to consider differences between Kpl and Kp2 for 

there screening analysts. 

Using these two asswtlons, the model fomulations from Oelos et al. (1983) are -- 
simplified as follws. The sirpllflcation procedure is shown in detail so the user 

can clearly see hw the two arsurptlons are used. The final results of there simpli- 

fications art shotm later as Equations IV-172 through IV-176, and shw hw the metal 

concentrations in the water colum and bed art related. 

Fran Oelos et al. the relationship between the total concentration of metal in -- 
the water colum (Crl) and in the bed (CT2) Is: 

‘s ‘o + KL fdl 

* tWrs + ‘d) ‘~2 ’ KLf& l Kd2 fd2 “2 
(IV-160) 
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FIGURE IV-65 

where 
f 
Pl’ fP2 l part In bed, lculatt traction of mttal in water column and 

rtrptct1vtly 

‘dl* 'd2 l dissolved fraCflOn of metal in water column dnd In 
rtsptctlvtly 

"s 9 settling vtloclty, m/day 

%S 8 rtsuspenslon velocity, m/day 

KL 8 diffusion cotfficltnt, m/day 

Kd2 - dtcay rata in stdlmtnt, l/day 

H2 - depth of actlvt stdlmtnt, m 

FRAMEWORK FOR RIVER MODEL MICHRIV (REDRAWN 
FROM DELOS ET AL,, 1983) -- 

bed, 

"l'm2 = solids conctntratlon in water column and in bed, respectively, 

kg/l l 

From Equation H-160: 

& l fd2 CT2 * lf d2 ‘s ‘~1 + Kt fdll 

'dl fdl 'Tl fdl h + 'dJfp2 + KLfd2 + Kd2fd2 "21 



stnct 

ws l (Wrs + wd) 

wow 

md 

fd2 = l/(1 + “~2 Kp2) 

SO 

or 

Slrllrrly 

or 

tp2 l - 

lYKp2 

km %z 
9 l + “Lz I(pz l 52 ‘d2 

(N-161) 

(SV-162) 

(N-163) 

(U-164) 

(N-165) 

(N-166! 



Substituting Equations IV-164 and IV-166 into Equation IV-161 produces: 

cd2, “s ‘1 K,l + KL 

‘dl % “1 Kp2 + Kt + Kd2 “2 

Sfnct Kd2 is assumed to equal zero for metals: 

52, % ‘1 Kpl + Kt , 

‘dl Us “1 Kp2 + KL 

With the further dssunptfon that K 
Pl - Kp2 

cdz. Us “1 K,l + % 1 1 

'dl 3 ml Kpl + KL 

(IV-167) 

(IV-168) 

(IV-169a) 

or 

'd2 = ‘dl ’ (W169b) 

Thus, the dissolved phase concentration of the metal in the bed and in the water 

column art equal to each other for the conditions sptcffitd above. This result is 

often an lnplicit assunptfon made in water quality analysts titn the effects of the 

bed are ignored. 

Since cdl m $2, the net diffusive flux transfer between the btd and water 
column Is zero, so that there is no hetd to include the K ttnn in the following 

analysts. 

In Dtlos et al. (1983) the total water column concentration is given by: -- 

$ (xl m CT1 (0) tw (-kT x/u 1 (IV-170) 

where 

X = distance downstream, R 

U - strtara velocity, a/day 

kT = effective first ordtr decay tern, l/day. 
Otlos et al. show that the first ordtr decay term is: -- 

+ fd2) 
KL 

(IV-1716) 
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f2 
-I 

brs + Vs)fD2 + \(Kpz/Kpl)fd2 

‘1 furs + “~52 + 5% + Kd2fd2H2 

Using the rssuaPtlons rradt btfort (KPl = Kp2 and Kdl = Kd2 l 0). r2/r1 * 1. Thus kt 

rfnpllfits to: 

( IV-171b) 

To swnarltt, undtr the simplifications made here, the HICHHIV model quations 

btccmt: 

$,ltx) l 
Wx) 

l + Kpl ‘1 

%2 = ‘dl 

Of 

and 

9 = P,(l-n!. 
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(U-172) 

(IV-1731 

(IV-16Sb? 

(IV-174a) 

(IV-174b) 

(N-175) 

(N-176) 



where 

x1*x2 m mass of pollutant adsorbed per mass of sediment in the water column 

and in the bed, respectively, rg/g 

5 m density of solfds In sedlmnt, gn/cm3 (e.g. for sand 2.64 p/cm) 
n - porosity of sediment (volume fraction occupied by water). 

The most notable results obtained In the above analyses art that the dissolved mtal 

concentration in the water column and in the be&led sediments are the sdmc (Equation 

IV-169b), and so art the particulate metal conctntratfom, expressed per unit might 

of sediment (Equation IV-174)). Hcmver, on a unit volumt basis, the total metal 
concentration in the sediment far txcttds the concentration in the water column 

(Equation N-176). 

Typicallyr first order decay rates art posftivt numbers, which fndicate that 

pollutants decrease In concentration with df stance. HOwever, the kT term in Equation 
IV-17lb can tither be positive or negative. For txtqlt, if significant scour of 

particulate metal frcan the bottom is occurring, than kT < 0 and the total metal 
coocentratfon can increase downstream. 

Hilt it is possible that metal concentrations can increase in the water column 

due to scour (e.g., see Figure IV-64 which shows total ti nc and copper in the Flint 

River during March 1982). dt Sttddy-Statt conditions this should not happen when the 

only source of loading is a single source located at x - 0. Rather than use Equation 

IV-172 to slmulate the effects of scour on water colum concentration, one of two 
other alttrnatfvts has been selected, he approach fs to retain the unsteady-state 

nature of the transient scour sftuatfm. mile this introduces more cmplexity, it 

shows that elevated metal concentrations in the water column caused by scour are 

due to d previous discharge or hydrologic cohdftfon when metals had contminated the 

bed. and not due to the current steady discharge conditions. 

The two unsteady quatlons relating the total metal concentrations fn the btd 
and in the water column art (using the previous notation): 

- * Us fDl 51 bcr2 _ %s ‘p2 52 + 'L ‘dl 51 - KL fd2 +2 
dt 

“2 “2 “2 H2 

(P-177) 

and 

% + u *h -9 O's 'pl 'Tl + ‘t-s f 0252 _ Kt ‘dl % + Kt ‘d2 52 0 
et 8X 

(IV 178) 

“1 3 “1 H1 



Hilt these equations can be solved exactly and used to predict the total instrcm 

metal concentration due to a scour condition, they am not practical for screening 

8MlySM. The primary -hasis here is to predict longitudinal pollutant distribution 

when scour is uch more ingortant than deposition or dlffuslon. The approach is to 

(rath specify er than calculate) the concentration in the bed and to assme it remains 

constant over the period of analysis. Thus the screening tools which are presented on 

the following pages are fundmentally dlfferent fma the previous MICHRIV equations, 

such as Equation IV-172. Table IV-58 smmarires the screening equations and defines 

the variables used in each equation. 

t+(x) l wrs ,‘4 C21 x + Cn(0) 

1 

(IV-179) 

C2i - concentrstion of total metal In the bedded sediments,rg/l (a ditect 

meaturanent of this value is preferable) 

CTl(O) l concentration of total metal In the water column at an upstream 

boundary, *g/l. 

while Equation IV-179 represents steady-state conditions, it is valid only as long as 
the sediments being scoured have a total nratal concentration of Cqi. Once the 

contaminated sediments have been scoured, then the instream mtal concentration is 

expected to return to Cfl(0). The period of validity, T, of the equation can be 
approximated by: 

1 .HZ (IV-180) 

5s 

where 

H2 - depth of contaminated sediment, B 

%s - resuspension velocity, n/day 
Typically, Equation IV-179 Is expected to be used during high flow conditions, 

perhaps for a seasonal analyd s. For an application of this type, the period of 

validity of the quation should be on the order of one to two months. Usfng tepre- 

stntativt data (Hz 1 5 cm and wrs - 2 x 10 -4 r/day) for an example, 

t- 5 x lo’2m 

2 x 104r/day 
.ZSOdays. 

For tnc exqlt conditions, Equation IV-179 is applicable for seasonal analysis. 

Men settling of solids Is insignificant, the resuspension velocity, ups, can !?a 

estimated as: 



TABLE IV-58 

S&MARY OF SCREENING PROCEDURES FOR MTALS IN RIVERS AND LAKES 

e-1_- -- . --- ------ -- 

Lourt Ion OS4 O&r ReaJltwentr tarntr 
---- --.-. - -+- --- 

Ollutfon Anrlysis 

N-157x IhiS equrtlon IS used to crlcdte the 
coamtrrtloa of total rtrl In e rl*rr e 
aer 4 piat sowa dhch4rge olxa 
rlth rwr wtu. z 

CT” 

‘Iv-156 

IV-179 

Olrce th4 totr1 aaentratlor urus s 
distna 1s fed fra LqwLlen IV-157x, 
th4 rovnt dluolwd ten be ulcvlrtw 
YIlng thlr mthn. 

KP 
tr 

- Oar rrte In her dove 
point source 

l flea rrte of point Ma 
= coamtrrtlee of t&r1 

rtrl in potnt Sauce 
l coaeatretion of tote1 

rtrl in river dove the 
point sewce 

- susp8nd4d solids conan- 
t&ton 

n prrtltlaa corfflclent 

l tote1 rtrl concatrrtton 

fhlr eqlrtbn Is I)st xppllcxblr rhea l u 
L”p 

of 
surprded solIds and rtrls dth bed ts negl gILI,. 
See f l9we N-62: ti m u&r nlalty is in 
%rnsportrtld regime, tblr condlth ts cpgroxi- 
utely true. Also, the 

T 
tta an be used 4s 4 

tfrst rpproxlmrtlm rqxr lexs of l xchsn9e with bed. 

This equxt1an Is used to ftd totrt ~issolwd rtrl 4t 
locetlanr In e rlnr mce tote1 rkl ceamtrrtiea 
et these I larttas her been alcuhtd. 

Dllutlon xnd Scov of Metrl-C#trlruted Sedkrntr 

lhls equation Is used to yredlct the 
totrl mete\ ~trrtha %n e rlrrr 
an utrl-contrlrrtd sedlvts ue 
resmqedd Into tk wtu calm. 

c21 l coaentrrtion of total 

rtrl In bedded sedl- 
rntr 

Crr(0) l concentrrtlon of tot41 
rtrl ln the u&a 
calm rt en upstrrr 

-WY 

5 n wter depth 

Y l strer velalty 

f?2 l fratlon of rtrl in bed 

r)llch 1s tn puticulrte 
fofm (4) 

‘rs l ravspxnskm velaity 
(see Equrt Ion IV-191 ) 

The rgurtlon &us not keep track of tk depth of contr- 
lnxted sebfmts. lt rrurn this dr)th 1s lot exceeded 

E ettloa IV-199 en be used dulng the period of scDer. 
to esthete the perlod of rrlt P Ity of the 4qtrtlen. 
Flgue IV-66 lllustrrta the Iqortma of scour. 
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TABLE IV-58 (continued) 
-- 
-.Laurt toa 

-- --- ---- --.- . . -____I_ 
usa oatr Rewraeats -tr 

Otlutton and Saw al ktrl-Cmtrtrrted ftdtments (conttnued) 

IV-la2 fats wattor ts uwd to crlculatr the 
tot&t ah1 coocatrrtta tn 8 rtm 
aan wtr1-cwtrtMW ndtwatr YI 
rnuspmdod tat0 tr* wtu apIun. 
Thts ts Y dtuutr fom J L~@tton 
lb11% see IIS. 

4% 

IO 
3 

l chaqe lr suspendd 

concontrrtton over thr 
dtstmca Mmm the totrl 
rtr? toacmtrrttoa is ta 
k crkuhtd 

pwttttw aofftcted 
mrq8 ruspwdod so1tds 
cwcwtrrtton drlag the 
proau# strady hyhlo#tc 
pertad 
collaatrrtla of tar1 mtrl 

tn urtr calm &rtng ttm 
provtws strbdy hydrolo(lc 
ported 

Thts rqurtlor CM k used tn ltru of Equrttu IV-IT) 
rlwn thr coaantrrttoa of totr1 rtrl In the w, 
$, tr unknam. 

Dll~ton 8nd hDos1tton of Wrl-contrtrrted Sedtwnts 

Iu-la# wr oqutta Is wad to prodtct the 
cwcatrrtta or totrl wtrl in a rim $0 

dun rtrl-ortdutad wltds am 
uttl tng. 

‘b 
ff@) 

“I 
U 

*I 

WIYI ntr rpurtion IS 8 st~ltftcrtior, of 
tyattor 1v4asd. so0 IIS. 

l cowatratloa of total Ftgwe IV-67 tllustrrtes th koortmce of (gorltton. 
rtrl at a yrtrer 

W-Y 
- putwon c#fttctrJ 

- wspwdd sol tds coacatrt 
ttoa at upstrrr boundary 

l ~thdubter 
l nloclty of UIer 
l uttltng nloctty (we 

tqurtton N-184) 

$0 -sM&ove 

WN - so@ atwe 

S(x) l rusponded sol tds cowa- 

trrtton at l dtstrca II 
bdou ugrtnm bounbry. 
l&WC tOtJ) D&J1 COIyl?fk 

trrtton tr to be crlcutrted 

lltts wtton 1s used rrlwr the metal Is ht~!Q$awbad 
to the wspmdd sol tdr (i.e., rim KpIo . 
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TABLE IV-58 (continued) 
-- 

Obtr keulr~nts 

Otlettocl ed @@Wtttm Of Retrl-Contrineted fedbents (contIm&) 

Crrts 

lV-IMb Thtr rpuettee 1s rlso e slqltftcrtlee of 
EC&t ton IV-lIs1. see Cmntr. 

‘To - we Jbove Thts equrtton 1s wltcrble mhea the rPvlt of wtrl 

r9 - loo M rrktch Is dserkd 1s sdl. tthea thts ts LrY. settlteg 
ts relrttvel 

WO) 
unt~mt, es Equrtton IV-H& shws. 

- s&e &vu T 8crd the wtr tadl to Kt COWUVJtiVdy tI t& UJtW 

5 - so* rban 
cotrrr. 

“1 - see &au 

Y - see rbw 

Settltae d *tr1s in l&es 

IV-IMC Thts mattan pradtcts t& caaaatrrttoa 
of tow atr1 lrBvia# 1 la.. brred en 
ue sulpudw soIIdl macwtrrttan 
ututng d IMving the l&e. 

Ci . ceaentr~ttoa of total 
wtrl calag irte the we 

s’,sO l coaatrrtia of suspeldd 

Thts m&ton cansldert m wdtm-sir. ruqeahd sot Id, 
and does aot dlffereattrLa by sire frwtta. 

IP l 

W-189 Tkts rqurttr sbus that tk dtssoln~ 
phase wtd ancentrrtlen 11 not rtfated 
by the uttIlng @&orbod rtrl. 

IV-l9Sb Thts rlvrttan pedtcts the wauatrrtlm 
of lotrl metal Iewtng b Me. ksad 01 
concwlrrttas of sus#add n1lds by 
stre frectta. 

c; - 

fJ.$ n 

K - 
PJ 

so~tdl muty rrd Iewing 
the l&r, respectively 
(SW Lpuattor 114.7). 
putttta CMffklee 

we hove 
coacatrrthl of wlpead8d 
roll& tr clur j wtrtng 

and Iervtrg the WI., 

size frrtlees ef rend, stlts. ti cl 
ere rqultd. Settliq wlalty of 
Ma PdtCtrd Urh# ECJttM tv-191. 

rapocttvely (s8e LquJtton- 

IW 
prrtltten anfftctrnt of 
rt4ls usoctated utth sed- 
(rnt she j 
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TABLE IV-58 (continued) 
----_--_ .- _--------- .-. .- --.---- ---.- ---- 

Lwrtlon un Oata Iwubaents cbxntt 
----. -_._---.--- .- mm---.-.--- ---- --. . - ----- -__-__.------- 

----- sqttltw of Metrlr In Lakes Icortimudl 

IV-W Sr a Lquat~or IV-Mb. l u*t 
spalflc wrfue u-err (U’s) ue 
roqulrod 

Mrorptlon Jnd oesorPt1ea of the tt@tJl Ietmem YJter Collr, Jd Bed 

IV-199 Thlr oqurtlon Is asd to pdkt nater 
colrrr conutrr1Ia of mtrl due to 
a&orpt10* or dewrpthll with bed. 

CO 

cb 

“* 

II 
Y 

IO 
% 

0 

cc 

n Inltl4l total rtrl CoKall- 

tr8tlaa In wtor aolv 
(at t=q 

l vptmu bowduy cucen- 

tratba (at x4) 
= YS of cwtriMtod 

ndlwnts )rr alt UM 
(SW TJlo IV-#) 

l wtUd@h 
l Strom duc(ty 
l puttttw coofftciut 

l mtfcrl dlffmslan ceeffi- 
dent 

. *old fratton d a*- 
lyly ndiant 

l klk density 

thts qurthm d(fferS fra rll of the &ove tn that It 

JpproximJtlal of the tsortma of dorptlu 
tloa fra the bed. because swe d the -#red 

ZtJ rol 11kely be dlffkrlt to UttMte. 
IV-200 Is e slqlifketha of Eqwtlaa ~V-l9%%i?the 
l hed IJmr 1s roll. EqMtr IV-101 is rlro e stilt- 
flcetlea MSeful den the bedJ?y aaceeketlea IS 
-1 igibh. 

- --- 
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The twn ASS/Ax Is the change in suspended sollds concentration over dlstanct 

~Xh9/(1 l ml3 
If C2, In Equation IV-179 Is not available, Equation IV-179 can bt 

txprtsstd In the alternate form as: 

-6 (+lP + WO) 
(N-182) 

where 

(+IP 
= concentration of total m&al In the water column during 

the previous steady period (prtvlous to the period of sustained 

scour) 

$P 
- suspended solids concentration during previous steady period, 

mg/l . 
The purpose of uslng the prtvfous steady-state period (a non-scour period) Is that 

the concentration in the bedded stdlmtnts during the scour period is to a large 

degree dlctattd by the prtvlws conditions. 

Equation IV-182 shows that the product 

ASS K_*lO-6 

1 + Kp Sp*1006 

Is a helpful indicator of tht flnportanct of scour. If 

then the total metal concentration during the scour period (at a distance downstream 

uhtrt the sutptnded sollds have increased by ASS) nil 1 exceed the total metal 

concentration during the previous steady-state ptriod. If this fraction Is lass than 

unity then the background concentration (CTI(0)) is Important in determining whether 

scour products hlghtr conctntratlons than the previous period. 

i The flint River Study provides a source of data to sjmulate a scour condition. 

i Figure IV-66a shows the susptndtd solids concentration in the rlvtr durtng the i 
i March 1982 survey and indicates a net scour condition exists. The rtsutptns!on i 
i 

vtlocdty fs: 
i 

w ,1*2* ( 25 = l rs 86400 1.4 IOw4 m/day 
0.2 l 30 * 10 

; 
l 

12)6 
10 

-so3- 

I 
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FIGURE IV-66 SUSPENDED SOLIDS AND TOTAL METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN THE 

FLINT RIVER, MICHIGAN (MARCH 1982). 

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-._.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.---.-.-.-.-.- 
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1 The data for velodty (1 m/set), depth (2 m) and bedded sediment conccntratlon 

i ( 0.2 kg/l) are from Delos et al. (1983). -- Mote that Figure IV-62 shown earlier 

i suggests that scour may be important at a stream velocity of I m/set. 

i The fraction Cp2 Is probably very close to unity for each of the three 
I metals zinc, copper, and cadtiun. 

! in the bed, C 
To use Equation IV-179, the concentration 

I 
2f, and the upstream concentrations CT1(0) are needed. The CTl(0) 

, values are the f&na as those calculated In preparing the dilutlon analyses for 

Figures IV-64(d) through (f). 

The C2f values can be estlmated looking at the hi 

previous steady perlod (December), and by calculation 
concentration as found by the dilution model (Figure I 

the present analysis, C2t Is based on the partfculate 
(during December 1981); ! I 

i 
i The 

i 
i 
i 
i 

1 evels are shown below: 

Zinc 

Copper 
cadmi lm 

C pd +9/l 

6. 

1. 

0.03 

cp2.w1 

12 x 10 

2 x 10 

0.06 x 10 

storical data for the 

based on total metal 
V-64a. b, and c). For 

levels In the nater column 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i I 

These numbers are based on ml = 0.00001 kg/\ (for Oecember 1981) and m2 . 0.2 

kg/l . Substituting the required lnformatlon Into Equation IV-179, the results are 

shown plotted In Ffgure IV-66b, c, and d. Equation IV-156 is applied twice, since 
there are two point sources in the reach. 

The Increase In concentration due to scour over the 70 km region for each metal 
It: 

A$, rg/l, due to scour over 70 ha 

Zinc 6.8 

COPW 1.1 

CadlRium 0.04 
For example, tnc incremental zinc concentration is: 

%s 'u2 '21 1.4 l loo4 l 1 ’ 12 l 10+4 
X’ 

“lU 

l 70 l lo3 = 6.8 pg/l 
2 l 1 l 86400 

I 
I 

1-B.-.---.-.-.e._._ EHD OF EXAMPLE IV-21 ---r---.-.-.-.-r-.-1 



Ourlng periods aen settling rather than scour Is the predominant mechanism 

affecting suspended solid concentrations In t' *tar column, the suspended solids 

concentrations, SS(x), change over dlstancr: 

S(x) - S(O) exp (IV-183) 

The effective settllng velocity can be found directly from thls equation: 

-“lU us - - ln W 
X [ 1 SW) (IV-184) 

Uhen metal-contaminated solids settle out of the water colum, the process can be 

modeled by the following ordinary dlfferentlal quatlon: 

(IV-185a) 

where C, Is the particulate metal concentration, ug/l. C, can be related to CT 

(IV-less) 

Upon substitution of C, from Equation IV-185b and SS from Equation IV- 

183 Into Equatlon IV-185a, and by speclfylng the boundary condition for CT as: 

cr - 'To atx=O (IV-185~) 

It Is possible to solve Equatlon IV-la% as a function of distance to get: 

(IV-135d: 

-1n (KpSS(0)*lOd + 1) - >,,x 1 1 

Uhen the metal :s highly sorbed to the sediment (I.e., KpSS*lO-’ >>l), this equatiorl 

silnpllfles to: 

CT = CT0 cxp (IV-186~) 
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If settling were to continue indeflnjtely downstream, then the fretal would eventually 

be depleted from the water column. The above quatlon also shows that the decrease 

In metal concentration Is directly proportlonal to decrease In solids concentration. 

By monitoring sollds the decrease In metals can be directly estimated as long US 

KQSS.10-6~~1. 

If the fraction of metal which Is adsorbed is small, Equatlon IV-185 slnpllfies 

to 

t+ = cro cxp Kp SS(0) 10 [ l -6pL)] (IV-186b) 

Eventually, as the solids are depleted from the water column, the total concentration 
approaches r 

CT 
90 I 

exp(KpSS(0) *lo-‘) 
(IV-186~) 

Under these conditions (KQSS(0)~10-6~l). the total loss from the water column by 

settling Is not likely to be large. For example, if KpSS(0)*10 -6 - 0.1, then 

CT l 0.9 CTo. 

.----.-----.-.-.---- EwfJLE IV-~~----.-.---------------.---.O, 
I 

During the August 1981 Flint River survey, the suspended solids profile 

(Figure IV-67a) Indicates that a net deposftion of suspended solids was occurring 

betmen km 40 and km 70. Based on Equation IV-184, the approximate depositlon 

rate between km 70 and km 40 Is: 

% l 
'OS "j2 ln 
30 x 10 

x 86400 = 0.26 m/day 

where the depth (0.5 m) and velocity (0.2 n/set) are taken from Delos et al. -- 
(1983). 

I 

Average partltlon coefficients are also obtalned from estimates In Delos & 

fi. (1983) and are: 

Metal K (cm3/gm) 

Zinc 0.2 x lo6 

Wpar 0.06 x lo6 

cadmi ull 0.1 x lo6 

t 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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FIGURE IV-67 SUSPENDED SOLIDS AND TOTAL METAL CONCENTRATIONS IN FLINT RIVER, 
MICHIGAN (AUGUST 1981). (AVERAGE FLOW = Z,~~H~/SEC (94 CFS) AT kn 
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I 

I 

i 
I 

I 

I 8 

, 

Based on these partltioh coefficients, the product R#S l 10°6 is between 0.6 to 

2.0 for the metals. Hence, Equatlon IV-18W is probably more appllcablc than 
Equations IV-186a, b, or c. The quation Is used to predict the concentration at 

km 40 based on the boundary concehtratlon calculated In the dilution exaraple 

(Example N-20) and the remalnlng data shown earller. The calculation Is shown in 

detail for rlnc: 

fine: 

try = 26 exp 

[( 

ln 0.2 x 10' x 10 x 10" + cxp 26 x 3oooo 

.5 x .2 x 86400 

- In (0.2 x lo6 x 10 x 1rY6 + 1) 

.26 x 3oooO 

- 

.5 x .2 x 86400 1 
= 26 (0.6) - 16 fig/l 

copper: 

CUT l 5 (.8) = 4 Pg/l 

Cadnlun: 

cc+ 8 0.1 (.7) = 0.07 pg/l 

The results are plotted In Figure IV-67b, c, and d. The prcdlcted values agree 

more closely nlth the observed values than do the predictions frotn the dilution 

analyses. 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

..I.-.-.-.-r-.-r-.. EN0 w EmPLE IV-22 .,.,.,.,.-.-.-.-.-.I: 

4.10.3.4 kttllng of Metals In Small Ilapoundments on Rivers 

The prccdlng sectlon presented models tiich could be used to predict the 

effects of either settllng OF scour of solids on trace nctal concentrations In 

rivers. Hile settling of metal contaminated sollds certainly can occur In rivers 

during low flow condltlom, most settling Is likely to occur in reservoirs or lakes 

located oh rivers. Investigations frquently reveal that ,total metal concentrations 

In river systems, when averaged over a long period of time, decrease with dlstanct. 
This Indicates there is a net loss of metal from the water column, and that perhaps 

settling Is t primary reason. In an extrem approach, tom researchers have ignored 
downstream transport of :ntta 1 mixing zone, and have 

hypothesfztd that metals art column either by settling 

1s a?together, outside of a smal 

mp!dly depleted from the uattr 



or adsorption to bedded sedfments. Homver, this approach contradfcts the results 

presented earlier which shm that metals, even ones which adsorb strongly such as 

mercury, can be transported downstram. 

Solids that am susmnded in the water colum do tend to settle because of 

gravI tational forces, but al so tend to remaln In suspension because of turbulence. 

Evidence shows that suspended sollds levels can remain fairly constant over long 

distances. In nservolrs uhlch are more qulescent than rivers, the turbulent eddles 

dlrinlsh, and often gravl tational settling becomes laportant. Thus for these screen- 

ing analyses, reservoirs are modeled as sinks of metals. 

6ased on the ldeallred nservolr and nomenclature shown in Figure IV-68, mass 

balances for sollds and metals are developed. The sollds mass balance is: 

where 

T - hydraulic detentlon time, days 

$1, 9 = concentration of suspended solids In Inflow and outflow, 

respectively, ag/l 
H = mean depth of reservoir, R 

US = settling velocity, m/day. 
The total metal concentration leaving the reservoir at steady state can 

be approximated as: 

- 
6’ 

l+ 
1 + So Kp*10’6 

(N-187) 

( IV-188a) 

(IV-lE!ab) 

1 
+ (1 + So K l lO"l 

1 + 5’ Kp-1006 
(IV-188c) 
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FIGURE IV-68 DEFINITION SKETCH OF IDEALIZED RESERVOIR 

The dissolved metal conctntratlon is: 

co c’ (1 + K s’*lo’6) 

l (1 + Kp Sia$O’6) - 

G I 

1 + Kp Si*IO'd 
n c . (IV-1891 

If the particle sites of suspended sediments In the inflowing and outflowing 

waters are significantly different, then the partition coefficient can also be quite 

different In the two waters. This Is primarily because the smaller particles have 

greater surface area available for adsorption. The following analysis shows bar to 

approximately account for these differences. 

For the solids balance, each particle site (e.g., fine silt) can be accounted 
for individually: 

S’ 

si 1’) 

(IV-190) 

where the subscript j denotes particle class. 

If the Inflowing and outflowing concentrations of particles can be estimated by 

class size then the settling velocities can be calculated as: 

N s’ 
‘Sj * i SO 

( > 

J-1 

j 

( IV-191 ) 

This approach assumes the internally generated solids in class j are of negligibly 

small amount. 

Ihe linear adsorption isotherm for particle class j Is: 

(IV-192) 
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where 

xJ = mass of metal adsorbed per mass of sediment In jth particle class 

KPJ 
= partftton cotftlcltnt for jth partlclt sltt 

then 

CO -6 
SS 

. KP; Co S;*lO 

and 

c; l x0 
-6 

SJ 
= C"fKpj S;*lO . 

The concentration of metal In the outflow becomes: 

G= c: 
l+ 

j (9 - S$lO’6 

(1 + PKpjS;“O-6) 

l d (1 +~KpjS;*lOa) 

co . . 

(IV-193) 

(IV-194) 

(IV-195a) 

(IV-195b) 

(IV-195c) 

(IV-189b) 

Equation IV-189b shows that the dissolved fractfon of the metal fs not afftcted.by 

the restrvolr so that If most of the metal Is dlstolved, then the restrvolr Is not an 

effective sink for the metal. 

To handle multiple partltlon cotfflclents In a manner amenable to sl@rltied 

calculation, it ts hypothtslttd that partltion coefflcltnts art inversely proportlonal 

to specltlc surface area, or 

Kpr.!El 
5 '*j 

(IV-1961 
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where 

r denotes a reference partkle group (e.g., clay) 

SA l sped fit surface, m’/g. 
The tabulations below show ranges and typjcal values for specific areas for sands, 

silts, and clays. 

Solid Range of Spcclflc Areas (m'/g) Typical Value (m2/gl 

sand 1 - 50 10 

Silt 50 - 100 60 

Cl ay 100 - 800 200 

Rai et al. (1983) provfde a good summary of specific surface areas (and other adsorp- -- 
tlon related parameters) for a varlety of solid surfaces, Including mtal hydroxides. 

Using the relatlonship embodied in Equation IV-196, q becomks: 

(N-197) 

.---------.-----.-.EXAnpLE IV-23 *--B.--w ----.-I -‘-‘-‘l 

Consider a river nlth two reservoirs located on it (Figure IV-69). The 
I 
i 

detention time and depth of each reservodr are: 

i Reservoir Detention Time (days) (m) Depth I 
3 3 I Haley 

i Dell 

i 
i 

Suppose the suspended sol 

i . percent 

20 6 

Ids entering the first reservoir from upstream are: 

sat1 lng Sped fl c 
Concentration Velocfty Surfa l Area 

I Category by Ueight (rig/l ) (cm/sac) 'i (n /a) 
i Sand 50 100 0.1 10 

i s11t 25 50 5 x 10’2 60 

i Cl ay 25 50 3 x loo4 200 
i The totai zinc concentration In the rfvcr upstream of Haley Reservoir Is assumed 

i 
to be 150 rg/l. Find the total tlnc concentration in the water column below Haley 

, Reservoir and below Dell Reservoir assuming that the loss from the water column 1s 

! by sedimentation only. 

I hstunt that a typical partltlon coefficient for zinc on clys is 10' cm3!gm. 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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FIGURE IV-69 DEFINITION SKETCH USED IN EXAMPLE IV-23 

The specific surface areas of the solids are typlcal values based on the data 

presented earlier. The settling velocltles are based on Stokes Law, as described 

In Chapter 5. 

Fran Equation IV-190, the concentrations of the suspended materials leavlng 

Haley Reservoir are: 

Ssand = 3 ,.001~~4w + 1 

5 silt - 
50 

3 l 5 l loo4 ,386400+1 

= 1.1 lug/l 

* 1.1 ns/l 

5 m 50 
clay 3 3 . . 1o-6 

.40lng/l . 

-7 86400 + 1 

Rearly all the slit and sand are deposited In the reservoir, but only 20 percent 

of the clay. The metal concentration in the outflow from Haley Reservoir Is: 

tn 1 15o 1 + 104-6/200 (10 x 1.1 + 60 x 1.1 + 200 x 401 
1 + 104%200 (10 x 100 + 60 x 50 + 200 x 50) 

= 150 (.83) l 120 /q/l . 

Considering Cell Reservoir, It Is apparent at a glance that the quantity of 

sand and silt lcavlng the reservoir Is negligible. The concentration of clay 

leaving the reservoir Is: 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i L. 

s 40 
clay = 2. . 3 . 1o- 

-486400+ 1 
=lSmg/l . 

The total metal in the outflow of Dell Reservoir is: 

10406 
tn = 120 

1+~200’15 
46 

1 + J& (10 x 1.1 + 60 x 1.1 + 200 x 40) 

- 120 (.82) = 100 pg/l . 

It is somewhat surprlsfng that the zinc remains in such high concentrations 

after passing through two reservoirs. however, consider that the dissolved 

zinc upstream of the first reservoir is: 

'"dissolved = 150 46 

1 + ,+& (100 x 10 + 50 +60 + 50 + 200) 

= 88pg/l . 

Hence, most of the rlnc remaining In 

dissolved. 

-.-.-w-.-.-.-.-.- END ()F 

i 
i 
i 

the river downstream of Dell Reservoir Is i 
i 

EXAMPLE IV-23.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.d 

4.10.3.5 Adsorption and lksorption of Metal Between the Water Column and Bedded 

Scdlments 

fhe analyses presented In the previous sectlons are steady-state analyses, and 

Ignore dlffuslve transport between the water column and bed. This is justlfled If the 

degradation rate of metal Is negllglble and the partition coefficients In the water 

column and the bed are the s&ne. From these assumptions, the dissolved phase concen- 

trations of metal are found to be the simae in the water column and In the bed. 

Consquently, there Is no net adsorption or desorpt:on between the bedded and sus- 

pended materials. 

However, situations do occur when the steady-state assumptlon Is not valid. For 

example, consider a new discharge which begins operation on a previously uncontaml- 

nated river reach. As the contaminated water moves downstream, the metal In the 

water column Is i:, contact with uncontaminated bedded sediment, and soma of the 

dissolved metal can adsorb onto and diffuse into the bedded sediment. 9uriCg this 
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process, the concentration In the water column decreases with distance. Figure IV-46 
shown previously In this chapter Illustrates the converse sltuation which occurs when 

an Influx of metal Is reduced so that the metal In the bedded sediments is no longer 

in qulllbrium wlth the metal In the water colua. Then, desorptlon tends to 

occur. 

An approach is shown beltm that can address these sltuatlons, and can be used to 

answer questions such as: 

0 How long is rquired for river sediments to be cleansed of excessive 

metal concentrations by the process of natural desorption? 

0 If a new source of metal contmlnation beglns discharge, how long Is 

rqulred before the impact of the elevated metal cdncentratlons is fully 

felt downstream? 

The following approach considers adsorption and d+sotQtion as the mechanisms of 

transportlng metal between the water column and bed. The effects of resuspension and 

deposition are not considered mainly because the the frm of interest here IS 

likely to be months to years. Resuspension and depos1tlon rates fluctuate consider- 

ably over extended time periods, and tend to negate each other. 

Figure IV-70 Illustrates the relationship between the dissolved metal concentra- 

tlon In the water column and In the bedded sediments during a period when conditions 

are not In equlllbrlum. Rear the sediment-water Interface, there 1s likely to exist 
a relatively thin layer where the dissolved phase concentration Is approximately the 

same as in the water column. Below this mixed layer, vertical diffusion In the 
sediment controls movement of the dissolved metal. By developing and simultaneously 
SOlVfng mass balance equations for the metal In the wafer column, in the Rlfxed 

layer, and In the diffusion layer, the dissolved phase concentration In the water 

column is found to be: 

C= (‘b - Co) 6 (t, xl + Co, x cd 

cO m x >; 

where 

cO l lnltlal concentration In the water column (at t - 0), Hg/l 

cb - constant background concentration (at x - 0). rg/l 
t = the, days 

X * distance below locatlon where C = Cb, m 

B l 
1 

-+ U uH (1 + KpS*lOb) 
. dw/ m 

(IV-198a) 

(IV-198b) 

U 

MS 

- stream velocity, m/day 

l mass of contlmlnated sediments, per unlt area, in thin mixed 
layer, g/m2 
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FIGURE IV-70 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN METAL CONCENTRATION IN 
WATER COLUMN AND IN BEDDED SEDIMENTS DURING 
A NONEQUILIBRIUM 4~soRpTIo~ PERIOD 

n = water depth, III 

:p 
= partltlon coefficient, l/kg 

= suspended sediment concentration, mg/l 

Nt,x) = an unspecified function of time and distance, unitless. 

Equation IV-198b above Indicates that the boundary condition (C = $) propagates 

downstream at a speed l/8 &lch, depending on the magnitude of HsKp, can be sig- 

nfficantly slower than the stream velocity. The quantity 1/B 1s a useful parameter 

because It can be used to estimate the tlma required for the effects of a change In 

pollutant loading to be propagated downstream. 
Equatlon IV-198 can be used to estimate the residual concentration In a river 

when the boundary concentration Is set equal to zero after a period when mtals have 

bttf~ aCCUmt,Ildting In the btd (1.1.. Whtn Cb = 0 and Co > 0). COnVtfStly, the sam 
quatlon can be ustd to prtdlct the adjustmnt in stream metal ,conctntratlon following 

start-up of a dlschargt where formerly theft wds none (I.e., when Cb > 0, Co = 0). 

To perform these caiculatlons, the function G(t,x) is rqufred. Using an 

approximation: 

c * (Cb - Co) arfc X 1 +c . 
2uH (1 + KpS*10-6)t/r--B;T ’ 

(IV-199) 
I 



where 

Orn = vertical dfffusfon coefficient, a2/day 

8 = void fraction 

P = bulk density, g/a3 
K = partition coefficient, l/kg- 

This Is t!e equivalent of Equation IV-19&, which Is valid for large times following 

a change in mass loading to a river (e.g., one year or greater). The major difficulty 
in using Equation IV-199 is finding appropriate Input data for two of the Important 

unknowns: D (or Dm) and Ms. When KpS Is sfgnfffcantly less than unity 
and the depth of the mixed layer is small, Equation IV-199 can be further slmplffltd 

to 

’ = $, - Co) erfc (IVaO) 

Suppose the temporarily changing concentration due to metal desorptfon from bedded 

sediments is desired. Set Cb = 0, SO 

c l erf Q& l 

( ) 

(IV-201) 

cO 
In this case, rhen the mixed layer Is of neglfglble thickness, substituting typical 

values of 0, u, H into Equation IV-201 shows that C<(c,. That is, desorption of 

metal back fnto the water column produces metal concentrations which urt sfgniffcantly 

below Co, so the levels are not likely to be sfgnlffcant enough to be of concern. On 
the other hand, under these conditions the concentrations In the bed art likely to 

remain aitvated for d long period of time, dnd could adversely impact the benthic 

camunity. In suammry, it appears that unless there exists a mixed lryer of sedf- 

ments which can exchange metal with the water column at a rate substantially higher 

than by diffusion processes alone, desorptfon of metals from the bed back into the 

water column Is likely to produce concentrations in the water column of secondary 

importance. Scour of the contamfnated sediments is probably more responsible for 

reintroducing the metal back Into the water column at rates where notlceably elevated 

concentratfons may occur. 

4.13.3.6 Sunxnary 

4.10.3.6.1 Overall Aoprorch 

The tools presented in the previous sections can be used to tvaluate the :nflu- 
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cnce of three hydrological condltlons (all steady-state) on metal concentrations In 

rivers. The hydrologic condftions can be defined in tea of the suspended solids 

levels In rlvtrs: 

0 a pcrlod of net settling 

0 a period of net scour 
0 a pcrfod of qu~llbrlum (scour and sedfmentatlon balance out each other, 

or each is negligible). 

In order to use these concepts ulthln the screening framework presented here, the 

annual cycle of events In a river Is viewed as a series of steady-state conditions 

(each of which may be of several months' duration) separated by unsteady transition 

ptri ods. The term "steady-state' IS used cautiously here because each of the pseudo- 

steady periods may have elements of unsteadiness. For example, consfder a high flow 

condition where metal-contaminated soltds are continually being scoured from the 

bottom. Scourlng of contaminated sediments will continue only as long as they are 

present, I.e., . until the depth of contamination is exceeded. After that happens, the 

solfds beIng scoured no longer contrlbute metal to the water column. This lllus- 

trates that a rfver's steady-state periods may really have some dependency on a 

previous steady period. To properly use the steady-state approach in the screening 

manual requires the user to carefully define the pseudo-steady perlods, and select 

the data appropriate for each period. 

To begin the analysis, a dilutlon approach is recanmended, in the case of either 

single or multiple sources. This Implies that multiple sources Interact with each 

other, and downstream concentrations depend on both total mass loading and total 

dllutlon. A dilution analysis does not require either suspended solids concentra- 

tions or partition coefficients, unless the fraction of dissolved metal is required. 

Large reservoirs in the river system may rquire that settling of metal contaminated 
sediments ulthfn the reservoir be calculated, especially If most of the metal is 

befng transported in partkulate fem. 

As a next step, the user may wish to perform a scour analysis to see If metal 

concentrations becane elevated in the water column during scour even though the flow 

rate Is probably higher (thus, more dilutlon water is avallable). In such a case, 

the user might want to perform an anlysls of hydrologic condition thrwghout the 

annual cycle since each condition IS not truly independent of the other. 

4.10.3.6.2 Uncertainty 

Analysis of uncertainty for these screening methods Is limited to a perturbation 
analysts: perturb (or change) the value of a variable within the range of uncertainty 

and see Mm the results change. If signlflcant changes occur, the results ate 

sensitive to that variable. At that t!me, sane datd could be col1ccted to remedy the 
situation (see Section 4.10.5). Typlcally, for analyses discussed in this document, 
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the variables uhlch rqulre more accurate quantlflcation are background and point 

sources, flow rates, and partltlon coefficients. 

A particular use of uncertainty analyses is to address the qwstlon: Is there a 

slgnfflcant difference In the metal concentration In the water colum when the 

dllution approach Is used compared to when settling and/or scour occur? For example, 

a user may have to decide whether concentration levels ptedlcted to be 25 percent 

higher during a scour period, compared to an equilfbriua period when net scour and 

settling are zero, are really different. By perturbing important variables withln 

the range of realism, their questions can be addressed.. 

.‘.-.-.---we.-.-.-.- EXmPLE IV-24 -w-s -w-w-.---m-.---.-.- 

I 
0 

I 
, 
I 
I 

I I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

For the river shown in Figure IV-71, three point sources and three background 

sources contribute copper to the river systm. Calculate the total copper concen- 
tratlon at locations PI, P2, P3, P4, and P5 for the folloulng two conditions. 

Condition I Is a moderate to low flow period where the solids tithln the water 
colwm appear to be In quillbrlum over distance. Perform a dllutlon analysis 

during this pcrlod. Condltdon 2 is a high flow period which follows Condition 1. 
Data collected reveal that solids are being scoured along the malnstem during 

Condltlon 2 as follows: 
, 
I 
, 
I 
I 

I I 
I 
, 
1 
I 

I 
I 

e ASS = 50 mg/l, fra point source 1 to Pl 

e ASS = 25 rig/l,, from just below tributary B to P2 
l ASS - 10 q g/l, from just below tributary C to P4 l 

Wemine which condition (the steady-state or scour condttlon) produces hlgher 

instream mtal concentrations. Table I:‘-59 sumarlzes the required source data. 

The dflutfon analysfs (Condltfon 1) proceeds by applylng the mixing quatlon 

(Equation IV-156) at each location, wrkfng from upstream to downstream: 

I 
I 'A Oh + ‘1 Q1 l 

5 l 50 l 500 l s 

c = 

Pl QA + 4 
- SOpg/l 

50 + 5 

cp2 = 
50 l 5s + 5 ’ 10 I 43&, 

55 + 10 

5 Qc + c2 Q2 * 5*20+75*2 

% = Q, + 4 
a 11 rg/l 

22 

l 

54 11 22 + 43 l 

l 65 = 35 rg/l 
22 + 65 

i 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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FIGURE IV-71 RIVER SYSTEM FOR EXAMPLE IV-24 

TABLE XV-59 

SOURCE MTA REQUIRED FOR EXAMPLE IV-24 

Source 

Condition 1 Condition 2 

Q(cfs> Total-C&q/l) Q(cfs) Total-Cu(rg/l) 

A 50 5 500 5 
B 10 5 100 5 
C 20 s 200 5 
1 5 500 5 500 
2 2 * 75 2 75 
3 10 400 10 400 

% . 35 l 8i7++4; l lo m 73 rg/l . 

The results are sunmrlred in Table IV-60. 

For condition 2, the incremental total metal concmtratlon In each of the 

three reaches of the ma1nstem Is, based on Equation IV-182: 

ASS*Kp*CSS*10 -6 I 

where 
K 
P = partition coefficient for copper (--1041/kg, assumed for 

this example) 
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TABLE IV-60 

SlIMWRY of RESULTS OF EXAWLE lV-24 

Condition 1 Condltlon 2 

Location Q(h) Total-Cu(clg/l) Q(cfs) Total-Cu(pg/l) 

Pl 55 50 505 24 

P2 65 43 605 28 
P3 22 11 202 6 

P4 87 35 807 25 

P5 97 73 817 30 

5s l steady-state concentration of dissolved copper in the 
water column during Condition 1. 

For Css, use an average value over the rjver: 

50 + 43 + 35 

3 'd = 43fd, m/l 

'd = 1 
lo4 

6 = 2/3, assuming SS - 50 mg/T during 
1 + 

l 

50 
l 

10’ 
Condltlon 1. 

The incremental copper concentration In each of the three reaches caused by 

scour are: 

Reach 1: 50 * 104 l 3 l 43 l loo6 = 14 pg/l 

Reach 2: 25 l 10’ l $ l 43 - loo6 - 7 pg/l 

Reach 3: 10 l 104 l 4 ' 43 l loo6 l 3 pg/l 

To each of tnese results, the concentration at the upstream end of each redc.? is 

added as shown in Equation IV-182. This Is done by dilutlon analysis. For 

example, below) point source 1: 

C= 5 l 500 + 500 l 5 =10&l . 
505 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
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I At location Pl: C = 10 + 14 = 24 vg/l I 

i The results at the remaining locations are shown in Table IV-53. i 
i The total copper levels in the river during the high flow are only 50 percent i 
' as high as during the lower flow condition. Apparently, the effects of dilution i 

caused by the higher flow are more important than the scouring effect of the 
i i 

copper contaminated sediments. The fact that the factor SSS . - 10m6 is 
i Ib 

less than unity further indicates that the importance of scour is mitigated by the i 

i moderate size (cl) of this product. i 
i i 
C----------.-e-.-_ END OF EXAMPLE 1V-24----------.-------.-----1 

4.10.3.6.3 Answers to Ouestions 

In Section 4.10.2.3 (Selected Case Studies), a number of questions were posed 

which pertain to the the fate of metals in rivers. %ased on the predictive tools 

just presented, these questions are answered here in a qualitative sense. 

l Is downstream transport of metals important? Metals can be transoorted 

far downstream frun their place of input. In some cases. dilution 

models appear adequate to predict the total metal ccncentration in the 

water column. Dilution models are appropriate when scouring of ;netai 

contaminated solids or settling of adsorbed metals are of secondary 

concern. 

8 Are metals which are present in the water column present entirely in 

adsorbed form or is there a significant dissolved fraction? Depending 

on the quantity and characteristics of the solids in tne water column 

and the partition coefficient of the metals, the metal can be present in 

predominantly adsorbed form (>9D!k) or predominantly in dissolved form 

(>9o%i . When most of the metal is dissolved then downstream transoor: 

of the metal will be important. However, if most of t.?e metal is 

adsorbed to suspended solids, downstream transport can Sti 11 be imDOrtant 

unless significant settling of the suspended matter ocxrs. aAo:e that 

while solids tend to settle by gravitaiiona; forces, tk.ey are also Kept 

in suspension by turbulent eddies which are generally pr?sent in 

free flowing rivers. Consequently, solids (and the adsor!Ied wtais: can 

travel a long distance before settling. 

8 What i 5 the relationship between the water column csncentrztiors ard 

concentrations in the bedded sediments? At steady-state c3nditlcns, :he 

following approxi%atlon appears to be valiS: 

c 5 = c 
W 

'w - 'b 



where 

C 
W’ 'b = dissolved phase concentration in water column and bed, respectively 

X 
W’ ‘b = mass of metal adsorbed per mass of sedfment in water column and 

bed, respectively. 

At first glance, these relationships appear to imply that there is no difference 

in water column and bedded metal concentration. However, this is not true. Based 

on the above, the following can be concluded: 

cYw<'CT6 

Csw"Csb 
where 

'Tw' 'Tb = total concentration in water column and in bed, on a unit volume 

basis, respectively 

' 'sb SW' = adsorbed phase concentration in water column and in bed, on a 

unit volume basis, respectively. 

On a unit volume basis, then, the metal concentration fn the bed (within the contami- 

nated layer, which might be quite thin) is likely to be significantly higher than 

in the water column. The primary reason for this is that the bed acts as a corxen- 

trator for metals that are settling. for example if solids that were suspenaed in a 

1 m deep river settle onto a thin 1 mm layer at the sediment-water interface, then the 

concentration factor for solids and metals is 1000. Thus, a sorbed phase concentration 

of 10 rg/T in the water column becomes 10000 ug/l or 10 mg/l in tne contaminated bed. 

8 What is the effect of reservoirs on metal concentrations downstream? If 

most of the metal that enters the reservoir Is adsorbed, then the 

reservoir can act as a sink for the metal, depending on the hydraulic 

detention time and depth of the reservoir. If the detention time of the 

reservoir is relatively short and if the reservoir is shallow, only a 

small percentage of the total surface area in suspension might settle so 

that much of tne adsorbed metal can still Jass thrcugh the reservoir. 

Also, the dissolved fraction of the metal does not settle, so that 

unless the adsorbed fraction is great and most of it settles, tnen rmch 

of the metal that enters the reservoir can move downstream. 

0 What is the effect of metal desorptlon from river Deds? ktal desorption 

from Dedded sediments back into the water column appears to occur but at 

slow fates. If external sources of metals were suddenly cut ba:k, then 

the equilibrium which may have existed between the bed and water 

column concentrat'ons is disrupted. Unaer these condiiions there is net 

desorption of metal into the water column, whi:h tends to provide an 

internal source until an equiliDrium is reestablished again. Complete 

desorption of metals fran becded sediments may taxe years, effectively 

slowing the recovery of the river in response to point source reduction. 
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These concentrations may be low enough to be of secondary concern to 

organisms in the water column, but may be high enough to be of primary 

concern to the benthic community. 

4.10.4 Speciation of Metals and Equilibrium Modeling- 

4.10.4.1 Introduction 

While the analyses in the preceding sections have proceeded under the assumption 

that the fate of metals can be determined based on analysis of a single dissolved 

species and a single adsorbed species, metals do not obey such a simplified pattern 

of Dehavior. Figure IV-72 illustrates a more general picture of behavior. Dissclved 

metal might be present as tne free ion , or as complexes with inorganic or organic 

ligancs. The adsorbed metal can be adsorbed to a variety of surface types and 

appears to obey different adsorption isotherms. If concentrations of metals become 

too high, precipitates may form and settle from the solution, or remain suspended in 

solution if particle size remains small enough. This section introduces the processes 

affecting the speciation of metals. A generic discussion of processes precedes a 

metal-by-metal discussion of nine of the priority metals. The generic discussion 

emphasizes fate in fresnwater environments. It does not detail all processes, 3ut 

rather those which are often of greatest importance. This discussion should be 

balanced against the screening procedures found earlier in this document. This 

second point of view can help the user to see more clearly the simplification and 

assumptions made in the screening procedures and to interpret results of the screening 

analysis more inteliigently. 

4.13.1.2 Major Processes Affect'ng Speciation 

This discussion emphasizes ',he predominant fate processes likely to be of 

importance for metals discharged to freshwater rivers and streams ,inder oxic Con- 

ditions. This scenario, while not completely general, does encompass many CCmItnOnly 

occurring situations and is consistent with the scope of this section. Figure 1'4-72 

shows the general range of pti-pe values considered here, as well as the range which 

can be found in different environments. The pti-pe range for eacn environment are 

typical but not all inclusive. digher pe values in ground water systems are possible, 

for example. 

I: is not necessary that users actually perform :alculations relating to the 

processes that are d'scussed here. Ratner. the calculations have been ;erforned oy a 

metal sceciaticn mode' called MiYE?L, wnicn is applied to a number of differ??: tiater 

bodies (Section J.!O.4.4!. The major processes that dre discussed in this So,fClon 

include: 

0 Precioitation-cisszlution 
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l ION EXCHANGE 
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UTHER MINERALS 

l ADSORPTION TO ORGANIC SOLIDS 

FIGURE IV-72 SPECIATION OF METALS IN THE AQUATIC ENvmot~wu 

a Adsorption 

a Oxidation-reduction 

l Di!utioh. 

Several other processes of minor importance are also specifically addressed. 

before beginning the process-by-:,roc*ss discussion, some cf the impor:Pt 

"mdstep variabies" (terminology often used by Stumm and Morgan, 1970) that control 

the fate of the metals are reviewed. These master variables are pH, pe, icnic 

strength, and water temperature. 

The solution pH (= -log \H?, where {H+}is hydrogen ion activity *hydrogen ion 

concertration) is a measure of the hydrogen ion concentration. Typically, in fresn 

water, pH - 7 denotes neutral conditions, while pH values exceeding 7 denote ~&SIC 

conditions, and oti less than 7 denote acidic ccnditions. Ocean wdters cdve 2 r2la- 

tively constant o5 of a.?-3.3, aue to their Duffering CapaClty. Tha pti of r3:hwater 

containing oniy atrrosoheric carbon dioxide is typically 3.6-5.7. Hcwever, vd:s* otce 

acidic Inputs 3re significant, rainwater ?ti can be lowereo to 4.2 or so :a:!: ra:c,j. 

The oH of river vlater is more variable than that of the ocean, a% most ofis? -arges 

from 5.2 to 8.G. Solution pH can s:rong!y 'nfluenco :ne speciar'on of mera:s : .,o. 

the!; fcrm, suer as '_u2+ or C.JCii+) arta Fence their 'ate and tOx:c't/. 
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FIGURE IV-73 RELATIVE CHARACTERIZATIOKS OF 

ENVIRONMENTS BY PE AND ~tl 

A related concept is pe (9 -log le'k where {e'\is the electron activity). 

The pe describes the oxidation-reduction status of a water body, and is influential 

in dictatlng species likely to be present in water bodies. Together with pH, pe can 

be used to create equilibrium Phase diagrams. 

Another measure of oxidation-reduction often used is the electroche!nical redox 

potential, EH. E, and pe are related as follows: 

E, (in volts) = 0.059 pe, at 25'C 

The dissolvea oxygen level can also be related :o pe. Based on the oxygen-water 

redox reaction, this relationship is: 

2 = l/4 log PO2 + 20.75 -pH 

where 

?02 
= cartial pressure of dissoived oxygen, atmospheres. 

For clssolved oxygen levels corresponding to saturation (P 
02 

= 0.2:, pe = i3.6 
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at pH = 7. For dissolved oxygen levels of aboirt 0.1 mg/l, pe - 13.1 at pH = 7. 

Hence, in most surface water systems , even in the presence of a small amount of 

dissolved oxygen, the pe values are typically in the range of 12 to 13.6. Only in 

anoxic systems (of under nonequilibrium conditions) are pe values negative. While 

the concept of redox equilibrium iS a useful one, the user is cautioned that many 

natural systems are not likely to be in redox equilibrium. 

Ionic strength is a measure of the concentration of ionic species in a solution. 

In very dilute SOlutiOnS, with low concentrations of ions, the ions behave indepen- 

dently of each other. However, as the concentrations of ions increase, electrostatic 

interactjons between the ions also increase. Consequently under these conditions, 

activities ratner than concentrations are used in chemical equilibrium equations. 

Activities are defined as: 

ict * Y [cl I IV-202) 

where 

{cl = activity of species C 

[c: = concentration of species C 
.p I activity coefficient. 

For ideal or very crlute Solutions, L = 1 and activity equals concentration. Figure 

IV-74 illustrates how activity coefficients change with ionic strength and charge. 

An ionic strengtn of 0.5M corresponds to seawater and an ionic strength of O.UOUOM 

corresponds to distilled water. Unless ionic strength is extremely low, activity 

coefficients are not expected to equal unity, especially for divalent and trivalent 

ions. 

For the analyses here. ionic strengtn corrections are automatically accounted 

for in the equilibrium model FliNEUL. The ,JSe?r Simply has to specify the "ryoical" 

water aopropriatc for the conditions being analyzed (see Section 4.10.4.3). 

Ionic strengtr (1) can be estimated from either total dissolvec solics (TSSJ or 

SpeCl flC conduc:ivity, two commonly available parameters. The appropriate relationshjp 

between TX and ionic strength is: 

I = 2.5 l 10 -5 
l TX (IV-203) 

where 

TSS = total dissolved solids, mg/l. 

The reiationship between specific conductivity (r@?oi ana ionic strength is shown in 

Figure 1'1-75. The relationships between ionic strengtn and ?DS anC between ionic 

stren;: b and conJuct7vity are ralid for 7onic Strengtns less than 2.1, wnicn 15 more 

thm 3Cequate far fresh water systems. TUS levels for most fresn dater in tnis 

coultry 3*e !ess :!jdn 12UO 79'1. Corres2ofwi~q to EJuation (!I-ii;31 above, tne ionic 
St +-e-g7 I s : 
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FIGURE IV-75 IONIC STRENGTH VERSUS SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY 
FOR SURFACE GRATERS (FROM LIND, 1970) 

I = 2.5 l lo5 l 1200 = 0.03 

At this ionic strength, activity coefficients are likely to be about 0.8 to 0.9 for 

monovalen: ions, 3.5 to 0.6 for dlvalent ions, and 0.1 to 0.3 for trivalent ions isee 

Figure IV-74b). 

Water temperature influences virtually every aspect of the chemistry of metals, 

including solubi!ity and equilibrium constants, and reaction kinetics. Temperature 

corrections can be used in MIXEQL. 

4.10.4.2.1 Precipitation and Dissolution 

Metals are subject to solubility limitations in natural waters. Should the 

solubility product [defined below) be exceeded, then that metal tends to pteciz'tate. 

By precipitating, the metal forms a solid phase (say lead hydroxide, Pb(CH)2 '5)) 

which might remain s?Jspended In the water column if the solid phase particles 3Pe 

small enough ana do not grow and if water turbulence is sufficient to keep ?hm !n 

suspension. ?oweve r , should the solid grow to sufficient size, or be transcor?ad to 

3 slowly moving :a:kwater region, tnen sedimentation of the sol'd is li ke!y. 



with an 

The solubility product for a metal cation (a cation fs a positively charged ion) 

anion (a negatively charged ion) is represented as: 

M,Bb(s) S&lb+ + bBa- (N-204) 

where 

MaBb(S) = the solid phase species 

= the positively charged metal cation (with charge b+) I@+ 
Ba- 

ilibr The equ 

= the anion (with charge a-). 

ium constant for this reaction is defined as: 

K = 
SY 

(IV-205a) 

= {nb+)a {*a-}b (IV-205b) 

where 

~~~aJ,b)~ = activity of solid phase, defined as unity by convention 

i Mb+1 = activity of metal cation 

{B"'} = activity of anion 

K ' = the equilibrium constant, called the solubility product. 

The Relationship Between activity and concentration can be invoked so that 

Equation IV-2l)tiB can be expressed in terms of concentrations (and activity coeffici- 

ents) rather than in terms of activities. This is desiraole because concentration 

prediction, rather than activity prediction, Is the objective of the analyses. 

invoking the definition of activity coefficient as the ratio of activity to CsnCen- 

traticn, Equation I\/-205B can be rewritten as: 

<!V-206b) 

where 

\ 'I ' '8 = activity coefficients for the metal cation and tne anion, ros2ec:!ve!y 

[hr"'] I concentration of metal cation 

:3a-l = .concentraticn of anion. 

Wher 'I :,<A , and baa,"', Equation IV-206b can be written 13 the siTpier, more faCil!ar, 

foRn: 
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linear and nonlinear equilibrium isotherms or other mechanistic approaches for 

predicting adsor;t:on (e.g. electric doutile-layer theory). For this screening 

approach, the linear equilibrium adsorption isotherm iS used. Linear partition 

coefficients are wescnted from :he literature. 

HyaroQual , as aocumented in Delos et al. (1983)) has calculated linear partition -- 
coefficients for rivers and laxes for various metals. They analyzed approximately 

20,000 records from data bases such as STORE: in order to arrive at their predictions. 



They found the partition coefficients to be dependent on suspended solids concentra- 

tions, but to be independent of pH. Table IV-61 sumMrires their results. Under 

most conditions, the expressions in the table predict that the partition coefficients 

are likely to exceed lo4 l/kg, and in some cases, exceed lo6 1 /kg. 

Based on linear partitioning, the fraction of metal dissolved is given by: 

(N-208) 

where 
C 

F 
= fraction dissolved 

K = linear partition coefficient, l/kg 

sps = suspended solids, mg/l. 

The results of this equation are shown in Table IV-62 for each of the metals in Table 

IV-61 for a range of suspended solids from 1 mg/l to 1000 mg/l. In most instances, 

the percent of the metal which is adsorbed exceeds 50 percent. This is in contrast 

to many toxic organics which often have smaller partition coefficients and, therefore, 

more of the toxicant is transported in the dissolved state (see, for example, Table 

11-14). 

While the results in Tables IV-61 and IV-62 provide useful information, the 

possible error associated with the predicted partition coefficients is quite large. 

Figure IV-77 illustrates this for copper. The envelope of values encompasses an 

order of magnitude. 

Rai et al. (1983) have sutmiarized adsorption data for numerous priority metals. -- 
The summary includes Kp values for linear partitioning as well as data for other 

types of isothenrrs. As a result of reviewing the work of Rai et al. (1983). and 

other literature sources it appears that there is generally no consistency as to - 
"expected" values of Kp for a particular as metal in the natural environment. 

Some researchers report relatively small partition coefficients for metals while 

others, such as Delos et al. (1983), report significantly larger values. This -- 
uncertainty (or variability) emchasizes that site-specific K values should be 

P 
used if possible and that better methods for predicting the importance of partitioning 

are probably warranted. Based on the fact that metals speciate and each species 

exhibits different adsorption tendencies, it is not difficult to see why a "K 

approach" is limited in predictive ability. However, the alternative approaches are 

not well supported either ana site-specific data cap Se quite beneficial, regardless 

of the approach. 

4.10.4.2.3 OxiCation-Reduction 

Oxidation-re&c:ion reactions are conceptually analogous to acid-base roacticns, 

exceo: t.?ey are s'g?'ficantir sl3wer. Oxicants and r2duc:jnts are c2fined as e!eCtrOfl 
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FIGURE IV-77 PARTITION COEFFICIENT FOR COPPER IN STREAMS 

oxygen is xeseqt. The mode? MI 2EPL has been run for conditions corresponding to 

oxidizing environments. 

4.10.4.2.4 Dilution 

When wastewater is discharged into a river, the metal speciation of the wastewater- 

river water mixture can be significantly altered compared with metal speciation in 

the wastewater. This is because the master variables of pH, pe, ionic strength, and 

temperature in tne Hastewater-river mixture can be quite different from those of the 

wastewater alone. 

Examoles of processes likely to be important during mixing are: 

Solub'lity changes due to significant changes in specSes concentrations 

and redox COndlttOnS (say from anoxic conditions wnere sulfides cdn 

control solubility to oxiC conditions and where carbonates or hydroxides 

can ccntrcl s3lubi:ity!. 
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l pH changes can influence the fraction of species adsorbed and the 

relative distribution of the dissolved species. 

4~10.4.2.5 processes of Secondary Importance 

Other processes that can influence the fate of a few of the priority metals are 

volatilization, photolysis, and biodegradation. Each of these processes is discussed 

in detail in Chapter II of this document as they relate to organic contaminants. 

Volatilization is the physical transfer of metal from the water column into the 

atmosphere. Elemental mercury can volatilize and so possibly can arsenic. Photolysis 

is the chemical process of degradation through absorption of solar energy and may 

influence the fate of cyanide and mercury. Biodegradation, or the microbial degra- 

dation of metal complexes, can influence a number of priority metals. In this 

section, the processes of volatilization, photolysis, and biodegradation are given 

minor attention. While photolysis and biodegradation may influence metal speciation, 

the metal itself can still be present In the water column, although as a canplex 

which may have different toxicity than before. 

4.10.4.3 Metal-by-Metal Discussion 

This section summarizes the fate of nine priority metals in oxidizing surface 

water environments. Figure IV-78 shows a periodic table of the elements and'illus- 

trates the placement of each of the priority metals discussed (see the circled 

elements). The common oxidation states of each metal are shown above and to the left 

of the symbol for each metal. Table IV-63 sunmarizes the discussion that is to 

follow. The table shous the metals affected by oxidation-reduction, the primary 

species which are likely to be present in each envlrorment, the solids controlling 

solubility, and pH-pe cabinations that are conducive to mobilizing the metals 

(e.g., increasing solubility). 

4.10.4.3.1 Arsenic 

A source of arsenic in the natural environnent in the United States is coal-fsel 

power plants, which emit approximately 3000 tons of arsenic per year (Nelson, i9T7). 

Arsenic trioxide, As203(s), is foned and is often the compound which first reaches 

surface Maters. Concentrations of arsenic in surface waters of the United States 

range frn 5 to 340 ppb, with a mean value of 64 ppb (Kopp, 1969). Ir contrast, 

average arsenic concentrations in ocean waters are about 2 ppb. 

Figure IV-79 is a pe-pH diagram for arsenic, without the influence of organir, 

materiE1, showing its behavior for total arsenic ranging fran IOB6 to xr3 M Is.: to 

Ppmm). In oxidizing environments likely to exist in most surface waters (i.e. Pe 

100 
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FIGURE IV-78 PERIODIC TABLE OF THE ELEMENTS (FROM SNOEYINK 
Arm JENKINS, 1980) 

values exceeding 8 or so), the pentavalent arsenic soecies pretiomindte, with t$AsO; 
and HAsO~- being the most likely anions. Only at relatively Ion pe values (draund 0 
or less) dt the pH range likely to exist in natural waters will t!!e trivalent form be 

stable. As evidenced fran the pe-ptl didgram, arsenic(:'j iS a tr'protic acid, and its 

behavior is quite similar to that of phosonoric acid. 

.Arsenic!Y) forms a series of salts with alkaline-earth metais (magnesium, 

calcium, strontium, and bariuzi) and with a number of the heavy mtals (such as 
nickel, copper, zinc, cadmium, and lead) which dre quite insoluoie. For example, 

oversaturation with respect to Pb3(As04)2(s) at afi As(v) concentration of 15 -5 M can c 
occur when lead concentratjons exceed la-' H at pi4 = 7. However, 1CIm5M of e;ther ledd 

or arsenic is high dnd far exceeds the 1980 U.S. EFA's ,riater qsa;?'.y criteria, and 

the simultaneous occurrence of both is ~mlikely. i&i-e thermciy~amlcs :dVGr oxida- 
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TABLE IV-63 

SlMARY OF UETAL SPECIATION IY OXIDIZING AN0 REDUCING ENVIRON#NTS, SOLIDS CONTROLLING 
SOLUBILITY, AllD pli-pe COMBINATICHS CONDUCIVE TO HETAL MOBILIZATION 

Unsffrcted by 
E Ia& Dxld~tlon-kductlon Oxldirlnq Enrlroment RcducIng Envltorwnt ControllIng Solldr Jbblll2lng comHt\ons 

A5 Hpp5q H~sO;,H*AsO; Fds0,.As2S, W PH. hW PC 

Cd cJ*.cdso~,cl%..; CdC03.Cd+P0,)t.(C~,td)COj la pl 

Cf Hero:- cr" crf . 2',cTa?',cr@t4)f,Cr(oH); CrUW3,Fdr.0, 111: la pH, la pe 
VI: hloh P hloh PC 

cu c"2',c"so~.c"foH); C"'.cucI;.C"(cw); ~u~~~2.c~,~po,~2.cu2~~~2coj la PH 

Pb Ph*',PbCO;' Pb(CO,);- Pb(Olo2.P~Oj.PbJ(P0,)2 la p1 

"Y HgC1pg(ai)~.r6gClcO HgO w low PH. high Cl- 

II I12'.I(Hco;.I~so~ ltlS,IiFeO, low PH 

SC Sd$ MScO;.ScO+SC- fc2wy3 high rrC 

Zn zn2'~z~~,Lna)~.zalU),)~- zn(OH)2.znCO~,znSi0,.znFc20, low PH 
- 
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FIGURE IV-79 FE/I+ STABILITY FIELD DIAGRAM FOR P,RSENIC AT 25'C 

tlon of As(III) to As(V) in oxic surface waters, the kinetics of the oxidation 

process are thought to be such that As(III) can remain in this reduced form for 

relatively long periods of time; e.g. order of months (Tallman and Shaikh, 1980). As 

indicared eatiier, arsenic from combustion can enter surface waters as As203(s). 

This compound tnen reacts with water to fcrm arsenious acid, H3As03 which is in the 

+3 ox:dation state {see Figure IV-79). Depending on the rate of the oxidation reaction, 

the more toxic trivalent arsenic might remain present in the water. 

Both As(II i) and As(V) species are expected to adsorb onto surfaces, such as 

oxid? surfaces and clays. The As(V) species have greater adsorptive tendency than do 

the AsIIII) species. Adsorption generally decreases with increasing pH, ind'cating 

that adsorption is more likely to be important in acidic waters. 

4.10.4.3.2 Cadmium 

In natural fresh water, cadmiun can be present In extremely low concentrations 

(e.g. less than 0.01 rg/l). Sources of cadmium include both industrial effluents 

(pigments, plastics, alloys, and electroplating) and municipal effluents industrial 

scurces may account for up to 30 percent of the cadmium released domestically 

(Environmental Science and Tecnnology, 1971). Cadmium is extremely toxic to fish, 

and effects on '.ne grow th rate nave been observed at concentrations between 5 and 10 



~/l (Gardiner, 1974). The suggested U.S. EPA criteria for protection of aquatic life 

are quite low also, varying from 0.01 to 0.05 erg/\ for waters having hardnesses of 50 

and 200 mg/l as CaC03, respectively. 

Cadmium speciation is similar to that of zinc, as might be expected, since they 

are located in the same group in the periodic table and in adjacent periods 4 and 5 

(see Figure IV-78). In oxic surface waters, cadmiun Is present in the.Z+ oxidation 

state, so that redox reactions are not important for this element. 

Cadmium can form complexes with hydroxide, carbonate, chloride, sulfate, and 

humic materials. Complexes with humic materials can be important when sufficient 

organic matter is present. 

In fresh water, the concentrations of cadmium are usually far below the maximum 

permitted by its solubility products. Solubility is probably controlled by the 

cd rbonate, which should limit the soluble Cd(II) to between 0.1 to 1.0 mg/l. In the 

pH range of natural waters, hydroxide solubility is about an order of magnitude 

greater than this. 

Figure IV-80 shows the speciation of cadmium in freshwater as a function of pH 

in the presence of an adsorbate Si02(s). The total cadmium present is 10B6 M (0.1 
mg/l 1. Even at ?nese high concentrations, cadmium does not begin to precipitate 

until the pH exceeds about 6.9. The uncomplexed cadmium is the dominant species 

below this pH. 

Adsorption of cadmium appears to follow a linear isotherm at total cadmium 

concentrations of about 5.0 rg/l or less (Gardiner, 1974). Concentrations of cadmium 

in natural waters are generally less than this, except in cases of extreme pollution. 

The proportion of cadmium adsorbed in the water column can be significant. 

Gardiner (1974) found that between 30 and 46 percent of cadmium in the water column 

was sorbed at total cadmium levels between 2.1 and 5.5 rg/l, and at a suspended 

solids level of 34 mg/l. 

According to the work of Gardiner, levels of EDTA, a strong organic complexing 

agent, below about 30 kg/l did not significantly affect cadmium speciation. At 

higher levels (i.e. 300 pg/l), the percent adsorbed was decreased by about half. 

4.10.4.3.3 Chromium 

Bacrgrouna chromium levels in many natural 

ppb) l 

watzr; are approximately lOBa H 1~0.5 

Chromium levels in wastowater range up to 10 H (500 ppb), whicn is near :ne 

solubflity for chromium at neutral pH, where Cr(OH)3(s) can contr31 solubility Ifor 

anoxic conditions). 

Figure IV-81 is a pe-pH diagram showing the stability of chromium species at a 

tota? chromium concentration of 10 -5 M (The effects of organic species are not included 

but csn oe important.) At the pe values nomally encountered in river wate-s [acove 

5), tne free Cr3+ lcn is expected to be present only in very aciaic water :pH <:I. 
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PH 

-log MOUA 
CONSTITUENT CONCENTRATION 
Cl 3.65 
NH3 5.5 
Br 6.62 
F 5.5 
SO4 3.9 
PC02 3.5 

REFERENCE: 

FKURE IV-80 CADM I 

OF 1 I 

VUCETA AND MORGAN, 1978 

UM SPECIATION AS A FUNCTION OF PH IN THE PRESENCE 

55 M2/L SIP,, CD, = 10-6M 

However, as the pH increases, at lou pe, important soluble Cr 

to be CrOH'+ ana Cr(OH); . The most important Cr(VI) species 

III) species are likely 

are i-004 and CrOg-, ant 

they are likely to be present at pH values between 6.2 and 8 at high pe values. 

These anionic fornrs t?f chranilm are fairly soluble and are relatively mobile in 

surface waters. 

The presence of other metals can control the concentration of Cr(V1). Such 
metals include barium, calcium, strontium, copper, and lead. Lead concentrations as 

low as 10" H (i0 ppb) can produce chrctnate precipitation if concentrations of 

chromium (VI) exceed 10 -7 M at pH = 7. 

hhile Ct(VI), in the presence of Fe(III) and cissolved sulfides, can be readily 

reduced to Cr(III), these compounds are not likely to be present in oxic surface 

wa cers . Cr(II1) on the other hand can be oxidized by dissolved oxygen, but rather 

slcwly. The fa:c of chromium depends on its Oxidation state: cr "I ..I; is ?!ke’ly to 
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FIGURE IV-81 PE/PH DIAGRAM SHOWING STASILITY OF 

CHROMIUM SPECIES FOR CRY = 10s5Ms 

be sorbed and found In bottom sediments, and Cr(VI) is more likely to be carried in 

the water column. 

4.10.4.3.4 Cooper 

Elemental copper is a soft metal with an atomic weight of 63.5 and a density of 

a.9 g/cm3. It is a ubiquitous element in rocks and minerals and usually occurs as 

sulfides and oxides. Its concentrations in natural rocks typically vary from 4 ppn 

to 55 ppm, and natural background levels are often between 1 to 10 -g/l in rivers. 

Industrial sources of copper include smelting and refining industries, copper-wire 

mills, and iron- and steel-producing industries, 

The 2+ valence state is stable in oxic environments, while copper complexes with 

1+ valences exist in reducing environments (Figure IV-82). For oxic waters, pe is 

typically near 10, and the equilibrium valence state is 2+ regardless of pH. 

Several different researchers have inveszigated tne equilibrium speciation cf 

copper, botfi in the presence and in the absence of organic complexing agents. Figure 

IV-83a snows the oredictions of ,ong and Angtno (1977) in fresh water in tne preserlce 

of the ligands CH', Cl-, CO:-, SC:- , and HC'S;. The result; snow t>a: either the free w 
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PH 

REFERENCE: HEM (19751, 

FIGURE IV-82 PE/PH DIAGRAM SHOWING AREAS OF DOMINANCE OF FIVE 

SPECIES OF COPPER AT EQUILIBRSUM AT 25’C AND 1 ATM, 

copper predominates (at pH values below about 6.5) or Cu(OH)i precrominates at higher 

pH values. 

Vuceta and Morgan (i978) investigated the speciation of 10 -6 
Y of total copper 

also in the presence of jnorganic ligands, plus an adsorblng surface expressed as Si,Z2 

(5). Their resl;lts are shown in Ffgure IV-83b, and indicate that for pttZ6.5, the 

adsorbed form of copper predominates. The free ion is probably present in significant 

quantities below pH 7 and is the preduninant species below pil 6.5. Copper solubility 

in most fresh water appears to be controlled by malacnite (Cu2{CH)$03) ratner than 

the hydroxide (Stiff, 1971). However, precipitation of malachite is a slow process. 

Organic ligands can comolex copper and increase its solubility in water. 'r'ucetz 

and Morgan (:978) found that when EOTA was added as an organic ligand to their 

equilibrium model, the adsorbed and organically complexed copoer were the Dredominant 

species, when at least 10 -6.3 M EDTA was present. At higher amounts of organic 
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CONSTITUENT 
Cl 
504 
ca 

Mg 

35 4.5 3.5 65 7.5 85 93 lb.5 115 

PH 
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62 6.4 7:4 

PH 
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REVERENCE: (A) LONG AND ANGINO, 1977 
(B) VUCETA AND MORGAN, 1978 

CONSTITUENT 

Cl 

NH3 
Br 
F 

so. 

pco, 

-log MO&AR 
CONCENTRAl ION 
3.66 
3.0 
3.4 
3.8 

-log MOLAR 
CONCENTRAT I ON 

3.65 
5.5 
0.62 
5.5 
3.9 
3.5 

FIGURE W-83 COPPER SPECIATION (A) IN THE PRESENCE OF INORGANIC 
LIGANDS; (~1 IN THE PRESENCE OF INORGANIC LIGAND~ 
AND AN I!DSORBM SURUKE, L55 M*/L S102(sL 
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complexing agents, a greater quantity of adsorbing surface is required for the sorbed 

phase to be of significance. Gupta and Harrison's (1982) investigations produced 

similar results. They found that the addition of humic materials reduced the 

adsorption coefficient, k p, in a dilute system of kaolin and copper in water. The 

influence of the humic acid was evident at concentrations below 1 mg/l (Figure 

IV-84). 

4.10.4.3.5 Lead 

Lead is a constituent of hundreds of natural minerals, and its average abundance 

in the earth's crust is 15 ppm. Natural background levels of lead in inland waters 

typically average 1 *g/l or less. However, areas impacted by man, such as from lead 

mining, can have concentrations on the order of SO rg/l. Lead is used in metal 

products (with storage batteries being a primary use), pigments, gasoline antiknock 

additives, and other miscellaneous uses. 

While lead exists in three oxidation states (0, 2+, dnd 4+), the 2+ oxidation 

state predominates in natural surface waters. Long and Angino (1977) evaluated the 

equiliiorium speciation of lead in a freshwater environment Containing only the 

inorganic liganas OH-, Cl-, CO:-, SO:-. and HC0-j. Figure IV-85a shows their results. 

The Pb” ion is the predominant specie at pH S?, Mile dt 75 pHz 9, PbCO; is the 

major specie. 

Vuceta dnd Morgan (1978) also used an equi 1 ibrium model dpprOdCh for lead 

speciation in fresh water in the presence of inorganic ligands plus dn adsorbing 

surface. Figure IV-85b shows their results. Again, Pb 2+ predominates below pH = 7, 

and PbCO: predominates dt higher pH. For the amount of adsorbing surface used in the 

analysis (1.55 m2/1 sio2(s)), the concentration of adsorbed lead was approximately an 

order of magnitude below the dissolved phase concentration. Small auditions of iron 

dnd manganese oxides to the model ddta base, Which provide further adsorptlor: 

surfaces, did not appreciably change the results. 

Lead cdn precipitate as a number of compounds including PbS04(s), PbCC$(s), 

Pb(Oh)2(s), PbS(s), and Pb3(P04)2. The PbC03(s) cdn control solubility in naturai 

waters. Near pH = 8, the ‘lead solubility is probably between 30 to 100 c-g/l, and 

rapidly increases at lower pH values. In soft waters at low pH values, lead soluaility 

can be quite high so that using such a water type for drinking may be a health hazard 

if lead pipes conprise the water distribution system. 

Lead readily forms complexes with organic liganas, which tend to increase the 

amount of lead which can be dissolved in water. In Vuceta and Morgan's equili3rium 

moaeling results (1979), they found thdt when a strong complexing agent such as EDTA 

exceeded about IG'6*3 M, more of the lead wds complexed than was not. The total lead 

Present was 13 -' M (20 +g/l). 
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REFERENCE: CUPTA AND HARRISON, 1982 

FIGURE IV-84 EFFECT OF HUMIC ACID ON PARTITIONING OF COPPER, 
(NOTE, THE HUMIC ACID WAS OBTAINED FROM THE 
ALDWDGE CHEMICAL COMPANY; NA-SALT, WATER 
SOLUBLE,) 

Lead is readily adsorbed to numerous solid surfaces, including organic matter, 

clay. silica, and iron and manganese oxides. Lead adsorption is pH dependent and the 

adsorption edge occurs at lower pH than that of either copper or zinc. 

4.lO.4.3.5 Mercury 

Elemental mercury is a silver-white me:al and is a liquid at room temperature. 

It has a specific gravity of 13.5 and a vapor pressure of 0.0012 tort. It is used in 

the electrolytic oreoaration of cnlorine and caustic soda, in electrical apparatus 

such as mercury battery cells, in Control instruments such ds thermometers, in 

laboratory applications, and in other industrial applications. Concentrations of 

mercury in natural rocks range from about 5 to 1000 ppb, with 80 ppb being a typical 

value. Typical background mercury levels in natural surface waters average 0.01 to 

0.1 US/?. 

Mercury can exist in the natural environment in one of three oxidation states: 

0 (the metallic form), l+ (mercurous), or 2+ (mercuric). Figure IV-86 illustrates 

for the predominant, inorganic species present in water bnder equiliorium conditions 

(Gavi s and Fergusen, 1972). 

For typical oe-pH values in surface waters, eitner the chlorite or hydroxide 
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FIGURE IV-86 PE/PH DIAGRAM FOR HG, SHOWING PREDOMINANT SPECIES 

IN SOLUTION FOR CONCENTRATIONS OF TOTAL HG 
GREATER THAN 5 &L, 

species predominate for the conditions shown. The solubilities of these conpounds 

are great enough that precipitation of mercury in oxidizing enviromrents is usually 

not a concern. 

Mercury possesses an affinity for sulfhydryl groups (-SH) and can form organic 

sulfhydryl complexes. Mercury also forms compounds with alkyl groups (e.g. dimethyl 

mercury). The methyl mrcury Ion (CH3Hg') can be discharged from industrial effluents 

and can l?e synthesized from Inorganic mercury by bacteria which reside in sediments. 

Mercury strongly adsorbs to a variety of solids, including organics, clays, 

metal oxides, and sand. Halide ions (e.g. Cl-, Br-,I -) appear to suppress 

mercury adsorption. 

Gsed on elemental mercury solubility of 19.2 pg/l at 50°C and 81.3 u.g/l at 30°C 

and a vapor pressure of 0.0012 torr, the calculated Henry's Law constant lies between 

10e2 to 10B3 atm*m'/mole. Elemental mercury is relatively volatile. Both organic 

and inorgantc mercury canpounds exhibit volatility. 

4.10.4.3.7 Mcke\ 

Nickel Is present in the earth's crust at an average concentration of approxi- 

mately 90 ppn. Background levels in surface waters are 1 rg/l or less. Although 

nickel forms compounds with valences of 0, l+, 2+, 3+, and 4+, the Important valence 

state fs 2+. 
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Nickel can precipitate as the hydroxide and carbonate, as studied by Patterson 

et al . (1977). -- Figure IV-87 shows the solubility limits for nickel carbonate and 

nickel hydroxide in the presence of lo-lo2 M total inorganic carbon (TIC). While this 

amount of total carbon is significantly greater than found in natural rivers, the 

figure does illustrate that neither nickel carbonate nor the hydroxide is likely to 

limit solubility in the natural environment except at high nickel concentrations. 

Nickel can be adsorbed by a variety of substances, including fron and manganese 

oxides and organics. However, nickel is thought to be relatively mobile in the 

aquatic environment, especially in comparison with other metals. The work of Vuceta 

and Morgan (1978) appear to substantiate this. They evaluated the chemical speciation 

and adsorption of 1O’6*5 M (19 Mg/l) of total nickel in the presence of inorganic 

ligands which included OH', CO:-, and SO:- and a solid surface expressed as SiOz(s) 

(the equivalent of 310 mg/l). They found that at pH = 7, practically all of the Ni 

(18 ug/l) was present on the free divalent cation and that only a small amount was 

adsorbed. Adding small amounts of Fe(OH)3(s) and Mn02(s) had little influence on the 

amount of nickel adsorbed; the free ion again was the predominant species. 

Complexation with organic ligands can be very important for nickel, and tends to 

further increase the mobility of this meta!. Vuceta and Morgan (1978) found that 10B605 
M (%I rg/l) of EDT;\ added to natural water at pH = 7 complexed about 50 percent of 

the nickel, with the remainder present as the free ion. 

4.10.4.3.8 Silver 

Elmental silver is a white ductile metal having an atomic weight of 107.9. It 
is primarily used in electroplating, as a conductor, in alloys, paints, jewelry, 

silverware, and mirror production. Background levels of silver are low in the 

aquatic environment, ranging fran about 0.09 rg/l to 0.6 rg/l (Kharkov et al., 1968). -- 
In the earth's crust, silver typically occurs in concentrations of about 0.1 ppm. 

Silver is quite toxic to bacteria, invertebrates, and fish. Chronic tox!c:ty to 

freshwater aquatic life may occur at concentrations as low as 0.12 ,Ag/l. Of the 

heavy metals only mercury is considered more toxic. 

Silver can have valence states of 0, l-, 2+, and 3+. The 0 and l+ valence 
states are the most prevalent In the aquatic environment. 

Solubility controls in the aquatic environment are probably not exerted 3y 
either the oxide or carbonates. However, silver halides are quite insoluble and can 

control solubility. Hem (1970) states that chloride concentrations as low as 163M 

(35 mg/l) can limit Solubility to below about IO rg/l. 

Silver adsorbs to a variety of surfaces, includisg ferric hydroxides, clay 

minerals, and organics. Also, adsorption to manganese dioxide can be significant 

(Kharkov et al., 1968). -- 



REFERENCE: PATTERSON E AL, (19771, 

FIGURE IV-37 NICKEL CARBONATE AND NICKEL HYDROXIDE 

SOLUBILITY PHASE DIAGRAM (TIC = lo-"*ML 

4.10.4.3.9 Zinc 

The chemistry of zinc is similar to that of cadmium, which is found directly 

below it in the periodic table. Zinc, however, is more abundant than cadmium; and is 

an essential element in trace quantities for building tissues. In oxic aqueous 

systems, zinc exists In the 2+ oxidation state. 

Typical concentrations of zinc in soils range from 10 to 300 ppm, with the 

average being approximately 50 ppm (Bowen, 1966). The median concentration of Zn in 

surface waters of the United States is approximately 20 "g/l (Durum et al., 1971). -- 
tint is used as an oxide pigment in rubber and paint, in agricultural fertilizers 

and sprays, in the textile industry, and battery production. The major metallurgical 

uses are in the galvanizing of metal and prcduction of crass and other alloys. 

Figure IV-88 from Vuceta and Morgan (1978) shows zinc specfation as a function 

of pli, assuming the total zinc is 10B7 H (7 kg/l), and in the presence of an adsorbing 

surface, expressed as SiO2(s). Throughout the pH range shown (6.2 to 8.0). the free 

metal ion predominates. The next most predominate species are sulfate and carbonate, 

even more prevalent than the adsorbed zinc. 

Models of zinc speciation based on inorganic llgands are altered in the presence 

of organic matter, which appear to increase soluble zinc. The results of Vuceta and 

Morgan (1978) suggest that organic complexation is important at pri values below 

approximately 6 and at ligand concentrations exceeding 100 rg/l. 

Zinc Is normally undersaturated in natural waters. "otentidl solubility controls 
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4.10.4.4 Equilibrium Modeling Analysis 

4.10.4.4.1 Introduction 

The analysis in Section 4.10.3 treats metals as pollutants which spec i ate into 

either adsorbed or dissolved form. Based on this approach, the distribution of 

metals in the water column or in the bedded sediments can be estimated using a 

relatively modest amount of ddtd, particularly with respect to the ChmiCdl charac- 

teristics of the water which transports the metals. In contrast to this simplified 

picture of metal behdViOF, the previous section showed that metals can form a large 

nUmbeF of compounds, soluble and insoluble, with organic and inorganic ligands and 

can becane adsorbed to organic or inorganic solids. 

Although dpprOdCheS that consider metal speciation require more information to 

implement, they can also address questions that the analyses in Section 4.10.3 can 

not. For example: 

0 How do the chemical properties of the river water affect metal speciation? 

0 What are likely to be the predominant species of metal present? 

0 When is precipitation likely to occur? 

l Under what conditions are the more toxic species likely to be present? 

Equilibrium models provide a key for answering these questions since they can calculate 

the SpeCleS’ distribution of metals for a specific set of receiving Water conditions. 

The models assume that rate-limited processes are so fast that the species qufckly 

come t0 a State Of equilibrium. While equilibrium models themselves are not tFdnSpOFt 

models, they can be combined with transport models. That equilibrium models ratner 

than rate models have been developed by researchers indicates that knowledge is still 

quite limited regarding the fate of metals tn aquatic systems and that rate models 

do not appear to be feasible at present. 

Based on the foregoing, the approach selected here is to choose an equilibrium 

mo3el and to apply It to a variety of water types found throughout the United States. 

The results are tabulated for easy reference. 

4.10.4.4.2 Choice of Typical Waters 

Typfcal waters chosen for the purposes of this report are based on the United 

States Geological Survey's National Water Quality Network (NASQAN; Briggs and Ficke, 

1977). That repcrt is bdSed on the 1975 water year and is their most recent report. 

figure IV-90 snows the USGS's water resources regions within the United States. 

Fifteen stations were selected within these regions based on regional represen- 

tation, population, and interrelationships of the chemical constituents in the 

rivers. They are also shown in Figure IV-90. 

The characteristics of the waters at the selected stations are shown in Taale 

IV-64. The standard deviation ES well as mean values are given for water :enDera:ure, 
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01 New Ln~bfd 
02 Mid Atlantic 

03 South Atlantk-titf 
04 Great lakes 
OS Ohii 
06 fenners88 
07 Uppm Mirrirsippi 

08 Low8r Mississippi 
09 sourt~-R8d.Rotny 
10 Mirrourt 608ill 
II Arkonsos-White-Red 

O* Stntron ;.Jcat1ons 
Sclccte2 

12 18X0%Gulf 
13 Rio Geonde 
14 upper Colorado 
15 lower Colorado 
16 Great Basin 
17 Pacific Nor?hwost 
18 Colifornio 
19 Alorko 
20 Howoii 
21 Coribbeon 

FIGURE IV-90 WATER RESOURCES REGIONS OF THE !!NITED STATES 

suspended solids, and pH. Tne range, ratner than the mean, is Snown for total 

organic carbon. 

For comparison against r;he standard waters, a low pH water at tne outlet cf 

Woods Lake in the Adirondack Mountains in New York State has been added. The ptl of 

the water averages 4.7, the alkalinfty fs -10 req/l, and the water is very soft 

(hardness = 6 mg/l as CaCO3). In such a water, metals might tend to dissolve, and 

due to the low hardness, criteria levels would be quite low for the metals whose 

standards relate to hardness. 

4.10.4.J.3 Equilibrium Model Chosen 

A variety of equjlibrium models capable of predictjns metal speciatfon ~a.vo 3een 

deve!oDed in tne past-decade. Summaries of tne perfornrance and ca2arilities of :?e 



TABLE IV-64 

CHARACTERISTICS OF RIVER UATERS CHOSEN FOR ANALYSIS 
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models can be found 

Is MINEQL. 

MI NEQL (Westal 

earlier equillbrlum 

chapter is called M 

University. 

in Nordstrom et al., 1979. The model selected for this project 

1 et al., -- 1976) has evolved over the years and is based on an 

model called REDEQL. The version of MINEQL used In thfs 

INEQL+SfANFORD, fn recognftfon of modiflcatlons done at Stanford 

HINEQL uses the equlllbrlum constant approach (In contrast to the dirtct.minimi- 

zation of the Gibbs free energy function) to attain tquilibrlum composition of 

species. The model is quite versatfle and allows the user numerous ,options. For 

example, redox reactions can be considered or not at the discretion of the user. 

Adsorptlon can be modeled using the electrical double layer theory, which considers 

the interaction of charged ions In solution and at a solid surface. Precipitation 

can be consfdered at the discretion of the user, or suppressed as desired. 

4.10.4.4.4 Results 

Tables IV-65 through IV-79 summarize the predictions of MINEQL for the 15 
natural waters selected, For each metal, a range of concentrations is analyzed 

beg 
the 

inc 1 

nning at typical background levels and conti,nuing for concentrations well above 

water quality criteria. Concentrations are expressed as -log molar and rg/l. 

Organic ?igands have not been included in this analyses. Organics are not 

uded because major uncertainties exist as to the effects of organics on metals 

(particularly how to quantify the effects) and not because they are unimportant. 

In selecting surface waters for analysis, the primary variables that should be 

considered by the user include pH, hardness, bicarbonate (an approximate measure of 

alkalinity), and specific conductivity. By cross-comparing results from several 

similar rivers, sensitivity to parameters can be estimated. 

While Tables IV-65 through IV-79 are stralghtforward in their use, a number of 

features of the tables may not be readily apparent, and are listed here. 

1. The concentrations of numerous metals are elevated enough in model 

simulations so that they preclpltate in some rivers. For example, in the 

Hudson River, 81 percent of the lead is predl cted to precipitate as 

Rb(OH)2(s) when the total lead is 1000 rg/l (see Table IV-65). The 

sotubility of lead as limlted by this process would be 0.19 (1000) = 190 rg/l, 
2. If the metals are present in low enough conctntratlons so that precipi- 

tation does not occur, the percent metal speciation is largely independent 

of total metal concentration. For example, Table IV-65 shows that 

speclat1on of zinc in the Hudson River at concentrations below lOOOrg/l 
2+ can be predicted by knowing that approximately 72 percent is Zn , 

15 percent is &CO:, 8 percent is ZnHCO;, and 2 percent is 

ZnOH+. Thus, the user has the flexibility of ignoring precipitates 
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TABLE IV-65 

METAL SPECIATION IN THE HUDSON RIVER 

Ma1 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and w/l Sped es 

Arsenic 

Cadmlun 

Chromlun(II1) 
(wlthout redox) 

Chranlun(V1) 8.7.5.D (0.1-520 pg/l) 

Capper 4.8 (1000 pg/l) 

8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 *g/l) 

9.5-6.2 (0.1-70 pg/l) 

5.0 (520 rg/l) 

5.6 (130 *g/l) 

6.0 (40 P9/lf 

8.7-6.6 (0.1-4 +g/l) 

5.4 (250 rg/l) 

74% HAsO;' 

26% H$sOi 

95% Cd2+ 

2% CdST 

2X CdCl+ 

96% Cr(OH)3(s)' 

3% Cr(OH); 

2% Cr(OH); 

81X Cr(OH)3(s)‘ 

11% Cr(0t-i); 

7% Cr(OH); 

23X Cr(OH)3(s)* 

47x Cr(aH); 

30% Cr(OH); 

612 Cr(OH)+ 
2 

38% Cr(OH); 

93% Cr2- 
4 

7% HCrD- 
4 

95% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

3% Cu(OH)Q 
2 

1% cucoo 
3 

81X Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)' 

12% Cu(OH$ 

6% CuCOQ 
3 

1% cu2+ 
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TABLE IV-65 (Continued) 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and pg/l Species 

Wwr 
(Continued) 

6.0 (60 pg/l) 49% cu (OH'"2 

24% CuCT 

Lead 

8.5-6.6 (0.2-16 rg/l) 

21% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s 

4% cu2+ 

62% Cu(OH); 

31% cucw 
3 

5.3 (1000 pg/I) 

6% Cd+ 

1% Cu(OH)+ 

81% Pb(OH)p(s)* 

16% PbC@ 
3 

5.8 (316 cLg/l) 

1% Pb(OH)+ 

52% PbCOo 
3 

41% Pb(OH)2(& 

4% Pb(OH)+ 

3% PtJ+ 

8.3-6.3 (0.4-100 rg/l) 88% PbCO" 
3 

Mercury 12-9 (0.0002-0.2 pg/l) 

Nickel 7.8-4.8 (l-1000 rg/l) 

7% Pb(OH)+ 
4% Pb2+ 

84% Hg(OH); 

15% HgClOW 
94% Nf 2+ 

4% NlOH+ 

2% NISOO 
4 

Sliver 

Zinc 

8.8-6.2 (0.1-70 rg/l) 65% Ag+ 

33% AgC1° 

7.3.4.'8 (2-1000 pg/l) 72% Zn2+ 

15% ZnCOD 
3 

l predicted SoluS~lity llaitations. 

8X ZnHCU; 

2% ZnOH+ 
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TABLE IV-66 

METAL SOECIATION IN THE OGEECHEE RIVER 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentratfons as pHT and pg/l Spccjes 

Arsenic 8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 pg/'l) 

Cadmium 

Chromium(III) 
(wt thout redox) 

9.5-6.2 (0.1-70 rg/l) 

5.0 (520 rg/l) 

Chromlun(VI) 

Copper 

5.5 (160 pg/l) 

8.7-6.0 (0.1-50 rg/l) 

4.8 (1000 rg/l) 

5.4 (250 Pg/l) 

8.5-6.5 (0.2-60 pg/'l) 

54% H2AsO; 

46% HAsO;' 

98% Cd2+ 
1% Cm+ 

91% Cr(OH)J(s)* 

9% Cr(OH); 

61% CF( 0H)3(S)* 
35% Cr(OH)+ 

2 
2% CF{OH); 

1% Cr(OH)2+ 

gox Cr(oH); 

6% Cr[OH); 

4% CF0H2+ 

77% CF$- 

23% HCrO; 

93% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 
3% Cu(OH)O 

2 
2% cu2+ 

1% cum 
3 

72% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

11% cu(oH); 

10% cu2+ 
6% CLJCOO 

3 

40% Cu(oH)q 

36% Cu2+ 
22% cucoo 

3 

3% cuou+ 
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TABLE IV-66 (Continued) 

Ma1 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and kg/l Species 

Lead 5.3 (1000 pg/l) 72% PbC03(s)+ 

16% PbCOo 
3 

Mercury 

NI ckel 

Sliver 

Zinc 

5.8 (316 a/l) 

8.3-6.3 (0.4-100 rg/l) 

12-9 (0.0002-0;2 +g/I) 

7.8-4.8 (i-1000 rg/l) 

8.8-6.2 (0.1-70 w/i) 

7.3-4.8 (2-1000 rg/l) 

B% Pb2+ 

4% PbOH+ 

52% PbC@' 
3 

23% Pb2+ 

13% PbOH+ 

11% PbC03(s)+ 

58% PbC@' 
3 

26X Pb2+ 

15% PbOH+ 

77% Hg(OH); 

23% HgClOHo 

98% N12+ 

1% NlOH+ 

79% Ag+ 

21% AgClO 

92% Zn2+ 

4% ZnHCO; 

2% ZnCB 
3 

*Predicted solubillty llmitatlons. 
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TABLE IV-67 

METAL SPECIATION IN THE MUSKEGON RIVER 

*tal 

Arsenic 

Tested Range of Total Metal 
Concentrations as ~MT and &l Species 

8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 gg/l) 94% HAsO:- 

6% H2AsO; 

Cadml un 6.2 (70 tq/l) %I% Cd2+ 

46% CdCO3(s)' 

2% CdCl+ 

1% CdS@ 
4 

1% CdC@ 

9.5-6.8 (0.1-20 pg/l) 91% Cd2+3 

4% CdCl+ 

2% CdS@ 
4 

Chromiun(II1) 
(without redox) 

Chromiun(V1) 

5.0 (520 *g/l ) 91% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

7% Cr(OH)a 

5.6 (130 +g/l) 62% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

36% Cr( OH); 

2% Cr(OH); 

8.7-6.3 (0.1-20 pg/l ) 

8.7-5.0 (0.1-520 pg/l) 

90% Cr( OH); 

6% Cr(OH); 

99% Cr02- 
4 

4.8 (1000 rg/l) 

1% HCrO- 
4 

95% Cu2(OH)$O3(s)+ 

4% Cu(OH); 

!% cucoo 
3 

5.4 (250 wJ/l ) 8CS Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 
16% Cu(OHjO 

2 
-1% cucoo 

3 
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TABLE IV-67 (Continued) 

EIeta1 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and rg/l Specl es 

Lead 5.3 (1000 rg/l) 

Mercury 

Nlckcl 

6.0 (60 &l) 65% Cu(OH); 

18% cucoo 
3. 

16% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

8.5-6.6 (0.2-16 pg/l) 77% Cu(OH)O 
2 

5.8 (316 rg/l) 

6.3 (100 pg/l) 

Wper 
(Contlnued) 

21% cucw 
3 

92x Pb(OH)2(s)+ 

7% PbCO" 
3 

75% Pb(OH)2(s)+ 

23% PbCOo 
3 

8.3-6.9 (0.4-15 rg/l) 

12-9 (0.0002-0.2 rg/l) 

4.8 (l-1000 pg/l) 

5.3 (300 @J/l) 

5.8 (90 rg/l) 

7.8-6.3 (1-15 &l) 
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72% Pbcoo 
3 

22% Pb(OH)2(s)* 

3% PbOH+ 

3% Pb(C03)$- 

93% PbCOo 
3 

4% Pb(OH)+ 

3% Pb(CO3);- 

94% Hg(OH); 

6% HgClOtP 

93% NI(OH)2(s)* 

6% Ni2+ 

1% NiOH+ 

77% NI(OH)2(S)+ 

18% Ni2+ 

4% NiOH+ 

58% Ni2+ 

28% Ni(OH)2(s)* 

12% NfOH+ 

1% Ni SW 
4 

80% Nf2+ 

17% NiOH+ 

2% Ni St-P 
4 



TABLE IV-67 (Continued) 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pHT and pgil Species 

Silver 6.2 (70 w/l) 41% Ag+ 

UX AgCl" 

17% A&l(s)* 

2% AgCl- 
2 

Zinc 4.8 (1000 rgil) 

8.8-6.7 (0.1-15 pg/l) 

7.3-5.3 (2-320 rg/l) 

50% Ag+ 

48% AgClo 

3% AgCl- 
2 

58% 2nC03(s)* 

21% 2nCOO 
3 

10% Zn( CO31 :- 

7% 2n2+ 

2% 2ntico; 

49% 2nCCP 
3 

23% 2n(CO3):- 

17% 2n2+ 

6% 2nHCO; 

3% 2n(OH); 

2% ZnOH+ 

*Predicted solubility limitations. 
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Arsenic 

Cadmiun 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pHT and Fg/l Species 

1) 66% HAsO;- 

34% H2AsOi 

I 93% CdZ+ 

5% CdSOo 
4 

3% CdCl+ 

94% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 pg9/ 

9.5-6.2 (0.1-70 Kg/l 

Chromiun(II1) 
(without redox) 

5.0 (520 erg/l) 

Chrcmlun(V1) 

Copper 

4% Cr(OH); 

lS Cr(oH); 

5.5 (160 rg/l) 76% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

18% Cr(OH); 

5% Cr(OH)- 
4 

6.0 (50 w/l) 75% Cr(OH); 

19% Cr(OH); 

4% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

2% CrOH+ 

6.5-8.7 (0.1-8 &l) 79% Cr( 0H)o 
2 

20% Cr( OH); 

2% cron+ 

8.7-5.0 (0.1-520 pgil) 90% croq2- 

10z HCro; 

4.8 (1000 jig/l) 95% Cu2(OH)2CO3{s)+ 

2% cucoo 
3 

2% Cu(OH)O 
2 

TABLE IV-68 

METAL SPECIATION IN THE OHIO RIVER 
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TABLE IV-68 (Continued) 

EIctal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pHT and rg/l Species 

Copper 
(Continued} 

5.3 (300 @J/l) 81% Cu2(OH)$O3(s)* 

5.8 (100 )~g/l) 

8% CUCCP 
3 

8% Cu(OH); 

2% cd+ 

35% cucoo 
3 

Lead 

Mercury 

Nickel 

6% Pb2+ 
6: Pb OH + 

12-9 (0.0002-0.2 fAg/l) 72% Hg( OH)0 
2 

27% HgClOHo 
1% HgCP 

2 
93% Ni 2+ 
5: Ni So0 

4 

7.8-4.8 (l-1000 Kg/l) 

511 ver 8.8-6.2 (0.1-70 fig/l) 

34: Cu(OH)o 
2 

21% Cu,(OH),CO,(s)* 
9% cu2+ 

8.5-6.5 (0.2-15 erg/l) 44% CUCP 
3 

5.3 (1000 rgil) 

5.8 (316 w/l) 

43% Cu(OH)o 
2 

11% cu2+ 
81: PbC03(s)* 
16X PbC@ 

3 
1% Pb2+ 

52% PbC@’ 
3 

41% PbC03(s)* 

3% Pb2+ 
3% PbOH+ 

6.3-8.3 (0.4-100 w/l) 88% PbC@ 
3 

2% NiOH+ 

93% Ag+ 

38% AgClo 

1% AgClo 
2 
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TABLE IV-68 (Continued) 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and rg/l Species 

Zinc 7.3-4.8 (2-1000 pgil ) 72% 2n2+ 

11% 2nCOO 
3 

10% 2nHCOj 

4% ZnSOO 
4 

*Predicted solubilfty limitations. 

TABLE I V-69 

METAL SPECIATION IN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and rgil Species 

Arsenic 8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 pgil) 90% HAsO:- 

10% H2AsO' 
4 

Cadmiun 6.2 (70 rg/l) 

9.5-6.7 (0.1-20 ,ag/l) 

91% Cd2+ 

6% CdCO$s)* 

1% CdC@ 
3 

97% Cd2+ 
1% tdcp 

3 
Chromiun( III) 
(WI thout redox) 

5.0 (520 rgil) 

5.5 (160 rg/l ) 

6.3-8.7 (0.1-20 rgil) 

94% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

6% Cr(OH); 

74% Cr(OH)J(s)* 

23% Cr 

4% Cr 

86% Cr 

14% Cr(oH); 
1% HgCi Ot@ 
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TABLE IV-69 (Continued) 

Ma1 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and pg/l Specl es 

Chrcnniun(VI) 8.7-5.0 (0.1-520 erg/l) 

Copper 4.8 (1000 /q/l) 

Lead 

Mercury 

5.4 (250 tw) 

6.0 (60 w/l) 

8.5-6.6 (0.2-16 &l) 

5.3 (1000 &g/l) 

5.8 (316 pgil) 

8.3-6.4 (0.4-100 rgil) 

12-9 (0.0002-0.2 rg/l) 

98% Cr Oi- 

2% HCrO; 

95% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

3% Cu(OH); 

1% CUCCP 
3 

81% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s 

14% Cu(OH)O 
2 

5% cucoo 
3 

56% Cu(OH); 

I \s 22% CU~(OH)~CO~ 

21% CUCCP 
3 

71% Cu(OH); 

27% CuC@ 
3 

87% Pb(OH)2(s)* 

12% PbCCJo 
3 

60% Pb(OH)2(s)* 

37% PbC$ 

94% two0 
3 

4% Pbobl+ 

2% PbCO:- 

99% Hg(OH); 
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TABLE IV-69 (Continued) 

Metal 
Tested Ranye of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and pg/l Species 

Nickel 

Silver 

Zinc 

4.8 (1000 rg/l) 83% Ni(OH)2(s)+ 

15% Ni2+ 

2% NiOH+ 

5.3 (320 Kg/l) 47% Ni(OH)2(s)+ 

46% Nf2+ 

6% NiOH+ 

7.8-5.8 (l-40 pgil) 87% Ni2+ 

12% NiOH+ 

8.8-6.2 (0.1-70 pg/l) 91% Ag+ 
9% AgClO 

4.8 (1000 erg/l) 55% znC03(s)* 

21% 2ncoo 
3 

14% 2n2+ 

5% zn(C03$- 

4x hHCoi 

7.3-5.3 (2-320 rgil) 46% 2nCW 
3 

30% 2n2+ 

12% h(CO3$- 

2% 2nott+ 

*Predicted solubility limi:ations. 



TABLE IV-70 

METAL SPECIATION IN THE MISSOURI RIVER 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and w/l Species 

Arsenic 8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 pg/l) 93% HAsOq' 

6.2 (70 &l) 

9.5-6.8 (0.1-20 rg/l ) 

5.0 (520 c1g/l) 

Cadmium 

Chromim(I:I) 
(without oxidation- 
reduction) 

7X H2AsOi 

662 Cd2+ 

21X CdC03(s)* 

102 cdsg 

2% CdCl+ 

83% Cd2+ 

12% CdSy 

3X CdCl+ 

1% CdC@ 
3 

92% CrfOH)3(s)' 

Chromium(V1) 

Copper 

5.6 ( 100 pg/l ) 

7% Cr(OH); 

67% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

30% Cr( OH)’ 
4 

3X Cr(OH); 

8.7-6.3 (0.1-20 kg/l) 91X Cr(OH)- 
4 

92 Cr(OH); 

8.7-5.0 (0.1-520 rg/l: 77x cro;- 

1x' HCrO- 
4 

4.8 (1000 ~911) 95X Cu2(0H)2CO3( s)* 

3% Cu(OH)o 
2 

1: cucoo 
3 

5.4 (250 rg/l) 81X Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 
13% Cu (OH); 

5% CuCoO 
3 

6.0 (60 *g/l) 55x Cu(OH)O 
2 

22X Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

21% tuc9 
3 
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TABLE IV-70 (Contlnued) 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and pg/l Species 

Copper 
(Continued) 

8.5-6.6 (0.2-16 kg/l) 

Lead 5.3 (1000 pg/l) 

5.8 (316 pg/l) 

8.3-6.3 (0.4-100 tq/l) 

Mercury 12-9 (0.0002-0.2 pg/l) 

Nickel 4.8 (l-1000 Fg/l) 

Silver 

5.3 (300 pg/l) 

7.8-5.8 (l-90 rg/l) 

6.2 (70 rg/l) 

8.8-6.8 (0.1-20 pg/l ) 

72% Cu(OH)o 
2 

30X cucoo 
3 

lx cu(co3)? 
89% Pb(QH)&)* 

10% PbCT 

66% Pb(OH)2(s)* 

31% PbCy 

1x w(co3);- 

1% W(OH)+ 

93% WC00 
3 

3% Pb(CO);- 

3% Pb(OH)+ 
93% Hg(OH)o 

2 
7X HgCl OHo 

86% Ni(OH)2(s)* 

10x N12+ 

2% NiSOO 
4 

2% Ni OH+ 

56% Ni(OH)#)* 
33% Ni2+ 

5’: NISP 
4 

5% NiOH+ 

77% Ni2+ 

12% NiOH+ 

11% NiSq 

ST, ag2+ 

40% AgClO 

5% AgCl(s)+ 

55% Ag2+ 

42% AgClo 

1': AgSOi 
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TABLE IV-70 (Continued) 

Tested Range of Total Metal 
Concentrations as pHT and *g/l Species 

4.8 (1000 r9/1) 

7.3-5.3 (2-320 tq/l ) 

53x znCO3( s )’ 
21x ztlcw 

3 
10% zn2+ 
lox zn(CO3)f 

2% znsoo 
4 

3% ZnHCO+ 
3 

44% zncoo 
3 

21% zn2+ 
21% zn(coj);- 

7x zntKo+ 
3 

42 znsoo 
4 

2% Zn(OH)o 
2 

'Predicted solubfllty limitations. 
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TABLE IV-71 

METAL SPECIATION IN THE BRAZOS RIVER 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and pg/l Species 

Arsenic 8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 rg/l) 

Cadmi un 9.5-6.2 (0.1-70 rg/l) 

Chromim( III) 
(no redox) 

5.0 (520 pg/l) 

5.6 (130 +g/l) 

8.7-6.3 (0.1-20 rg/l) 

Chranium(V1) 8.7-5.0 (0.1-520 rg/l) 

Copper 4.8 (1000 rg/l) 

5.3 (300 rg/l) 

6.0 (60 rg.l) 

57% HAsO;' 

43% H2AsOq 

81% Cd2+ 

15% CdCl+ 

4% CdSO" 
4 

92% Cr(OH}3(r)* 

7% Cr(OH); 

66% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

30% Cr(OH); 

3% Cr(OH); 

88% Cr(OH); 

9% Cr(OH); 

4% CrOH2+ 

88% CrOt- 

12% HCrO' 
4 

95X Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

4% CUCCP 
3 

1% Cu(OH)O 
2 

77% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

15% CUCUJ 
3 

5: Cu(OH)o 
2 

3% cu2+ 

6(x CuCO; 

29% Cu(OH)O 
2 

14z cd+ 
Q,CUp(OH)2CO3(s)' 
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TABLE IV-71 

(Continued) 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as ptt~ and rg/l Species 

Copper 
(Continued) 

8.5-6.6 (0.2-16 w/l) 

Lead 5.3 (1000 rg/l) 

5.8 (316 rg/l) 

8.3-6.3 (0.4-100 w/l) 

Mercury 

Nickel 7.8-4.8 ( l-1000 q/l) 

Silver 6.2 (70 +g/l) 

12-9 (0.0002-0.2 *g/l) 

8.8-6.8 (0.1-15 rg/l) 

Zinc 7.3-4.8 (2-1000 rg/l) 

l Predicted solubility limitations. 

63L CuCoO 
3 

211: Cu(OH)o 
2 

13 cu2+ 
82% PbC03(s)* 

162 PbUP 
3 

52x PbCO; 

42c PbC03(s)* 

34 Pb2+ 

a: PbOK+ 

9a PbCO; 

3 Pb2+ 

3 PbOH+ 

6CE HgClOHo 

2% HgClo 
2 

15% Hg(OH)O 
2 

93 Ni2+ 

3 NiSy 

1x NiOH+ 

41x AgCl(s)+ 

4aL AgCl" 

10% AgCl- 
2 

3 Ag+ 

67% AgClO 
17% AgCl; 

16% Ag+ 

6BL Zd+ 

17% ZnHCO+ 
3 

11% ZnCOo 
3 

Q: ZnSY 
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TABLE IV-72 

METAL SPECIATION IN THE COLWBIA RIVER 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and ug/i Species 

Arsenic 8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 rg/l) 82% HAsO;- 

18% H$kOi 

Cadni un 

Chrcmiun( III) 
(no redox) 

9.5-6.2 (0.1-70 rg/l) 97% Cd2+ 

2% CdSO“ 
4 

5.0 (520 tAg/l) 96X Cr(OH)3(s)* 

3% Cr(OH); 

Chraiun(V1) 8.7-5.0 (0.1-520 tig/l) 

Copper 4.8 (1000 rg/l) 

5.6 (130 rAg/l) 

6.3 (20 rg/l) 

8.7-6.8 (0.1-S rg/l) 

5.4 (250 rg/l) 

2% Cr(OH); 

82% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

11% Cr(OH); 

7% Cr(OH); 

47% Cr(OH); 

30% Cr(OH)i 

24% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

61% Cr(OH); 

39% Cr(OH); 

95% crof- 

4x HCro; 

95% Cu2(OH)2C33(s)* 

3% Cu(OH)O 
2 

1% cucoo 
3 

81% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s;* 
14% cu(otl); 

5% cucoo 
3 
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TABLE IV-72 (Continued) 

*tal 
Tested Range of Total Hetal 

Concentrations as PMT and *g/l Species 

Copper 
(Continued) 

6.0 (60 rg/l) 57% Cu(OH)o 
2 

21% cucoo 
3 

20% Cu(OH);tC03(s)* 

2% cu2+ 

8.5-6.6 (0.2-16 rg/l) 71% Cu(OH)o 
2 

Lead 

Mercury 12-9 (0.0002-0.2 Pg/l) 

Nickel 4.8 (1000 +g/l ) 

Silver 

zi cc 

5.3 (1000 cLg/l) 

5.8 (316 rg/l) 

8.3-6.3 (0.4-100 rg/l) 

7.8-5.3 (l-250 rg/l) 

8.8-6.2 (0.1-70 ug/l) 

4.8 (1000 &I) 

20% CUCCP 

3% cu 2: 

88% Pb(OH)2(s)+ 

11% WC00 
3 

61% Pb(OH)2(s)+ 

35% PbC@’ 
3 

3% PbOH+ 

1% Pb2+ 

90% PbC@' 
3 

7% PboH+ 

3% Pb2+ 

97% Hg(OH)o 
2 

3% HgClOHo 

57% Ni2+ 

39% Ni(OH)2(s)+ 

4% NiOH+ 

92% Ni2+ 

6% NIOH+ 

2% NiSOo 

86% Agzc4 

13% AgClO 

55% Zn2+ 

21% inCOO 
3 

12% ZnCOj(s)' 

7% ZnHCO; 

2% ZnOH' 
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TABLE IV-72 (Continued) 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Hetal 

Conccntratlons as pPQ and rg/l sptcl es 

Zinc 
(Continued) 

7.3-5.3 (2-200 w/l) 622 tn2+ 

24X ZnC@ 
3 

8% ZnHC$ 

2% ZnOW 

1X ZnCy 

1X ZnSW 
4 

1X Zn(OH)i 

*Predicted solubllity llmltatlons. 

TABLE IV-73 
METAL SPECIATION IN THE SACRAMENTO RIVER 

Ma1 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

bnCtntratiOnS as pHT and rg/l Species 

Arstnlc 

Cadmium 

Chromiun( III) 
(no rcdox) 

8.9-5.4 (O.I-540 vg/l) 

9.5-6.2 (0.1-70 rg/l) 

5.0 (520 rg/l) 

53X HAsO:- 

47% H2AsOa 

98% Cd2+ 

92X Cr(OH)3(s)* 

5.6 (130 kg/l) 

8.7-6.3 (0.1-20 rg/l) 

7X Cr(OH); 

68% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

281: Cr( OH); 

3% Cr(OH); 

88x Cr(oH); 

9% Cr(OH); 

3X CrOH2+ 
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TABLE IV-73 (Contlnucd) 

&tdl 

Tested Range of Total Metal 
Concentratfons as pMT and *g/l Specfes 

Chranim(V1) 8.7-5.0 (0.1-520 rg/l) 82% CrOi- 

18% HCrO; 

Lead 

4.8 (1000 rg/l) 95% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)' 

2% cum 
3 

2% Cu(OH); 

1x cu2+ 

5.4 (250 rg/l) 78% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

9% cucoo 
3 

6.0 (60 rg/l) 

8% Cu(OH)O 
2 

5% cu2+ 

37% cum 
3 

32% Cu(OH)O 
2 

19x cu2+ 

10% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

Copper 

8.5-6.6 (0.2-16 rg/l) 

5.3 (1000 pg/l) 

5.8 (316 *g/l) 

8.3-6.4 (0.4-100 ug/l) 

41% cucoo 
3 

36% Cu(OH); 

21% cu2+ 

2% CuOtP 

79% PbC03(s)* 

16% PM00 

2% Pb2t3 

2 PbOP 

52% PbC@ 
3 

35% PbC03( s)* 

8% Pb2+ 

5% PbOH+ 

8ox pbcY 

12% Pb2+ 

8% PbOH+ 
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TABLE IV-73 (Contlnued) 

f’ktdl 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and rg/l Species 

Mercury 12-9 (0.0002-0.2 rg/l) 

Nickel 

Silver 

zi nc 

10% HgClOHo 

7.8-4.8 (l-1000 rg/l) 97% N12+ 

2% NiOH+ 

8.8-6.2 (0.1-70 rg/l) 83% Ag2+ 

17% AgClo 

7.3-4.8 (2-1000 rg/l) 83% zn2+ 

9% ZnHCO; 

6% ZnCoO 
3 

l Predicted solubility limitdtlons. 

TABLE IV-74 

METAL SPECIATION IN THE COLORADO RIVER 

Ma1 

Arsenic 

Tested Range of Total Metal 
Concentrations as pMT and rg/l Sptci es 

8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 i&g/l) 95% HAsO:' 

5% H2AsOi 

Cadmiun 6.2 (70 rg/l) 69% Cd2+ 

18% CdS@ 
4 

9% CdCl+ 

3% CdCO3(s)+ 

8.7-6.8 (0.1-20 tig/l) 71% Cd2+ 

18% CdSOo 
4 

9x CdClo 
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TABLE IV-74 (Continued) 

Ma1 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Conctntratlons as pb and rg/l sped es 

Chromiun( III) 
(no redox) 

5.0 (520 rg/l) 

5.6 (130 rg/l) 

8.7-6.3 (0.1-20 rg/l) 94X Cr(OH); 

Chrmiun(V1) 

Copper 

Lead 

4.8 (1000 rg/l) 

5.4 (250 wg/l) 

6.0 (60 tq/l) 

8.5-6.6 (0.2-16 rg/l) 

5.3 (1000 rg/l) 

5.8 (316&l) 

6.3 (100 rg/l) 

8.3-6.8 (0.4-60 rg/l) 

90% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

9% Cr(OH); 

60% Cr(OH)3(s)* 

3B% Cr(OH); 

2% Cr(OH)o 
2 

6% Cr(OH)i 

99% CrOt- 

95% CU2(OH)$O3(S)+ 

4% cu2+ 

79% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)' 

17% Cu(OH)o 
2 

4% cucoo 
3 

70% Cu(DH)o 
2 

17% CUCCP 
3 

12% Cu2(OH)2CO3(s)* 

79x Cu(OH)o 
2 

19% cucoo 
3 

3% cd+ 

95% Pb(OH)2(s)* 

)2(s)+ 

4% Pbcoo 
3 

85% Pb(OH 

14% PbcoD 
3 

51: Pb(OH 

44% PbC@ 
3 

3% PbOH’ 

91% PbCU' 
3 

6: PbOH+ 

k(s)+ 
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TABLE IV-74 (Continued) 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and g/l Species 

Mercury 

NI cktl 

12-9 (0.0002-0.2 rg/l) 
B1x Hg(OH); 

19% HgClOW 

4.8 (1000 i'g/l) 90% NI(OH)2(s)* 

7% Ni2+ 

2% NiSOo 
4 

5.3 (300 rg/l) 68% Ni(OH)2(s)* 

22% Ni2+ 

6% NiSOo 
4 

Silver 6.2 (70 rg/l) 

Zinc 

7.8-5.8 (l-40 rg/l) 

8.8-6.8 (0.2-15 rg/l) 

4.8 (1000 rg/l) 

4% NfOH+ 

69% Ni 2+ 

18% NiSOo 
4 

13% NiOH+ 

4D% AgCl(s)+ 

40% AgClO 

13% Ag2+ 

8% AgCl- 

66% AgClO 

21% Ag2+ 

13% AgCl' 
2 

50% ZnC03(s)* 

21% 2nCOO 
3 

10% Zn(COg)i- 

10% 2n2+ 

3% 2nSy 

2% ZnHCO; 
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TABLE IV-74 (Contlnued) 

Metal 
Tested Range of Total: Metal 

Concentrations ds pMT and rg/l species 

Zinc 7.3-5.3 (2-250 rg/l) 42% 2nCOo 
(Continued) 3 

21% 2n2+ 

21% Zn(C03):- 

6% ZnSOo 
4 

5% ZnHCO; 

3x 2n(oH); 

2% ZnOH+ 

*Predicted solubility limitations. 

TABLE IV-75 

METAL SPECIATIDN IN WOODS LAKE OUTLET 

Ma1 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and rg/l Species 

Arsenic 8.9-5.4 (0.1-540 erg/l) 99% HfisO; 

Cadmi un 

Chromiun(II1) 
(without redox) 

9.5-6.2 (0.1-70 rg/l) 

8.7-5.0 (520 rg/l) 

99% Cd2+ 

1% Cd%? 
4 

73% CrOH2+ 

12= Cr soY 

11% Cr(OH); 

Chromiun(Vi) 

Copper 

3% Cr3+ 

8.7-5.0 (0.1-520 rg/l) 66% CrOH2+ 

11% CrSof 

11% HCro; 

10% Cr(OH)+ 
2 

3% cr3+ 

8.5-4.8 (0.2-1000 rg/l) 90% cu2+ 

1% rus; 
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TABLE IV-75 (Contlnutd) 

htal 
Tested Range of Total Metal 

Concentrations as pMT and rg/l Species 

Lead 

Mercury 

8.3-5.3 (l-1000 MS/J) 97% Fb2+ 

1% Pbsoo 
4 

12-9 (0.0002-0.2 rg/l) 60% HgClOHo 

22% Hg(OH)o 
2 

18% HgCl; 

Nickel 

Silver 

Zinc 

7.8-4.8 (l-1000 rg/l) 99% N12+ 

1% Ni So0 
4 

8.8-6.2 (0.1-70 ug/l) 98% Ag+ 

2% AgClo 

7.3-4.8 (2-1000 rrg/l) 99% 2n2+ 

1% ZnSOo 
3 

TABLE IV-76 

METAL SPECIATION IN PENOBSCOT RIVER, MAINE 

Metal Concentration Range Species 

Arsenic 0.3 - 1000 rg/l 70: H2AsO' 
4 

3U HAsOf' 

Cddmi un 0.008 - Borg/l 98.1% Cd2+ 

1.4: CdST 

Chranim III solubility = 95rg/l Cr,(OH)3(s) is solubility control 

(without redox) 

<95 rg/l 91% Cr(OH); 

B% Cr(DH)2+ 

Chrmiun VI 0.1 - 500 ug/l 

I% Cr(OH); 

63L CrO:- 

3% HCrOi 
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TABLE IV-76 (Continued) 

Metal Concentration Rdngt Species 

Copper solubllfty - 130 rg/l 

(130 rg/I 

Cu2(OH)203(s) is solubility control 

65 Cu2+ 

18S Cu(OH); 

1% CUCT 

Lead 

a cuoH+ 
solubllity - 510 rg/l Pb(OH)2(s) Is solubility control 

x510 rg/l 44Z Pb2+ 

42c PbCq 

Mercury 0.0002 - 0.2 rg/l 

Nickel 1. - 1000 rg/I 

Silver 

21 nc 

0.03 - 100 rg/J 

1. - 1000 M/J 

13 PbOH+ 

2L PbST 

73% W(OH); 

261L HgClOHo 

9& N12+ 

l% NIST 

85 Ag+ 

142 AgClo 

9% zd+ 

f ZnHCO; 

a znsc$ 
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TABLE IV-77 

METAL SPECIATION IN ST. MARYS RIVER, FLORIDA 

Metal Concentration range Species 

Arsenic 0.3-1000 Fg/l 

Cadmium 0.008-80 pg/l 

Chrunlum III 
(ni thout redox) 

0.1-500 pg/l 

99% H$sO; 

1% HAso:- 

97% Cd2+ 

2% CdCl+ 

6g% CrOH*+ 

25% Cr(OH); 

4% CrSOf 

1X Cr3+ 

Chromium VI 

Copper 

Lead 

Mercury 

0.1-500 pg/l 

0.1-1000 pg/l 

0.1-1000 #q/l 

0.0002-0.2 pg/l 

92% HCrOi 

5% Ml;- 

2% CrOH2+ 

99% cu2+ 

96% Pb2+ 

2% PbSO; 

71% HgC12 

2aX HgCWH" 

1% Hg(OH); 

Nickel 

Silver 

Zinc 

0.1-1000 pg/l 99% Nj2+ 

0.1-70 pg/l 74% Ag+ 

26% AgClo 

0.1-1000 pg/l 97% 2n2+ 

1% 2nHCO; 
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TABLE IV-78 

METAL SPECIATION IN GRAND RIVER, SOUTH DAKOTA 

Metal Conctntratlon Range Species 

Arsenic 

Cadnl un 

l-1000 ug/l 

solubility = 10 kg/l 

(10 +9/J 

Chraniun III 

Chraniun VI 

Copper 

Lead 

Mercury 

Nickel 

solubility - 240 rg/l 

(240 rg/l 

l-500 lJg/l 

solubility - 70 rg/l 

(70 rg/J 

solubility - 35 rg/l 

(35 erg/J 

0.002-0.2 +g/l 

solubility = 30 rg/l 

(30 rg/l 

9% HAs02' 
4 

B HflsO; 

CdCO3(s) is solubility control 

5% Cd2+ 

2u cdsy 

12x Cdc1+ 

Q* CdCD; 

2c Cd(OH)+ 

Cr(OH)3(s) 

9% Cr(OH); 

10(x cro:- 

Cu2(DH)2CO3(s) Is solubflfty control 

88 Cu(OH); 

1(x cuco; 

9L CU(co3);- 

Pb(OH)2(s) is solubility control 

566: PbCC$ 

44x PB(CO3);' 

924 Hg(OH)O 
2 

5 HgClOHo 

Ni(OH)2(s) fs solubflity control 

433L Ni2+ 

3% NiOH+ 

152 NiSOi 

a Mi(OH); 
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TABLE IV-78 (Continued) 

Metal Conctntratlon Range Species 

Silver 

Zinc 

solubility = 60 r;g/l AgCl(s) Is solubility control 

(60 rg/l 64% AgClo 

24% AgCl- 
2 

11% Ag+ 

l-1000 rg/l 84% 2n(CO3):- 

13% 2nCOo 
3 

2% Zn(OH)i 

TABLE IV-79 

METAL SPECIATION IN PECDS RIVER, NEW MXICO 

Metal Concentration Range Species 

Arsenic l-1000 rg/l 

CddIlIi UII 0.1-80 rg/l 

Chranim III 

Chraniun VI l-500 rg/l 

Cwpcr solubility = 70 rg/l 

(70 rg/J 

solubility - 85 rg/l 

(85 rg/l 

95 HP&O:- 

2% H2HsO; 

59% CdCl+ 

17% Cd2+ 

17% Cdc1; 

U CdSy 

Cr(OH)3(s) is solubility control 

95 Cr(OH); 

2L Cr(OH); 

9% CrO:- 

Cu2(DH)2CCj(s 

9U Cu(OH)o 
2 

9% CuCDy 

) is solubi lity control 
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TABLE IV-79 (Contlnutd) 

Metal Concentration Range Species 

Lead solubillty = 8 rg/l 

<B rg/J 

Mercury 0.002-0.2 rg/J 

Nickel solubility = 90 dg/l 

(90 rg/J 

Silver 

Zinc 

0.1-70 rg/l 

Solubility n BOO rg/l 

<BOO ,lg/l 

Pb(OH)2(s) Is solubility control 

B3 PbcY 

9L Pb(CO3);- 

4% PbOH+ 

37% HgClDHo 

24 HgCl; 

1Q HgCl' 
3 

1% HgCl;- 

5 Hg(OH); 

Ni(OH)2(s) is solubllity control 

613 N12+ 

23L NiST 

ll% NlOtP 

5 NICl+ 

6% AgCl- 
2 

18x AgCl:- 

11x AgCl:- 

ZnQ(s) is solubility control 

2Bz zncy 

242 zn(CO3)f 

2s ztI2+ 

1(x ZnSy 

4% Zn(OH)o 
2 

45 Znc10Ho 

2lL ZnOH+ 
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and being able to estimate metal speciation at these higher concentrations 

exactly the same way as for lower concentrations. 

3. The tables do not consider the influence of adsorption. While MINEQL 

can simulate adsorption using electric double-layer theory, this option 

was not utilized. However, adsorption can be superimposed on the results 

in the table as follows. first consider the case without precfpftation, 

the case most likely to be of concern for these screening analyses. The 

information required to account for adsorption is the partition coefficient, 

Kp, and suspended solids concentration, 5, so that the dissolved fraction 

can be calculated: 

1 

l+KpS * 1O-6 

where 

cT = total metal in water column 

C = total dissolved phase concentration. 

The dissolved species can be approximated using the same percent distri- 

butions present when no adsorption occurs , except the percents in the 

tables become the percent of total dissolved metal, not total metal. 

As an example, consider the results from MINEQL shown below for a river 

when pH = 8. 

With Adsorption 

Species Without Adsorption JArea16.9 m*/l) 

Cu-Adsorbed 0.0% 98.12 

cu(oH); 95.6% 1.82 (95.6) 

cuco; 2.1% << 1% (2.1) 

cu2+ 1.1% << 1x (1.1) 

CuOH+ 0.6% << 1% (0.6) 

cusooq 0.5% << 1% (0.5) 

Without adsorption, 95.6% of the total copper is present as Cu(OH)i. 

When 6.9 m2/1 of adsorbing surface is added for the conditions simulated, 

about 98% of the copper adsorbs, leaving only Zb dissolved. however, 

the percentage distrfbutions of the dfssolved species (the percents are 

shown in parentheses) are the same percent distributions without adsorption 

(e.g. 95.6 percent of the dissolved copper is Cu(0t-t)~). Figure IV-S1 

provides a mathematical justification for the procedure suggested 

above. 

4. Mow consider adsotvtlon at metal concentrations where precipitation is 

predized to occur. The sketch below will help to explain the Species 

shift when adsorption occurs. 
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l Consider a sYtto rlth 3 dlssolvedwtrl WecfQ 

M (free Ion) 

Ial (1st metal-1Qmd caplrx) 

FL* (2nd rtrl-llpmnd coqlu) 

rhere W* K1 l K2 l total dlssolwdwtrl = y. 

l Tht ~lllbrlum $~cl~tlon fraction for frte mtrl ton is: 

E lB$M, 1W29 (typically true in many nrturrl syrtsr) 

Then: 

Q= frutlon dissolved t.g., 1 

T I+Kp.5d) 

concwlttrtfon of tor31 1 Jrdne fro I_TheSe are the frrtlonrl 
nrtrl In rlvtr, based local data or use species In Tbblrs IV-65 
on pmcrdurtr su!mwlzcd trble IV-62 throqk IV-79 
in Table IV-58 

0 Srrrrry: 

70 wmmt for drorptlon, use fables IV-65 through IV-79 
dltectly but ca~slg ;tu rpent specfes ta be dissolved 
e rrtnrr thbn to b Y 4 k 

hURE Iv-91 EXAMPLE PROCEDURE FOP SUPERPOSITION 0~ ADSORPTiON 
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As an adsorb1 ng species is added to a water where dissolved and 

precipitated species are in equilibrium, some of the dissolved 

species become adsorbed. In turn, precipitates begin to re-dissolve 

to satisfy solubiltty conditions. As long as an excess of precipi- 

tates are present, the concentrations of total dissolved species will 

not change with or without adsorption. however, when all of the 

precipitated solids reidissolve, then the concentration of dissolved 

species will decrease cocnpared to the case with no adsorption. 

The tabulations below illustrate an example from HINEQL for a 

total copper concentration of 5-10W6 Pi (318 rg/l). 

Adsorption Adsorption 

Species No Adsorption (Area10.69 m2/1) IArea= m2/1) 

Cu-Adsorbed 0.8L 15.4% 98.7% 

clJ(OH) (5) 
8 

58.3 42.9x 0.0x 

Cu(OW2 39.9% 39.9% 1.8 
When a relatively small amount of adsorbing species is added (0.69 m2/1), 

15.e of the copper adsorbs, and the total precipitated copper decreases 

from 58.2 to 42.92. however, the total dissolved copper remains 

constant at 39.9%; iihen significantly more surface area is added, more 

copper adsorbs until eventually the dissolved copper in the water column 

is below solubility, and all of the precipitated copper redissolves. 

Based on the above illustration, the following procedure is suggested to 

account for the possibility of simultaneous precipitation and adsorption. 

Using the total concenttatlon CT of interest from the appropriate taole, 

find 

C= CT 
l+KpS*lO-' 

If C is less than C,,l, the solubility of the metal which can be found 

as described prevtcusly In step (l), then all of the precipitate is 

re-dissolved and +nly the adsorbed and dissolved species exist. fhJS ( 
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both C and Cs (-CT-C) are known, and the species of C can be found as 

described In step (3). 

If C' C,,l. the dlssolved metal concentration becomes C,,,, and the 

total dissolved plus adsorbed concentration, <, is: 

c; - csol (1+KpS-10-6) 

where C; Is less than CT. The preclpltated metal is CT - Csol.(l + K+. 10-6). 

Again, the species distribution of Csol can be found using step (3). 

The followlng tabulations sunmarlze the tm> cases: 

Amount dissolved 

Amount adsorbed 

Amount preclpltated 

OCsol C<Csol 

Csol C 

KpSCsol l lo-6 KpSG 1O’6 

CT-Cso1-Kp~Csol*10'6 0 

As mentloned previously, the results In the tables are valid for oxidizing 

conditions, with one exception. Chromium (III), which Is thermodynamically stable 

under reducing conditions, was allowed to exist by not Involving redox reactions. 

The oxidation of chranlun (III) to chraniun (VI) Is thought to be very slow, so if 

chromium enters a river as the III+ ion, It may penlst. However, chromium( III) 1s 

relatively insoluble in most waters (from 30 to SOrg/l) and is also less toxic than 

chromium(V1) so that chraniua( III) Is likely to be of secondary importance. 

Throughout the range of metal concentrations l xmined, some of the metals did 

not precipltatc at all. Those metals are: arsenic, chromlun(VI), and mercury. The 

remaining metals precipitate under at least sane of the conditions, and the precipi- 

tates are: 

a Cd: cdC03( s 1 

a Cr( III): Cr(ON3(s) 

0 CU: Cu*(OH~*C03b) 

e Pb: Pb(OH)z(s) or PbC03(s) 

0 Nl : Nl (Wp(s) 

l Ag: AgCl(s)* 

l Zn: znCO3W 

The only natural water where no metal precipitation occurred was at Woods Lalte 

outlet, where tne pH is 4.7. Also, in Woods Lake, most of the chrdm is likely to 

be present as Cr( !II) regardless of pe because of the low pH. 

The fact that NNEQL (or any other equilibrium model) prdicts certain metais 

will precipitate under certain condltlons must be interpreted *it9 a tef?ain affloufit 
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of judgment because of the supersaturation possibility and because of uncertainty in 

solubility products. For example, the solublllty products used by MINEQL for Pb(OH)(s) 

and Ni(OH)2(s) appear to be on the lower end of an acceptable scale which spans 3 

to 4 orders of magnitude for the solubillty product (Slllen, 1966), t.e. the solu- 

bilities are taken to be lower rather than higher. Hence, predlcted hydroxide 

solubillty limitations for lead and nickel, which occur In a number of the surface 

waters chosen, should be Interpreted with this In mind. 

Mhile the mathematical tools presented in Section 4.10.3 can be used independently 

of metal species distribution, the results from MINEQL can also be used in conjunction 

with the mathematical tools. The approach Is as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Using the transport-fate expressions in Section 4.10.3, find the temporal 

and spatial distributions of the metal(s) of interest. Record CT (total 

concentration), C (the dissolved concentration), and C/CT (the fraction 

dissolved) at each location of interest. 

Select an appropriate natural water from Tables IV-65 through IV-79, and 

enter the table using the total metal concentration found from step (1) 

at each location of interest in the water body (if three locations are -- 
of interest, for example, the procedure outlined here is repeated three 

times). 

Since the effects of adsorption are not directly included in the tables, 

the procedure outlined earlier should be used to account for adsorption 

and to find the percent distribution and amount of each dissolved 

species. Note that C/CT values (see step (1)) do not have to be recal- 

culated for the earller procedure. 

In all likelihood, the percent distribution of the dissolved species 

will not change significantly within a given river, although the total 

dissolved concentration can change. (An exception is an acid-mine-drainage 

sltuatlon, tiere pH can change signlflcantly over distance.) Uhen thi 5 

Is the case, the first three steps have to be completed only one time. 

The percentages found are then mltlplled by C at each location to 

find the species dlstrlbution at each location. 

I---------.-------.. EXAMPLE IV-25 -_-_-_-I--------------- 

i i 
I This example illustrates some differences in lead speclation likely to I 

i exist between two of the river waters shown earlier in Table IV-64: the Ogeemee i 

i River in Georgia and the Colorado River in Colorado. Some of the water qualiiy i 
i characteristics of the rivers are summarized below. 

i 
I 
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I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

River I!!! 
Ogeechee 6.9 

Colorado 8.1 

Suspended Solids, mg/l 

14 

2450 

Total Hardness 

21. 

374. 

The water in the Colorado is qulte hard while the Ogeechee River water is very 

soft. Consequently, hardness-related water quality criteria are different for 

the tno rivers. For example, the 24-hour average criteria levels for cadmiun 

and lead are 20 and 870 time; higher In the Colorado than in the Ogeechee, 

respectively. 

Lead solubility in the Ogeechee is controlled by the carbonate (see Table 

IV-66) while in the Colorado, the hydroxide controls (see Table IV-74). The 

lead solubility in the Ogeechee appears to be about 220 rg/l. This is found from 

the prediction by HINEQL that 11 percent of the total lead of 250 ,Ag/l is present 

as PbCOj(s). The remaining 89%. or 220 rg/l, is dissolved. 

In the Colorado River, the Pb(OH)2(s) limits the total soluble lead to 

appproximately 50 119/l (49 percent of 100 rg/l is soluble). Note that in the 

absence of precipitation, the percent distribution of lead is independent of 

the total lead in the water column. As shown in Tables IV-66 and IV-74, the 

predominant species of dissolved lead are: 

River Species 

Ogeechee 58% PbCO; 

26X Pb2+ 

15% PbOH+ 

Colorado 91% PbC@ 

6X PbOH 
1 

Now, consider adsorption of lead to the suspended matter in the rivers. 

Based on the suspended solid; levels and typical partition coefficients, it 

is assumed that 70 percent of the lead 1s adsorbed in the Ogeechee River and 

99 percent in the Colorado River (see Table IV-62). Because such high fractions 

of the metals aasorb, It is unlikely that precipitates form even at high con- 

centrations of metal, based on the procedure described earlier in this section. 

As an example, consider a total lead concentration of 60 krg/l in the Coloraoo 

River. In the absence of adsorption, precipitation of Pb(OH)2(s) is predicted. 

However, if 99 percent of the 60 +g/l is adsorbed, then only 1 percent or 0.6 *g/l 

of the lead is dissolved in tne water column. This is considerably below the 

50 rg/l solubil~ty of lead, so that precipitation does not occur. According to 

Taole IV-74, nearly all (91 percent) of the 0.6 rg/l dissolved lead is present as 

Pbq 

I 

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 

L ------.---------- END 0~ EXAMPLE Iv-25 C-m-_-m-m-----mL---- 1 
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4.10.5 Execution of Llmlted Field Reconnaissance and Sampling Program 

4.10.5.1 Introduction 

Since a screening level analysis Is intended to make use of a minlmal amount 

of exlstlng data to estlmate where severe water quality problems are likely to occur 

and where problems are unlikely to occur, the suggestion that a limited field re- 

connaissance and sampling program be conducted appears incongruous with the intent of 

the approach. However, a limited field reconnaissance and sampling program may be 

useful on a screening level for a number of reasons. 

Perhaps the most important is the complexity of the problem of predicting fate 

of metals. Researchers are still far from developing a well accepted unified theory 

which can be used to predict the fate of metals in the natural aquatic environment. 

A review of the literature quickly reveals the divergency of views that now exist, 

particularly in the area of quantification. A good example is the partitioning of 

metals onto solids. Ignoring the fact that a variety of approaches exist related to 

adsorption, and considering only the linear isotherm adsorption approach used in th 

chapter, documented results show that the adsorption coefficient, K 
P' 

is quite 

variable for a given metal under the conditions encountered in natural rivers. MI i 

is 

le 

in groundwater systems this variability may not be as important because of the large 

amount of solids surface area for the metal to adsorb (i.e., well over 99 percent of 

the metal Is likely to be adsorbed for Kp>103 l/kg), in surface water the available 

solid surface area is typically only about 0.01 to 0.02 percent as great as in 

groundwater systems. With these much smaller surface areas, the percent metal that 

is dissolved can vary considerably. 

For exam@ e, at a suspended solids level of 100 mg/l, a metal is 91 percent 

dissolved when K = i03 l/kg and 9 percent dissolved when K = lo5 l/kg. In the 

first instance, tucn of the metal is transported downstreamPand is influenced to a 

small degree by soli& settlinp or scour. Under these conditions, multiple waste 

sources on a river interact with each other to produce gradually elevating levels of 

metals over distance (unless dilutlon is important). 

&I the other hand, when only 9 percent of the metal Is dissolved, then settling 

zones in the river tend to remove the metal from the water column, and downstream 

sources can act independently of each other. Thus, the partition coefficient 

becomes an important parameter to quantify. 

The best way of interpreting Kp for metals is to consider the coefficient as a 

parameter (not necessarily of solid scientific validity) that relates concentrations 

of solid and particulate metais and is likely to be highly variaoie from one se: of 

conal tfons to anotne- * . Because of its inporzance, local detenni nation of Kp 1s 

recommended. 

A second reason for local sampling is tne importance and variability of nat;ral 

metal sources. In some uses, rlaturai sources of metals may be largeiy or ert.:rely 
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responsible for exceeding standards. Thus, removing a large percentage of point 

source contributions may have a negligible impact on levels of metals. 

Before undertaking a field reconnaissance and sampling progrm, the following 

questions should be answered: 

1. Have all potential sources of information been accessed? Delos et al --• 
(1983) sumwrlze likely sources. 

2. Have the available data been summari red, CdtegOrfZed, dnd compared 

against the information needs required to conduct a screening analysis? 

Table IV-80 shows the kinds of information required to carry out the 

screening analyses presented in this document. while supporting informa- 

tion may be useful for other purposes envfsloned by the user, they are 

not likely to be critical for the purposes of these screening procedures. 

3. have preliminary screening analyses been carried out to see whether the 

missing, or poorly quantified ddta are important? The proposed screening 

analyses should be performed first with "best judgment" ddtd to verify 

that the missing information do make d significant difference. If not, 

there fs no reason, within the scope of the objectives of this chapter, 

to Collect thdt kind Of ddtd. 

4. Have the objectives of the field reconnaissance/sampling program been 

defined and have these activities been planned thoroughly? Before 

setting foot into the field, all the reasons for doing so should hdve 

been carefully thought wt. Pre-planning wi 11 save time and mOney, and 

more likely produce the intended results. Particularly, personnel 

requirements dnd assignments dnd equipment needs (including backup 

equipment) should be carefully addressed. 

4.10.5.2 Field Reconnaissance 

A field reconndissdnce is d firsthand survey of the system under investigation. 

A reconndissance can be used to verify, if only in a qudlftdtive sense, some of the 

datd which are being used for the screening analysis. In pdrtiuldr, this kind of 

ddta can consist of: 

0 Identfficatlon and locations of point sources 

0 Locations of appropriate upstream and downstream boundarles 

e Estimation of water depths in different reaches of the river 

0 Estimation of surface widths in different reaches of the river 

0 Ident?ffcdtion of free-flowing reaches, backwater dreds, and locations 

and sizes of 1dkeS or reservoirs 

0 Visual (photographic) documentation of the system. 
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TABLE IV-80 

SUMMARY OF DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR SCREENING OF METALS IN RIVERS 

whowlogJ mew 
Dmr Datr Arr Us@ RLyrcS 

. st1t. clay fWcCtlm 0' sus#nW L 
soIlUS 

. Loclt~ons 0. R. L 1 

2. PO111 saurcrs 

. LocllloN 0, e. s. L 

. Flm rate, a, 0. 1. 5. 1 

: yern;;;;10;* ' Cf. m I 0. 0. 1. I, f. 5. L 1. 

Ird 
, Deotn of cmtrlnlt’on 

a Porosity of sdlmmts. n 
, kns*ry Of WlldS in sti~yncs 

(8.9.. 2.1 for smnd!. PI 
l htrl concentr8tlm In 

bed jvrcn9 prolonged 
scour wrio4. CT2 

OIrlwa ?ume:t*s 
l Ptrtltlon c*fflclmc. UD 

* Srttllnq wlalty. l S 
* aausams~on 

*laity, wr) 

All 

s. 1 
R 

* Tot41 orp~ic carbon 
e Otw major cath~s mnd mlons 

Aa YcurIte estlmtlm of flw rate Is wry Wortmt b@causI of 
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The reoulred wlalty 0 distmce b*rldtd by trawl time. It cm 
be moro~l~ted by O/A only wlwi A 1s rrprrsmtrt~rr of the 
rash being studlrd. 

Hydrrullc residence tlws of lakes cm rrry seasIDnal;y Is tLt 
flow rat8 through the l~trs' chenpos. 

Sower drt& fnclu~ both nrtural and bnthropogmlc sourcrs. 

omd concmtr~tlons should prnarslly not be set to xero 
%&ut Justtficrtlon. 

On Important reason for dOtrr=tnlnp susOendO6 soll~s 
mncentr~tlons 1s to &tMfM the QtSSOlWd concmtr~tlon. -, 
of rtmlr. brsrd O(I CT. 5. and $. WOWOVV, 'f C (I mm 
4loq with C tnd 5. 

I 
uw this lnforwtton to flna <p rather 

thm uslnp 1 Ierature wlurs. 

For the scrrrnlnp analysis. the 6ntn of contmln~tlon 0 OS: 
useful Odnp a wrfod of pro~on9a4 scow when Wtal 11 Win9 
inout Into the water COILan frm t)w bed. 

lm plrtltlon coefflclont is 8 my lqortnt parm'.P. iaal 
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This pummtw Is eerlwe baud on Ituatlon IV-104. 
This pwrrtrr ls derived bud on iquatlm iv-I#l. 
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cmrwt8rlm I4 rlwrs and t lye thwughout the Unjt8a SWts. 

Mator Quality crltort~ for uny lt11s w* tryd to nOr3wss. wa 
lncrwse vlth rnc~rrsl19 harOnws (SW T&l@ IV-J!). 
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L 
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he of the primary purposes of the reconnaissance, in ddditf on to verifying ddtd 

used in the screening analyses, is to gain d feel for the importance of settling and 

scour of solids, 21s d function of reach, throughout the study area. If there are 

extensive settling tones where a high percentage of the solids settle, and if the 

partition coefficients of the metals under fnvestfgdtlon are high, then nuch of the 

metals are likely to settle also. On the other hand, if the suspended solids are 

transported downstream with relatively little settling or if KpS*10m6 is small 

(e+, ~1) then downstream transport of metals Is likely to be significant. Comparf- 

son of the behavior of the surface water with predicted metal distributions go hand 

in hdnd, dnd provide an Opportunity for the user to obtain a consistency between 

prediction and observation. 

As part of characterjtinq settling zones, samples of bottom redfments (the 

top 1 to 3 inches) can be collected for visual observation. A qualitative canpari- 

son of grain size and texture might confinn whether fine , ds well as coarse, particles 

settle In quiescent zones in rivers. 

The very limfted ffeld reconnaissance described above requires little data 

collection, wfth the exception of water depths and widths. The appropriate water 

depth iS the average depth across d section. If the section is approximately para- 

bolic, then the average depth approximately equals 2/3 of the maximum depth. An 

added benefit of knoufng average depths and surf ace widths is that the cross-sectIona\ 

dred can be estimated which can directly be used to find stream velocity. Choosing 

lculated "typical" sections for characterizing width and depths means that the cd 

velocity is likely to be typical us mll. 

The next question to be addressed In a field reconnaissance is when 

the field. A variety of possfbflitIes exist, wfth the major candidate s 

being: 

0 Steady, low to moderate flow conditions 

to go Into 

itudtions 

0 Pseudo-steady hfgr: flow conditions , such ds Snow runoff periods during 

spring melt or during a long, low intensity storm 

e Highly unsteady conditions when stream flow is rapidly changing due to a 

transient high lntcnsfty storm event. 

Wlrhout question, the steady, low to moderate flow condition Is most dpp:opriate for 

a first, low effort reconnaissance, even If this 1s not the most critical water 

quality condition. Generally tne results obtaf ned during a steady-state period dre 

more readily and accurately interpretable because tfme variability is not a conslder- 

atlon. Additionally, results frcnn d field reconndfssdnce conducted at steady-s?ate 

cdn help to detennfne critical condftlons. 

4.10.5.3 Sampling Guidelines 

Table IV-80 shown earlier summarizes the data required for the screening gro- 

cedures COMdi ned in this document. Based on a comparison between the data ava'lable 

dnd tne data required to perfom d screening analyses, sampl I ng priorities cdn De 
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generated. While it is not possible to always decide beforehand what are the most 

important parameters for a particu lar situation, some preliminary calculations with 

the screening tools will be useful to reveal what appears most important. In many 

cases, the magnitude of the partit ion coefficient is likely to play an important 

role. The partition coefficient is not measured directly, but is calculated from 

measured values of adsorbed metal per unit suspended solids (X) and dissolved metal 

(C); i.e., Kp = X/C. 

If resources permit, a comprehensive survey where swlples are co1 lected at the 

system boundaries and at important sources at a single point in time is generally 

very useful for predictive purposes. If the survey is performed during steady-state 

conditions, a 

The prfncipal 

two stations 

struct overal 

thus more rel i 

1 samples do not have to be collected in a truly simultaneous fashion. 

advantage of a comprehensive survey over repeated sampling at one or 

s that the information collected can be used to more accurately recon- 

cause and effect mechanisms, understand better system responses and 

ably predict concentrations throughout the system. 
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